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THE

Athenian ORACLE.

AL
Li Ages ( as if Athens had been the Original)
have been curious in their inquiries ; Curioſity it

ſelf being ſo much a partof Nature, thatthere is no laying

it aſide till the whole frame is diſolved. ' Tis not with

out great importunity we have undertaken a task of this

nature, which at firſt ſight appears to be a ſubjeft choſen

out and calculated on purpoſe for objections , but yet a

confideration of thoſe advantagesa great part of the world

may reap' by it, bas ſuperſeded that difficulty. The deſign

is briefly, To ſatisfy all ingenious and curious Enquirers

into ſpeculations, divine, moral, andnatural, &c. and to

remove thoſe difficulties and diſſatisfactions, that same,

or fear of appearing ridiculous by asking queſtions, may

cauſe Jeveral perſons to labour under, who now bave op

portunities of being reſolv'd in any queſtion, without

knowing their informer.

Queft. N what condition I think ' tís not poſſible to avoid

is the ſoul of on this conſequence, That whatever

I
infant as to its it receives nor from the external

rational facul- organs, is in as great perfection ,

ties, and what both as to power and act, in the

fort of thoughts of the things it fees infancy of the body, as in its ve

and hears, may it be ſuppoſed to gete and perfect manhood . A
have ? mongſt which we muſt reckon af

Anſw . We generally fay, That firmation and negation , and all the

the ſoul would aet as well in an natural and firſt principleswhich
infant as a man , were it nor for the a child ſhews it was maſter of

indiſpoſition of the organs, ſince it before, by conſenting to ' em , as
grows not as the body doth, but ſoon as ever intelligibly propoſed ,

is eſſentially perfest the very mo- or expreſſing its underſtanding

ment ' tis infuſed into the embrio. ' em , as loon as, by the advantage

If this be true, as I believe, and of ſpeech, ' tis capable of doing it.

can ſee no reaſon to thecontrary, On the other ſide, as to thoſe

idens
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ideas which proceed from matter, far divine authority reaches,) that

the thoughts which an infant's is, I think, ſufficient for us to

foul has of them , muſt needs be form ideas thereof, agreeable to

very dilute and confuſed. The in- truth, and capable ofraiſing our

ternal organs are undoubtedly defires thither. Now it being

weak and inhabile , as we ſee the once revealed , that there is ſuch a

external are, which juſt as a thick thing as heaven, and that even

miſt in the air, or a moiſture on the bodies of good men will be

the glaſs of a telescope, hinder the actually thereafter the refur

eye ,tho' of the moſt exquiſite rection ; we may thence ſubſume,,

fight, from diftinguiſhing diftant that it muſt be a determined place;

objects , dazzle and confound the and the circumſtances thereof in

ſoul, which gropes , and , as we clude all poſſible and ſuitable hap

may ſay, feels about like a man pineſs. And that's all the notion

in the dark,for what is juſt before we have of it .

it ; wanting beſides experience as Queſt. Whether ſeparate Souls

to material objects, which the retain their individuation, or are

more it has, the higher uſually it all turned into one common ſoul ?

afterwards increaſes in the exer- Anſw . The queſtion ſeems not

ciſe of prudence and reaſon. Thus clearly propoſed . None can think

we may often ſee an infant very that all separated Souls ſhould coa

intently obſerving whatever new lefce or mix , and be confounded

thing is brought to it , thereby , with one another ; for then the

by degrees, treaſuring up in its good and bad muſt be equally happy

memory new notions and images of or miſerable. I preſume therefore

things ; and the more of theſe it the gentleman intends principally ,

has by comparing 'em together, or at leaſt diftin &tly, thoſe of

its thoughts are more clear every good men . And believe they ſtill

day thanother. retain their individuation . For o

Queſt. What idea ' can a man ' therwiſe, Firſt, there could be no

have in his mind of the fpiritual degrees of happineſs amongſt 'em .

world , which he never ſaw ? Secondly, Enoch and Elias were

Anw. There are other ways of only injured by being taken out of

receiving ideas into the mind, be- the world, before they had a higher

reſides the ſenſe of ſeeing. There degree of happineſs than other good

are millionsof perſons in England men, as of piety and virtue ; af

who never ſaw Rome, and yet, I terwards, granting this confuſion ,

preſume,butvery few of 'em who theywouldeither have noneat
han't some idea thereof, and that all, or no other than all the reſt.

in ſomepart true, or conformable Thirdly, Granting that Hypothe

to the objest ( tho'notadequate and ſis, our Saviour's ſoul and the

perfect) which they might receive good thief's would have been all

by the ſenſeof hearing or reading, one, and after this life he had not

from ſuch as have actually been been with him , buthim himſelf

there. This I think comes pretty in paradiſe; for his ſoulwas ſub

nearthe preſent queſtion, What ject to all the accidents of humani

we have heard of heaven ; and it ty, except fin. Fourthly, I can't

holds of the reft, from thoſe who ſee any difference between a new

have been there preſent ( and to individuation both of body and

Soul
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foul at the reſurreltion, and a stance, or at leaſt endued with

perfect new creation ; and then very different qualities, as earth

where are rewards and puniſh- into glaſs, either to be the feat

ments ? Fifthly, If ſouls are not of the bleſſed, or ſome new crea

divifible, I can't ſee how they tures only known to God . This

are unible (if we may be par- latter hypotheſis appears to me

doned for the word ) nor can moſt probable , as well from res.

find any notion for their conjun- Son as ſcripture: The latter hav

ction, ſo as to be actually inſepa- ing ſeveral texts founding very

rable from each other ; nor ſee much that way . New heavens

any reaſon for ſuch a ſuppoſition, and a new earth ; the reſtitution

nor, (with ſubmiſſion, till I hear ( not deſtruction ) of all things,

their arguments) why ſo many for which the whole creation

wiſe menhave ſo much trou- groans ; and ſeveral others to

bled themſelves about it. Sixth- the ſame purpoſe .

ly , Good and ill angels and fpi- Queſt. Whether the torments of

rits are actually individuated in the damn’d are viſible to the ſaints

the other world : This appears in heaven ? & vice verſa ?

from the ſcriptures, and experi- Anſw . This preſuppoſes an.

ence of apparitions. other queſtion , ( viz .) In what

Queft .Whether the ſubſtance of ſtate or condition the bodies of the

this earth shall be deſtroyed, or juſt and unjuſt shall ariſe at the day

nly refined ? of judgment ? The conſequence
Antw . By deftroyed , I ſuppoſe, of which anſwer will reſolve the

is meant annihilated ; which tho firſt queſtion ; in order to which

ſome deny can proceed from we affirm , that they ſhall both

God,who is the author of being,I ariſe alike, equally immortal ,

doubt not but it may by acci- and equally qualified for an eter

dent, as fin cameintothe world nity of duration , diverſify'd in

by his with-holding his influ- nothing but their laſt fentence.
ence; tho'he can't be theefficient Neither ſtate ſhall ſo much as

cauſe of either : In anſwer, If we change a thought , but think of

are to interpret thoſe ſcriptures all things together, which will

relating to this caſe in a literal be actually preſent to the intel
fenfe (which way I'm inclin'd leet of both : Weshall then ſee, not,

to in this and all other, when by receiving the viſible ſpecies into

there's no neceſſity to the con . the narrowglaſs of an organized

trary ) ' tis plain, that the earth ( ye ; weMall then hear without the

ſhall not be deſtroyed or annihi. diftinct and curious contexture of

lated , becauſe it ſhall only be the ear . The body ſhall then be all

burnt up, and every one knows eye , all ear, all Senge in the whole,
that's no annihilation . What and every ſenſe in every part . In A

then ſhall beperformed by this word, it ſhall be all overa common

burning ? The fire muſt be either fenforium ; and being made of the

ftill continued, and ſo be the purest ather, without the mixture

place of the dan.ned, or theearth of any lower or großer element, the

be only refined by it as gold in foul ſhall by oneundivided act,

the fire ; or quite transformed once perceive all that variety of

into little leſs than another Sub- objects,whish now cannot, without

B 2 leveral
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Several diſtinct organs, and ſucceſ region or place alligned to them,

live a &tions or paſſions, reach our where we can have no means left to

Tenſe. Every ſenle ihall be per- inform us in what inſtances, or af

fedt, the ear ſhall hear every ter what manner they act ? wean

thing at once throughout the fwer , that we may ſuppoſe

ſpacious limits both of heaven worlds (as fome already have ) in

and hell,with a perfe&t diftin ti- the fun , moon , and every ſtar ;:

on, and without confounding but ſuch ſuppoſitions are unac

that anthem with this blaſphemy; countable, and therefore below

the eye ihall find no matteror the dignity of our reaſon ,which

ſubſtance to fix it ; and ſo of the has enough to do in unriddling

other lenſes : The reaſon of this many things that really are,

is plain and convincing ; for if without loſing our ſelves in the

both ( I mean the bodies of the ftraggling whimſies of what are

juſt and unjuſt) were not thus not, otherwiſe than as fancy

qualified, theycould not be pro- gives 'em life. Nor will our

per ſubjects for the exerciſe of maintainers of pre-exiſtence find

an eternity,but wouldconſume, any ſervice in that text, (viz. )

and be liable to diſſolution , or And ontheſixth day God ended his

new changes. Hence we allert , work which hehad made. For tho'

that every individual perſon in it be literally true quoad Deum,

heaven and hell, ſhall hear and ſee to whom time paſt, preſent,and

all that paſſes in either ſtate ; to come, is the fame ; yet 'tis not

theſe, to a more exquiſite aggra. fo quoad hominem ; for we fee

vation of their tortures, by the daily many immediate inſtances

loſs of what the other enjoy ; of the Almighty's works , by

and thofe, to a greaterincreaſe judgments, eſcapes, & c. which

of their bliſs, in eſcaping what have not been left to the eſta

the other ſuffer. - See the para bliſh'd order of nature , and ſee

ble of Dives and Lazarus. cond cauſes. Beſides, ' tis obſerv

Q. Whether the ſoul is eternal, able , that tho' Adam wasthe laſt

or pre-exiſtent from the creation , of the creation , yet his ſoul was

or contemporary with its embrio ? made after his body, as may be

A. Souls arenot eternal; for gathered from the order of the

then they would be Gods, and words , ( viz .) And the Lord God

not created beings ( creation formed man of the dust of the

ſuppoſing a commencement of ground, and breathed into his no

time) and that they are created Jirils the breath of life , and be be

beings , we have the teſtimony came a living Soul.Hence we con.

of fcripture .-- Nor is the crea- clude, That the ſoul is only con

tion of fouls contemporary with temporary with its embrio,fince

any of the fix days labours; be there can be no demonſtration

cauſe, ' tis as impoſſible they made of its actings,prior to what

fhould be idle, (being pure acis) are apparent in that organ ,

as ' cis impoſſible for the fire not Q. Whether every man has a

to burn. Butno perſoncould e- good and bad angel attending him?

ver yet produce one inſtance of A. The miniſtration ofangels

their pre -exiftent acting : As to is certain ; but the mannerlow ,-

thoſe that alledge , How do we is the knot to be untyed . 'Twas

know that they do not ac in forne gene.
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generally believed by the antient vicious, Luke 15. 10. But for the

philoſophers, That not only particular attendance of bad an

kingdoms had their tutelary gels, we believe it not ; and we

guardians, butthat every perſon muſtdeny it, tillit finds better

had his particular genius,or good proof than conjectures.

angel, to protect and admoniſh Q. Where was the foul of Laza

him by dreams, vifiońs, doc. We rus for the four days he lay in the

read , that Origen, Hierome, Plato, grave ?

and Empedocles in Plutarch , were A. It was neither in heaven

alſo of this opinion ; and the nor hell ; if it had been in hea

Jens themſelves, as appears by ven, it had been a great cruelty

that inſtance of Peter's deliver- to have depriy'd it of the beati

ance out ofpriſon, who retreat, fick Viſion, and ſent it again in

ing to his friend's houſe , the to its body to hazard another

unexpectedneſs of his eſcape, poſſibility of damnation : -If it

made 'em believe it could not be had been in hell, then that do&tring

Peter, but his angel. We are not falls to the ground , That there is

without examples of the friendly no redemptionfrom thence : But we

officesof angels; witneſs Grine- are aſſured, that hell was not its

us's admonition and eſcape from manſion , Lazarus being a friend ,

Spires : Vide Melanethon's Com- a diſciple, and believer of the

mentary upon Daniel ; Bodinus's Meffias ; ſo that we conclude, that

Relation of his friend's Cæleftial thofe angels which had commifli

Monitor, with many more which on for the reception of the fouls

would be too tedious to recount of Lazarus, theShunamite's child ,

particularly ; and as to the atten- bc . had alſo an extraordinary or

dance of bad angels, we have the der to retain them in their cu

Manichees and Priſcilianiſts as pa- ſtody, till the time limited for

trons of that doctrine , but theſe their re-entry into their reſpec".
have been anathematiz'd as im- tive bodies, as an extraordinary

pious, groundleſs ,and heretical : tranfation was to Enoch, Moses,

add to chefethe opinionof many and Elias, both being particular

modern cafuifts, who believe that exceptions from the general rule ,

the damn'd immediately turn to It is appointed for all men once to

tempting devils , and then every die , and after that the judgment ;

man muit have thouſands attend-which judgment or entrance in.

ing him , or they would be moſt to a future or irrevocable ftate ,

of them idle , who fince the cre- is immediately upon the death

ation are increas'd to ſo great a of other perſons, as is evident

number ; but this is ſuppoſition from the parable of Dives and

only , and therefore too weak a Lazarus .

baſis to build an article of faith Q. Whether all fouls are alike ?

upon . We poſitively affirm , that 1. All ſouls areof equal excel

every infant has his particular lency and perfection , as well the

angel, Matth. 18. 10. and that it foul of an embryon, asof Ariſtotle ;

is a goodangel, is deducible from if you ſpeak of the eſſential or ſpe

Matth. 19. 14. nor can we believe cifical excellency,which is equal

that good angels ceaſe to preſide ly communicated to all the fingu ,

over adult perfons, tho ' never ſolars or individuals ofthe ſame pe

:

B 3 çics
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cies : for there is but one ſpecifi- law of ſelf-preſervation is taught

cal difference by which man ,and bythe meaneſt infect ; now if it

every partieular man , is diftin. holds in greater, it holds inlef

guiſhed from the beaſts, ſo that ſer circumſtances ;for 'tis an un
one man is not more reaſonable deniable maxim , That every par .
than another. It is true, that the ticular is of the ſame nature as

genus may be more perfe&t in one its general, or elſe it is no par

Species than in another ; ſo man ticular of that general : ' Tis a

is a more excellent creature than common ſaying amongſt ſome

a beaſt, becauſe the difference of perſons, That they had rather

rationality which is in man , is ipend five pounds, than be cheat

more excellent than the irratio- ed of five Thillings ; which is as

nality of beaſts : But Peter is not a much as to ſay, they had rather

more excellent man than Paul, be cheat themſelves of five pounds,

cauſe the ſpecifical difference is than be cheated by another of

not more inPeter than in Paul ; five ſhillings ; or,they had rather

in reſpect of ſome accidental dif- kill themſelves twenty times (if
ferences, there may be ſome in . poflible) than be killed by an

equality; but theſe concern no- other once . Certainly he deſerves

thing the nature or eſſence of to be begg’d , who rather than

man :even ſo, one ſoul may have defend himſelf uponan aſſault ,
more knowledge, or other acci- will abuſe himſelf and break his

dental perfection than another ,in own head ; the caſe is much thel

reſpect of fitter organs, and a fame, and the application too,

better diſpoſed phantaſy ; other- if the inquirer pleales.

wiſe the fame eſſential excellence Q. What ſort of men are the

is equal in all , and the foul of a poorest in the world

fool is not leſs excellent than that
A. Poverty is but a ſuggeſtion

of Solomon ; nor of an embryon, of our own fancy ; therefore

than of him who hath lived an thoſe men are the pooreſt, who

hundred years, except in acciden- think they want moſt, not thoſe

tal perfections, as I have laid : that poſſeſs leaſt.

For had the einbryon's foul the . Q : Whether itis poſſible to com

fame perfection of organs and mit a fin , whereof we have no for

phantaly, that the foul of Ariſtotle mer idea in our mind ?

had, hewould exerciſe the ſame A. The committing a ſin ſup

organical acts that he did ; the poſes a breach of ſome laws, but

ſame, I lay, thatinemediately flow there is no law againſt what is

from , and depend upon the ſoul. not ; and where there is no law,

Q. Whether it is better to cheat there is no tranfgreffion.

one's ſelf or another ? Q. Why the ſea is ſalt?

A. I don't yet fee a poffibili. À The reaſon of it is the ſun ;

ty of being inevitably put upon by whole beams the more thin

fuch an unhappy choice, ſo that and ſubtle parts are exhald in

this queſtion ieems to be pur for vapours , when the more groſs

argument ſake; however, upon and terreſtrial parts are left be

a luppoſition of the pollibility, hind, and become aduft and falt.

we allert 'tis better to cheat an. This is evident, in that the ſou .

other : In life and death , the thern ſeas are falter, and that

greatgood and evil of nature , the more

>
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more in ſummer, than the others Q. How beaſts came into iſands ?

are . And therefore it is,that the Towhich may be added, for the

deeper the water, the freſher it fimilitude of the argument, an .

is , the ſun having moſt power at other ſent by an ingenious gen

the top : upon the ſame account tleman from Cambridge- How

our urine is ſalt , in reſpect that ſome remote iſlands came first to be

the thinner and purer part of inhabited ?

that moiſture,by our inbred heat, A. The latter of the queſtions,

is convey'd and carry'd from our which appears to me much the

ſtomachthrough the pores,when leſs difficult of the two, and on

the other ſettles ; and thelonger whichthe other may, perhaps,

time it is kept in the body, the have ſome dependance, Ihall, for

falter it grows by the power of theſe reaſons be firſt anſwered .

heat working upon it as 'tis In order to which it muſt be re

evident, by ourmuch drinking, membred, that this being a thing

when urine paſſes quickly, it is only to be gueſs’d at, hiſtory

almoſt of the ſame nature as it . therein leaving us in the dark,
was in the liquor . all we can do, is to advance ſome

Q. Whether fiſhes may be ſaid to probable hypotheſis, which muſt

breathe ? ftand till it appears chargeable

A. This queſtion hath been long with any abſurdity.

agitated pro e contra ; Ariſtotle We ſay then , that the world

denying that they can breathe, was first peopled from the east, as

Plaio and his followers affirm Holy Writ aſſures, and hiſtory

they can : Ariſtotle, maintaining and reaſon perſuades ; arts . and

thenegative ,reaſons thus ; Crea- arms firſt flouriſhed there, and

tures that want organs and in almoſt innumerable armies ap

ſtruments of breathing cannot pearing in early times , whence

be ſaid to breathe or reſpire ; repeated ſwarms or inundations

but ſuch are all fiſhes ; therefore, ſtill iſſuing in the ſame courſe

& c. - The Platoniſts thus main- with the ſun, thrust on one another

tain their breathing : All living from place to place , and iſland

creatures denied of breath , dye. to iſland, we mean thoſe leſs re

But fithes are living creatures : mote from the continent, and

Therefore,& c . The major is er- which in clear weather might

roneous ; for I have known a be ſeen from it, and ſhips

quarry or rock of ſtone brokea- eaſily get thither ; for what .

lunder for building , and in a ſo- ever other authors ſay, we are

lid place of it there lay, a toad, ſure there was shipping as early as

with juſt room for her body,and Noah ; but what's this to thoſe

no more ; and when the rock more remote, as America, when

was broken , and the road came the compaſs was not invented ;

into the open air, it immediate. firſt let that be prov'd an iſland,

ly dyed ; which ſhews that crea and then we'll diſpute further

tures may live without air. The on't ; in the mean time ſhall

Ariftotelian doctrine is certainly take the liberty to ſuppoſe on,

the truth , viz. That fiſhes do that 'twas peopled from the

not breathe, having no lungs, North West part of Tartary, which

the inſtruments of breathing . if not a continent, muſt yet be

much

a
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:

much nearer to thoſe partsthan know not but it might be lawo

our ſide of the world. For the ful , at leaſt 'twas certainly cuſ

ſecond queſtion --Beaſts might tomary , and ſeems tolerated by

paſs thefame way, and perhaps Mofes, who was their ſovereign

eaſier than men : If 'tis all land , prince and king in Jejburun ; for

through inacceſſible ſnows and the ſame reaſon divorces were,

woods; if only ſome ſtrait and namely , forthehardneſs of their

narrow ſea ſeparates, nothing hearts, and to prevent worſe

more common than for ſailors, conſequences. Bythe laws whichz

in that part of the world , to God himſelf reveal’d to 'em by

find great numbers of living Moſes, we find not one fyllable

beaſts floating upon the ice ; and like any ſuch permiſſion , whence

thisway, as well as others, wild it does not appear that by them

beaſis might be driven over, or ' twas ever lawful. By the laws

be there without ſo much trou- of nature I think it abſolutely

ble , if we admit this following unlawful, and to this our Savi

hypotheſis, wherein I can fore. our reducesthe Jews,telling 'em

ſee no abſurdity , That there from the beginning it was not ſo .

were iſandsbefore the flood, can't Had there been any neceſſityof

be prov'd by history or reaſon : more women than one, more

Let's ſuppoſe therefore there wou'd have been form’d for the

were none, but ſome actually firſt man - he had all conduc'd

made by its fury and violence ; to his happineſs; and what does

other parts of the continent , otherwiſe ,isunnatural . It ſeems

only diſpoſed or prepared for diſagreeable to the law of na.

iſlands, continuing join'd by a ture, to permit ſuch a practice

very ſmall ifthmus ; while that as draws with it the moſt fatal

remain'd , there was a bridge inconveniencies and unnatural

large enough for the beaſts to diſturbances in families, and e

goover, which.being in proceſs ven empires, which polygamy

of time worn away ,whereoftra- unavoidably does, as wemay

dition , obſervation, and hiſtory eaſily fee inthe ſeraglio's of the
give us inſtances,thoſePeninſulas eaſtern world . There's no earthly

were thereby transform'd into , happineſs likė mutual love ; the

compleat iſlands. more intenſe the one, the great

Q. Whether Polygamywere law- er the other ; but love divided
ful to the Jews ? into various channels or beds , is

A. Toanſwer this , we muſt like a river ſery'd at the ſame

conſider the term , lawful, in rate,always leſen'd ,Sometimes loft.

reſpect to the lawof nature After all, whether 'tisunlawful

writ in the minds of men . The by the chriſtian law, is another

poſitive lawsof God , and even question : for as ſome things are

the ceremonial inſtitutions for thereby lawful to us, which were

the people of the fews, and unlawful to the Jews, ſo by pari.fo

thole laws , or uſages and cuf- tyof reaſon, ſeveral things law.

toms which had the force of ful to them ,may not be lo to us .

Jaws , which they eſtabliſhed Q.Whether there is a vacuum ?

among themſelves, as they were À. In admitting a vacuum , we

a body politick. By the laſt I run into very great abſurdities

by
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by offering falſe concluſions A. My Lord Bacon has obferv .

from falſe premiſes. I would ed, that a man is the moſt tick
ask our vacuum - maintainers, liſh where the skin is thinneſt,

Whether God or nature ever did which,as he adds, cauſes a quick

any thing in vain , either immer er emiſſion of the fpirits ; but

diately, or by an accidental con- this cannotbe the efficient rea
ſequence ? they will anſwer in fon , becauſe another can tickle

the negative, orrun into deep- me where I cannot tickle my
er abfurdities : Wherefore, ta- felf ; and my skin is no thicker

king it for granted, I ask , of when another touches it , than

what uſe is a vacuum ? or, what when I touch it my ſelf. The

produces it ? Their ignorance in certain reaſon ise the abundance

the firſt we'll paſs over, and ifto of nerves, which are the mini

the laſt they ſay, 'Tis a privation ſters of ſenſation ; as for exam
of matter form’d by the ſeparation ple, thepalms of the hands , and

of bodies ; that alſo is an error : the ſolesof the feet are very ner
for materiality can never be the vous . Another reaſon is the

efficient cauſe of its contrariety, unaccuſtomedneſs of touching

viz . nothing. We admit matter thoſe places, as appears in this,

to be diviſible and ſubdiviſible, That the hand is not ſo tickliſh

and ſo on ad infinitum , if an in. as the foot, becauſe ' tis more

itrument could be made fine e- uſed to it .

nough for ſeparation , and the Q. Whether a confeffor may ais

eye ſtrengthened to guide that cover ſecrets committed to him

instrument to operate on ſuch A. The church of Rome may

fub -divided particles ; but the do what they pleaſe, who can be

motion of none of them , nor pardon'd when they pleaſe; for

any thing 'elfe, can produce a an ill thing not done , and an ill

vacuum ; for as the air is driven thing pardon'd, are theſame in

forward by one body's motion , effe&t.But amongſt perſons that

ſothat body is purſu'd by the air are not depriv'd of reaſon and

behind : This is evident by the civility , the queſtion feems to

motion of a feather, or any bear this anſwer, viz. That un

light matter, which will follow leſs it be matter of treaſon a

your hand if you ſtrikethe air gainſt the ſtate and injury to

near it . Alſo, if you move a ourneighbour, ſuch an one is

ſtick in the water, you will ſee a villain in nature, and at once

the water purſue it, as if nature breaks all his bonds of duty

abhorr'd a vacuum . Now we ar. to heaven , his neighbour, and

gue à majori, if thick water (or himſelf.

air condens'd ) admits not a vam Q.Whether miracles are ceas'd?

cuum , the air, being much more À . Much of the controverſy

ſubtile and refined , cannot; and lies in the definition of a mira

the argument is yet the ſtrong- cle , which I believe not ſo caly

er , if weconſider that air may to fix as is commonly imagin'd:

be contracted , as appears from That which appears tome moſt

ſeveral inventions of engines, full is- A workbeyond the ordina

air- guns , dc. my power of nature, produced by a

Q. What is the cauſe of titilts divine agent : the doubtrecurs,

tion ? How

a
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2

4

How ſhall we knowthe agent love, the Grecian by his carriage

divine ? I anſwer, by com- towards Darius's wives and

paring and examining what's daughters, is indeed, worthy of

thereby done, and the end it eternal borour, and ſeems tome

propoſes, with reaſon and reve . to deſerve greater trophies than
lation . for his conquering the world

To anſwer the queſtion ex. whereas the Roman has in this

preſly,1 grant 'tis generally held point buta very indifferent cha,

in the affirmative, and the ar. rafter. Thus for women ; but as

gumentſeems very ſtrong, God for men ,Cæfar, I eſteem much the

does nothing in vain, nor will greater conqueror. One fought

make any contradi&tion in na- with effeminate Perſians; or at

ture, unleſs for ſome weighty worſt, the wild Scythians and In

and even neceſſaryreaſon ; none dians,who had very little of the

ofwhịch can now be pretended. artof war ; the other with Gauls

But the truth of the laſt aſſer- and Romans, and even with the

tion Iam a little doubtful of. A great Pompey, who had been uſed

warning given to any perſon of to conquer kings, and from whom

impending unavoidable danger after ſo hard a rug ,he raviſh’d the

byadream , or any thing of that empire of the world .Onthewhole,

nature, comes up to the preſent the judgment ofothermen is and

definition. I know not how to will befree, but mineis clearly

anſwer ſeveral undoubted mat- for the latteragainſt the former.

ters of fact ofthatnature, nor I ſhallonly add, as Hannibal did

therefore to affirm the total ceaf- toScipio,when heaskt him whom

ing of miracles on all occaſions, he thought the greateſt Generals

But thus far the forementioned that ever were ? after he had na

argument may hold,thatwe are med Alexander, Cæſar,and him

to expect none ſuch for the con- ſelf, being askt what he would

firmation of any ancient do- have ſaid ,had heconquer'd Şcipio

&trines, nor to receive any new too ? he replyed, That then he

onies becauſe atteſted by ſtrange ſhould have eſteemed himſelf

things, but rather ſuſpect them . greater than both .I ſay ,I ſhall only

Q. Whether Alexander or Ju- add, that if a certain prince in the

ljus Cælar were the greater Man ? world now in arms for theli

A. We may do well to confi- berties of Europe, has but that ſuce

der them as Men or Generals. The ceſs in the enſuing campaign ,

greateſt conquest is that over our which both his prudence and va

felves, as to ambition ,revenge or lour deſerves, as we han't much

Inye. For ambition they might be reaſon to doubt it, future ages

pretty even ; but Cæſar at leaſt will, without anyflattery, think

conceald theweakneſs ofhis mind him greater than all three together.

better than the other ; he never Q. Whether it is lawful for two

cry'd becauſe he could not conquer unmarried perfons, each conſenting,

other worlds, nor deſired to be a to cohabit , & c. fince marriage was

God in this. For revenge , Alex- a thing ſet up by man ?

ander on the leaſt pique wou'd kill A.Marriage, asto the eſſential

his beſt friends ; Céſar veryoften part of it , was firſt conſtituted in

forgave his porfi enemies . As for paradiſe : and as man was endued

?

.

with
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with reaſon, ſo the externalce- ding to the Jewish or Britiſh

remonial parts were firſt left to law , but we ſuppoſe he meant

his diſcretion : but when the the laſt . Our learned civilians

world came to be peopled , and diſtinguiſh death into twoforts,

governments fixt,carewas taken viz. a natural and a civil death.

for the eſtabliſhing laws, and The firſt everybody knowswith

amongſt the reſt a ſettled publick out the advice of counſel, there .

folemnization of marriages fore no need to trouble the en

it being a contradiction that go- quirer withits definition .There

vernmentcould be happy and at are ſeveral ſorts of civil deaths,

peace, without a certainmethod or caſes, wherein perſons may

and way was eſtabliſh'd for legi- be ſaid to be dead in law , as to

timacy of fucceffion in eſtates, titles in eſtates, & c. Vide Cook

Gr. 'Tis true, in the law of God upon Littleton , lib . 2. cap . 12 .

we find not the leaſt footſtep of but this ſort of death could no

any ſet ceremonial nuptials, or ways concern Lazarus,being per

othermarriages,than a continu. fonally dead , or reputed fo :

ated cohabitation, and its conte: therefore the queſtion is, Whe.

quences ; but ſilenceis no certain ther he was dead or no ? If dead,

argument that there was none ; whether apon his reviving, he

thoſe that conſult hiſtory will had a juſt title to the ſame eſtate

find it univerſally agreed upon, he had before his deceaſe ? We are

(as if nature dictated it) that all not without many ſtrange exam

nations had a certain publick ples ofperſons that have lain two

manner of folemnizing their or three days as if they were

marriages. And tho' our emi- dead , and yet have revived ; and

nent lawyers, lay down no 0. of others that have been buried

ther fundamental act of marri. before they were really dead : to

age than bed and board for a le- give an example would be too

gitimacy of ſucceffion ; yet this tedious, and impertinent, ſince

altersnot the nature ofpoliticks, there isno body almoſt but what

nor frees theſe clandeſtine ag- is ſatisfied in this truth. But as

greſſors of the civil ends of go- to Lazarus his caſe, when our

vernment, from the ſcandal and Saviour ſpake firſt to his diſci

infamy that a national cuſtom ples about hisdeath, he told 'em ,

charges them with , nor the im- our friend Lazarus ſeepeth ,which

piecy theyare guilty of,by being ſeems to import ſomething like

an offence to tender and unfatis- what wehave mentioned , and

fied conſciences, which every hisdiſciplesthemſelves did not

honeſtman would avoid ,chat has underſtand he meant a natural

learnt this great truth, that no death , as appears by their an

man is born for himſelf. ſwer, If he ſleeps be ſbal do well ;

Q. Suppoſe Lazarus had an but afcerward he told 'em plain

eſtate, and bequeathed it to his ly , Lazarus is dead , which is full

friends, whether ought he or the to the matter in hand andagrees

legatees to enjoy it after he was with that ſaying of Martha , By
rais’d from the dead ? this time he ſtinketh , having been

A.The queriſt ought to have dead four days.' Poſlibly out of

added , whether he meant accor. reſpect to the miracle , Lazarus

a

might
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might have his eſtate reſtor'd cauſes an immediate fra &tion of

him again, but he could not the veſſel, eſpecially if the body

claim it byany title he had ; for of heat isſo great as to benearan
tho'he was the ſame Lazarus , equal match with that of cold ;

yet his right and intereſt to that but where it is little, ithas not

eftate which was once his own, that effect, as in the inſtance of

wasfounded upon the ſamelaw this drop madeby falling from

and terms as the rest of the Jews, molten hot glaſs into a veſſel of

and all other mortals hold water : this binds up the fire,

theirs , viz. till death ; and that cloſes the porouſneſs of the fu

he was dead , we have the war- perficies,and reduces it to be ſo

rant of the forecited authorities. brittle , that nothing can be faid

Q. What is the reaſon that a to be more, even to the next de-.

drop of glaſs being broken at the gree of a voluntary breaking a
lerer end, flies into dujt ? funder. The reaſon why it ap

A. This tear or drop of glaſs, pears ſo full of bubbles andpores

as fome will have it , is owing to in the thickeſt part of it, is be

the invention of Holland,and has cauſe the heat -tarries the longeſt

paſt thro' all the univerſities of there, the nature of which isto

Europe, baffling the curioſities of bubble up and dilate liquid bo

the greateſt virtuofo's and phi- dies. Now being thus brittle as

lofophers that have ſtudyed the above mentioned, it follows,

nature and violence of its that the motion caus'd by break

fraction. Rohault in his phyſical ing the ſmaller end of the drop ,

traétate offers the moſt plauſi- fers on work thoſe igneous par

ble account of it that I can meet ticles which were unnaturally

with ; nor is Hobbs filent in his pent up in the bubbles or hollow

eſſay upon this wonderful phæ- parts of thebody, which now

nomenon.We ſhall premiſe, as ne. exerts with ſo great a violence,

ceſſary to this explanation , the that activity which the water

cuſtom of glaſs -houtes , that hindred and bound up as in a

thereby we may be better able priſon . Beſides, I might have

to judge of the nature of vitreal added the incredible motionand

bodies. When they have form'd force that the breaking the ſmall

their veſſels , they remove them end has upon thewhole body, as

for the fpaceof fix hours by lit. appears by ſtriking a tobacco

tle andlittle from the fire, to the pipe (which is not fo brittle )

diſtance of eight or ten foot, where the force and violence'of

whereby the pores are inſenſibly the ſtroke equally affects the

contracted , and the ſpirit or wholepipein the ſamemoment,

more fubtile matter of fire is by and uſually cauſes a fracture in

degrees exhauſted, when as if the another place , ſooner than

veitel could immediately be re- where the ſtroke fell : for fur

moved into the cold , the ferife ther fatisfa &tion , conſult the

betwixt the igneous matter with opinion of the royal ſociety in

che coider element generally this matter .

>

QOH !
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O
H ! who can fly from that his heart doth feel ?

What change of place can change implantedpain ?

Removing moves nohardneſs from the ſteel,

Sick hearts that ſhift no fits, ſhift room in vain :
In vain I go to Chelſea's purer air ,

From London's noiſe, to quench this ardent flame,

And reſt my Spirits, almoſt worn out with care,

When ſhe's the cauſe,all places are the ſame.

Still her idea repreſents its charms

Omnipotent as well by day as night :

Continually freſlo fear my soul alarms

As wel indarkneſs as thebrighteſt light.

If I fay, Tujh , ru find out one more fair,

Who Mall posſeſs my true and constant love ;

All my endeavours prove tormenting care ,

None in the world buthe my heartcan move,

As theleſs perfect light of Luna's rays

Suffers eclipſe when brighter Sol appears ;

So other beauties loſe their charming ways

When she is there, or her
ice Strikes my earsa

Since no ſuperior nor equal then

She hath, ſince still my raging flames endure,

Shall I return a priſoner back again,

And if it pleaſe her, die without a cure?

But if your wiſdom thinks this too ſervere,

Tell mewhat method then I ought to uſe,

Tolive free from a lover's careand fear,

When I fight her who doth my love refuſe ?

A. Why will miſtaken man ſtill ſearch in vain,

Forwhat 'twou'd only be his lofs to gain ?

Whirlpools and wrecks heall around does fee,

Why will he ſtill a bold advent'rer be ?

Thore Horace juſtly blames, whom hopes of gain

Firſt taught to truſt the wild perfidious main;

Yet madder thoſe, who on that ocean rove,

That direfulgulf where reigns the Syren love :

Still madder they, by fruitleſs art giv'n o'er

Beyond the cure of verſe or hellebore,

Who once eſcap'd, are yet eſcap'd in vain ,

To their lov'd gaol return, and hug their chain .

What ſtrange enchanted cups thefe Circes give ,

We cannot with 'em nor without 'em live ?

If all advice for lovers i'n't too late,

See the ſad wrecks around, and ſhun their fate .

Keep out of ſight of love , or you're undone,

' Tis Scylla and Charybdis both in one.

O keep far off from that unhappy ſtrand,

Where tho' the ſhores look fair, 'tis death to land .

:

Q. M
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Q. My youth and innocence do prove

Weak guards against the force of Love,

Instead of keeping, have betray'd

The heart of a poor amºrous maid

To one who ridicules Love's power,

Says ' tis beneath him to adore

A God that lurks in womens eyes.

O tell me how I may ſurprize1

His roving foul, and fix bis mind

On Love, and makehim ſoft and kind ?

A. Cupid like Proteus ( out upon him

Ne’ér throwaway good nature on him )

Ne'ergood for anything was found

Unleſs fáſt manacled and bound :

" Tis a moft diſingenuous creature,

The god's of a true ſpaniel nature,

Kick him , the cur will prove complying ,

But fear him , he's an arrand lyon .

This fad experience proves too true,

So you ſerve us, ſo we ſerve
you.

Q. Say, Athensfons, profoundly skild

In problems hard and tough ,

Why is one half o' my beef wellboyl'd ,

1 other not half enough ?

To which problematical gentlewoman we return'd this reply .

A. Your beef half raw comes out o'th' pot.

(For rhyme we wiſh ye half throttled )
Becauſe the water covers it not,

Nor is’t preſs’d down by th' potlid .
(a) Eliz . Bates

But not being yet ſatisfied, ſhe has thus a ſecond time accofted us,
by way of rejoynder to our anſwer.

Q. Moſt learned firs, in your late Mercury

You Spokethat which was falſe indeed, truly ;

Youſaid, half ofmy beef bould didshow ,

The reſt above water ſeem juſt raw :

Now give me leave to inform you better,

The half. above was boyl’d by th' ſteam o'th' water :

How can it then ever be trulyſaid

That you arewiſe, being taught by a cookmaid ? (a) Dorothy Potlid.

A Thouhe- cookmaid , with pen and tongue outragious

Still ſhall thy wit boyl on ? ſtill wilt thou plague us ?

Ne'er fatisfy'd with reaſon or authority :

Have at ye then once more, good Mr. Dorothy :

If ſteam alone wou'd boyl beeffit to eat,

Thy ownbright phyz long ſince had been good meat.

Then for the preſs henceforth no more be itching,

But prithee, honeſt Potlid, mind thy kitchịn.

(a) It's never good when folks change their names .

Q. Whether
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Q. Whether judicial aſtrology fore(if at any time )much ſtrong

is lawful? er than in the beginning of that

A. Among all ſciences I know ſemi-circle that leads from their

not of any one fo ridiculous ; the conjunction to their oppoſition.

art being a superfíructure upon Again , Mars is hot becauſe

falſe foundations. The whole is ' tis red , Saturn cold becauſe

too much to treat on here , I will pale, &c. Now ' tis demonſtrable

only expoſe the ground-work, that stars are opake and dark

and leave the world to judge bodies , only they borrow their

what that building muſt be, light from the reflection ofthe

which is erected on Tuch ſtuff- ſun's beams upon the earth, and

The firſt buſineſs oftheaſtrologers are probably as cold as the earth

is to take the poſition of the pla- itſelf; it being remarkable that

nets , examine their aſpects, dig- the greateſt froſts happenwhen

nities, debilities, & c. An aspect is the sky appears the moſt ſtarry ;

the differenceof degrees be- all which ſuppoſitions want

tween ſuch and ſuch planets, as reaſon, as much as they do de

a Trine, Quartile, Sextile, bc. A monſtration. --But to ruin the

dignity or debility (according to whole body of astrology at once , we

Oliganus) is the increaſe or de- aſſert, that there is no real

creaſe of the innate virtue ofthe Zodiac in heaven, or, if ye will,

planet by being in ſuch or ſuch no heaven for ſuch a Zodiar,

a ſign of the Zodiac, beſides, re- where thefe impoſtors would

trogradation, ſtation, direction, have houſes tenantable by trigons,

have their dignities and debili- triplicities, br. ' Tis an old

ties aſſign’d’em ,& c. too tedious error of Ptolorny and his fol

to repeat. But by the way , why lowers , who, notwithſtanding

ſhould a ſtation be charged with the true fyſtem of the world,

twodebilities,whereasin reaſon and the motion of theearth, in

it ought to have dignities, being which is foly'd the anticipation

ſtronger in influence ( if any) by of the equinoxes, have fram'd

its fixing ? Why ſhould a Cazimi an heavenaboveCælum Stellatum ,

be five fortitudes, and yet com ; and a zodiac that did not recede

buftion, which is nearer the ſun , from east to west as the ſtarry

and by conſequence ofa greater zodiac does , which ſome of the

influence (if any) have five de- moft learned aſtrologers are ſo

bilities ? and how ſhould a Sex . ingenuous as to confefs.Where

tile and Trine be good , and a upon it appears that all the noiſe

Quartile,which is between both, of exaltation, triplicity ,trigons,

and farther from an oppoſition aſpects, doc. are a fardel of

than a Trine, be bad Again , gibberiſh nullities, invented on

Saturn , Jupiter and Mars, from purpoſe to abuſe che credulity

their conjunction of the fun to of children and fools.

their oppofition, have two forti- Q. What ſort of creatures the

tudes, and from their oppoſition World in the Moon may be sup

to their conjunction have two poſed to be inhabited by ? Whether

debilities : and yet in the great they are governed by revealed laws

Semi-circle thar carries from op- as we are, and whether they have

poſition to conjunction, they bodies like ours, and what ſort of

are far nearer theſun, and there, nourijb
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nouriſhment or life they have ? may be, but what fort of inha

A. We won't be ſo uncivil to bitants dwell there, what their

the gentleman who ſends this knowledge, laws, cuſtoms and

queſtion, as to callhim a luna- manner of life, we think it no

tick one, as ſome of the fathers great diſgrace to confeſsour ig

do thatupon which the old con . norance in, and believe no man

troverſy about Easter depended . can reſolve the Querist, unleſs

All we ihall ſay is , that the que- he'll pleaſe to conſult Domingo

Ition makes a little too much Gonzales , or Bergerac's true

hafte, and ſuppoſes on faſter than hiſtory of thoſe regions, where

any probabiiity can follow it . In- he may meet with a very ſatis

deed we muſt take leave to ſay factory account as to all the

that the matter will hardly bear points in queſtion .

a grave anſwer, ſince we have Q. Where was the land of

not fo much as one foot step of ei. Nod ? &c.

ther experience or reaſon to A. This queſtion has been

guide ustherein , and we don't ſent in twiceor thrice , by ſome

pretend to revelation. Whether perſons who ſeem to think

the moon be a world or no , like themſelves very witty,and their

ours,all our telefcopes cannot objections unanſwerable. But a

yet give usany tolerable certain- thouſand things which at firſt

ty.Wefee ,indeed, Ipots upon the fight appear much more difficult

face of it , fome tranfient, others than theſe, are blown off at the

permanent, but can make little firſt thought. In anſwerto this,

of'em ; thus farperhaps wemay what if we ſhou'd ſay the land

gó, and I'd be unwilling to ven- of Nod was no where, or every

fure a ſtep farther, becauſe ' tis where, - 'twould ſervewell ee

an eafie matter to stumble in the nough to puzzle thoſe whopre
dark, -That by what appears tend to do as much by others.

to us , it may be habitable, ſince It may be an appellative only , fig .

the ſhades and light, doc. wou'd nifying a wandring, and vaga -

perſuadeus 'tis a ſolid body,per- bond ſort of life, as Tome of the

haps in it ſelf opacous too ; nor greateſt commentators explain

have we any reafon to think it ic. But if it be a proper name ,

ſhould have ſomuch as any light we may be moſt likely to find it

of its own; notan igneous or lu there where we find the city

minous orb as the ſun is , becauſe Enoch, foon after built by Cain.

we can't find the leaſt ſenſible Now this city being the firſt city

heat proceeding from its rays, in the world , the name, ſituati

tho’ both ſhining in their own on , and memory of it might

full vigour , and contracted in a very eaſily be preſerved by Noah

burning - glaſs ; whereas we have and his fons after the flood, and

feen glatles made of that exqui- the country thereabouts in after

fite perfection as to gatherthe ages be called by that name. Ac

ſcattered rays of the ſun ata north cordingly we find the Henochians

window in a dark day when its in ſeveral places in the earlieſt

body was clouded , to as to give a ages about Pontus, Colchis, Uz ,

ienfible warmth . Habitable eaſt of Eden, as this land is de

therefore we deny not buc iç fcribed, where if a determin’d

place,

a
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Soes ?

place, we ſhall fix the land of which , let us firſt enquire into

Ned, till we ſee any reaſon to the notion thereof, or find out

the contrary : wherein it confifts. In the de

As for Cair's goingfrom the ſcription whereof we'd avoid

prefence of the Lord, it may twoextreams, one the explain

fairly enough beinterpreted– ing it by terms more dark than

hisTofing God's favour and pro- the thing itſelf, as an unaccounta

tecting preſence by his finis. This able, I know -not -what ſympathy

the formentioned ingenious whereinto fome will reſolve it ;

gentleman thinks the fenfe of theother tying our felves to the

the words ; but with all refpe &t ſtrict rigid definitions that the:

due to fo great a man, there's philoſophers give us of it, who
another, which, to us, feems make vertue fo much of its ef

more probable, namely, That ſence, that none can, according
he only was removed from the to them , be friends beſides good

publick fervice ofGod , then ex . men ; which ſeems too fine and

erciſed in his father Adam's fa- narrow a notion, and contra

mily . Both ſenſes are fafe, let di &ted by our comnion experi.

theimpartiatreader chufe which ence, which often enoughpre
he likes beft. fents us with inſtances of the

Q. Where extinguiſh'd fire higheſt faith, generoſity and
kindneſs towards each other , in

4. Themore grofsexcremen- thoſewho are of a far different
titious parts of it falls down to character.

the earth, and the more ſubtle The defcription then, which

and puremounts up to its ele- we rather chuſe of friendſhip,
ment ; the reaſon why we can- is, - That 'tis an intimate union

not fee it fo foon as everits ofminds between two perſons, foun

nouriſhment and combuſtible ded either on fimilitude or benefits,

matter is taken from it, is very andproductive ofthe most noble and

fatisfactorily anfwered, Jul. Scai. generous actions.

Excer . 9. viz . To drappes five ' Tis an union of minds :) A

perfpicuum , niſi condenſetur eft thing eaſily enough underſtood,

eseglos, quia vifum non termic though hard to explain ; every
nate ; that is, a Diaphonous'or one knows it when he feels it,

tranſparent body, except it be and for this we may appeal to
condens'd as fire is when ’tis every one who has it. That 'tis

nouriſh'd with matter) is not not a union of body, that it con
vifible , fiſts not in kind expreffions and

Q. Whether there's any ſuch great proteſtations, we have as
thing as truefriendſhip in the much certainty of, as that there

world , andwhereik it confifts ? are thouſands married who are not

A. I look upon this as one of friends , and ten thouſand will

the moft difficult queſtions yet compliment you very hand

propos'd , though 'tis worded a fomely ,who at the ſametime,if

little prepoſterouſly. We they had a handſome opporta:

fhall therefore invert.the order nicy , would cut yourthroat.

ofit ,and thenendeavour to give It muſt be of two perſons only. )

it fatisfaction . In order to ' Twill be readily granted that

с many

2
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many perſons may behavethem- Laſtly, ' Tis productive of the

ſelvesfriendly towards each o- moft noble and generous actions : )

ther,andſo beſaid to have a fort That's the effect and end of it;

of partial friendfhip .But yet ſtill nothing is a greater contradi&ti

one thingis certain ,as was urg'd on or greater nonſenſe, than a
formelyin the caſeof polygamy, barrenfriendſhip: ' Tis the

that the more fbarers there are moſt reſtleſsthing in the world,

in a heart,the ſmaller muſt the and juſt contrary to its oppo

parts.be which every one poffef- fites, hatred orenvy, whichare

les. But we ſpeak hereof friends neverpleas’d, but when doing

hip in its heightand vigour,not miſchief; this is never well fa

1o dilute and weak as what we çisfied' but while'tis doing of

find in common converſe, or or good, and conferring of benefits

dinary acquaintance, and there- ----and thoſe of the higheſt na

fore it admits of no more than ture. A poorman may be really as

two at once as the ſubjectof it--- magnanimous as a Cræfus or a

for in any other circumſtances Cejar, and no benefit in the

the union could not be ſo ſtrict world is like counſel, comfort,

and intimate as the definition fympathizing with ſorrow or

here, and the natureofthe thing joy , which are in thepower of

itſelf requires.
all men to diſpoſe ofwhere they

It muſt be founded either on ſee convenient.

mutual fimilitude or benefits:) Thushave we endeavour'd to

The only reaſons and ſeedsof give a rude kind of sketch, or

friendſhip. On ſimilitude, for ſome fewout-lines of this noble

noman loves, at leaſt intenſely, vertue. If now we are ask'd,
what is unlike him , though Whether there be anyſuch thing

ſometimes perhaps he may ho- in the world ? we antwer,There

nour it ;and this fimilitudemay may be, becauſe the notion on't

effect, without diftin &reflection is not impoſſible , butwhere it

thereon, tho' generally we ob- actually is, we won't pretend to

ſerve ſomething alike in thoſe diſcover .

we make friends, either in Q. Why may therenot be inuete
body, circumſtances,humour,or ted a perpetualmotion ?

manner of life. Tho' after all, A. Archimedes, that indefati.

I thinkbenefits are the foundati- gableinquirer into mathematia

on of many more friendſhips cal ſpeculation , having this
thán the other.unleſs we'll chule queſtion propos d unto him ,viz .

toſay that aman principallyand whether he could remove theglobe

ulually confers benefitswherehe of this world? he madethisan .
findsſome likeneſsorcongruity fwer, That if the proposer could

to himſelf. Expect not ſuch a find anotherbafis to fixthe foot of

thing as a perfeally diſintereſted his engine upon, he wouldundertakea

friendſhip in theworld ; tis im. to remove it. In like manner we

poffible, ' tis ridiculous ; nay, I fay, Fiud us bodies or matter that

queſtion whether the Angels are qualified for a perpetualmotion,
themſelves wou'd love one ano. And we'll undertakethe affirmative

ther,were it not for the pleaſure of the question. But if upon a par

they find in ſo doing . ticularſearch of every individu.
al

.
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al particle of the creation, we pleaſes, the incomparable Şir

find nothing but what is ſubject Walter Raleigh , one of the

to change (not byflux of time, for greateſt ornaments thegertry of

time deſtroys nothing, but, by England ever had, has little leſs

motion and antipathies in na- than demonſtrated to us that ' tis

ture) then it followsthatthe im- in Aſyria, in a pleaſant iſland

poſibility of perpetualduration, ne- made by the river Tygris. This

ceffitates the impoſſibility ofa per- place is eaſtward ofthe wilder

petual motion . nefs, where Mofesmay be ſup

Q. Whatis to be thought of the poſed to write hishiſtory. ' Tis ·

tranſmigration of Souls ? in a country called Eden ( and ' tis
A.Thenotionthatwe have of the garden of Eden , fo ſays Mofes,

it is, that the great propagators eaſtward in Eden .) Thisplace is

of that doctrine, as Plato,Pythan near two of the rivers mention

goras, Plotinus,& c. taught it (not ed in the ſcripture : Euphrates
becauſe they believed it, but) to and Tygris, all grant to be Perath

Air up their auditors to a deſire and Hiddikel, and theſe are joyn

of great and vertuous actions, ed by this ifle, and afterwards

by telling them if in habits.of divided . For the other two

vertue cheir children ſhould be rivers weare thus directed to

born , the ſouls of the greateſt 'em , one compaſſes Havila, the

heroes would chuſe them aspro- other Chus, both are near this

per manſions for their actuation, iſland. We have ſomething like

and ſo on the contrary ; but it ap . Pifon in the river call'd Pali- Ty .

pears ſo ridiculous a doctrine to gris, and another near thesame

any thinking perſons, that 'tis that circles Chus or Ethiopia,

ſcarce worth the confutation ; which therefore may well be

however for the inquirer's fake ſuppoſed to be Gihon.If there's

(who perhapsmay think he has no abſurdity in allthis, and ma
got the foulofEmpedocles) I will ny in any other hypotheſis,what

throw away one argument to we have here advanced is like to

proſelyte him , viz. In a tranſ- ſtand till ſome other advances a

migration ofone foul in and out better .

of leveral bodies , which of all Q. Whether monſters are endued.

theſe bodies muſt the , foul be with a rational Soul?

joyned to at the day of judg- A. The word monſter is too

ment ? And if ithas actedſome general a ſignification and ought

that have been wicked ,and ſome to have been diſtinguith’d, whe

good , how can it juftly undergo ther by monſter, the propoſer
one ſentence ?

means amonſtrousprodu& ,from

Q. Wherewas paradiſe ? a natural generation, as when

4.If we find the rivers, ſome two of a kind, as manand wo

or all, the ſituation, the very man, two monkeys, dr. pro

nameEden- we Mall go very duce ſomething ofthe lameipe.

far toward the diſcovery of the cies,yet with lefs ormorelimbs,

place itſelf. For not ſo much or acommixture of both fexes

as to mention the whimſies of ( for I have ſeen an hermaphro

thoſe who place it in the middle dite monkey ) or when twocrea

region of the air, in the moon, tures of different ſpecies gene

er wheretheir own giddy fancy C 2 rate
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rate a third betwixt both , as a ſatisfied they are , they have no

man with ſome other creature, need of fuftenance to maintain

or a dog with a fox , & c. But be what is not, I mean life. I re

cauſe of the word 'rational, we member the royal ſociety give

muſt ſuppoſe humanity concern an inſtance of agreat clutter of

ed in the generation , and then ſwallows that were found in a

the queſtion is limitted to one pond of water ,thatwere joyn'd

of theſe, amonſter in humanity, together,holding one another by

or a monfter partly human, and the legs, wings and bills, and

partly brute . One anſwer will the ſociety concludes thatthey

fervefor both ,which is this, camethere bya voluntary choice

As fire isknown bythe quality ofthatelement ; it looks impro

of heat, fo a rational ſoul is di. bable how they ſhould findone

ftinguiſhable by its actions;if the another under water, or be all

monſter can number, diſcourſe in a mind to fall together ; I

in queſtions and anſwers, br. fhould rather ſuppoſe that they

( which no creature can be crept into ſome hollow bank

taught but what has thehabit near the water,which brokeand

and actof ratiocination ) it fol- fell in with 'em. If it be ask'd ,

lows, that ſuch a monſter has a How they can revive again ? I

rational ſoul, and ſhall be ac- anſwer, The matterof fact has

countable in the day of judg- been prov'd, notonly in them,
ment for its actions. but cuckoes. And tho'Igive no

Q. Where are Swallows in the great credit to what Pliny ſays,

winter time, and bow live they for that the heat of the ſun does
thoſe fixth pionths ? form creatures in Ægypt out of

A.We are informed in hifto- the very mud ; yet I doubt not

ry , that as they feel our region but that the fun meeting with

to grow colder, they followthe organs already capacitated for

heat, and viſit the ſouthern animation, together with fome

countries,which aremoremode- other natural cauſe, may revive

rate in the winter time ; juſt as ſwallows, and the rather, be

beaſts and other creatures in cauſe by myownexperiment |

Greenland, for the generality, know that Aies that have been

follow the light, to avoid the drowned two orthreedays may

folitude of thatlong and tedious be brought to life by the heat of

night : But as fomeof theſe by the fun , or the application of

age , lameneſs, or accident, tarry warm aſhes.

bebind, and are ſtarv'd, or are Q. Whence the wind has its

made an unnatural prey to one force, and the reaſon of its changes ?

another ; fo thote ſwallows that A. From ſeveral cauſes ; the

tarry behind , perhaps from the firſtmay poſſibly be the motion

fame caufes , retreat to ruinous of the elementary bodies , as the

buildings, and ſubterraneous ca- ſun, moon, and ſtars. The vio

verns, where the cold makes 'em lence of whoſe motion ( being

ſenſeleſs and void of all appear- alſo ſuch grear bodies) muſt

ance of life, as I have try'd by needs cauſe a great agitation of

pricking and diſmembring 'em the winds : If it be objected ,

without any ſenſe of pain; and Thatthoſe bodies moving one. ;

if they are really dead, as I am 'way ,

>
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way , viz. towards the meft, we This being premiſed, it follows,

ſhould have always eafterly that cold which lies in the mid

winds; we anſwer, 'tisa miſ- dle region of the air , meeting

take, for ſome move obliquely, with its oppoſite igneous exha

and ſome retrograde ; beſides the lations, by a kind of an antipe.

diverſity of exhalations and riftafis , the exhalation is kindled,

clouds cauſe repercuſſions and and the violent ftrife is the cauſe

changes, by hindringthe courſe of that noiſe we call thunder

of the winds. Again, clouds claps. If we be askt, Why a

themſelves when they break in- thunder-bolt is formed like a

to ſhowers, diſperſe the winds pear ? ( as theyhave been often

by falling down, as is evident found ;) we aniwer, ' Tis natural

by the obſervation of ſudden they ſhould have thar fhape, for

winds before rain . any thing that is liquid ,'before

Q. Whether Cambridge or Ox- its condenſation, falls in drops,

ford is the ancienter univerſity ? ſome bigger and ſome letier , but

A. Oxford, by 241 years. all drops juſt as theyfall , appear

Q. What is the cauſe of thunder, bottled and ſhaped like a pear ;

and what is it ? ſo theſe bituminous, liquid ex

AThunder is generated thus ; halations, as they are melted by

The heat of the fun cauſes an theextremity of heat,falling (or

aſcenſion of two ſorts of exhala- rather with violence thrown )

tions, the one of water , the through the air , become hard.

other of the more humid and That they are compos'd ofa ful

liquid parts of the earth, as the phurous matrer, is evident in

juice of trees, plants, herbs, this, that where a thunder-bolt

manured fields, and fuch like all falls, there is a ſtrong Imell of

which have a natural ſalt, or a fulphur orbrimſtone.

ſpirituous ſort ofſulphur,which Q. What are the clouds, and

meeting together coagulate ,and where, when the air is clear

are ofan inflammable nature,as A. The clouds are oftwo forts;

appears when they nieer with one an exhalation of water , the

proper matter to let them on other of a more terreſtrial mat.

fire,either by fympathy or anti- ter as we have already mention

pathy , for fire will produce fire ed but where ſuch are, when

naturally: or fire may be caufed the air is clear, ſeems a little

by violent motion and rarificati- greater difficulty, tho ' not an
on of the air,as when a fintand impoflibility to reſolve : fup

ſteel are fmote together. Now pole then a room , thro ' which

'tis confefled by all naturaliſts, there are ſome chinks for the

that heat and cold have the rays of the ſun to enter, if you

fame effect inmany caſes; to look upon thoſe rays, you may

mention one, heat thins and plainly difcern the innumerable

rarifies the air ; or,to ſpeak pro- atomswhich dance in the air ,

perly , is air rarified ; and ſo does but if you go out to look for
extremity of cold , for cold is them in the air,where the whole

but a privation of heat, and is body of the ſun has its effect,

no part of the creation , and the there's not an arom to be seen ,

deftru & ion or change of its na- though there are aroms there

cure terminates again in heat.
allo ,

a

:
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alſo ; fromthis inſtance it ap- whether theyhavetrue reafon, and
pears that the trueſt repreſenta . how they differ from that of man ?

tion of light , is when a darker A. Theſe queſtions , though

body is by; for no man can judge propos'd diftin& ly, and , as ap

of light without darkneſs, nor pears , by different perſons, are

of motion without ſomething here put together, becauſe of

fixt, co è contra ; now the clouds their near depending on each

being rarify'd through an ex- other , as all of 'em on that grand

ceffive heat, or drawn upa great difficulty which we endeavoured

diſtance from the earth , are to folve concerning the ſoul of

inviſible to us, and appear like man.

air through the abundance of In anſwer to the firſt branch .

light, without commixture of We are unwilling to allow the

darkneſs, which proportionably foul of a brute an immaterial ſub
contracts our optick nerves ; ftance, both becauſe we thereby

this is evident, ' for after the ſhall give up a great argument

clearek and hotteſt day , when for the immortality, of our own

theelement beginsto be a little souls, and becauſe it's highly un

darkned, through theapproach. philofophical to introduce any

ing night, the clouds become ſuperior order of beings where we

viſible ; and we ſee what too can folve all by theknownpow.

much light debarred before. ers ofan inferior one ;or ar leaft,

Q. Whether therewere any men by the primary and remote influ .
before Adam ence, not immediate action of

H. I look upon this queſtion to what is ſuperior, in giving ſuch

be as ſenſible as, Whether there forces and powers to any thing as

is any number before an unite ? by its own nature it appears.ca.

The firſt admits of no for- pable of. Now, though it muſt

mer. If we believe there was be own'd thereappears fignatures

ever ſuch a man as Adam , we ſufficiently legible of infinite wif:

muſt believe the reſt of the hi- dom in the actions evenofbruce

ſtory, that he was the father of creatures , yet thereare none of

O living, and made the laſt day thoſe actions that we know of

of the creation , and that the (and of ſuch only we are to diſ

creation of all viſible things, the pute) whereof matter is not ca

heavenly as well as earchly bo. pable.

dies, educed out of chaos or the Weaffirm then ,with that phi.

firft matter. So that there could lofophical liberty which realon

be neither man, nor ſo much as requires we grant to all others,

a place, for him or anyother mao that the ſouls of brutes, or the

terial being ,matter itſelf, that we principle of ſenſation and ope

know of, being not tomuch as ration within them ;are only the

then made . Butwhether or no fineſt particles of matter, endued

there might not be moreworlds with a brisk motion, thereforea

before this, I ſhan't determine, fort of fire,which is the immedi.
tho'tis certain , even to a demon- are original of their vegetive

fration, that if there were ſuch and fentible operations.

worlds, they cou'd not be eternal. They can't have true reaſon ,

Q. What are the ſouls of brutes becaute they have not , that can

be

19
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be prov'd (and the world is not a warm imagination,and that ſo

in anhumour to give more) either lively, that unleſs they had rea

any proper refle &tion, orat leaſt ſon to aſſiſt,'tis impoſſible when

any conſciouſneſs of ſuch reflection. apleep , and in a dream , to know

Aglaſshasanimage repreſented, we are fo ; but on the other ſide,

and if another glaſs is placed be all men may know when they

fore it, very prettily reflected leſs are not aſleep, unleſs they dream

and leſs from one to the other ; waking. I know I fee,by ſeeing and

but this the glaſs knows nothing refletting upon it ; in thefame
of, no more does the brute that manner here The aétions of

we either do or can diſcover by mind and body in a dream are con

his actions. fuſed and diſturbed ; or ifregu.

Inftin &t is not Reaſon. Brutes lar for a while, cannot be arbi.

haveone, not t'other. ' Tis no trarily protracted to what length

puzling term , but a real diſtinct a man pleaſes. In a word , his

power given to a creature by the fancy, then ſeems to have com

forft cauſe to preſerve its own mand of his reaſon , as when wak

being, and (in brutes) to be ſer. ing his reaſon of his fancy. Ifthis

viceable to mankind ; whereof won't ſatisfy the queriſt, but

that creature is not conſcious.Man he's reſolved ſtill to make new

has ſomethingof the ſame na objedions, let him ſtill believe, if

ture, children ſtirtheir eyes , and he pleaſe, that he's in a dreams,

perform many other likeactions but give us leave not to dream

from this inftin &t,not reaſon. Even any longer with him.

plants have it intheir ſympathies Q. Whether there may be an ime

and antipathies, the ſenſitivemore partial and true hiſtory in the

eminently, yet none ſays they world ? ( Sacred Writ excepted .)

have reaſon
A. With all due reverence to

A brute's ſoul differs from a mylord Verulain , who for ſome

man's, juſt as much as a man's reaſons which we ſhall conſider

from a brute's, and how much by and by, affirmed , That he

that is, any may lee who'll turn believed as little the hiſtories of

to the queſtion concerning the the time paſt, as he did the pro

foul of man. phecies of the timeto come, we

Q. How a man mall know when ſhall endeavour to prove the

he dreams, or is really awake? affirmative. Thatgreat man was

4. Some great men have puze wont to ſay, thoſe that write the

led this queſtion to that degree, actions of their own age, are

that it mayn'tbe altogetherun forced to favour the upper par

worthy an anſwer . The ingeni. ty , under penalty oftheir works

ous Deſcartes in his meditations, ſeeing any other light than that

even where he is laying his firſt of the flames, and thoſe that

principles to be the ground-work write the hiſtoryof former ages,

of all his future philoſophy, muft needs be ignorant of ſeveral

carries thedifficulty very high --- accidents that would circum

According to his obſervation and itantiate the action into good or

common experience , we : grant bad, and muſt take all upon tra.

that the fancy produces many dition, and ſo neceſſarily lole ri.

ftrange effects in tome perſons of gid truth. Thoſe that write the

C4
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Jives of ſingle men , muſt needs fages in holy writ, which found

be either panegyrilts or calum- that way , and this very reaſon

niators ; their deſign being to ſeems to be goc among the beae

cut out either a pattern of vertue then ,in the ſtories oftheir giants

or vice, without the faults at- wars ; nor can it be moregraphic

tending the vertuous, or good cally deſcribed, than in that of

actions of thevicious. As to the their poet , who mentions it as a

hiftory of times and ages , we current old tradition among 'em

may expect an imparcialaccount Affectaffe fuerunt regnum

by means ofa ſudden revolution cælefte gigantes.

of ſtate, when the hiſtorian that Others think 'twas envy at the

knew and durft not ſpeak the creation and privileges of inan, a

truth, is yer ſurviving and has creature of a lower rank than

his protection in ſpeaking the themſelves,whom yet theywere
truth ; fo ' tis alſo of particular oblig'd to ſerve; which I efteem

perfons,which notwithſtanding more probable, the firft being to

his lordſhip’s conclufion , have very abfurd an enterprize, that
had the fair dealing of both their we can ſcarce ſuppoſe any intel

vertues and vices impartially ſet ligent being cou'd be guilty on't,

forth : but we have yet a more till corrupted before by ſome

certain wayto comeby truth ; other irregular thought, which

for the hiſtory of England, read might be the forementioned

the French and Dutch hiſtorians, envy , tho' then their under

and compare 'em both with our ſtandings might be darken'd ,

own , and then we can't poſſibly and they be render'dcapable, if

miſs ; and to for other nations, there be any ſuch thing, of the

and likewiſe for perſons. For ' tis higheſt evil. And what if we

a certain maxim , That if we ſhou'd leaſt
query whether the

weigh the interefts and prejudi- heathens hadnot alſo fomenot

ces of things and perſons togė- diſpiſeable notices of this latter

ther, we may , by collateral cir. event. The Titans, they fay,

cumfiances, find out the naked were angry becaule Saturn was
zruch .

dethrond , and Jupiter made lord

Q. What was the cauſe of the of all. We know they had an

angels fall, and bow came that firft earthly Jupiter as well as an hea

irregular criminal thought into venly ; he was, as they further

'em when they had no tempter, and tell us ----Creta fatus: nor is't an

were created pure and holy ? improbable ſuppoſition that

A.Ithink itmoreconcerns us to fome footſteps might therein be
avoid theirfate,than be too folli- contain's of man's being made

citousaboutthe particular caufe out of the earth ; nay , pero

on't. But we muſt not preach, haps thevery words Cretus, Cre

but diſpute ; and therefore lea- atus, & c . may have the ſame

ving that conſideration , endea , original. : To puſh this no fur

vour to anſwer both together. ther, we fhall proceed on the

The world has generally lacter fuppofition , and feeing

thought the cauſe of their fall to there is no abſurdity therein,
have been pride or ambition, to aſſign envy as the firſt cauſe of the

be equal to theMoſtHigh ; ground angelsfall, whereof thecreation
ing their conjecture on ſome paf

of

at
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of man was one accidental cauſe, great numbers in the land ofMe

and theirown defectibility or mu- dia , under the Parthian princes;

tability another. For tho 'defecti- alſo Sulpitius Severus, that they

bility, which is a kind of priva- were diſperſed amongſt the Parm

tive term , mayn't be the efficient thians, Medes, Indians and Æthio

cauſe of any action, I can ſee no pians, all which exactly agrees to

reaſon whyit mayn't be the ar- our notion in the firft part of

sidental cauſe of the deficiency or our anſwer, that in thele places

irregularityof ſuch an action above the reſt of the world are

Nor is't any refle & ion on God's retained waſhings, fprinklings

wiſdom or juſtice to make a crea- and other Jewiſh ceremonies ;

ture defectible, ſince that is as but by a long tract and ſeries of

much included in the very na- time the ten tribes are now re.

ture and notion of a creature, as ally heatheniz'd .

novitas effendi, or a beginning of Q. What is the cauſe of earth .

its being; 'tis enough that there quakes ?

was noneceſſity of luch defe&tion A. 'Tis very improbable that

impoſed by him on thoſe crea- the common hypothèſis ſhould
tures whom he had made. be a truth ,that wind having ca

Q.Whither went the ten tribes ? fually got intothe cavernsof the

A. This queſtion is not lo dif. earth , ſhould ,by its ſtrugling to

ficult, if we compare their laws get out again, produce earth

andcuſtoms withthoſe of other quakes, ſince windof itſelf has

nations, and where we find the no powerto ſtruggle, unlefs en.

greateſt agreement in practice, gag'd and puſh'd forward by

with the greateſt proba- lome other matter , or further

bility fix the affirmative of the wind .Weaffirm it reaſonable to

queſtion . But before we dif- believe that this globe of the

cuſs that, we ſhall give you the earth may be as fubject to ruin

received opinion which the two and decay, as the lefſer particles

tribes entertain abouttheir loft of the creation, and that earth
brethren There is (lay they ) quakes are but the convulſion of

a great lake in Aſia, which is al nature's frame, cauſed by an in

ways toſs'd with tempeſts and teſtine decay and motion; for no

ſtorms, ſo that it is unnavigable, one ever deny'd there were ſub

excepton thefabbath day,upon terranean paſſages,both channels

which day the ten tribes, being ofwater and veins of liquid fire,

ſtill Jews, are unwilling to tra- tho' more in fome places than

vel, or contradi &t fo great a part others, as mount Ætna, Vedavius,

of theold law ,as a prophanation dc. Now this being granted, a

of their ſabbath, and therefore mocion is prov'd ,and decay is
muit tarry there ; but this ſeems the natural cauſe of motion . To

very unlikely, for the queſtion this we may add, Thattheſe fub .

recurrs , How they could get terranean veins of fire meeting

overat firſt,unlefsupon the fab- with channels of water, nor

bath, when, according to their only caufe a ſtrife and motion in
faying,the lake is then only free the bowels of the earth , but alſo

fromtempefts ? But to ſatisfy generate air by fumigationand

the queriſt, we have the teſtimo- rarification of the water,which
sy of Jofephus, that they were in air

wemay
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it ?

air increaſing ,grows too big for guilty than the principal. -As

its caverns, and ſo ſtruggles and for the minor, thebeſt expoſitors
helps on with thoſe convulſions have concluded the ſentence of, ju

and ruins ofnature , as we faid Thou ſhalt dye the death,co be only

before : this is manifeft in that a menace of mortality,viz . Those

in many earthquakes, if not in ſhalt be a mortal man, or ſubject to

all , where the earth yawns,there death, and is agreeable to this

have been ſeen great flakes of text , The foul thatſinneth it shall
fire and ſmoke to aſcend. dye .

Q. Whether it be convenient to Q. Whether a tender friendfhip

entertain converſe with angels or between two perſons of a different

no ? And the reaſon for or againſt sex can be innocent ?

4. I look upon the groundleſs 2 :

A. Yes, by all means, if they ſuſpicions to commonin relation 1

be good ones ; and if you can find to matters ofthis naaure ,asbaſes

out a way to ſettle ſucha corre- as they are wicked, and chiefly

ſpondence,becauſe theirlong ex- owing to the vice and lewdneiss

perience of cauſes and effects, of the age , which makes ſome i

capacitates them for informati- perfons believeall the world as

on above all mortals in the ſe- wicked as themſelves. The gen- i

crets of nature , philoſophy, c. tleman who propoſes this queſti.

Q.Whether the child atthe day on ſeems of a far different cha

of judgmentſhall not be grieved at racter and one who deferves that

the damnation of its parent ? happineſs which he mentions ;

A. Natural relation is cancel for whoſe fatisfa & ion, or theirs .

led in the grave , and there is no who defire it, we affirm , That

confanguinity in heaven . I ſhall ſuch a friendſhip is not only in

equally love St. Peter and my nocent, but commendable, and as

brother, and equally hate Julian advantageous as delightful. A

the apoſtate and my father, un- frict union of Souls, as has been

der a ſuppoſition of an equality formerly aſſerted , is the esſence of
in their final ſentence. friendſhip . Souls havenoſexes; nor

Q.What are we to think of thoſe while thoſe only are concerned,

that dye in infancy ? can any thing that's criminal in

A.With the greateſt fatisfa . trude. ' Tis a converſation truly

& ion imaginable, that they are angelical,and hasſo manycharms

all faved , beſides themany teſti- in't, that the friendſhips be

monies of ſacred writ for this , tween man and man deſerve not

we prove it thus- No greatera to be compared with it. The

puniſhment will be inflicted up very fouls of the fair ſex , as well

on Adam's heirs than uponhim . as their bodies , ſeem to have a

ſelf, for eating the forbidden Jofter turn -than thoſe of men ,

fruit. But his puniſhment was while we reckon our ſelves pof

only mortality, or a temporal ſeſſors of a more ſolid judgment

deach, therefore his heirs, &c . and ſtronger reaſon, or rapher

The major propoſition is the ge- may with more juſtice pretend

neral ſentiment of all mankind, to greater experience, and more

an attainder of blood being no advantages to improve our

heavier on the child than the pa : minds ; nor can any thing on

rent ; nor an acceſſary more carch
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earth give a greater or purer Ferdinand Alvares , ſecretary to

pleaſure than communicating the ſtorehouſe of the Indians,

luch knowledge to a capable per- ſays, he ſaw a young merman

fon,who ifofanother ſex,by the come out of the water to ſteal

charmsofher converſation inex. fiſhes from the fiſhermen,and eaç

preffbly Sweetens the pleaſant la 'em. Olaus Magnus ſays many

bours, and by the advantage ofa things of 'em , but his credit is

i fine mind and good genius , often queſtionable. Philoſoph. Tract.

Itarcs ſuch notions as the in- mentions a merman taken in a

i fiructor himſelfwould otherwiſe river in Virginia with a pyrami

never have thought of. All the dal head and filh rail. In our

fear is, left the friendſhip ſhould Engliſh chronicles 'cis affirmed a

in time degenerate, and the body man - fiſh was taken in Suffolk ,

come in for a ſhare with the kept fix months on ſhore, and

foul, as it did among Boccalin's ſtole again to tea ; but the most

poetesſes and vertuoſi's,which if it authentickand particular relari

oncedoes, farewel friendship,and on we meet with , is in the hi

moſt of the happineſs ariſing ſtory of the Netherlands,viz .The

from it . dikes were broken near Campen

Q. Whether, ſince mermen and by an inundation in 1403, and

mermaids havemore of the human when the inundationreturned ,a

s shape than other fiſhes, they may be merwoman was left in Dermert

I thougbt to bavemore reaſon ? Mere, and the milkmaids who

A. According to our promiſe us'd to croſs that mere with

made before, we ſhall fhew you boats when they went to milk,
firſt,whatmay moſtprobably be ſaw a human head above water,

thought of their nature and pro- but believed their eyes deceived

duction; ſome think 'em not to 'em , till the repeated right con

be creatures ab initio, but mon- firmed their aſſurance ; where
fters got fince by unnatural coupon they refolved one night to

pulation ; ſome think 'em to be watch her, and ſaw that the re

very devils from the ſtrange paired to a ſedgyorflaggy place,

effe&ts attributed to 'em ; ſome where it was ebb and near the

that when the angels fell, thoſe lide ; whereupon, early in the
that lit'into the Tea were curn morning they gota great many

ed intomermen;and ſome, that boats together,andenvironed
the devils begat them of fiſhes ; the place in the form of a half
fome, that fiſhes, generating in moon, and diſturbed her, but the

the deluge,andſeeing drowned attempting to get under the
men,by itrengthofimagination boats, and finding her way ſtopt

got ſomething like 'em . But we up byftaves andother things on

lee no reaſon but that they were purpoſe faſtned , began to flounce

created ac firſt among that infi- and make an hideous deafning
nitenumber ofother fiſhesin the noiſe, and with her hands and

ſea,which bear ſome reſemblance cail fuck a boat or two, but at

to the creatures on earth . Alexa laſt was tyred out and taken ;

ander ab Alexandro, affirms he the maids uſed her kindly , and

has knownamerman ſteal a wo- cleanſedtheſea moſsand thells

man cauſa concubitus, which if from off her, and offered her
truth ,ſtrengthens the argument . water,

5 .
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water , fish, milk , bread, dc. be fatisfyed that ſhe exceeds all

whichſhe refuſed ,butwithgood other creatures in cunning and

uſage, in a dayortwo, theygot docility,that have ever yet been

her to eat and drink, tho' The known, and probably by her bu.

endeavoured to make her eſcape rial might be reckoned in the

again to fea ; her hair was long claffis of rationals, by the magi. i

and black , her face human, her ftrates who knew her life, and

teeth very ſtrong, her breaſts ſuffered a place in the church .

and bellyto her navel were per- yard for her interment.

fect; the lower partsofher body Q. What is melancholly ? -

ended in a ſtrong fiſh tail. The what are theſymptoms,Cauſes, and

magiftrates ofHaerlem command cure thereof

ed her to be ſent to them , for A. This queſtion were fitter

that the mere was in their jurif- for a profeſi'd phyſician than for

di&tion : when ſhe was brought ſuch as pretend no more than in

thither, ſhe was put into the a ſhort eſſay to ſatisfy the curi .

town houſe,and hada dame af- ous : however, left the gentle to

ſigned to her to teachher. She man who propoſes it , ſhou'd ,as

learnt toſpin,andſhiew devotion at melancholly perſons uſe to do ,

prayer, ſhewou'd laugh,and when grow worfe if he's not humour'd,

women came into the town- we'll give the beſt defcription

houſe to ſpin with her for diver- of the diſeaſe we can find,and fo

ſion, ſhe would fignify by ſigns, much of the cure of it as may

The knew their meaning in ſome be expected in a paper of this

fort, tho ' ſhe could never be nature : not then to tranſcribe all

taught to ſpeak. She would wear Burton , I know not but that de

no cioaths in ſummer ; part of fcription of melancholly which

her hair was fillited up in aDutch fome greatmen give us,may be

drefs , and part hang'd long and full and fatisfa &tory : that 'tis

naturally. She would have her A raving without fever or fury ,

tail in the water, and according with fear andſadnes- 'tis feated

ly had a tub of water under her in thebrain and heart - the dif

chair madeon purpoſe for her . affection of one makes perſons

She eat milk , water, bread, but- rave, of the other renders 'em

terand fiſh ; ſhe lived thus out fad or fearful : the fancy is al

of her element ( except her tail) ways buſy, for the moſt part in

fifteen or fixteen years ; her tent upon one thing, and the

pi &ture was painted on a board ideas appear improper diſtorted

with oyl , and hangs now in the and horrid : the juices of the

town-houſe of Haerlem , with a body contra & ing an acid and

fubfcription in letters of gold , corroſive diſpoſition, and there

giving an account when ſhe was bythrowingall things out of

taken , howlongſhe lived , and order - The vital ſpirits grow

when ſhe died,and in what church- dull and languid , and the blood

yard ſhe was buried . Their 'nn- little leſs than ftagnates about

nals mention her, and their the heart.

books have her picture ; and tra The effe &ts thereof we may

velling paintersdraw herpicture fee in Bedlam every day ; they

by the table. By the above-men- are as various as the freaks of
tioned relation , the queriſt may the

ܪ
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the unguided fancy, which are of opinions about 'this matter,

almoft infinite - or as the par- and by advancing an hypotheſis

ticular cauſes thereof, jealouſy , of ourown, chargeable with as

superstition, love, deſpair, and little abſurdity as wecan . Some

ſometimes even a fitofviolenţ have believed that Cain's mark

paffion or anger, which is one was black, and therefore his

degree beyondmelancholly,even a ſucceſſors colour might be al
ſhort madneſs. All the cure that ter'd from whatAdam'swas,and

belongs to us to preſcribe is di- fo by new marriages and inter
verfion,which reaches both caſes. mixtures, the world might be

Ifthe brain be difaffected with diverſly coloured. Some ſay Lot's

deep thinking on one particular daughters having, upon their

obje &t, turn theſtream if pof- fight from Sodom ,an idea ofthe

fible, to ſomething elſe, fatter, ſmoak and flames they left be
humour, or do what you can for hind them ,might very probably

the fame end For ſadneſs, or in the act of generation with

a deeplumpiſh temper, fear is their father, fix a fimilitudeof

the beſt cure ,which rouzes the colour upon conception by the

mind, and if not carry'd too power of their imaginary facul
high, ſets the lazy ſpirits on ty: Some, that the nearneſs or
work to throw off the impend. diſtance ofthefun, may have an

ing evil, and thereby aſlikts nas effect upon the skin, as the Por .

ture inwhat elſe ſhe has to do . augueze are more tawny than the

For the therapeutick part,thecol- Engliſh, or northern climates.

lege will preſcribe better, tho? We ſhall give you one inſtance

ſcarce cheaper remedies. To more, and then lay down what
Q. Is the light a body ? 13 . we conceive to be the reaſon .

À . Light is not a body, any One Mr. Briggins,now a captain

more than heat ; both areacció of a privateer, who is yer alive,

dents to one fubftance, I mean and may be heard ofat the Tower ,

the fun; and if theſunwerenot, mentions in his journals,that

there would be neitherof them; they toucht upon an ifland of

if it be objected that wehave blacks near Bantam ,where after

light when the ſun is under the they had diſpatcht their mer:

earth , and uncapable of giving cantile affairs, they were con .

light, by meansof the earth's ducted to the king'spalace,who

interpontion betwixtit and us ; when hehad ask'd them ſeveral

we anſwer, It is a miſtake, for queſtions about the novelties

the fun is then capable ofgiving they had metwith, told them ,

light primarily ,and by reflection that he had one rarity in his

from the earth upon the moon courta white child born oftwa

and ſtars,and they as ſecondary ofhis ſubjectblacks,thathad nei.

cauſes ;lend thatlight to uswhich ther of 'em feena white manor

they borrow from the ſun, womaninall their lives and then

Q. What is the reaſon that ſome cauſed thechild to be brought

men are black, ſome tawny, and forth, which in itsskin (nor its

ſome white in theſame climate, as phyfiognomy) reſembled a fair

in India ? Engliſh child . From which latt

A. We ſhallendeavour a fatis- example we affirm , That 'uis

sastion, by ſhewing the diverſity

1
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more than barely probablethat ther ofone ſide or t'other, that

the firſt change of colours inper- I could yet ever ſee. Nor is

fons came from ſuch an inſtance there any thing more of it in

as this ; and where ſuch an in- the goſpel. Indeed there's no ar

Atance happened , the news or gument againſt it, but what is

light of itwould form an idea oftentimes much ſtronger : two

in others, which in the a &t of inveterate prejudices there are,

generation would have the ſame which render many people ten.
effect ; the imaginary power be- der in this matter. The firſtthat

ing ſtronger than the generative it being a controvertive point,

boch inwomen and other crea and the world wide enough, bet

tures. We have frequent exam- ter let ſuch matches alone, than

ples of the firſt, and want not engage in 'em . But in anſwer,

lome in the last, particularly in this is only a prudential motive, ' n

Jacob's policy of transferring and not at all relating to the

Laban's Hocks into his : See right of the thing, and eſſence

Gen. 30. v. 37,38,39 . Now a co- of the queſtion. Further, this

lour being once changed, it na. muſt be own'd ,that if a perfon

turally followsthat intermarri- is diſſatisfied in his conſcience,

ages, tranſplantations, and com i. e. his practical judgment fubá

mixtures ofſuch perſons, muft mitred toGod, and as he thinks

produce variety of colours,tho? dire &ted by him , he ought in

we muſt allow a great cauſe in this caſe by no means to do it.
the nearneſs or diſtance of the No, if he has only a ſcrupulous

fun. conſcience, a degree below a
Q. if it be lawfulfor a man to doubtful , I ſhould think he were

marry his coulin -german ? better let it alone. But I fhall by

ÀI could neverfee any thing no means allowthat its being a

that look'd like .folid realon to controverted point with others,

the contrary ; the civil law generally perhaps of weaker

reaches not the caſe , thecanon judgments ſhould at all conclude

law , or pontifical decretals, ' tis ine,orabridge me ofa liberty I

true, are ftri&t enough in the am noway convinced the laws

matter, for by this craft'tis no of God everdenyed me. For if

toriousthat they gettheir live another's conſcienceandnotmy

ing ; but for that I hope, we own, were to be the rule of my

have done with't ; tho’ I'm a & ions, 'twould be unavoidable

pretty confident the awe and thật mine must be the rule of

fear we generally find upon the his, which at the very firft fight

minds ofmen in relation to this involves the groffeſt abſurdities.

matter, draws its original from Theother grand prejudice, and

the cuſtoms of popery ; which that a very popular one, againſt

permitted not fuch marriage the marriages of coufin germans

without a difpenfation ; as for is, that common obſervation

the laws ofGod, even fuppoſing thews us they are frequently un

thedegrees prohibiced by Moſes, happy. The fame argument

are moral, not ceremonial, as the men of the town makeuſe of

moit cafuiſts believe,there can't againſt all matrimony, and that

yetbe found fo much as one fyl- with juſtas much reaſon. No

lable relating to the matter ei man ,

.
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man, Iam confident,ever made a eſſence of marriage, none ever

collection of caſes in this matter ſaid that children were to be

large enough to foundan intro- reckoned among things of that
du & tion upon ;which if hecould , nature.

contrary inſtances would ſoon Q. Whether it is lawful to make

deſtroy it . - All that's to be addreſſes to young ladies, without

faid is this, that thoſe matches a prior acquainting their parents

which prove unhappy fall more and relatives therewith ?
underobſervationthan ſuch as A. To ſpeakftri &tly, no coma

are otherwiſe, and for that rean tra &tcan bejuftly madewith any

fon, are reckoned the greater buc ſuch asare ſuijuris ; nor can

number. children , at leaſt while they are

Q. If it be lawfulfor a man , under age, beproperly reckon'd.

having buried his wife, to marry of that number. ' I confefsgal

her own fister, the firſt leaving lantry and duty in this caſege

ifue behind her ? Ünerally adviſe to very differenc

A. The caſe is the ſame if we meaſures; and as the world goes ,

turnit to a lifter marrying two a miſtreſs wou'd give herſervant

brothers, and of that we have but ſmall thanks for firſt making

the higheſt inſtance in the con- love to her father and mother.

troverſy ofqueen Katherine and But to comecloſer, we may
di

her two husbands, prince Arthur vide addreſſes to a lady, like at

and Henry VIII. that ever the tacks on a town, into two ranks ;

world yet ſaw . ' Tis not an eafy they are either loose blockades or

matter to ſay any thing on that formd fieges — Thefirſt are not

ſubject which has not been al- of ſo great conſequence, where

ready faid, ſince it employed at as the latter ought not to be

that timealmoſt all the learned laid or raiſed without deeper

pensin Europe. The chiefeſt of conſideration ': 'Tis eaſy to ap

whoſe arguments, and which ply this Ageneral conver

makes us reſolve the queſtion in ſation with a lady is requiſiteto

the negative, is to this purpoſe : know (if poſſible) whether ſhe

what's againſt the moral law , deſerves to be loy'd ; and this be

is undoubtedly unlawful. This fore any application be made to

is plainly ſuch , Levit. 12. 21. If the parents for liberty for a

a man hall take his brother's wife, form’d courtſhip, which were I a
I

it is an unclean thing. 'Tismoral, lover , I ſhould chule to make as

becauſe ' cis added , That for theſe near as poſſible both to young and

things God abhorred the Ca. old at the ſame time, tharnei.

naanices, and caſt them out, ther might conceive any uma

who cou'd be oblig'd , at leaſt brage ofeach other. The latter

before the other was revealed , part of the queſtion indeed ad
only by the moral law . mits ofmanydistinctions : There

As for iſſue or no iſſue, I fee is firſt a greatdifference between

not how thatcan any way alter immediate parents and more reo

the caſe : for whether or no mote' relations ; and perhaps too ,;

fponfion or affiance withoutany between ſomeparents and others.

thing ſucceeding on the cere- Q. Whether it islawfui to mare

mony but what constitutes the ry a perſon one cannot love, only in
com.

1
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compliance to relations , and to mon more than what is cheap,

get an eſtate ? and eaſily atrained. Now ſecrecy

A. Had the queſtion only been has a kind of rarity in't, and an

propoſed of ſuch as wedon't inviſible miſtreſs has ſuch charms,

actually love, it might perhaps or at leaſt ourfancy makes fuch

have admitted of ſome limitati- there,as thegreateſt noted beau

on , ſince we ſometimes fee per- ty in the world cannot rival.

fons love tenderly after mar. Everyalignation in a ſecret amour,

riage , who could hardly endure has infinitely more guſt and re

each other's fight before ; tbo'liſh in't, than a formalpublick

even ſuch an experiment muſt interview , on purpoſe for two k

be very dangerous and hazar . perſons to talk ' fine things, and

dous, and he muſtbe abold man look fillily upon one another.

who dares venture upon it : bụt Difficulty renders any pleafure

as 'tis propofed :here, whether more japid and lively when ' tis

we may marry ſuch as we cannot obtain'd ; and tho ' there ſhould

Love, 'tis beyond all doubt, and be othergolden apples as good as "

must be anſwer'd in the negative, thoſe which grew in the Hefperi

ſince ſuch a practice wou'd be an garden, yet none will tatte for

both the moſt cruel and imprur ſweet as thoſe which are ftol'n

dent thing in the world - Socie- from a dragon .

ty is themain end of marriage, Nor has a private amour Jefs

love is the bond offociety , with advantage as to the ſafety than
out which there can neither be the pleaſure of it, eſpecially

found in that ſtate , pleaſure or where there are rivals . This

profit, or honour : he, then, or fair treafure, as imaginary per

thesthat marries for lo baſe an haps as that which is call'd fo,

endas profit, without any poſſi- runs a great hazard ofbeing loft,

bility or proſpect of love, is if reveald. The beſt way to fe.

guilty of the bigheſt brutality cure fire, is to rake it up under

imaginable,is united to a carkass the ashes,where 'tis likely to live

without aſoul, and are as cruel much longer than when expoſed

to themfelves as Mezentius was to every wind that ſcatters it,

to thofe wretches whohad the no body knows whither. This

ill fortune to fall into his hands for pleaſure and profit, but whe

This being alſo buttoogeneral ther more honourable or no ,

a truth , as one witrily obferves, none but thoſe concern'd can

that he who marries awoman reſolve, for that's e'en as 'ris

he cou'd never love, will, ' tis to managed .

befear'd, foon lovea womanhe Q.What courſe mufti perſon

never marry's . take to remove a lady's averſion to

Q.Whether a publick or private bimz fuppofing her underſome fea .

courtfip is the beſt ? lándose cret preingagements ?

H. A. A private is themore fafe A. A preingagement of that

as well as themore pleaſant.'Tis nature is io facreda thing, that

undoubtedly much more plea- tho' a lover ftičks at nothing to

fant thanthe other, from that obtain his défires, no man in his

pretty fallacy, which all man- fober reaſon ought to contri

kind put upon themſelves inva bute any thing towards the

luing what is rare and uncoma breaking

1
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breaking it -- on which account certain that moſt men flight even
twou'd ſcarce be honeſt to give what they find loves 'em ; much

dire &tions for the attempting it. more would they do fo , ſhould

But if the queſtion be ſimply they eaſily obtain it ; moſt of all,

How to conquer a lady's averſion ? ſhould it be profer’d , and almost

that indeed admits of a fair an- forc'd upon 'em .

{wer : Ovid will tell you a thou. Q. Whether Quakers marriages

land ways, tho'mạny of'em now be lawful ?

as ridiculous to make love in , as A. We ſhall anſwer as the great

'rwou'd be to make war with ſpear L. C. J. Hale did , ' Whatever has

and field after the old ſyſtem of the eſſence of marriage, may ſo

chivalry. The beſt way I know far be reckoned a lawful marriage,

of, is, after having found her tho' it may want ſome external

bumour, to ply her cloſe ; don't let circumſtances required by the lamp

her, if poſſible, ſo much asſleep, of the land . At leaſt, therefore

which theyſay will tame thewild- Quakers marriages are, as was ſaid

eft creature in the world ; or if ſhe in a former queſtion, valid, if

does, be ſo often with her, that not ftri& ly legal, and according
The can dream of nothing but ly their children fue for inheri

you . Thisonly receipt has the tance, where there is a &tual and

greateſt effe&t onthemoſt of the conſtant cohabitation with its cono

fair ſex , who if you hold on long ſequences, and a ftipulationbeſides

enough, will be forc'd at laſt to intervening, which any wifeand

love you in their own defence uſing honeft perſons would alſo have as

you as they do beggars, give you publick and folemn as their occaſions

an alins to be rid of you ; for to permit,
ſpeak truth of our own lewd ſex , Q. How ſhall a man kpon when

there are few of us, when once a ladyloveshim ? .

lov'd , who love long after. A.Firſt find out, if you can ,,

Q. Whether if females pent a whether ſhe has ever lov'd any

courting, there would not bemore other before, for that renders the

marriages than nor there are ? caſe much more difficult ; for one

A. I am apt to think not ſo that lias been deceiv'd herſelf,

many , at leaſtif they only were knows how to deccive you. Jea

to court, and we to be filent ; for louſy is counted one pretty ſure

is the more proper ver
- ſign of love, but I think it much

tue of a man, fo-modeſty is of a ſuch another as convulſions are of

Tooman ( tho' we meet with 'em life. If a woman tellsyou

ſometimes inthe contrary ſexes ;) there's no way but believing her

for which reaſon, many ladies indeed there are hardly any of

wou'd dye ſooner than ſtoop to the tokens. of that paſſion , but

what they think ſo mean a pra-, are falible, though the firewdeſt

Sice, as we have had inſtances of ſign that a womanloves ye, is her

fome who have actually done it . marryingye .

But there's yet more in't than Q. Whether is hope or fruition

this ' tis their intereſt as well as more pleaſant?

their inclination , to be (I won't A. The queriſt ought to have

fay only paffive, but) on the de- mentioned the object of hope,

fenfive ; for whether orno they'll and fruition , that is, whether

beſo ingenuous to confeſs it , ' tis
D
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the obje &t is an entertainment muſt be reſolved by tradition and

to his ſenſes or his reaſon ; but the beſt authors, we having no

fince he has not diſtinguiſh'd, we other means left, being not con

will make a ſuppoſition in both . temporary our felves with that

In the firſt, if he means beauty, monument of confuſion : Apollonius
honour, preferments, and ſuchlike, Thyanæus ſays that Nimrod and his

we need not trouble our felves followers deſign'd it for an altar

for inſtances at the diffatisfa&tion to facrificehorſes to theſun ,they

wereceive in the enjoyment of believing that to be a God , be

'em , although in the time of our cauſe not drowned ; which per

expectation wehadſtrange ideas , hapsmightgive life to the Perfian

unwearied , unpail'd appetites, worſhip, who now acknowledge

which could notbe perfuaded by no other Godthan the riſingSun :

the experienc'd that all was fi- But Ifidore, whoſe credit ismore

& tion , ' till we undeceived our authentick , and his narration of

ſelves by a ſupplantation of bet- it more particular, affirms ( as

ter hopes - Ifthe queriſt means, Verſtegan quotes out ofhim) that

An enjoyment of a peaceable breaſt, the tower was 5174 paces high ,

a vertuous conqueſt of our ſenſes, the bricks whereof it wasbuilt

ot an accompliſhment of ſuch actions were fix inches thick ,eight broad,

as are the deliberate products of and a foot long ; travellers report

true reaſon, the expectation is the ruins of it remain near Bag

like Solomon's fame, much grea- dat to this day, and that it ſtands

ter than repreſented. In the firſt like a great mountain , the

inſtance, hope is generally more paſſage up being circular, and

pleaſant than fruition ; in the broad enough for fields : within

laſt, fruition is more ſatisfactory are proper places for granaries,

than hope. ftables for their mules, and o

Q. What is the difference betwixt ther conveniencies for lodging ;

time andeternity ? but that 'tis now impaflable, be.

A. ' Twas a great philoſopher's ing over-grown with briers and

masim , He that will compare thorns. The firſt occaſion of its

two bodies,muſtknow 'em both , building was deſign'd to be a re

which alſo holds in accidents. fuge in caſe another food

The queſtion is put to a perſon ſhould happen , which was ſuch

that has experienced but one,nor a dread to the new world , that

that to his own fatisfa &tion; but they went upon the hills, and

when he has experienced the came not down into the valleys

other (if ask'd again )he will give for ſeveralhundred years.
an anſwer : in themean time Q. Whether & friendfhip conta

from thoſe dark ideas he has of tracted by ſingle perſons may con

eternity ,he ſays,there is infinite- tinue withthe same real and in

ly a greater difference than be- nocence if either marry ?

twixt a drop of water and the A. That excellent perſon, the

wholeocean , or betwixt an unite reverend biſhop Sanderſon, has a

and the moſt protracted multipli- cafe very near akin to this, if

cation .
not nicer,which the perfons con

Q. What was the heighth, &c. cerned willfind extreamly well

of Babel's tower ? worth their reading and confidera

A. This is a queſtion that tion .
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tion . In the mean time we spomen with child long for fruits,

anſwer . It may , though ten to &c. the mark of thatwhich they

one if it does ; ſince in thoſe cir- long for is often imprinted in ſome

cumſtances there will be a great part of the child's body ?

hazard that either the innocence
A. By the power of imagination

will ſpoil the zeal, or the zeal all agree, but how that which we

the innocence : Nor but that may very near ſay is not, or has

there's a great deal depends on of itſelfno real being,ſhould pro

the characters of the perfons duce ſuch ſtrangeundeniable

concerned ; a friendſhip may per- effe & s, is not ſo eaſily folv'd. I

haps be innocent where 'tisnot indeed, very much doubt the

ſafe ; but hardly either long, in truth of ſome prodigious in.

this caſe, unleſs between thoſe ſtances which arebrought on this

of great prudence and vertue , ſince head, and ſtill muſt take leave to

'tisoftentimesonly a pretence,and do ſo, till we have ſome more

as ſuch , one of the moſt dangerous unqueſtionable authority for it

things in the world . In the mean than Sir K. D's , who being a tra

time, as generoſity may be crimi- veller as well as the famous Sir

nal, ſo ſuſpicion is baſe, and one H. B. has been thought by ſome

infallibly ruins friendſhip, as the to take as great a liberty in phy .

ocher may vertue and honour, ficks as the other in hiſtory. Nor,

tho'a prudent caution may , per- fuppoling ſome of thoſe inſtances

haps, be a niedium between both . true , does it ſeem poſſible to ac

The wordt on't ſeems to be here , count for them without recourſe

that ſeeing friendhip can be only to ſupernatural cauſes - For ex.

in the height (as we have former- ample, that which is told of the

ly deſcribed it )between two,how woman, who being preſent at an

fhall it remain with equal' zeal execution where the malefactor

and innocence, at leaft juſtice, was beheaded, immediately came

when one is married ? for either home with the impreſſion of it ſo

there muſt bemore or leſs tender- ſtrong on her fancy that in a
neſs for the friend than for the ſhort timeafter ſhefell in tra

wife or husband - If more, 'tis yail, and was delivered ofa child

injuſtice; for people ought not to without a head, that part being

marry any but ſuch as are fit to freſhly bleeding, and newly fe

make friends ; if leſs, the former parated from the body- (which

friendfhip muft be diminiſhed,as if true , the ſuffering women to

if the marriage be happy, it gene- be preſent at the execution of

rally , perhaps always is. If I our traytors, may have worſe

an't miſtaken , the pinch is here, effects than is eaſily imagined )

and the ſolution accordingly ,That and as ſuch inſtances as theſe ſeem

if the friendſhip between the per- impoſſible to be accounted for, fo the

fons marriedbavebut the afcendant, others, tho' of more undoubted

and if that be continuedwith the truth , are not very eaſily clear'd :

bigheſt degree of zeal, any lower what appears probable, and ſuf

meaſure of that and friendship may ficiently plaulīble on this head,

innocently remain where it was be- as to the common marks and figa

foreplanted. natures which ſeveral children

Q. What is the reaſon that when receive from their parents ,
and

bear
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2

bear on their bodies till they go Madagaſcar, where ſome of our

outof the world , is to this pur- fhips trade: but whether it was

poſe - The imaginations of prege ſuch a ſerpent as this, is not ma

nant women , their humours being terial ; but we are really per

extreamly ftirr'd and diſturbid , ſwaded it was a true ferpent

muſt needs be very ſtrong and which fome envious angel did

lively : That of ſome men is ſo actuate. Our reaſons are, 1.The

powerful, that it has produced text exprefly mentions it to be a

real pains in ſeveral parts of their ſerpent , and adds the qualifica

bodies : nay, we are told of fome tion of a ſerpent, viz . fubtilty .

whom fancy only has killd. The 2. Adam knew verywellthe na
fætus in the womb is a ſort of a ture of all beaſts that he had

vegetable, joyn'd to the mother as given names to, and amongſt the

a branch to the root, or rather reſt this ſerpent : therefore it

as the plants of the Indian Pig, would be a leſs ſurprize to him to

tree to one another by a ſmall ſee the ſerpent adfo cunning a

ſtring or ligament. All its nouriſh- part. 3. Adamcould not be afraid

ment it muſt therefore receive of it, having notyet finn'd , Sin

from her, together with which being the cauſe of fear. 4. 'Twas

nouriſhment, and by the fame the angel's cunningto act in that

way, the Spirits find a paſſage, creature, which would leaſt ſur .

and the blood circulating through prize our parents, not in an hu

the fætus, may, as ’tis changed by man ſhape ; for Adam knew

degrees into the flesh, form ſuch there was no more men be .

impreſſions there, as it before 're- fides himſelf ; nor are we per

ceived from the mother : for to haps ſo ſure as 'tis generally

ſpeak truth , the mother ſeems to thoughtthat the angels were aitu .

have as much power over the ally fallen when Adam was tempted .

child's body, nay, more than ſhe May we not rather think the

hasover her own. Now it muft tempterwasſome envious angel,

be by the animal ſpirits that the who with the reft of his con- .

foul works on the body, command . federates, by giving God the ,
ing it as it pleaſes,to move a foot, lye, and ſeducing Adani, fell, and

an arm , orany other part-And were made devils ? and 'tis not

yet more power the mother's unlikely , this is pointed at

foul has on the tender fætus where the devil is called a de

it impreſſes thereon all its paſſi- ceiver , and a lyar from the bea

ons , its joys and pains , as mothers ginning.

experience; and accordingly, any Q. Whether it was a real apple

object being ftrongly fix'd on the our parents did eat in paradiſe

mother'sfancy, 'tis thence tranſ- A. That our parents did both

ferred to the child's body. eat and tranſgreſs,we are too ſure,

Q. Whether it was a real ſerpent and that it wasan apple we

thatwas made uſe of for the tempt. doubt not, the Holy Ghoft noc

ing of our firſtparents ?
wanting words to expreſs it, if

A. The naturaliſts tells us of ithad been any thing elle; and

ferpents, and other creatures that as for the tree that bare ir, be

have human faces, and we are ingcalled the Tree of life, rather

not without inſtances of this in than any other name uſually

amongtt
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amongſt naturaliſts (which had doubt yet more of the truth of

made ſomeof the primitive fa- thoſe things which we were

thers believe both tree and apple clearly taught .both by natural

were allegorical) we ſay it might and revealed religion . If any ap

be ſuch a tree as wehave, and pearance, how ſhould the perſon

yet be the tree of life, it being to whom 'twas made, certainly

the object of life or death ac- knowwhether 'tis really the ſpi

cording as Adam kept or broke rit of his departed friend, or ſome

the command about eating of illuſive dæmon , which may ei

it. Gorop. Becanus, in his Indooley- ther tell him a falſhood inſtead

bica, thinks it an Indiafig. Pala. of a truth, or mingle truth and

danus (upon Linſcholen) lays, that falfhood together, the more cun

the Indians and Arabians have a ningly to deceive him ? but be.

fig -tree bearing a kind of fruit fides the uncertainty and the dan

which they call an Apple of para- ger, there would be in ſuch a

diſe, or the evil fruit. Malum pra & ice, which way ſoever it ter

ſignifying both an apple and minates,Ithink ’twould be alſo ,

evil : and 'tis remarkable , that 3. Irreligious ; fince it too

an apple cut croſs has in it ten plainly implies a diſtrust of the

ſeveral cells, which ſome will truth of God ; nay more, that

have to denote the ten commands, thoſe who uſe it , would believe

&c . Boskbeir holds it to be an human teſtimony,andperhaps dis

Indian wheat. bolical, rather than divine.--- No ,

Q. Whether it be lawful for ſay they, 'tis rather to confirm

friends ſolemnly to engage , ifone the truth of ſuch teſlimony as is
dyes firſt, to appear to the other, ſaid to be divine. But is there

and inform them of the condition any want of all reaſonable confir

of the ſoul in ancther world ? mation ? Han't we ſtronger evi

A. The leaſt that can be ſaid of dence that the ſcriptures werewrit

ſuch an attempt, is , that 'twou'd ten by inſpired men ,or at leaſt that

be , the matter therein contained is

1. Fruitleſę, ſince truth itſelf true, than that there was ever

tells us if theywill not hear Mofes ſuch a man as Alexander or Cæfar,

and the prophets,neither will they becauſe one of theſe has all the

believethoone roſe from the dead ': moral demonftrations of truth the

for if the cominon methodsofGod's other has, namely univerſal , or

providence will not convince an an unanſwerable human teſtimony

atheiſt, neither is he to expect both of friends and enemies, and

any new way of ſatisfa &tion ; nor yet more, to wit miracles, which2

if hehad his defire, would it be are the teftimony of heaven. Now

without ſome evaſion or other this fcripturegives us undeniable

fill to continue his infidelity. evidence of the exiſtence of souls

2. ' Twould be dangerous – on after death, and thereforewhat

more accounts than one : if no ever Godmay think fit to order

ſuch appearance, which unleſs we or permit inextraordinary cafes ,

were better acquainted with the as revealing injuſtice, murder, &c .

oeconomy of the world of Spirits, it appears both fruitleſs,dangerous

we have little reaſon to expect, and irreligious, to expect any

this might incline a weak man tó ruch thing ordinarily to happen,
ſinceD 3
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ſince the courſe of nature is not nage thoſe fatal weapons ( lovely

to be altered without the higheſt balilisks as you are) for the ruin

neceſſity and reaſon . of your adorers. Nature has pro

Q. What became of the waters videdit fix fubftantial legs , of a

after Noah's fiood ? great ſtrength, and incomparable

A.The earth was inviron'd agility, joynted like a cane, co

with water , before it was made ver'd with large hairs, and armed

a terraqueous globe : and now each of them with two claws,

the waters are globulous, and which appear of a horny ſub

higher than the earth, whereby ſtance,more ſharp than lancets,or

(and with thoſe waters above the the fineſt needle you have' in all

firmament ) the earth might your needle book. 'Twas a long

eaſily be overwhelmed . , Now while before we cou'd diſcover

knowing whence the water came, its mouth , which we confeſs we

we eaſily affirm , that it receded han't yet ſo exactly done as we

again to its old ſtations, though wou'd , the little baſhful creature

no doubt but the earth drankup always holding up its two fore

ſonie, and ſome was rarified in- feet before it , which it uſes in

ſtead ofa fan or mask when it has

Q. Whether fleas have ſtings, no mind to be known : And here

or whether they only ſuck or bite, we were forced to be guilty ofan
when they draw blood from the act both uncivil and cruel, with

out which we cou'd never have

A. Not to trouble you ,madam , given you a reſolution to your

with the hebrew or arabick name queſtion - We were obliged to

of a flea , or to tranſcribe Bo- unmask this modeſt one, and cut

chart's learned diſſertations on the offthe two legs on't, to come to
little animal, we ſhall for your the face, which being perform d

fatisfaction give ſuch a defcrip- (tho'itmakesour tender hearts,

tion thereof,as we have yet been as well as yours, almoſt bleed to

able to diſcover . think on it) we immediately dif

It is , as we may partly difcern covered what your ladyſhip de

by the naked eye,of a lovely deep fired and found nature had given

red colour, moſt neatly poliſhed, it a ſtrong proboſcisor trunk, as a

andarmed with ſcales,which can gnat or inuſchettó, though much

reliſt any thing but fate ,and your thicker and fhorter, with which

ladyſhip's unmerciful fingers;the we may very well ſuppoſe it pe

neck of it is exa &tly like the tail netrates your fair hand, feaſts it

of a lobſter, andbythe aſſiſtance felfon the nectar of your blood,

of thote ſtrong fcales it is cover and then, likea little faithlefs fu

ed with, ſprings backwards and gitive of a lover, skips away al

forwardsmuch in theſame man- moft inviſibly, no body knows

ner, and with equal violence ; whither.

it has two eyes on either ſide of ' Q. We have heard of ſomewho

içs head, fo pretty , that I'd pre- to all appearance have been dead for

fer them to any, madam , but two or thrée days, and have reco

yours, and which itmakes ufe of vered . Now this myſtery in nato

to avoid its fate , and fly its ture is worth your explaining ; and

enemies, with as much nimble. I beg the solution of it, aswell for

nels and ſucceſs as your ſex ma . my

13
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my own fatisfaction, as of ſeveral I mean the animal ſpirits, and the

other gentlemen that putme on ? animal fpirits as little , I meani

A.As the appetite for a conſi- the retreated blood.

derable time may be fufpended Q. Whether beauty bè real or

from its office by anexceſſivegrief imaginary ?

or trouble , and yet be not alto- A. We dare almoſt venture to

gether loft ; fo may the ſoul for' affirm ' tis both . Cuftom and opi

a time ſeem to be departed out nion , it muſt ofneceffity be ownd,

of the body, and yet not really go a great way towards making

be fo . The firſt from the fame a deformity or a beauty, and how

reaſon that bears, ſnails, dor- hall we certainly know whether's

mice , & c. live ſeveral months in the right , he thar abuſes

without food, occaſioned thus : the Negro for his flat noſe and

The lefs fpiritsand heat there is, thick lips'; or the Negro , who

the leſs is the digeſtion , and con- abuſes him for his thin lips and

fequently a leſs appetite ;not that high noſe ? Nay, we need not

they arealtogether without eppe- go fo far as Guinea ; for in the

tite, but that the fat and viſcous families of the firſt prince of Eu

phlegm wherewith they are pro- rope , to be born withoutſuch a lip

vided, are ſufficient nouriſhment, as we generally think none of the

and as much as their fmall heat beft, would be efteen’d a great

requiresfor allthat time. But deformity, not to ſay worle

that the foul and the whole frame And indeed every where fancy has

of nature ſhould imitate a ſepara: a large ſtroke in theſe matters ;

tion , when there really is not Lucretius his witty obſervation,

one, is more ſtrange'; yet poſſibly parvula puncilio, zapo?mv uice , Go

it may proceed from a natural holding almoſt all the world on

reaſon ( if a natural one can be ver Nor has complexion any

aflign'd .) Sickneſs by degrees better fate than proportion ; one

does ſometimes cauſe that effect who is born white' among the

upon the animal ſpirits, asa ſud- blacks being as great amonſter as

den joy or grief : but as all vio- a black among thoſe that are

lent actions are fort, fo the ef- white. And the Abyſſines would

fects of a ſudden joy or grief ei- perfuade us that Adam and Eve

ther kill or return again preſent were blacks; and that the queen

ly ; but the effects ofa ſingring of Sheba was of that colour,they

fickneſs, as they fix flowly, fo make almoft an article of their

they remove difficultly - In this Creed . However, as exceptions

they both agree , the heart being don't ſpoil a rule, and as 'tis no

oppreſs'd , rhe fpirits fly thicher argument there's no fuch thing

with the blood for its fuccour, as the laws of nature , becaule

and there remain till they are ei- fome nations have no regard to't,

ther extin &t or diſpers’d by a new ſo in this caſe there muſt be a

circulation, commencing as foon beſt ſomewhere ; White islovely,

as the heat can ſpare their retreat , and Black horrid ; one reſembling

which is fooner or later, accord- the light, the other darkneſs. In

ing to the cauſe that brought ' em theſe things therefore we place

thither : the ſoul all the while beauty namely features,

having but little room to act in, proportion, complexion, mien ,

:

D 4 ' and
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and air . There is ſuch a thing good mien relates to all the body,

as a good feature, taken by itſelf, a fine air to the face only. A

ſome things being haped more good mien is but of one ſort, and

neat, cleverly and handſome than more eaſily deſcribed than an

others, as we may groſsly ſee in air : it fignifies the hand

a horſe compared withan ele- ſome appearance fome people

phant, a greyhound with a ſwine make when you take them all co

And this is ſomething gecher : 'tis,as wemay call it,the

in nature, independent from the good air of the body, as a good air

judgment or fancy of any man ; ( taken in a ftri & fente) the good
fortheſe relations wou'd in them- mien of the face. And this,

felves be , though there were no tho' there maybe ſomething of

man in the world to make thecom- it in nature, yet we chiefly think

pariſon ; nay, an elephant wou'd owing to education and con

be a clumſy ſhapeleſs thing , verſe : whereas a good air is va.

tho' there ſhould be no horſe to rious, perfectly natural and im

be compared with it ; as a horſe poſſible to be given by all the art
would be neat and clearly limb’d, in the world for a man may

tho' there were no ſuchthing in skrew his face into a form of ter

being as an aſs or an elephant : ror, and think he looks majeſti

Now this feature, as it is a real cal, when he has a little ſneaking

beauty, fo 'tis diſtinct even from phiz, or ſweet when he's really
proportion , tho' very nearakin lowre and ill natured but

to it ; for example We fee ' twill ſtill be unnatural, and he'll

commonly enough perſons who lookas ill diſguiſed as the aſs in

have ſome good features the lyon's skin, when his longOd

noſe, mouth,chin, &c. whereas ears ſtuck out and betrayed him.

the reſt may either be deformed And hence we may remark that

or unproportionable,not bearing chief difference in whatwe calla

that due regard of ſituation or good air,ſometimeswe ſee a facea

magnitude oneto another, which with lines of majeſty in it, that

at firſt ſight appear pleaſing and like Cafar'sor Gustavus Adolphus,
natural. And indeed whatthat dazles all that beholds it, and is

is , as in other caſes yet to come, ſo fharp and piercing, that it is
the

eye ſeems to be the folejudge; almoſt inſupportable : at other

nor is't eaſy to deſcribe and fix times we meer with ſuch an in

it, tho'we believe it poſſible to comparable ſweetneſs (moſtly

be done ;and if any way, by the reſiding in the mouth and eyes,

proportions ofmuſick, thatpro. though thewhole turn of the face

portion infallibly pleaſing the eye contributes ſomething toit) that

in viſible objects, which does the it charms all that fee it ; and
ear in audible. For the two laſt thoſe who have it, we rather call

parts of beauty, a good mienand pretty than beautiful, fince itis
with the French , often found where there is hardly

fromwhence we had the terms onegood feature. Now it is a rare

belle air , and bonne happiness, indeed, to feea face at

mien ; they may more eaſily be once, both ſweet and majeſtical,

diſtinguiſhed than deſcribed , tho' tho'when diſcovered they con

both generally confounded . A quer the world . Whatthen muſt

they

good air

1
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they do when the owners of 'em the father than the mother. ?
have the advantages of a good A. The fimilitude is, perhaps,

mien , good features, juſtpropor- very oftenowing to the good woa

sion , and a finecomplexion ? If men who are preſent at the gof

we are ask’d, What proportion fiping : But ſuppoſing for once the
theſe ſeveralexcellencies bear one truth of matterof fact, it may ea

towards another ? we ſhould thus filyenoughbe accounted for, be

give our judgment Complexion caufe 'tis the imagination of the
the leaſt, for that ſooneſt fades, mother, not the father, which

fools often have it , ' tis asoften forms the child ; and the having

not natural, and we are not agreed the idea of the father's face, not

which is beft. We rank good herown, in her mind, that of the

features in the next place, with child may be form’d accordingly
'which may be reckon'd proportion , like him , not her.

ſince, in general, one can't be Q. Whether Babel's builders bad

without theother. Better than attained their deſired ends, if their

both , appears a good mien , as it languages had not beenconfound .
laſts longer, and recommends ed ; ſeeing it is written, Now no .

more, eſpecially in a man , where thing will be reſtrained from 'em
the face is no greatmatter. Beſt which they have imagined to do ?
of all a good air, becauſe when A. ' Tis impoſţible a tower

goodmien and complexion fails, ihould be built up to heaven, if

when there is ſometimes little by heaven is meant the cæluna

that we can like either in feature ftellatum , or firmament, becauſe

or proportion, this always laſts; the air would be too much rari.

and nothing but death, we had fied and thin for reſpiration , and
almoſt ſaid hardly that itſelf, can conſequently to live in . But up

alter or deſtroy it. on a ſuppoſition, that the air

Q. Whether it be lawful to look would be as proper and natural

with pleaſureor another woman than to breathe in fome thouſand miles

one's wife when married, or others high , as upon Tenerife, whoſe

beſides ker we intend to make, so perpendicular is ſeven miles in

before ? height, yet the builders muſt

1. ' Tis dangerous, the eye die , and then the work muſt

being the burning-glaſs of Love, ſtand ſtill, it coming in time to

and looking, liking, deſiring , be above an age's travel ; and

attempting, and criminally ob- therefore whoever went on pur

taining, oftentimes oralwaysfol- poſe to carry on the work, would

low one another. But were ic * die by the way, or be too old for

poſſible to ſtop at liking,which is the work when he came there.

the laſt ſtep that can be made The meaning ofthoſe words,Now

ſhort of a precipice, we can't af- nothing will be reſtrained from them

firm that, in its own nature, un, which they have imagined to do,

lawful. For whatever is fair and ſeems to import thusmuch, that

proportionable, muft of neceſſity the wickedneſs that age was ar

Atrike the eye with more pleaſure rived to that degree , that the

than what's deformed and hor- law of nature was too inuch effa

șid ? ced to give any check to the

Q. Why are children oftmer like orbitancy of their imagination ;
but

;

ex
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but that they would puſh on in the Arabian delarts. Paulus

without any controul, whatever Venetus, that there are of 'em in

the devil or their own devices the kingdom of Boſman almoſt as

could ſuggeſt. Notthat they had big as elephants ; with ſeveral o .

power to accompliſh , but a preci. thers too tediousto repeat, But

pitate readiness to undertake any by the character of their ſhapes,
thing that was notvirtuous. I can read of none like what is

Q. Wky are ſprings found at painted in our churches ; thoſe

the top of the higheſt mountains ? mentioned by Pliny, in Æthiopia,
A. That the world is round, are the neareft to it, only a

tho’ ſomerhing irregular by rea. ſhorter neck and mane.
fon of mountains, plainsand val- Q. Whether the departed have &

leys , is granted on all hands ; as angknowledgeof, or ever concern

alſo , that the earth and water themſelves with the affairs of thely :

makes this rotundity , or round friends in this life ?

globe, whoſe centre is juſt in the A. The Platoniſts have made 1

middle of itſelf. Butnow accord- many bold affertions, bothcon

ing to that maxim in Hydraulicks, cerningthe ſtateof theſoul before

Water cannot aſcend higher than the it came into the body, as alſo

place of its original ; ſo that we after ; but their reaſons are as

mutt find ſomeotheroriginal than ftrange as their allertions. What

the fen .Virtuofo's grant, that in privileges ſome fouls may enjoy

a tranſmutationof elements, ten in their ſeparate ſtateabove others,

menfures of air will produce one is yet a riddle ; but there are

ofwater . Now all vacuities in ſome inſtances of this nature un.

the earth are ſupplied by air, accountable. To mention one ,

and mountains' have more than Cæſar Baonius, in his annals,men

plains, being not ſo much com- tions an entire friendſhip betwixt

preſs'd on every fide, wherefore one Michael Mercatus, and Mar.

this air ftagnates for want ofmo- filius Ficinus; and this friendſhip

tion, and , by the coldneſs of the was the ſtronger betwixt them,

earth, condenſes intowater, and by reaſon of amutualagreement

ſupplies, or gives life, to the in their ſtudies, and an addicted

ſprings in thoſe mountainous neſs to the doctrines of Plato. It

places, and that without any fell out, that theſe two diſcourſ

fubterraneous paffages thither. ing.together (as they us’d) of the

Q. Whether nature produces such ſtate of manafter death, accord

a quadrupede as an unicorn ? ing to Plato's opinions, (There

A. Yes, of ſeveral ſpecies ; is extant a learned epiftle of

Philoſtratus, in the life of Apollo- Marfilius to Michael Mercatus up

nius, ſpeaks ofan aſs in the fens on the ſame ſubject,] butwhen

of Colchis, having one ſingle horn their diſputation and diſcourſe

in his forehead. Pliny fays, 'tis was drawn out fomething long ,

like an horfe, and to be found in they ſhut up with thisform agree

the defarts of Æthiopia . Garſus ment, that which foever of them

ab horto fays,' cis an amphibious two fhould firſt depart out of

animal, bred on land near the this life (if it might be) ſhould

Cape of Good Hope. Marchus She- aſcertain the ſurvivor of theſtate

rar, that there are whole herds of the other life, and whether the

ſoul

3
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foul be immortal or not . This a- another, whoſe very names would

greement being made, and mutu more than fill up our little room .

ally ſworn unto, they departed . We are of Jofephus his opinion,

Ina ſhort time it fell out, that that the antienteſt and beſt phi

while Michael Mercatus was one ioſophy, and from which the

morning early at his ſtudy, upon great Plato and Pytbagoras bor

the ſudden he heard the noiſe of rowed theirs , was that of the

a horfe upon thegallop, and then Hebrews called Cabbala , which

ſtopping at his door, withal he they divided into names (or Sche

heard the voice of Marfilius his mot) and things ( Sephiretb .) Jo

friend crying to him ,OhMichael, Sephies argues thus, All other

Oh Michael , thoſe things are true, philoſophers have had their

they are true. Michael, wondring leets , but this always remained

to hear his friend's voice , roſe up, the fame, and would loſe its

and opening the caſement, he faw name, if it were not tranſmitted

the backſide of him whom he had from father to fon in its integrity.

heard , in white, and galloping a- Yet in commending the Jewiſh

way upon a white horſe. He Cabbala in general terms, we de

called after him, Marfilius ! Mar- ſpiſe not what is good inthe reſt .

filius ! and followed him with his The moral of the induftrious bee

eye, but he ſoon vaniſhed out of is applicable in this caſe, vir . cull

fight. He,amaz’d at thisextraor- what we find beſt ; that of the

dinary accident, very follicitouſ- Stoics is a majeftical philoſophy ;

ly enquired if any thinghadhap: thatof Ariſtotle, bonourable; that

pen'dtoMarfilius, who then lived of the Scepticks, ealy ; and that

at Florence, where he had breath'd of theAcademics, ſafe.

his laft ; and he found upon ſtrict Q. Whether Origen was to be

enquiry, that he died at that very cenſured or praiſed for his voluntary

time wherein he was thus heard cafiration ?

and ſeen by him. This, with ſome A. The learned make three

other credible inſtances which forts of eunuchs the natural,

have occurr'd, argue, that either the factitious,and the voluntary ,

ſome departed fouls have parti- agreeable to our faviour's divifion

cular comuniſtons, in this caſe, or in the Goſpel, vit, that ſome are

that all of them have a cognizance born fo , Some made ſo by men , and

of our affairs ; agreeable to the others make themſelves to fór the

parable of Dives and Lazarus, kingdom of beaVCI. Of this laſt

and that of the angels in heaven fort was Origen , who , as the

rejoicing at the converſion of a fathers ſay , being troubled with

finner. And it muſt be a truth, St. Paul's thorn in the flesh , and

if departed ſouls and angels come conſidering the caſe of the E

under the ſame predicament as to thiopian eunuch, the firſt Gentile

their efſence ; and I don't yet called to the light of the Goſpel,

know in what they differ . and for other reaſons , dealt

Q. Which is the beſt ſet of fo ſeverely with himſelf. He

philoſophers ?
did very ill, if we conſider the

A. Our allotted limits won't phyficalend of nature , the fixth

fuffer us to be particular in reci. command, and the lawful re

tals , and compariſon of one with medies that God had prescribed

of

;
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for incontinency ; but if we confi- exonerating their dung. Fuller
der his great courage and zeal, in his Holy State , reports upon

an irreconcileable hatred of vice, the overflowing of Severn, dogs,

though in himſelf, and what is foxes, bares, cats, rats, mice, & c.

yermore,andunderſtanding that ſwam for their lives, and agreed

paſlage literally of making him together while their danger laſt
felf an eunuch' for the kingdom ed , and when that was over,

of heaven's fake ( as ſomehave they return'd to their nature

that of pluckingout the eye ,&c. ) again . In New England they take

and not myſtically, asa voluntary upwild colts out of the woods,

yenouncing that pleaſure, which and thip them for a fewleagues
whatever is ſenſible, is ſo much to tame them ; ſo that if there

inclined to : Theſe things conſi- were luch things as grates, &c .

dered, we muft, with St. Jerom , that the Savage creatures in Noah's

Father admire than blame the ark could ſee the waters, there
action . would be no need of a miracle to

Q. How can we ſuppoſe fomany keep them from devouring one

beaſts lived in theark , and upon another.

what they lived , and to what Q. Why is found, being no fub

place went their dung, and why ftance, but only a patible quality,
did they not devour one another ? conveyed by the wind ?

A. Apelles the Marcioniſt, be. A. A ſound may be heard un

lieved the ark, by Moſes's di- der water, but much more dull

menſions, could not hold four and weak than in the air ; now

elephants ; and on the contrary , water muſt be the vehicle of

Celſus believed that the ark was conveyance here , and not wind,

a veffel ſo large, that it could for there is not wind in water,

not be made in any time by Noab butwhat is impriſoned in round

and his family. The ark, accord- bubbles, and is by ſomeother in

ing to fcripture, contained 45000 tervening body deny'd its mount

Square cubits, divided into three ing up . But if water, which is

Stories, or floors in height ; the a heavy thick body, can convey a

height of which rooms would ad- found, and air can do the ſame

mit perches for fowls, being 10 in a 'more brisk and lively man .

cubits high . Gefner, Pling,and ner; no doubt but the element

other naturalifts, will have but of fire cannot want that quality

forty kinds of creatures ( fiſhes in a manner yet far moreactive

excepted ) that were originally than either of them . But the

created, and all the reſt to be mannerof conveyance is the que

mongrel creatures , got betwixt ſtion. Thus then, a found is

two of differentſpecies ; although produced by a collifion orſtriking,

if we allow 12 Iquare cubits to together of two bodies, which

everypair of beaſts, the ark would ſtroke at the ſame time makes a

contain 125o pair, upon one floor. compreffion and agitation of the

As for their food , no doubt but air ; now the airbeing the re

he that took care for ſaving their ceptacle and vehicle ofa ſound ,

lives, ordered proviſions for their unleſs the air moves, the found

Suftenance during the flood ; as cannot ; but the air being com .

allo conucniencies in the ark , for preft ( as before) by the violence of

chance,

.
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cience, fancy, ſuperſtition and nothingbut tying words together

the ftroke, it takes the found which , if you'll believe them , is

alongwithit, which isnot equal- as material as ftringing ſo many

ty audible circularly ; but as the air beads one upon another. Butcera

is driven one way more than an- tainly theſe words ſignify things,

other , the ſound is alſo heard and ſome of thoſe things are not

farther one way than another. material ; beſides, fuppofing the

Q. Whether number is infinite ? things ſhould be ſo, yet how the

A. Diſcrete quantity is infinite, ait itſelf of comparing, conſider

much in the ſame manner that ing , reviſing 'em in ſuch and ſuch

continued is , namely in power, ad- an order fhould be ſo , we can by

mitting innumerable additions as 'no means imagine.

that does divifions. Thus as no- Q. Why rats, toads, ravens,

ching that has quantity, properly ſcreech -owls, doc. are ominous 3

ſo called, but muſt alſo have parts, and how come they to foreknow fam

and thoſe extended or not con- tal events ?

founded with each other, which A. If the queriſt had ſaid unlucky

may be ſtillin theirown nature, inſtead ofominous,hemight eaſily

though not byus, unleſs mentally, have met with ſatisfačtion. A

though never ſo ſmall,yet further rat is ſo, becauſe he deſtroys many

divided : So number may riſe a good Cheſhire cheeſe, and makes

progreffively, without anybounds dreadfulravages in a flouriſhing

to be fixed to its increaſe, which fitch of bacon. A toad is un

we reach after as much in vain , as lucky, becauſe it poiſons. As for

at the knowledge of infinites, ravens and ſcreech -owls, they are

whereof 'tis as impoſſible we juſt asunlucky as cats, when a

hould have any adequate or pro- bout their courtſhip, becauſe they

per notion , becauſe we our ſelves make an ugly noiſe, which diſturbs

are finite ; as that a leſſer circle the neighbourhood . The inſtinct

ſhould contain a greater . of rats leaving an old ſhip, is

Q. What's tobe thought of a becauſe they cannot be dry in it ;

wife who forſakes her husband for and an old houſe, becauſe perhaps

bis poverty ? they want victuals. A TAVEN

A. Hardly any thing bad e. is much ſuch a prophet as our core

nough , if that povertybe not jurers or slmanack-makers, fore

brought upon him , and ſtill con. telling things after they are come

tinued, by his own careleſſneſs or to pais. They follow great armies

wickedneſs. as vultures, not as foreboding bata

Q. Whether it's true, that no- tle, but for thedead men , dogs,
thing's in the intelle &t, but what horſes, & c. which (eſpecially in

was firſt in the ſenſes ? a march) muſt daily be left be.

A. We think not, becauſe the hind them . For the fooliſh ob

intelle &t muſt have ſome notions ſervations made on their croaking

in it to judge the truthof what before death, &c. though we'll

it receives from the ſenſes, prior not poſitivelyatiert there isnever

to any ſuch reception ; nay, does any thing in that, orſtories of the

oftentimes check and contradiet, like nature ; yet thiswe ſafely .

or examine whatit receives from may , that themoſt of it is pure

them , comparing , affirming, and humour, and has no ground in

denying. Thistome will tell us is
the

f

.
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the world beſides fooliſh traditi- any other cauſe.

tion , or a ſickly imagination. Q. Whether a man may defend

Q. How is a natural defe in himſelf against whoever attempts to
the parents communicated to the kill him ?

child ? By the particles of the ſe- A. Yes, if 'tis a private perſon ,

men, or otherwiſe ? who makes ſuch an attempt ; for

A. Fancy may have a great I have certainly as good a right

ſhare here, as well as in the for- ( and much better) to defend my

mer cales, and the defect of the life, as another has to aſſault it ."

father be ſo ſtrongly fixed on the Nay, if a prince, or a father , we

mother's mind, as to impreſs it on think the ſameargument holds,

the child . Naturaldefect ſeems an as to mere ſelf -defence, though

unphiloſophical term ; for all de- the thing has much more of dif

fects are monſtrous, and, as ſuch, ficulty, ſuppoſing it were im

unnatural. Accidental defe&is in- poſſible to defend a man's ſelf,

deed there may be , and we find without offending , perhaps kill

daily are ; but if this proceeds ing the unjuſt aſſailant; though

from the male parent, by the even in that caſe, if the publick

particles of the cemen, ſuch de- good, and the ſafety and hap

fects are only in quality, nor pineſs of millions depended on

quantity : asconſumptions and his life, a man mightdeſerve to

other diſeaſes may be eaſily be ranked among thoſe heroes

propagated , becauſe thefemen be who devoted themſelves for their

ing elaborated from the blood , country , could he arife to that

and both corrupted, that cor- height of gallantry , rather to

- ruption muſt be conveyed to loſe his own life, than injure the

whatever is thence compoſed. other's.

But this is nothing as to quanti- Q. What diſtraction is, andwhe

ty ; nor does a lame man beget a therit can be ever pleaſant ?

lame, or a blind a blind, unleſs A. Diffraction , or madneſs, is

accidentally. Stutteringparents the height of melancholy. Itmay

have , it's true , had " children be accidentally pleafant, even to

troubled with the ſame defect ; thoſe who feel it , whoare ſome

but this we look upon rather to times taken with paſſions of

proceed from imitation, than laughter as well as grief.

a

Q. ' With heavy griefs, and weighty cares oppreſt,
' In vain I ſeek relief, or ſtrive for reſt ;

My Autt'ring foul within its dark abode

Would fain be free'd from life's vexacious load :

What mighty peace and quiet death would bring,

Is the glad requiem it does gladly ſing :

• And would heaven bleſs me with this kind retreat ,

• Secure of caſe, I'd fear no worſer ſtate .

* Thrice happy time , and welcome would it be

' When having juſt the ſpace to ſay, I'm free ,

Myſoul ſhall take its Alight, and wing away .

As when the brave Athenians longing ſate

• To know th'event of battle, and their fate ;

}

That
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That brave man , who ſcarce had breath to tell

* The joyful news ; his ſouloutflew his zealo

· The day is ours he cry’d , and down he fell.

' Myyouth betray'd to love, thewound encreas'a ,

' And Sylvia got poſſeſſion of mybreaſt ;

' 'Too foon my tender heart , alas ! took fire

• Too well the cunning maid could raiſe deſire :

Too well ſhe knew the worth of her device ,

' How weak the veſſel, and how rich the prize .

* Butmy ill fate conſpiring, made it worſe,

' And now my fortune is entail'd a CURSE.

' A curſe on that damn’d curſe, I mean a wife,

' Whoſe deareſt proofs of love are noiſe and ſtrife,

' The conſtant plague of man , and clog of life.

' And yet I grant you,of the lex there are

· The good, good -natur'd , witty, kind, and fair,
• And Theſe are very good ; butvery rare .

" Would providence had but beſtow'd on me

Amate endow'd with one good quality ;

The pleaſing comfort of whoſe little good

* Might calmthe rage of angry fleſh and blood ,

Forwho can always bear -

* But, ah ! my wiſhes are but vainly ſpent,

• And I at laſt muſt hug my diſcontent ;

• Perplex'd, and almoſt quite bereav'd of ſenſe

• I know not what to do in my defence.

• I have been told by ſomewiſe men of late,

. That - There's another way to baffle fate,

Who will be happy, muſt be deſperate.

Say then , learn'd fonsof Athens, you that know

· The weakneſs of thoſe minds o'er-tax'd with woe,

" What would y'adviſe a wretched man to do ?

A. O why has nature, or malicious fate

Still made the good and brave unfortunate ?

Fortune muſt needs unjuſt and cruel be

When it delights to torture men like thee.

Without thyverſe who could thy woes endure ?

Thy charming numbers wound at once and cure:

There fate is kind Thy verſe, which all things can

Calms ſtorms, cures woes, appeaſes God and man .

Whatever's foe to lifefrom numbers flies,

By theſe the envious ſerpent burſts and dies.

All noxious worms but one that ſtill revives,

Sucks thy beſt blood , and on thy marrow lives .

Since all thy charms that viper can't o'ercome,

(Who may be deaf, but ſure ſhe is not dumb)

We'll a few gentle curſes lend , andyou

( If e'er we've need ) as much for us ſhall do.

Firſt, may ſhe love If room for more there were

We'd ſtill curſe on-Yes, may ſhetoo deſpair a
Grow
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Grow old, affected , ugly, yet more proud ,

Haveaworſe breath and tongue her voice ſo loud

Till it eſteem'd a common nuiſance be,

Thy neighbours all ftruck deaf as well as thee ;

Then juſtly, high exalted in the air,

Fill once a week the penitential chair.

Stay- -havewe more ? our ſatire yet is warm ,

Yet take ſome droppings of ouranger's ſtorm ;

Sore legs, and eyes, ten iſſues may ſhe have,

And foon, ſoon let it be,thy life to ſave,

And all the neighb'rhood's, rot into her grave.

Left the Fair.Sex think this too heavycurſe,

We add, May all ill husbands meet with worſe.

Whilft whiter hours and moments harneſs'd be,

For thoſe, dear bard ! that lov'd like us and thee.

That one good wife ( for all men have, or ſhou'd ,

Think ſo,like us, the only one that's good)

Be thy bleſs'd lot Now with more caution feel !

'Ware ſnakes, and , if thou can'ft, have at the eel.

Left you for blinddire&tions us ſhould blame,

Her marks we'll tell you ſtrait, but can't her name.

No beauty ſhe, remember Osborn's flies i

She's not a fool, nor think her ſelf too wiſe :

No wit--that above all, good Heaven forefend,

Nor bleſs with ſuch a curſe our rhyming friend :

Equal in fortune, and in humour ſhe ,

Equal, if you your ſelf good humour'd be :

Your will and judgmentmay ſhe ſtill prefer,

Still may ſhe loveyou morethanyoulove her.

Shou'd our unfeaſonable mirth diſpleaſe,

And you complain we give you dreamsfor eaſe ;

Thatall our curſes give no remedy,

And your good ſpoule ftill rampant is and high ;
But neither dead , nor e'er intends to die ,

Still there's one cure and without Mercury .

The war, dearfriend, refuſes none diſtreis’d ,

There carry the impoſthume in thy breaſt ;

There thy blind ſorrows may direct thee right,

There may'ſt thou out of meredeſpair and 1pight,
Like any Inniskilling husband fight :

Stay till the war is o'er If the ſurvive

There's but ſmall hope ; ſhe'll e’en for ever live.

You have your chance , your greateſt foe you fly,

And either bravely live , or bravely die ;

And ifthe laſt, with laurelsround your head,,

You'll ftrike the ſtars, and mingle with the mighty dead.

There you'll at leaſt, though here you cannot, reft ;

There are ng wives, you know, among the bleſs’d ,

a
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Gentlemen, pray tell me,

Q. Where goes the wind when tempeſts ceaſe to roar ?

Sinks it in waves, or dies it on the ſhoar ?

A. Man knows nor whence it comes, or where it goes,

' Tis he that ſends it knows, and only knows.

Q. What is the reason that when the uniſon , as is generally

twoviols are tuned in uniſon , one thought : though we cannot de

of them being touch'd, the other will ny the ſympathyto be more

anſwer,though at a distance ? effective, than in different keys :

A. This is a noble and great asis evidentby a piece of paper

proof of the ſweetcompoſure and which will violently tremble up

harmonious order of the creation ; on a ſtring that isanuniſon when

and ' tis but a more pure ſort of it lies almoft ftill upon other

fympathizing that is found in all keys, and all by the fame agita

the creatures, when thoſe of the tion of air.

ſame fpecies flock together . Q. Whether did Lucretia,

Indeed, the reaſon of this Codrus, Plato, &c. do well or ill

muſical ſympathy is ſomething inthe act of ſuicide? or whether

puzling, andmore admired than ſuicide in any caſe is lawful ?

underſtood by ſome of our great A. Nature hasimplanted a gem
muſick maſters. But 'tis thus neral inſtinct of ſelf-prefervation

effected : 'Tis air that is the in every individual creature, and

proper vehicle and conveyance of we find not an inſtance in one,.

lounds ; and accordingly, as the that has voluntarily choſe a non

air is driven with greater or lef- exiſtence, though under the

ſer violence , it affects all objects greateſt miſery and torture,

that it meets with . A cittern per- beſides man . Man that acknow

haps is by its make, as much ac- ledges a creator, cannot at the

commodated for the reception of fame time denya tenure of his

founds, as any other inſtrument, life, which to diſpoſe of before
therefore we will conſider the the donor demands it, is con

effects of a repercuſſive air upon tradi&tory to his dependance ;
that:

: an ordinary noiſe will beat Lucretia unhappily evinced her

the airevery way,and that which wrong’d chaſtitybymurdering

meets with theſe ftrings, will her felf ; for if ſhe conſented
move 'em all into a diſtinguiſh- not to Tarquin's crimes, why did

able audibility,proportionable to the pollute her hands with the
the thrilneſs orſmallneſs of the blood of an innocent ? I mean her

yoice; this is univerſally granted felf. Tis unreaſonable for me to

by ſuch as have made theexperi- luffer for a fault another would

ment. Now ſince this voice in have committed . Punijbments and

what key or note ſoever it's den offences juſtly terminate in the

livered, does effect the founding fame perſon . Cato was either a

offomany notesat once ,and good or illman ; if a goodman,
that theſe notes are proportion- he wrong'd his country, bydem.

able to a greaterorleiſeragitation privingit of whatſervicehe
ofthe air ;then the efficientcauſe mighthave done it ; if an ill

is the motion of the air, and not man , he impeach'd the preroga

!
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tive of juſtice, in making himſelf Mundi , 3858 , ſays, In Abbas,

his own witneſs, judge and exe city of Arabia, there wasa cer.

cutioner. A brave ſoldier won't tain woman called Heraſis, ſhe

quit his poſt without his com- was the daughter ofoneDiophan

mander's leave ; fortitude abides tus a Macedonian, and begotten

miſeries, but cowardice ſneaks to by him of an Arabian woman ;

death to ſhun them . I remember ſhe was married to one Samaides,

ſomething ofSenecatothis effe &t , after which the changed her ſex,

viz. A wiſe man fortifies 'himſelf and became a man, taking upon
by reaſon , and a fool by deſpair . her her father's name Diophantus.

Q.Whether there ever was ſuch I ſhall add one other of the

. thing as change of ſexes ? other fex's change ; Schenk . p.

A. We are not without ſeveral 503. And Donat. ibidem p. 290 .

affirmative inſtances ; I will tells of a boy at Beneventum , who

only recite two, which are au- fuddenly became a girl, and hath

thentick . Paræus , lib. 4. cap. s . it in the words,

Some years ſince ( faith Parkus) Nec fatis antiquum quodCampa

when I was in the retinue of
no in Benevento ,

Charles the ninth at Vitriac in Tenus Epheborum Virgo rer

France , there was ſhewed me a pente fuit.

man called Germanus Garnierus,by Thus engliſhed.

ſome Germanus Maria ; he was of At Benevent (nor is it long ago)

an indifferent ſtature, a ſquare A youngſter did into a virgin grow .
habit of body , with a thick and Q. By what mechaniſm is nutri

red beard . He was taken for a tion regularly ordered, and hoxe

virgin unto the 1 sth year of his by the ſtomach's heat, is it effected

age ; at which time running into chyle ?

after the hogs be kept ( which A. Mastication, deglufion, exa

had gotten into the corn ) and tenſion and corrugation of the

leaping over a ditch with great ventricle, are ſucceſſive motions,

violence, it happened that the partly by the pondus of the ali

membranes being broke, the ment, partly by the tone of the

hidden evidences ofa man ſud- tunicles, in order to concoction .

denlydeſcended, and diſcover'd The pylorus conftringes notſo

themſelves , not without pain : compleatly as the ſuperior orifice.
returning to her cottage with The colon and other circumam

tears , the complained to her bient vifcera contribute to the

mother that her bowels fell out ; heat to digeſt the aliment mace

at which ſpectacle her mother rated with thefaliva in maftica

aſtoniſhed , conſulting with the tion, whoſe Saline particles (with

phyſicians and doctors, was in- ' the faline and acid particles of

formed that her daughter was the eſculents and potulents) mix

become a man ; the whole matter together ; which , aſſiſted by the

therefore being repreſented to powerof the ventricle itſelf, is

the cardinal of Lenuncurium , he diſpoſed to chilify the maſs, and

called an aſſembly, where ſhe a fermentatious power accrues,

received the name and habit of rendring it more Huid ,and giving

a man. it a more white or creamyform ,

Upher, in his annals, in An . called chyle. The ſpirituous and

fine
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fine particles firſt free them- wood; which ,by reaſon of its high

ſelyes, and are tranſmitted into fituation, is fired by the fun

themore lax pylorus, and are in- beams withthe Phænis in it , and

truded into theinteſtines,where by out of her aſhes another immedi

the mixture ofbileand pancreatick ately ariſes ; this young one no

juice, it obtains a new fermenta- ſooner attains its juft bignefs,

tivepower and ſeparation. Thoſe which is equalto thatofan eagle,

parts of the aliment unchylified, having its head creſted with dia

remain (for that which is firſt vers colours, the neck gold co

eaten , is not firſt chylified,) as lour, the reſt of the feathers pur

fat meats, & c. which clog the ple, faving that the tail is mix'd

fermentatious force, and there- of ſcarlet and sky colour, but it

fore lie heavy, and diſpoſe to yo- prepares itſelf to pay its laſt du

miting, altho' the power of fer. ties to the reliquesof its deceas'd

ment ismoreſharp and diſſolvent parent , whichit lays upon its

in ſome than others . The chyle back , and carries them into Ara.

from the intestines is propell’d bia , placing them upon an altar

into the ladieals, thence to the dedicated to the fun , ( for ’tisa

duēzus chyliferus, or lymphaticus, bird of the ſun ,) after which , it

and diſtributes to fome glands ; flies up towards heaven, feeding

and ſo conveys the chyle and upon dew , and the fumes of ina

lympha into the ſubclavian vein cenſe and amomum, and inſtead of

( where it mixes and gives new drink, makes uſe of the vapours

life to the blood) ſo to the heart which ariſe from the ſea ; abhor

(the vitalpump,) and thence in- ring all kinds of grain and food

to the arteries for nouriſhment ; common to other birds. ' Tis faid ,

and what ſurpluſage remains, the firſt was ſeen under Sefoftris

returns again by the veinsand and Amaſiskings of Egypt ;next
lymphaticks to theheart for a new under Ptolemy,who reigned the

circulation , Thus it is tranſmuted, third of the Macedonians : Orus

tranſmitted and circulated by fe- Apollo in his hieroglyphicks, men

veral veſſels into the form of tions it, as do Manilius, Pliny,

chyle, lympha, venous , and arteri. Ovid, Atheneus, Albertus Magnus,

ous blood, milk , Sperm ,ſaliva, ſe- Tacitus and Belonius ; the laſt of

rum , pancreatick juice, &c . and which confounds it with the

thus each part has its proper juice bird called Manucodratus. But

and nouriſhment, and the moſt the impoffibility of the exiftence

volatile and ſpirituous particles of ſuch a bird is evident ; for ac

fupply the animal ſpirits and cording to Lucretius, no ſingle

zervous juice. animal can generate . Nor is any

Q.Whether there be ſuch a bird thing more abhorred by nature

as a Phoenix , and why but one in than a voluntary death : nor

the world , and where that is ? can any thing be more contrary

A. The ancients ſay, this bird to the generation of animals,

lives many ages , according to than alhes which are dry ; drineſs

Ælian soo years ; after which being altogether oppoſite to life,

time it repairs to Heliopolis in and to the corruption which is

Egypt, and builds its neſt (or antecedent to every generation .

rather funeral pile) of aromatick So that it must neceſſarily be a

fillion ,

>
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fiction , and only a ſpeechby way of colours in flowers ?

of compariſon, or by which the A. ' Tis very pleaſantand di.

ancientswouldſignifyſomething verting to obſerve the difference

rare and fingular in its ſpecies; of colours throughout all the re

according to anothermuch of the gions of the vegetablekingdom ;

fame nature, Rara avis in terris, the roots being almoſt all white,

nigroque fimillima cigno... All au- the trunks generally green , and

thorsthat have ſpoke of it , have the flowers almoſt infinitely varie

borrowed from Pliny , who gated.'Tis the reaſon of that cu

affirms almoſt anything, as rious diverſity weare at preſent

Herodotus ſaw almoſt every thing, to enquire, and it muſt un

however ſtrange and unheard of. doubtedly depend on the princi- ,

Q. What kind of matter our bo- ples of whichthey are compoſed :

dies shall have in the other life ? now all chymiſts know the firſt

A. 'Tis in the power ofmicros- ſeat of colourslies in the ſulphur ,

copes to repreſenta hair glittering from whole different degrees of

and curious beyond expreſſion ; maturity ariſes the difference of

much more can a real infinite colours . The native colour is a

power effectually make it ſo ;mat- golden, thenexta bright flaming

ter is all one to the Maker . We yellow ,which may be accounted

have ſome light ofour reſurre &ti: the firſt declenſion on the one

on , by the firſt fruits of it , our fide, from its original and primi

Saviour,who with that veryſame tive perfection ,as the red or ruby

body he was crucified, roſe again , is the collateral degree in the

and aſcended into heaven , but oppoſite. Then the firſt ariſes

was changed before he got there , from the temper of the

it being not a receptacle for by the admiſſion of it with

common fleſh and blood ; the ap-

pearance our bodies will have an aqueous, the other with an

there, will be ſhining and bright, igneous matter, or rather an

as may be gathered by Moſes his alteration in the texture and

face ſhining when he had ſeen configuration, ariſing from its

the gloryof God, as alſo the too great aduftion, whence all

manner of Moſes, Enoch and Elias colours are nothing elſe but the

their appearance to our Saviour fundry mixtures of the ringing

in his transfiguration ; the de- fulphurs. Now, whenever a

ſcription that St. John gives of plant arrives at the maturity of

ourSaviour in the Revelations, Aowering , its fulphur is in per

with many more places in facred fe &tion ,which by its variousmix

writ : but to be expreſs in our cures with the 1pecifick juice , is

definitions of this matter, 'tis conveyed through its proper

impoſſible, ſince all revealed, are ducts into the Suneity of the

only ſuch terms as are adapted, plant, where, by the fineneſs and

to expreſs whatever appearsmoft tenuity of the veſſels,it'sexpoſed

glorious and dazling here, nor be- to the kind and benign warmth

ing yet capable to entertain of the fun, whence the matter

greater manifeſtations, and ſuch attenuated and ſublimed is yet

as we ſhall really be fitted for further concocted, till at laff it

hereafter. receives its ultimate perfection

Q. Whence ariſes the difference after

:
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after full digeſtion. In poppies hewent to deliver Iſrael, muſt be

and other plants of that kind,the but fix years old : Jacob when

ſulphur is more aduftandfetid, an old man, and about ſeventy

whence they are heavy and ftu- children and grand-children,

pify. In carnations, & c. it more at his going in before Pharaoh,

approaches to a benign and bal- but ten years old . And ſome

famick quality by one degree of of the Antidiluvian patriarchs ,

heat, whence they are friendly particularly Mahaleel and Enoch ,

and amicable in the higheſt de- little more than five years old

greeto our natures . This is ge. each, and but children them.

neral ; thoſe who would enquire felves when they begat fons and

as to the particular colours of daughters ; as willeaſily appear

flowers, the Marvail of Peru , &c . to any who will be at thepains to

muſt not expect it in any thing divide thenumber oftheir years

of this nature, but may conſult by 12 , which will very near re

Mr. Boyle of colours,where they'll duce the ſolar into the lunar. On

come neareſt an entire ſatisfaction . this head may be well enough

Q. Whether the lives of the introduced a pretty obſervation

patriarchs were really as long as we ſome have madeon the ages of

generally think thein ? and whether the patriarchs, That thoſe lived

weare to reckon their ages by ſolar longeſt who married lateſt : Jared

er lunar years ?? who lived 162 years before he

A.That they were much longer begat Enoch, reaching in all to

in the firſt ages than fince , ex- 962 ; and Methuſelah, who lived

perience and holy writ teaches 187 years before he begat La

us, from the gradual decreaſe mech, not dying till he was 969.

of their years till Jacob's or This obſervation we own plea

perhaps David's time , near fant, but not ſolid , both becauſe

which they have ſince iteod, the patriarchs might be married

threeſcore and ten , or four: ſome years before they had chil.

ſcore, being the age of an old dren, and becauſe ( which is the

man now, as 'twasthen : profane ſurer reaſon ) Lamech lived . 182

authors alſo have not omitted years e'er he begat Noah, and

to remark it ;
yet died at 777 One thing

more e'er we diſmiſs this enter .

Terra malos homines nunc educat
taining ſubject ; though Methum

atque pufillos, Selah lived moſt years of all the

ſays one of them , denoting patriarchs, yet we can't properly

their degeneracy. That we are call him the oldeſt man amongſt

to reckon the lives of the anti- . them : for granting Adam created

diluvians by ſolar and not lunar in the fullneſs of ſtrength and
years, appears to a demonftrati- vegete manhood , which all al

on , both from this obfervation low , the loweſt time of which we

already made, and from the im- mult place in thoſe ages, about,

poſſibility of fixing the period 60, and adding to this bis 930

where the ſuppoled account years, which he actually lived ,

ſhould be firſt chang'd from lu- we may reckon him 990 when he

nar to ſolar, which elle would be died ; at which rate, he was 21

very ridiculous, For Moſes when years older than Met hufelab.

Q. What

:
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men

Q. What was the world made nor it ſelf : Nor will we thank

him for ſuch a grant , for it is

A. Pre-exiſtent matter : The impoflible for mere matter, pro

judicious reader may , perhaps, perly or of itſelf, to act or pro

ſtart at the firit appearance of ſo duce any rational operation .

ſtrange a notion ; but we doubt Q. What was the fin of Onan ?

not he'll be of another mind , as whether ' tis posſible to be guilty of it

foon as we have explained the now , & c. ?
terms , and in what lenſe we take A. We ſhall rather chuſe, for

both the world and pre-exiftent obvious reaſons, to propoſe the
matter . By world , we mean the queſtion in the following terms,

orderly frameof viſible things ; by wherein any obſerving manmay

pre-exiſting matter, we mean à find all his doubts on this ſubject,

chaos , when the earth was with- modeſtly and fairly anſwered .
out forin , and void ; or as Ovid Wherein.confifts the moral turpi-.

calls it , Rudis , indigeſtaque moles. tude or natural evil of the plea
In the beginning, God createdthe fure of what ſome have called the

heaven and the earth : This fixth ſenſe ?

heayen muſt be the higheſt of all , The reaſon of the queſtion is

the ſeat ofthe bleſſed ,becauſe not this, as has been excellentiy and

the viſible heaven we behold, clolely diſcourſed between two

the ſeat of the ſun and moon , and learned on this ſubject ;

ſtars ; fince we read of this fir- becauſe abſtracted acts of this

mament, or rather Expanſe fome nature , as laſcivious embraces ,

time after created . Then comes and others whereto the preſent

the earth, ſuch a maſs as is de- difficulty more immediately re

ſcribed, without beauty,without lates , ſeem to have no malice a

order ; and therefore could not , gainit God or our neighbour ;

while it continued ſuch, be pro- the caſe of Onan, being, as 'tis

perly ſtiled xosuis, Mundus, or the acknowledged by all , different

World, but may well enough be from that of ſingle men : I ſay,

conſider'd as pre-exiſtent matterin thoſe acts may be thought nei

refpe &t of what was afterwards. ther to injure our neighbour,

Any other pre- exiſtent matter we nor deſtroy fociety, as adultery
deny, and know ' tis impoſſible to and fornication do . Wherein

prove it,andabſurd to attempt it. then conſiſts their natural evil ?

Ifſuch matter, it muſt be eternal , We anſwer, it conſiſts in the

which either makes two eternals, fame point that all other evils do ,

or matter itſelf to be God , both namely, in deviation from a

of which ſuppofitions are pureſt rule or law, and that the law

nonſenſe. Again , the ſtep out of of nature, as well as the poſitive

(uch diſorder into fo regular and laws of God .

lovely a frame, ſeems little leis , Now that ſuch abſtracted acts

perhaps is really greater, than out as theſe before mentioned , are

of not being at all , into actual contrary to the law of nature ,

being .. 'T'was God who produced is evident from this reaſon : The
this change,as the queriit fuppo- end for which nature has given

Jés, asking what the world was this perception whereof we dif
made of which implies it made courie , is for the propagation of

mankind ;

a

>
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2mankind ; which if imploy'd for Q. Whether or no , weshall knop

any other end, 'tis plainly abuſed, our friends in beaven ?

and therefore unnatural, if any A. The affirmative is dedu.

thing is fo. 'Tis beſides forbidden cible from 1 Thef. 2. 19. For

in the 7th commandment, which what is our hope, our joy, our

inhibits all manner of unchaſti, crown of rejoycing ? Are not even

ty ; and even theRomansabhorred ze in the preſence ofour Lord Jeſus

it , as wemay find in their epi. Chriſt athis coming ? Which text

grammatiſts, who were far from plainly infers, that the apoſtle
being their modeſt writers . Thall know and be known bythołe

Asto whatever of this nature, Theſſalonians at the coming ofour

may be accidentalor involuntary, Saviour,diſtinguiſhable from the

both as to the act and cauſesof reſt ofthe juſt, ſeeing they par

it , as diet, & c. ſo far as 'tis in- ticularly are to be the ſubject anddoc

voluntary, it cannotbereckoned matter of his rejoycingat that

finful : but if otherwiſe, no pre- day . Adam knew Evein the ſtate

tended neceſſity can excufé in of innocence,without any telling

that any more than any other him who or what ſhe was. Thoſe

ſin . diſciples that were with our Sa

Q. In what eftate fall me ap- viour at his transfiguration upon

pear at the reſurrection ? That the mount, knew Enoch , Moſes

wherein we died, or perfect man- and Elias, without asking. There

bood ? are ſeveral texts very plain for

A. That which refers to the it ; not one of the primitive fa .

kingdom of God in this world , thers that ever doubted it ; and

may in this cafe be very proper 'tis impoſſible it ſhould be other.

ly applied to that in the other : wiſe, ſeeing heaven is to be a

There ſhall henceforth be no place of perfection ; but to be li

more an old man, neither an mitted in our knowledge, would
infant of days . It ſeems not argue imperfe &tion .

proper to ſay we ſhall be raiſed Q. Whether the ancient philoſo
at any age, we mean ſuch a ſtate phers, upon Suppoſition of living

as we were in at ſuch an age, good lives, can be reaſonably thought
ſince undoubtedly we ſhall be en- to be damned ?

dued withmuch more perfe &tion , A. No, there is no reſpect of

tho' 'tis probable, noi cloathed perſons withGod ; but in every
with ſo much marter as we now nation , he that feareth him and

carry about with us . · worketh righteouſneſs, is accepted

Q. Whither went the bodies of of himn : there is a natural reli

the Saints which aroſe with our gion written in every man's

Saviour ? heart , and thoſe that are denied

A. ' Tis very probable they a greater light ſhall be judged

attended their deliverer into according to that , Rom . 2. and

paradiſe ; for it ſeems not like. 12 , 14 , 15. ' Tis true indeed , the

ly that thoſe firſt fruits from the apoſtle has ſaid , there is no other

grave, when fo miraculouſly ref. name given under heaven whereby

cued fromit, as a particular tro. we may be ſaved , but by the name

phy of his reſurrection , ſhould of Jeſus: but it wou'd be a very

ever be ſuffered to fall into its narrow , uncharitable interpreta.

power again .
tion

a
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•

upon Cain ?

tion to limit falvation to the had unfortunately kill'd a man ;

letter ; what (if fo ) muſt be my friend replied, He did not

come of the fons of believing know it before I told him : I am

parents, who are born deaf, and perſuaded that this was Cain's

yet by ſigns and tokens are mark .

brought to a knowledge of their Q. Whether the ſoul of man

duty , and of ſome one that died knoweth all things to come, but is

for 'em ? 'Tis impoſſible to make hindred by the dulneſs of bodily or

'em know it was Jeſus, and yet gans ?
not impoſſible they may be ſaved: A. No : but rather than the

ſalvation by Chriſt is virtual,and proponent ſhould think we arę

not nominal; we may be ſaved by ſingular, and have our ownan

believing the ſecond perſon in the bridgments and limitations for

Trinity died for us; and the hea- the ſoul, we'll allow it as great

thens by believing there was a a prerogative as the angels and

God, believed inhim efſentially , fallen fpirits, neither of which

tho' not perſonally, and ſo cou'd can properly be ſaid to have any

not miſsthe benefit of his redemp- dull, organous or bodily obſtruction ,

tion any morethanthe patriarchs either in reſpect of their know

and the prophets before his in- ing or acting. Therefore we ſhall

carnation . firit conſult the nature ofangels,

Q.What was the mark God ſet which we ſhall find in an equal

claſſis with the ſpirits of the juſt,

A. The rabbins fay, that his Luke 20. 36. And yet angels

fleſh wascruſted and made invul- knowledge is fhort , both in re

nerable ; and that Lamech, when ſpect of the myſtery of redemption ,

he kill'd him ,wounded him in the and the preſcience of things to

eye. I knowa gentleman , whoſe come ; I Pet . 1. 12. Mat. 24 .

misfortune it was tokill his friend 36. From which laſt place, we

in a duel (and honourably ) accor- may argue à majori, that ifthoſe

ding to that notion the world angels who continue obedient,

now has of honour ; and though are defective in theirknowledge,

upon his tryal he came off with then certainly the fallen fpirits

his life, yet the action made ſuch are ignorant of things to come,

an inipreflion upon his ſpirits, unleis fome will prove that they

that he carries à viſible mark of found a greater knowledge by

horror and diſturbance. in his coun- their fall, than Adam did by his,

tenance to this day ; and ſuch an viz. his guilt and nakedneſs.

one, that cauſes many thinking But to be full, once for all , the

perſons, that are ſtrangers to prophet Iſaiah , cap. 41. ver. 23 .

him, to take a particularnotice of arguing againſt pretended pro•

him , when they meet him. One phetic ipirits,ſays, Shew us things

amongſt the reft, meeting him in to come, and hereby we ſhall know

my company, pull'd mne by the that ye are Gods ; by which place

arm to take noticeof him , and ' tis eaſily gathered, that all the

when he was paft by , toldme, knowledge of angels and ſpirits,

That gentleman has the chara- is either ſuch as they have in

Eters of Cain legibly written in commiſsions from GodAlmighty,

his face ; I told my friend he or elſe ſuch as they gather from

ſcripture

"
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ſcripture prophecies and natural God . But we alſo think, that

obfervationsof ſecond cauſes ; there is great difference between

of which laſt fort is the devil's a rite, and what we may call a

knowledge, and his angels ; mode of a rite ; and between

to which may be added the cor. difannulling athing in particular

reſpondence that fraternity keep or general. To explain and apply

amongftthemſelves by Speedy ere this to the preſent queſtion of

rands,wherebythey havequicker the change of the Sabbath ; time

advicesthan others, and all with is but a circumſtance of worſhip

out any Spirit of prophecy, or any as well as place : It is generally

ſupernatural knowledge fix'd in held , and we think by all acknow

theſe incorporeal entities : For ledged, that ſome things enjoined

from the laſt cited text, Pre- in the fourth commandment,

fcience is an incommunicable which fixed that time, were only

attribute ofGodAlmighty, and Judaical and ceremonial: The

that whereby he particularly di- Iſraelites were not ſo much as to

ſtinguiſhes himſelf from ſuch as dreſs their vi& uals on that, but

would pretend a foreknowledge the day before to bake what they

of what is not revealable, either would bake, and ſeeth what they

immediately by himſelf, or the would ſeeth. Moſt Chriſtians fura

natural order of cauſes and ef- ther believe, that the appropria .

fects, which alſo are very of- tion of the ſeventh day out of

ten hindered . the ſeven , to be kept holy, was

Q. Whether an example without only ſettled in the church by

R precept, be ſufficient, for inſtitu- Moſes, and think the particular

ting one ordinance, and diſannulling ſeventh day ceremonial , though

another ? And whether the exam- one in foven moral, for which

ple of the apoſtles in meeting the divines produce ſeveral very

firſt day of the week be sufficientfor "probable texts, in the Old as

changing the Sabbath ? well as the New Teſtament :

Å . The ordinances or rites of That among the reſt, Let no man

the chriſtian religion are ſimple, judge you for meats or drinks, or

and notmany in number; ſome for a new -moon, or a Sabbatha

of them inſtituted by Chrift, ( the old fewish fabbath ) day.

others by the apoſtles, though And if this hypothefis be true,

both, in a ſenle, jure divino ; there is no need of particular

ſome temporary , others to con- difonnulling this rite or ordinance,

tinue to the end of the world. as to that very day , by our Savi

We think there can be no inſtance our or his apoftles, ſince it falls

given of any one rite or uſage of its own accord , together with

ordained or inſtituted, as always the reſt of the Jewijh oeconomy ;

and of neceſſity to be obſerv'd in which being typical only, was

the church of God , but what perfected in our ſaviour, and clear

has either our Saviour's, or the iy annulled by him and his apo

apoſtles precept as well as ex, ftles. Then for the inſtituting

ample to inforce and recommend anew the firſt day in its room,

it; and thatthe ſame is to be or ratherchanging it, which, as

ſaid of the diſannulling any rite has been ſaid, is altering the mode

or uſage which before thoſe of an old rite, not properly in

times obtained in the church of Itituting
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ftitutingla new one ,forwhich we object, namely God himſelf, who

have both the apoſtle's example is thereby injured and offended.
and precept, one of which would Nor can wehere ſee that ill con

hardly be valid, as to a general ſequence which ſomegreat men
and perpetual obſervation there- havefixed on this notion , nameal

ofwithout the other. For their ly , that itleads to foiciſm , and

example of meeting on the firſt makes all fins equal ; ſeeing wel
day, meeting frequently on that can ſtill find a ſufficient differ

day, and meeting for the cele- rence both in fin and puniſhment.
bration of religious aſſemblies,. For as fome fins are in their own

the Sabbatarianswillnot deny it ; nature, though not with re

but they deny any ſuch precept fpect to the object, more greata

by them deliver'd to the church and heinous than others ; fo there

ofGod . This we prove, both by may be a more intenfe degree of

the records of the firſt church- pain provided for them ; Webe
hiſtorians, and from the univer- ing aſſured by our Saviour him -ih
fal tradition of the church in all felf, that in the day of judgment

places and ages. They diſallow ' twill be more tolerable for ſome
this way of proof , tell us they finnersthan for others.

have no uſages in their churches Q. When had the angels their

but what are plain in fcripture, firſt exiſtence ?
and omit none that are fo . In A. Who but an angel knows ?

anſwer, neither does the laſt The Scriptures alone muſt be our

hold ; for tho' they uſe un &tion rule, and we there can trace

for the fick, and perhaps the them as far as the foundations of

odnas too , or charity-feafts; the earth , and no farther ; when

yet they omit the kiſs of peace, we are told , thoſe morning -fars
to common among the antient ſung together, and all the fons of

churches. For the former ,they "God ( as they are often called )

have no manner of warrant in ſhouted for joy. For which rea.
the Holy Scripture, either for Ton , we dare not lay any ſtreſs
the baprizing women, or admit- on a notion , which elfe might be

ting them to the Lord's-ſupper, not very improbable, namely ,

butmuſt here fly to that univer that they might be the ſouls of
fal tradition , which in other good men, or Tome ſuch creatures

things they condemn, for their which to us want a name, re
own warrant and excuſe . maining from ſome foriner crea

Q. Whether the puniſhments of tion.

bell are equal ? Q. Whether a ſeparate foul can

A. Equal as to extent , tho' allume a body; and how that which

unequal asto theirdegrees ; their hasno body, can operate on what

extent orduration muſt be equal , is so ?

becauſe all is infinite, that admits Å. For the latter part, on which

of no magis & minus : and infi- the former much depends , that

nite they muſt be, becauſe of the what is not body , operates on

infiniteneſs of that fin where- what is ſo, we are as lure of, as

of they are the punifhment ; that we our felves are made up of

which again receives a ſort of body and ſoul ; but how it does

infiniteneſs from that infinite fo, better modeſtly acknowledge
ignorance,

>
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ignorance , than pretend fully to uncomely toward his virgin, if

account. This however we think ſhe paſs the flower of her age,

may be ſaid, that the nearer any and need ſorequire, let him do

thing is in nature to ſpirit, the what he will,the ſinneth not, let

ſtronger it acts on body,as winds, them marry ?

though inviſible : That every A. The apoſtle in another

order in nature of a higher kind, place , ſays, Marriage is honoura

commands that of a lower, not ble, to which the word uncomely

vice verſa ; and that there is is here oppoſed ; ſo that the

and muſt be an hylarchick power fenſe is , if anyman who keeps his

in ſpirit, which commands mat- virgin , . (that is , his virginity

ter at pleaſure, though the mode or chaſtity ) and thinks it uncome

thereof we can't pretend to ex- ly, or not so honourable a ſtate as

plain. marriage, and alſo finds the conſti

Q. How does God's preſcience tution of his body neceffitates him to

confijt with man's free agency ? his phyſical end , after a long ab

A. God made man upright, ſtinence, even beyond the flower of

and a free agent, yet not without his age, let himmarry if he will,

defectibility , as the angels. He he fins not ; altho' from the pre
inclines him not to evil more than ceding diſcourſe of the apoſtle,

good, but capacitates him by a a virgin ſtate is more adapted to

talent of realon to anſwer the the ſervice of God (generally )
end of his creation, and render than a married one .

himſelf acceptable. He exacts no Q. What are the utmoſt effects

impoſſible duty from man ; but of joy, and how does it operate on;

knowing man's frame, and the the affections ?

poſſibility of prevaricating, he A. Sudden joy kills as well as

preſcribed a method to reſtore ſudden grief. Diagoras Rhodius,

luch as forfeit their privileges hearing his three fons were vic

This is equally common to all ; torious at the Olympick Games in
but if, after all, hewill havemore one day, died immediately in

patience with this man than that, that tranſport of joy : and ſo did
and by given inſtances of his Dionyſius, Sophocles, and Philippi

prerogative, for a warning to all des, upon winning the bays from

men , call fome to a ſpeedy ac- other ſtage-players. And whatis

count , who have not been ſo yet ſtranger, Zeuxis, that famous

notoriouſly wicked as ſome others painter , having made the por

that are Ipared longer ; this is no traiture of an old woman very
impeachment of his juſtice, who odly, died with laughing at it.

gives to every man ſufficient Grief deſtroys a man by a vio

means for hishappineſs. Thus lent agitation ofthe ſpirits,
God's preſcience preſides over møn's and ſudden condenſation again ,
free agency, but doth not over- růle whereby they are too much

it by Saving man ( ordinarily) whe- thronged, their avenues obſtruct

ther be will or no, or by damning ed , and their commerce witli

bim undeſervedly. the air hinder'd ; ſo that thel

Q. What is the meaning of that heart wanting reſpiration, is fti

text, 1 Cor. 7. 36. If any man filed . Joy produces the ſame ef
think that he behayeth himſelf fect from contrary cauſes,namely,

by
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by a too great dilatation of the are the ſame in both. Johannes

fpirits : they who die for joy , Baptiſta hath his eyes for themoſt

are of a fanguine , ſoft, and rare part fhur, his breath fo ſmall,

contexture ; ſo that when this that holding a feather at his

dilatation of ſpirits happens, they mouth , it ſcarce moves ; but

leave the heart deftitute of ſuc- holding the hand there, we find

cour, and the ventricles cloſing ſmall and warm breath . His

together, they periſh under the mouth is uſually open, and al

paflion. ways wet with ſpittle . His head

Q. We have an account in Barth . is bigger than that of Lazarus,

Hift. of a monſtrous birth, two bro- but deformed ; his hair hanging

thers born together, both baptized, down, while his face is in an up

&c. Query , How fall they ariſe ward poſture. Both have beards,

at the day of judgment ? Baptiſta's neglected , but that of

A. Becauſe the reader ſhan't Lazarus is very neat . Lazarus is

want the ſatisfaction of the whole of a juſt ſtature, a decent bon

ſtory , we ſhall, before we give dy, courteous deportment, and

our ſentiments of it, lay down gallantly attired . He covers the

the relation ; viz. [ I ſaw ( faith body of his brother with his

Bartholinus) Lazarus Colloredo the cloke : nor could you think a

Genoefe, firſt at Hafnia, after at monſter lay within , at your firſt

Balil, when he was twenty eight diſcourſe with him . He ſeemed

years of age, but in both places always of a conſtant mind , un

with amazement. This Lazarus leſs that now and then he was

had a little brother growing out follicitous as to his end ; for he

at his breaſt, who was in that feared the death of his brother,

poſture born with him . If I as preſaging that when that came

miſtakenot, the bone called Xi- to paſs, he alſo ſhould expire

phoides, in both ofthem ,grew to with the ſtink and putrefaction

gether. His left foot alone hung of his body ; and therefore he

downwards, he had 2arms, only took greater careof his brother
3 fingers upon each hand, fome than of himſelf . We have a]

appearance there was of the fe- deſcription of this from other

cret parts ; he moved his hands, hands , but by all that we can

ears, and lips, and had a little gather , we find no lineaments of

beating in the breaſt. This little a rational ſoul in Baptiſta , nor ſo

brother voided no excrements , much of the animal as brutes

but by the mouth, noſe and ears , have . His brother ſhall riſe with

and is nouriſhed by that which out him at the day of judgment ;

the greater takes. He has din for there will be no monſters at

ſtine and vital parts from the the reſurrection. And if Baptifta be

greater, ſince he ſleeps, ſweats, not rational, he will be reckon'd

and moves, when the other a- in the claffis only of animals :

wakes, reſts , and ſweats not . but if he has a rational ſoul,

Both received their names at which is only hinder'd acting by

the font ; the greater that of Ls. the unfitneſs of improper organs,

Zarus, and the other that of 70- then he will be rank'd amongſt

bannes Baptiſta. The natural -children , fools and ideors, at the

bowels, as the liver, fpleen , doc. laſt day ; but will riſe ſeparate,;

a

with
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6

with a perfect body, not with | cifick body, adapted and fitly ore
another body, but the ſame fpe - ganized for a future ftate.

Q.' Why ſhake the valiant when the battle's near ,

. And tremble, tho' they know not how to fear ?

A. The ſame effects from various cauſes riſe ,

So man for grief, or joy, or anger, cries.

2. Whoſe warlike enſigns make a battle ceaſe ,

' And mighty arms proclaim a laſting peace ?

· Tell me where heat engender'd is by cold,

Which fruitful makes ofthe half -dead and old ?

" What's that that's more refus'd when moſt requir'd,

* By thoſe by whom 'tis moſt deſir'd ?

A. No skill in riddles we did e'er pretend ,

To Thebes, or Paris, not to Athens, fend.

2.' Whymen oblig'd, do ftill freſh loves purſue,

• Whilſt thoſe deny'd , are generally true ?

A. By wind and water ſparks and flame ariſe,

While ſoon the quiet flame in alhes dies.

Q. ' How Love to all our hearts the way can find,

When he himſelf (vain deity ! ) is blind ?

4. Unleſs our felves we yield , he can't command ;

He finds the way becauſe we lead him by the hand .

Q. What was the question on Q. What was it which our San

pohich Christ diſputed in the tem- viour wrote on the ground ? and

who that woman was who was tas

A. Probable gueſſes muſt ſuffice ken in adultery ? whether it might

(and I hope are not unlawful) not be Mary Magdalen ?

where neither reaſon nor reve- A. This queſtion is much of

lation help us. We are then to the ſame nature with the fore

remark , that he heard, as well as mer, and can only be gueſſedat.

ask'd – Both hearing them , and It ſeems probable this perſon

asking them queſtions. John-- was not Mary Magdalen, becauſe,

and that 'twas more queſtions this woman was taken in adulte

than one, the old way of diſpu- ry ; but Mary Magdalen was not,

tation (even in Greece itſelf, be- that we read of, ever martied,

fore Ariſtotle reduced it to mode and has the character of mere

and figure ) being by ſhort que trix , not adultera ; taking her

tions and interrogation. For very cognomen, as ſome learned

the ſubſtance thereof, we may men think, from aHebrew word,

lawfully and probably enough which ſignifies ſuch a plaiting or

gueſs it to be concerning the folding of the hair as was then

impletion of the prophecies of the uſual among common women.

Melfiah, in their books, the law , Beſides , if it had been Mary Mag

prophets, pſalms, & c. The week of dalen , here we had been moit

Daniel, or other things of that likely to have had the remarkable

2

ple ?

ſtorynature .
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as

ſtory of Chriſt cafting out Seven veral others , are other queſtions

devils from her, whereof in this not now tobe diſcoursd of.

place not a word . For his wri Q. How conies it to paſs that the

ting on the ground, ſome think animal ſpirits upon a mere velle for

'twas only to divert their que- act of the will) are immediately fent

Ition, ſeeming as if he did not to any part of the body ?

hear them . If he wrote any A. That Spirit alts upon body

thing determinately, I fee no in- wearecertain , for therecou'd be

congruity in fuppoſing it might no beginning of motion without

be the ſame he afterwards ſpoke, it ( andſome beginning it muſt

He that is without ſin of you, let have) fince what is naturally un

him firſt coft a ftone at her . allive, can never put it félf in

Q. Whether a man mayn't put motion . Further, the more pure
away his wife in caſe of fornication , orfine any matter is , or the more

and not break the commandments of ſpiritual, if wemight have liber

God ? ty to uſe the word, or rather the

A. No doubt the queriſt takes nearer it approaches to a fpiri- . .

fornication here in the largeſt tual ſubſtance , the more ſtrong

ſenſe, as ’tis once or twice uſed ly , and forcibly, and nimbly it

in the ſcripture, including adul. moves ; we experience in .

tery it ſelf ; and we think there's winds, which , tho'compos'd of

no queſtion to be made, but ac- fo fineparticles, as not to be vi

coraing to the laws of nature, fible, are endu'd with ſuch pro- '

the law of God, and the chri- digious forces as to overthrow

ftian law , as well as the laws of towers and houſes ,nay, to tear

our own, and almoſt all other
up

the very ifoundations of earth.

lands , he may be divorced for But how it produces thefe opera

that reaſon , or rather the mar- tions, how lightning acts on grofs

riage is actually diffolv'd by luch bodies, how light itſelf is per

a breach of the conjugalvow. But form’d, and the motion ofthe

here the man is not permitted to luminous particles made,we ne'er

be judge himſelf, for then per- expect to fee clearly diſcover'd

haps we ſhould have divorces to the world --much leſs in what

every week , as oft as e'er men is pure ipirit : Allwecan tay , is,
grow weary of their wives , and that the rational foul commands

for as frivolous cauſes as the the imagination, as that the ani

Jews,whote Rabbie's teach , aman mal ſpirits, or ſomewhat equiva

may leave his wife if ſhe puts but lent , which are as it were breath'd

toomuch ſalt in his broth , cho' down from head to foot when

they would pretend greater. But there's any occaſion , by thoſe

an action of this concern ought to nerves, or channels and pathsto

have legal proof, and to be per- which they are accuſtomed . But

formed in a legal way, fince'tis again, if any ask, How Spirit

notfair that the perſon ſhould be acts on body which it can't touch ?

both plaintiff, judge, and execu- we'd gladly learn of them, and

tioner-- Thọ' what fort of evi- confeis our ignorance.

dence will amount to proof in this Q. Whether every individual of

caſe, and whether our laws were any ſpecies were not a&tually 2073

not extremely civil to the ladies tained in the firſt individual of that

in this particular, as well as te- Species ?
A.We
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4. We anſwer negatively: In cool and temperate. From thefa

man irs clear, for the formindi- two conſiderationslaid together,

viduates ; the ſoul is the form , the query may be foon reſolv'd.

or that which gives the yery If a man can abſtain, he
may ei

eſſence or being to a man, and ther remain unmarry'd, or only

makes him be what he is. But marry for mutual ſociety, or the

the foul of the child is neither good and advantage of his fami

actually, nor ſo much as poten- ly , former children, or relations.

tially included in the parent, we Q. Whether the Roman Empire

mean that , rational ſoul which from Julius Cæfar to Julian the

individuates ; for it's at leaft pro- Apoſtate, were ele&tive or heredi

bable that there are other ſouls, tary ?

or principles of action in man. A. Partly ane, partly t'other,

Then for individuals ofother partly neither. Itbegan indeed ,

{ pecies, neither arethey actually as almoſt all other greatempires,

included in their firſt individual, by force and conqueft, under

forfome form or other they muſt Julius Cæfar, the commonwealth

have , whether ſubſtantial or ac. of Rome falling together with

cidental; but this form can't be Pompey, its laſt defender. Howa.

actually in the firſt, for then one ever,he did little, hardly laying

thing muſt have as many diftin &t the foundations, but rather mark

beings as there will after proceed ing out the bounds and lines of

individuals from it , which may that great building, the deſign

be to us infinire. Beſides, the of which ſeem'd to fall with his

hic and nunc muſt be preſent to death , and that of Auguſtus ano

actual individuation , which are ther, onlylike it, not the ſame;

both abſenthere , for if preſent, for he could donothing tillthe

the individual wou'd be before it triumvirate was deſtroy'd or

is, or be and not be, and that broken ; by whoſe conqueft he

a& ually too , at the ſame time, became lord of all, rather than

which is the greateſt abſurdity by any adoption or ſucceſſion

imaginable . from Julius : accordingly he diſ

Whether it's not a fin for a pos'd arbitrarily of the empire .

man to marry a woman Superannu- And after him, it's true , ſome

ated , when he is not so himſelf ? times the next of kin , or at leaſt

A. There are ſeveral ends for themoſt powerful (as was the old

which matrimony may belaw . law ofTaniſtryin Ireland) fuc

fully enter'd on. " The chief na- ceeded to the purple. And this

tural end ſeems to be the conti- cuſtom held indifferently well to

nuance of mankind ; but there the end of thetwelve Cæſars ; but

are other political and domeſtical after that , ſometimes foreigners,

ends, as uniting intereſts,mutual Spaniards , Thracians ; Britons

fociety, and ſuch like. There is and other nations, got to the
likewife great difference in the helm in their turn ; lomeby the

tempers and conſtitutions of votes of the ſenate, others by

men, ſomebeing more vigorous , the election of their Prætorian

and endued with more natural foldiers, or foreign legions (the

heat than others , even to excels moſt common way of all the reſt)

in Lomecaſes; whereas others are and ſome fairly bought it ,
and

paid

*
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paid for it, tho' they did not Some ſay the late archbiſhop was
Iong enjoy their bargain. the author, others Dr. Hammond,

8. Whom do you ſuppoſe to be Dr. Aleſtry , Biſhop Fell : Who

the author of theWhole Duty of ever 'twas,it'splain he had been
Man, & c. ? with the king in his exile, or at

A. Heor they, whoever they leaſt had been converfant in

were, who ſo highly oblig'd the foreign parts , by what he men

world with thoſe excellent pieces, tions ofthe popish worship from his

ſeer to anſwer all curious en- wn obſervation ; and whoever

quirers as the angel formerly 'twas, 'tis agreedon all hands he

did others , Ask not the name, is now dead . That which ſeems

ſeeing it is fecret. All that can to us the moſt probable opinion,

be done, is to tell ' em what is is , That no ſingle perſon deſerves

generally ſaid , tho' little or no- the honour on’t, ſince it appears

thing be certainly known in this too great a work for the beſt

matter. Some ſay the bookſeller head in theworld , but rather

and king Charles' knew it ; o- that ſome ſociety was engaged

thers, that even the bookfeller therein. And laſtly, whoever

wasignorantof the author, who, was the author or authors, we

as appears from ſeveral paſſages think The whole Duty of Man the

int, and for the form of prayer, beſt book, next to the bible, that

for an afflicted church, writ at leaſt ever was printed , and they the

part of thoſe works, particularly beſt writers, next to thoſe who

The whole Duty of Man, during writ by inſpiration.

the civils wars here in England.

2
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An E L E G Y

On the Death of the Honourable

ROBERT BOTLE, Efq;,

Fellow of the ROYAL SOCIETY.

A PINDARIC K.

1 .

Y
ES ſtill we muſt complain great Boyle untimely fell,

Spite of the regiſter and chronicle,

By hafty death abruptly ſnatch'd away,

As are theſe lines which at his hearſe we pay ;

For tho ' old time at leaſt had ſhed

The ſnow of threeſcore winters on his head,

The world for ſuch a loſs was unprepar'd ,

It ſtarted when the news was heard,

And ery d . Philoſophy is dead .

Nor was't our narrow iſle alone

Which paid an univerſal groan,

For where was Boyle unknown ?

Tis true , his native Thames, nor cou'd ſhe chufe

Firſt heard , or rather felt, thediſmalnews ;

Swol'n with th ' unuſual floods that fall,

To attend his funeral.

When the ſtrange briny tyde did downwards flow ,

To her own Boyle ſhe went the cauſe to know ;

But e're ſhe half had reach'd her head ,

Too ſoon the diſmal tydings ſpread,

Too ſoon ſhe knew that her own Boyle was dead .

2 .

Nor Thames alone, even hoſtile sein does mourn,

And backward to his much lov'd ifle return ;

Proud Paris with reſentment hears,

Nor her academy refrain their tears.

Their own grand Lucifer they now no more
For his ſucceſsful villanies ,

Bought cities , and ſtoln victories,

And worſe than Romijh cruelties ,

Blaſphemouſly adore.

F True
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7

True worth theyonce with juſt encomiums raiſe,

Reſtoring vertue her forgotten praiſe :

Whilftin his cloſer their proudtyrant ſtays,

Conſults the advice of all his trufty ſpies,

And reading the glad news with bloodſhot eyes,
Thus vents his wicked joy with a malicious ſmile,

As yet we're even with that ſtubborn iſle, (a ).

* We've loſt a kingdom (6) , they have loft a Boyle.

3 .

Ill fortune fure has wings,

Or borrows from the peftilence for ſee

Already o'er theAlpsit ſprings,

And the world's general loſs already brings

To fruitfulItaly:

Firſt heard and mourn'd the royal Po,

Frigid with grief almoſt forgot to flow ,

As fwoln with ice inſtead of fnow .

Great Tyber him , him murm’ring Mincius grieves,

And ſcarcely old Benacusleaves ,

But the expecting fields below deceives.

Him gentle Arno moſt, who ſadly calls

On Piza's, and on fair Florenza's walls ,

But found 'em all in mourning dreſs'd for him ,

Who merited and had ſo long their beſt eſteem .

The Literati, and the Dotti come,

(Names worn bymany, merited by ſome)

And hang poetick garlands round his airy tomb.

Nay Denmark too, and diſtant Norway hears;

And , ſpite of their eternal winter, thaw to tears .

4.

If theſe, to whom his deathleſs name

Was known but by his writings and his fame,

By ſuch true grief their loſs and ours proclaim ;

What then ſhou'd we,who knew

His learning and his virtue too,

What Mauſolæums ſhould we raiſe ,

Bright as his worth, and laſting as his praiſe ?

No, our officious kindnefs he diſdains,

That task he did himſelf perform ,

Outbraving time and age, and envy's ſtorm ,

Nor left a thing of ſuch concern to chance :

Thoſe god-like works in which his life he ſpent,

To us and future ages lent,

Are his eternal monument.

Firm as the center the broad baſis lies ,

The goodly ſpire aloft does riſe,

Surmounts the clouds, and glitters in the skies.

( a) England. ( 6) Ireland.
Thus
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Thus when the noble Theban conqueror dy'd , (c)

And victory lay bleeding by his fide,

And whilſt he expiring lay, his friends lamenting come
And fill with fighs the melancholy room,

Lamenting that ſo great a mind

Muſt all be loſt in fate,

Nor cou'd the grateful ftate

Away toexpreſs their kind reſentments find,
Hehad left no heir behind .

Miftaken men , he cries,

With that laſt breath , which when exhal'd he dies ,

Yes, twofair daughters yetſurvive of me,

Togive my name eternity,
Leuctra's and Mantinæa's victory.

ک.

а

How much to Boyle the learned world does owe

The learned world does only know .

He trac'd great nature's ſecret ſprings,

The cauſes and the ſeeds of things :

What ſtrange elaſtick power the aircontains,

What motherearth ſecures within her ſecret veins :

How water mounts, what fire can do,

The chymiſt's boaſted art he knew,

Both its falſe wonders, and its true.

What motion, tho ' unheeded , can perform ,

How ſtrugling whirlwinds breed a ſtorm :

How peftilential ſteams the air invade,

And when the guilty town's afraid ,

What keeps uslafe,' or lends us aid .

How ſhivering cold does the deep Baltick chain ,

Or burning heat half boyl the Atlantick main .

Whence colours which the dove's fair plumes adorn ,

Andwhence thoſe beams that paint the riſing morn.

Whence chearful green , and red, and native white ,

And all the mingled tribes of ſhades and light .

6 .

He did not airy notions learning call,

His thoughts were folid , brave, and man-like all ;

Of ſenſe by ſenſe, he judg’d, nor was content

To take on truſt, as moſt, as ſome invent ;

His phyfick's built ori firm experiment.

Sworn to no ſe & , an enemy to none ;

Tho' more than all the reſt he has ſhown,

To none oppos'd was he,

But thoſe vain fools who thought itſelf wou'd ſee,

Who will not to juſt witneſscredit give,

(c) Epaminondas.

> >
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V

Who will not God himſelf believe,

Deſtroying faith and hiſtory.

Or the looſe garden or Pyrrhonian ſchool,

Whom only ſenſe or fancy rule :

ThePeripatum ſenſe by thoughtdefine

Theſe thought by fenfe, tho'they'll as ſoon agree

The incommenſurable quantity ,

As fpirit to dull matter rules confine,

Or by the ſenſes unproportion'd line

Mete out th' unequal bounds of things divine.

7.

The middle way our hero wiſely choſe,

He had too much philoſophy

An atheiſt or enthuſiaſt tobe.

Thoſe two extreams, where moſt their ſenſes lore.

Its proper place to revelation gave,

Nor reaſon made its miſtreſs , or its ſlave.

His zeal no fooliſh fire that leads aſtray,

That over rocksand precipices leads,

Pretending pleaſant vales, and flowry meads ,

His zeal but trac'd , his judgment found the way

His zeal, which like the Bboſphor ſhin'd with lambent day ;

It warm’d, but did not burn, nor chap the ground,

Warm'd and enlighten'd all around :

How ſoftly cou'd he all our paſſions move,

How eaſily unhinge from earthly love,

And fix upon the beatifick beamsabove !

O Lindamor , I bleſs and envy thee !

Nay bleſs almoſt thy falſe Hermione ;

For had ſhe not been worthy blame,

We had not learnt to regulate our flame,

Nor fly the nobleſt paſſion at the nobleſt game.

Read, ſenſual lover, read * and fee,

If yet blind paſſion has not blinded thee ,

Read here which has most charms, Heaven or Hermione ?

So ſweet his ſtyle, ſo ſmooth his ſenſe,

So ſweetly dreſs'd in flowing eloquence :

He only ſure could Boyle excel

Who let us underſtand his loſs ſo well.

His other virtues others maycommend,

I'll only ſay that Boyle was Sarum's friend.

8 .

Lend, Galilæo ! lend thy wondrous glaſs,

Though Boyle had thoſe that thine Lurpaſs,

* In Mr. Boyle'sSeraphicklove .

Let's

1

*
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Let's ſee if from afar,

Glitt'ring beneath our northern pole,

We can deſcry ſome new unwonted ſtar,

For thatmuſt be his ſoul ;

Unleſs his numerous virtues ſcatter round the sky,

And paint another Galaxy ;

Never on earth ſhall we his ſecond find,

O father, O ! we cry'd , as ſwift he went,

Clamb'ring againſt heaven's ſteep aſcent,

Where haſt thou left thy mantle and thy ſpirit behind !

A ſingle portion wou'd fufficient be

To make us all work miracles, while we

Sip at the unbounded ocean that ſtill flow'd in thee .
Sure when the pale-fac'd operator came,

And told thee he muſt quench thy glimm’ring flame,

Like Archimedes, thee he found intent
On the ſucceſs of ſome experiment,

So buſy he, he minded not the ſoldiers cry,

The groans o'th' fain , nor ſhouts of victory,

And hardly cou'd himſelf find time to dye.

Stay, hafty death , one moment more,he cry'd !

I bave it now, ſays he, with learned pride,

Then big with the dear demonſtration, dy'd .

Q. What is the cauſe of ſnow , with failsto drive the wind forci
hail and froſt ? blythro ' the chinks which fronted

A. We find that the foreign the mixture of the two waters ,

virtuofi have endeavour'd, and ſo that betwixt the ſtrife of the

perfected a very exact methodfor hot and cold water, and with the

making artificial ( nove, which violence of the wind that bear
will give us no ſmall light in the upon 'em, there aroſe, inſtead of

nature of that we fee fall fromfroth, a real and perfect ſnow ,

the heavens : the manner is thus ; which fled up anddown theplace ,

They prepared a ſmall houſe, or and continued after it fell a con

rather a ſort of a cave, without liderable time before it melted :

any other entrance for wind than Thus much for artificialſnow,
what they deſign'd ;at 2 oppoſite and now forthe natural. No one

fides were certain pipes of water can be ignorant that particular

which convey'd water into a climates have particularminerals,

ciſtern that ſtood betwixt them ; and that the air muſt partake of

the two ſorts of oppoſite pipes the nature of the aſcending va

werefed by hot waterand cold ; pours , and ſo be more or leſs

betwixt theſe two ſets of pipes ſulphurous, vitreoline, nitrous,

were certain ſmall chinks level'd bc. as alſo , 'tis granted on all

againſt the middle of the ciſtern hands, that the air in no part of

where the hot and cold water the world , is without nitre ; for

met in their falling down,and on if ſo, all creatures wou'd foon

the outſide was a ſort of wind- expire, only ſome places have

fan, or ſomething turn'd round more,and ſome lefss, according
F 3 to
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to the prevalency of the ſun , of the wind, for then it wou'd

which diffipates aerio -nitral va- have the ſame effe & in a warm

pours . Thus under the frozen foutherly gale , but 'tis the par

zone , as in Friczland, bc. are ticles of nitre in the wind that

( if we may fo fay ) the treaſuries are ſo troubleſome to us.

of nitre , whichGod and nature Q. You are deſired to them the na

ſeem to ſtore up there for the ture of that love we ought to

moderation of the torrid zone, have for enemies, Suppoſing a dif

and temperature of all climates, ference from that we bear to

when proper gales fetch them friend

from thence. Our virtuoſi here, A. We have only two rules

and thoſe of the academy del left us in this caſe, either that

Cimento, have made ſufficient ex of Sacred Writ, or that of pro

periences about freezing, to per, fane hiſtory. In the firſt, That

fwade us that nitre iseffe&tual an enemy is overcome with ſoft

for ſuch ends . Hence when any words, we have the fuffrage of

aerio-nitral vapour from the the wifeſt men. Obliging acti,

porth meets with a warm va- ons, and good returns heap coals.

pour coming from the ſouth ,the of fire upon our enemies beads,

antiperiſtalis, or ſtrife betwixt vanquiſh their prejudices,and

the hot and cold vapours ( clouds melt their very malice into ten

or miſts) helpt on by a brisk gale derneſs. It wou'd be too tedious to

of wind, has the effect we lee, bring the many inſtances we meet

to wit , ſnow , as in the artificial with in hiſtory about treating

fnow -cave we have ſpoke of. If enemies ſo handſomely, that the

any perſon ſhall think it incredi- effe&t has had the univerſal ap

ble that heat ſhould be any in. plauſe of allwiſe men : 'take one

gredient in ſnow, let him con- inſtance for all . Alphonfus king

lider the tryal abovementioned, of Naples and Sicily was allgood

as alſo that it is ſenſibly warmer neſs and mercy, he had beſieged the

when it frows, than a little be- city of Cajera that had inſolently,

fore. As for bail, it is nothing rebelled againſt him ; the city be

elſe but drops of rain congeal'd ing firaitned for want of neceffary

as they fall, by the coldneſs of proviſions, put forth their old men,
that air wherein there is much women and children , and ſuch as

nitre which the ſun beams have were unſerviceable, and ſhout their

not diſſipated : and thusio is in gates upon 'em . The king's cour

all froſts upon water , and other cil advis’d they should be forced

liquids, which are congeal'd by back into the city, as a means to

the frigerifick particles of ni- make its deliverymorefeaſible, yet
trous air : if any one asks what the king pitying their diſtreſs, let

theſe particles are, we refer 'em ' em depart, tho he knew it wou'd

to their own tryal when in a froſty protradd the fiege, and being advis'd

morning at a proper turning in againſt it, he ſaid , I value the

the corner of lome ftreet or ſafety of ſo many perſonsat the

other , they feel a ſharp gale rate of an hundred Cajeta's : The
which makes the tears ſtand in citizens moved with ſuch a vertue,

their eyes, and ſcarifies their ſubmitted to him . Antonius Cale

yery face; 'tis not the vehemency dora was alſo one of the most power .
ful

2
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ful enemies of Naples, who being we know has been try'd, that a

overthrown in a battle, and made dog being run thro ' fome fleſhy

e priſoner, all men perſwaded the part of his body with a ſword,

king to rid his hands of so inſolent and this powder apply'd to the

A perſon , and so dangerous to the blood , the wound has been cur'd ,

V kingdom ; the king oppos'd it, and and he has liv'd and done well í

! gave him both his life and eſtate. but the miſchief is , that another

This prince's words were agreeable dog has done the ſame, ſery'd

to his actions, for being asked why in the ſame manner, tho' no

he was thus favourable to all men , powder uſed , there being , as all

even to thoſe that were evil,becauſe , know, a balſamick power in blood

ſaid he, good men are won by itſelf, which oftentimes cures a

juſtice, and bad by clemency. green wound, and cloſes the lips

Some of his miniſters complaining on't without any other remedy.

of his lenity , he ſaid , Wou'd ye We have alſo inſtances of per

have lyons and bears to rule over fons who having accidentally

you2 clemency is the property hurt themſelves, have been curd

of men , cruelty of bealts. It is of ſlightwoundsby the ſame way:

ia to go about to calculate but ſtill the doubt recurs, whe

an exact draught of a wiſe carri- ther they'd not have done aswell

age towards enemies, ſince the without? this , however, they

variety of circumſtances alters have affirm'd , which is ſomething

the meaſures, only this ſhou'd be more conſiderable, that having
a general rule, change conditi- accidentally loſt thecloth with

ons, and treat 'em asyou wou'd ſome of theblood and the powder

be treated your ſelf. A late biſhop ſprinkled on it for that way itwas

of Canterbury was ſo remarkable uted, and kept warm about ' em,

for this vertue, that it grewinto they immediately feltthe wound

a proverb , Do the biſhop of Can- rage, and extreamly pain them ,

terbury an injury, and you shall be tho they knew not of the loſs,

Sure to bave himyour friend. which was again afſwag'd as ſoon

Q. Is there any thing in the as the cloth was reſtor'd to a

Weapon ſalve, or ſympathetick, moderate heat : and this we have

powder ?
Does it really cure had from perſons of quality and

wounds, and bom ?
judgment, and cannot our lelves

4. Sir Kenelm Digby will tell us queſtion the truth on't, for
there's a great deal, as the little which reaſon weare alſo ready

books wherein he has printed his to believe many of the inftances

diſſertation at Montpellier, con- SirKenelm relates. Accordingly

cerning it, inform us . The old taking the fact for granted, we'll

way of making it was magical, now enquire into the manner on't

with I know not how many odd according to Sir Kenelm's notion,
ingredients,but his is only ſimple which is,that the particles which

powder of vitriol, prepar'd by proceed from the wound mingle

the heşt of the fun, which he with choſe which come from the

afſures us will heal'any green blood and vitriolmixttogether,

Wound if ſprinkled on the blood, the volatile falt of which vitriolis

and kept warm ,thoʼat ne'er fo of an excellent balſamick virtue,

great adiſtance . This however, tho'the fix'd is aftringent and cor

F4
roding ,

4
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roding, and thence are carry'd vaſt fandydefarts, ſo that from

to the wound itſelf , which is land little but fiery exhalations

thereby ſpeedily healed . And can be drawn, which the tra

the truth is, this account ſeems vellers ſometimes find to their

rational enough, if the blood and coſt, when ſuddenly aſſaulted

vitriol be near thewound , but if with ſuffocating winds as they

at any great diſtance from it, we paſs thoſe deſarts, which if they

fee not how ſuch attraction or perceive not foonenough,endan
communication isperformed, nor ger their lives , if not perfe &tly

believe any ſuch thing can be . kill 'em : then for the ſea, what

Q. Why is there no rain in little vapours the ſun draws

Egypt, Ethiopia , doc. where the from it may be eaſily conſum'd&

river Nile overflows ? and the cauſe by the ſultry heat of thoſe re

of its overflowing ? gions : if, then , a ſtorm of rain

A. That there is no rain in happens to fall in Egypt, it's but a

Ethiopia , or that country, falſly ſtraggler wandring thither , and

called Prester John's , is as great a loſing its way from Ethiopia , or

miſtake as that the emperor ſomeof the neighbouring coun

of the Abyſſines is the true tries , as thoſe northweſters of Vir .

Prefter ; for Ludulphus affures us ginia, and the hurricanes of that

that there are frequently pro, and other places , tho' not fo vio

digious forms of thunder and lent in our world.
rain, and , indeed, naturaliſts ſay, Q. What accounts"do you meet

it never thunders but it rains with about the original of Shrove

leſs or more . And to theſe vaſt tide ?

ſtorms which fall inEthiopia about A. Shrove-tide is from the Sax

the time the Nile overflows, are on ; it comes from the word forive,

in all probability to be attributed fhrift, or forove ; or the tide or

the conſtant and regular inunda- time when they fhrove or con.

tion of that river : for therebe- felled their ſins (as was cuſtoma

ing no rain in Egypt itſelf,modern ry with the Catholicks) and re

travellers there aſſure us it's a ceived the bleſſed facrament, to

miſtake, ſome of them having the end that they might more

been wet to the skin with ſhowers religiouſly obſerve the holy time

in that country . But how then of Lent immediately enſuing.

Thall wereconcile this with what Some believeitmight comefrom
wefind in the ſacred Peripture the word ſcribere,to write down,

itfelf, Zech. 14. 18. If the fa- . becauſe their confeſſion was

inily of Egypt go not up, that have uſually taken in writing ;butin

no rain ; and the common tradi- proceſs of timethey turn'd it in

tion both in profe and verſe , to a cuſtom of invitations, and

" That wanting no rain , they taking their leave of fleſh and o

worſhip the Nile, and need not ther dainties, and afterwards by

“ the aidof Jupiter himſelf?" It degrees into ſports and merri

is anſwered, that rain there is as ments. Nor was this only

prodigiousa thing as a comet the cuſtom of Catholicks, but

here, it being againſt the nature we find the ſame practis'd by the

of their country, which is ſitu . Turks, &c. which they call Rama

ated in themiditof nothing but dan , 'twas then as they ſay) that

the

>
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the Alcoran came down from deny it : though in afligning the

heaven , and therein they faſt, place they diſagree amongſt

which they begin in this manner. themſelves. Pliny wou'd perſuade

Thenightbefore, they all junket us, that one Gyges, a Lydian, was

and revel till they can diſtinguiſh the very firſt author. Theophraſtus

a white chread from a black by would have one Polignotus, an A

themorninglight, and then they thenian, to be the inſtitutor there

leave off, and begin to faſt. Such of : But Pliny ſays, that Poligno

as eat or drink privately , are tus was a Thalian, and was only

( at leaſt ) baftinado'd , if no the firſt that painted women in

greater puniſhment be inflicted ſingle apparel, and trimmed their

on them. The Turks Lent is ve- heads with cauls and fundry co

ry ſtrictly obſerv’d, even in war, lours.And 'tis very probable that

travel , ſickneſs, Gc. Șee Theve- Pliny. was in the right, ſince

not's travels into the Levant, p . painting with divers colours was

41: for a fuller account of this not practis'd for a conſiderable

matter, as alſo the carnivals of time after the firit invention,

other countries . Cleophantus, of Corinth, being the

Q. What nation invented paint- firſt author of divers colours ;

as Telephanes was the firſt that

A. Somehave been of opinion , drew with one colour only. So

that the offspring of Abraham thar , after all , a fall anſwer to

that went into Egypt were the firſt, the queſtion now , would be very

and that they taught it to the magiſterial, ſince the antients

Egyptians : but 'tismore univer- themſelves diſagree about it in

ſally believed, that the Egyptians their aſſertions.

were the firſt painters ( atuaries We ſhall only take notice by

and philoſophers) and thatGrecce the by , that a late author, who

brought it to perfection ; but has writ on this ſubject, when he

what part of Greece is yet doubt- endeavour'd to prove that the
ed . Sone would aſſign itto houſe of Iſrael that went down

Sicyones, others to Corinth, where, into Egypt were not the firſt au

by drawing lines round the ex- thors of painting , he afferts, that

tremitiesof a man , was rudely the Egyptians had too mean a va.
made the firſt ſtep to picture. The Jue of ' em to learn any thing of

Greeks began with one colour, em ; and that the intereſt ofJoleph,

and by degrees brought it to the % sufficient to gain his bre"

perfećtionwhich we find in the thren a greater favour than a fron

days of Apelles. From Greece it tier province i which is a groſs

went to Rome , where it was al- miſtake. See Gen. xlvii . 6.° and

moſt loſt again by the inunda- there 'tis evident, that they had

tions of the Huns, Vandals, Goths, the CHOICE of all Egypt todwell

and Lombards; but was reſtor'd in . Heſays alſo,that Aaron learn'd

afterwards by Titian , Raphael, to make the golden calf from the E.

Urbin , Angelo, duc . gyptians : See Exod.xxxii. 24. from.

Altho' it be the opinion of a whence'tis plain , that thewords,

late author , that the Egyptians Icaft'em into the fire (meaning the

were the firſt painters ; yet we ear-rings and gold it was made

find the moſt ancient writers on) and there came out this calf,

Suppoſe

was no
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fuppoſe that 'twas a rude acciden- leaſt, as either that of Ariſtotle,or

tal form liker a calf than any thatof des Cartes ; ſince it may

thing elle , and not an imitation be thus ſolved, The Soul retires

of the Egyptian Apis, and by con- from thoſe ramifications below the

fequence not learn'd of the Egyp- ligature, as being by ſuch uſage ix

tians. Another error is , that the capacitated for a proper aétuation .

Egyptians bragg’d they had paint- The next he engages des Car

ing six thoutand years before it tes, and ſays, the glandula pinea
went into Greece, which was long lis is neither penſile, nor moves .

before the world was made, and ble, &c . Alas, poor ſoul ! that

ought to have been but ſix hun- cannot ſtay inany place where

dred years As alſo that the Syo ' tis not hang'd like a pig in a
conians , not Sicyones, as he aſſerts, ſtring, or tofs'd like a cat in a

were the firſt practicers of paint- blanket. The reſt is too ridicu.

ing in Greece . lous to proceed in .

Q. Whether do you think moſt in Nor muſt the laſt author's pofi

the right, Ariſtotle , that thought tion find better treatment than

the rational foul diffus'd all over the opinions of Ariſtotle and des

the body ; or Carteſius, who con- Cartes,:whom he pretends to con

fin'd it to the glandula pinealis ; or fute ; for ſince he ſays the ſoul

a late author , who wou'd place it in is in the nerves , we demand of

the nerves ? him what it is, and how big ? we

A. Since the late author who know how much 'tis poſſible for

placed the ſoul in the nerves, pre- the nerves to contain , and that

tends to examine the other two, they are a place : Now if the ſoul,

we'll conſider the weight of his according to all definitions that

arguments, and afterwards give have ever yet been made of it,

our ſentiments upon the whole. is of ſuch a nature as is incom

1. He denies the foul to be in patible with longitude, magnitude,

all the body, Because ( ſays he ) diviſibility, place, and ſuch groſs
if a nerve be tied, all the depen- terms, how unreaſonable it is to

dant ramifications become motion- aſſign to it either the nerves , or
leſs, and feel no impresſion what- anyother place , we leave to all

ever, therefore the soul cannot be the world to judge. Wherever

in the parts below the ligature. we feel the effects of it, we can

As much as to ſay thus , If a man reaſonably lay it is there, but the

expires in a great gials bottle manner how , we know not ;

feal'd up hermetically , his foul if ſo , we muſt ſay, ' tis tota in toto,
cannot get out ; an excellent way and pars in qualibetparte ; which

for atheiſts that have a mindto poſition will always ſtand good,
fecure themſelves from the de- till we can diſtinguiſh fapors by

vil . But if, after all, we ſhall find the eyes , and ſounds by the pa

the foul of too refind a ſubſtance late ; that is , objects by powers

to be cag'd up, the atheiſt will altogether incompatible to 'em.
be at a loſs. And thus alſo , if the Q. Whence the antients had their

foul can't be tied by a material nomes ; as Socrates , Diogenes,

ligature ; nay, tho' a leg were Hannibal, &c . ? and whether they

cut off, if the ſoul itſelf is indi- uſed any cereinony equivalent. to our

viſible, immaterial, &c . then our chriſtening ?

author's opinion is as weak , at

2

2
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A. Undoubtedly they had the lijl , Good - Lord -God ) and Theoby

cuſtom itſelf of naming children , lus the ſame with Adonijah, only

by tradition , from their anceſtors inverted, as appearsmore plainly ,

the ſons of Noah , as the Jews had when the Goths made uſe of that

theirs : And the fame method name, and ſtripp'd it froin its

they took, expreſſing ſomething Greek termination, only adding

remarkable which they ſaw or a letter of their own in the ſtead

deſired in their bodies orminds on't , and calling it Theobald , a

Thus Socrates, as is moſt probable , word which expreffes Baal or Bel

from ow and reglów , which may more plainly than the Greek Theo

fignify a ſafe, wiſe , or modeſt bulus . Thus remarkably among

ruler , and ſo in their others . But the Tyrians or Phænicians, both

one cuſtom of the Jews they ex- Jezabel the daughter , and Ethbaal

treamly fymboliz'd with 'em in ; the father, taking their names

which was fixing the names of from the ſame god . Thus, as

their gods on their children, ei- clearly the Carthaginians, which

ther as a token of nobility, or all now confefs to be a colony of

devotion. Thus the Jews, Je- Tyre ; and who, in imitation of

didiah , Jeremiah, Elkanal , Sa- their fathers, called their chil

muel, and a thousand others. Ac- dren , Hannibal, Aſdrubal, & c.

cordingly the heathens, which As to the queſtion, Whether

appears not only from their ge- the antients had a ſolemn time of

neral names, as Theodorus, Theo- giving theſe names , equivalent

pornpus, & c. but very remarkably to our chriſt’nings ; we anſwer,

from their practice as to the They had, and thoſe taken very
names of particular gods ; as probably from the cuſtom of

among the Greeks, Diogenes, &c . circumciſion among the Jews ,

and with the eaſtern nations, received alſo by ſeveral other na

Bel, or Baal, their moſt antient tions . Thus we find , in Alexan

and famous idol, whence they der ab Alex. dieb . Genealb. Varro ,

named both men and women . and others , that 'twas the cuſtom

Thus Beljbazzer, nick -nam'd Da- among all civiliz'd nations to

niel Belteſhazzar, after the name give the name on a certain day,

of his god, making him alſo half

benth

, according to themanner

being in all probability the foun- of the place ; and that this was

der of idolatry, wherein the old always performed with great 10

Babyloniſh Antiquity clearly out- lemnity , and among the Greeks
does the new. Thus even among with feaſts and facrifices.

the Grecians, tho'the termination Q. What is ſcepticiſm ?

a little varied by the idiom of À Scepticks have their name

the language ; as in Ariftobulus, ÅTÒ Tô CNET TÉde, i.e. conſiderare

or Theobulus, & c . which etymolo: ſpeculari . They are yet the fol

gifts are miſtaken, when they de lowers of thoſe philoſophers that

rive from confilium , their true were altogether for reaſoning

original being niuch higher in and ſpeculation, but for no ex

this Belus or Bil, ſo that Ariſto- perimental concluſions : ſo that

bulus is the ſame with the Hebrew Itrictly ſpeaking, moſt of the

Tobijab, or Tobadonijah (in Eng- ancient philofophy isScepticiſm .

;

" Tis
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' Tis a metaphorical expreſſion , was an eternal vacuum about it

and may bederived from onit @ v, we anſwer, That however when

fcipio, a walking -ſtaff, or a cud- all bodies were made, and put

gel to lean on ; denoting a ſect upon their diftin & motions and

of perſons that leaned on, or re- offices, ſubtil effluviums would ne

lied upon, bare ſpeculative rea- ceſſarily proceed from action and

ſonings, without going any fur. pafſion betwixt 'em . Thus the ſun

ther. Some would have itfrom byits influences heats the earth ,

orcid , umbra , a ſhadow ; as if and exhales vapours according to

bare ſpeculation was only a ſeek- the nature of the rivers, marſhes,

ing after truth in the dark , with- minerals, &c . from whence they

out the aſſiſtance of experimen- came . Now to ſay a bowl has a

tal knowledge, which our mo- vacuum in it, becauſe it is not

dern philoſophers, eſpecially the full of earth , but only of water ,

famous Mr. Boyle, has ſo much which is exhaled from the earth ;

improved. or of wind , which is water rari

Q. Suppoſe all matter one conti- fied , is abſurd enough . We ra

nuedmoles, is it poſſible to divide ther think the queriſt may have

that matter, and put thepartsdivi- reſpect to the planets, &c . which

ded into a central motion, without Des Cartes , and others, tell us,

neceffarily owning a Space diſtinct have every one their vortex and

from that matter ? vortiginous effluvia according to

A. Itappears at firſt ſight, that their ownnature : if ſo , weon

the ſenſe of the queriſtis, Whe- ly deſire the querift to conſider

theravacuum is neceſſarilyde- the nature of whirlpools, for
pendant upon the vorticity of there's no Unouum in the water,

luch bodies as have their origi- although ſuch a ſtream may ruſh

nal from our common mals ? from ſuch a point, and another

Whether any thing elſe is hereby or two from contrary ones,

defign'd , we cannot determine ; whereby they rather mix than

butif only this is meant, ouran- confound or unravel one

ſwer is, That 'tis impoſſible but ther, as ſome believe theplanets

that there ſhould be a ſpace di- will in a long tract of time,

ſtinct from ſuch centralmotions Andthus we may ſafely conclude

As for inſtance, ſuppoſe the mass of the effiuvia's of vertiginous

divided into three parts, repre- bodies, which will mix in their
fented by threecircles, thus , morefine and ſubtil parts, rather

unleſs weadmit a penetration of than leave any place in the ele

bodies, there muſt be a ſpace ments void, or ſuch as can be

betwixt 'em . But, after all , a va- ſaid to have no particle of any

cuum, ftri&tly ſpeaking, is not matter at all in ’em.

the reſult of ſuch diviſion, ſince Q. Whether the ſouldoth always

otherparticles of diſtinct bodies actually think ?

may intervene , and hinder the A. To anſwer this queſtion,

vacuum. If it be objected , that 'tis neceſſary that we have a true

the chaos , or firſt inoles, was one definition of the ſoul, but igno

diſtinct maſs by itſelf, and that rance of its nature denies that :

there wasnothing dependant on therefore we ſhan't enquire whe

it , or diſtinct from it, but that all ther 'tis a cogitative Subtance, as

fomo

ano

0 ,
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ſome would have it , orwhat elſe, ried until it comes to the church .

but what are the effects of it . It obſerves with ſuch exactneſs

And this we find to be abſtract the motion of the body, that

ideas, ratiocinations, and conclu- fome perſons who have ſeen theſe

fions. This is the ordinary method lights, and afterwards the body
of thefoul's acting , and all this carried to the grave , affirm , that

is by means of the ſenſes, or by now and then theytooknotice

means of ſome idea formerly had that the light halted , for a ſhort

by the ſenſes : but now to ſay the time, in the very ſame place or

ſoul acts no other way, or has no places where the body was after
other ideas but what the ſenſe wards ſtopt, either to change

gives, is to ſuppoſe that children bearers , or upon ſome other oc

think not at all in their mother's cafion . To ſatisfy you further

womb, or that the ſoul is either with what preciſeneſs this light

afleep at its ſeparation from the imitates, and as it were apes the

body, or that it is void of pain or motion of the body, I ſhall give

pleaſure in a ſeparate ſtate ; but you this inſtance from the mouth

that every one denies , andby of agentleman of unqueſtionable
conſequence grants, that the ſoul credit, now in this town.He

thinks then, for ' tis impoſſible to was ſome years ago in bed at: a

refent any thing without think. relation's houſe in Caermarthen

ing . In fine, wemuſt eithercon- fire , and being fullyawako, a

clude, that theſoul is ſometimes bout one or two of the clock in
alleep, unactive, nay , nota ſoul; the morning he obſery'd a light to

orelle, that it is alwaysthinking , come into the room , at the door

thatbeing as natural to a ſoul as which was on the left hand ashe

vegetation to vegetables. lay . It camenotimmediately on

Relat.About a fortnight or three the bed on that ſide which was

weeks, or ſome ſuch time, before next the door, but moved round

the death of any perſon in the the bed, and came up on the

family, there isan appearance, other ſide which was fart heſt
vulgarly called a Fetch -light, or, a from the door , wherea!; it

Dead -man's-candle ; fo denomit might have come at that. fide

nated, I prefume, from the form which was next the door ; after

or figure ofacandle , in which it this it fix'd upon that part of the

preſents itſelf. It is obſery'd to quilt which lay on his breaſt, and

come firſt from the bed whereon after a Mortſtay went orit of the

the perſon whoſe death is there- room . Abouta fortni ght after

by ſignified, is to die, and thence a gentleman died in an upper

tomove into all other chambers room in the houſe, as id a gentle

of the houſe where the body woman of thehouſe ('knowing no.

ſhall be carry'd , either to be thing of this light ) ordered the

coffin'd, to lie in ſtate , &c . and bodyto be brought down into this

to reſt for ſome ſmall ſpace at chamber, and tb.e perſon who

each of thoſe places where the had ſeen this ligh t happen’d to be

dead body is to be laid , thence to then alſo there, and obſerved the

move the very fame way, and ſervants to carr у the body atout

about the fame diſtance from the the bed , and to put it in on the

ground as the body is to be car farther ſide, as .cording to the mo. .

>
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tion of the candle. That theſe ture orreligion for this, and there's

lights do
appear , is a moſt , cer- fore I've had it long in my

tain truth , and can be atteſted thoughes to deſire yours upon it ;

by ſeveral gentlemen now in and upon the whole ſtate of the

town, whofe reputation no man caſe then I put theſe queſtions.

will diſpute, and by almoſt an Q. i. What the nature of theſe

infinite number in the country lights is ?

where they appear . Dr. Nichola 2. To what end they appear, ſince

Son, after biſhop of Glouceſter, and theyare never (as I couldhear)Seen

biſhop Taylor, who bothlived in by thoſe whoſe death they portend,

Carmarthenſhire, could not be- but by others ?

lieve that there were ſuch things , 3. How this phenomenon comes

until afterwards they were con- to be confined to the dioceſe of St.

vinced by ocular demonſtration , Davids, and for the moji part , if

as they themſelves own'd . There not altogether, to the county of

was a man that us’d to keep late Carmarthen ?

hours in coming home, who fre- A. We would defire the queriſt

quently ſaw them ,and particular- that he would add to this particu

ly one night acquainted the fa- lar relation , an account of the

milythat he had ſeen five or fix time of theſe Fetch -lights appear

move at ſome diſtance from one ing : If 'tis in the night only, we

another over ſuch a moor near the may ſuppoſe it to be natural, as

church. They ſeem'd to queſtion Will-i'th -wiſp, &c . which are

the truth of his ſeeing lo many common in all marſky places in

at once ; but about three weeksor England ; if in the day - time, 'ris

a month after, he calledhis bro. unnatural. Tillwe hear again,

ther out of the houſe , and ſhewd we ſuſpend our judgments, pro

him ſo many bodies as he had ſeen miſingour thoughts, upon the

candles at that time , carrying to next information .

be interr'd all at once, in ſight. Q. Whether there be ang liquid

Theſe lights have been ſeen to ſo buoyant as to bear up an egg, or

reſt in highways where ſome men any thing whoſe gravity shall be

afterwards died, and upon the more than the like quantity of the

face ofwater where ſomeone was ſameliquid ?

afterwards drown'd, as alſo upon A. NO — To give a fuller an

trees where men hanged them- ſwer, would be more than the

felves. I dare not take uponme to author of this query could expect,

affirm , that theſe lights are ſeen if he reflects what a fcurrilous

no where elſe ; but I aſſure you I preface there was to it . But this

could never hear that they ever only by the by , to let the author

appeared in any place out of the know , that as we are below re

biſhoprick of St. Davids, nor in fentments, ſo we are above the

any part of that fo frequently , requital of an affront - The

if at all , as the county of Car- reaſon then is this ; where bodies

marthen , where there is hardly are tenuous or lax, by reaſon of

any one dies , but foine one or the ſoluble adheſion of their par

other ſees his light, or candle. ticles, as are all fluids, experi

Now, gentlemen, for my part I mentſhews, that in a mixture of

can find no reaſon, either in na- ſuch bodies, the more groſs and

heavy
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heavy parts ſubfide and preſs Q. Aboutfixteen years ſince I fell

through the reſt towardstheir in love with a very deſerving young

center. Thus in a phial filld with lady ; and tho' her fortunes were

ſeveral ſorts of liquids, as is ve- below mine , made her acquainted

ry common in your apothecaries with my paſſion, which ſé neither
juleps, and other liquid compo. encouraged nor refuſed, but deferred

fitions, if you fhake the glaſs, giving me an anſwer, nor would

there's a mixture of all together, ever ſee or Suffer me to come into

which, as it ſettles , you'll find her company for thirteen years. At

'em ſeparate, and the lighteſt,as laſt ſhe fell ſick ,ſent for me , and re

oil, brc. will mount uppermoſt ; ſign d her last breath in my arons,

not that it would not tend tothe with all the expreſſions of a realaf

center as well as the reſt, but feltion. Three years are fincepaſsid,

becauſe the other being heavier, in which , notwithſtanding allmy en

force their way thro ' the lighter, deavours to a chriſtian refignation ,my

and there being no penetration grief has at laſt brought me into a

of bodies, they are forced up- waſting conſumption, so that 'tis

wards. This is the reaſon why impoffible for me to be cured, althoº

any glaſs or veſſel full of liquor , I may for ſome time continue -On

runsover, whenyou put any bo- the whole, my requeſt is, that your

dy into it that is heavier than the ſociety would give their opinion on

fame quantity of the liquor into the following queſtions.

which it is put. But the queſtion 1. Will this my unaccountable

yet recurs , What is the occaſion of love to a creaturé be imputed to

all bodies tending towards the cen- me for ſin, ſince I can by no means

ter ? To which we aniwer, That whatever prevent this my
inevitable

our modern virtuoſi's ſay, ' tis fate ?

from a preſſure ofthe atmoſphere, 2. If her departed Spirit can be

which preſſing always downward ſenſible of this iny grief ? or if, at

toward the centre of the earth, the day of judgment Me will know
it takes all bodies along with its me thús to have lou'd her ?

and ſuch as are the leaſt porous, 3. If we meet in heaven , whea

as gold, ſilver, iron , doc. fall, ther there we hall have more love

or to ſpeak properly , are preſsd each other than to the reſt of the

down faſter than other bodies , glorified ſaints, notwithſtanding all

becauſe the atmoſphere can take carval love shall be quite banißh'd

faſter hold on them , being fölid ; in Mat flate, where there is nei

whereas it pierces and flies throther marrying nor giving in mar

the other , being looſer and more riage ?
expanded. But tho ' this reaſon A. The gentleman who pro

has ſomething of plauſibility , poſes theſe queſtions deſired us
we are ſure ' tis erroneous, till not to inſert the letter he fent

the patrons of this fine thought with them ; accordingly we have

tell us what it is that alſo prelles printed nomore of it than we

down the atmoſphere, beſides thought abſolutely neceſſary ,that

other objections which we ſhall the reader might underſtand the

ſoon také occaſion to treat more thing. For the fact of the re

largely of. But the queſtion, lation, we ſhould think it a ro

however, is anſwered by the ex- mance, the paílages are fo ftrange,

periment aboye. only

1
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only the expreſſions ſeem too live enquired, whether he has indeed

ly to be feign'd : But whether one uſed all the proper means, aswell
or c'other, we doubt not but the as endeavours, to obtain this re

ladies will extreamly pity the ſignation . Has he call'd in reli .

unfortunate lover, and blame his gion as well as reaſon to his aid

miſtreſs for her unaccountable againſt a fruitleſs love ? Has he

ſeverity and folly, tho' he on defired ſtronger help than his own

the one ſide is bound by all the reſolutions, both from earth and

laws of knight-errantry, right heaven ? Has he acknowledged his

or wrong , to defend her, and idolatry in loving too well what

find out ſome ſecret reaſon or he has now loft, and which might

other to call her the moſt gene- be the occaſion of his loſing her ?

rous woman in the world . How- Has he read Mr. Boyle of Seraphic

ever, we ſhall meddle no further love, where Philander's caſe is

with that controverſy , leſt, fup: very nearthe ſame with his own ?

pofing the ſtory true, we ſhould If he has done all this , we think

be thought to make ourſelves he may look on his diſtemper-as

too merry with the miſerable, the puniſhment, as well as effect

and therefore ſhall immediately of his extravagant paffion , and

fall to anſwering his queſtions. would hope he has had all his
To the hell bere, as we are ſure he has

iſt, He talks more like a lo- had all his purgatory , and that on

ver than a chriſtian in his inevita- acts of continued reſignation and

ble fate ;,and his actions are but repentance, he may hope to be

too correſpondent to his words. happy in a better world,

It is an ulual thing with lovers 2d. For the ſecond , it conſiſts

to call that fate which is only of two parts,Wbether her departed

an inveterate habit, or an unreaſo- Spirit can be now ſenſible of his

nable reſolution , and to think they grief? And whether at the day of

have uſed all the means pollible judgment she will knowhim thus
to conquer ſuch a paſion or habit , have loved her ? To the firſt, we

when they do the quite contra- are extreamly in the dark as to

ry , and feed and indulge it as the laws of the inhabitants of

much as they are able. It is a the other world . It ſhou'd ſeem

very difficult thing to love any by many authentick relations ,

creature very paſſionately, with that , at leaſt on extraordinary oce

out loving it betterthan himwho caſions, therehave been appear

deſerves infinitely more than all ances in the shapes and names of

our love '; which is not only a deceaſed perſons to their friends.

fin , but a damning one, without But this we are apt to believeto

repentance, and will undoubtedly have been either the illuſions of

be imputed as ſuch to thoſe who the devil ; or, if the deceas'd

are guilty of it . In this caſe were goodmen , ſome good ſpirit

nothing of difficulty, which lo- forming themſelves an airy body,
vers call impoſſibility, can excuſe, ( tho'the caſe of Samuel is per

the conqueſt being abſolutely ne. haps an exception) ſince the ſpi

ceſſary , and therefore, as Catulus rits of the righteous are at reſt,

lays in alike caſe, It muſt be done, far remote fromour duſty little

whether it can or no . Twould be ſpot of matter, tho ’ we know not
but

a
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but thoſe of bad men , being al- den's expedient, and wear infcrip.

ready in the cuſtody of their tions to diſtinguiſh

tormentors,may behurried about them*. Though we
* See Mr. Dry

den's. Tyran
( like the Romanpriſoners) where muſt confefs our nick Love.

ever their gaoler pleaſes. To judgment is for the

the queſtion then ; ' If the lady affirmative, as we think we have

was really lo piousas her lover's formerly declared it,and that fe

character deſcribesher, ſhe's now parate ſouls ſhall know each o.

happy ; and though not in a ſtate ther, at leaſt glorified faints,

fully perfe& , yet ſure in ſuch a ' when perfect in heaven ; becauſe
one as admits of no diminution . theirknowledge would be im

But this it muſt needs be , could perfect if they ſhould not, and

the know howmiſerable ſhe has that in relation to ſuch obje& s
made one that loved her, ſuppo- as wouldconduce to the addition

ſing ſhe has yet any of thefenti- and perfection of their happi
ments of humanity left, which it neſs, as well as the glory: Be.

Thould ſeem by the parable of Di- cauſe the ſociety of ſaints in glo

ves, are not quite divefted, even ry is by all granted to be one

in adarker world ; and if ſhehas of the bliſſes of heaven ; but fo

aoneſuch , tis indifferent whe. ciety without knowledge can't
ther ſhe knows her lover's grief, be eaſily conceived of him who

or is ignorant of it . To the 2d chiefly makes it. Becauſe we

part of the query, Whether atthe ſhall be then like the angels, who

day of judgment ſe will know him we are ſure know each other,

thus to have loved her ? We anſwer, and whom we believe indued

If ſhe knowsitnot before,' tis not with all knowledge they are ca

likely the'll know itthen, unleſs pable of, as they ſeem to be of

he's called to anſwer for it at that all but what is infinite. Becauſe

dreadful bar . However, wherher otherwiſe we ſhould be leſs per-.

ſhedoesor no , he may aſſure him- fect than we are upon earth . Ben

felf they'll be then both toomuch cauſe, if there beany thing of

concerned, either with ſuſpenſe, humanity left, (and the eſſentials

or rather joy or ſorrow , at the will ſtill remain ) it ſeems con

ſucceſs of the great aſſize, which gruous to ſuppoſe we ſhan't be

muſt conclude their eftates to end- without what we ſhould think

leſs ages,ever tomind theeffects would conduce fo much to our

of a fruitleſs paſſion , which laſted happineſs , as to ſee ourfriends

for a few moments while they partake thereof. Becauſe there

were upon earth . To the are no valuable objections againſt

3d. Whether if they are ſo it ; that of Abrabain's beingigno .

happy to meet in heaven, there rant ofus,and St. Paul's knowing

will be more love between them no man after the fleſh , relating

to each other , than to the reſt plainly toour ſtatein this world .

of the glorified faints ? we muſt And, laſtly, becauſe it ſeems a

firft enquire , whether we ſhall ſo greeable to the divine equity,

much as know one another there ; that the obligations of gratitude

if not,wedoubtloversſouls wilí fhould never ceaſe, butlaſt even

be in the ſame caſewith others , to the other world, we mean

unleſs they makeufeofMr. Drys fuch seal obligations, as theef
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feets of ' em are eternal , ſuch as get thither, and muſt expectto

make us more virtuous and holy, exchange this long Jeparation for
and ſuch eſpecially as bring us to what will be eternal . And thus

heaven ; and if they laſt ſo long , much for the three queſtions of our

how can they be acknowledged deſpairing lover.

and repaid , unleſs weknow thoſe Q.A certain perſon having been con

who conferred them ? Norwith- tralled to a virtuousgentlewoman ,

Itandingwhich lower degree of being troubled in conſcience about

happineſs, the infinite being may ſome unjust actions he had formerly

be ſtill all in all, and we may in committed, he reveals his diſcontent

all the reſtonlyadmire and love to her , but withalpromiſes to make

the expreſſions, or emanations of a full reftitution to all that he had

his goodneſs. There's a notion wronged, and immediately ſets about

which may add ſome light to this, and performs it, without prejudice to

which is embraced by perſonsof his reputation : However, this dif

very good ſenſe and learning, covery has ſunk him so low in her

and which wethink butfew deny; eſteem , and ' tis so great a trouble

namely, That ſuch good works to her to find herſelf engaged to a

of goodmen as ſurvive 'em here ; man that has own'd himſelf guilty

for inſtance , books of devotion , of ſuch crimes, that shethinks she

and,in a ſenſe,good examples,Gc. may juftly free herſelf from all the

when they havean effect on ſuch promiſes she has made him of being

asthey leave behind , ſhall thereby his wife . The queſtion is, whether

advance their actual glory and a man that has made a voluntary

felicity in the other world . And reftitution without any compulſion,

is't not then highly probable,that but that of his conſcience, and firma
ſuch as are advantaged by them , ly reſolves never to commit the leaſt

nay, directed to that happyplace, injuſtice again, ought to be refle&ted

ſhould, when they once arrive upon, and treated as a diſhoneſt per

there, both know and acknow. Son, when he hopes the ſtains of

ledge their benefactors ? And what's paſt may be waſh'd off by his

here may be room for the unhappy repentance, and whether this be a

lover to pleaſe himſelf with not juſt cauſe for her to diſengage her

impoflible hopes ; for if any of ſelf from him ?

thoſe pieces of ſervice he did the Å . Then we'll ſoon decide the

lady while ſhe liyd, were ſuch as controverſy , and doubt not but

made her really more religious the ladies will be of our fide, and

here, and more happy above ; for once all voteagainſt their own

nay, if he imitates her piety and ſex. If ingenuity or repentance be

virtue , wherein he thinks ſhe has a fin , the lover has certainly

far exceeded others , as in her ge- committed the unpardonable one.

neroſity and beauty, then they Sure the lady never loved him ,

may probably not only know , but or elſe her other now properly

love each other better than o- ſcrupulous virtues have perſuaded

thers, in a better world . But her that neither prudence or ge.

then he muſt have a care to regu- neroſity were to be reckonedin

late his extravagant paſſion for her that number. Where ſhould a

memory here, or elte he only loyer truſt a fecret, if not where

fatters himſelf when he hopes to he loves ? And it's but a very ill

return,
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return to reject him for the high- much ashis reputation ſullied ;'tis

eft voluntary argumentof his clear before God , what wasdone
confidence and eſteem : But the being now undone again, and

thinks he's an ill man , and that man knowsit not, not any but

diſengages her ? No, he's good ſhe her ſelf, who knows it as a fe

and virtuous, and this ſhould cret only , and therefore 'tis to be

chain her more cloſely than be. as if notknown, and at the ſame

fore. Repentance is a lovely virtue, time knows his reſtitutionand

and it ought not to be frowned repentance. ' Tis no crime againſt

upon , but to be encouraged and publick government, for which

rewarded, and gives anew title to reſtitution cannot be made, as
her heart : he's really as good, treaſon or murder. But here

nay , perhaps, better than he was repentance has removed the ſtain ,

before ; nay, wedare poſitively and reftitution the injuſtice. The

affirm heis lo, on ſuppolition he's caſe being thus frated, and the

fincere ; for true repentance is bet- evidence ſummed up, we now

ter than bare moral honeſty: And gravely proceed to Sentence, and
that this istrue, we have all the it is, That ſhe ſeal his pardon im

marks whereby it can beknown mediately,and, in witneſsthere
to man. Here'sſorrow , here's con- of, give him her hand at Duke's

feffion , here's refiitution, nor is ſo place, or where elſe ſhe pleales.

Q. ' Say , learn'd Athenians, how are bodies moy'd ?

Byforeign ſpirits ? or by what power are ſhoy'd ?

' Webyapplying matter, motion cauſe

• Theyare not matter, a &t by other laws,

. Latent to me , inſtruct my ignorance,

' In whatthey are , and what we learn from thence.

A. Bodies ne'ermove till mov’d , as all believe ,

Nor can what's paffive, a &tive motion give .

Mind is all act , all matter mov'd we find

By fome directing, or informing mind .

This a first Mover neceſſary ſhows,

But how that mover Moves, he only knows .

Q. What's an idea , or by what power do we,

· When abſent from the obje t, think we ſee ?

A. Whate'er impreſſions outward objects make ,

The ductile fancy is prepar'd to take ;

Stampt on the brain, the ſignature receives ,

Which ſtill behind its airy image leaves :

To this the mind adverts, by this we all

That's abſent ſee , and this idea call.

Q. ' If we are free, and what we pleaſe procure,

' In chuſing what is good, wemeritlure ;

• If we are fated , ſtrange was heav'n's intent,

Firſt cauſe the ſin , then make che puniſhment ;

' If both are falſe, then ſure our reaſon's blind ,

' And wemuſt grope in faith our heaven to find ?

A. Whate'er has reaſon's free, though free in vain,
While fenfe does all our boafted reaſon chain :

Gm
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Here heav'n muſt aid , and man's fond pride dethrone,

He merits not, whoſe good's not half his own.

Faith lends us eyes to heaven to find theway,

And none but birds of night will hate theday. .

Q. Can witches , by the aid of pow'rs below ,

• Transform themſelves to beaſts ? Can nature know ,

• Save nature's God , any Superior pop’rs ?

Sure 'tis above itsown, which changes ours ?

A. E'er he thoſe miſerable wretches leaves,

The grand deceiver only them deceives ;

Yet we his skill in nature vaft eſteem ;

He's wiſe, and Hobbs himſelf's a dunce to him :

Th’old fubtle ſerpent muſt have wiles good ſtore,

What Nature can, he does, but can no more.

Q. Tell me, ye learned heads, if ſuch there be,

• Nature's profound and ſecret myſtery :
1. How this vaſt orb on unſeen axles turns?

! 2. And unconſum'd the ſun for ever burns ?

3. What unknown power gives its heat ſuch force,

• Orders its motion , and directs its courſe ?

• 4. How angry tempeſts drive the ſeas to fhore,

• Beat the vaſt ſwelling wayes, and make 'em roar ?

• S : When waves, like mighty iſlands, riſe and ſwell,

• How fiſh beneath thoſe moving mountains dwell ?
* 6. Why fervile ſprings do conſtant tribute pay

• Unto their arbitrary monarch , sem ?

7. How in the hidden ſpace offate's dark womb

• Things are at preſent laid that are
• 8. Next the myſterious births of flow'rs diſcloſe,

From the field -daiſey to the garden roſe ?

• 9. Why ſuch a painted coat thetulip wears ?

. And why in red the bluſhing roſe appears ?

6 10. Why clad in white, th' innocent lily's ſeen ?

6'11 . And how the ſcent comes from the jeſamin ?

• 12. Why humble Arawberries creep on the ground ?

613. And why the apple ſtruts, and looks ſo round ?

( 14. Why ivy clings to the oak's harden'd waſte ?

615. Andwhy the elm by th' loving vine's embrac'd ?

• 16. Why nature did for fiſhes ſcales prepare ?

6 17. And clothes fome beaſts in wool, and ſomein hair

« 18. Why golden feathers do the fowls adorn ?

• 19. Andwhy they chirp and fing beneath the morn ?

6 20. And why all theſe are deftin'd to maintain

• The ſovereign lord of all the creatures , man !

A. Dear friend unknown, we thus reply to thee,

And thy profound myſterious myſtery:

1. As mov'd at firſt by its great Maker's troll,

It perfeveres i'th 'fame eternal roll.

o , co
me

?
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2. Vaft unexhauſted Vulcans it compoſe,

Or fumeturns fire, and as it burns it grows.

3. That power which deck'dwith light the world's firſt morn ,

Before the ſtars, or ſun itſelf, wasborn :

4. Orfteams that ruſh from ſubterranean caves,

Or air compreſs’d , thus vex the ſtruggling waves.

5. As worm d i'th ' earth, when by fierce whirlwinds rent,

Fornothing.'s preſs’d in its own element.

6. Leſs will to more, as ſmall to a greater fire ;

The lower wave ſlides on , ſtill preſs'd by th ' higher.

7. What's yet to come is not, ' tis nothing then,

And nothing can have neither how nor when .

8. Your pardon, Sir ! through half ſhould we but run ,

The mules midwiferywould ne'er be done .

9. From mingledlights, ſo gay the tulip ſhows,
Or falts commix'd , from uniform , the roſe.

10. This drinks not in , but outward beats the beams .

11. That ſpends its ſweets in odoriferous ſteams.

12. Their legs are ſhort and weak, their ftature low ;

And thoſe muſt creep thatcannot ſtand nor go .

13. ' Thas a long waſte, long ſhanks, and lofty creſt,

What wonder then it overlooks the reſt ?

14. Why do the faint and weak , ſupporters chuſe ?

15. And tell me why docripples crutches uſe ?

16. Themmother nature did with ſcales fupply,

As coats of mail, to guard the watry fry.

17. Degrees of heat bring curls, or elle abate ,

As in our hair, and negro's woolly pate .

18. From different texture different colours fall ;

19. Birds love the morn, becauſe they're poets all.

20. Who elſe deſerves their homage and eſteem ?

If he's their lord , whom ſhould they ſerve but him ?

Q. I buried a wife and ſeveral iſh : and 'tis no leſs ridiculous,

children above twenty years ſince, to wiſh any thing may conti

whom I loved very well, and every nue in a ſtate in which it can :

day to this hour in my private not but continue . But beſides

prayers cannot forget or forbear an the fruitleſs vanity of ſuch an

oriſon and commemoration to al., action, there's a great deal of

mighty God for their ſouls : Nom ! wickedneſs in it ; for whatſoever:

do earneſtly deſire to be satisfied if is not of faith , is fin : But there

this be an error, or not ? ' is no inſtance, no precedent, no

A. What reaſonable ſubje & promiſe, nor the leaſt ground

there can be for ſuch a prayer,we in facred writ for ſuch a pra

know not ; for the ſtate of that Aice . Now the ſcripture be

life, whether good or bad , being ing the rule of faith, and it

unalterable, it muſt be granted, being filent, all prayers to that

that what endeavours are uſed end are faithleſs, and, by con

to alter it , are vain and fools fequence, finful, whatever pre

G 3 tence
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tence of love or friend fhip may ceptor or Surety , is alſo to anſwer

be the motive. for the child . They were alſo

Q. I intend to chriſten my child very early in the chriſtian church ;

next Sunday, and am a memberof Juſtin Martyr mentions,'em about

the Churchof England , yet I deſign the middle of the ad century,by

no Godfathers for it : Whether 'tis the title of 78wpéegutes ; Tertul.

lawful for me to omit them ? What's lian about the end of the ſecond

the reaſon of their institution ? and century , or very beginning of

why are they continued in this chri- the third, by the name of Spon

ſtian age ? and what ground have fores. Dionyſius Areop. tho' fpuri

the dil'enters for their obje&tions ous , yet allowedly ancient , alſo

againji 'ern , that they are unneceſ- mentions and ſtiles'em 'Apa f'oxus.

Sary and can't perforin their charge? St. Auftin calls 'em Fidei-juffores i

A.We muſt for method's fake, their end in uſing themwas, as
invert the order of the queſtions, fome think , for fureties both for

and enquire firſt, into the anti- parent and child , left the firſt

quity and reaſon ofthe inſtitution Ihou'd apoſtarize or dye,and the

of Godfathers or Sureties, then ſecond not be ſufficiently in

the reaſon of their continuation : ſtructed in the chriſtian religi

after which , naturally falls in the on : but the chief deſign and in

preſent caſe, and the conſidera- tention of them , we may learn

tion of the two objections from what the ancients tell us

broughtagainſt the cuſtom ofour was their office, borbi at and after

church . i. For their antiquity , Baptifm . At Baptiſm to make a

many think they were uſedeven formal contract or covenant in the

in the times of the prophets, as minor's name , between God and

ſeems very probable from that him , which being chriſtians,

paſſage in Iſa. ch . 8. 2. where, at they thought they had right to

the birth ofMaher halalhahbaz ,it's do , being themſelves faithful,

faid, he took unto him faithful atleaſt, as far as outward pro

witneſſes, and there were two , feſlion ,and by their faith intitling

Uriah and Zechariah ,and this,asit the child to the benefits of a

ſhou'd ſeem, according to cuſtom , conditional covenant. Thus in

for we find not he had God'scom that very ancient piece, ftiled

mand for't. But not to inſiſt on Reſpons. ad Orthodoxos, tei Boéque

this , tho' Junius and Tremellius tñ 7156 ,& c. ' Infants are thought

on the place Ipeak of it as granted worthy to obtain the benefitsof.

( with a contat) that hence the ' baptifon by the faith of their

cuſtom was deriv'd , we are ſure Sureties,or Sufceprors.' So Rabac

that ' twas in uſeamong the Jews. cus Maurus, who liv'd in the 8th

The ruler of the houſe of judgment century, tells us , “ That the fal.

was to take care of the children ‘ vation of infants is compleated

of proſelytes, and was callid their ' in the Church, by the hearts and
father, and there was one to mouths of thoſe that bring them ,
hold the child at circumciſion , tho' they are themſelves. un

call’d the Sponſor, or Surety, aś capable, by reaſon of their ten

Buxtorf, and their own writers der age, of renouncing the de

acquaint us , and as their cuſtom vil, and believing in God. They
is to this day , whịch Sponfor, $uf offer them to God,and no doubt

hę
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he accepts 'em . Exactly after they have made for them , and

the ſamecopy writes our church, that they are to endeavour not,

and in moſt of the fame words, to live unworthy of the ſalvati

who in herCatechiſm ,in anſwer to on provided for 'em, but perform

that queſtion , Why are infants themſelves what they promiſed by

baptized, when by reaſon of their others. And thus the Church of

tender age they are not able to per- Englandin the exhortation to the

form the ſame, viz . faith andre- Sureties at the end of the office ;

pentance, beforementioned ? It is where, indeed, both parts oftheir

added, Becauſe they promiſe them duty, is comprehended in a few

both by their Sureties ; which pro- words; the firſt by way of re

miſe when they come to age, capitulation ; Foraſmuch as this

themſelves are boundto perform ; child hath promiſed byyou his Sure

and this covenant the Sureties ties to renounce the devil and all

folemnly make for them before his works , to believe in God, and

they are baptized, as may be ſeen to ſerve him ; the ſecond, whereof

in the form thereof. After bap- we are now diſcourſing, in the

tiſm their main duty was to be following words, as the confe

witneſſes, and admoniſhers to the quence of the foregoing, re must

party baptized,joyntly with their remember that it is your parts and

parents to inſtruct themin the duties to ſee that this infant be

nature oftheir vow and duty to taught, so soon as heſhall be able to
God ; and this , indeed , follows learn, what a folemn vow , promiſe

from the nature of the contract and profeffion he hath made by you .

itſelf, which beingmadeby them Therethey diſcharge the office

for ſuch as were under age, they of witneſſes, as well as inſtruktors,
ought certainly to acquaint them as in what follows,more particu

with what they have done for larly of monitors, adviſers, and

them , when they were able to un- inſtructors, being to call upon them

derſtand it, and are to be witneſſes to hear fermons , and to see that

to them as well as the church of they be taught what they ought to

their baptiſm . Thus St. Auftin , know and believe to their souls

• Whoſoever, whether they be health, and that with authority

men or women have taken their too , as St. Auſtin. before, not

' fpiritual children from the font, only docete, but caftigate:

( for they uſed to receive them This for the inſtitution, ends

thence as wellas to bring them and offices ofGodfathersand God

thither) - let them know they are mothers . The firſt of which ,

to remain ſuretiesfor them. And that of being ſureties for the pa

again more plainly, Thoſe which rents , now partly ceaſes,namely,

thou haſt taken from baptiſm , as to their apoftatizing from the

• teach and chaftize .' And Wallas faith : but as to whatmay be as

fridus Strabo, who, as Dr. Cave dangerous in reſpect of the

tells us, ' flouriſhed in the year children , ſtill remains, to wit,

800 and odd, ' The Godfathers their apoftatizing from a good

* and Godmothers ought to ac- life, if ever they liv'd one ; for

quaint thofe whomthey have either of which reaſons they may

' taken from baptifm , whenthey be careleſs in their education, or

come to age, what promiſes at leaſt may dye, and leave them

G 4
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infants, and in both caſes, the make ufe of Sureties, ſince com

expediency of the ſureties is as manded, and lawfully commanded,

great as ever ; for neceſary in both by the authority of Church

themſelves they are not thought, and State,as he himſelf muſt alſo

the ſacramentº beingeſſentially believe, if he's really and cordially

perfe &t without them . The other what he profeſſes. But the Sun

reaſons alſo ſtill remain, infants day is now paſt, and it's too late

can't contract for themſelves, it for him to ask the queſtion, how

muſt be done by others . Thus ever he ought to repent his fault

it was in the Jews Sacrament the now, and mend it hereafter, if

parents could not be both there , he has any other ſuch occaſion .

nor conveniently here, nor is it As to thoſe two objectionsa

ſo fit to lay all the truſt on them, gainſt this antient and laudable

for the reaſons juſt mentioned ; cuſtom, mention'd in the queſtion,

though none thinks their obliga- they come now tobeconſider'd ;

tion ismade void byanother's be- Thattheſe Jureties are anneceſſary. je

ing jointly bound with them . and that they promiſe what is im

Now if Godfathers were ever poſſible to perform . To the firſt,

lawful or convenient, they muſt an anſwer may be eaſily gather's

be lo now , when there's as much from what has been already faid ;

danger of the parent's neglecting that they are not abſolutely necef

his child as ever, and as much , if Sary as to the eſſential complexion

notmore danger . from a badlife, of the facrament, it is granted,

as from a falje belief : for which and ſo is all but our Saviour's very

reaſon our church ſtill continues words, I baptize thee in the name

them ; which cuſtom , were it but of the Father, the Son , and the Holy

ſimply indifferent, ſhe has power Ghoft. You ſee the very naming
to do : for if laws can't be made the child there can't beeſential,

about indifferent matters , they or in that ſenſe neceſſary to baptiſm ,

can be made about none at all ; much leſs thoſe prayers which all

and ſuch , before they are deter- chriſtians add at the ſame time,

mined, are the accidents and cir. both which all parties add to the
cumftances of any religious duty. inftitution as to the circumſtances

But this alſo carries a high con- thereof. Thustheſe ſureties are

venience with it, as we have al- unneceſſary, and therefore on ex

ready fhewn, yet is not made by traordinarycaſes, danger ofdeath,

our church eſſential to the Tacra- doc. where private baptiſm is al

ment it felf, tho'an eſential term low'd, they are not required ;

of communion ; and , unleſs in ex- but , as the rubrick directs, The

traordinary caſes, not to be omit- child is to be named by any perſox

ted by thoſe who profeſs to be that is preſent. And in the ru

members thercof, to whom at leaſt brick after the baptiſm , when the

all her injunétions are obligatory, or child is publickly brought to

elle why do they live in it . All church , it's faid , If the miniſter

that are lawful, as we think this finds that all things were done as

is , and know of none that is not. they ought to be, then mall be not

Accordingly to the queſtion ; We chriften the child again, but re

think that Church -of-England. ceive him as one of the flockof true

man does very ill, who neglects to chriſtian people. Hence it's plain

the
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the ſacrament is already effenti. his minority when he comes of

ally perfect, and yet for the ac- age ; that is, he is to make him

cidental perfe & ion thereof God- acquainted with thoſe contracts,

fathers are afterward requir'd and preſs him to perform them ,

when the child is brought to which ifhe does not, 'tis his own

1 church , as may be ſeen in the fault, not the guardian's, who

office appointed for that purpoſe : muſtleave him to the law , either

and thus we think the querift is to make him to do it, or puniſh

alſo oblig'd to do in the preſent him for the breach of 'em , ſince

cafe ; for neceſſary they are to his minority when they were

the accidental perfection of the made, won't excuſe his perfor

facrament, neceſſary pro hic e mance, eſpecially if for his bene

aunc, now they are lawfully re- fit. The cale is ſo exactly the ſame

quir'd by lawful authority with- here, that the parallel hardly

out any juſt impediment. For the need be drawn out. The ſure

2d objection, "That thefureties ties are, when the child comes of

arebound there to promiſe more age, to acquaint him what they

than they are able to perform ,' have undertaken for him, and

ſome fay, even for athemſelves : that he is now to take it upon

but all that thus obje &t for the himſelf, as he does in his cate

children. Some we have heard chiſm and confirmation ; they

ſay, The fureties promiſemore are to preſshim earneſtly to his.

than they can do for themſelves, duty, and uſe all means they can

to renounce the devil and all his to make him pra &tife it ; and if

works, to believe in God, and keep they have done this, they have

bis commandments. But if they diſcharg'd their obligation , and

are not able to do it , are theynot no more than this is meant by

able to reſolveto do it ? or rather, what they promiſe in his name.

are they not able both to reſolve All which, tho' it ſeem to usvery

it, and do it by the grace of God, clear from the explanation there

who,as ourChurchtells us in one of already made, yet we deſire

ofher colle &is ,muſt bothput into our notany to believe us gratis, or

mindgood deſires, and alſo give us without proving all we ſay from

Grace to perform the fame ? but our church's own undoubted

how can they promile for the declarations : ſhe has certainly

chikdren, that they ſhall do this? the liberty to explain her own

Let's firſt ask 'em how thechil. meaning, and tells us the duty

dren ſhallpromiſe it, unleſs ſome of theſe fureties in that exhor

do it for ' em ? To whom there- tation at the end of the office al

fore, as St. Auſtin ſays , ' The ready mention'd ; andwhat 'tis ,

Church lends the feet of others is alſo already explain'd . 'To ſee

that theymay come,theheartof the infant be taught, ſo ſoon

others, that they may believe, as he comes of age, what a ſo

' and the tongue of others, that lemn vow, promile and pro

they may promiſe or covenant.' ' feffion he hath made by them :

But further, they are no more To call upon them to hear ferm .

oblig'd hereby, than a guardian mons ; to provide that he may

is, that his minor ihall perform learn the creed, &c . and all

contracts made for him during other things which a chriſtian

Cought
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ought to know and believe to his tho church of England, as well as

ſoul's health . Whar are thoſe our own judgments in this matter,

all other things, but (as is after without any reflellions on thoſe

wards mention'd ) the further who are of another (we think

institution of the church catechiſm , miſtaken ) opinion.

which contains all things neceſſa- Q. What was the Thule of the

Ty to ſalvatiom , nay, has more ancients ?

than thoſe of the ancient church A. Both our ancient and mo

had . But the next thing in the ex- dern geographical hiſtorians

hortation preſſes hardeſt: they have dilagreed upon this point,

are to take care , That the ſo that it would be a great folly 14

child be virtuouſly brought up for us to pretend a deciſion of the me

to lead a chriſtian life ; " how queſtion ; indeed a late author

can they do this ? Why, as is has offered to determine the caſe,

before explain'd, being brought up but he has been pleas'd to keep

to lead a chriſtian life, is no more his reaſons to himſelf. The V

than being educated in that man . Phænicians, to obfcure their diſ- th

ner, partly by teaching 'em the coveries in this iſland, gave out

things forementioned, and by re- it was a landof darkneſs. How

minding them of their vow, ever we will tell you what has

partlyby reproving them if they been writ of it, and leave it to

do amiſs, nay , reproving the pa- the queriſt's judgment to decide

rents , if by ill example, or any as he thinks ' fit : Ortellius fup

other way, they are wanting in poſes it to be a part of Norway,

their duty to 'em, tho ' , if the called Tilomark : Cambden thinks
children are far remov'd'in their it is the Scheland iſlands in the

infancy,the caſe is ſomewhat al- Caledonian ocean, now calld Thy

ter'd. All which you ſee are no laufel; others ſuppoſe it to be Icea

ſuchimpoſſible things todiſcharge; tand. Rudeckers Olavius ſpeaks

but men excuſe their own negli- of the voyages of the Syrians in

gence and lazineſs, and ſometimes the iſlands of Thule, as if it were

perjury too, by that pretence : for Sweedland. Antonius Diogenes

that few godfathers any more than compoſed twenty four books of

parents truly perform their office, this iſland, relating in them

is too,fad a truth to be eitherdes many ſtrange and incredible

ny'd or defended , but that is ſtill things , a little after the death of

their own faults. For theſe vows , Alexander the Great; which ac

thefe promiſes, the child is cera cording to Photius, he boaſted to

tainly bound, when he comesof have read amongſt the ruin'd

age ,
to take himſelf, and free monuments of Cyprus. The learn.

his furety, which if he does not , ed Dane, Iſaccius Pontanus be

andthe other has diſcharg'd his lieves itto be the Tyleuſes, and he

duty, his blood will be upon his backs his opinion with the au

own head, and the ſureties have thority of many Greekand Latin
nothing to anſwer for. Thus authors, as from the hiſtory of

have we endeavour'd fairly to Adam de Breme, written in anno

diſcuſs this great queſtion , de- 1067, of Saxon the grammarian ,
claring plainly what we take to and of Andrew Velleius. But

be the senſe of antiquity, and Arngriiaus Jonas, who was well

upon

skill'd

.
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skill'd in the colle& tion of iſlands, African, Lucian, Porphyrius; and

gives it to his country ; for in- Pilate, who crucified him , fent to

numerable more ſuch opinions, Tiberius a fullaccount of our Sa

fee Chrymogea ſeu rerum iſlandi. viour and his miracles, which

arum libri tres. Hamburg 1630: were regiſtred in the publick

in quarto , and Specimenifandie annals at Rome, whence wefind

Hiftoricum ,& magna ex parte cho- the primitive fathers, asTertul

regraphium, at Amſterdam , 1643. lian , spol. chap: 21. and Juftinz

in quarto. Anatome Blefkeniana. Martyr, in the ſecond apology, re
Hamburgh, 1618. in quarto. fer fo often to the recordsin the

Q. What is your opinion of that regiſtry for an evidence of the

famous paſſage in Jofephus in the origine and truth of the chri

4th chapter of the18th book of his ftian religion ; but we have a

Antiquities that relates to Jeſus cloud of witneſſes to confirm
Chrift, &c. what Joſephus's paffagefails to do

A. We have reaſon to doubt, with ſome perſons, as Paul Hora

that the author of this query is tius, Eutropius, Pliny, Suetonius

rather a deiſt than a chriſtian : Tranquillus, Dion , Cornelius Ta

by theword opinion, is cunningly citus, Ælius, Lampridius, Satur

inſinuated a Dilemma, viz . either rinus, &c. all which fufficiently

the paſſage is true or falſe,if true , evidence the matter of fact, if

why ſo many good teſtimonies Joſephus had never been .

againſt it as we meet with of Q. Of what antiquity is dancing

late ? If falſe, why is it brought upon the ropes, and what may be

to prove there wasfuch a perion ſuppoſed to give the firſt riſe to that

as our Saviour, who liv'd at ſuch prallice ?
a time, work'd miracles, was A. 'Tis too ancient a cuſtom to

crucify'd, &c. ? We would not determine its original; Terence

have medled with this paffage in mentions it as a practice in his

Joſephus, had not a late author days : ſee his prologue to the

determin'd it falſe,perhaps to the Hecyra : and long before him we

prejudice of ſome weak inquiſi- read of it practis'd amongſt the
tive chriſtians. But this author , ancient Grecians, not only by

who,by the by ,muſt be very nar- men but by elephants themſelves.

row.ſighted, or ſee that an in- Scaliger in his exercitations232 .

gagement in this queſtion would p . 728. ſpeaks of elephants dans

be but little ſervice to any per- cing on ropes. Ariſtotle Ipeaks of

fons but ſuch as lay hold of every walking on ropes : as alfo Sueto

opportunity ,thatmay ſcandalize nius, lib. 7. cap . 6. and Ælian

chriſtianity ; but we have to in lib. de Animal. tells us , Thac

tell that author, and all others elephants were taught to walk

that are inquiſitive about the upon ropes in his time ; and ' tis

truch of chriſtianity, That we a fair fuppoſition that men were

mayſafely grant that paſſage to not leſs active in that age , nor

be fictitious ; fince we have e . unacquainted with a practice they

now more to our purpoſe, from would reach to other creatures.

the teſtimonies of the greateſt Q. Some philoſophers ſay, That

enemies of chriſtianity , as Cela a man weighs heavier before din .

fus, Iulian, Apolloneus Thyaneus, ner than after ; pray the reaſon of

it ? A, There
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at the

:

A. There can beno reaſon gi- 1. Thoſe who are rich, and

ven for that which is not ; but yet exa& from the poor, whereas

weare experimentally aſſur'd the we are commanded to give to,

contraryis true, which is anſwer and relieve the oppreſſions ofour

enough. There are a great many brethren.

vulgar errors whichSir Thomas 2. Thoſe who immoderately

Brown has not taken notice of, deſire gain or increaſe, are idola .

that paſs for truth amongſt fome ters, and God forbid noe should

perſons who are not willing to be bleſs the covetous whom God ab

expence
of a little exami- horreth .

nation . Perhaps there never was a time

Q. In Mr. David Jones's fare- wherein 'twas leſs neceſſary to

wel ſermon , p . 34. be Says, He that teach men they Mould love them

taketh any increaſe, not fix in the felues than now ; and perhaps at

hundred , but be it ever ſo little, he this time covetouſneſs is a more

Shall dye for his wſury , and his blood univerſal ſin than ever , it being

Shall be upon his own head; and p:38 . obſervable, that many who pals

He that gives or takes upon uſury, for good chriſtians, and abhor

may lawfully be curſed : Pray your the exceſſes of debauchery, are

thoughts upon this do&trine ? yer deeply guilty of this ſin .

Å . This and ſeveral more But tocome to the queſtion ,

queſtions of the ſame nature which is (if we take the ſenſe of

have cometo our hands, ſo that all our querifts together) Whe
purſuant to our former promiſes, it be abſolutely unlawful for any

we have oblig'd ourſelves to an- perſon to receive any increaſe of

ſwer them ; but the matter is of 'ang, for the uſe of their monies ? or

that great conſequence,that what whether a poor man may receive 6 l.
we offer, is ſtill, with ſubmiſlion per cent. of a rich merchant, who

to the judgmentof the moſt lear- makes 20 l. 301. sol, 100 l. per

ned of our divines,proteſtingour cent. of his money ? To which we

own ſincerity in this affair. And anſwer, "Tis very neceſary and

'tis not the reſult of prejudice ,or lawful in the ſenſe we now uſe it ,

ſpirit of oppoſition , but purely, although in the true ſignification of

reſpect to truth, that has engag'd the word , ( to wit, extortion , or

us therein , and we declarethat any grinding the face of the poor)

it is our great trouble that we it iscertainly damnable. Weſhall

have any occaſion to oppoſe prove this as ſoon as we have
ſuch perfons, as we have charity remarkt that by fucceffion of

enough to believe, do faithfully ages , conqueſts of empires, and

and ſincerely endeavour the re- revolucions of kingdoms, ' tis e

formation of the abufes of reli- vidently known, that the ſame

gion, and the ſins of the preſent words haveloſt their firſt ſignifi
times .

cation, and have changed fome

Some things are neceſſary to times for better , and ſometimes

be premis'd ,to prevent miſtakes, for worſe ; Magus Tyrannus, and

Jeft we be thought to juſtify many more, have run this fate ;

thoſe whom we are boundto con- which we ſhall ſpeakmore largely

demn, to wit, ſuch perſons as of by and by:

comeunder theſe two charges ; Since ourSaviour has fulfilled

2 the
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the law , that only which is mo- " the law faith , Thou ſhalt neither

rallyevil, and what the goſpel " add to it, nor diminiſh from it

ſorbids, is a fin ; but uſury, as any thing .

now eſtabliſhed by law , is not No uſury of money was al .

morally ill,nor is it forbidden un- lowed to be taken of ſtrangers,

der the goſpel; therefore 'tis no therefore not morally evil.
fin. – The major has been the Again, if loan ofmoneyat 6 l.

language of all chriſtian pul- per cent. is ſinful, then alſo all

pits fince Chrift ; perhapsa- trading, and every thing elſe

mongſt all the hereticks which that procures money, is a fin ;

have yet appear'd ſince our Sa- for no man can ſhew how there

viour , not one has diſputed this ſhou'd be a greater moral evil in

particular. The minor, for any monies procuring monies, than

thing we ſee, is as evident, for in houſes procuring houſes : as

loan of money at 6l. per cent. is for inſtance, a landlord letts a

ſo far from aninjury, that 'tis a houſe to a tenant who alſo has

great kindneſs, and hasbeen the a ſmall houſe, andthey bargain
riſe of thouſands of families. that the tenant ſhall have the uſe

Kimchion theſe words of the of the greathouſe for ſo many

15th Pſalm , Hath not put his mo- years, provided at the expirati.

ney out to uſury, paraphraſeth on of ſo many years, the landlord

thus, “ The plalmiftdoth not have his own houſe again , and

“ ſtate it any otherwiſe thanthe the ſmall houſe inlieuof rent.

law hach done, and the law Why ſhou'd there be ſuch a pro

“ forbiddech it to Ifrael, but per- found veneration for names and

“ mitteth itto ſtrangers ; as 'tis empty ſounds, as if things were

" ſaid, To ftrangers thou mayſ made for names, and notnames

“ lend on ufury, but ' tis not to for things ? Is not money and

allowed to rob, ſteal, & c. of money -worth the ſame thing in

ſtrangers ; but uſury, which nature ,tho'two names ? All mer

takes from him with his cond chants (at this rate) that barter

“ ſent, is permitted, tho' it hurt goods for goods are uſurers, there

“ him :" and a little after , “ But can be no trade, no employ

Iſrael arenot bound to do ſo to whatever without uſury . The

“ a heathen , for he is not bound lawyer puts his law to uſe, the

“ to fhew mercy to him , and to gownman his fermons, the fol

“ lend him for nothing,becauſe dier his blood , nay, all the world

they commonly hate Iſraelites ; are uſurers, that endeavour for

“ butif they fhew mercy to If an honeft livelihood,and provide

raelites, they are bound to fhew for their families. Where's the

mercy to them : and I have difference, if I put sool. to in
.

“ been the larger on this , that tereſt, or lay it out in lands, to

"thou mayft anſwer the chriſti- have the intereſt ofit that way ?

ans, who ſay David here makes He muſt make a very great diſa

no difference between an 1- covery that can tell us in whac
raelite anda Gentile,but forbids the morality oftheſe two actions

all increaſe ; but neither David differs.

nor the prophet Ezekiel, &c . Beſides, uſury is not forbid by

“ forbid or permit any other any expreſs prohibition under the

« thing than the law doch : as law,

66

:

>

:
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law , but only to the poor; David, " that he that gathereth his

Ezekiel, & c . are properly com- " wealth by taking uſe of the

mentators upon the law , there- " poor, ſhall leave it to one that
fore we muſt look into the law it “ will pity them , and thereby

ſelf for it , and there we find it “ reſtore it to them .

but three times mentioned , Exod. All which things conſidered ,

22. 25. Lev. 25. 26. and Deut. 23. ' tis plain that uſury ſuppoſeth

19. In the laſt place it is ſpoken oppreſſion of the poor ; and the

indefinitely, thy, brother , which word any increaſe, does in the

muſt be expounded as all other original,' ſignify unjuſt gain, and

fcriptures are, by other places nothing at all of that we now

which mention the ſame thing, call ufury ; this is evident from

and we ſhall find it expreſly the rabbies expoſitions, as we
fet down in the other two ; ſhall now prove .

the poor , him that is waxen poor ; In order to the clearing this

whence 'tis plain ,the prohibition affertion, we ſhall conſider the
conſiders the poor as the only original texts,theJewiſh cuftoms,

proper ſubject that we are forbid & c. and firſt we ſhall come to

to lend to , but rather togive . the proper ſenſe and meaning of

We may obſerve, that ſince the the words, which ſignify uſury,
reaſon of forbiding uſury to Il; and they are theſe two, Ne

rdel,was becauſe they were bound Neck and Tarbith, the one ſigni

to help their neceffities in ſhew- fying biting uſury, for extortion )

ing mercy to the poor , that the the other multiplying encreaſe, as

law only forbids exacting uſe of the Jews themſelves declare. To

the poor, where the ſubject is make this plain , we ſhallexamine
mention'd, as ' tis written, Exod. the fentiments of the Jewiſh

22. 25. If thou lend money to any of doctors, upon theſe words, Ne

my people that is poor by thee, thou jheck and Tarbith. R. Sol . farchi
Salt, not beto him as an uſurer, nei- on Exed . 22. 25. faith ,

ther ſbalt thou lay upon him ujury,

Lev. 25, 26, 27. And if thy bro ng x pina yanny

therעליי,המוריהתולןיאש,ערוי be area poor , and fallen to
decay with thee, thou shalt take no bab bywa w innbo box

uſury of him , or increaſe : So Pro. TWO 1701ban ab ... Diba in 157

Heףשונששתנתכישנכןהשתיבר that by #Jury and tmjue.8,28

gainשיגרמוניאוולגרבהנטקהרובח increaJet is fubftance be

Jbalרעחפונוטבטבמאוהםואתפו gather is for him that oil pity

thepoor-וניאושיגרמוניאתיברךכזרקרק . Here Tarbish is tranila

tedורסחמוהלועתיברהשדערכינ anjust gaim , whichin Ezekiel
.הברהןוממ

18 , 8 , 13, 17, ( the place Mr.

Fones ſo much infifts upon ) is on the word Noſeth , an uſurer he

tranſlated barely increaſe ; both faith, “ Thouſhalt not importu

places respect the poor, ſo that " nately require it of him ; if

the uſury condemned by ſcrip- " thou knoweft that he hath it

ture , is the taking uſe of the " not, be not like one that hath

poor.
And ſo R. Levi Ben “ lent him any thing, but like

Gerſhamn , obſerves in Proverbs 28, one that hath not lent him : as

8 . God ſo orders the matter, " 'tis faid, Thou ſhalt not make

“ him
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" him aſhamed . And on the “ that lendeth a Selobor (a She

" words Nefheck and Ribbith, he “ kel) for five Dinarin (or pence )

" faith , Neſheck is Ribbith, or in- or two ſeas of meaſures of

“ creaſe, which is like the Nejbi- " wheat for three ; this is for

" kath, or biting of a ſerpent, bid , Nefbeck, vid . Buxt . in

“ whobloweth a little bruiſe on a Lex Rab .

“ man's foot ; which he is not “ So in chap . 5. ibid. ' tis

“ ſenſible of at the firſt, when “ asked , what is Tarbitla ?

“ ſuddenly he is bloated, and “ A. When a man buyeth a

" ſwollen to the top of thehead : “ buſhel of wheat for ſo much,

“ fo is Ribbith, a man is not ſen . " but before he can pay for it the
“ ſible of it nor aware on't until price of wheat is riſen to

" it amounteth to very much “ double the valueit was at, when
" wealih .” “ he bought it ; hereupon he that

Michlol fophi faith it is called fold it faith , Let me have my

Meſbeck ,
" wheat again . Hilcoth Malve

Uloveth,chap.6 .Hethat lendeth

Because it biteth and devoureth his neighbour, and after a

continually.
time faith to him , Pay me my

And herein Nesbeck and Tarbith, " debt, the borrower faith , Dwell

ufury and increafé, both agree , in “ in my court till I pay it : lo

that they both ſignify extortion : " this is the duſt of Ribbith , be

inſomuch that the Chaldaic para “ cauſe it was not agreed in the

phrafe does often render Nebeck “ time when the money was firſt

by Tarbith, increaſe : Maimoni- lent , as ’ tis ſaid , Thou ſhalt not .

des alſo affirmeth in Hilcoh Malve “ lend to him on ufury . ?

Uloveth, chap . 4. Nelbeck and Thus far for the cuſtoms and

Tarbith is allone, Exod. 22. 25. ſentimentsof theJews, who were
Nejheck, Thou Malt not give him certainly the beſt judges of their

thy money upon uſury, nor lend him own etymology, from whom we

thy victuals for increase, Deut. 23 , are certain that their word ufury,
19. Neßheck, ufury of money, ul . lignify'd extortion , injuſtice, or

ry of vi&tuals, uſury of any thing over-reaching their poor neigh

that is lent uponuſury'; andwhy bour, and not our mannerof
is it called Nejheck Becauſe Ne- ufu:r), as now eſtabliſh'd by law ,

ſheck, it biteth, that is , distreſſeth and founded upon yery equitable
bis neighbour, and devoureth his and juſt reaſon.

fiefly ; by which it appears that Q. The meaning of that text

victuals upon increaſe in Exod.22, 1 Cor . II . 10. A woman ought to
25. is expounded by victuals ups have power on her head becauſe of

on uſury, Deut . 23 , 14: the angels ?

2. As to the Jewiſly cuſtoms d.This is a queſtion admitting

about uſury,weſhall only declare of 10 much diſpute , and there

what they call uſury and increaſe are others of fo much difficulty

in the Miſhra, and what their depending on it , that it rather

Rabbins expound the fame to needs a volume than ſuch a paper
import and ſignify. In the Mifh . as this to diſcuſs it . And, indeed ,

na in the Maſecat, intituled, Baba one branch of it only , that of
Metfia, cap. 5. v . 1. They fay, long hair (as we generally inter

1. What is Nefbeck ? - A. " He fret

לל
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pret it ) in the 14. ver. ofthis fying, both of man andwoman,

ſame chapter, has employ'd fome wherein the Corinthians,it ſeems,

of the moſt learned pens in had forgotten , or regarded not

Europe , who have compoſed juſt what hehadtaught them ; pro

treatiſes thereon. However we'll bablybecauſe he had no expreſs

endeavour to give as full aview direčtions from our Saviour for

of it as our ſhort limits will per- it , and contrary to what he had

mit, andin order thereunto muſt commanded, the menpray'd and

be forc'd to touch on ſome of prophefy'd with their heads

thoſe queſtions we have already cover'd, the women with theirs

hinted at : what. is meant by uncovered ; and he in the former

propheſy, what by being cover'd , part of this chap. endeavours to

and what by that co nejãv, or ha- bring them to the quite contrary .,

ving longer hair, as well as the Toclear which cultom ,aswell as
main difficulties in the text it theſe in the text, we muſt firſt,

ſelf, what is meant by this &Estic as was propoſed ; enquire what

or power, and what by the is meant by this propheſying, ſo

angels, neither of which can be frequently mentioned in the

very wellclear'd tillwe have firſt writings of this apoſtle. By

diſpatch'd the others,nay,indeed , propheſying was meant firſt a mi

wemuſt explain moſt of thepre- raculous gift of praiſing God

ceding context for the fame either by pſalmsor hymns, or

reaſon. St. Paul in this chapter, otherways : fometimes praiſing

exhorts the Corinthians to keep Godwithout hymns, and in plain

thoſe papadósers or traditions, profe, which is provid, as far as

which forfearofthe papiſts, our canbedone by a negativeargu

tranſlators have turnd ordi- ment, from ASIO.46. Whenthe

nances, which he had delivered Holy Ghoſt fell on the friends

unto them : whence Ephius and of Cornelius, they were heard

others ofthe Romiſh communion, ſpeaking with other tongues,

indeed, weakly argue for their and magnifying and praiſingGod ,

unwritten traditions, relating to but nothing there of ſingingmen

points of doctrine and articles tioned .However ,by propheſying

of faith , after the canon of is ſometimesmeant ſinging God's

fcripture wasperfected, and mi- praiſes, as appears pretty plain

raculous gifts ceaſed, and the from í Sam. 10. 5. where the

Goſpel planted in the world, prophets aredeſcribed coming

neither ofwhich takes place here ; down the hill and propheſying

thoſe traditions or ordinances with a pſaltery and a tabret, and

being only matters of difcipline a pipe and a harp ; and thus in

or outward behaviour in the pub- deed the very heathens' ftile

lick aſſemblies or churches of their prieſts, Vates being applied

God, that all things might be to them as well as their other

done decently and in order, and poets ; ſo Æneas in Virgil calls

according to the cuſtoms directed Helenus Vatem , and juſt after fa

by the apoſtles, and then in uſe lutes him by the title of Interpres

by all regular chriſtians: amongſt Divum , and the devil taught his
others, he treats of the geſture prophets as well as gods, to give

or poſture in praying or prophe. outtheir oracles in verſe ( luch

as
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as they were) but beſides this , ancient things, concerning which

propheſying was taken for re- we can do little more than gueſs;

vealing any ſecret thing, either let's enquire into that text in the
future or preſent ; the ſecrets of 14th of this epiſtle, 25. where

mens hearts, or dark places in mention is made of - a pſalm ,
fcripture, or future events : a doctrine, a tongue, a reve.

jaſtly, ' tis taken as many think lation, an interpretation : and

For publickly preach- here ſome have thought that the

ing, inſtructing , or teaching firſt of theſe, a pſalm , was not

others. We muſt now enquire joined in by the reſt of the con

which oftheſe ways ofpropheſying gregation, becauſe they are re

is here intended, which willgive proved for having every one a

no inconſiderable light to the pſalm , bc. But this may be eaſi

preſent argument. The laſt, we ly ſolved, for each ſinging a dif

conclude, it cannot be, becauſe ferent pſalm undoubtedly muſt

that office is plainly reftraind to cauſe confuſion, which if they

the men, and women forbidden took their courſes, as the apoſtle

to ſpeak in that ſenſe in the directs a litele lower, and all

church, and ordered more than fung one, as the congregation

once , to learn in filence with all and prieſtsin David's time, and

fubje&tion. But this way of pro- no doubt the prophets before in

pheſying, if any were intended Samuel's, it would be eaſily reme

in the apoſtles writings, ſeems dy’d . And were only this man .

to be included in that exhortati- ner of propheſying uſed by the

on of his, chap. 14. verf. 29. Let women, it would have been

the prophets Speak two or three, and fufficientto complete the pro

let the other judge, and 31. phecy ofGod in the Old Teſtament;

For ye may all propheſy one by one. that on his ſervants and handa

Though theſe texts alſo relate maids he'd pour out of his ſpirit ,

to thoſe admirable gifts before and they ſhould prophely : but

mention'd ,whereby they reveal'd we are ready to believe another

the moſt ſecret thoughts of thoſe fort of propheſy wasalſo granted

who came into their aſſemblies, them in the fulfilling of that

as St. Peter thoſe of Ananias and promiſe, namely that they allo

Saphira . But other fort of pro- revealed ſecrets. ' This we are

phefies there were, in which the ſure was done by ſeveral holy

congregation might all join ; women in the New Teſtament, as

nay , the women as well as men ; Anna, the bleſſed virgin, and

which muſt be praying or fing- Elizabeth, and the daughters of

ing pſalms, one great part of Agabus. So that a pfalm , or a

prayer being praiſes, or celebra- revelation the women have ; but

ting the praile and honour of a do &trine or an interpretation

God , the proper work of a pro- we believe they never had , as be

phet, which are here put toge- ing the man's province ; much

ther [ a woman praying or pro- leis can we think they were

pheſying) not improbably to give truſted with the gift of tongues-

a hinc what fore of prophefy the Let thus much then luftice of

apoſtle meant. To be yet clear- propheſy. Wemay now advance

er, as far as ' tis poſible in there to the ſecond thing , The ge

H Iture,
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ture, poſture, velture or habit, the headof every man is Chrift ? In

wherein they were to propheſy, the ſame manner we believe is

a man aparto capite with his head thatof the woman to be under

uncovered, a woman operto, with ſtood ; and, indeed , if ' tis once

her head covered ; the reaſons granted that the head which the

whereof he adds , Becauſe the head man diſhonours by being covered ,

of every man is Chriſt, and by is his own natural head, and alſo

praying or propheſying covered , thereby. Chriſt, who is his moral
he diſhonoureth his head , as the or political head ; it will not be

woman does by having hers unco- denied that the head which the

vered. The meaning of which woman difhonours by her being

reaſon, and ſome of which words uncovered, is firſt her own, and

we muſt enquire into, before we then the man's, who is her poli

can get any further. That Chriſt tical, or oeconomical head .

is now the Head of all mankind, Having thus taken this rub out

none can deny, who believe the of the way, and reconciled the

ſcriptures, and grant him to be two opinions, we go on to in- ja

the ſecond Adam ; and this is the quire into the reaſon why the

head which the mandiſhonoureth man's being covered, diſhonours

by covering it,aswellas his own him and his head , and the wo

head, for we believe both are man's head uncovered, her and

here included. That the man's her's . For the man , there were

own head is here included , and two reaſons, the firſt relating to

that itwas at that time, and in a civil right,which more immedi

thoſe countries diſhonoured when ately wemight refer to his own

covered , is very plain from the natural head. The ſecond ,

whole ſcope of the words, and ſacred , relating to Chriſt, his

the oppoſition in the caſe of the political and ſpiritual head , tho'

woman ; but by the head, two both having a clear dependance

other things were alſo intended: on each other. The civil right

Firſt, all the body, or rather all is that of all ingenuous and free

the man ; this is beyond diſpute, men among the ancients, to

it being a common way of ex- walk aparto capite, with their

preffionboth in thoſe eaſtern and face and head open and bared to

even our European weſtern nati- the air, the contrary whereunto ,

ons : Now knoweſt thounot,that was thought either a badge of

I thy maſter will be taken from ſlavery, or a mark ofa luxuri,

thy head to day ? Lyo. per ca ous delicate and effeminate per

put hoc
juro , are ſufficient proofs ſon, who could not ſuffer, as we

hereof. But we think it as evi- ſay, the leaſt breath of wind to

dent in the ſecond place , that blow upon him , either to diſcom

our Saviour is here chiefly and poſe or hurt him . And this the
altimately intended, elfe why is eaſtern nations ſo far obſerve ,

he, juſt the very verſe before, that they make baring their feet,

mentioned as the man's head, and and covering their heads, a

why is the apoſtle ſo careful to token of ſubjection and obey.

let 'em know, and ſo folemn in fance. Now in a man appearing

making the declaration on’t ( I in the congregation when he

would have you know ) that fpoke in Chrift's name and by

19
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his immediate inſpiration , in the heathens were under in the wor ,

habit or poſture of a ſlave, with ſhip of their idols, who ,indeed,

his head covered , did diſhonour were devils, as the ſcripture tells

his head ; diſhonour, or deho- us, and tyrannized over their

neſtare himſelf; and thereby his miſerable vocaries. And , indeed,

Saviour ,in whoſe name he ſpoke, the Jews themſelves were a ftiffa

as if he were only king of flaves, neck'd people, and when they

and had nor rather broke our did worſhip the true God, gene

yoke, made us children and heirs, rally did it more out of fear than

and vindicated us unto the glo- love ; and for this reaſon wemay

rious liberty of the ſons of God : preſume took up the ſame cuſtom ,

but by thus appearingcovered, a for we are as ſure that they uſed

man did diſhonour Chriſt his it long ſince, as Maimonides in

head, more immediately , as re- his Mijna informs us, as that they

lating to a ſacred rite, in uſe not do it now, or that they have no

onlyamong the Jews, but all the warrant in ſcripture for ſodoing.

eaſtern nations, but even all the Now the Corinthians, it's proba

heathens, which was being , al- ble had taken up this cuſtom ei

ways cover'd, intra Sacra, while ther from the Jews or Heatbens,

they were attheir devotion. The but we believe from thelatter,

Romans eſpecially , as the learned by what remains to be ſaid of the

Lud. Capellus has obſerved , both woman. Now, by this following

the prieſts, who were covered the Jews and Heathens, diſgracing

either with a cap or miters , or God's ſervice, appearing before

garlands (that learned man him in the habit of fear and

ſhould have added, as Serviusdid grief or mourners ; the Corina

upon Virgil, except when they thians did repreſent our Saviour

facrifice to Saturn or Hercules, as a hard maſter, and ſo diſho

which they were to perform with nour their head before the world ,

heads uncovered) and this the making him like to the Gods of

people us'd to do with ſome part the heathen , whereas he com

of their garment. And this it mands them to go boldly to the

ſhould ſeem by the poet's manner throne of grace, and yet reven
of writing its original, fhould rently too, and has made faith ,

be a very ancient cuſtom , forhe or a firm confidencein him ,when

brings in Helenus directing his our works are ſuitable, the con

hero , Quin ubi do pofitis arisjam dition not only of any bleſſing

vota in littore ſolves. Purpureo ve- we are to obtain from him , but

lare comas adapertusamictu. Negua even of eternal life. This for

inter Sanctos ignes in honore Deo- the man's being uncovered , now

runs. Hoftilis facies occurret e for the woman's having her head

omnia. Nay, he adds, Homo ſocii cover'd , left ſhe diſhonour her

marem ſacrorum bene ipſe terero . head . When we firſt read that

Hac caſti manent in religionenepo- text , and what ſucceeds it , of

turbet. But whatever a woman's long hair, that ’rwas

pretences they might have for decorous for a woman xouco,

this practice, there is no doubt to and Salmaſius's learned

be made that it proceeded from upon't, wherein he underſtands

the Nayiſh ſuperſtitious fear the nor Xoptcy of long promiſh hair ,

H 2 bús

1
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but rather of curſd hair, which well asthe Sibyls and prieſteſſes

thereby is ſhorten'd, being tyd of Apollo ;this the apoſtle tells

up and plaited , and rolled in the them is diſhonouring their heads,

form of a crownon the woman's for two reaſons ; becauſe the

head , which is indeed a glory veil is a token of ſubjection and

to them , as ' tis call'd in the text, modefty, and becauſe the diſor

not the contrary ; when we read der'd dreſs was immodeft ; now

this ,we immediately reflected on by throwing off their veilswith

the cuſtom of their prieſteffes out their husbands leave, they

and propheteſſes among thehea- ſhew'd they regarded not their

thens,whowhen either facrificing duty and ſubjection to them ; by

or delivering oracles, uſed to uncovering, undreſſing their

have their heads uncovered and heads and diſhevelling their

their hair diſheveld looſe about hair, they ſeemed like mad

their ſhoulders, to which there people ; and ſo diſhonoured or

ſeemed to us ſome alluſion in this expoſed both their natural heads

cuſtom of the Corinthian women , themſelves, and their political

and this judgment we are ſince heads, their husbands. After

confirmed in, by finding 'tis the all this, we think what remains

fame with the pious and learned eafy, that by the woman's having

Mr. Jo . Mede's in his Diatrib . on power on her head , or govern

the place, They did it, ſays he , oret ment, which is the ſame,Eroic

of awicked imitation of the gen- and evold ?ev, moſt properly lig

tile heathen prieſteſſes, who when nifying a moral political autho

they worſhip'd their idols, or gave rity or power ; we ſay by her

forth their oracles, as Pythea, or having government on her head,

the Sybils , or performed ſacrifices, is no more than her being under

as theMenades, or Bacchanalswere government, namely herº huf

spont to do it, in an unuſual habit , band's, on whom the power is

with their faces bared , and their placed by God ; Heſhall rule over

hair looſe and diſheveld. Thus far thee : the ſymbol of which ſub

he.' And innumerable inſtances jection was the veil in thoſe
might be brought out of the hea- eaftern nations . As for the last

then poets and hiſtorians to con. difficulty, Becauſe of the angels,
firm it. Ovid is full of ſuch de- we believe are either meant

Scriptions. Thus Ovid detcribes thoſe angelsor miniſtring fpirits,

Medea ſacrificing to Hecate, Nudos which look into the church, and

humeris infufa capillos ; again, Et are witneſſes of our behaviour

tantum cælo tegitur, which we be- there , or elſe the angels of the

lieve may refer to her head ; as churches , the biſhops or chief

well as the open air. This men , who preſide in the church ,

cuſtom it ſeems the Corinthian whom they ought to refpect or

women followed, unveiling their reverence ; both opinions we

faces, and diſhevelling their hair eſteem probable , but rather in

when they proplieſied , that they cline tothe former,

might appear in a ſacred rage as

i

1

Q. Tell
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I.

• Q. Tell me ! O tell me ! why in paradiſe,

"When the young world did juſt begin ,

! Heaven ſuffer'd yet the ſerpent to entice

Its new -born charming queen to fin ?

2 .

Or why ſhou'd ſoft and yirgin innocence

Defenceleſsand unguarded ſtand ?

And giving none, lhou'd yet receive offence

From each inſulting wilful hand ?

3.

Why do I ask ? my ſelf am ſtill a maid ,

And all myEden yet is mine :

But ah I love ! amwillinglybetray'd ,

And now , dear perjur'd ſwain ! ' tis thine.

4 .

( Thus I the felf- fame cruel fortune run

With
my

firſt common mother, Eve :

I know my tempter'sfalſe, my ſelf undone,

' And yet I cannot but believe.

I.

A. Even Eden cou'd not pleaſe the murm'ring fair,

Confinement did her grief begin ;

She left her Adam , plac d her guardian there,

And leaving him, foon learn'd to fin.

2 .

There is a cherub guards that paradiſe,

A flaming ſword defends it itill :

The ſerpent can't compel, butmay entice,

Yet heay’n ſayes none againſt their will.

->

3 .

Why gives the fatalapple ſuch delight ?

O heedleſs charniers, tell me why ?

?Tis new , 'tis pleaſing tothe ſcent and fight,

And taſte you muſt, although you dye.

H 3
4. Parc
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sen

4 .

Part of your theft, left we your fate ſhou'd ſhun

You ſtill with cruel kindneſs give :

We taſte, and like our father are undone,

Who did not , cou'd not, wou'd not live .

I.

Q. Since thoſe ſweet pillows, fair Califta's breaſt,

• Where I wou'd fain , and Love himſelf wou'd reſt,

• Have all my prayers, and all his ſhafts controllid ,

? And white as ermin , are yet wondrous cold :

• How ſhou'd they in my heart ſuch flames inſpire ?

'Tis ſtrange that ſnow ſhou'd be the cauſe of fire.

I.

A. Whilſt endleſs flames in Ætxa's intrails glow,
The top's all horrid with eternal ſnow :

Thus here, though nought without butmarble's ſeen ,
Believe it , ſhe's warm Aeſh and blood within :

And who but lovers ever did admire

That heat gets heat , or fire's the cauſe of fire ?

2.

Q. By nature's courſe t'has been of common uſe

" That all things their own likeneſs ſhou'd produce;

Why is't not then eſteem'd a prodigy

( Avert the omen , kinder heaven !) that ſhe

. Shou'd alter or reverſethe laws of fate,

" While my pure love's the parent of her hate ?

:

TE

PO

2 .

.

' A. Dame nature has her freaks aswell as we,

She love's to play and take her liberty ;

And tir'd with common work , ſhe now and then

A cruel woman makes, or faithful man.

Humour your fair, if you wou'd happy prove,

If love gets hate, than hate her, and ſhe'lllove.

Q. Who is the author of the book out of the Arabick or Syriack

of Job ? what age of the world did tongue . According to the opini

ke live in ? and where's the land on of the author of one of the

commentaries upon Job, by ſome

A. We ſhall give here a few ſuppos’d to be Origen's ,(which by

remarks upon a late author's the by , contradicts the firft. ) The

judgment of this matter,who,in- Talmudists, the Rabbins, Metho

deed ,beginswith a very handſome dius in Photius, and Nicetas upon

account as that Origen, Suidas, Job are of the ſame opinion , as is

and Gregory ſuppos'd the book of allo St. Jerome ; Gregory Nazi

Job to be written by Job himfelf; anzen afcribes it to Solomon, but

others, that Mofeswas either the nothing is certainly determin'd

author, or at leaſt tranſlated it upon the point.

Qur

of Uz ?
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Our author fuppoſes him to authority as Job , muft neceffa .

be an Idumean, becauſe it is ſo rily be ill themſelves.

mentioned in the Greek edition, We have further to add for the

acknowledged by Thodocian, than fatisfa&tion of all ſuch asare cu
which (adds our author) we have rious about this queſtion of Job,

no ancienter teſtimony of Job ; but that the timewhen Job lived ,was
this fhews that hehas not exami- undoubtedly before the covenant

ned all, nor conſider'd what him of circumcifion, or Moſes's law,

ſelfhasunluckily advanc'd a little and the book was writ by Job

after, to wit , that Ezekiel makes himſelf, for theſe reaſons follow
mention of Job. Next he refutes ing 1. His friends were not

their error that would have the idolaters, ſince Job clears him

hiſtory of Job to be feigned, and ſelf, viz . Neither have I kiſſed my
immediately after he endeavours hand at the riſing of the ſun, Job

to re -eſtabliſh it again in theſe 31 , 27. that is, as idolaters that

very words , What is undoubt- worſhipped the ſun . Then it is

.edly true in this hiſtory is, That plain they were of the true reli

there was a conſiderable perſon gion, which was natural, becauſe

. whoſename was fob , who ha. they ſpare no ſmall breach to

ving been reduced to the ex- charge him withal; Job 20, 29.

tremity of affli &tion and miſery, Job 4, 7. as injuſtice , bribery,

' bythe loſs of his goods and they did believe it wasimpoſſible

children, as alſo by the ſeverity a man ſhould be ſo puniſhed, but

of a ſharp lingring diftemper, for ſome fin , as impoſſible as a

ſupported himſelf under all ruſh to grow without mud and moim

' thele preſſures with incredible ſture.

patience, and at laſt came to be And that they argue from na.

eſtabliſh'd in profperity. But tural religion, is plain , becauſe

then (adds he)the manner where they refer Job to the ages before ,

init is related the ſtile in which viz. We are but of yeſterday ; and

“ it is written ,the-diſcourſeswith was ever any puniſhed but for fin ?

the devil, and the longconver- Was not the old world drowned,but

ſations that are held between it was for ſin ? viz. They ſaid

Job and his friends, make it ap- who is the Almighty ? what goodor

pear , that this hiſtory has been hurt can be do ? And for that atheiſm

mightily amplifiedand adorn’dwith he overwhelmed their foundations

Several feigned circumſtances, to with a flood, Job . 8. 8, 9. Job

render the narration more uſeful 12. 15, 16 , 17. And job clears

andagreeable : A very fair poſi- himſelf of their charge , Job 31.

tion for the intereſt of atheiſm ; and ſums it all up , and yet not

by a ſly inſinuation, a part of the one word is mentioned about his

Sacred Writ is publickly main. breach of the covenantofcircum

tained to be feigned, to bring all ciſion , or Moſes's law , which they

the reſt into queſtion , and ſo in- could not have avoided , if it had

to contempt : for not only Job, been then the difpenfation ; nei

but alſo Ezekiel, and St. James, ther could his relationshave been

are in this one aſſertion branded ignorantofit,nor would they have

with the character of feigned, loſt their beſt ground to charge

ſince they mentioning fó ill an him withal , therefore it's undeni

H4 able,

.
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able , that job and his friends Moſes be the author himſelf ?

lived before circumcifion , and A. This is urg'd as reaſon by

before the law, and that he was thoſe who deny that Moſes wrote

no idolater , and his longevity the Pentateuch, but ' tis very com

argues that he was near the long- mon foran author to ſpeak freely

liv'd patriarchs. And 'tismore of himſelf in the third perſon,

than probable, that Job himſelf eſpecially the authors of Holy

wrote that book, and becauſe he Writ, whoas they were imme

might well do it when he was diately inſpired, they were cer

well, for he lived ſo long after, tain of what they ſpoke, and that

that he cou'd not forget hisdeſire, it was not prejudice or ſelf-love,

Job 9. 23. and he was beſt able that could have a partial influence

to write what he ſo earneſtly de- upon them , as it has of other per

ſired .
fons . Thus moſt of the ſacred

Q. Moſes is always ſpoke of in writers have occaſion ſometimes

the Pentateuch in the third perſon, to commend themſelves , as our

but what is moreobſervable, he is Saviour himſelf, the apoſtles, St.

praiſed in ſeveral places , particu- John, St. Paul, Jeremiah, and

larly in iz chap. af Numbers, moſt of the reſt , and 'tis fre

where he is called the meekeſt of quent amongſt heathen writers,

men ; how could this be, and yet as Cæfar, Horace, &c .

Q. Since man , tho' ſtyld the mighty lord of all ,

ç And the vice- god of this terreſtrial Lall,

• Through all his outward pomp and pride we find

¢ A wretch diſeas'd in body and in mind ;

• Who at the preſent, murmurs and laments ;

• The future fears, and of the paſt,repents ;

Always diſpleas’d, he from himſelf does fly ;

• Weary of life, yet much afraid to dye :

In hot purſuit of happineſs he runs,

! Which like miſleading fires the mortal ſuns.

• With vain chimera's he himſelf deceives,

Never enjoys , but in reverſion lives .

With mighty painshe ſtrives the ſhore to gain

Throughroaring billows , but alas ! in vain ,

? When near, the wavesreturn himto the main :

Hisgoddeſs honour , when he thinks to embrace,

• He finds an empty cloud uſurp the place.

Hismuch -lov'd Daphne with her fancy'd charıns,

! Proves as a ſenſeleſs plant within his arms :

His reaſon, which to ſwells his heart with pride,

& That he looks big on all the world beſide,

Isa fure jaylor, but uncertain guide.

And when he comes to dye, initead of reſt

! From all thoſe griefs with which on earth oppreſs’d ,

It is great odds, the wretched mortal goes

Fromfinite miſery to eternal woes .

In fine, fince ail his life is vext with fears ;

Horrors, regrets, ſhame, anxious thoughts and cares, Pain

6
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1

s Pain and diſeaſes, an innumerous train

• Of miſeries

" Tell me, I pray, ye learn'd Athenians, tell,

• Do not brute beaſts in happineſs excel

' Their lord, though ſcorn'd by him as vile and baſe,
• Spight of his reaſon and erected face ?

" And tell me faithfully, O wife divan !

Whether to be , or not, is beſt for man ?'

A. Vain peeviſh man ! what will thy plaints avail ?

We fool our felves, and then at face we rail ;

Excuſe thoſe faults which we in others blame,

Or gild them with misfortune's gentler name.

Norgood or ill with equal mindswe bear ,

Swoln with falſe hope, or tortur'd with deſpair.

Moſt of the ills of which mankind complain,

We wiſh and chuſe, and yet we rave in vain.

Stabb’d by the ſtone,or rack'd with gout,or worſe,

The debauchee will wine and women curſe,

Scarce heaven eſcapes, which cruel he will call,

But never blames himſelf, that caus'd it all.

True, nothing with ſuch agonies can ſeize

A tortur'd mortal, as the mind's diſeaſe :

Fain from himſelf the wayward wretch would run ,

And his ſtill perſecuting ſhadow ſhun .

But then 'tis guilt's the cauſe, ſome crimeunknown,

That haunts hisſteps, and guilt is all our own .

Yet being is it ſelf a bliſs, lince ſtill

We may be happy if our ſelves we will.

Felicity is near ; but once begin

A virtuous life, you'll find it all within ,

If the world frown, ne'er let it ruffle you,

Since'tis the kindeſt thing the world can do.

True honour, let the croud ſay what they will ,

Conſiſts in doing good ; and ſuffering ill :
And reaſon muſtnotbeador'd, nor trod,

Since neither 'tis the wiſe man's ſlave nor god.

Would you, if crippled , caſt your crutches by ?

Will becauſe you cannot fly ?

What though"'tis plain to fenſe, and is confeſs’d ,

That life's but a dull buſineſs at the beſt,

There's hopes that half the dirty road is paſt,

At leaſt we're ſure that 'twill not always laſt.

Mean while a trav'ler's chance let's calmly bear,

We muſt not look to have it always fair ;

If foul, plunge through, nor lie lamenting there .

The envy d brutes as much as this willdo ,

And, though nothappier, wiſer are than you .

Or if yourreſtive beaſt beneath you lies ,

Why do you ſwitch and fpur to make him riſe ?

What though

>

you not

}

Some
1
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Some inconvenience we muſt find abroad ,

There's many a pleaſantprospect on the road.

Change, though it be of pain, can ſometimes pleaſe,
Muchrather when it is ofpain for eaſe.

Friendſhip and love at every ſtage attend,

Hope ne'er forſakes you till your journey's end .

True virtue guards , and bids you fix your eyes

On the fair goal, and certain glorious prize.

In fine, ſince this fad life, although confeſs’d

A weary journey, is the way to reft

Since grief is mix'd with ſome fair ſtrokes of joy,

And mingled pleaſures all our pains alloy ;

Sincemuch of what we mourn, ourſelves we chuſe ,

And happineſs at laſt we cannot loſe,

Unleſs we will : ſince none can this deny,

Wethus to our INQUISITOR reply :

If he lives well , his being is a bliſs,

If ill , the vileſt brụte far happier is ;

The meaneſt infe &t, piſmire, Ay , or mite ,

Nay , ev’n th' abortive wretch that never ſaw the light.

Q. Pray what is the best courſe his funeral, and entering the room

to break off a contracted habit of where the corps lay, and drawing
idleneſs ? near to view it, itimmediately fell

A.Habits are contracted by de a bleeding till themother went out

grees , therefore to be broken by of the room , and then gave over a

degrees. Perhaps there's nothing gain, which exceedingly amazed the
inthe world like the beginning Spectators. You may be aſſured of

with hiſtory, wherein there's ſo the truth of this, therefore I pray

much novelty ; for tho'idlenels your thoughts upon it ?

may diveft usofall hardy virtues, A. The blood is congealed in

yet it always leaves behind it in- the body for two or three days,

duſtry enough for novelty .After and then becomes liquid again in

wards you may ſet upon feverer its tendency to corruption : fa

ſtudies, as morality, &c . and in that the air being heated by ma

a little time, by cuſtom , you may ny perſons coming about the bo

not only root out the firſt habit, dy , it is the ſamething to it as
but fix a contrary one. There are motion is ; for air that is enclos'd

natural methods. But the beſt in any bodies , keeps correspon

means in the world is prayer, and dence with the circumambient air ;

acts of piety ; not but that the as is plain from all ſortsof bodies

firſt is highly neceſſary. being colder in the winter than

Q. A younggentlewoman, a com- the ſummer, becauſe the air is fo.

panion of nine, having entertained 'Tis obferved, that dead bodies

a gentleinan that was verydeſerving, will bleed in a concourſe of peo

ber mother thereupon, fearing the ple , when murderers are ablent

pould give this gentleman encou- as well as preſent ; yet legiſlators

ragement, ſends her daughter to have thought fit to authorize it ,

London ; the gentleman falls ſick and uſe thistrial as an argument

and dies ; her mother is invited to at leaſt to frighten, though 'tis

:

no

)
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no concluſive one to condemn St. Peter's advice to his converts ,

them : Yet, after all, we grant, and from ſeveral other fcrip

that many murdershave been tures ; Repent ( ſays he) and be

found out by it , and that God has baptized - fo far St. John - in the

made uſe of horſes, dogs, crows, name of the Lord Jeſus. This is

and many other 'inconſiderable only a nominal explication of

things, to ſerve his ends. But this him that St. John taid was to

digreſſion is only by the by; and come after him, for the remiſſion of
wethink it to have no relation to fins - this is all St. John again

the perſons in the queſtion,which And ye ſhall receive the gift of the

we look upon to be a pure natu- Holy Ghoft. This is the baptiſm

ral accident, and nothing more of Chriſt, which ishere added to

Q. I find mention made in the St. John's. So that it is apparent,

New Teſtament of the baptiſm of the baptiſm of Chriſt andSt.John

John , and alſo of the baptiſm of are united, and made one bap

Chriji, as two diffint baptiſms ; tiſm ; contrary to the aſſertion

andyet I alſo read that there is but of a lateauthor, who divides 'em,'

one baptiſm : Pray adviſe me whether in treatingupon this ſubject, and

thebaptiſin now uſed in the church expreflytell us , That Chrift's bap

of England be thebaptiſm of John , tiſm is that that is non uſed in our
or of Chriſt, or of both together ? church, and not that ofJohn. The

A. We have ſeveral cuſtoms reaſon why thoſe were re-bap

of the Jews, ſome of which are tiz'd, in Acts, is not becauſe the

effential with the chriſtian reli- baptiſm of St. John was invalid,

gion, as baptiſm and impoſitionof but becauſethey were baptiz':
hands. Nor is the ſign of the into St. John's namne, doctrine, &c .

croſs a later date than before our without having any reſpect at all

Saviour, tho' it wasonlyproper to our Saviour ; and 'tis ſuppos'd

tothe prieſts ; for when the high they were baptiz'd by fome zea
prieſt was conſecrated , the oil lous profelytes of St. John, in

that was poured upon his head to his name, &c . juſt as wefind

was in the form of a croſs, the diviſion in the firſt church , I

now badge of our high prieſt, am of Paul, I am of Apollos, I

Chriſt Jeſus. Thus the king, am of Cephas, I ain of Chrift;

when anointed with oil , had it which St. Paul checks, telling

done in the form of a crown. them that all was one, and that

( See the learned Mr. Atling'sſecond ſuch ſeparations were wicked:

diſcourſe of the ninth Heptade, [For a full ſatisfaction , ſee Pool's

intitled , Cabala Scripturaria . ) Synoplas Criticorum , &c . where

But tocome to the baptiſm of you may ſee the various le&tions of

John ; as the fews profelyted the the fathers upon it. ] Our Saviour

repenting heathens by baptiſm , ſhould have been rebaptiz'd, if

fo St. John took the lame mea- St. Jobn's baptiſm had not been

ſures with 'em , and profelyted valid. We find that after the

'em to a greater ſanctity, bidding general commisſion given, fome
'em repent and be baptized ; which were baptiz'd only into the name

was not an initiatory preparation of the Lord Jeſus, which is ex

to our Saviour's baptiím , but the actly St. John's baptiſm , and if

very fame ; as is evident from the Father and the Holy Ghoſt
be

- >
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be ſometimes added to it, it de- ftinguiſh'd and confind his firſt

ftroys it not , ſince Father, Son topic to raging madneſs, it had

and Holy Ghoſt, are all one. Ad- been a truth . As to the ſecond

ditions to any thing that are head , 'tis not at all to the pur

diverſe, and not contradictory, poſe, ſince there is no cauſe

does not deſtroy the whole , or affign'd for the influx of the ani

firſt poſition : and this our expo- mal ſpirits into the muſcles ; if

ſition agrees with that text which it be ſaid that fermentation is ,

tells us, There is one Lord, one then the queſtion recurs, what is

Faith, one Baptiſm . the cauſeof fermentation ? Can

Q. What natural cauſe can be they be both mutually active and

affigned for the extraordinaryſtrength paffive ? As for the third propofi

of lunaticks during their fits ? tion, which tells us , that the

A. The laſt authors may rea- thicker the bloodis , the more

ſonably be ſuppos’d to treat upon ſtrongly fermentiſſible it is, Oce

any ſubje &t much more accurately it is the groffeſt error that a na,

than their predeceſſors, becauſe turaliſt can be guilty of ; for let

they ſtand upon their ſhoulders, the reader obſerve, that raging

or at leaſt may do ſo , if they will madneſs is the ſubject of the

take the pains to climb ſo high ; queſtion, for that only increaſes

therefore we ſhall firſt examine natural ſtrength, not melan

what the laſt author upon this choly madneſs. ( 1.)If the blood of

ſubject has laid down, and by the raging mad men be ſo very thick

way give our own opinion. ' He to makethem ſtrong, then they

advances three things upon this would ſoon dye, for thick blood

ſubject-- 1. That as the deſires produces acute fevers, pleuriſies,

of mad men are impetuous, their and ipeedy death , which they are

Jrength and induftry is proportion- farther from than other men . ( 2.)

able , so that they are thought to be 'Tis from the nerves that this

fronger than they really are. 2. That force is, not from the blood im

mufcular motion is produced by a mediately, and therefore raging

fermentation and expanfive motion mad men are meagre and lean,

of the blood, rais’d by the influx of from the expence of the ſpirits

animal ſpirits into the muſcle to be of nervous juice in their fits .

mov'd. 3. That themore viſcous and ( 3. ) The blood is fo far from be

Tenacious any liquor is, the more ing viſcous, or thick, that it's

fitrongly fermentiſible it is, and quite the contrary ; for the di

therefore ferments with the animal ſtemper is in the mind, which

fpirits inore ſtrongly in the muſcles, affects the animal ſpirits too

and thereby produces amore violent violently, juſt like a man heated
contraction of ' em , wherein confifts with wine,the ſpirituous vapours

strength . The firſt propoſition of the fine fulphurous particles.

wants a diſtinction , ſince mad of the wine ferment the blood

men, generally ſpeaking, are fo and rarify it, for what is moſt

far from being impetuous, that active is moſt ſubtile, and confe

there's ſcarce one in ten that is quently fit for impetuous con

raging, but only melancholly, tractions, and extraordinary e

and conſequently weak and un motïons : expanſion and fermen

active. If our author had di- tation of thick blood is ſo far

from
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from ſtrengthening any muſcles, cellent divines of the church of

ſuppoſe in the hand,thatit would England now living . The rea

fwell it, and hinder the very fons which ſeem to us of any

clinching of it together. We ſhall weight , that are brought against

bring one other argument to 'em ,are ,their generally repreſent

prove ourlate author's aſſertion ing vice ſoʻgraphically and lively,

impoflible, and that is the effect dreſſing it in all the colours of

that a fright has upon people who rhetorick, and ſweets of fancy

are ſtronger at ſuch a time than and language ; and on the con

any other ; that the heart, and trary not only ftripping virtue

every pulſe, beats very faſt in a of all her beauties,but rendring

fright , every body knows, and her not only deformd,but what's

every little naturaliſt knows that worſe, ridiculous and contempti

the cauſe of it is a vehement ble ,and themanyoaths and curſes,

impetuous circulation of blood, which are ſtuck almoſt as thick in

which can't be where blood is our modern plays , and indeed in

thick . almoſt all others , as in an Iriſh

Q. What's your opinion of reading oration : both which are ſuch

or ſeeing plays, whether comedy or dangerous incitements to vice and
tragedy ? irreligion, that we know not how

Ă. Weare not ignorant with to recede from their opinion,who
what zeal and fervour the pri- think moſt of the preſent plays

mitive fathers inveighed againſt unfit to beſeen, and not very ſafe

all plays in general, elpecially the to be read ; especially our come

being preſent at them ; nay , they dies, which forthe moſt part di

generally held , that in the very vert us with vice inſtead of hu

form of baptiſm , the perfon bap- mour, give us but too exact a

tiz'd did expreſly renounce them , picture of the age, and to omit O

as included under the pomps and thers , repreſent all ſortsof intem

vanities of this wicked world . Tho ' perance,eitheras no crime at all,

it muft be confeſs'd that moſt of or as crimes ſo ſmall,chatthey dea

their arguments rather bear d- ferve not to be taken notice of.

gainſt their ſeeing, than reading And this runs thro ’ moſt of the

em ( for we are pretty ſure St. plays that ever yet came to our

Paul himſelf read 'em , becauſe he knowledge. However, 'tis urg'd
quotes 'em )and beſides, reſpected on t'other ſide, that theſe incon .

'em as facrifices to idols, being a veniencies are not ellential to

part of that worſhip which the plays , becauſe they are not in all

Dæmons of the Gentiles requir'd plays ; nay , not in all comedies :

to be paid 'em , and very accepta- that if the tableswere turn'd ,vice

ble no doubt it was unto them . rendred ridiculous and odious ;

Now this not holding of our mo- and virtue amiable and lovely ; and

dern plays, tho' often zealouſly where oppreſs'd for a while, yet

urg'd againſt 'em , we muſt look at laſt proſperous and happy , or

out for iome other reaſons which at leaſt triumphing inmilery,glo

may make thereeing them unlaw- rying in its lufferings, and even

ful; for that they are ſo, ' tis not in death a .conqueror ; in thele

only the opinion ofWil.Pryn, or circumſtances, none could be

theDiflenters, but of ſeveral ex- againſt them with any juſt reafon ,

:

fince
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ſince we find the drama uſed even A. Theſe are two queſtions

in ſacred writ , ſince it can be no grounded onthe matter offact ;

crime to recommend virtue in the former, What we think ofthe

verſe more than proſe ; nay , it honeſty of ſuch a correſpondence ?

has there a great advantage : and the latter, How to convince thoſe

fince it can be no greater a fault who maintain it , of the ſcandalº

to give thoſe moral arguments a it gives to others ? To the for

livelier turn , by fittingſuch per- merwe reply, That we neither

fons to them , as may properly think it prudent nor honeſt. If it

and gracefully recite them . if gives fcandal, and may have

therefore, inſtead of making the worſe effects, it can't be prudent.

drama an image of life, we called Norcan it be honeſt either on the

it , an image of what is imitable man's part , or woman's . ' Tis dif

in life, repreſented as imitable, and honeſt to make a contract for a

ſo onthe contrary , there could ſecond wife while the firſt is li.

none fure be enemies to it, who ving ; nay , ſuppoſing they come

underſtood themſelves. And ſuch not ſo faras a formalpromiſe, to

it would be , were the abbot He• give that love to her which is

delius's modelonly to be follow'd. due to his wife, notwithſtanding

But were it once brought into thoſe three diſpleaſing qualities,

that form , we doubt the play- uglineſs, age, and ill humour ;

houſe would ſoon be as much out ſince, for deformity and age, they

of requeſt as the churches, and are not faults, becauſe not volun

the price of a play be lower'd to tary ; and for ſourneſs oftemper ,

ſixpence as well as that of a ſer- 'tis almoſt asinſeparable fromage

as deformity, being a ſort of de

Q. A young woman, who ' tis formity of the mind, as the other
not queſtioned is in the main chaste of the body. Beſides , it's very

enough, yet being unmarried , gives probable his behaviour to her has

great encouragement to a man who is given occaſion for her being out

married to a croſs ugly old woman ofhumour : For, to croſs thecud

that he hates, and whom he does not gels , ſuppoſe his old wife ſhould

dwell with, though he allows her a die, and,he marry this
young one,

bancfome'maintenance ; the keeps it may be his turn then to grow

him company, receives preſents from old, andmuſt expect the intepa

him, and it's ftrogly preſumed he rable infirmities of old age, as

promiſes her marriage when his old well as others, and would he then

woman dies, and will, no doubt, ne- take it kindly , lhould his

ver attempt her chaſtity, or do any wife find her a young gallant,

thing knowingly to lesen her repu- give him preſents, keep him com

tation. It's believed they love one pany, and promiſe him marriage.

another ſo much, that they are so as ſoon as the old man was grown

blinded as not to think their keeping a little colder , and in themean

company, though known to many, is while civilly turn him out of

fcandalous, or that they are laugh'd doors or put him abroad to nurſe,

at for it. Pray your judgment as without ever coming near him ?

to the bonefiy of the matter, and . And would not this be enough

how their frienas may awaken them to fpoil all his good humour, if

out of this fupidity ?
he had any left ?

mon.

;

young

This
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This for the firſt queſtion , the tin poet may havenow in ours,wo

honeſty of the correſpondence : Now can't believe but thar Greek poetry

for the method how their friends had arriv'd to a greater perfection

may convince 'em of the ſcandal than either Latin or Engliſh.

thereby given ;and here we know Q. To what purpoſe, and why,

no better away thamour old one , was the ceremony uſed at the baptiſm

ſend each of 'em one of theſe Oræ- for the diad ?

cles, and it muſt needs open their A. This text was read , in the

eyes, unleſs little Cupid has made Engliſh tranſlation, in the daysof
'em as blind as he himſelf is . King Edward VI. Why are they

Q. Whether kiſſes and chaſte em- then baptized over the dead ? And

braces may be admitted into that by the Centuriators of Magaen

friendship between different Jexes, burg, Cent . 1. 1. 2. c. 6. But this

which you have formerly mention'd ? is tobring the text to ſome hiſto
A Hold, good Mr. Platonic, ry of the practice of baptizing

not a lip's breadth further, till over the tombs of the dead , if

you haveanſwer'd theſequeſtions, ever there was ſuch a practice.

out ofwhich youmaymakea ſhift The next reading was the bibles
to pick a reſolution of your own. in Q. Elizabeth's time , viz . Why

1. Becauſe all agree there are no are they then baptizedfor the dead?

ſexes in fouls, d’ye think there whichwas the practice(butwas

are none in bodies ? 2. Or, are about 400 years after Chriſt) of

you marble ? 3. Or, is your friend baptizing , thoſe on their death

of the ſame ſubſtance, or kin to beds , that they might not ſin af

St. Francis's wife of ſnow ? If ter baptiſm . And thus the empe

not, hands off, unleſs en paſſant, ror Conſtantine, and his ſon Con
as you may embrace or falute a ſtantius , deferr’d baptiſm till the

fifter or a neighbour. point of death ; and Valentinian

Q. Whether it is more difficult to purpoſing the ſame delay, was
write Greek or Latin verſe, or prevented by death . But this

Engliſh verſe ? cuſtom cannot be proved to be in

A. There's moreliberty by far the apoſtles times, neither that

in the two firſt, becauſe of tranf- they were baptiz'd as dead , and

poſitions, and yet leſs in making for the ſtate of the dead, or for

new words. Boys at ſchool do the dead : Neither can it be meant

the two firſt tolerably well, before by St. Paul, the dead , only to be

they can arrive to any thing but martyrs ,: by way of eminency,
ſaddoggrel in the laſt. If we ſince if the word (the) had been
ſpeak of it as to perfection, per- out , it had been nonſenſe ; but

haps Homer's Iliads ( tho’ wewon't it was a cuſtom common to all
bepoſitive) will argue ſtrongly perſons, there are toils inextri

forthe Greek poetry, when we cable. Thepreſent Engliſh bibles

conſider that he has writ ſo very are for the dead, and this proxy

fine, notwithſtanding there were baptizing the living for the

ſo very few poets, and by conte . dead , was the practice of fome
quence very little refining and converts to chriftianity then :

borrowing of one another. If Ho- they deferred bapritm unto Eaſter

mer had had thoſe advantages in or Whitfontide, (Vid. Joſ. Scal. in

his days, as a young Englijb or La- locum] or to the oth of January,
or
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or feaſt of Epiphany, on which that day, which was not left to

day they ſuppos's Chriſt was bap- the church in after -times as in

tized. " [ This cuſtomis ſtill in different, but ordered by him,

the Ethiopick churches.) So that and the practice of Troas , Gala

if any of theſe converts were tia , Corinth, not for bull-baiting,

ſeiz'd with death before this time but religious duties .

appointed for baptiſm , then a li- Q. Whether men ſhall be tor

ving man undertook baptiſm for mented with fire and brimſtone,

thedead man , and the words or any torment, after this life ?

could not be better framed than A.We received this among feÁ

this text to expreſs this cuſtom , veral other queſtions , ſome time

which Tertullian, de reſurrectione fince, from the fame hand. The

carnis, mentions often , and he reſt will be anſwer'd either in the

was near the age of the apoſtles. next twelve numbers, or our

And it is Cerinthus, the enemy of promiſed Appendix ; but this being

all truth, contemporary with the of more concern, and having
apoſtles, who brought in this do- been hinted at in our diſcourſe

& rine, and not Marcion. See Ter- againſtGod's ordaining or neceſi

tul. adver. Mar. 5. Therefore the tating fin , we think it moſt pro

apoſtle uſes this text as an argu- per to give it a particular an

ment ad hominem , ſuited to thoſe lwer.Only we muſt here ask the

fuperftitious Cerinthian Corinthi . queriſt's leave to give him our

ans he had to deal withal : For own thoughts before we produce

what means your fuperftitious his, and to let the antidote go

fubftituting aliving manto be before the poiſon. Accordingly
baptized for a dead man, if both we anſwerin the affirmative,

periſhed equally , and there were which muſt be true , if God him

no reſurrection ? felf is, That wicked men ſhall

Q. Whether the Lord's- day he not ſuffer torment after this lifee ;

of divine inftitution, obliging all that this torment is expreſs'd in

Chriſtians femper & ad femper ? the Scriptures by that of fire and

and whether bull-baiting, &c. be brimſtone ; nay, that the Scrip

allowable on the Lord's-day, as on tures unanſwerably affirm thoſe

any other days of the weeck, AS torments ſhall be eternal , and

Dr. Heylin Mays therefore they muſt be ſo, if the

A. St. Paul abrogated days, as Scriptures themſelves are true,
Jewiſh ſuperſtitious holy -days, Ourarguments for it fhall be

yet hedid inſtitute the firſt day taken from Scripture and from

to the churches of Galatia, 1 Cor. Reaſon - Thoſe from Reaſon are

xvi . 1 , 2. and to the churches of as follow ~ 1. Sin deſerves it .
Corinth. The practice of the 2. Man chuſes it . 3. There's a

church ofTroas was publick meet. neceſſity for it. 4. Providence rea

ing andfacrament. Paul preach. quires it. s . All nations acknow

ed his farewel-ſermon , not on ledge it. Thoſe from Scripture will

the laſt day, but on the firſt day, come in , in their proper places.
which he had ordered for collec- 1. Sin deſerves it , and that in

'tions thereby to be the greater, its own nature. This all Prote

when all on that day were to ſtants hold of every ſin, who allow

meet : So he ſtaid with them till none to be in themſelves venial,

a

>

22 and
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and unleſs this be prov'd , we in cordingly there are unequal degrees

vainattempt to falveGod's juſtice; of pain appointed for them -as
not isany way ſo effectual to e- our Saviour himſelf tells us , who

vince it , as by the conſidering ſin ſays, Mat. 10, 15. It ſhall be more

as objectively infinite --againitan tolerable for Sodom and Gomorrah

infinite God,or why elſe ſhould it than for Chorazin and Bethfaida,

deſerve infinite puniſhment ? This in the day of judgment.

is confirmed becaule man's It's again urg'd - Infinite eter

option or choice of this infinite nal puniſhments are unproportionate
puniſhment, the known unavoid- to finite temporary acts. It's

able conſequence of ſin , tho ’ it anſwer’d , as before, The otject

might be ſufficient to render man inhances the guilt of the act. It's

inexcuſable, does not , we think, a higher crimeto attempt a prince's

clear the juſtice ofGodin infli&t- niurder, than another ; and in

ing it, unleſs the ſin itfelf really our own laws, the puniſhon ent laſts

delery'd it, any more than the re- longer than the crime , which may

ſolucion or will of linning infi- be con, nitted in a moment .

nitely ; for tho’fuppofing fin in it 2. After this, option comes in .

ſelf deſerves infinite puniſhment, Man chufes it. If ſin deſerves in .

both the option ofman , and con- finite puniſhment, and yet God has
tumacy of the will are ſtrong ar- found a way for man to eſcape it,

guments both to ſilence man, and and he yet chufes fin , whenhe

to vindicate the juſtice of God ; knows what's the unavoidable

yet it ſeemsnot conſonant unto conſequence thereof, then God's

it , to inflict puniſhment actually equity is fufficiently vindicated
infinite for fin that is not actual; in the infli &ting it ; nay,manmay

or if ſo, for no other reaſon than more properly be ſaid to indi&t it

becauſe it deſerves it . Belides,men upon himſelf, than God . His de

are puniſh'd after this life, for fins ftruction is of himſelf, and he as

they have committed , rather than much damnis himſelf when he

for thoſe they would ,atleaſt thoſe leaps into hell , as drowns himſelf

they might have committed when he leaps into the water,

or if thoſe they would , ſuch as 3. There's a neceſſity for it

they immediately willd,not ſuch by which we mean eternal paniſh

as are will’d at a diſtance in cauſes ments are the neceſſary conſequen

far remote, they having actual fins ces of fin - Neceffary both from

more than enough to antwerfor. the nature of the foul , and the

The objection here urg'd is , ' That nature of ſin. From the nature of

this makes all fins equal. In an- the ſoul.- 'tis immortal , and muft

ſwer, They may be all ſaid to be exiſt after death : it can't in joy ,

equal, as to that infinite object becauſe habited to vice and hatred

againſt whom they are ultimately ofGod - Itmuſt then inmiſery.

committed, and ſo are puniſhed Pain of lofs , is itſelf a real miſery

with infinite pains, which are e- (as loſs of pain a real happineſs ;}

qual in their duration - But they it cauſes deſpair, and that alone

are unequal as to degree, one ſin is a great part of hell. From the

admitting more or leſs aggravati natureof lin , the longer ' tis con

ons than another, or being in its tinu'd in , themore it hardens,and

own nature more heinous;and ac. will ſtill do ſo ,as habits ftill grow

I fronger,

C
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:

ſtronger, unleſs checktby ſomecon- beenpuniſh'd in this life

traryprinciple or habit. This Beſides, all grantthe expreſſions

in this world , God's grace performs in fcripture muſt denotea long

in thoſe who don't too long wil- time, ifnot eternity.Diuturnia

fully reſist it ; There it will not, for tas if not Æternitas. Nor fora

the fate of probation is over (un- long time only , ſuppoſe millions

leſs we allow a purgatory) and the of years, and then to ceaſe, be

miſerable damned Jouls are under cauſetheſcripture won't admit it,

thegovernment of his wrath, and aswill anon appear ; and becauſe

not his mercy : They have no this wou'd be unproportion'd to

grace, no mediator, therefore finites temporary, tranſient axts of

they muſt actually, ſin eternally; Jin , as well as what is eternal and

and could they ceaſe finning ,cou'd infinite. Not to remove thence to

yet have no 'atonementfor thoſe heaven , where nouncleanthing
fins they formerly committed ; and can enter, for theformer reaſons.
this is much more than a willor Not to earth ,becauſe the world's

reſolution of ſinning , and for this , deſtroy'd, or at leaſt not fit for
their pains muſt be actually e- them not to nothing, becauſe

ternal. the ſubſtance of the ſoul is indir

4.Providence requires it . This folveable---- nor can any accident

is plain as far as puniſhment after deſtroy ſubſtance,tho'it may alter

death. For how elſe can God be it ; nor can we ſuppoſe it by any;

a juſt judge ? How does he equally poſitive act of God, who is the

diſpenſe puniſhments andrewards, fountain of being ---- there'sthen
both whichare required from the only remaining a ſuspenſion of his

governor of the world ? This is influence to makethis annihilati

not always,nay ,not often done in on fo much as poſſible ; but how

this world, at leaſt not clearly little reaſon there is to expect ſo

and evidently . A guilty conſcience much as this , nay ,how much cer

does not do it , for generally the tainty there is from the infallible

more wicked a manis, the more teſtimony of heaven that the
' tis cauteriz'd and harden'd damned ſhall never obtain this laſt

at which rate the more a man de- fad remedy, we ſhall clear, when

fery'd bell, the leſs of it he'd we cometo produce the argu

fuffer; where then is he puniſh'd ? mentsfrom ſcripture,which con

Ifnot here, it muſt be hereafter ; firm our opinion .

and if hereafter ,to eternity ,for the ş. Aų nations acknowledge it.

reaſons before mentioned , and as We don't ſay, all men in all na

will appear more plainly when we tions , nor all fects of men . We

cometo conſider the general ob- need not ſtretch it to allmen ,tho'

jections. However, we ſhall add the argument from conſcience is

fomething on this head . It muſt not eaſily anſwer'd ; nor to all

be either to eternity , or elſe for a feets of men, ſome ofwhich have

ſhort, or a long time, and then to at leaſt pretendedto denyor doubt

heaven or earth , or annihilation . of it. We affirm it , therefore, of

But none of the latter, therefore the whole bulk of the civiliz'd

the former ; not for a ſhort time , world ; nay , we may take in even

becauſe it equals not their fin , moſt of thebarbarians, tho'it has

which might then have as well been long ſince oblery'd, the

hetrer
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better men have been, either in well as in nature, tho' the latter

1 communities orſingleinftances, leſs deform’d of thetwo, andtho"
the more firmly they haveſtill be the one can no more invalidate

liev'd it . ' Tis further obſervable, univerſalauthority,than theother

chat hardly ever any were known diſgrace or denominate all hums.

who granted rewards after this nity; and thus much for the argu

life, bus acknowledged puniſh- ments from reaſon, for the eter
ments alſo, one being as equal as nity of puniſhments.

the other ; nay, one being hardly The ſecond head of arguments

equal without the other: and ariſes from ſcripture,whence this

thoſe puniſhments eternal , which truth is yet much more clear than

they expreſs’d by the torments of from our own ſhort-fighted teaſon.

Tantalus, Titius, the Belides, &c . For the Old Testament, whether
And if 'tis ſaid there were fables, this be plainly there defcribed or

they had however ſome moral in no , it is no valid exception , nor

them , and if any at all, it muſt fo much as any conſiderable pre
relate to this eternity. But we judice againſt it, ſince it is unan

ban't time nor room here to pro- ſwerably clear in the new ; life

ſecute this argument,drawnfrom and immortality both ofgood and

conſent of nations, to particular bad, being brought to light in

inſtances, which has been largely the goſpel, which were before

and fufficiently done by Numenius, more clouded under types and

and many other more modern figures, and promiſes of tempo
writers-- who makeit unanſwer- ral felicity. However, we'll not

ably appear, that this principle grantthe Sadduceefomuch as this,

has obtained in nations at the is, who is like to fightfor every

greateſt diſtance, who were never inch of ground before he ſhall

known to have had communica- haveit : nor will we inſiſt only on

tion with each other ; barbarous a parallel argument,that ifunder

as well as civil, without laws or Canaan was promis'd heaven, as

law -givers, beſides the law of na- the apoſtle tells us, and few deny,

ture and God, who writ it on the nay , our church ( artic. 7. Jas good

hearts of all men ,too deeply to be as anathematizes thoſe who do it ;

ever totally effaced again , which then onthe contrary, under tem

takes off moſt of the objections poral deſtrullion and puniſhment,

againſt it, as they'll all fall to coming ſhort of that land,falling

the ground , if we fairly conſider in the wilderneſs, & c. was alſo

that could any inſtances be pro- included hell and eternal deftrucri

duc'd to the contrary out of any on and miſery and thus

authentick hiſtory, as wehardly the ſame apoſtle ſeems to argue-- ,

believe there can , they mightyet Neither inurmur ye, as ſome of

be as eaſily accounted for, as the ' them alſo murmur'd, and were

profeſs'd atheiſm of fome ſingle deftroy'd of the deſtroyer.

perfons in our own nation ; not. But beſides this , we can produce

withſtanding which we ſurely poſitive texts for future retributia

may , with ſufficientpropriety of on both of thejuſt and the anjuft.

ſpeech, affirm ,that the Engliſh be. Thus to inſtance in a few , Iſa.32

lieve a God , ſince there are and 9, 10,11, & .. The earth mourna
will be monſters in morality as eth and languiſhether -Now will I

riſc
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rile , faith the Lord_ The peo- for ever and ever. And laſtly, by

ple ſhall be as the burning of the judgment of the Jewiſh church,

lime, as thorns cut up ſhall they who, as learned men tellus, did,

be burnt in the fire --The fin- from this place, chiefly deduce
ners in Zion are afraid ; fearful- their faith of the refurre&tio .

neſs hath furpriz'd the hypocrites. And that they did believe it , be

Who amongſt usſhall dwell with fore our Saviour came,both of the

devouring fire? Who ſhall dwell juſt and unjust, we find in thoſe.

* with everlaſting burnings ?' Nor writings of their wiſe men which

can any eſcape the force of theſe we call Apocrypha,whence tho' we

exprellions, eſpecially the laſt, own’em not of divine authority,

by pretending the anſwer in the we may prove this matter of fact ,

next verſe, mentions the juſt as well as from any other hiſtory,

and therefore he , not Eccl. 7. 17. ^ The vengeance of the

thewicked ,is here intended . ungodly is fire and worms

This , we ſay , won't hold , for which ſeems plainly the ſame

theſe reaſons - Becauſe none deſcription of hell
which our

can be juſt before God, or able Saviour gives Where the

to conten i with him . Becauſe this worin dieth not ,and thefire is not

is only an interrogation without anquenched .Again, Eccl. 21, 9, 10.,

anſwer, common enough with The end of the wicked , is flame

the Hebrews and all other nations, of fire to deſtroy them .The way of

being equivalent to a ſtrong finners is made plain with ſtones,

negation Who can dwell ? but the end thereof is the pit of

that is , none can dwell, becauſe ' hell- anſwerable to that of

theſe pains are intolerable. Be- our Saviour --- Broad is the way

cauſe the prophet had been peaks that leadeth destru &tion ,

ing ofthe wicked juſt before, and 2 Efd . 9. & c. ' They thatcast a

becauſe he clearly and diſtinctly way my ways , ſhall dwell in tor.

diſcourſes of the righteous in the ments --They that loathed my

following verſes , and of their law , and when yet place ofrepen

deliverance in the day of venge- tance was open , understood nor,

ance and perdition of the ungodly. ' but despiſed it , the ſame muſt

A fecord from the Old Teſta- ' know it after death by pain.

ment, is that in Dan . 12. 2.Many Wild. 3. 18 , 19. If they dye

of them ( or the multitude of them , quickly, they have no hopewith(

The many, as we ourſelves ſay) comfort in the day of death

that peep in the duft of the earth for horrible is theend of the un.

ſhall awake fome to everlaſting righteous . 2. Mac.6.26. Says old'

life, and ſome to shameand ever- Eleazer, “ For tho' for the preſent

laſting contempt . That this relates time I ſhou'd be deliver'd from

to the laſt judgment appears from the punillment of men, yet

the words themfelves, as plain and ſhou'd I not eſcape the hand of

evident as the natureof the thing ' the Almighty, neither alive nor

will bear , and from the context dead ; and in the next chap . the

which mentions the Righteous be- laſt of the ſeven brethren tells An

ing written in the book of tiochus, ' Our brethren, who now

life. Their shining as the ſun in have ſuffered a port pain , are

the firmament, nay , as the stars dead under God's covenant of

to
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everlasting life, but thou thro' fame way ; as the Romans in their

' the judgmentof God fhalt re- Avernus, the Grecians in their Styx

ceive just puniſhment, for thy (which tho ' generally eitcem da

pride. Now it is plain he could well in Arcadia, Servius tells us ,

not have just punijhmentin this is a bottomleſs lake,bottomleſs lake, between

world, becauſe not equal to his. Egypt and Ethiopia) and Tartarus,

deſerts, and the torments hemade commonly uſed by both; nay e

them fuffer ; it muſt then be in ven theholy Spirit himſelf uiés a

another , and in ſomething op- word of the fame notation to ex

poſed to that everlaſting life they preſs the puniſhment of the fallen

expected. angels , 2 Pet . 2. 4. Tostapoo.s.

But to come to a more ſure word And it's remarkable, that almoſt

of prophefy than this, and more all nations have expreſs'd the tore

clear than the Old Testament (if ments of hell much in the fame

any thing can be clearer than that manner ; by fire and brimſtone,

in Daniel) we ſhall begin with and darknets, and a bottomleis

the teſtimony of St. John in the pit , and, as has been ſaid before,

New , St. Mat. 3 , 10 , 12. where tho ſome of theſe are nietaphori

we find threaten'd fire, and un- cal , yet that's ſmall comfort, fince

quenchable fire ;and if unquench- the figure muſt needs come ſhort

able, it muſt lait for ever. And of the life. And in this fente ,

under the name of fire, are the for place or ſtate of eternal and

puniſhments of wicked men after interminable torments after this

this life expreſs'd in at leaſt life, the fews uſed the word

twenty ſeveral places of the new Gehenna, aš paradiſe, &c . for the

teſtament, and in three it's call'd place of the happy. Thus we find

hell fire, and at leaſt ten times it in the Ferufalem Targum , on the

with the addition of unquenchable, third of Geneſis. Chaldean para

everlasting, eternal, or ſomething phraſe, Iſa. 26, 15. and ſeveral

equivalent. The firſt place where other books and places : And in

we find hell fire mention'd, is , this it ſeems our Saviour follow'd

Mat. 5. 22. Whoſoever ſhall ſay, them , tho' revealing much more

' Thou fool, Thall be in danger of clearly ,whatthey before but dark

hell- fire
or rather ſhail de- ly and doubtfully believed con.

Serve hell-fire -- (which con- cerning them ; and it's plain , be •

firms our firſt argument from takes this hell and the fire of hell

reaſon .) ' Tis évoxo ésot ļos tiy for eternal torments, by com
Heyvav 78 Aupós, Our way of burn- paring this with ſeveral other

ing alive was not then in uſe a- places. The firſt is in theſame

mong the Jews, as learned criticks St. Mat. 5. 29, 30. - To have

tell us , but our Saviour here , ' thy whole body cajt into hell,' the

' tis granted , alludes to the terri- fame expreflion in the Greekwith

ble burnings in the valley of Hine that in the 22. Bantávou being

nom, whence the name Gehenna there to be added , as that

is deriv’d ,and by which the Jews great critick Petitus obferves .

expreſs'd the place of torment after Now this hell, is explained in

this life , that being the moſt another place, Mat. 18. 8. by

dreadful name , they could put everlaſting fire : Having two

upon it , all nations uſing the hands ortwo feet, to be caſt
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into everlaſting fire. The proof is whole ſcope of which , if 'tis

then clear, ifby being caſt into any thing at all , is to ſhew God's

hell, and into the fire of hell, equity in future retribution . ' Now

our Saviour means everlasting he is comforted, and thou art

fire, then it is to be fo taken in tormented.' So in that parable,

this place , and where ever elſe he St. Mat. 13. 20 . ' Gather ye to

mentions hell. But that it is ' gether the tares, and bind them

fo , he himſelf tells us. Now that ' in bundles to burn them. ' Nor

this is more than the death of the is it enough to ſay this is all

tody, and that by destruction is parable, becauſe our Saviour ex

not meant annihilation, will be plains it privately to his diſciples,

evinc'd from St. Mat . 10. 28.com- ver. 40 .
and

42 .
As therefore

pard with St. Luke 12.5. In St. " the Tares are gather’d together ,

Matthew , Fear not them which and burnt in the fire, ſo thall iç
‘ kill the body , but are not able “ be in the end of the world . The

to killthe ſoul ; but rather fear Son of man ſhall ſend his

him which is able to destroy both “ angels , and they ſhall gather"

Souland body in bell'In St. Luke, "out of his kingdom all things.

Fear him which afrer he hath “ which offend, andthem which

killed , hath power to caſt into " do iniquity, and ſhall caſt them

' bell. Were it only burning the “ into a furnace of fire

body, as thoſe in the valley of Hin- and v . 49. To the famepurpoſe,

nom, men could do as much , but and almoſtin the fame words... a

' tis ſomething thatmencan't do, And thus by a double expoſition

' tis after they arekill'd ; it relates here given us by our Saviour

to the ſoul, nay, to both ſoul and himfelf, we are taught how to

body, whichhe hath power to caft explain other parablesofthe ſame

into bell, which , therefore, muft naturę particularly that

be more than a metaphor ; or elſe illuſtrious deſcription of the

God's power would be no more neral judgment, St. Mat. 25, 41.

than inan's- Nor is this de- mento- If, indeed , thatbe not ra

ſtroying in bell, or caſting into ther a propheſy than a parable,

hell, the fame with annihilation, there being nothing more ofmy

. ---Becauſe the word dróxed ---- ftery in't than the eaſy metaphor

deſtruction, or deſtroying , is uſed of ſleep andgoats for good andbad
ofthe good, whom nonebutopen men. And of the wicked ' tis

atheiſts will pretend are annihilat- that our Saviour ſays, v . 41 .

ed . Thus Mat. 10. 29. twice to- Depart from me, ye curſed, in

gether He that will ſave his “ .to everlaſting fire . We have

life ſhall loſe it, br. áronéces. no reaſon to doubt its being a

Nay of our Saviourhimſelf, Mat. real fire, ſince he ſo often calls it
27. 20. The Phariſees moved the fo , who ſav'd us from it but it

Sems , ' That they ſhould ask Ba- won't be the fame with our clo

rabbas, and destroy Jeſus linary fire, may eaſily be granted,

montowo.v. Nor doesthis only de- tho they'll get nothing by it, for

note God's power , but his will, 'tis infinitely more exquiſite, ''tis

and actual intentions towards ſuch as will torment evenaſpirit ,

wicked men ,as we learn from the --- 'tis ' prepared for the de

parable of pives and Lazarus, the ' viland his angels. Yet as if to

obviate
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obviate all future objections, the an end-We intended to have

word is changed' for one larger proceeded with other texts as

and fuler , v . 46. where ' tis in- plain as theſe already examined ,

to everlaſting puniſhment and to have explained the mean

Theſe ſhall go away - The ing and uſe of theſe words,
fentence muſt be executed as well a loves, bc. For ever , and ever ,

as pronounced on thoſe miſerable de@ves, erdvw , didne, dévvat ,

ſouls, and theymuſt waſte un- for ever , everlaſting, eternal, & c.

numbred years in a fruitleſs expic as well as to have conſider'd the

ation , unleſs truth itſelf can de- obje &tions our queriſt brings

ceive, or everlaſting, be at an againſt this doctrine, and what

end. And thoſe are driven to a elle we have promiſed in thebo,
miſerable ſhift, who, to avoid the dy of this diſcourſe - But tho'

unanſwerable force of theſe, and we have laid our thoughts as cloſe

ſuch like expreſſions, are forced as poſſible, yet we han't room in

to explain infinite by what is fi- this narrow paper , and therefore

site, everlafting by not everlaſt- think to remit the remaining

ing, and eternal by what will matter to another time .

never exift, or will at laſt have

2. My niuſe in no ſublime and lofty verſe,

' Does here preſume her query to rehearſe,

But only begs it may admittance have,

And from yourlearned pens an anſwer crave.

One of the faireft ſex whom I adore

More than Adonis Venus heretofore;

One who the longings of my panting breaſt

Can foon allay with ſweet and pleaſing reft :

Say, if it be a crime, with her conſent ,

. ( And joyful I with equal ardour bent)

Without the matrimonial knot, to do

The office of a friend and husband too ?

Or whether one, to gratify the wiſh

Of him ſhetruly loves, wou'd grantthe bliſs ?

A. Dull ! and debauch'd ! there needs no greater curſe,

Nay , ſcarce canſt thou thy ſelf deſerve a worſe.

Muft we the panders to thy ſin be made ?

alfatia better underſtands the trade.

Expect revenge as heavy as ' tis juſt,

Keen as deſire , and raging as thy luſt.

Is it a crime ? what plea or what pretence

Can Hell or Sodom lend in thy defence,

Beſides thy old laſt refuge , impudence ?

Is't not a crime,

The eaſy fool that loves thee to betray

To want and infamy expos'd a prey,

Nay, e’en to thy mean ſcorn , whenonce 'tis o'er ;

For tho'a Goddeſs but the hour before,

She then puts on the ugly name of Whore :

In vain the then will curfe thy breach of truſt,

Theft, perjury, ingratitude, and luft.
And

<
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And are theſe crimes ? If not , thy plea ſtands fair,

And ſaves the robber and the raviſher .

a

Q. Whether it be probable that A. We think it won't be pru.

this terraqueous globe , has chang’d dent to acquaint their maſters

theſituation of its poles, becauſe of with it, before you have try'd all

the appearing confuſion and diſorder other handſomeways to reclaim

of the places and motions of the ce- 'em . If you pleale, you may ſend
leftial bodies ? each of 'em one of theſe oracles,

A. We ſuppoſe the gentleman by which they'll find the thing

aims chiefly at the change of the has taken air , and unleſs they re

fignis places in the Zodiack, which , form , is like to grow much more

ifour modern aſtronomers are publick . In the mean while , we

not miſtaken , have of late years think it neceſſary here , to repre

trod upon each other's heels, or ſent to 'em (and all others con

houlder'd each other out of their cern'd in likemanner,tho’indeed

old ſtations , but we muſt confeſs none knows but it may be him

we rather ſuſpect the ancients felf ) the ſcandal and danger of

than believe any ſuch alteration . theſe courſes,which ,indeed ,are ſo

Their inſtruments were not as plain , that there needs notmuch

good as ours,nor could their obfer- declamation. If they find even

vations be fo exact,as we are ſure the ſhame ſo uneaſy a thing to be

their knowledge in thoſe matters, borne , and thoſe concern d can

came very hort of our modern hardly,read this without a bluſh ;

aſtronomers.Weare therefore apt how much heavier muſt the fin

to believe, till we can be better be , even fuppoſing they live to

ſatisfied in the exactneſs ofthe old repent of it, much more if they

aſtronomers : juſt as much of the never do fo : They can't but know
ſigns changing places, as of the well enough that they are tread

paradiſiacal form of the earth ,and ing the ſame path , which has led

the alteration of it,ſo much talk'd ſo many in their circumſtances in

of, by a late ingenious writer . to inevitable ruin , both of fame,

Q. There are a knot of Ap. eftace, body ,and, ' tis to be fcard ,

-prentices dwelling nigh cach other , foul and all. They can't be igno

boho are all concerned in keeping rant ,how lively one who had been

company with a ſervant maid, of bur too well acquainted with

no good reputation , who lives matters of that nature , deſcribes

near 'em and ſometimes fiay with that fort of people ? " A whoriſh
ber all night, and ſpend money a deep ditch , the

on treats for her ; which , if there's “ abhorr'd of the Lord ſhall fall

not a flop soon put to't , may prove
¢ into her and that her houſe

their ruine . I having come to the
is the way to hell , going down

knowledge of this intrigue un- to the chambers of death.

known to them , defire your advice, And that tho ' they may pleaſe

whether I ought to make it known themſelves, as one does there,

to their maſters, or conceal it, be- who has none of the beſt cha

Çauſe it may occaſion much trouble ; racters ( ſimple and void of under

or what's the beſtmethod I can take ſtanding) that ſtoln waters are

to oblige them to leave theſe irregu- ſweet, and bread eaten in ſecret

lar courſes ? is

a
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is pleaſant, yet what followswill if they do ,we hope they'll quickly

miſerably imbitter it all—" He come to a better mind, and we

“ knoweth not that the dead are fhou'd think ourſelves very hap

there, and that hergueſts are py, if theſepapers ſhou'd be any

“ in the depths ofhell.” They'd occaſion on't: This for the per

do well ſoberly and frequently to fons concerned. For the gentle

conſider this advice, which they man who propoſes the charitable

can't think is ſuggeſted by intereſt queſtion, if this works any thing

or prejudice , ſince we know not ' on the young men , he has done

ſo much as one of their names, his duty , and,perhaps, fav’d them

and, unleſs it be their own faults, from ruin. If it fails, and they

never ſhall. We deſire them often are ſtill incorrigible,'twillbe then

to read the ſeventh chapter of the time enough to acquaint their

Proverbs ; and on the whole , only maſters with it ; though even

to act like rational creatures, and then , we think itmore prudent as

to conſider the certain and un- well as kind , firſt to let their pa

avoidable conſequences of their rents or friends know it , if there's

perſiſting in ſuch ill courſes ; which any conveniency of doing it.,

K

6

6

Q. Bending with age , and overpowr'd with grief,

* O'erwhelm'd by fortune, and oppreſs'd by love ,

On every ſide in vain I ſeek relief,

' No willing aids to ſuch affliction move.

Scorning to fall, and yet borne down by fate,

' I yield not, thoʻI link unfortunate ?

6

6• In this dire conteſt and unequal ſtrife,

· Paſt all the remedies of human care,

" I neither court nor ſhun my death nor life,

* Tho'circled with th' alarms of black defpair.

Athenians, fay, why perrify'd I grow

' At my ill fate, who melt at others woe?

A. Brave and unhappy man ! how juſtly you

Our pity and our admiration move !

Alone engag'd, (and yet a conqueror too )

At once with age and fortune, grief and love.

Look round no more ; fince earth its aid denies !

Look up and hope, and ask it from the skies !

No wonder you a melting ſtatue ftand,

Like Niobe transform’d by wrath divine ;

No wonderothersgriefs thoſe tears command ,

So juſtly due , in vain , brave man ! to thinë.

Wehear no murmur where the water's deep ,

And mighty woe' can never ſpeak nor weep.f

Q. Being
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Q. Being in company the other or wickedneſs, left they ſhould be

night, among other diſcourſe, one overborne by it, and only raſhly

of the company ſaid a man might loſe their lives, when God did

be too godly, and quoted that text not require it at their hands ;
for it , Eccl . 7. 16. Be not righ- not unlike thoſe which church

teous overmuch. Pray give me hiſtory tells us of, who would

the true interpretation of theſe run to the tormentors and own

words, and how we ought to under themſelves chriſtians, on purpoſe

fand them ? to be made martyrs, till they were

A. This is an old objection of the at laſt by a particular canon di

atheiſts, which has been often en veſted of that honour.Butwhether

nough anſwer'd, tho' they wou'd this be the ſenſe here or no, we

fainpaſs for ſuch monstrous mits , are ſure the ſenſe of what imme

that we need not wonder they diately follows is clear enough ,

have ſuch bad memories. It is v . 17. which is exactly oppoled

generally thought that theſe to that before. ' Be notovermuch

words are only an obje &tion of spicked , (Greek very

the ill man, or rather an irony of wicked) neither be thou fooliſ ;

the preacher, putting thoſe words why ſhouldīt thou die before thy
into his mouth, and then the time ? Debauchery and vice then,

caſe is clear without any further it ſeems, as well as now, being
trouble ; and the atheiſt would the means by which extravagant

be hard put to it to provethecon- young men oftentimes ſhorten d

trary; However, ſuppoſing Solo- their days. Nay , it is remark

monhere ſpeaks in earneſt, the able that there's a particular re

words would be ſtill far enough ference, or N. B. in the verſe

from encouraging ſin , or diſcou- that follows, v. 18 .

raging heroick piety ,orthe heights ' good that thou takehold ofthis',

of virtue ; “ All things, ſaysthe (that thou well and feriouſlyweigh

“ preacher, v . 15. I have ſeen and obſerve this maxim foremen

in the days ofmy vanity- tioned
Be not overmuch

“ just man that perisheth in his wicked, &c . ) “ Yea alſo from this

righteouſneſs, and a wicked man withdraw not thy hand (be al,

" that prolongeth his life in his ways converſant and employed

“ wickedneſs then v. 16. Be about it , or have it always be

not righteous overmuch neither fore thee) ' for he that feareth

“ make thy felf over wiſe, why God fliall come forth of them

" ſhould'ft'thou destroy thy felf? all'. either from wickedneſs

It's poſſible the preacher bere ad- or adverfity before mentioned ,

* viſes his young man , to the fame - the former here, the lat

inſtance of prudence that a ter either here, or hereafter.

greater and wifer than he, did his Q. ' Tis generally ſaid that the

diſciples, Not to caſt pearls mother of our Saviour was a Vir

“ before ſwine, left they ſhould gin to her death ? - Praylet

trample them under foot, and me know what text or other argu- :

rurn again and rent them . ' Not ments there are to ground that be

to make themſelves ridiculous and lief on , ſince the contrary ſeems to be

obnoxious by ani open, fruitleſs asſerted in boly Scripture, viz. that

oppoſition to the current of injuſtice be had ſeveral children. For ' tis

. It is

6

6

&

ſaid ,
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Said, St. Mat. 1 , 24, 25. Then day of her death ; first-born is com

Joſeph her husband took unto monly taken excluſively of any

him Mary his wife, and knew her others paſt,not incluſively of any

not until she brought forth her other to come. And brethren is

first born Son, St. Mat. 13 , 55 , a word often uſed for kinsfolks

56. Is. not hismother Mary, and among the Fews; and in theſe

his brethren James, and Jofes, words confifts moſt of the diffi

* And Simon, and Judas, and bir culty of this queſtion.

Siſters, are they not all with us ? Q. For what purpoſe were the

A. We have no ambition to stars created, the light they give,

have hereſy thrown in our teeth, at best, being veryſmall and incon

or ſome angry antiquary fall up- liderable, and that often intercepted

on us with the terrible naine An- by clouds,&c . ? And whether they

tidicomarianites, with which they influence human bodies, and con

formerly maul'd ſuch as deny'd sequently human affairs, and how

the perpetual virginity. We confeſs far, andfor whatpurpoſe, ſerves

univerjal tradition,in fo indife- that vastSpace in the heavensthat

rent a point, weighs very much ſeems tobebetween every Star ?

with us in this matter, and this A. We'll begin with the queſti

carries it clearly , that ſhe died a on in the middle ; Whether the

virgin Tho' had notthat stars influence human bodies, and

ſo poſitively attefted it, the places conſequently human affairs, and

in ſcripture would have ſwayed how far ? That the stars have

very much for the contrary opi- ſome real influence on human bo

nion, whereas now we are forced. dies,weare ſure from experience,

to ftrain for an agreeable interpre. becauſethey have all light, and
tation. The arguments from ſome of them heat. And'tispro

ſcripture for her perpetual virgi- bable at leaſt, from ſcripture,
nity, are nothing but flouriſh ---- which tells us of the ſweet influ

nor have we ever met with any ences of the Pleiades,though we

of greater force than that of Eze- confeſs'tis but guefs'd what that

kiel's gate, thro' which the Lord is which we render by this Greek

God was only to enter. Thoſe word : but that they have any

againſt it are thus uſually an- occult influence, ſuch as aſtrolo

ſwered : The “ Until, in the firſt gers fancy, on the bodies and very

of St. Mar. is commonly taken in minds ofmen , much leſs any ſuch

the ſcripture for an interminable as forces 'em to goodor badačtions,

time, or ſuch as has only an inter- we cannot believe; having never

nal, not an external period . " Thou ſeen any folid reafon for it, and

fhale not eſcape until thou haft what is produced from experience
paid che uttermoft farthing --- being here of little value, becauſe

thou ſhalt never eſcape. So plalm other inſtances may be brought

71. 16. Forſake inenof,& c. until which diametrically contradi&t it.

Í have thewed thy Atrength to But of the vanity of this, and

this generation, &c. that is, to that fooliſh ſcience which isbuilt

be fure, never forſake me, and in upon it ,we have largly diſcourſed

a caſe near a kinto this, in the already.

2 Sam. 6. ult. Michal the daugh- Howeverthey were created , as

fer of Saul had no child until the well as thoſe heavens where they

are ,

6
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are, to declare the glory of God , Q. Whether the tedious law -ſuits

and ſhew forth his infinite power of Europe, or the ſummary juſtice

in making ſo many vaſt beautiful of Aſia, be more beneficial to man

bodies, to ſupply the abſence of kind ?

the ſun and moon by their united A. Wemuſt compare the con

beams, at leaſt, better than no veniences and inconveniences of

light at all. Todirect the travel- both , to give a right judgment,

ler both by ſea and land , the lit- and conſider their deciſionsboth

tle pole-ftar being of almoſt infi- as to matters of eſtate and life.

nite uſe in things of that nature. In meum and tuum , the deciſion

For the perfection and beauty of with the Turk sand moſt Afiaticks,

the creation , the ſtarsadorning the is immediately made, and there

expanſe as flowers do a meadow, are no ſuch ways of tiring a man

and perhaps for worlds or recepta- out of his right, as are too com

cles for other unknown creatures mon here : but then the cadi or

of a diſtinct fpecies from man ; or judge being but one, there is

for other ufes, either to be found more danger of bribery ; which is

out while our world is in its pre- ſo common , or rather univerſal

ſent ſtate, or at leaſt when in a amongſt 'em , then there is with

better . For the vaſt ſpace inthe us, eipecially here in England,

heavens , it does not ſo much as wherewe have in all caſes at leaſt

ſeem to be between every ſtar,for twelve judges , by that incompa

ſome, as thoſeof the Galaxy, and rable cuſtom of juries : So that

the nebulous conſtellations ſeem weighing one againſt the other,

to the naked eye , to be cloſe to- ' even there wemaybe pretty even

gether. But where there appear with them ; but in relation to

large ſpaces,'tis for the motion of the higheſt property, that of life

the planets, com'ers, brc. or to itſelf , we far exceed them : For

let us fee others between them . the innocent areas often taken off

Q. Whether univerſal love to as the guilty , by their barbarous

all mankind, innocence of life, and juſtice, or cruelty rather ; it be
an intire refignation to the di- ing amongſt them , as all know , an

vine will be not a certain evi- unpardonable crime to be unfor
dence of a good man , notwith- tunate , or but to have a powerful

ſtanding any ſeerning heterodox opi- enemy at court ; for either of
nions . which reaſons they are ſure to be

4. Wereply in the affirmative, preſented with a black box , and a

if the cale Le fairly ſtated, if thoſe bow .ftring ;here a man has ſome

heterodox opinions as ſuch a perſon play for his life, and at leaſt, the

holds, are butteeningly ſo ; if he liberty to ſpeak a little before he's

falls into , and remains in 'em out throttled , but there the great

of weakneſs,notpride or obſtina- officers muſt be as mute when

cy ; and if they are not in funda- their maſters will pleaſe to ſend for

mentals , as they will not be , if he their heads, as thoſe are who come

has ſuch an entire refignation to for 'em ;it having been theknown

the divine will , for that will policy of that court for ſome

oblige him , not only to do and ages, that the Viſier firſt hangs

ſuffer whatever God requires,but his predeceſſor,and asmany of the

allo to believe what he reveals. great officers as he can catch , and

then

a
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then thoſe that are left alive , in hopes of their return and con

take their turns to hang him in verſion,and it's but juſt that Shem

requital.
ſhould now dwell in the tents of

Q. Whether it be for the advan- Japhet, as he did formerly in

tageofEngland, that the Jews be thoſe of Shem At leaſt till

permitted to live and tradehere ? tbofe common imputations of

A.That is true of the Jews, melting down and tranſporting

which has been ſaid ofthe Jeſuites our coin , and of giving the Alge

(not much better chriſtians) that rines intelligence of our merchants

they live every where , and yet ( tho' that laſt is now ceas’d ) be
are every where hated We more fully prov'd upon 'em , for :

may add of both , that they are which we could never yet ſee

wife in their generations, and much more than gueſs and ſuppo
grow rich almoſt where ever fition .

you throw 'em , notwithſtanding Q. I am ſomewhat palionate, and

(to carry on the parallel ) they are find it in ſome caſes, a very hard

both a fair markupon any revo- thing to forgive an offence, ſo that

lution almoſt all the world over. when I ſay the Lord'sprayer , and

They are both foully belyed , if come to that palage, And forgive

one does not love che l'urk better us our treſpailes as we forgive

than the Emperor, and the other them that treſpaſs againſt

the Algerine better than the I am at a ſtand , being ſure that if

Engliſhman- And they have Godforgives me after the ſame man

beenboth guilty ofvery bate pra ner that I then forgive my enemy ,

& ices,if wemay believe either our I should come short of that pardon I

chronicles or eyes, tho' they might ſtand in need of ; therefore (when

have lived , notwithſtanding our in that condition ) inftead of saying

ſevere laws in terrorem , more As the prayer does direct; I ſay thus,

quietly amongſt us than in any O Lord , forgive me my treſpaſſes

chriſtian or proteſtant country as I ought to forgive my enemies

in the world . TheJews,' tis true, theirs, and I humbly beleech thee

as well as the other, ſtill retain, to enable me fo to do ; pray , gen

adeep and bittermalignity againſt tlemen, am I ſafe in this tranſpoſing,

us, as well as allother chriſtians, or rather adding to the prayer ? Or

which they'll not ſtick to expreſs were it better for me to paſs that

when they may do it with ſafety, palage over till I am better compoſed.

in the moſt virulentterms imagi- A She- bigot of the church of

nable, of which we have particu- England , and my ſelf, will be

lar inſtances within our own obliged to you for your anſwer.

knowledge ; but their party is not A. Your refolves to forgive,

ſtrong enough to do us any pub- (if ſincere )will ſecure you if you

lick miſchief, unleſs they could make no alteration, but you can't

get all together, and then it is be ſincere,if you do not make uſe

thought there are yet enough of of all opportunities to put your

them to conquer all the world , reſolutions into practice. Perhaps

were their ſpirits anſwerable to the want of charity is thegreateſt

their numbers, tho'now they are want that a man can poſibly lie

generally baſeand dejected : Some under, ſince it certainly excludes

where or other, however, it is fit out of heaven, where there's 10

they ſhould be among chriſtians, thing

.
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thing elſe but love and praiſe. I A. The apoſtle there, only

remember one inſtance in France, ſpeaks of preaching in the church ,

which is as true as ſurprizing : as quaker women do ; and not
Two brothers had a very great againſt their joining with the

difference; the injur'd fell fick , congregation in reſponſes, & c.

and upon his death - bed, ſends for Q. What think you of Phil. 2.

his brother, and told him , Bro. 10. That at the nameof Jeſus

ther, you know you have injur'd every knee ſhould bow , &c.?

me , and yet proceed in your A. When we fay, in the name

hatred. I find Iam a dying man, of God, &c . we mean no more
and therefore I'm willingto leave than in or thro'his power , might,

the world in charity , and be re- &c. Thus we believe this paflage

concil'd to you , altho' ' tis your means no more than this, God

duty to ſue to me, and you would hath exalted him above all things,

do it , if you had any natural and to his power and dominion
goodneſs in you. Hom( ſays the every one ſhouldbe ſubject ; for

other) does your proud heart come the bowing of the knee is a ſign

down now ? Well then ( lays the of obedience and ſubmiſſion.

other ) I'll never forgiveyou , neither This expoſition is very ſafe, and

in this life, nor that to come. So ſeems to allude to that paſſage of
he turn'd himſelf from him our Saviour a little before his

in a great rage, and dy'd immedi- afcenfion ; All power is given to

ately. The ſurviving brother me , both in heaven and earth .

became extreamly troubled in his We can't believe the apoſtle

conſcience, and continu'd ſo, till chiefly intended the articulate

the other was buried ; when found, or name of Jeſus ,nor the

fitting at dinner the next day bare bowing of the knee ; becauſe
amongſt his friends, his brother the different ways of worſhip,

appeared in his winding ſheet, ſalutation, bec. in all nations

took him from the table amongſt cannot be confin’d to this rule ;
all the company into the midſt of ſome lie proftrate, ſome kneel,

the floor, where they ſunk down ſome bow, ſome fit, to pay and

together, and were never more receive honour and reſpects, nor

heard of ; andat this day, there's is it poſſible this ſhould be ful

- a great plate of braſs, upon which filled till the day of judgment ;

is engrav'd the particular of this ſince there are thouſands now
dreadful account. that never hear of the name,

and of thouſands, that do , many

Q. Whetherin St. Paul's rapture never pay any worſhip or honour

into the third heaven , the ſoul re- to him ; but the day will come

mained in the body.? when the moſt obdurate atheiſt

A. St. Paul could not tell him- and reprobate ſhall ſubmicand

ſelf, and wedare not pretend to tremble before him : The refpe &
do it after him . that the church pays to the

name, is very expreſſive of their

Q. A lady is troubled about her obedience to him ; and no one

reſponſes in the church, becauſe can err in it, if they don't believe

women are commanded to keep filence is an indifpenfible duty,

in the church , I Cor. 14. 34 .

7
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Q. I love a young lady,ſo much, that has conquer'd Cupid, and

that though Ifrequent the park and knows how to value his freedom ;

play -houſe, I cannot meet there one follow his method , and a little

whom I can think handſome, her time will infallibly recover you.

charms having abſolutely porteft my Q. A friend of mine being a

heart, I cannot begin to love ano- quaker, is proſecuted in the court of

ther, for 'tis neceſſary that a woman Chancery, upon a malicious fuit,

be ( at leaſt thought) beautiful to thinking he will not give in his an

create love at firſt, tho' she muſt ſwer upon oath ; and is like to be

have other good qualities, as wit, ruined thereby, pray your opinion ,

and good burnour , to maintain her if it be lawful for him ito take the

being always loved. My friends oath, it being ſo expreßly forbid in

won't let me marry her ; what ſhall Mat. 5. 33. and Jamess. 12. ?

I do to divert my ſelf, and make th. I am yours.

time feem ſborter, till I may marry A. The meaning of St. James,

her ? I would go to the campaign , is the ſame with that in St. Mata

but my relations deny me that too . thew, which is plainly reſolv'd by

If you will, gentlemen, inftrull me, the following verſe, But let your

by a Speedy anſwer, you will mueb communication be yea, yea, nay, nay.

oblige a melancholy lover . The particle,but ,isa conjunction ,

Å . Poor man ! will no new face and makes this have a natural

work a cure ? Well, get but the dependance on the preceding

Jady's eſteem , and I'll warrant verfe ; fo that they muſt both go

you'll.foon find it to her coſt, for together, and then the ſenſe is,

you ſparks generally ſpend all swear not in your common diſcourſe

your love in the chaſe, and if or communication ; but this for

nature has endowed you witha bids not to ſwear in righteouſneſs

bon mien, and pretty face, ſo and judgment, and in the caſe

that you chance to ſmite the in- of deciding any matter of great

maid, ſhe's no tooner moment. St. Paul ſays, Men verily

taken , but her captivity ſetsyou ſwear , or do (wear, by the greater ,

at liberty. But ifyou've really lo &c. He ſpeaks of a cuſtom then

much thought, asto be willing to in uſe , and fays not, Men. have

follow the wiſe advice of your ſworn , &c. If Iwearing had been
friends ( for they know the world a moral evil, God Almighty

better than you) and will endea . wou'd never haveſworn byHimſelf,

vour to difingage yourſelf from as the ſcripture mentions.

fo cruela tyrant, travel, if that Q. A woman near Newgate was

is permitted by your relations, delivered about three weeks ago
and obſerve all the curioſities you with a fine child, the child was

meet with ; but if your affairs often heard to cry eight weeks bea

won't permit that, ftudy at firſt fore. Pray the meaning of it?

hiſtory, which is diverting, and A. The poffibility of ſuch a

then as your genius and poſt thing is unqueſtionable,and there

directsyou , byall means avoid is no doubt, but it has often hap

idleneſs, and the light of the pened , as Weinrithius, Dr. Need

lady , or any thing that may put bam , Barthol. and many others

you in mind of her ; get Tome give relations of this nature :

agreeable ingenious acquaintance Some fifteen days , ſome two

months,

7
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months, and ſome longer before conſult the herbal ; ſome propoſe

the birth ; but no uncommon e- milk extracted from the rays of

vent was ever obſerv'd to happen the moon and a golden elixir from

upon it ; perſons that have been the rays of the ſun , or lilph

ſurprized with it , have expected broth made of the influence of

monſters, or ſomething diſtinct the ſtars : but hic labor, hoc opus

from natural births , but at the est, to procure theſe medicines ;

delivery they have found their however, that there are ſuchme

miſtakein attributing that to an dicines that contribute to the pro

extraordinary cauſe, which was longing of life, without gout or

really no more than the effe &t of ſtone, that a man may go off

a natural one. And it being a with a gentle decay , is out of

general obſervation , that we may controverly true .

hear ſome children cough , cry- The other queſtion fent with

ing cannot be fo incredible, ſince this , is already anſwered.

the found is much fhriller, and Q. Whether there was , is, and

the car fooner ſenſible of it. The will be difference in the worſhip of

air is the medium ofconveyance , ſaints and angels in heaven in

and all bodies have air in 'em , as reſpect to Chriſt, before his incarna

Mr.Boyle has learnedly diſcourſed tion, in his mediatorial kingdom ,

in his porofity of bodies . and after the finishing of it ?

Q. Whether may a man preſerve A We can't be poſitive in ſuch

bis life to extream old age, with- a nice queſtion , in which there

out diminiſhing of his ſenſes, or in can be no proofmade,till we have

terruptionofhealth, either by pains undergone theſe changes

or ſicknefs ? negative appears more reaſona

A. It is lawful no doubt. If he ble to us. Since the matter of

mean whether it is poflible, or praiſe is different , the angels had

whether it may by medicines be not the ſame diſpenſation , as men

effected ; we anſwer , That it is have, tho' we are not certain that

reaſonable in the theory, but Chriſt died not for the angels ,

difficult in the practick part, to and that ſuch as repented were

obtain ſuch an immortalizing retained in their firſt ſtation,con

quinteſſence,or elixir to preſerve trary to the common received

or renovate all ſorts of perſons. opinion , Coloſ. 1. 19. To reconcile

Some propoſe the ſtaticks, to eat all things to himſelf, whether they

by weight and drink by meaſure, be things in earth, or things in

and to have one's chair ſo poiſed , heaven . But this we leave to the

that it fall put him in mind learned to decide . We ſhould be

when he has the preſcribed com• glad to hear from this querift a

mons. Others propoſe calculating bout the wire.

the nativity , that'a man by that, Q. True religion is grown ſo in

and his almanack ,may to a minute conſiſtent with theſe preſent times,

tee , when it's best to take phyfick that a pious foul is now altogether

or the air: or remove his lodg- incapable of finding a real friend in

ing, and what to eat . Others matter of faith and conſcience , and

prescribe fleſh , others roots ; upon that account, I deſire that ſatis

and adviſe reading Chryfippus of faci ion from you (which I cannot find

Colemorts, Mirchion of Radijbes, or elſewhere) viz . Whether after our

diſſolution
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kiſſolution, there be any locus me- rits in priſon ; that is, the old

dius, or , in plain terms, a pur- world ; who, being corrupt and

gatory ; for, it ſeems, a very my- wicked before God , theirbodies

fterious point, which we read in were as priſons to their fouls ;

the firſt epiftle general of St. or, as ſome think, the whole

Peter, the third chapter, and the man was impriſon'd, in the

8the verſe, & c. which runs thus ; ſlavery of fin and corruption :

For Chriſt hath once ſuffered for which was the reaſon, that God

fins, the juſt for the unjuft (that faid, My Spirit shall not always

he might bring us to God) being ſtrive with man, and a little

put to death in the fleſh, but after, It repented him that he had

quickened by the ſpirit. By made man on the earth, & c. The

which he alſo went and preach- priſoners (let it be fpirit, body ,

ed unto the ſpirits in priſon ; or both ) cannot,ar all, be thought

which ſometimes were diſobe- to be in purgatory ; ſince, it is

dient, when once the long -ſuf- confined only to thoſe in time

fering ofGod waited in thedays paſt that were diſobedient in the

of Noah , &c. Now we muſt either days of Noah ; unleſs you would

conclude, our Saviour's works (to alſo makethis inference, That,

with his preaching to the Spirits the ſpirits in purgatory were only
in priſon, ineffed ual ; or elſe, we ſuchas liv'd before the flood.

muft ſuppoſe thoſe ſpirits, then in Q. A young lady has been for

priſon, capable of returning from many yeaas troubled with a dream

that place by the means ofhis preach- so conſtantly, that ſhe begs the favour

ing, which argues plainly a purga- of you , togive your opinions ofit ;

tory. ' tis of a great number of lights,

A. Indeedthis place has given which shealways endeavours to ex
a great deal of trouble to inter- tinguiſh by alpoſible means, and

preters ; but, be it what it will, does to thelast, but thatshe ne'er can

it can nevermean purgatory : ſince put out : 'twere tedious to repeat the

we have ſo plain fcriptures againſt ſeveral ways she tries to effect it, but

any purgatory, viz . 1. For by one in vain, for all the reſt blaze out an

offering he hath perfected for ever gain , the dream never : varies, but .

themthat are San&tified. Which has been the samefor twelve years

could not be, if therewas a mid- together, ſeldom miffing a week, but

dle ftate alſo to perfect ; or now 'tis fix months ſince ?

purge 'em ſo, as to make 'em fit A. It's nothing at allbuther

for heaven ; our Saviour hath conſtitution, if ſhe bleed and al.

done it ſufficiently forall ſuch as ter her diet, ſhe'll dream of o.

believe on him. ' Bleſſed are the ther things .

dead that die in the Lord, (faith Q. Whether the fates of king

St. John) for they reſt from their dems, and particular perſons, may

labours : there's no purgatory to be read in the heavens, in the af

torment 'em after death . But, perts and influences of the planets ?

to the text, moſt interpreters a- What can be offer'd in favour of the
gree, and, indeed, it can bear'no 1-know -not-what's the parts of

other fenſe, that, by that ſpirit fortunes, Dragon's Head, and

by which he was quickened he Dragon's Tail– The direction by

preached in the days of Noah ; or accidents in the genethliacal partof
by, or through Noah unto the fpi- K afirology ?

.

2
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aſtrology ? and ſuppoſing the pre- which may be ſo . But were it

tences of common aſtrologers be true, lawful, we can'tthink it prudent,

whether a chriſtian may lawfully for either this good or evil ſhall

and prudently make uſe of ſuch arts certainly come to paſs, or it ſhall

to predict futurities ? not But in either caſe ,

A. Concerning the lawfulneſs our knowledge can have no influ

and prudence of uſing ſuch arts ; ence thereon: Beſides, it diftra &ts

fuppofing there's really any thing our minds, diverts them from a

in them : For their lawfulneſs, firm dependance on heaven , or

ſome of the very heathens were uſing any rationalmeansto avoid

againſt it , and thoſenot the beſt anyevil, and renders men weak ,
moraliſts neither : Horace's, Tu ſuperſtitious and miſerable ; and,

ne quæfieris fcire, nefas ! is fuf- indeed, there are too many in
ficiently famous But be- ſtances to be given of thoſe who

fides, it ſeems an invading God's have been extreamly addicted to

propriety, to whom all ſecret, much theſe kind of follies, who , whe

more future, things belong ; he ther by God's judgment , or the

only knowing and determining natural tendency of the thing ,

what poſſibles ſhall be actually have been the moſt unfortunate

future among the infinite effects perſons in the world .

;

<

a . Suppoſethe foul when ſeparate
« Cou'd live and think in a divided ſtate

Yet what is that to us , who are the whole,

' A frame compos'd of body joyn'd with ſoul !

Nay, grant the ſcatter'd aſhesof our urn

Bejoyn'd again, and life and ſenſe return ;

• Yet how can that concern us when 'tis done,

Since all the mem'ry of paſt life is gone?

Now we ne'er joy nor grieve, to think what we

Were heretofore , nor whatthoſe things will be

" Which fram'd for us the following age ſhall ſee .

" When we revolve how numerousyears have run ,

" How oft the eaſt beheld the riſing ſun

E're we began , and how the atoms move ;

How the unthinking feed for ever ftrove ;

" . ' Tis probable, and reaſon's laws allow

« Thoſe ſeeds of ours were once combin'd as now :

· Yet now, whominds, who knows his former ftate ?

« The interim of death , the hand of fate ,

• Or ſtopt the ſeeds, or made 'em all commence

• Such motions as deſtroy'd the former ſenſe.

( He that is miſerable muſt perceive,

( Whilft he is ſo , he then muſt be and live .

. But now ; ſince death permits to feel nomore

« Thoſe cares thoſe troubles which we felt before ,

" It follows too that when we dye again

We need not fear, for he muſt live that lives in pain ?

A. What
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A. What acts muſt live , the foul is a &tive all,

And thought theaction of the ſoul wecall.

Though form and matter make a perfect whole,

'Tis own'd the esſence of theman's the ſoul;

That thinks and lives, whilſt paſſive matter lies

Inert and dull, when thence the ſpirit flies :

This ſacred truth aſſures us ſhall return

As here it liv'd before, to joy or mourn ;

Tho'this but once, when once the fatal ſhore

We touch , our fate is fix'd we're try'd no more .

The ſeeds of matter in their endleſs roll,

Cou'd ne'er produce an immaterialſoul:
Nay, nothing regular by chance is made

Without ſome wifer guide's ſuperior aid,

That bold machine which we fo highly prize,

That ſhell of man, which moulders when hedies ;

The casket where the immortal gem doth ſhine,

Ev'n that all o'er confeſſes hands divine .

Chance cou'd not make it what it was before :

If nothing then , how can it now do more,

And the ſame feeds to the ſame form reſtore ?

But though it cou'd , how weak is that pretence !

From may, to is, makes a lame conſequence.,

It's true , thefeeds, when once divorc'd, are hurl'd

Thro? fire, and earth , and air, and round the world ;

But the great architect can them defcry

In what e'er corner of his houſe they lie,

Hisawful beck they ſhall again obey ,

And crowd together at the laſt great day .

Q. Some, deny any local heaven there willbe new inexpreſible fomea

or bell : pray then let me know by things which will have theſame

yournext, where arethe bodies of proportion to one another, as our

Chriſt, Enoch, and Elijah, and place and matter now have . The

where the sun, moon and ſtars bodies of Chrift, Enoch, and Elias

are certainly in heaven, and the

A. As for matter of faith , we fun, moon and ſtars are certain

believe , with all other chriſti- ly in the firmament, but what

ans , that there is a heaven and thoſe bodies are, and the heaven

hell, but where, we know no they are in , as alſo what thoſe

more than the moſt ignorant ſtars are, and the firmamentthey
wretch ' alive. The myſtery are in, we know not; but let it

lies here, when our bodies ihall be what it will , theſe inſtances

be immortalized at the laſt day, do not prove ſuch a locality as

we know notwhat ſubſtance ours ,unleſs it was alſo prov'd that

they will be of, but we are fatiſ- the materiality of thoſe bodies,
fied the moſt refined matter as it and the ſpacesthey occupy, bear

is now ,will be nothing like them fome proportion to ourmateriali

All that can be ſaid of it is this, ty and ſpaces unto which the term

local

ware ?

K 2
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local or locality can only be pro. weigh in the water ? And how

perly applied . 'cis poſſible to ignify that air that

e. There was lately a young man is catch'd betwixt the fint,and

who would have ſold himſelf to the ſteel ; or which lies intheporesof

devil, to have ſome of his extra- the flint, and by a colliſion of the

vagancies fupply'd, but was diſap- two bodies leapsout in fire,or fub

pointed against his will, and being tiliz'd air ,all which principles are

now troubled about it, he deſires notoriouſly falſe, as experience

your advice, what heshould do, and has evinc'd. But to aniwer the

how he ſhould behave himſelf under queſtion,Mr. Hook whom we have

the commiſſion ofſo great a fin ? formerly mention'd ,taking a ſteel

A. Alſ that he has to do, and and flint, and examining by a

whatis really neceſſary to be done, micróſcope,the fcintilations that

is ,thatin the firktplace hehearti- fellupon a piece of white paper ,

jy beg God Almighty's pardon he firſt thoughtthem to be ſmall

for ſuch a wickedneſs, as rather globulous pieces ofmelted ſteel,

deſiring to have dependance on or little particles of red hot flint,

the devil, and to be diſpos'd of but upon further ſearch he really

byhim to eternity, thanto be found that thoſe little red parti

under the protection of Him to cles which fell, were vitrificati.

whom he owes his very being, a ons of the flint and ſteel.

manifeſt breach of the firſt com- Q. Agentleman ufed daily at a

mandment. Next he is oblig'd certain place to meet some particu

in the greateſt gratitude imagi- lar acquaintance, where one night

nable to praiſe God Almighty,for fancying himſelfdenyed ſomething

notſuffering him to fall into that which really wasnot in the houſe,

miſery he fought after : and laft- tho ' he believ'dit to be, he wiſh'd

ly he ought to let ſo great good. that God would curſe his wife and

neſs produce in him the fruits of children, if be ever came into the

a better life; in ſo doing he may houſe again, and accordingly har

affure himſelf of a reconciliation forborn for ten weeks.. Query, If

to heaven , havingſuch a promiſe this oath , grounded on amistake,
as cannot deceive. and made both in priſion and drink,

Q. How is the fire made betwixt be binding ?

• the fint.ſtone and theſteel ? A. This queſtion has been ſome

A. Thoſe gentlemen, whoſe where anſwer'd by a late author

philofophy ſearchtno deeperthan to this effect, That thematter

the theory, have been at a great of the oath being, lawful and

lofs in this queſtion, tillMr. Hook poffible, and it being in every

in his microſcopick’experiments man's power to bind himſelf in

put thequeſtion out of all doubt, things lawfuland poſſible,where

bythe demonſtration which we ' in he is not underany preingage

Thall foon ſpeak of ; but we ſhall 'ment, we queſtion not but the

firftfew , that it has not been oath ought to be kept ; ' which

theonly fate of this queſtion,but is the moſt egregious prevaricati

feveralothers to be diſputedup- onof thematter of fa&t that cou'd

onwrong principles, which were poflibly be, for there's no oath

taken for granted, as , why at all but an imprecation in the

bodies weigh heavier when dead bufineſs, and if the ignorance of

than alive ? Why bodies do not
the
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the queriſt calls ſuch a matter of more but the name ; and for any

fa & an oath, it's but a mean au- perſons to ſay there is nothing

thority forapretended caſuiſtto bắt what they know or have

do fo too. The matter of an oath heard of, is a ridiculous folly. All

ought to be lawful,and yet in that that we can ſay is,that ' is not

cale, when the condition or impoſſible but theRomanshad this

groundof the oath ceaſes, then art, and perhaps that of Tulliola's

the oach ceaſes : but this oath tomb is a very fair inſtance. Be

was not lawful in its matter, nor ſides, we have had ſeveral ſuch

poſſible, nor could he bind his things found here in England,

wife and children by his oath, whichthe Romansleftbehind 'em

it not being poſſible forhimto in their urn-burials. We are only

expe &t that God would infli &t his certain that the Phoſphorus, a pre

curfe upon wife and children for paration now known by almoſt

an idle drunken Hobbift ; if he every little chymiſt, may be

had curs d and imprecated on made to take fire by air or moti.

himſelf, there had been more to on, and therefore might be us'd

fear, as in the late inſtance of the in fepulchers with this effect, up

young man's tongue, doc.tho' on the admittance ofairinto 'em;

after all.we think it very unſafe but howeverweare not ſure that

for him to go into the houſe, and the Romans invention was the

incur the penalties he has impre- ſame with ours , or that theirs

cated , ſince wehave known feve- did not burn all the time.

ral inſtances ofparents impreca- Q. Whether things indifferent in

cion on their children which have themſelves become unlawful when

happened , though not one upon impoſed ?
the wife. A. This queſtion is grounded

Q. Whether there be any ſuch uponBp. Sanderſon's diitinction,

thing as equivocal generation? who ſays, indifferent things in

A. If by equivocal generation , nature do ceaſe to be fuch , when

is here meant a procreation of commanded by lawfulauthority ;

animals by any other way than but this is defe&tive,for indiffe

that of the coition of male and rent matters are naturally lawful,

female, we anſwer, yes, to paſs they being left unto allmen to do

over that ofthe Galla,which con- or not to do ; yet in civil affairs'

ceives and brings forth of its ſelf; thefeindifferent things,whenim

there's the plant animal, whoſe poſed or commanded by the ma

wool is ſo great a commodity for giftrates for promotion ofpeace

caps amongſt the Indians, beſides, and unity , ceaſe to be indifferent

ſeveral inſects which are firſt bred then, and become obligatory up

of putrefa &tion, and can be ſo on the conſcience, becauſe como

produced by ſeveral perſons, not. manded by lawfulauthority, the

withſtanding all that Monſieur magiſtrates province being to

Redi has oblery'd againſtit. command indifferent matters for

Q. By whatmeanswas it, that thatend,orrepealthem when they

the Sepulchral lamps of the ancients prove inconvenient,butin religi

did foine of them burn icoo , others ous affairs, indifferent things in

pofed or commanded, can never

A.There are ſeveral inventi. become abſolutely neceſſary, be

ons that are abſolutely loft , and caule they always remain indiffe.

of which we can meet with no K 3

15oo years ?

renc
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rent in their own nature, ſo as words were made up ofſtars. Ni

never to be changed from indiffe cephorus ſays, another appeared

rent into religious matters by after his vi&ory over Licinius,

all the commands of men : ſo and there was another in the

that wherethey are enjoyn'd,they Scythian war . We cannot queſtion

do not become a duty to be ob- but that there was ſome ſuch ap

ſerv'd, beyond that divine apo- pearance or appearances,butthat

ftolick rule, i Cor. 14. 40. of they were the cauſe of his con

natural decency and order . verſion we are not certain , nor is

Q. What think you of the fign of it much material whether they

the croſs that is reported tohaveap- were ſo or no .
peared to the emperor Conſtantine,. Q. Whether the wearing of long

and to have been the cauſe of his hair be not afin againA nature, and

converfion ? apoftolical cenſure, i Cor. 11. 14 .

A. Since we have no other way and do not occaſion unneceſſary ex

to determine of things paſt, but pence, and gratify the corrupt in,

by comparing ſuch authors as clinations to pride of apparel ? or

have writ of them ; it is a much what other tolerable Senſe can be

fairer way to relate what they made of that text ?
give us , than poſitively to affirm A. The apoſtle reprehends the

any thing, without diſcovering effeminacy of ſuch whopleaded

our authorities ; none of the hea- for long hair, criſped,plaited and

then writers give any account of ſet off with ornaments like wo

it , Publius Optatianus, Porphyrius, men , notthat long hair was a fin ,

nor even Euſebius himſelf. Thoſe for Chriſt had long hair asa Na

that mention this ſtory, are the zarite , and other nations ſhaved

author of Conftantine's life , their heads conſtantly , and o

Rufinus lib. 9. cap . 9. Socrates thers wore long hair, and fillitted

lib. 1. cap. I. Zozomen lib. 1. cap. it up as the Tartars do one long

3. the Politia auctor apud Photium . lock, and ſome Indians all their

num . 256. pag. 1408. The au- hair '; but to order the hair ſo as
thor of the Chronicon Alexan- to approach too near the womens

drium , Cedrenus, Philoftorgius, and cuſtom in that country, than

ſome few others.GelaſiusCyzicenus like men, was to confound the

lib. hiſt. council Nic. cap. 4. diſtinction of ſexes, and become

enumerates the diſagreements of contrary to the cuſtom of the
authors about this matter ; as country where we live.

Socrates, that it appeared at noon- Q. By whom was the goſpel firſt

day near the fun , writ in Greek preached in England, and in what

letters, 76tarixd. Rufinus that year ?

it was in a dream , preſented by A. 'Tis inconteſtably true from

a viſion of angels , that others, heathen Roman authors, that

as Cedrenus, Zonarus, &c. tell us, Lucius, a king of this ifle, was

that it was in Roman letters. the firſt chriſtian king in the

Philoftorgius reckons up many world, and that the biſhops of

crofles that appeared to Conſtan- Carleon upon Uske, enjoyed the

tine, oneat thebattle of Magnen- privileges ofarchbiſhops over the

tius, encompaſſed with a rainbow Britannick churches , and that in

like a crown : another after the the city of Bangor there were

victory over Maximus, where the colleges or univerſities where

prieſts

>
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prieſts learned in the liberal ſci- A. It comes from Surſum or

ences taught, and at the ſame Supra, and plico to fold , and fig
time labour'd with their hands; nifies a garment plaited in the

and that there were four ſuch col- upper part or neck . We read

leges, ſome of which had 300 that the Egyptian prieſts of ilis
prieſts ſtudents. This continued had ſuch garments long before

near 400 years thus , until pope the levitical prieſthood, then

Gregory the great, anno 576, ſent the Levites wore them and

Auſtin , a monk, into Britany, to breeches, as tranſient ſhadowsof

convert this nation to the Romißh the prieſthood of Melchizedeck,

way of worſhip : Some of the which requires righteouſneſs as a
priefts of Bangor let him know, robe , and to be made white in

that they never heard of this Gre- the blood of the lamb, a more

gory, biſhop of the Latin church ſpiritual worſhip Colours

at Rome ; and that they celebra- and cloaths are indifferent, ſome

ted Eaſter according to the cuſtom countries mourn in white, Gr .

of the Greek church , from whence Pope Adrian the firſt got it de

their predeceſſors had received creed in a council held underhim
the faith , and they could not fub- anno 769. at Frankford, that the

mit to any but their own arch- very ſexton ſhould officiate in

biſhop Dineth. This is a teſti- the church with a ſurplice.
mony of the early converſionof Q. I deſire you to give me the

the Britannick churches, by fome cauſe of a rainbow ?

apoſtle or diſciple of the Greek A. The poets would have Iris,

church ; for all the popiſh au , or the rainbow ,to be the daugh.

thors agree, that they differed ter of Thaumas, or Thumafia,which

from Auſtin'in many things, and is admiration, intimating our ig

refuſed to own his authority ; norance in it , but wehave hap

this exaſperating Auſtin, he pily furmounted this difficulty,

ftirred up Ethelbert the Kentiſh and have now a perfect know

king , hisnew convert, who with ledge . Light paſting out of a

a powerful army, ſlew 1209 Bri- thinner medium into a thicker

tijs prieſts at Leiſter at their pray. ( as out of air into water) if it

ers, and preparingto commit the fall obliquely upon that thicker

like maſſacreat Bangor, was met medium , it is broken and refracto »

and oppoſed by three Britiſh prin- ed ; but if it paſs quite thro ' ſo

ces,who flew him and moſt of his that it is broken at its going

army . Some popiſh authors, out aswell as at its entrance,then

to wipe off this from Auſtin , ſay it is turned into colours , this

he was dead before the maſſacre, natural effect is a principle in

but to make Austin a faint, they opticks. A rainbow is not in

clap in , that Auftin for their ha- a cloud, but in falling drops of

ving received the faith before he rain , as we may ſee by ſome

came,and refuſing him to be their fountains which form one inthe

archbiſhop , did prophefy , that air by ſpouting up their water,

ſhortly God would maſſacre them or by ſpurtingwater out of one's

by the hands of the new Kentiſh ' mouth oppofire to the ſun , as al

convert. ſo by a triangular priſm , or a

Q. When was the ſurplice firſt glaſs viol full of water, of a

inſtituted, and by whom ? K 4 conical
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conical figure revers'd. The rain- diftant forty five degrees make

bowis an imperfect and begun theirs , and ſo of all other angles
parhelion , the light of one being 45 deg. from the axis . Asfor

reflectedregularly, and the other other drops nearer or further

not. It is nothing but the light from the axis, they will repre

of the ſun received into falling ſentan Iris to others who are not

rain , and remitted to our eyeby in the ſame axis : ſo that 20 dif

an angle ofrefraction different ferent perſons in 20 different pla

from that of its incidence . When ces, may have every one a di

the rain -drops fall, and the ſpe- ftine rainbow to themſelves. A

tator is placed betwixt them and rainbow is feldom ſeen in the

the fun , the funbeams paſſing winter, becauſe of the rains

thro' theſe drops, are reflected as which are ſo numerous as to
by a mirror back again by thoſe cloud the fun ; nor are they to

which are more remote, and paf- be ſeen, but in themorning or

ſing by thoſe which are neareſt, eveningwhen the_fun is aslow

they muft be twice broken , and, as 45 degrees. The rainbow

as we faid before, muftneceſſa. cannot be irregular , becauſe of

rily cauſe the diverſity ofcolours. any winds, as the laſt author
As to the circular form of this that writ upon this ſubject has

meteor, one half of which is loft fuppos’d, unleſs he can prove that
in the interpofition ofthe body of an imaginary angle of 45 degrees

the earth ; ' tis requiſite to ſup- can alſo be blown away from the

poſe fomepoſitionofthe ſun , as poſition, without which a rain

at the horizon, which being re- bow is not at all.
Aected, as hath been ſaid , the re- Q. What isyour opinion of Jere

flection will be alſo parallel to the my's going to Euphrates to hide

horizon : this reflection being his girdle, Jer.13. which is eigh

twice broken,to wit ,at its coming teen or twenty days journey into an

in and going out of each falling enemies country ? is it for the

drop, and theſe two refractions ſake of what follows v. g . or is

being joyn’d together, diſtort the there ſome myſtery in it ?
ray about 45 deg. that is, will A. There are ſeveral learned

make with the lines parallel to the men who believe this was done

' horizon an angle of 45 deg . of in a vifion, becauſe they thought

whichheight the Iris willbe.Now it a very improbable thing for
drops make their refraction by Jeremiah to take ſo long and dan

their fides and lower parts as well gerous a journey ; but a late au.

as ſuperior, whence thoſe on ei- thor hasbeen pleas’d to give it a
ther ſide of the ſpectator, diſtant more ridiculous turn, viz. As in a

by an angle of 45 degrees, will mask, and a little after, dramma
be ſeen by him , as alſo the Iris tically repreſented to the fancy of

on either ſide under equal an- the prophet; which are very light

gles : So that a right line drawn expreſſions for a commentator
from the fun to the ſpectator's upon Sacred Writ : ' Had Hofea

eye, may be called the axis of married a harlot ( adds the fame
the Iris. The drops higher than " author) how ſcandaloushad that'

the axis by, 45 deg . make their been in a prophet : how filly

refraction , thole on either allo would it haye lookt in Jeremiah

( to

a

2

а
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· to have carried a cup of wine ' tis very probable that Jeremiale

to the kings of the earth , as he went perſonally to Euphrates, and

is bid , chap. 25. and can we thoſe that are of a contrary opi .

• imaginethat theprinces ofMoab nion, have notwellſearcht into

• & c . would have ſuffered ſuch a the maps of thoſe countries, for

poorman to haveputyokes on it was not eighteen or twentydays
their royal necks , chap. 27 ?' journey into an enemy's land ,

&c. As to that of Hofea, 'tis a but the boundary of the tribe of

falſe ſuggeſtion, the prophet is Reuben ; and though that part of

not ſaid to marry, chap. 3. but to Euphrates ſhouldbeherebymeant
take unto him a harlot for many which encompaſſes Babylon, it was

days, which might be warranted not fo very far thither, but that

by an immediate command of he might have time to come and
God ; but where was the ridicule ? go ; for ' tis faid , v . 6. that after

Certainly ’twas rather a matter many days,theLord bid him ariſe and
of terror, to ſee the prophet both go to Euphrates, and take the girdle

by hiswords and actions declare from thence : The meaning of the
himſelf typical of his nation's place then we take to be this,

divorce from the favour of God, That Jeruſalem being to be car
as to be without a king , a facri. ried captive into Babylon, where

fice, an image, an ephod, a tera- partofEuphrates was, the journey

phim , & c. and be joyn'd to , and thither was expreſſiveof their be
diſpers'd through the idolatrous ing carried thither ; and the

and heatheniſh nations, as it time of their captivity there, was

afterwards came upon 'em . Asfor welltypified bythe ſpoiling ofthe

Jeremy's carrying a cup of wine girdlethere, lince as the girdle

to the kings of the earth, chap. was fpoil'd there , ſo the captivi.

25. 'tis plainly expreſs’d v. 30,31, ty they were to undergo there,

32 , 33, what that cup was, viz. would ſpoil their pride, and de

a propheſy of deſtruction,which baſe the high efteem they had of
is done without looking fillily, as themſelves . The words being
our author terms it. As forthe expreſs astomatter of fact, mult
princes of Moab not ſuffering be believ'd by us as ſuch , ' till

themſelves to have yokes put up- there's better reaſonsto prove ic
on 'em by a poor man, cap . 27. a viſion than have ever yet been

' tis an erroneousfuggeftion, ſince brought.
there's no need of it, for inverſe Q. This year being both Good

3. 'tis exprefly ſaid , And Send Friday, and my birth day, query,

them ( viz. yokes) to the king of whether 1 did ill to faſt upon it ?
Edom, dc. by the hand of the mel- A. No: our church orders,

Sengers, which come to Jeruſalem that ifan annual faſt falls upon
unto Zedekiah king of Judah ; the the Sunday, it ſhall be removed to

meſſage to be ſentwith 'em isalſo the Monday , and if a holy-day
expreiled a little after : ſo that happen to fall on a Monday, the

theſe three difficulties which are evewhich is a faſt for that time

brought to ſtrengthen the au- is to be kept on the preceding

thor's opinion about the query , Saturday night. Now this an

are inſignificant; andnow to the nual fáſt not falling upon a,

query itſelf : We anſwer, That Sunday, there's no need of remov

ing
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ing of it, ſince the celebrationof throughout all Europe, make uſe

a private birth -day is more dif- of forms of prayers, and Calvin's

penſible , by how much the occa- liturgy is bound up in French

fion and natureof the commemo- bibles. In the harmony of con

rations is preferable. In St. Cypri. fefſions printedatGeneva, the

an's time we read of ſome chrifti- XXXIX articles of our church

an churches that obſerved every always find a chiefplace . And in

Friday as a faſt, upon the miſtake deed, 'tis impoffible that any par.

of this text , The day shall come, ticular party ſhould quarrelwith

in which the bridegroom fall our liturgy, that do not affront

be taken away from you (mydif- their own reaſon , fince neither it ,

ciples) and then mall ye faſt in nor any of its decent ceremonies

tboſe days; which , as has been are enjoyn'd as abſolutely neceſſa

very well obſerv’d ſince,and recti ry . 'Tis adjudged evenby thoſe

fied accordingly , that thoſe days few adverſaries our church has,

were the time in which the apo- that ' tis more convenient to uſe

ftles were left to themſelves, and proper and pertinentexpreſſions

our Saviour was aſcended, and in our prayers to God almighty,

not ſtinted to a continued ſucceſſi- according to the advice of St.

on of Fridays. There's a certain Paul to Timothy, as alſo of the

author yer, that pretends that wiſe man, rather than anyun

this is a preceptas plain to him for handſome rudeutterance, which

Fridays faſts, as Thou shalt be juſt we ſhould be aſhamed to treat

and merciful : But'tis ſtrange that ſome men with. Not that we
' tis fo plain to him ,when no body are againft extemporary prayer ,

elſe can ſee it ; when the New where men are qualified for it ;

Teſtamentis ſilentabout it ; when for 'tis to be obſerv'd,that tho'the

the practice of the apoftles, and firſt fathers of the church imi

the primitive church for the firſt tated the apoſtleswhowhere im

twohundred years never heard mediately inſpir’d ,yetſome of 'em

of it ; if it be (according as he unfit for ſuch a task, did by their

fays) coævous with the eſtabliin. uncautious expreſſions, give life to

ment of our religion, we would diviſions ; which to hinder for the

fain know his proofs,or deſire to future, ſet forms were made ;

be excus'd if we reject his opini- which the council of Carthage

on, as having the vanity of fingu- particularly takes notice of in the
larity in it, without advancing 4th century .

ſome new and better reaſons for Q. Gentlemen, I deſire to know

his fingularity, than thoſe which howbedghogs are propagated ; whe

all chriſtian churches have con- ther they be viviparous, or ovipa .

cluded inſignificant. rous ? if the former, how long they

Q. Whether the reformed church- go with young after their coition ;
es beyond Jes do not all make uſe and wheiher the young ones be pro

of a form of prayer, or which of. duc'd with prickles, or not; and in

them does not?And whether do they what formthey are brought forth ?

approveofthe liturgy of the church. But ifthe latter, how are the eggs

of England ? hatch'd, or the fruit brought to matu

A. Dr. Durel has treated large rity ; and in how many days time ;

ly on this ſubject, concluding in and how the act of coition is pera

the affirmative. The Lutherans form'd between male and female ?

And
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And laſtly , I deſire to know your who shot very exafllywith a bow ,was

1 authority, and the page wherein this under martial diſcipline, but never

point is ſettled ? Spake : Quere, Whether theſe are to
A. This is a ſtrange edifying be eſteemed rational creatures ?

queſtion ! but however have at it, and have had rational or immortal
ſince it may be ofparticular uſe to Souls ? and whether to be baptized ?

the querift, tho'tis fcarce fo to Q. Whether the prevailing form

any body elſe. The ſtructure of in any monſter ought to determine
the organs of generation fhew its place among the ſpecies of ani

'em tobe viviparous, as perhaps mals ? Or ifthe ſpecies be not to be

are all creatures in the world determined by the external propora

that are four footed. Ariſtotle is tion of the body, what are thoſe

of this opinion, in hift.Animal. idea's thatgo to make up a rational,

lib. 1. cap. 7. Art. 42. ' Tis likely and what are thoſe that go to make up

(but we are notcertain ) that they an irrational créature ?

go a month with young; as gụi- Q. Why an ape may not more

nea pigs, hares, rabbits, bc. properly be called a rational crea

Theycopulate erect, if wemay be ture than a changling, which is al

lieve Gefner de Quadr. p . 370. moſt as deforined as an ape, can

An honeſt gentleman, whoſe Speak no more than an ape, and

ftudies we have a great eſteem ſeems a thouſand times more dull,

for, adds upon this ſubject, that and ſtupid, and indocible ?

they don't copulate prone andſupine A. We thought fit to propoſe

cats, and other retromingent all the letter and queſtions to

creatures. I wonder what ſort of gether, ſince they have a natural

a creature a cat is , whether it dependance upon one another.

be fiſh or fowl : ifit be a qua- To the firſt part of the firſt

drupede, I'm ſure ' tis no Engliſh query, Whether theſe are rational

animal, that can couple prone and creatures ? we anſwer, That ſince

ſupine , and be retromingent at the ſhape is only deſcrib’d to us to

the fame time ; but we'd forgot judge of their reaſon , we are as

this is common to Lacedæmonian much in the dark , as if you had

cats : andthus much for hiftriticks. ask'd nothing at all ; for the ex
Q. Mr. Lock in his ingenious ternal form is not the certain in

treatiſe concerning human un- dex for us to judge by : if ſo , we

derſtanding, tells us of a monster ſhould conclude that a mandrake,

in France from the waſte upward a a fatyr, a merman, cc . were

perfe &t woman, and from the waſte endued with rational immortal

downward perfect swine : a gentle- fouls, which no one has ever been

man of my.scquaintance tells me that fo ridiculous to believe. Buc

he hath ſeen another monſter, from fuppofing that we ſhould have

the shoulders upward perfelt bear, given our anſwer in the affirma

and from thence downward perfect tive, and concluded that the

poman ; of the ſame fort is that monſters above mentioned , were

monſter in Solyman the Magnifi- rational creatures, it wouldnot

cent's army,taken priſoner by the follow , they were proper ſubjects

Imperialiſts, from the ſhoulders down- of baptiſm , no more than Turks ,

ward a perfect frong man, but with Indians, Brachmans, Chineſe, &c.

:

a

neck and head like an horſe, which have all tational ſouls ; for

none
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none have a right to chriſtian and order as that of man ; but we

baptiſm but ſuch as are born of have not room to treat of this

believing parents, or arecapable here.

of makinga true confeſſion of all We might add, that ' tismore

the neceſſary principles of the than probable from Gen. 6. 11 .
chriſtian faith .

that promiſcuous venery was a

The ſecond queſtion is divi. great( if not the chief ) cauſe of

ded into two parts. To the firſt, the drowning of the old world .

which asks , Whethertheprevailing The third queſtion is fully an

forin ought to determine a monſter's fwered in the two preceding
ones,

place amongſt the Species of ani. and wants only this diftin &tion,

mals ? we anſwer, ' Tis no great that an ape is more rational than

matter whether : but our judg. a changling in its ſort of reaſon ,

ment is, that it does not ; our which , as we hinted above, isof

reaſon for it is this , that ſince another nature than that which

fuch a creature is produced out properly and only belongs to hu

of the proper claſſesand ranks of manity.

all ſpecies,and ſince in this unna

tural produ &tion , we have a uni- Gentlemen,Among others, Ibeg

verſal intelligible term toexpreſs the favourof yourſpeedy anſwer

the idea weconceive of ſuch a to the following queftion ; you

creature , to wit, a monster, we may if you pleaſe infertthe whole

keep within the bounds of truth narrative,which I ſhall here fet

in that expreſſion , and leave the downthelatter partyconcerned ,

hearer at his liberty, to ask of promiſing to be ſatisfied with

what the monſter was produced, your deciſion ; I ſhall look upon
l

which we may further inform it as a great obligation.

him of ; but if we reftri&tively ſay Q. About seven years ago, it

aborſe, when 'tis almoſt onehalf pleaſed God to deprive me of my

ſomething elſe , then we injure the dear parents by death, and being

perception of the hearer, who left to the guardianſhip of a near re

by that term conceives an idea lation, til major ; he took me home

of a perfe &t horfe. As to the as his ownſon , and I muſt ſay, put-

latter part of this queſtion, we no difference betwixt us, but what

think that an intelligent being was rather for my advantage, and

that can diſcourſe pertinently, in all things improved what belong

and number (when'tis at the ed to me, and was very careful ofmy

perfe &tion of its natural ſpecies, education : In aſhort timeafter bis

forwe ſpeak not here of children taking me home,his eldeſt daughter ,

and fools) is only a rational who was then about nine years of

creature, and all other beings age, contracted an intire familiari.

are irrational : let not the reader ty with me, and always ſeemed better

miſtake us , for we make uſe of pleaſed with my company, than

the term rational, to comply with the reſt of thehouſe ; infomuch
with the querift,or elſe we would that her father and mother uſed to

have ſaid human, for we look up- call me her husband, and ſo did she
on all animals to be rational in her ſelf, and by degrees the whole

à proper and genuine fenſe , family began inſenſibly to uſe that

chough not in the same dignity denomination to both : thus we lived

2
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for near twoyears , till the time ap, we went, at dinner her father asked

proachedwhen we were to travel me whattoken I would ſend mywife?
abroad (I mean my guardian's sons I promiſed her any thingſhe would de

and I ) for our better accompliſhment. fire ; butthey wondred when ſhe deſi.

Now the young lady became very red no other than thatI ſhould be true

penſive, who was formerly ofa most to her and deſired a ring which I then

facetious temper, inſomuch that to wore,as a pledge. I deny'd it as much

very body wondred and feared her as I could'; and beſides I was afraid,

inclining to a conſumption ; and for ſeeing I knew the ſecret of herheart.

my part Iwas as much concerned for But how they admired when he

her as any body, ſhe being of ſuch a begged a ring, her mother then

Sweet temper, for she never refuſed wore, and gave it likewiſe to me,

any thing Iwould intreat her to do : taking all preſent as witneſſes ; but
even when no other arguments they only laughed at it , not knowing,

could prevail: I was ſurprized,when but it was in jest, ſeeing we frem

I narrowly watching her one day quently uſed it ; she would never let

( for it was uſual for her to ſeparate her mother take the ring again, I

her ſelf from the reſt and walk the bave it ſtil. So the day of parting

garden ) i Sam the child both ſigh coming , ſhe was o'ercome with tears,

and weep, and having ſurprized but told them it was forherbrother

her, she bluſhed, and had almost and husband; they eaſily believed

fainted : I intreated her to acquaint her, for indeed he was of a most

me if any had diſobliged her, but kind and paſſionate ſoul, and I

she made anſwer none ; neither for aſſure you I could ſcarce forbear,

a long time could I get more out of being as childiſh as ſhe; but at laji

her, til about a fortnight before we parted : which is now five years

our departure, I again met her in ago, I really believing the would

the same place, and after many quite forget me, ſeeing ſhe was ſo

arguments and caresſes , prevail do young,and I not hearing from her,

with her to tell me nextday : but but only by her father in all the

good God ! what a furprizal was it time. Iunderſtand ſince, it was upon

to me to bear her ſay it was I that a punetilio, ſeeing I wrote not firſt.

cauſed that alteration in her, being But , gentlemen, the worſt is, a dear

afraid I ſhould never return ? Iasked, friend's ſiſter of mine, and I, am

if it was not rather for her brother ? so far engag'd that I cannot go back

She ſaid, ſhe was concernedfor him , without the releaſes me . The other

but he was not the cauſe ? So at last in the country has wrote to me, and

she told me downright, if I would says, he will never give up her

not promiſe to marry her at myre- right ; and indeed herfather has

turn, and never engage my ſelf to Seconded it with his deſires, and as

any other while he lived, I should Itender his child's life; now your
hear of her death in a ſhort time: directions, what I ſhall do in caſe

so being really afraid for her, and that neither will releaſe me of my

believing it only to be achildiſhfondo promiſe, for I fear the last will

neſs , which abſence would cure , bardiy perform her word in obeying

promiſed ; which she made me vow your directions ?

in asfolenn manner as I could ima- A. Indeed we muſt ſpeak on

gine, and afterwards seemed much the younger lady's behalf, whoſe

to alter her humour ; one day before unparallel'd love and conſtancy

may

a

5

be
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nay give theage an example ; all male circumcifion, we deſire to knose

that can be objected is, that what where you readofſuchpractice, and

you did ,you ſuppos’d in jeſt, be- what your authors are ?

cauſe ſhe was young ; but that A. The Creophagian Arabians,

alrers not the caſe at all on her ſome ofthe deſcendants ofIſhmael,

fide, ſince it had the ſame effects, did judicially circumcife not only

as if you had been ſincere ; be their males, but females : the

fides reſerving that ring , and Ethiopians, eſpecially in the do

making ſuch folemn vows, are minions of Prester fohn, circum

obligations which we do not yet ciſe their females. Improper cir.

ſee how you can with your ho- cumciſion of females,wasby burn- 5

nour anda good conſcience, get ing , or fection, for ſome defor

free of : As for your ſecond obli- mity, diſeaſe, or other reaſons.

gations, they are certainly can- The method of theſe operati

celled, if the firſt oblige you ons are delivered by Ætius and ?

(which in our opinion they do) Agineta : but who deſires farther

for ſuch a thing can never be valid information of theſe cuftoms,

to two at once ; ' tis like a deed may have recourſe to Bartbo . de

of gift at law, the firſt only Antiquit. Puerperi, Jovius, Cælius

ftands, and if there be ten thou- Rhodiginus, and ſeveral other

1andmore, they ſignify nothing. hiſtorians and authors .

We ſhould be glad to hear of your Q. How is it to be made out, that

proceedings in this caſe , and the Lacedæmonians were (as the

you Thallhave our further advice author of the book of theMaccabees

if deſired : indeed we are con- informs us) of the stock of Abra

cern'd for the laſt lady , and wiſh ham, and ſo akin to the Jews ?

it were in our power to remove A. This beloved name that is

her misfortunes, for if the firſt ſo often trumpt up, tho' in the

won't content, we can't help company of Patiſma, Jus nigrum ,
ber. or any other blind, to be talk'd

Q. A young man that is to be on, can ſcarce be any kin to Abra .

made free very ſpeedily, deſires to ham the father of the faithful,

know how far thelaw ofGod obligeth ſince allLacedæmonians both an

him to keep the oath of a free cient and modern,believenothing
man : pray be pleaſed to be as ſpeedy of the bible : butto hiſtory , ' tis

in your anſwer as may be , andyou ſuppos'd this paſſage is grounded

will oblige your unknown ſervant, upon Maccab. cap . 12. 21 . The

&c.
opinion of Grotius upon this ob

A. He is to take theoath in ſcure place is , Thatthe Lacede

the ſenſe it is given , and not in monians deſcended from the an

any equivocal refervations ofhis cient Pelaſgi, which cameout of

own : and then he is obliged to Arabia into Greece, and which he

be obſervant of whatever he thinks were thepoſterity of ſome

ſwears to ; but ifhethinks he can't of the children of Abraham and

do thatwith ſafery, he ought to Ketura . Mr. Molinus fhews that

get his judgment truly inform'd, this was impoſſible, ſince the Pe

and if afterwards he can't be ſatis- laſgi went into Greece before the

fied , let liim not ſwear at all . ſecond marriage of Abraham , and

Q. You tell us Jomewhere of fe: he would rather make uſe of the

offspring

2
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offspring of Eſau to explain this them , Ithacius under Theodofius's

myłtery ; he proves that there reign produced this place against

wasa people in Thrace which were the Arians in anno 308. vid.

calla Edones, or Édonii, which Gerh. Harmon. Evang. Jerom ſays,

he ſuppoſes was a colony of Idu- all read this verſe in his time ;

means, or children of Edom ; that but to convince our continual de
is Efau, for (as he proves) the cryerof ſcripture, let him read

Pelaſgi inhabited Thraceand Theffar more in Pool's Synopſis to this pur

lia, before they went intoGreece poſe.

and Peloponneſús. Now beingaſ- Q. Why Seneca, Suetonius, Ta

ſur'd bymany authors, (ſays he) citus, and other writers of the fire

that theEdonians were eſtabliſh'd century, take no xotice of anymi
inThrace, ' tis eaſy to conclude they racleswrought inJudea, or any other

were joyn’d with the Pelaſgi, and part of the Roman empire, either

madeone people : ſo that if the by Christ, or theholy apostles ?
Lacedemonians deſcended from the A. We ſuppoſe you have read

Pelaſgi, they deſcended alſo from over Tacitus, and find nothing of

the Edonians. Morinus alſo tells our Saviour and his apoſtles in

us that the Idumeans were eſta expreſs words : but what's the

bliſh'd in Thrace,when Joſhua took meaning of Annales X. chap . I.

poffefſion of the land of Canaan, 15. ?. there he tells, that Nero

when many Canaanites retreated falfly accuſed a certain people hated

into Europe, under the conduet of for their maleficium ; (and a little

Cadmus. ' In ſhort, our opinion after the author of that name,

is the ſame as Morinus's, which ( viz. chriſtian religion ) was

fully anſwers the queſtion,' till Christ. Now if chriſtians, the

any onecan diſprove it, or ſhew diſciples of Chriſt, who expoſed

a better, for we are certain 'tis themfelves for hisſſake ,could agere

yet
the beſt that is extant. maleficium , do witchcraft, for ſo

Q. Wby the text in St. John's the heathen called the miracles

first epistle relating to the Trinity, is of healing, caſting out devils,

wanting in most of the old manu- dr . whymightit not be true,

Scripts in all languages ? that our Saviour whogave this

A. This isanother inſinuation power , alſo had it, and exercis'd

for atheiſm , like thatof Joſephus , it himſelf; but ourauthor paſſes

and as atheiſtically decermin'd of by other inſtances ofour Saviour's

late by ſomeperſons. If the laſt miracles, and does not throughly

gentleman that has treated of examin our teftimonies out of

this ſubject had not been the Suetonius and Pliny. There is one

blindest plagiary in theworld , he thing more that we have to de

would have conſulted the con- fire of this author, viz . Το

texts in the bible,wherehe mighe prove thatpaſſage in Joſephus to

have found the ſenſe imperfect be falſe, which mentions the Veil

without this very verſe ; the 8th of the temple to be rent in Sunder

w . naturally requires it ,If therebe at our Saviour's death , forunleſs

threethat bear witneſs on earth, the he confutes thatall the pains that

like in heaven. But to clear the hehas been taking to diſprove his

caſe, and to prove that the old other teſtimony,fignifiesnothing,

manuſcripts have this verſe in for one confirms the other.

Q. Why

2
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Q. Why the heathen hiſtorians demonſtration , that ſuppoſing

tell us so often of miracles wronght 2 ſtrings A and B equally exten

by their own emperors, and why ded, dc. “ A being put in mo

they called them gods ? tion, and by the percuſſion of

A. It's impoſſible thatgreatneſs "the air putting B in motion ,

ſhould be without flattery, eſpe- “ ( but not a word how ) Blikewiſe

cially where it is countenanced , “ muſt continuefo, becaufe when

there it runs on to the extrava . “ it has ended onevibration, A

gancies mentioned in the que- “ beginning with it, is really to,

ition . A certain late author tells “ give it a ſecond : " A ftrange.

us upon this ſubject, That the He.. diſcovery, only there's this want.

rodiansflattered Herod, and would ing, whyA ſhould not putother

have perſuaded him that the pro- nores inmotion as well as B , or

phecies relating to the Meffiah ber why it worksmore upon B being
longed to him ... This gentleman equally extended than C ,D ,which

will be very obliging to us,ifhe'll (ſuppoſing ' em to be lower notes)

produce ſuch an opinion beſides ought tobe more ſenſible of the

his own inprint. " Tis probable percuſſion of theair,thanhigher :
that the original of calling per . but equi-vibrations can't be the

fons gods,was from the cuſtom of cauſeofoneſtring ſounding when

the Jews, who called their pro- anotherdoes, ſince 'tis plain, that
phets ſo, as being repreſentatives if one ſtringbe ſtruck vehement

of God , and bearing hismeſſage ; ly, and another have no motion
and thus our Saviour expounds in't butwhat it receives by per
the cuſtom , If you call them gods cuffion of the air, one muſtmove

towhom the word ofGod came, & c. faſter than another, and conſe

We believe it will be veryhard quently they muſt beunequal.All

toproduce any nation thathad that ourauthor has brought for

this cuſtom , who had not ſome a demonſtration , reaches no fur

correſpondence with the Jews, ther than this, that if two ſtrings

and from them borrowed this be equally extended , &c . and be

once penitent word , and by de- both ſtruck equally ,theirvibrati.

grees turn’d it into an ill ſenſe, ons will be equal,and conſequent

tho' ' tis not probable but ftatues ly they muſt be unifons, which

of famous perſons were idoliz'd every body knew before, but we

by pofterity amongſt the liea- believe the author himſelf might

thens, as is now the daily cuſtom have found out ſome better rea

of the Romißh church . ſon , than this which he ſtole out

Q. I defire you will tell me the of 'la muſique des anciens, fup

reaſon why a ftringſounds, when an- pos'd by ſome to be writ by Mr.

other that is an uniſon or an Perault.

octave to it be touched ? Q. Whether it be lawful to wear

A. A certain author who has black patches ? if not, wherein con

been pleas'd to cenfure whatwe fifts the fin ?, What command or

have done upon this ſubject (whi: precept is broke by it? For as to
ther we refer the reader ) and those objections generally brought, as

to give hisown judgment, after that’tis a deſign to mend what God

ſomething previous which every has made; may not this be as well

body knows, would make this ſaid of any ornament we

7

wear

which
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which we think beft becomes us, and he ſays nothing to the purpoſe ;

the Same to that other so often uſed , and if theyare lawful to fome

Ifwe were bornwith ſuch a ſpot on perſons, and for good ends, they

our faces, we should endeavour to muſtcertainly bein themfelves

get it off, which I believe on the indifferent, otherwiſe circum

contrary, but I am fure as to any ſtances could never change their

other thing we wear, thoi the moſt nature. However, he clearly fu

neceſſary , as a petticoat, bo. me. perfedes thecommon popular ob

ſhould bemuch more concerned toget jection againſt them (nay, againft

rid of it, if itcame into the world painting too, whichſeems much

witbus ; and so for a black hood, more obnoxious) viz. That'cis a

orhat on our heads : but as for any fin to attempt mending God's work,

folid argument or reafon againſt ſince he clearly grants 'tis lawful

patches,Ine'er Saw any, except, in ſomecaſes both to hide defor

Thatto ſome perſons they give mities , and to uſe means to appear

offence, and amongſt them I'd never more beautifulthan perſonsreally

wear 'em ; but in themſelves, if they are . And indeed thecafe is plain ſo

have any harm , I muſt confeſs my far ; for otherwiſe 'twereå fin for

ſelf ignorantof it. one that's crooked to wear a gown

A. The lady herſelf has ſaid that hides it , or that has but one

ſo much in fo little room onher eye towear a glaſs one, or indeed

own queſtion, that 'tis not easy for a bald-pate to wear a perriwig .

to add any thing to what ſhe ad. For the other objection, That if

vances, and wethink what ſhe we were born withſuch patches, we

ſays can hardly be anſwer’d. We hould deſire to get rid of them , the

are not ignorant that many, zea- lady does with equal truth and

lous cafuifts of late years have juſtice deny both the fact and

very bitterly inveigh’d'em ,eſpe- confequence ; for the fact, what's

cially thoſe among ourdiſſenting more becoming than a handſome

brethren ;
but yet we find the mole ? For the conſequence, ' tis

moſt judicious of them ſpeak but juſt none at all, for the reaſon

very doubtfully as to their being the gives. If it be urged as a

in themſelves unlawful. Thus one judgment, that ſome have been

ofthegreateſt men they ever had , born with patch'd faces, whoſe

in his anſwer to that queſtion, parentswore'em, we muſt deſire
Whether it be lawful for any perſon thoſe whothink it ſo ,to get a lit

to hide their deformityby cloathing, tle more charity and prudence too,
or by ſpots or painting to make to mix with their zeal. For, firſt,

themſelves ſeem to others as beau- the thing is plainly natural, and

tifulas they can : He replies, it is only the common effe of a ſtrong

lawful for ſome perſons, byſome and lively fancy : And then2dly ,

means, for ſome good ends and if there's any ſtrength in their

reaſons,when a greater evil isnot argument, it muſt bethusformd,

like to follow it , to hide their Whenever any child is mark'd,

deformities, and to adorn them- ' 'tis a judgment of God upon

ſelves ſo as to ſeem more comely the parent, at leaſta ſign that

than they are. The fomemeans he he's difpleas'd with 'em. ' If

mentions, muſt be thoſe he had they do not firſt lay down that

before recited, Spots, &c . or elle propofition, they come ſhort of

L proying
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proving any thing as to this par- the beginning of chriſtianity ;
ticular inſtance ; if they do , they nor can it be ever fuppos'd , that

muſt find ſome ſin in longing for the fight of a ſpottedface ſhou'd

Strawberries, Claret,and Covo- heels, deſtroy any of those for whom Chrift

or at leaſt make thoſe marks died , by tempting them to do evil ;

which are ſo frequent on children, whichis the true notion of fcan

the tokens of divine vengeance. dal, tho'farenough differing from

For the lady's condeſcention, not what is commonly aſſign'd . And

to wear them where they'll give this is at preſent, after mature de.

ſcandal,we think it very com- liberation, our judgment in the

mendable, tho'more than ſhe'sin caſe propos'd ; which we are yet

conſcience oblig'd to, for the ready to change, if any can bring

caſe of ſcandal is far different here better reaſon for the contrary

from that the apoſtle mentions at opinion .

6

me in

Q. Worthy Athenians, ſpare ſome time,

• And give an anſwer to this rhyme.

• Of late I loved one whoſe feature

· Had all that's rare in art or nature :

• I loon did to her gain acceſs,

She lov'd in a month'stime, or leſs.

Her parents then were 'gainſt me ſet,

Which made myToul to fret ;

• But her love ſtill t'wards me did burn,

Though I wiſhtmy ſelf within an urn.

Herparents.with 'er now both confent,

Andtho' ſome months may yet be ſpent,

Nothing but death can it prevent.

Now learn'd Athenians ! ſince you can

• So well deſcribe the happy man ,

Say , whether is the greater bliſs

' In your opinion, mine or his ?

6

A. To the ſame tune.

Thrice worthy querift, we muſt confefs,

You honour us much in your rare verſe.

And by the world it ſhall be ſe'd

That you likewiſe we have honoured.

Whatever art for your love cou'd do,

Nature has done asmuch for you .

How could you elſe have batter'd down

In one month's time the ſtubborn town ?

When parents 'gainſt you firſt appear'd,

Like your's it fretted our ſouls to hear't.

Bua
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But ſince her love ſhe didn't deny,

O noble Roman ! why wou'dft thou dye ?
Howe'er it ſeems, the danger's paſt,

And parents all conſent at laſt,

'Tis clear again now, tho ' of lateovercaſt,

And to have and to hold , approaches faft.
On this you ask , if any can

Than you, be judg’d a happier man ?

Sad truths to lightwhy ſhou'dwe bring ?
Dream

on, and think your
ſelf a king !

Q. Whether it be not a great in- ther in the church , that our re

convenience in our chriſtian churches, formers had for removing images
'to admit women to fit unveil'd quite out on't, left they ſhould

promiſcuouſly with the men ? and dazle and divert the minds of be

whether it wou'd not be better for holders with their ſplendor and

both ,if differentplaces were appoint- beauty, and inſtead of devout
ed for them ?

chriſtian worſhippers, transform

A. Were our Mercury to paſs 'em into miſtaken blind idolaters.

for a canon, or ſtatute book, we Q. I've promis'dmarriage againſt

ſhould be forc'd to anger all the the conſent of my friends, which

beauty -hunters of St. Bride's, and they suspesting, have forbid my

perhaps ſome of the beauties too , lover to make any further addreſſes ,

who only Spe&tatum veniunt, by and commanded me not to entertain

anſwering this queſtion in the him any longer, and reſolve to mar .

affirmative. We are not of their ry me to another, for whom I have a

ridiculous opinion ,whothink (or great averſion : your dire&tion is

at leaſt pretend they do fo) that deſired how I am to behave my ſelf

womenhave no fouls, who very in this difficult affair ?

well know theconſequence ofthis A. Thereſolving two queſtions

do&rine, ſince, as an excellent will clear all the difficulty in this
author, no leſs tartly than truly , matter , whether a promiſe of

expreſſes it, ' If they can once per- marriage is obliging, when made

ſwade women they have no againſt the conſent offriends ? and

fouls, they think they fball eafi- whether friends have any power

' ly command their bodies . to force conſent to marriage ? for

So far are we from that ex- the firſt, if the perſonbe of years

tream , that weprofeſs’tis a quite of diſcretion, we think the pro

contrary cauſe that makes us wiſh mife is really binding, thonot

there might be different appart- lawfullymade, binding not only

ments for them and us in holy negatively , fo as never to marry
aſſemblies. Anyman that knows any other, but poſitively too, to

himſelf well , will not be willing marry that perſon as ſoon as all

in that place to truſt his eyes , for obſtructions are remov’d ; but

tho’he thould never ſo ofren make we take the want of parents con •

a covenant with 'em (for the ſame ſent to be a very juſt obſtruction

reaſon Job did) they'd be apt to as long asthey live, tho ' not any

break it.For the ſamereaſonthen, longer ; for we can't think they

wewilh 'em remoy'd a little furs have power to diſanull any ſuch

L2 contract

6

6
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not to

contrait or promiſe whenonce a &tu. there is ; though ſuppoſing there

ally and ſolemnly made ; the in- were none , they oughtto en

ftanee generally given of the pa- deavour as much as poſſible to

rents power under the law to va- ſubmit to their parents choice ;

cate and null the vow of his unleſs where 'tis a plain caſe that

daughter, not reaching the pre- t'wou'd make 'em miſerable. The

ſentcaſe:that was a political inſti, ſum is, the poſitive promiſe here
sution proper to the Jews ; and was unlawful, noris't to be actual

were the ſame a law of our coun- ly perform'd without the parents

try , as 'twasof theirs , and is of conſent or death, yet the parent

the French at preſent, the caſe has not power to vacate this pro

were clear : beſides, there ſeems a miſe, much leſs to force their

conſiderable difference between a child to marry any other.

wow and a contract, one is with Q. ' Twas my misfortune to fall

God, the other with man ; God inlove with a vertuous young lady ;

may giveup, or diſpute his own I have ſo far indulgʻd mypaffion,

right in this caſe, but it follows that 'tis now imposſible to make

not that it does man's : It's urg ?d it off. She is young, and I have

they are notſuijuris, being their some obligation upon me

parents goods, and therefore not marry thefe 3 years, and the lady

at their own difpofe : It may be is as great a ftranger to my love

anſwer'd, that they are partly ſui as to my perſon. I being ignorant of

juris, partly not they are born theſe affairs, defire to know which

free,nor flaves ; men, not beaſts ;' way I ſhallmakeknown ing affections

therefore have ſomething of to the dear angel : Dear Gent. I

choice, and are not to be alie- earnestly defore your advice, and

naſed , & c. like other goods (but am, & c.

we are infenfibly fallen intothe A. He's fmitten ſure enough ,

purlieus of the ſecond queſtion ) - Virtuous young lady, imposſible-

to far then as children are un- to fake it off, dear angel, nay,

der government, and not at their dear gent, and all. Well. Semei

own diſpoſal, they undoubtedly inſanivimus, as Mr. Cowley lays,

ſinin making any ſuch promiſes, we all have been , or muſt bein

and can't perform 'em till their love, unleſs downright fools,

parents conſent, or death gives which he thinks are not capable

'em liberty. Butſo far as they are of that paſſion , and we know can

free and rational creatures, they never be mad. But we would not

have power of diſpoſing even of be thought to ſport with the

their fouls , and therefore their miferable,we all therefore give

bodies, at leaſt negatively, to the gent. better advice than the

the excluſion of any other,forfo direct anſwer to his queſtion , and

much power no parent himſelf, that is, conſidering his circum

unleſs a tyrant, can deny them , ſtances, either to take off, or ac

which alſoclears the 2d . queſtion. least adjourn hisamour fome2 or

Children are neither cattle nor 3 years longer ; for it ſeemsthey

ſlaves, we think they have there are both young, and he has time

fore at leaft a negative voice, enough to be unfortunate, as a

even where there was no prior million to onehe is, as foonas he

obligation , much more where loves in earneft. But this he tells

>

us
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us is impoſſible In anſwer, ſpeak in the nature of an health ,

lovers often uſe the word im- which is the ſame thing with a
poffible, where one leſs harſh Lacedæmoni an grace.

would do thebufineſs ; 'tis only Q. If there were no light, would

impoffible in the fame ſignificati. there be any darkneſs, and so of other

on that the Greek ſometimes uſed , contraries ?

that is , for extreamly difficult, but A. Yes, certainly, there was

' tis not abſolutely fo, unleſs he'll nothing elſe but darknefs till the

make it. Let himnot ſee her , not creation. Indeedwe muſt grant

write to her, not hear muſick , that darkneſs could not have been

fing fongs,make verſes; nay , try known without its oppoſite light,

if he can forget her for one but it would be very ill logick to

quarter of ayear, and he'll then ſay ſuch a thing has not a being,

tell us another tale, and thank becauſe it falls not under the per

' us for this advice. ception of our fenſes.

Q. There's a certain gentleman , Q. Gentlemen, I am reſolved to

whom I can never fee without moſt go round the earth on foot, 1 deſire

violent · motions, my heart pants, to know whether my head or feet

and my colour comes and goes , tho ' will travel moſt, and how much the

I know no reafon for it . Ican'tbe one more than the other ?

lieve 'tis love that puts me in ſuch A. Pray, ſir, which waydo you

diſorder at the fight of this terrible deſign to travel, that you'll meet

Spark, becauſe I never was in love, with no water, mountains of ice,

nor think myſelf so much as capable & c.? However, fail or go,you are

of that paſſion : Pray your judg- deſired to tell us how large a

ment in this matter ? circle you deſign to take ; as alſo

A. Now whata paradiſe wou'd as near as you can, your height ;

theſe 2 querifts be in , thisand the but beſides all this, (which is yet

foregoing, ſhould they happen to a greater task ) pray ſend to us

intend one another. Well, this the way of ſquaring a circle ; if

love is certainlythe arranteſt lit. you cannot do that,weaſſure you

tle fophifter in the world; it we can't anſwer the queſtion 'ex!

makes peoplegrant the premiſes, ačtly, and for mathematicians to

and yet ſhift the conclulion . 'Tis advance any thing that won't

neither better nor worſe, lady, bear a demonſtration, is worſe

but by all thefe tokens you are as than doing nothingatall.

ſurely infected with the plague of Q. What is your opinion of the

love , as ever was your humble fory of Simon Magus having A

ſervant unknown ,oo. ftatue erected to himby the Romani

Q. How old is the cuſtom of ſay, people, as Juſtin Martyr relater,

ing grace before meat ?
and the frange conflict of miracles

A. As old as we can find men between him and St. Peter ?

of reaſon and gratitude, for it's A. ' Tis not a half-penny mate

impoffible for a good man to be ter whether it be truth or not,

ungrateful. A certain author, farther than this , that a ſuppo

whole talent lies at bumpers and lition ofanything thatinvalidares

bawdry, would have this cuſtom , the teſtimony of the primitive

as old as Dido, and citesfour ver- fathersin ſome matters of fact,

fes which the poet has made her wou'd bring in contempt all that

they

7
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they have deliver'd concerning that he would write and publiſh
Sacred Wrir. what he muſt of neceſſity have

Buthowever,ſince our opinion been ridicul'd forby his contem

is deſired , we believe that it's poraries , and yet we find not one

very eaſy to defend the teſtimo- of 'em that contradi&ts him ? If

ny of St. Juſtin againſt all that he had been miſtaken , it would

has been ſaid on this point . What have been taken notice of,and not

has yet been objected by our La- have been tranſcrib’d and atteſted

cedæmonian atheiſts, is this, That by many of his followers. Irenæus

Juſtin Martyr bad but little skill in was not his junior by 30 years,

latin, ( in which tongue the inſcrip- and he tells us , 1. 20. that Simon

tion was writ) and that he might dicebat ſe efo fublimiffimam virtu

eaſily miſtake, and this inſcription . tem , i.e. deum , as alſo , that he was

honour'd with a ſtatue by the em

S E MONI peror Claudius ; which is a quite
diftin &t account from that of Juº

SAN CO
fin Martyr, and therefore not

borrow'd from him,as is objected :

beſides, Tertullian , Euſebius, Ni

DEO FIDEO cephorus, &c. makemention of it,

but asforthe firſtinſcription, the

Sacrum
ill luck of it is , that 'twas never

mention'd till the year 1974:

above a thouſand years after theſe

Sex. Pompeius Sp. F. teftimonies ; butluppoſe the firſt

had beenin Fuftin'stime, nay, and
before him , 'tis yet an argument

And inſtead of it read
that that of Simon's was placed

there out of choice, to rivalthe

S I M 0 N I other Sabin divinities, according

to Tertullian, who ſays of him ,

Hic aufus eft fummam fe dicere
SANCTO DE O.

virtutem . i.e. Deum , Numen, apud

Samar : min. See Treinellius, or

Which firſt inſcription Ciacconius Junius upon the place : but fup

Samo in theyear 1974. upon a mar. poſe we had no better authority

ble pedeſtal of a certain statue in than the expoſing the weakneſs of

the Infula Tiberina, between the their argumentagainſt the uni

two bridges. We anſwer, firſt as verſal conſent of fathers :

to Justin's latin , we can't tell ex

actly his knowledge in it ; but if The inſcription of Semoni, & c.

he had any at all , (whichour an- is like that of Simoni, ergo, the
tagoniſts deny not) he'muſt know laſt is falſe.

Roman letters, and can any man Or thus, Semoni, & c . is, ergo,

of common ſenſe believe that he Simoni can't be.

was ſuch a blockhead as not to ſee

there was a 'vaſt difference be- When we find ſuch trifling ar

twixt the number of theſe ler- guments to diſprove any thing,

ters : beſides, can any one believe we may ſafely venture the merit

of
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of the cauſe , without defending againſt the truth of things that

it . As for the latter part of the have been as credibly receiv'd, as

queſtion , it hasbeen receiv'd and they have been poſitively deli

never contradi&ted by theprimi- ver'dby men of known ſincerity

tive fathers , and ſuch as believe and piety , ſuch as Juſtin was, ba

is not, are deſiredto ſew their ving approv'd himſelf ſo by his

reaſons whythey diſſent, and not martyrdom .

put the world offwith conje&ures

' Q. 5. Promotheus urg'd his fate, when for his clod

• He tole dear flame from the chariot of th'God,

And warm'd the breaſt with a coeleſtial fire,

Such of himſelf a mortal cou'd n't inſpire.

• Thus pafs'd the metamorphos'd clay for man ,

And he claims all for th'work of his own hand.

The wretch was bound on top of th' Aſian hill

Nor cou'd he buy his death, nor vulture kill ;

. And don't they urge their fatewho ſteal, and yet

Venting 'em for their own, will verſes write ?

· Their crime's the ſame, from Sol they ſteal the flame,

And then ſubſcribe the authors in their name .

' Spare not your verdi&t ! quickly doom the owls,
Not Pallas birds, but blinded ſenſeleſs fools ?

A. Whatever borrow'd lines our works have ſhown,

This we dare ſwear, that thine are all thy own.

Q. What was the occaſion ofthoſe fufficiently cleared the authority

infinito variety of lections we find of the Hebrew text in the Young

in the ancient manuſcripts of the student's library, and as for the

Scripture ? New Teſtament, that is much ea

A. All the world may ſee that fier defended .Ourauthor has on

this queſtionwas proposd out of ly raiſed 4 objections, which we

no good deſign , eſpecially ſince ſhall here anſwer:: 1. Jonas 2 .

the author of it has publickly s . Yet 40,days, and Nineyeh mal

rais’d ſome objections , thereby be destroyed ; the Septuagint an- '
to bring the whole bible into con- ciently read it 3 days. 2. The
tempt ; but weanſwer,tho’there diſagreement between Nehemiah

are ſome diſagreements which and Ezra , about the number of

hap'ned thro' the faultof the co- , the Jews that camefrom Babylon.
pyifts, yet it followsnot, that ' 3. The improbability of 32 fol.

there are not ſome crue copiesof diers fighting upon an elephant,

the original, both as tothe old i Macc. 6. 37. And4.Of the
and New Teſtament, which alſo number of the Philistines cha.

have been preſerv á bythe church, riots and horſemen , 1 Sam . 13 .

and we our felves dare under. 5.-To the firſt, Theodoret up

také to reconcile any text what. on the place tells us , that the Nº

ever, which would be impoſſible, 40. and not .3. was firſt in the

if there were not a trueitandard septuagine agreeable to theHebrew ;
to judge by. We hope we have and if ſo , it's plain there were

fomeL4
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ſome true copies tocorre & the or cuſtom of nations : But if à

falſe ones by, as we ſaid above; king, diſpleaſe the pope, or favour

orif it wascorrected by the ori- the doctrineof Chriſt, or its pro

gina) , it ſhews we have yet right feſſors, that's enough to excom
in the account. 2. Both Eſdras municare him , and then his ſube

and Nehemiah agree in the total je&tsare abſolved from allegiance ·

fum 42360, but in numbring up if the pope pleaſes, tho this is

particular familjes, Eſdras men- but Brutum fulmen. Costerus, Mo

tions494 ,whichNehemiah ſpeaks lina, Saunders, Cufwell, andmany

not of, and Nehemiah ſpeaks of more jeſuits,juſtify this fort of

1765, which Eſdras does not rec- depoſing; but the extent of their

kon up : Now if you add the ſur- do &trine is beſt learned from

plus of Eſdras's number to Nche- pope Xiftus, who ?
* This Speech

miah's, and the ſurplus of Nehe 1589.Sept. 2. made was re-printed

miah's number toEſdras's, the an oration in at London in

ſum will be equal.So that there's his conſiſtory, in the late popih
no contradi& ion, but a confir- commendation of plot.

mation of the truth told divers the monk that had done that me

ways. As to the 3d. we have morable act to ttab king Henry

nothing to do with it, we are the zd at the head of hisarmy ,

only to defend canonical books, whoſe hand God guided , and the

4. Obj. Of 30000 chariots to 600 king periſhed in his fin ( his

horſemen , when Grotius believes ſin was, he favoured the prote

it ſhould be but 3000, we muſt ftants) by this religious man, ſo

beg Grotius's pardon , (tho ' we he calls this murtherer ; and

have a great reſpe &t for his judg- pope Pius byhis bull , commanded

ment) for he was no warrior ; Q. Elizabeth's ſubjects to rebel

if it had been but zcoo , it had againſt her, becauſe ſhe promoted

been a ſmall cavalry for ſo nu- the primitive worſhip of Chrift

merous a people as the Philiſtines and the apoſtles, and not the

to provide , and in human pro- ncvel upſtart worſhip of the pa

bability but a very weak ſtrength piſts.

to cope with their powerfulad- Q. How Abraham going for
verſaries. Canaan after the days of hisfather,

Q. You are deſired to tell, what culd be but 75 years old, Gen. 12 .

'unqueſtioned popiſh authors do 4 , s . when his father liv'd 205‘

juflify the killing and depoſing of years, Gen. 11, and he was born in

kings to be lawful, by the pope's his father's 70th year, v. 26 ?

authority, it being generally beld by Å. We have already faid fome

proteſtants to beapopiſhitenet, but thing on this head,but we can't

deny d lo poſitively by somepapists, promiſe it was to ſatisfactory as

that one of them has promiſed to re. This account of it, for which we

nounce that religion , the day it can are oblig'd to an unknown hand ,

be made appear : Your ſpeedyanſwer whoſe kindneſs we are ready to

to this may be of great uſe tothe pub- acknowledge.

lick , as well as to my particular 1. Moſt plain it is , that non

friend ? Harar , out of which he came,

A. This depoſing doctrine is is the very fame name and

not grounded upon the fçripture , place with zerbay Charron, com

pare
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pare the Hebrew text with the future to treat of witches, &c . take

LXX . theſe few obfervations along with

2. It is then as plain , that at you ;

75 years old Abraham went out of That an appearance of per

Haran, or Charan, or Charran , in , " fons both of good and evil life

to Canaan, Gen. 12. 4, S: called in thisworld ,hachbeen by Al .

by Stephen, the land in which you mighty permiſſion for ſome ex .

now dwell. So that the queſtion traordinary end of detecting

recurs, That ſeeing his father'murder, recovery of eſtate,

was dead when he came into Ca- ' O c. and ſtill may be.

naan , how he could be no more That the ftrange notices of

than75 years old ? the deaths and births of per.

That in the Samaritan copy fons and families have been , and

(which biſhop Uſher with ſo much are very conſonant to the ef

coſt at laſt procur'd ) Tergh's age ' ſences of our Creator. But,
is ſet down to be 145, and that " That the feats of witchesand

granted, the doubt vaniſherh. devils in hurt to mankind, and

Ac Terah's 70. years he is born . the more innocent perſons, im
Add to that 75. of his own age . mediate pofleffions of the devil,poſſeſſions

and all outward and bodily vio

It makes 145: the age of lence of the devil, by himſelf,

Terab ,after whichimmediately he or his witches, or that there are
goes out of Charran into Canaan . any ſuch people who can inviſi

Or elſe, ' bly, or at diſtance endammage
2. You muſt anſwer from the ' any perfon , is utterly deny'd ,,

text that ſpeaks of Abraham's and eaſy to be prov'd againſt

birth , Gen. 11. 26. Terah livid 70 the eſſence of God Almighty,as

years, and begat Abram, Nahor, has veryjudiciouſly, by various

and Haran ; by ſuppoſing that perſons 'been made appear in
Abram , tho ' mention 'd firſt, Ra- print , and ſcarce any famous

tione dignitatis, was not Terab's Itory of witchcraft, & c. buthas

eldeſt ſon, but that ac 70 years been derected to havebeen ar

old he begat Haran , or Nahor, tifice or natural.

and Abraham in his izoth year Gent. Pray obſerve the diffe

(you have ſuch an inſtance in the rences in ſupernatural and na.

fons of Noah, tho' Faphet was the tural appearances, and thar any

firſt born , yet Shem is alwaysput thing aſcertained for truth,

firſt, becaule in him runs the line diſagreeing with divine truth ,

of Chriſt.) may not be taken notice of, ſuch

Abraham born 130th year of Te- I take the power of witches, de
( rah, vils , and poſſeſſions, & c. to be ,

was 75 years
old which if you arenot of the ſame

(when he went mind , it is expected you makea

( out of Haran , learned and clear proof to the

which makes 205 years of Te- contrary of what I affert, and

rah's life, immediately after the maintain’d by divers very learn

expiration of which, he goes out ' ed and good authors.

of Haran into Cangan. A. Sir,we return youour hear.

Q. Gent. If you deſign for the ty thanks for the adyiceandin,

fruction
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ftru & ion we have receiv'd from witches themſelves, who have

you, as well as ſeveral other per- dy'd for it, and at their executi.

fons, and deſireyour pardon that on confeſs'd themſelves guiltyof
we can't ſubſcribe toyour third the charge, have acted unac

pofition, and cou'd with that in countably , which is impoſſible,

the ſecond you had expreſsd your therefore there's ſomething be

ſelf ſo, that we mighi have had a yond nature or artifice.

clear idea of what you mean by Obj. A great many notorious

confonant to the effences of our Cre. Rories under that name, have been

ator ; if you mean, becoming the diſcover’d to be meer trick and jug
nature and wiſdom of God , we gle ?

agreewith you in that, as well as A. We grant it ; but it's ill

the firſt: we wiſh we could an- logick to ſay, Some are tricks,

ſwer the latter end of your let- ergo, all are tricks. We believe

ter to your fatisfa &tion, which the greateſt partmay be juſtly

we fallendeavour, afterwe have reckon'd amongft idle ſtories,but

reduc'd your third poſition into the many credible inſtances we
two heads :

have, that have all the atteſtati.

on that any thing that comes un

j . Witchcrafts ( ſo ſuppos'd )are der the cognizance of our ſenſes
either artificial ornatural. can be capable of, aſſure us that

2. That perſons are not hurt there are ſometrue inſtances.

by devils or witches, are Againſt the third we offer theſe

not poſſeſs'd by devils, nor arguments.

fuffer any bodily violence. 1. The ſcripture gives in

ſtances of perſons that have been

Againſt the firſt we offer theſe hurt by devils, as Job ; have

arguments : been poſſeſs'd , as Mary Magdalen ;

1. All nations can't agree and have ſuffer'd violence, as he that

conſpire to find out a word ex- was thrown ſometimes into the fire,

preſiive ofa non -entity, as witche and ſometimes into the water ; now
craft is, if there be no ſuch thing ; if thefe things haye been , it

but we find no nation or lan- ought tobe prov'd how and when

guage whatever without ſome the devil loft his power, or elſe

word expreſſive of the idea we this conſeguence is very fair ,
have of witchcraft, therefore theſe inſtances inay yet be. !

there's more than nature and 2. That a ſpirit can a& upon
artifice in it.

bodies ( tho' we don't know, ſince

2. It would have been diſagree- matter is not apply'd to matter in

able to the wiſdom and juftice order to motion ) it's plain, from

of GodAlmighty to havemade a every man'sown experience,who

particular law to deſtroy witches finds that his ſoul wills, acts and

if either there was none fuch , or moves his body, the manner of

if ſuch , could not have eaſily been the motions comes not within

diſcover'd by human knowledge the diſpute, the queſtion is, whe

from an artifice, or the effects of ther they move at all.
nature . Obj. There's no reaſon why in ,

3. If there be no ſuch thing as nocent perſonsſhould beſubje&t to the

witchcraft, all legiſlators , juries,' power of the devil ?

witneſſes, nay, and thouſands of A. Job
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A. Job was, and thouſands the circumſtances of the a & ion

have been, and yet are, for ſuch extenuates the fault,and ' tis very

ends as God in his wiſdom and well there's ſo much ſincerity and

juſtice thinks fitting ; the ſame honeſty asto make reftitution :

objedion was made to our Savi, we don't think you oblig'd ever

our, Why a man ſhould beborn blind to mention it to him , for theworld

before he has fin'd, if you pleaſe is reflective ; only thusmuch ,beg

conſult our Saviour'sanſwer . As God Almighty's pardon for lo

for that paſſage in the laſt poſiti- inconſideratean a & ion, anddo fo

on , which ſpeaks of peoples being no more, and you may be aſſured

inviſibly in aplace, we don't at all your innocence will be asſecure

believe it ; and we have credible as your credit.

inſtances enough by us to per- Q. I. being at this time under

ſwade us that witches are deluded , Some affliction , I beartily defire

and think they go journeys, eat, your conſideration therein , and to

drink , revenge themſelves, turn ir- give meyour ſpeedy thoughts on the

to firange Shapes, &c. when’tis no matter, viz. I now living with a

thing, elle but the devil , and fatherand mother which have not

that they at the ſame time lye proved ſo kind to me as I expected ,

in their chamber , or ſomewhere did ſome time ſince make a vow to

elſe exanimated, inſenſible of gofrom them , and to take hold ofthe

burnings, cuttings , buc. has been firſt opportunity that I might get a

often try'd upon them . decent and honest livelihood by ,

Q. Not long ſince I had a very which now offering , am unwilling to

great occaſion for a certain ſum of break my vow ,tho Somethingdeſirous

money, and having no acquaintance to ſtay with them , notwithſtanding
in town where I could borrow it they continue in the ſame unkindneſs .

for ſuch a time as I wanted it, I Now I would deſire you to favour
cheated my maſter of the ſame, at me with yourinſtruction for my bet

the expiration of the time,Imade up ter guidancetherein ?
a greaterfum (and gave it to him A. Your vow does not oblige

for goods, which were never fold ) you, for your body is the goods

in our books, which will be some of your father, and you cannot

monies clear profit to him when we lawfully diſpoſe ofyour ſelfwith

come to cast up our accompts : query, out his knowledge and conſent,ſo

in your opinion, whetheror no this is that you ought to beg God Al

a fin before God Almighty, and mighty's pardon for your rala

whether 1 can be pardoned for the neſs; only thus far, if your fa
Saine without repentance ? ther compells you to ill actions,

A. We look upon the action and you ſee noprobability ofdiſa

not at all juſtifyable, to diſpoſe of ſwading him from it, webelieve

another man's money, &c.with- you may lawfully diſpoſe ofyour

out his knowledge , tho' with a felf, but you'd beſt be well ad.

ſincere deſign ofreftitution, ſince vis'd , and take not your own

'twasa tranfgreſſion of thegolden counſel as to the matter of fa &,

rule , Do as thou would't be done whether it is juſt or not , and

by ; poſſibly the money might whether 'tis a ſufficient occaſion

have been wanted before the time for ſuch an unhappy choice.

it cou'd have been repaid ; as it is,

Q. Whether

>
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Q. Whether the knowledge of vation, which they carefully ob

men , or things be the better ? ſerve at this day ; (we ſpeak as we

A.Of men undoubtedly, and do of other religions, that this

ofallmen, one's ſelf ; noſce teip- is their practice ; we excuſe not

fum , know thy ſelf, was a rule any reprobate ill perſons of 'em ,

of very great weight; and if it any more than we can the vicious

was put to our ſociety to find out of our own church ) and if they

another as great, it ſhould be, crucified the head of our reli

age ipſe, a &t thy felf, do thy felf, gion ( for he came not in that

what thou adviſeſt others ; for pomp and glory that they ex

after all, knowledge without peeted ) yetweare the better for
practice ſignifies very little. it, for had he not been crucified ,

Q. Whether a chriftian magi- our religion had never had a

strate can tolerate the Jews, fince being.

their expectation of a triumphant. It has been often objected a

Meſſias isa direct blafphemy againſt gainſt them , that they colebrate

Jeſus Christ whom they reject and their feaſt of unleavened bread,

their anceſtors had the preſumptuous fermenting it with the blood of

boldneſs to brag , that they crucified chriſtians , which is ſo exprefs

the God of the chriſtians? againſt the fundamentals of their

A. A late author in treating religion , that nothing can be

upon this queſtion, ſeems to more, being both forbidden to

cenfure a juſt toleration of the kill and to eat blood ; is ſo far

magiſtratein the beginning ofhis from the doctrine of their expo

anſwer; tho ' he recants before' ſitors, that they teach quite

he has done ; he alſo endeavours contrary. Thus Rabbi Mofes of

to anſwer to thofe objections that Egypt in Jada Razaka in his trea

are made againſt the Jewsexpul- tile of Kings, cap . 10. ſays, Con

fion out of all chriſtian govern . cerning the nations, the ancients

ments : And tho' we are 110 Jews, have commanded us to viſit their

yet aswe are men , we will ven- fick , and to bury their dead as the .

ture for once not only to juſtify dead of Iſrael, and to relieve and

the wiſdom of the magiftrate, inaintain their poor , as we do the

but alſotake off the falle calumo poor of Iſrael, becauſe of theways of

nies that are caft upon that difper• peace, as it is written, God isgood

fed nation : we ſhall confider 'em to all, and his tender mercies are

under theſe two heads, ecclefiaftick over all his works, Pſalm 145. 9.
and civil. How often do wefind accounts in

As to the firſt, They are our hiſtory of their falfe impriſon

elder brethren , and we are but ments, and cruel death ? Thus

grafted into the common ſtock in Vienna, the metropolis of
with 'em : So that we have bur Auftria, Frederick being emperor,

little reaſon to boaft againſt 'em , there were three children miſſing

fince they bear us, notwe them in a great froſt, the imputation

Their religion was once the only was caſt upon the Jews, who

true religion ; and tho' they were were indicted formurthering 'em
Hlaves to types, ſhadows, figures, to celebrate their paffover , and

66. yet theyhad alſo the fame 300-of 'em were burnt for it, but
eternal morallaw for their obter when the shaw came, the 3 boys

were

>

>
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were found drown'd in a pond and thou ſhalt root out the

where the ice had let them in. kingdom of pride forthwith,

We ſhall give one inſtance more, weaken and put it out, and in

and we've done : Among the Por- our days : 'Tis plain to any one

tugueſe, the Jews were extreamly who knows the talmud, thatit

perſecuted ; one night the king means only the Jews which apofta
could not ſleep, but roſe up and tiz'd to the Sadduces, Epicureans,

went into a balcony, where he and Gentiles (ſee Moſes of Egypt

eſpy'd two men carrying a dead upon the place) and it can't mean
corps, which they caft into a chriſtian kings, for at thattime

Jero'syard, he immediately dif- there was none: Now asto what

patches a couple of ſervants to concerns religion , we chriſtians

watch 'em home, which they did ; have this rule , That the tares and

the next day there was a great wheat mallgrow together till the

tumult in thecity, and the Jews harvest : We haveno order to

were accus'd of the murder. The treat thoſe ill that are not of our

king apprehendstherogues, and faith ; and if in any civil ac

ſends for ſome of the rabbies,ask count the diſorderly amongit the

ing them howthey tranſlated the Jews, offend (as no people in the
4th ver. of Pſal. 121. they an- world is free from ſuch members)

fwered, Bebold he that keepetb If- the laws which they lie under,

rael will neither Number nor pleep ; and by which they are maintain'd

No, ſays the king, this is the in their rights and liberties, will

tranſlation, Behold theLord doth alſo take cognizance of their
not Pumber, neither will be ſuffer breaches of it.

bim that keepeth Iſrael to ſeep : God To the ſecond part, their civil

who hath acare over you , hastaken concern is not at all diſadvan
away my ſleep , that I might be an tageous to a commonwealth, but

eye-witneſs of that wickedneſswhich the contrary ; it is ſaid indeed ,

is this day laid to your charge.There They engroſs the whole negotiation
are innumerable ſuch inſtances to the great damage of the natural

which we have not room to inſert inbabitants : But this is refuted ,

here : As to what this lare au-, ſince it is out of their power to

thor fpeaks about their curſing make ſuch an engroſſment ; they

chriſtians, agreeable to the pre- both import and export to the

cepts of their talmud , 'tis falſe, good of the nation , by bring,

and borrow'd out of șixtus Senen. ing in fuch things as wa need,and

fis , in bid . lib. z. or othersthat taking off our hands what we

follow him , viz . “ That every have too much of. Nor is their

Jew thrice a day curſeth all cuſtom to the king's revenue in

chriſtians, and prayeth to God conſiderable, and their religion

to confound 'em , and root 'em obliges them from cheatingand

out with their kings and prin- deceiving in it , andif any does,

ces ; when the very wordsare ( as ſome poſſibly will) the law is

thefe, La Mumarim , & c. For open. As for the buſineſs of clip

apoftates letthere be no hope : ping ofmoney,upon whatgrounds
' let all hereticks be deſtroyed, it has been ſuppoled,and how they

and all thine enemies, and all have been treated, let their enem

that hate thee ,let them perilh ; mies judge by 7 Adv. 3. N. 7,
de

6

6
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run no

de fine recipiendo a Judis, where ſtances, charges, doc. as alſo a

the king isbrought in writing to demonſtration about their hit

his judges in latin in theſe words, ting or miſſing the mark.
Rex dile&tis de fidelibusſuis Stepha- Q. I know an emperick in the

no de Pentecefter, & c. ' Tis too country who stops bleeding at the'

long to tranſlate this, or, indeed, noſe, and ſtanches all manner. of

to ſtay any longer upon this fub- hæmorrhages, when all other means

je&t;only thus muchwe think our fail, only by saying over theſe fol

felves oblig'd to ſay , nor can any lowing words ( either preſent with

chriſtian accuſe us, ſince we all the patient, or within ſome miles

owe 'em a greater debt, to wit , diſtance)

our prayers that God wou'd call

home his ancient people the Jews, Here the In the blood of Adam
&c.

nam'd both ( fin was taken,

Q. Whether the reverſe or reo chriſtian In the blood of Chriſt

coyl of a gun, be at the firing and fir- ( it was all to ſhaken .

in the chamber, or before , or
Andbythe ſame blood

at the immediate departure of the (I do thee charge,

fire from the muzzle : Gent . three That the blood of *

wagers depend upon this question ; ( longer at large.
therefore the fooner you anſwer, the

fooner we Mall drink your healths, The wordsyou are left free to conceal

for it is to be determined by you . or publiſh, according to your refo

A. The learned lord Brounċker lution of the caſe : pray give us

anſwers this queſtion in his ex- your opinion of the lawfulneſs of it,

periments that hemadeabout the and how ' tis effected ; that it has

recoyling ofguns, ſomeofwhich been done frequently , I am aſſured

were before the Royal Society , is matter of fact ?
and others after that were made A.The means ofſtopping blood

before his majeſty in Whitehall ; may be natural, but this is not ,

he diſcover'd that the recoyl was however this ismuch more unac

ſoonerorlater, according to the countable.Our Saviour tellsusina

quantity ofpowder uſed ; thus in certain place, that many sballcome

theengine he made uſe of, if he unto me in that day, and ſay unto
uſed under 12 grains, the piece me, Lord , Lord, have we not pro

ceas'd to recoyl before it parted pheſied in thy name, andin thy

with the bullet ; if he uſed more , name cast out devils, and done

the bullet parted from the piece many wondrous works ? But I will

before. it recoyl'd , the reaſon Say unto them , Depart from me ye

whereof he hath demonſtrated , workers of iniquity ; whence (as

for the bullet croſſing the axis of alſo from another place that

the piece with a greater or lefſer ſpeaks of it as matter of fact) 'tis

angle, accordingto the force of inconteſtably true, that as ſome

the powder, the recoyl is ſooner good men by a true faith in Jeſus

or later; for a fuller latisfaction Chriſt can domiracles ;ſo in lome

in this point, we refer theinge- ill men there's 'a faith ſtrong e

nious to the hiſtory of the Royal nough to do the ſame ; of this

Society, p . 236. where they have number we reckon all thoſe

both a table calculated for di. wịcked ridiculous things called

charms,

a
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charms, for tooth -ach, agues tend by judicial aſtrology to re

thefts, &c. we doubt not but folve caſes of marriage, death ,

ſome perſonsmay uſe ſuch things travelling, riches, poverty, & c.

(as the gentleman mentioned in and can't tell at the ſame time

the queſtion) out of no ill deſign , any little accident whatever that

and becauſe they think there can will befal themſelves.

be no wickedneſs in it ; but we Q. Gentlemen , I had once cona

are very certain that ſuchper- tracted. a friendſhip of the ftrictest

fons have an officious devil at- kind, and higheſt degree with a

tending them , and in their firſt young lady, who is ( without flat

tryals lends his aſſiſtance, and tery ) one of the nobleſt of her ſex :

brings the thing to paſs by natu- our paſſions, fortunes, and every

ral means, till a vain unaccounta- thingelſe wereequal, that weſeemid

ble faith is ſo ſtrong as to perfect defign'dfor eachother ; yet if there

ſuch things without his imme- is ſuch a thing as platonick love,

diate aſſiſtance. Thoſe know but that was all that poſſeſs’d our fouls,'

little that are not ſatisfy'd that at leaſt that we knew , and when aú

the devil is more skilful in na- elfe concluded us lovers (in the

ture than any phyſician whatever ; frieteft Senſe) we only term’d our

how eaſy can heconvey prepar'd ſelves friends, and we were ſo far

ſpirits of vegetables, or other from love, that we ridicul'd ang

methods, when the party is a- thing tending thereto : but my oca .

ſleep, orconfound a perſon's ſen- caſions calling me to Spain (where
ſes,ſo as tomake him paſſive e- I continued about a twelvemonth ) we

nough for any reception in a were forc'd to part, tho' with grief'

friend's ſhape, brc. forGodoften to both ; during my abſence, I was

permits fuch things ; and ifſo, poffeſi’d with a frange kind of
tis plain he can cure the tooth- pallion, which I knew not what to

ach , ſtop blood, or any other make of: Her idea was always with

natural remedy. In examining me, and tho we continued a corre

the lives of necromancers , and Spondence by letters, nothing could

ſuch as have givenup themſelves ſatisfy me till my return : as ſoon as

to the devil,we find they began Iſaw her , I threw myſelf into ber

with ſuch ſmall things as thefe, arms, and expreſs'd the higheſt

' till hardened in their unaccount- paffion I was capable of ; me, ſur

able follies, they proceeded high- priz'dat my behaviour,was ſilentfor

er.If there's ſuch companions and a while, but then receiv'd me with

ſo much danger in theſe things , a figh , and told me her parents had

we need not add , that a very par. promis'd her to another perſon, and

ticular repentance is neceflary, to that thoſe lov'd me, yet thinking I

all ſuch as are guilty of them ; was net ſubject to the same paſſion,

or any way concerned in them . had given her conſent, andthe

Under this head may come ſuch were to be married within a month.

as make tryals for Iweethearts, · Butto be short, afterſome diſcourſe

turn the key and bible for I left her , and happily met my rival

thieves, enquire into future e in a private field ; I told him our

vents : In ſhort, all that great circumftances, and endeavoured to

pack of fools or knaves in this diſpute, him out of her ; but when

town, and elſewhere, that pre that would not do, I drew, and told

him

3

병
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of you :

him hemuſt fight me,or quit his pre- tonic, which foongot an ill repu .

tenfions to ber ; we fought, Iwound- tation, being us'd as a jeſt, tho

edand diſarm'd him , but gave him in truth Ariftotle was the fool in

his life, which he requitedwith fur- that, and Plato the wiſe man, as

rendring his right in her to me ; he may be feen by comparing their

quitting her without difcovering the morals together. The Platonic yet

reaſons, I openly courted ber , and keeps up its abufed fenfe , and

gained her parents confent, and am cuftom givesus a ridiculous no

now in expectation of the happy day. tion of it. The idea that we have

-And, gentlemen, I would know of it now is moſtlyconfin'd to an

uncommonlove, vik. That be

1. Whether there is op can be twixt two different fexes, which

such a thing as Platonic love ? '. if it had been between two of the

2. Whether I did ill in fighting fame fex, might be wellexpreſs'd

my rival, ſince without it we had by the term of friendfhip . That

all three been made miſerable ? there is fuch a thing, we have

A. Plato,furnam'dXeww,becauſe feveral inſtances to convince us ;

of hisknowledge in divinity, and the lateſt in princ is to be found

abftracted fpeculations, Ariſtotle in one of the Gentleman'sJour

was his fcholar,who by reafonof nal, expreffed by a copy of verfes

his acute knowledge in material writ by a Platonic gentleman a

things, was called zara . He be- little before thedeath of his mi.

ing afucceffor of Plato, and envi- ftreſs and himfelf. The verſes

ous of his reputation ,out of ſcorn were there :

call's all abſtracted notions Pla .

Since love hath kindled in our eyes

A chaſte and holy fire,

It were a fin if thou . or I

Should let this flame expire.

What tho' our bodies never meet,

Love's fewel's more divine,

The fix d fars by their cwinkling greet,

And yet they never join .

Falſe meteors, who ſtill change their place,

Though they ſeem fair and bright,

Yet when they covet to embrace,

Fall down and loſe their light.

If thou perceive thy flame decay,

Come light thy eyes at mine,

And when I feel mine fade away,

I'll cake freſh fires at thine.

Thus when we ſhall preſerve from waſte

The flames of our deſires,

No veftals ſhall maintain more chatte

Nor more immortal fires. Thoſe
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:

Thoſe that haye a mind to advancements muſt be very fine,

know the whole ſtory , and the or themſelyes veryimmoral, to

fatal effects this copy of verſes condemn every body elſe ; firſt,

had on 'em both , may conſult the they will have this act to be

faid journal.-- To your ſecond ; drama (a comical viſion ) and no

A. Yes certainly, we are for- thing real; which beſides the in
bidden to do ill that good may congruity ofa deep ſleep (as in the

come of it ; ' tis an ill act to af- text) puts a nonſenſe upon the

fault any perſon, except in one's context, for Adam ſaid when he

juſt defence, anda degree of mur . was awake, This is bone ofmy bone,

der : We wiſh you as much hapº and flesh of my fleſh ; and a little

pineſs in your marriage as you after, For this cauſe shall a man

promiſe your ſelf, but wedon't leave his father, & c. from which

underſtand how any gentleman places ’ ris plain that Adam was in

can loſe his right to any thing,be the viſion (if a viſion ) both aſleep

cauſe another has a longer ſword . and awake : So that if theſe mens

Q.Adam before his fall being in a conſequence is good, we Thall

ftate of immortality (as moſt hold ) have the whole hiſtory of the

and ſleep being an emblem of death, creation , nay the whole bible is

how could he, being in that ſtate, felf, to be viſionary, or a dra.

Jeep and ſo found, as that a rib ma, andconſequently a deſpica

could be takenfrom him, without ble ſilly thing, and to render it ſo ,

bis being ſenſible of it ? many of their papers bid very

A. Sleep is properly called an fair.

emblem of death in ſome limited Q. Whether there is ſuch a par

ſenſes, but the want of a proper ticular period ſet to the life of every

diſtinction might probably be the particular man,as that he cannotin

occaſion of the queriſt's error ; the courſe of nature go beyond ſuch

for no one ever pretended that a number of years,months, or days ;

ſleep and death had any reſem , and that he shall fulfilſuch a num.

blance in their full and proper ber, notwithſtanding awy dangers of

effects, viz. corruption, and rew.caſualties hemay engagewithal?

freſhment, for theſeare quite con . A. There have been manyau

trary, and'tis to the firit of theſe thors which have controverted

that Adam's immortality is op- this caſe. The two principal

pos’d, and not to the laft, which texts,brought by ſuch as hold

is rather emblematical of it. As the affirmative, are that of Job,

to the latter part , How could Thou haſt appointed his bounds, be

Adam be so found aſeep, that a rib yond which hecannot paſs; and the

could be takenfromhimwithout his other is that paſſage of our Savi.

being ſenſible of it ? We anſwer, our, My hour is notyet come. The

theIcripture is expreſs that it was meaning ofthe firſt appears to

ſo; andwe may very reaſonably us, thatGod has ſentenc'd man .

believe it was no hard task for kind to mortality for the dif.

Him to effect , that could make a obedience of Adam , and has ſo

man out of duſt, nay , that could laid the chain of caules, that

make the world out of nothing. man ſhall nor out-live the bounds

Andnow to examin the atheiſts ( ordinarily ) of 70 years ,or *
anſwer to this queſtion , whole few more, becaule of the conve

M niency
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niency ofthe world ,and theſuc. Fox. 20. 8 , 9, 10 , 11. It was fub

ceſfion of generations. As for ject to rules and time; which if

the ſecond,ourSaviour beingboth the man thought it too ſtriet up

God and Man, very wellknew onhis tryal, or too long for him

the conſpiracy, timeand manner and his virgin to continue in that

of his death, with every pre- condition of contract ; or if ſhe

ceding circumſtance that would thought it diſreputable, becaufe

concur therewith, and there. The was paſt the years then in

fore he might properly ſay his vogue ; ( for virginity was a re

bour was notyet come, beforethat proachtothat nationupon many
time . Common experience ſhews accounts ,being bewailed by them )

that the temperate livelong and or if any other urgent occafion on

healthful, when the intemperate his fide did preſs him , he might

die quickly , now for a man to put her away to avoid ſcandal,or
ſay that God ordains the means marry her, or ſhe mightcontinue

and theend, is to ſay thatGod is with him longer ; he finned not,;

the author of fin ; ' if ſo , mur- do which way he pleas'd ; rather!

ders, rapine, violence, cheats, than burn let them marry, be the

and all wickedneſs whatever have times never fo perilous . But if

a ſafe retreat, to wit, a neceffity, the mancan keep his reſolution ,

that it couldnot be avoided ; and command his paſſion, and will be

If ſo, farewel rewards and puniſh- firm to his promiſe or contract

ments, heaven and hell; nay, the with his virgin , tho” he do not

very exiſtence of a divine being. marry her till the timesmended ;

Q. In the'1 Cor.7 . 36 , 37 , 38. and if Ihe his virgin , be likewiſe

St. Paul Jays, If any man think that content to remain with him , this

he behaves himſelf uncomely toward mandoth better, conſidering the

his virgin, if thepaſs the flower of circumſtances of the times the

her age, and need to require, let apoſtle was ſpeaking of. There

him do whathe will, he finneth not ; are two other interpretations

let them marry : nevertheleſs he much to the fame purpoſe : the

that flandeth fedfajt in his heart, firſt is of the Greek Acholiaſts,

having no neceſſity, but hath power and others ; if any father hatb,

over his own will, and hath fo de becauſe of the perilous times kept

creed in his heart, that he will keep his virgin, i. e. his daughter un

his virgin , doth well : So then he married, till ſhe be paſt the flower

that givesher in marriage doth well, of her age, i.e. till ſhe be well

but he thatgives her not in marriage ſtricken in years, and thinks it a

doth better : I deſire you to inform diſhonour to her to keep her any

mewhatyou thinkwasSt.Paul's true longer in that virgin ftate, let

intentand meaning by theſe words, him marry her to a husband, he

and likewiſe an explanation of them ? doth not fin in ſo doing ; but he

A. The cuſtom of betrothing who keeps his reſolution not to

and putting away , continued to involve his family in the troubles

the apoſtles days ; the parties of the world in ſuch difficult

lived together a long interval be- times , and is under no neceflity ,

fore marriage, which ſometimes it being in the father's power to

ended in a great belly, or ſomė. diſpoſe, or not diſpose of his

times no marriage at all. Vide daughter in marriage as be

pleaſes,

2

”
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pleaſės, ſuch an one the apoſtle ſuch a recital bring the truth of

thinks does better. The other the relation into queſtion, no

interpretation is of our excellent more than if any other author or
Dr. Hammond, of a man be- perſonby bringing two differenç

trothed, but not married to a things into onerelationwhich are

virgin, that iswellgrown inyears, both truth , does make them con
and it is look'd on as unfeemly ,in- temporary.

expedient, and undecent to con- The word ſlept, in the text,

tinue in thatſtate any longer , and means perſons in the ſtate of

need ſo require, or as the king's death, as is evident by other pa

manuſcript reads it , &c. it be- rallel places in fcripture, as La

hoves that this be done, let him zarus was ſaid to ſleep when he

marry ; but if the man's reſoluti. was dead , and Stephen was ſaid to

ons continue firm , and his be- fall aſleep, when he was ſton'd to

trothed virgin be content to death : ' Tis alſo a common ex

abide ſingle till the times of per- preſſion amongſt heathen authors,

ſecution be over, this is the more both Greek and Latin ; thus Homer

commendable reſolution. in Il . X 241 .

Q. I deſire your ſentiments on Ως ο μεν αυθι πεσων κοιμάσατο
that, Mat. 27.52 , 53 , where it is ταλκεον υπνου.

written , that the graves opened,and i. e. Sic quidem lapſus dormivit
the ſaints aroſe at the earthquake, ferreum fomnum . And Catullus

which was at our Saviour's cruci- ſays , Nox eſt perpetua una dormien
fxion ; And yet it Says again, that da. Our Saviour was the firſta

the ſaints did not come out oftheir fruits from the dead, not the firſt

gravestill after the reſurrection ? that came again to life, for there
I have no books but the bible, which were the Shunamite's ſon,Lazarus,

according to a famous doctor, is and many more ; but he was the

Sufficient ; but notwithſtanding my firſt that roſe with a material
Sober enquiry, I cannot underſtand, dead body, and took it with him

that there were any glorified Saints into heaven : as for the term

before our bleſſed Saviour's ajcenfi. Hoy City, interpreters generally
on, or who canonized them ; or agree that 'twas Jeruſalem , which

whether they return'd to their graves, was commonly called ſo by the

were their bodies aſſumed into Jews, becauſe of the Holy Temple

heaven , or to what purpoſe, did they and worſhip ofGod which were in

appear , or what was their errand it : So that themeaning of the

and deſign, or whether there is any place is thus, When our Saviour

tradition in the catholick church luffer'd, there was a great earth

concerning that miracle ? quake, & c. and when he aroſe

A. Mr. Pool in his Synopſis Crio again from the dead , and had by

ticorum , after having examined his riſing ſhew'd that he had on

many opinions about this text, vercomedeath, he alſo raiſed fem

tells us , that St. Matthew's deſign veral other holy perſons which

here, was rather to relate the were alſo dead,for the greater

many furprizing miracles that manifeſtation of his power. Thus

hapned about that time, than the far we are certain , and we are

order and diftinction of thetimes inclined to believe, that thoſe

in which they fellout ; nor does yery nerſonswhich he rais’d, dy'd,

or

:
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no more, but after their appear- much reaſon to ask how God .

ance aſcended to heaven , from can be juſt, and make ſuch an un.

ſeveral paſſages that wemeetwith proportionable recompence,

in the fathers, That Chriſt defcen- eternal happineſs for a few tem
nok

ded alone, but aſcended to his fa- porary ſervices , and an imperfect 10

ther with agreat multitude. Thus obedience ?
Thadæus, Ignatius, Macarius, Am- 2. Eternal puniſhment is an ilt be

broſe, Epiphanius, and others are man's choice, and to one that's

of the fame opinion ; and ſome willing there can be no injury ,
l

pretend to tell whothey were , as volenti non fit injuria. Suppoſe

Adam, Job; others that they were I'd a kingdom in poſſeſſion , and

Noah, Abraham and David ; others out of my free will and goodneſs,

again , thatthey were Simeon, An- ſhould ſend to an attainted re

na, Zacharius, John the baptift . bellious ſubject, and aſſure him ,

There's a book callid The goſpel of by the moſt certain demonftrati

Nicodemus ( a Romißh legend ) ons that he was capable of recei.

which gives you a more particu- ving , that I'd adopt him my heir

lar account of their number , &c. to my crown and kingdom, if

if you pleaſe to believe it ; Theo- he'd but gratefully acknowledge

phylact indeed believedthat when it ? If not, he ſhou'd lie in his

they had appear'd, they went attaindure, and be always ſub

down again into the grave, but je &t to my diſpleaſure : Now if

we find no body elſe of his o- inſtead of complying with my

pinion. goodneſs, and his own intereſt,

Q. How the puniſhing temporal he ſhould ſcornmy favour, and

fins with an eternity of torinent, make choice of his ſhame and

conſists with the infinite juſtice and folly, would it not be juſt in me

goodneſs of the divine nature ? to give him his choice ? nay , ra

A. God who owesnothing to ther would itnot be injuſtice not

anyman ,and who made all things to do it ? Tis manthat condemns

for his glory, can'tbe diſappoin-' himſelf, not God; ' tis man that's

ted in his deſigns ; he will be glo- ſo barbarous to his own ſoul, and

rify'd either in our happineſs or ſnatches damnation out of the

miſery ; but this his ſovereignty hands ofGod, whilſt he is intrea

and power are not at all contra- ted to forbear.

dictory to his juſtice and good- 3. An infinite God is offended,

nels, for he has enjoyn'd nothing, therefore the puniſhment ſhould

but what there's the higheſt e- be infinite. He that affaults a

quity in nature for. peaſant, deſerves not the ſame

If we conſider after retribution , puniſhment as he that aſſaults a

which is the caſe in the queſtion , king .

his juſtice is yet more apparent- 4. A man habituated to a vi.

ly ſignal, in puniſhing the obfti- cious life would fin on to eter

nate with eternal torments. nity if he were to carry a body

There are many reaſons which about him to long : So that e

will juſtify this diſpenſation. ternal deſiresof finning have but

1. That eternity of rewards an equal retribution.

is oppos'd to an eternity of pu- s. All ſuch as make this plea ,

niſhments ; and if ſo, there's as are either in earneſt or not, if

they
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they are in earneſt, they'll ſecure vate judgments, tho' ſhould the

themſelves ; if they're in jeſt, and authority and wiſdom of church

look upon hell to be a dream , or and ſtate think fit to make any

a chimera, or a flea-bite, they more alterations as to words , and

cannot ſay they are hardly dealt ſmaller circumſtances, for the ſake

by if they undergo ſuch a ſlight of peace and union , we ſhould

puniſhment. think it our dutiesmodeſtly and

Q. Pray let me know what feet gladly to ſubmit and embrace'em :

of religion you are of, ſince by your There is our confeſſion , and let

anſwers to ſeveral questions in your the bigots make the moſt on it

Mercuries, you ſhew your ſelves ere- they can .

mies to the truly found, orthodox Q. Man's body in 7 years time

and holy church eſtabliſhd ? being no more a part of thethenmov

A. We will endeavour to ſhew ing maſs, but what was ſo being

our ſelves true church of England- ſcatter'd abroad, and moving in

men,by profeſſing we heartily for different ſpheres; the queſtion is,

give ſo unjuſt and uncharitable a If at death the last boding which the

cenſure, and by our as boldly foul is then poffefs'd of, be not re

owning our tenderneſs towards all Sponſible for all the finscommitted

good men, tho' in ſome things of by the diſperſed mould before the laſt

different opinions. And we are body had a being ?
ſure that charity and moderation A. That man talks not much

are two main characteriſticks of like a philofopher who ſuppoſes

that church. But if this be not the ſame man at different ages to

enough , nor all we have formerly have different bodies magis

written, we'll now once for all
, and minus it's hoped , make no

ſatisfy thisgent.and the reſt ofthe eſſential difference, man being as

world in this matter . The doc- much the ſame, tho ' his body

trine of the church of England we ſuffers never ſo many alterations,

entirely embrace, otherwiſe we while the ſoul's united to it ; nay,

could not be chriſtians, and either his body, the ſame body, tho ' it

already have , or areready to ſube ſuffer augmentation or diminuti

ſcribe to her, articles, taking all on (which indeed, imply the ſame

of 'em , as we are verily perſwad- ſubject) as a river is the ſame,

ed , in the ſame ſenſe which the though you can ſhew no one place

compilers intended . For her diſc where the ſame water continues

cipline, we believe the eſſentials ſo much as one moment. It's then

of it, liturgy and epiſcopacy, are the union of the ſoul with any

agreeable to the primitivepat- part or portion of matter, which

tern , and the word of God , and makes the mari be that mattei

hope weare able to prove both . leſs ormore to which'tis united ;

For her rituals, devocions, br. therefore if can never be proper

weare ſure they arethe moſtper- ly ſaid whilehe's alive , that his

feet and pure that any church in body is ſcatter'd and moves in

the world now enjoys, and dare different places, becauſe he carries
almoſt add , or ever did ; and his body about with him, and it

there are not two paſſages in can be but in one place at one

them which we would defire to time . As to the queſtion , when

have chang'd as to our own pri ther the laſt body is not accounta:

M 3
ble
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ble for the ſins of the diſperſed we are to 'love our neighbours,

mould before it hada being ? It to pray for all men, to be pitiful

runs upon two moſt ridiculous and love as brethren , ſtanding in

fuppofitions, one that the ſame that relation to our creator, who
man has two bodies , nay a hun- makes the fun to ſhine upon all.

dred at this rate , if there's ano- We are to bear tolerable injuries,

ther body every 7 years , many as the deſpiteful uſage of a box

millions ofmen having liv'd more or two on the ear, or a ſmall

than 700 years a piece, one body loſs, and endeavour to be at

at home, and all the reſt floating peace with all men, if poſſible,

about in theair, or no body knows and forgive thoſe that treſpaſs

where ; the ad abſurdity is, that againſt us, and uſe all the me

he ſuppoſes matterper fe account- thodsofaccommodation to be re

able , or a ſubject capable of re- conciled to our enemies.However,

wards and puniſhments. There theſe commands are not exclu

were no fins at all committed by five of the great command, the

themould,taken alone, any more duty of magiſtrates, who are to

than by the mutton, beef, or'tur- follow the methods of the law,to

neps, which compoſed it : - puniſh offenders proportionable
But by the man there were, the to their crimes : and it is not

foul and body together , and he unmerciful to inflict that upon

muſt anſwer for 'em at whatever criminals, either by the law of

time he committed 'em . He adds, nature , which is the law of God,

If the whole maſs where in one body or of man, according to the na
that belong'd to an old liver , would ture of the wrong. Now thoſe

it not make a molt gygantick beap of princes .who deliver whole nati

fileſ, and blood ? We anſwer, un ons from tyranny and flavery,.

doubtedly it would, much bigger the fooner they effect ſuch deli

than any of the gyants before the verance, the greater is the com
flood , nay, perhaps a's large as the paſſion ; and ſuch merciful god .

Rabbies fancy og king of Baſban, like kings manage their victories

whom they make at leaſt as tall notlike the barbarous Lewis the

as the Monument: but tho' we XIV . in his dragooning conver

know not the preciſe ſtature or fion , or his Ally in the bloodyJa

ſtandard, according to which we cobite allizes in the Weſt : But
fhall appear in a better world , yet their methods are to ſettle thoſe

there is no need of ſuch a mon- nations they reſcue, in fuch a

Itrous bigneſs, ſince much lefs will condition as the nature of their

fuffice to compoſe the body of a wrong requires , that they may

man ,and of the ſameman,which be out of danger of tyranny:
may be done out of ſome part of That prince only anſwers the end

his former matter, or, perhaps , of the great truſt repofed in him

by Godand man , who preferves

Q. Whether a war be lawful a- hispeople at home by their laws,

mong chriſtian princes, ſince the and goes out and fights their bat

doftrine of our Saviour faith, Love tles abroad.

your enemies, and pray for them Q. What ſort of trees were the

that deſpitefully uſe you ? trees of knowledge of good and

A. By our private capacities evil, and the tree of life ?
A. We

any other.
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A. We believe that theſe trees and nouriſhment; now if it had

were facramental, and viſible not been facramental in the ef

ſigns of the covenant between fedt, he had immortaliz?d himſelf

God and Adam , but not ſpecifi- before his fall. 2. If the cree of

callydifferent from other common life had not been really facra,
trees ; as the water uſed in bap- mental, and the flaming ſword

tiſm is call'd the Water of rege- metaphorical, then it had been

neration , yet it is like otherwater, the ſame thing to all Adarn’s po.

only different in its ends: Thus fterity. We are all kept from

one of theſe trees was called the this tree as Adam was, but it is

tree of the knowledge of good and well known there's no ſuch place
evil, from the good or evil de . in the world where there is a

pending upon the not eating, or flaming ſword, tho'we are cer.

eating of it ; the obſerving or tain we know the very place of

not obſerving the commands of paradiſe (where Adam liv d .)We
God . As for the tree of life, find no mention made of ſuch a

it was alſo ſacramental, and a ſword or tree oflife by Adam's
ſtanding ſign of the covenant on children, or any of the patriarchs

God's part, that if Adam obey'd bef the flood ; nor that Cain ,

he ſhould live for ever. We might after he flew his brother,madeany

add, tho' not in the queſtion, attempt to participate of the

That when ' tis ſaid thatĀdam was tree, when he fear'ddeath from

driven out of paradiſe, and a fla- every hand : We could add many

ming, ſwordguarded the treeof more arguments to this effect,

life that he hould not eat there- which fully convince us that all
of, it ſignifies only thus ; That theſe trees common na

Adam was driven away from his tural trees, and only facramen

pretenſions and claim that he tal in theireffects, ſo long as the

had to the tree of life whilſt o- firſt covenant was broken , and

bedient,andbecauſe he had broke that afterwards they were the

his part, the covenant on God's fame in every reſpect, as our or

ſide was no longer obligatory ; dinary fruit-trees are

but inſteadof that,fome token of day.

his flaming wrath and diſplea . Q. of what form was the ſer .

fure was exhibited and held forth pent in paradiſe, and whether ſuch

to guilty.Adam . In ſhort, it is a ſort of creature were not more

ealy to prove that all theſe texts likely to frighten , than tempt Eve?

are not literal, nor Adam after A. To tempt a woman, it is

his fall was locally expellid out reaſonable to conjecture it had a

ofanyplace, or forbid to eat fpe- man's face, for there are ſuch fer

cifically of any tree , even that pents in Madagaſcar ; but there

which was the tree of life, but is no neceſſity to imagine that,

facramentally . 1. Becauſe Adam or that it had feet , for by a mo

was not at firſt forbidden to tion and curlof the tail it might
eat ofthe tree of life, but the erect itſelf without feet, and

tree of knowledge of good and reach the fruit of the trees', this

evil : So that the tree of life was creature being beautiful with a

common food to him before his skin variegated with pretty com

fall, wemean as a free of food lours, alſo havinga natural ſub

tilty

were

at this

5
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tilty above the other creatures, from the outward ſtroke, as he

'twas a proper inſtrument for the ſometimes doth, yet they are ſe

devil to make uſe of, who might cure as to their better part in an

very probably tell her thro ' its other life. Some are perſuaded

organs that it had obtainedthe that Lot was the only righteous

gift of ſpeaking, byeating of the man in thoſe cities (meaning per

forbidden fruit ; whereupon Eve fons at the years of diſcretion )

might probably believe it might but whether itwas ſo or no, ' tis

be 1o ; becauſe neither this crea- certain that place ſuffering the

ture, nor any other that were vengeance of eternal "fire, was

named by Adam , could ſpeak ; really meant by and limited to

andſhe might fartherconclude it the wicked in Sodom and Gomor

muſt be true , that if this forbid- rah , and of ſuch we cannot doubc.

den fruit had the vertue to en- but the paſſage is literally true.

due a creature with ſpeech and Q. Iam very violently afaulied

reaſon, it would unqueſtionably by three different temptations to ma

furniſh her and her husband A- trimony, and defire your advice

dam with a ſuperlative reaſon, e- whichI am to chuſe as the least of

ven to attain ſo muchknowledge, the three evils : the caſe is as fol.
as that they both ſhould be as lows :

wiſe as Gods, and upon this pre- Being, lately in the country, I

ſumption ſhe might be perſuaded happened in the company oftwo

to eat, and draw in her hus- ſisters of equal fortunes, the elder

band . a handſome perſon, and for ſweet

Q. Wire all thoſe perſons damn’d, neſs of temper withoit equal; the

whowere burnt in the conflagra- younger a perfe&t beauty, and tout a

tion of Sodom , and the adjoyning fair charmante,her temper but fofo ;

cities, becauſe St. Jude epist. v . 7. however, her beautyat first ſight quite

Says, They ſuffered the venge- enflamed me, but her converſation
ance of eternal fire ? ſomething coold the fire her eyes had

A. The judge of the whole kindled : In the mean time the other's

world, ſhall benot do righteouſly converſation abſolutely charm'd me,

or underftand as well as a man ? but being quaſi to her ſiſter en.

No doubt ſome good people were saged, iſcarce knew home to tell her

drowned in the deluge, and ſo ſo. I love to look on one, I love to

might there be fome in Sodom un diſcourſe with the other. In this
der thenumber of ten , and there divided love, coming to town , I met

isno more injuſtice in deſtroying with a third, neither fair nor good

the righteous or innocent chil- natur’d , but une coquette, and of

dren, with their parents , than in a vaſt fortune, who bas made me

inflicting diſeaſes on them here , already good advances. Now ad-.

to the puniſhment of their mitting all 3 wiling to be Hymen's

parents minds in this life. The diſciples, which would you adviſe

righteous may ſharein a common mne to chuſe, beauty, or good humour,

calamity , and ſuffer a temporal or tenfold riches : A Speedy an

death, with and for the fins of ſwer to this will ſettle myheart,

the wicked , who draw down and fix on one that Love, which

judgments; yet if God doth not being now so equally divided on all

chink fit toſeal , and ſecure them three, gives me treble torinent.
A , Wę

4
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. We ſuppoſe the gentleman's theywere biggerand ſtronger than

but in jeſt, when he calls theſe 3 other men. No, better leave her,

evils, at leaſt the beſt is, there's and all her luggage, at ſafer di

no neceſſity of his chuſing either ftance ; never be a flave only for

of 'em . Bur if he's reſolv'd on't,we the pleaſure of ſeeing the golden

ſhallgive him our impartialadvice fetters glitter, and hearing them

on the matter . To begin with the jingle , nor let all the enchanted

beauty, which generally attracts heaps of gold tempt you to lie

fooneſt, tho' it ſeldom holds lon- with a hag,and engenderbedſtaves
geft ; we can by no means vote for -Or fuppoſe heryounger, yet

her, if ſhe be without good hu- if ſhe's deform’d, or a fool,all the

mour, for ſhe's nothing but a gild . beautiful faces ſhe has in her bags

ed bawble without it ;beauty is a won't keep herownfromfrighting

thing foon dies , tento one but a you , or ſhe'll ſoon grow nauſeous

fit of lickneſs, or a few children and diſpleaſing ; for a fool in the

ſpoils it , and tho'it does wellbe- houſe is like one on the ſtage, it

fore marriage, there are but few , never ſhews well twice,unleisyou

if 'tis in their own power, who reckon in the 2d good hour,

admire it afterwards ; beſides, which the unlucky Greek poet ſays

evena froward temper, if there's is to be found in a woman's life.

nothing elſe, foon decays it , for And now we have got rid oftwo
a face that's often uſed to wear of your temptations, (which may

voluntary wrinkles ,will atlength perhaps be properly callid ſo , for
contract natural ones and a lower 'tis either the purſuit of wealth

air ſpoils the fineſt face in the or beauty that ruins the world)

world. A man courts for a ſhort and 'tis time to conſider your

time, but when he marries he's in third : Her with a moderate face,

for his life, unleſs he has the and fortune, and very good humour,

good fortune to outwind her ; (if and this we all hold up our hands
fhe's a ſcold we mean :) nor is for if you are not already engag d ,

there any remedy beſides a little or can get looſe from either of
cotton for his own ears , or a drum the other, there being manyno- .

for hers. Nor is the rich fool table inconveniencies in noofing

much more eligible. It's true, with them , but none at all, or at

were the fortune to be gotten leaſt none but what are common

without the woful incumbrance de to all us men of matrimony, which

pending upon't, or were it lawful can be forefeen in venturing on

after thehoney-moon was over to the third , the elder of the two

carry herdownfor a few months country fiſters.
to Killperſon , the fens of Lincoln . Q. Whether the condeſcention of

fire or the hundreds in Eſex , a proteſtant lady to the conjugal

there might be ſomething more requeſt of a Romiſh gent. will not,

to be ſaid for it, tho' we ſhould in all probability, interrupt her fur

think it as hard fortune, were it ther felicity, tho' be promiſe not to

our own cafe, to be turn'd out violate ber liberty of religious
of the world becauſe old and rich , worfbip.

as we do now, that the poor A. Some of the greateſt men in

gyants in romances ſhould be all the kingdom have publickly af
knockr o'th' head meerly becauſe ferted , that Englandowes moſt ,

>

a
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if notall her miferies for theſe so . However, it is very unlikely ſhe

yearslaft paft, to her being thus ſhould have any great ſhare in his

unequally yoked with unbelievers, heart, if he's but true to his own

( 'tis true the papiſt calls himſelf a principles, for we can't feehow

trwe believer ; but ſodoes the Turk it is poſſible for him heartily to

a good muſulman , tho' both given love one he believes as certainly

oyer to believelyes :)and indeed , damn'd, as that the pope is St.

' tis very eaſy to trace, even our Peter's ſucceſſor, and has thekeys

preſent aswell as paſt misfor- ofparadife at his girdle. Another

tunes,to this original,could wedo ſignal inconvenience there is in ſuch

itwithout diſturbing the alhes of amatch ,on every ferment in go

the dead, and we hadalmoſt add- vernment, or change of ſtate,

ed, the reliques of the martyrs : know what a mark the papiſts are

And theſe inconveniencies have for the mob, who as heartily hate

happer'd even where the husband them as they love their plunder,

has been proteſtant, and the wife and how many of their houſes

only a papiſt; and if ev'n there they diſmantled, at the laſt revo

they have done fo much miſchief lucion,and howmany more they

in order to promote their own in- would have ſerv'd fo , had not the

triguing religion ,how much more then prince, our preſent gracious

likelyare they to doit when there king, deliver'd them as well asus,

is only theweaker veſſel toreſiſt forwhichtheyare fo muchoblig'd

their íolicitations?For if her hus, to him , that they are the moft

band be aman ofhonour,and ſtand ungrateful peoplein the world, if

to his word ,he's certainly damn'd they don't drop an Ave and a

as deep as the prieſt can do it , nay, Pater nofter for him once a day

pope and all,for not endeavouring every dayin their lives through

to extirpate hereſy (andhereticks out all the popiſh houfes and

too ) to the utmoſt ofhis power : chapels too in England, ſince

if he yields , and is worſe than without him they had all been as

his word, as he has the misfor- Alar to the ground as their Nun.

tune to be of a religion which nery at St. Jones's. Add to all

certainly can abſolvehusbandsas this, what's more than all, the

well as kings, and ſnap one oath perpetual hazard fhe'll be in of

as wellas another, where then is changing her religion , and loſing

all the quiet of her life, or when her ſoul by their plauſible infinu

will ſhe be free from the peſtilent ations , and we're then fure we

buzzingand importunate croaking of ſhall have ſaid enough to hinder

all thole ſwarms of worſe than any wife woman from making the

Egyptian flies and, frogs, that experiment.

will be eternally tormenting her ? Q. I've obtaind the love of a

Which if the husband be a good young lady of a confiderable for

man (we ask pardon , a good papiſt tune, but fifteen years of age, whoſe

we mean) or zealous in hisway, relations are all dead , except one

the muſt expect he will be en - spho is her guardian, who has the

courag'd by his devotion ; if management of all her. eftate :

lewd and debauch'd, he must be Query, Whether the may lawfully

forc'd to permit it , in order to marry without her guardian's know

itrike off tome of his owndebts, ledge or confent ?

and clear his dick in purgatory .
A. The
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A.The world is now grown the cafe is certainly very much

ſo civil , that the firſt piece of alter'd , and we think ſhe does not

goodmanners,young people gene- amifs if ſhe chufesa more careful

rally learn, isto laugh at the old and intimate guardian than him
folks, that begot 'em ; and the her parents left her.n

firſt piece of wit, to conclude

themelves wiſer, and fitter to Q. What is the fin against the

chooſe for their lives , as feldom Holy Ghoſt ?

ſtaying to ask their leaves where A. The largeſt deſcription we

they ſhall throw themſelvesaway, have any where of it , is in the

as they fail of repenting it in a few 12th of St. Mat. 31 , 32. Wherefore

months after. It's true, the pre- I ſay unto you , All manner of fin

fent cafe is far different, there be and blafphemy shall be forgivenunto

ing not near the ſame obligationto men, but the blaſphemy againſt the

a guardian that there is toa pa- Holy Ghoft fall not beforgiven un

rent, the one being natural, the to men , intime And whafoever

other only legal : However the ſpeaketh a work againſt the Holy Ghoſt

lawhaving intruſted the infant it ſhall not be forgiven him, neither

in the guardian's care , and made in this world, neither in the world

him a kindof a vice-father , and to come ; -Wherein occur three

her own parentshaving fubftitu- principal difficulties : 1. What is

ted him in their room , he being meant by the fin or blaſphemy

beſides this her only furviving againſt the Holy Ghaft ? 2. What is

relation, we muſt conclude that intended byits being never for

ſhe can't either prudently orlaw- given ? And 3. What by theſe

fully diſpoſe of her ſelf without expreſſions, Neither in this world,

his conſent and privity, tho' we nor the world to come ?

are ſenſible we shall unavoidably

diſoblige all the fortune-hunters There are many opinions con

in town by ſuch a reſolution : cerning this fin : ſomethink it is

Not but that (tomake'em fome every ſin againft our own con

amends) on the other ſide, if the ſciences ; but then fo are all

lady be near at age, or years of fins belides thoſe of ignorance.

diſcretion, if her guardian be Some, that to the convi&tion of

really ill-natur'd or knaviſh , if he our conſciences muſt be added

either uſes her ill at prefent,or the that of malice ; but it ſeems

plainly diſcovers that he deſigns David's ſin againſt Uriah included

to cheat her for the future, to put both , forhere was conviction, de

her upat auction, and fell her to liberation , reſolution, and nalice

who bids moft, or reſerve her for forethought, joyn'd too with the

ſome blockhead ofhis ownbeget. higheſt ingratitude,yetnone doubt

ting ,or ſome of his kindred's,as is of his repentance and forgiveneſs

but too common a practice with Somethink 'tis finning after bap

them : In theſecircumſtances, if tiſm , but who then would be

a gentleman really deterving her, fav'd ? Others, that ' tis denying

Thould offer, nay , if ſuch a one, the truthunder perfecution,as the

who , tho' he might want a for- Novatians ; but then St. Peter

tune, wanted nothing elſe, and himſelf had committed it . Laſtly ,

the lady has enough for both, Others believe that 'cis an obfti
nate ,
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nate, malicious oppoſing the ma. Dr. Hammondand others , under

nifeſt viſible work of God by his ſtood thisfcripture, and this fin ,

holy ſpirit, in miraculous ſigns it is juſtly queſtion d by them,

and wonders, attributing.'em to whether it's now ſo much as poſſi

the devil, as the Phariſees here blefor any man to be guilty of it ,
did , and wilfully and reſolutely which they generally concludein

doing deſpite to the ſpirit of God, the negative, becauſe there are

as in the Hebrews, And this not now ſuch miraculous teſtimonies

fenfe we incline to, rather than to be oppos'd and refifted . There's

any other, becauſe it ſeems plain. yet another difficulty which bears

Jy confirm'd by the whole ſcopeof hardeſt againſt that opinion we

the place - Wherefore, ſays our have laſt recited , and are our

Saviour, referring to what went ſelves inclin’d to embrace, and
before of the Phariſees, all manner that is , That it is not poſſible for

of fin and blaſphemy, shall be for .. any man ever to fin maliciouſly aa
given, &c . Now whatfin, what gainſt what he clearly knowsto be

blafphemy was thatwhichour Sa. truth, founded , we ſuppoſe, on

viour had been beforeſpeaking of, that maxim, That the will al
and accuſing the Phariſees for ways neceſſarily follows the laſt

Ifwe can find this, we need make di&tates of the practical intellecz.

greatdoubt butwe ſhall there. But to this it's anſwer'd , Thatif a

in findthisfin againſt the Holy man may not ſuſpend this acting

Ghoft,but this it's plain wastheir of his will after he is fully and

attributing the works of God's fpi- particularly convinc'd in his un

rit unto the devil, tho'they knew derſtanding, as fome not impro

the contrary. This appears yet bably hold , yer it's certain that

with greater light from the fame the intellect ittelf may be warpt

paſſage Mark 3. 29, 30. He that andbyaſs'd and perſuade 'em to

jhall blaſpheme againſt the Holy act in this, or that particular,pro

Ghoſt, bath never forgiveneſs, but bic & nunc, as the ſchoolmen lay ,

is in danger of eternal dannnation ; contrary to their more tober

becauſe they laid, He hath an un- neral judgment, by not adverting

clean fpirit; whence nothing can to the motives and arguments

be niore clear than that the Pha- which ſhould induce them to de

riſees ſin was ſaying, our Saviour termine on the right ſide. Thus

had an unclean Spirit, or attri- here, tho 'ſome of theſe Phari

butingwhat heplainly wrought fees were in general convinc'd by

by God'sfpirit to the devil, that particularinitances too clear to be

unclean ſpirit,and this againſt the deny'd, that ourSaviour's works

di &tates of their own conſciences, proceeded from God's ſpirit, yet

with obſtinacy and malice : And they either fufpended the act of

this no doubt was the higheſt their wills, which Ihould immedi

calumny, reproach ,or blaſphemy, ately have embrac'd them , or

that could be either invented or adverted ſo much to carnal motives,

utter'd , to confound the author their own grandeur , which they

ofall good with the author of all ſawwas lelien'd bywhathetaught,
evil . that in this particular their judg

Now this being the ſenſe in ments were byals'd to the contrary,

which the moſt learned divines, and accordingly they contradicted

$

and
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and blaſphemed, no doubt ſinn'd cording to their own ſuppoſition,

againſt the clear light of conſci, and cuts off all hopefrom'em , by

ence , and finn'd maliciouſly and aſſuring 'emthat neither here nor

blafphemouſly, oppoſing what there ſuch blafphemies ſhould ob

they were forc'd to confeſs the tain forgiveneſs, which is far

finger of God . enough from lo much as ſuppoſing

The2d knot is in thoſe words, that any fin ſhould be there for

Shall never be forgiven . This fome given , tho' it may ſuppoſe the

interpret only of the great diffi- Phariſees thought ſo, but this of

culty , not abſolute impoſſibility, ail fins: nor have we any more

of their forgiveneſs ; but St.Mark reaſon to embrace one of their

carries it beyond anyſuch mitiga- traditions than another, purga

tion, plainly mentioning etere tory any more than pre-exiſtence,
nal damnation. ' Tis true our the latter of which we are ſure

tranſlation only has it, ſhall they believed, whatever they did
be in danger of eternal damna- by the former. And thus much

tion : But it is clearer in the of this noble queſtion , of which

original , which uſes the word more hereafter.

kvoxo , akin to reus in Latin, Q. Was an eunuch ever in love,

Signifying guilty, obnoxious to as other men ?

ſuch or luch a puniſhment ; as A. So Martial thought, as ap

inthefifth of St.Matthew , where pears by his roguiſh verſes, taka

' tis often uſed Indanger ofthe love in what ſenſe you will. And

judgment, in danger of the council; ſo it ſeems did the ladies of Rome

of hell-fire that is, his crime in his time, unleſs he wrongs

deſerves theſe puniſhments, and 'em . And Selim the emperor

ſhall, confequently, ſuffer them in was much of the ſamemind ,when

the preſent cafe ; for if they are from the famous inſtance of the

never forgiven, neither will their gelding,&c . he order'd ſuch clear

punishments be fo . Which leads work to be made ever after.

to the 3d difficulty, in theſe Q. Pray your expoſition of Beige

words, Neither in this world ner gou in theſe two following verſes of

that to come. Hencethepapiſts Sapphoaboutlove ?

would fain fetch their purgatory, ws ich ge, Beérzer eucoi gaip audas
there being ſome fins which they Oudèvé.N 'axes

pretend are to be forgiven in the A. Catullus, and after him Mon.

world to come ; but this St.Mark fieur Boileau , have tranſlated this

clears, explaining it, by being ne paſſage not over clearly ; and

yer forgiven , bur endangering or luch as would knowit exactly ,

rendring obnoxious to eternal ought to have a tolerable ac

damnation . It's not improbable quaintance with the character of

that the papiſts might , indeed, Sappbo,who was certainly themoſt

build their purgatory out of the amorous and paſſionate of her

ruins of an old Jewiſh traditi- ſex . We ſhan't diſpute whether

on , that the ſins of all iſraelites, ſhe was callid Maſcula Sappho,from

except Doeg and two or three her indefatigable pains in the pro

more, ſhould be forgiven in fu- fecution of Phaon in her amours,

turo ſaculo, in the world to come, who fled into Sicily to be freed

tho they were not in this. Our from her, tho ' in yain , (for fhe

Savioushere diſcourſes them ac purfu'd
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purſu'd him in perſon, in elegies, tho' the reaſons of her action

& c.)or whether ſhe was ſo called are not ſet down ; tho' in the

from the defperate action of preceding' 23d verſe, we find

throwing her telf headlong into the angel of the Lord curſing

the ſea, becauſe of Phaon's neg- ſuch as refuſed the ſame aſſiſtance

leet ; every body agrees it was that Jael lent.

one of theſe two things ; and if Q. Whether it's poſſible to love as

either, fuch an expreſlion as in well after marriage asbefore? And if

the query , is as proper a reſult it be, can you give any directions,

of her paſſionate temper, as any for the preſerving so great ahappie

thing thatcould be expected . Ta neſs ?

naquil Faber reads it wis Beitner, A." Twou'd ſeem a prepoſterous

as alſo the edition of Longinus at anſwer, ſhould we affirm , That

Oxford. Voffius tells us that in the ' tis impoſſible to love as well , but

French king's library ws gegedwos not to love better after marriage
Begréas uzpovas, Sc. in the £to. than before: but yet with a grain

lian dialect ; but be it which way or two 'twill hold well enough ;

it will , 'tis intelligible enough, for, ifby loving as well,bemeant.

and exa &tly followd by the Lat- loving with ſuch a guft, ſuch a

tin poet — Vox faucibus bafit, I ftomach, ſuch a ſenſible pleaſure,

could not utter what I would we believe it impoſſible, there be

have faid, when I ſee, or ſaw ing much more of the perturbation

thee ; ( to follow both) My words in that paſſion before marriage,than

ftuck in my throat. there is afterward ; oppolites il

Q. Whether Jael did well in kil- luſtrate each other, and doubt

ling Siſera ? if he did well, will and fear in this caſe ſet an edge

then infidelity and treacherous mura on love : As one that's cold feels

ther be lawful towards an infidel ? more pleaſure, and yet more pain

If not, how is it thatshe is so much too, when he comes immediately .
praiſed, even in an hymn inſpired out of the air to the fire-lide,

by the Holy Spirit of God ? than one who has fate hovering

4. Undoubtedly ſhe did well over the grates for an hour toge

in what ſhe did, ſince ſhe isprais'd ther. But tho’in this ſenſe there

by the dictates of that whichvery are hardly any love fo well , (un

well knew the merit oftheaction, leſs now and then perhaps , after

we mean tlie Holy Spirit ; but a long voyage or journey) yet un

we believe that there might be doubtedly there are many who

fome particulars omitted in the love far better in another, we

hiſtory about the circumſtances mean as to thatpart of lovewhich

ofthis war,& c.which wouldhave has leſs of the fenſe, and more of

rendred the relation more com- the ſoul in't ; this love,like wine,.

mendable and honourable than it and other noble liquors , grows

is ; which ſinceweknow not, we finer and more Spirituous by age.

may very wellfit down contented It more reſembles friendihip , if

in the general fuffrage the Holy 'tis not rather the ſame with it .,

Ghoſt has given of her, Bleſſed. Where-ever ſuch perſonis meer as

above all women fall she be in are poflefs'd of many noble quali.

the tent ; intimating thereby the ties,themore theyare acquainted,

action to be juſt and honourable, 'tis impoſſible but the berter ſtill

a

they
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they muſt love, if they have but night it appeared as before, and

diſcretion to manage it. For then ceaſed . Pray let me knowthe

dire &tions how to preferve ſo meaning of this the ſame per for

great a happineſs, we thinkwe tells mehe has this faculty when he

can produce ſuch asare infallible. deſires to know any tranſaction of

i Firſt, to love thoſe who have mine, he ponders on it very ſeriouſly
ſomething to recommend 'em be before he goes to ſleep, and it is re

ſides beauty or fortune , or even vealed to him in a dream ? Pray.let

wit itſelf, either of which alone me know whether you think this is

are but melancholy companions, true, or poſſible to be done ?

when we are to have no other A. Had the firſt part of this

ſociety all our lives : to all theſe ſtory only been mentioned , ic

let good humour be added , and might have puzzled us to have

diſcretion, virtue and piety, if given an account of it , but the

you know where to find them . latter has pretty well clear'd the

When thus met, let nothing but buſineſs. It is plain enough,

death part you, and never be madam , that this lober and judi

angry together ; but if youmuſt cious perſon has a deſign to im

fometimes fall out, be ſo wiſe to pofe upon you, if not ſomething

take your turns ; and when 'tis worſe( as indeed the taking up

over, learn the excellent art of the bed -cloaths was a little wag

forgetfulneſs; or if you remem- giſh , and the fhe-fpright hardly lo

ber any thing, letit be each for modeſtas became herſex :) His

your ſelves ; not as is common ,for pretending to know what he de

one another. And as the crown of fires as to any tranſaction of yours

all, let your love be in one fenfe by pondering on't very ſeriouſly

truly ſpiritual , not only love the before he goes to bed, ſpoils all

mind, but the ſoul, that you may the reſt, for how ſhould he know

never parţ, either while here or 'em ſo as to ponderupon 'em,and

hereafter.
what muſt this be but a wheedle

Q. A gentleman , who has the to get it out of you ; or if he

repute of a very ſober and judicious really knows them ,asyou ſay he

perſon, came to me lately, asif he does in ſome caſes,he either does

bad newly aroſe from the grave, bis it by guels,or by corrupting ſome

countenance extreamly changed and of your people, whatever they or

altered , which did not a little fur- he may perſuade you to the con

prize me, and on my enquiring the trary . Wehave heard, indeed, of

reaſon, be told me, that the night fome pleaſant fellows, who pre.

before , as he was ſitting upright in tend to find any man's thoughts

bis bed, no way ſleepy, between the by a kind of reflection from his

hours of 12 and I, be did then Jee faul, by putting their bodies ex

my apparition, all in white coming actly into thefame poſture with

into the chamber thro’ the door , tho' the other's: buc this gentleman

it mere fast fout, and continu'd goes far beyond choſe in the prea

ſo till next mæorning, which by.de- tent experiment, and could he be

grees cameup to his bedſide, and bis perſuaded to dream thus of any

eye being fix'd on it to ſee what it thing elſe but you, madam , he

would do, it ſtooped down to take would make the rareft ſpy in

up the bed -cloths, after which it chriſtendom .

immediately diſappear'd ; the next Q. A.

>
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Q. A young gentleman loves and parents firſt obtain'd , eſpecially

courts a lady in all probability of a when they proceeded in't to the

good fortune, the advantages of very laſt ſtep but one, we mean a

whoſe perſon, &c . and the prospect contra &t : nor is ſuch a way of pro

of a fair eſtate, to which he was cedure either prudent or honeſt

heir, ſo recommended him , that in a not honeſt, becauſe they diſpos'd

hort time he had gain'd so far on of themſelves without any regard

her affe &tions, that there paſs'd a to their parents conſent, who no

mutual contract between ' en . Th doubt have ſomepropriety in them ;

old gent. her father obſerving them not prudent , for cho'the old gen

faradvanced in their affections, and tleman winktat it, till he thought

that the Spark was noos'd faſt e him faſt enough, tho’ this per

nough, declares that if his daughter miffion might have been ſufficient

ever marry'd him , he'd not give to make his firſt addreſſes law

ber a farthing : On this the gent. ful, 'twas not ſo to proceed ſo far

defifts from his courtſhip, and as a contrafi, nor is it any wonder

Some time after finding himſelf in that the oldman ſhould thus angle

ſuch circumstances at home as with his fine daughter, and hook

did not pleaſe him , and from in the young gentleman , and af

which he could diſingage himſelf no terwards fly off, and expreſs his

way Jo well as bymarrying, without anger ; for that's now growna

any leave asks of his melancholy common way of putting off chil

miſtreſs, profeſſedly addreſſes him- dren, when their parents have no

Self to another, which coming to his mind to pay their portions. Be

old miſtreſs's ears, the reſent- ſides, there may be ſomething of

ment of the affront made her liſtex the mother-in-law in it ,who may

to the importunities of her mo- have work'd the breach between

ther-in - law , and entertain the pre- 'em on purpoſe to bring on her
tences of her kingmar, so notorious own foolofa kinſman . For the

a block head , and in aŭ Gober mens young gentleman's flying off at
opinions so every way undeſerving the dreadful denunciation of the

her, that her indignation at her firſt old one, he did like a wiſe, tho'

feruant's baſe treatment, is lookt not like an honeſt and generous

upon as the greateſt inducement to man (if'tis poſſible to be properly

ber compliance with this Squire's one and not the other.) "The

courtſhip. Her first lover not world is now got out of the hu
ſucceeding in his ſecond amour, has moureitherof hanging orſtarving

attempted a reconciliation with his for their miſtreſſes , and if they

former miſtreſs, but to no purpose. find much ado to love their wives

Now howfar will this gent. be ac- aftertheir marriage, when they
countable in honour or conſcience have both Ceres and Bacchus to

for the lady's misfortune, if upon aſlift them, how will they be able

the motives alledgʻd she throws here to do ſo,when they have neither?
Jelf away on this intolerable fool ? nay, when . perhaps - Sylvia

A. There is more difficulties grows old, and Venus too forſakes
than the laſt in this queſtion: ħer ? ' Tis true, inthe days of

'twas not likelytheamour ſhould Amadis de Gaul, and reign of
be very happy, which it ſeems knight errantry, when 'twas all

was begun without the conſent of the falhion to breaktheir lances

а
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.
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and necks for their ungentle ca- tains her former lover, ( who is

terwauling damſels , this would more to be blam'd in ftri&tneſs of

have ſhewn very well ; and for a juſtice and point of honour, than

man to havegonea begging with according to the commonſenſe of
his wife and children, or, what's the world ) which yet ſhe were

almoſt as bad , ſmother out an un- beſt do, if there were any hopes

comfortable ſnuff of life in ſome of bending her father, ſhe ought

little direy hole , would then have not to throw herſelf away upon

paſs’d for a pretty adventure and one thar will every moment of

made a man as famous in ballads her life make her repent

and romances as Don Quixot's dil- Q. About four years ſince I court

cipline in thewilderneſs did him ed a young lady, to whom Ipromiſed
for his dear Dulcinea -- But ſo marriage, and received the ſame

much for that ; after we have told promiſefrom her , on which Iwiſh'd

the reader this, to wit , that the if I ever married any other , I might

lovers faſhion isnow tohave two never profper, andbe made an ex

ſtrings to their bow , ( if not two ample for my perjury— Buttho’she

miſtreſes) and they are all of Hu- had thus promiſed me, yet ſhe'd not

dibras's mind , ‘ To burn for love marry without her father's conſent ,

" and mony too , and he that does which I cou'd by no means obtain ;

otherwiſe, muſt prepare to be on which I left theplace, and have

booted , and arm hiintelf with all not been her ſince, nor heard from

forts of paſſive valour . For the her , tho I've writ ferviral letters

lady , ſhehas butdone as a thou- to her, to none of which I have rea

fand others have before her, nay, ceived any anſwer, notwithſtanding

as the wiſeft men in the world her ſolemn promiſe to continuea cor

that look ſo gruff upon love , and reipondence, and I am certain she

ſcowlat the very name on't, by receiv'd thoſe which I ſent her . I'm

Thunning one extreme, run into now acquainted with another lady,

another , and becauſe ſhe has whom I might marry if I pleas'd :

miſs’d the fire , reloly'd to leap Pray give me your judgment, when

into the water- But if her re- ther I may lawfully or Safelydo it,

ſentments would but give her the lady being not yet married, nor

leave to think, ſhe'd firſtlook be- her jather dead ?

fore the lov’d, or, what's worſe, A. If lovers were but capable

married-- If poverty wou'd make of countel, we ſhou'd defire all

her miſerable, muchmore wou'd who come under that predica

a diſagreeable match , ſince one may ment , by theſe and twenty other

be mended ; but a fool never unlucky ſtories, to have a care of

mends till he's dreſs'd in woollen. theſe fatal promiſes and contrats,

Should ſuch a ſudden paffion fling eſpecially when without or againſt

her into his arms (tho ' death the content of those who are at

perhaps wou'd be more welcome) leaſt to have ſome hand in the

The'd hereby not only make her diſpoſal of 'em when in the world,

ſelf extremely miſerable, but as well as bringing 'em into it

even oblige thote perſons, which But we muſt confeis we don't

it's very probable by a trick have expect thoſe who are concern'd

endeavour'd to make her fo . And thou'd give much regard to our

whether or no lhe again entern advice , ſince none believes an

N enemy ,

.
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enemy, and ſuch lovers will rec- which are brought for that pur

kon all thoſe who attempt to poſe, that there isany ſuch electic

make 'em love leſs, or, which is on of a determinate number as ei.

much the ſame, love more wiſely. ther puts a force on their natures ,

Now to the text the lovers and irreſiſtibly faves them , or ab

here did ill to make a contract ſolutely excludes all the reſt of

without calling in their friends mankind from falvation . The

to witneſs, or ſo much as ſaying chief texts commonly brought in

by your leave, to their father and favour of that opinion , are theſe

mother . The lover did worſe to following, Afts 13.48 . Asmany as

bind it with an imprecation,which were ordained to eternal life believe

we think of ſo much force, that ed : But Grotius and Hammond,

unleſs his conſtitution abſolutely Mr. Mede in his diſcourſe on the

forbids it , he ought to live all his on bufuel and others , ſeem to

life unmarried, unleſs he has her make it pretty clear,that 7:leesus

to whom he is thus obliged, or is vor here, ſignifies no more than

freed by her death . It's true, were infiructi- diſciplined, liſted in

it only a ſimple promiſe without the number of thoſe who ſeek

an oath , nay, aformal imprecation, eternal life, té 770 being a mili

the might, if ſhe pleas'd , releaſe tary word , and ſo uſed by good

him , but we think ſhe can't do authors ; and accordingly St.

it here , becaufe he bas vow'd it to Chryfoftom , as he is quoted by Dr.

God as well as her , and confirm'd Harnmond, interprets the place .

that vow with tuch heavy fantti- “ Separated to God , devoted ,

ons , that the leaſt inconvenience “ addicted, prepared or diſpoſed

he cou'd expect from breaking it , “ to eternal life. Another place

wou'd bethe making his life un . moſt frequently urg'd.and which

comfortable, and his conſcience ſeems moſt favourable to this

always diſturb'd at the remem- opinion , is that Eph . 1. 4. As he

brance of his broken vow , and the hath choſen us in him before the

heavy weight of his own curfes foundation of the world . By the

hanging over him , eſpecially if word ele &tion, lays Grotius, is

he thould happen to prove unfor- here meantvocation by the gof

tunate in the world. pel, as on the contrary, vocation

Q. Does the ſcripture any where is ſometimes taken for election ,

affirm an election of a determina- 1 Cor. 1. 24. To them that are called ,

tive number of men to eternal life both Jew and Gentile, Christ the

and happineſs ? power of God ,&c . “ Nor does (he

A. It's an eaſy matter to be goes on) the word election im

miſtaken in thingsof this nature : properly ſignify thoſe great

however, if we are to, we'll pro- “ benefits reſerv'd for thoſe who

feſs ourſelves ready to change our were to live in the time of the

opinion on the producing berter Meſſiah ; as the word exnog is

reaſons, and in the mean time taken, 1 Theſ. 4. I. Not that

not to have either angry or un- hereby is underſtood the actual

charitable thoughts of thofe who " calling of the Jews and Gen

are of a different judgment. To “ tiles , but the decree for their

the queſtion ; we can't be ſatis- calling. Thus far he : we add ,

fied by any of thoſe Scriptures that there's no doubt but whoto

66
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ever are ſaved, receive fo great opinions thus , that it's the ber

a benefit, nor thro ' their own ries of a ſort of oak in Candia ;

merits , but God's mercy in Je- others , that it is the feeds of

fus, to whom all his works were prickle pears ; others , that it is

known from the foundation of the inſects, or cochineal flies,

the world , that is , from all eter- engender'd of the fruit or the

nity ; but yet we think there's blood of red pears, or their

no one place in the holy ſcrip- leaves : The like is in Bermudas

ture, which proves that ſo many and New England. Red - wood

men, and no more, were irreſiſta- that affords a berry ; out of the
bly determined to everlaſting lal- berries worms; thoſe

vațion . worms turn into flies, which

Q. How many years from the feed on the ſame berries; thefe

laying the foundation of Solomon's flies yield a tincture not in the

Temple to the ſeventy years cap- leaſt inferior to the cochineal

tivity ? flies, & c. Vid . R. S. Tranſact .

A. If the 70 years are to be Q. Of what antiquity be epis,

reckon'd from the captivity of taphs and elegies ?

Jeconiah, it was 430 years and A. Many inſtances of epitaphs

2 months, as is plain from the in profe and in verle may be col

following ſums : The founda- lected from the old Greek poets

tion of the temple was laid in and hiſtorians, who yet were

the ſecond month of the fourth but children compared to the

year of Solomon's reign , as we Chaldeans and Egyptians. But the

are told in 2 Chron. 3. 2. after antienteſt precedent of epitaphs

which he lived 36 years, 40 be- muſt be that recorded in the an

ing all the time of his reign . tienteit hiſtory, viz . the old

Rehoboam reign’d 17 , Abijam 3 , Teſtament, i Sam. 6. 18. where it

Aſa 41, Jehojbaphat 25, Jehoram ő, is recorded , that the great ſtone

Abaziak 1 , Athaliah Joajh 40 , erected as a memorial unto Abel,

Amaziah 29, Uzziah 52 , Jotham by his father Adam , remained

16, Ahaz 16 , Hezekiah 29 , Ma- unto that day in being , and its

naſſeh 55, Amon 2, Joſiah 31 , 3c- name was called the ſtone of Abel ;

hoahaz 3 months, Jehoiakim 11 and its elegy was , Here was shed

years , Fehoiachin or Jeconias 3 the blood of righteous Abel, as it

months ; the total 430 years 2 is alſo called 4000 years after ,

months, as above . Mat. 23. 35. and this is the oria

Q. What is cochineal ? ginal of monumental meinorials

À . Some authors deliver their and elegies.

Na Q. Learn'd
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Q. Earn'd Sons of Athens, ſing the noble foul

Who firſt with Shackling verſe durft words controul,

That all the hereby happy world mayknow

To whom a debt ſo undiſchargeable they ow ??

L 1

H
K

2 .

Did happy Adam's language fo agree

With hisaffection, humours, harmony,

That ev'ry word in charining iverſe was Spoke,
Till fin the curious order of the soul fo rudely broke 3

3 .

Or did kind heaven this remedy reveal,

The Soul's diſturbed faculties to heal,

WhenOrpheus conquer'd tygers by a lay,

And David drove the melancholy fiend away ?

4 .

Did Lebanon first, or Parnaſſus hill,

Eccho forth her great native charmer's skill ?

Or did Sweet Hybla's bees inſpire that bard ,

Who muſt have all poſterity's praiſe for's deferu'd reward

5.

Whoe'er he be, we pay our tribute due,

Ingenious Athenians, unto you :

Strain ev'ry ftring, and with unuſual flight,

Raiſe the iinmortal hero from oblivion's night.

I.

A. If Poetry its riſe to man did owe,

His glorious namewe cou'd not miſs to know :

Above the ſtars does its bright founder ſhine,

What has no human author , needs muſt be divine.

2 .

God the firſt poet was, his works, we ſee,

Number all o'er confels, and harmony,

Thoſe artful ſtrokes themſelves arounddiſperſe

Thro' all this beauteous poem of the univerſe.

3. Io
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3 :

In lofty verſe th ' harmonious choir above

Expreſs their adoration and their love : 1

E’er Eve and Satan did to ſin entice ,

This ſome kind angel Adam taught in paradiſe.

4.

His thoughts heroick were, his words the fame,

All great, yet free and nat'ral all they came :

His virgin mufe deliver'd without pain ,

He ever ſpoke in Dryden's or in Virgil's ſtrain .

2 .

This honour, ah ! he did not long enjoy ,

Diſcord and vice did poetry deſtroy :

His wit together with his virtue goes,

Hemeanly dwindled down to ſneaking farce and proſe .

6.

Heay'n wou'd not leave the world in that dull ſtate,

Butpity'd what it did at firſt create :

To help weak reaſon , revelation came,

And poet then , and prophet, always were the fame.

7 .

Hark, how inſpir'd the holy Hebrews fing,

When God they prais d , or elſe ſome god -like king !

How ſweetly can their ſtrains life'scares beguile !

How vaſt the thought, how ſmooth theſense,how grand the file !

8.

Whether their conqueſts o'er the Egyptian foe,

Or Debora's they , or David's triumphs ſhow :

O Jonathan ! who would not die, to be

Immortal made in ſuch a friend, and ſuch an elegy!

9.

This did at firſt the apoftate prince of hell

Ill-ape, in many a doggrel oracle :

But ah ! too ſoon he learnt to mend his ſtyle,

Too loon with his falſe charms did feeble ſouls beguile.

0 N 3 Тео
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Too long ſweet poetry has fetter'd lain

A thrallto vice, o break th ' inglorious chain !

Heroes of verſe ! O lend your mighty aid ,

To th’altar thusagain reſtore the heavenly.maid.

Q. How does a nettle ſting ?when is the cauſe they keep hot till this .

ther by leaving part in the fleſh , as time.

a bee its fling , or by what means ? A. Art's a fine thing, and

A. That lanugo or ſoft down who knows but this experiment

which covers the leaves thereof, might do , as well as that of the

is in all probability the ſubstance, abbot's mention'd in the acts of

which being darted in the ſmall the Royal Society, who pretended

pores ofthefleſh, and by reaſonof this way to procure a perpetual

its peculiar configuration ſticking heat - ' He thruſt a pike into a ſoft

faſt'therein , gives ſuch torment carth , and by it ten pounds of

to the part affli&ted , much after quickſilver, which ſinking down

the ſame manner as cowitch , cho' to che Subterraneous furnaces, a

inore pungent and violent. Now ' warmth comès up by the hole :

this configuration fuppofe hama- See Tranſactions of the Royal So

ted or aculeated, when the nettle ciety , Vol. the 3d , p . 783.

is violently and ſuddenly prefs'd , And who knows but the other

ſeems to be loft and deſtroy'd, the ſtory of Bladud's flying in the air

little ſtings being broke off, or might be another virtuoſo experi

blunted one againſt another , ment, ſince ’ris alſo reported by

which isthereaſon anettle never the Welſh bords, Geoffrey of Mon

ftings when we preis it hard be mouth , and other luch credible

tween one's fingers,tho'there may writers ? But to leave jefting

be alſo ſomething in the hardneſs and fables, there's little doubt

or callous ſubſtance, which the to be made but that the Bath wa

ends of the fore-finger and thumb ters are made het by natural ſub

may have contracted by often terranean fires, as thoſe ar Baiæ,
uſing

and other places : And tho'we

Q. Arethe waters of the Bath hot can giveno greatfaith either to

fromany ſubterraneous hidden qua- the allerters of Bladud's miracles,

lity that we know not, or werethey nor the chronology of the ſame

made ſo by art ? Since Carpenter writers , who made their virtues

in his chronicle tells us, that at the found out 800 years before our

time when Athenswas in its glory , Saviour, yet ’tis granted on all

Bladud the ſon of KingLud went hands , that they are indeed very

thither, where helearn'd many cu- antient ; probably the Romans

rious arts, and amongſt others, that might firſt diſcover 'em ; how

of a compoſition to continue a perpeo ever, they were well known to

tual fire ; and that when he re- the Saxons, who either call'd the

turn'd toEngland, about 8co years town itſelf which now remains,

before our Saviour's time, he caus’d . or one very near it, by the sige

Several cheſts to be fill'd with that nificant name of Akemancheſter ;

compoſition, and to be put into and there have been within theſe

the greund near those brings, which few years, great ruines and entire

paye.
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pavements dug up at a vaſt di- but her paſſion cover'd his faults,

îtance under the preſent founda- and his politick ſilence paſt for
tions . patience , and it was a pleaſure

Q. What's the beſt way to ſtreng- to him to have the opportunity

then my memory , eſpecially in rela- to vent fome witty reflection, or

tion to religious matters ? And ſaying, whereby his memory

what method ſhou'd I take to be free would beregiſter’d in the roll of

from yain thoughts in time of di- everlaſting fame; this ſtory in
vine ſervice ? the queſtion is one of them ;

A. For the firſt, prayer and therefore this ſort of wife was a

practice for thelatter, the firft, foil to his glory,and as reputable

repeated conſtantly, with reſolu- to him , and as uſeful, as the tub

tions to guard your thoughts im- to that tub-monk Diogenes, and

mediately as you enter into God's therefore at all times, but elpe

houſe: keep your eyes intent on cially at this time, Socrates did

the book , when at prayers, as well wiſely in converting the clamour

as your thoughts on the ſenſe : into an uſeful obſervation.

learn by ſerious application to it , Q. Sirs , pleaſe to reſolve me,

delight in God's ſervice ; confi. what knowledge and concern the

der the holineſsof the place where dead have for their Jurviving

you are , whenever you approach friends and relations , whom they

it- but more of that God whom loved paſſionately when alive ; and;

you ſerve ; that he ſees you, if it be in their power to appear to

and knows how either to reward them again ?

or puniſh . A. That they are under laws

Q. If Solomon had 1000 wives and reſtraints, is evidentfrom

and concubines, yet found not one the hiſtory of Dives , which re

wiſe woman, and butone wiſe man , preſents the condition of one

ought not then a wiſe man to conceal of the damned, whole brethren

a fault, if he be excellent ( or prince- were then under the diſpenſation

ly) and rather judge himſelf, than of Moſes, who was then alive to
raſhly judge and condemn another be heard ; and if his brethren

falſly ? The qucſtion is, whether So. would not regard the miracles of

crates did wiſely, when hearing the Moſes and the prophets, ( who

loud clamoursof his confort, lejt her could raiſe the dead when it was

as he uſed to do , she being the more expedient ; ) neither would they

angry , haſted and fung a chamber. credit one lent from the dead, as

pot on his head, he laying only Ha ! many did not believe the reſur

ha ! Ithoughtafter all this thun- rection , tho’acteſted and ſeen by
der , there would come rain ? Or hundreds ; they are ſwallowed

whether by his patience he purchajed up with the capacities they are
to himſelf thoje inquietudes ? in , and, unleſs in extraordinary

A. If he had not done wiſely cales , make no appearance in theſe

at this time , it had noteclipſed lower regions.

him , for no man is wife at all Q. Gentleinen , a young man a

times ; but Socrates rais'd his fame friend of mine, deſires your opinion

more by this curs'd wife, than if in this caſe : He formerly courted a

ſhe had been better temper’d ; young woman ; when he had got her

he gave her provocations enow, conſent, and was really injured to

her,

>

N4
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her , upon forne words fell out with ifhe could make her amends; un

her , goes into the country, and mar- leſs he had lefſen'd that obligation

rieswith another, after he was marº by an unlawful intimacy during

ried kept company with his old his wife's life, a faule not to be

Sweetheart , inſomuch that his wife deleated by formal repentance ,

was jealous of her : When his wife or the opus operatum of marriage ;
came to lie in , Joe died ; when the neither by the force he has laid

was on her death-bed, ſhe sent for upon his promiſe, ( viz . not to

her husband , and told him , If he marry, as he hoped to find mercy

married his old ſweetlieart; the for his formerfins) can it be ſup

would comeand pull him out of poſeable that God has warned

his bed from her ; he promiſed her hiin by two judgments not to;

that he wou'd not marry ber, nor be
marry , therefore a farther trial .

concern'd with her , as he kepid to. to purſue the intended marriage,

have mercy of Almighty God : but will foon derermine whether it

he has gone contrary to his promiſes, be in his wife's power to return

courted her , and has gain d her good again , her threat being to take

will, and the wedding day was ap- effe &t after marriage , which will

pointed , which was on Sunday theSunday the verymuch contribute to ſatisfy

15th of June ; when the day came, the world , which longs very

he was taken lame of all his limbs , much in theſe particulars.

so it was put by: Hegot well of this , Q. The Turkiſh Spy in his 2d

and appointed anotherday,which was Vol. p .189. makes mention of a Spa

092 the Igth of June last, when be niſl aſtrologer that calculated the

was going to Croydon, in order to French King's nativity, and that

perforon this ceremony. When he had he sball make the crown of France

gọt on his horſe, he was taken with imperial, having ſubdued Spain ,

thegriping of the guts, ſo that he Italy , andGermany ; that he hall

cou'd not lit on his horſe, bit was ſhake the Ottoman Empire, but in

ferc’á tobebrought home by two men , ' the end ſhall be deposed by his own

and nobody thought he would have ſubjects : I deſire yoursentiments of

lived : 50 , worthy gentlenen , I it, whether there's not a greatprobas.

would nefire you to till in your A- bility that our deſign’d deſcent may

thenian Oracle, whether it may be not cauſe the accompliſhment of the

lawful for him to marry her by the latter part, ſeeing the former is in

law of God or man , ſince he has some meaſure come to paſs ?

wcw'd so fincerely to the contrary , A. There's a glut of arguments

be having got well again ? every where tending to this effect.

A. He may marry, having re- Some from the calculation of his

peated his promiſe unto her,there nativity do predict, that the

being no law that takes cogni- great baſtard Thall not long pro

zance of his promiſe unto his dy- tect the little one ; others from

ing wife, which might proceed the perjuries and inhumanities

from the ſurprizing apprehenfi- he has committed , expect ſome

ons of her appearing again ,altho ' ſignal judgment upon him,and his

in all equity and gratitude he prieſts would perfuade all man

ought to endeavour to acone for kind to take their farewell of

the former differvice, by now chriſtian religion ; for if God

Marrying his quondamſweetheart, mult ſtand in need of ſuch diabo,

O
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lical men and means to fill hea- it went out , and the curtain to have

ven with new converts, they aſhaking for ſometime after ; then

muſt have a ſtronger patent from being affrighted, he roſe out of the

heaven for murder ,beyond what bed and camedown ſtairs. Another

ever Chriſt had , who commanded fon and daughter of nine, a few

his diſciples to preach remiflion years ſince, have ſeen the like appa

of ſins, first to thoſe of Jeruſalem , rition of a woman in the ſame room

who had crucified him , and not to with a lighted candle, but when

kill them, or compel them to ſpoke to, it vaniſhed. Several ſorts

come in by halters and dragoons. of unuſual noiſes are often heard in

And in probability, as his the houſe by myſelf and most of the

ſtrength is in his frontiers,which family : Ifavourably deſire to know

keeps out the confederates , as of you (having a civiliz'd family )

well as keeps in his fubje &ts, that what should be the occafionof this

being broken by an army in his diſturbance, or whether it be ad

country, it may fucceed as the viſable to ask the queſtion of the

Spaniſh aſtrologer is ſaid to pre- apparition ?

di&, or as Patridge's almanack A. What manner of metaphyſi
has it :

cal matters our ſouls are, we can.

Let all the plagues of murder exiſt, and act our bodies, altho'
not tell, yet we know they really

(now be flung they are not ſubject to ſenſe; yet
On that curs'd babefromwhence this doth nothinder , but that a

(thoſe miſchiefs ſprung ſpiritual ſubſtance may be ſepa:
There's ruffling work above,and rated from ourbody, and maybe

(hence muſt flow again cloathed with a bodyor
Mutations here, ſome tyrant's vehicle that may be airy , fiery,

(overthrow :

Tho ' at this diſtance, yet me ſenſes, altho' the exiſtence or el
or cloudy, and be viſible to our

.
(

ſence of the ſpirit we cannot ſee,
Some pleaſant news , fome ab

but its outward cloathing : And
(dication

appearances have been

Q. My ſon, about fifteen years to all ages , the learned as well as
of age, on Wedneſday the 1st of the unlearned affirm , from real

last June, about nine a clock at matters of fact ; ſuch are theſe

night, went to his bed, and no ſooner following : At Puddle-dock wasa

lay down, but he heard as it were a houſe lo diſturbed, that ſeveral

hand ſweeping on the wall, that it tenants could not thrive there

came with a ruſhing noiſe on his in ; after the fire alderman L

bed's-head, then it ſtroked him over purchaſing the ground , cauſed a

the face twice very gently, and as cellar to beduglower , and there

Soon as the hand was off he felt a was the body of a man taken up,

cold wind blow on his face, which which had a great nail driven

made it , very cold , but his body was intothe skull ; the alderman ore

Warm ; be opening his eyes , ſaw an der'd the labourers to carry the

apparition of a woman cloathed in body and bury it in St. Gregory's

black apparel, which went over the church-yard, London, and no di .

bolſter with a rufbing noiſe, be sam ſturbance has been fince. The

the curtain to gather up together as other is at the Grange in Lanca

that ſuch
near .

fbing
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Mire , where very many years was Q. Why the Baltick Sea is freſh

an apparition in the garden , and water, and the Euxine Sea and the

in one chamber of the houſe, it Streights of Davis , Hudſon, For

was in the ſhape of a greyhound ; biſher, & c. are ſalt ?

the precurrent noiſe was like a A. It has many iſlands at the

man hiſſing to call a dog ; this mouth of it , that it takesnot in

apparition did no hurt, only pull that quantity of water from the

the cloaths, inſomuch that they main ocean , but receives more

made wooden preſs-beds for that from the many freſh water ri

room , which were rock'd, and vers which diſcharge themſelves

more diſturbant by the noiſe than into it from Poland, Rusſia, and
before ; when it paſs'd by , it was Swedeland.

felt as a cold wind ; at laſt dig . Q. In Greenland ироп

ging a high bank , to carry off foil of a hill, there is the body of a tree

to other ground ,after ſomeloads lies; how ſhould that tree come

dug away, there was found the there, ſince the country affords

skeleton of aman,which was ſeen none ?

by theminiſter, and among the A. Thoſe who have penetrated

reſt by Mr. Moſs, a very intelli . fartheſt into that country , or

gent gentleman,who now lives that have been left there , have

in Iſlington ; the skeleton was co- not been able to diſcover any

ver'd again, and from that time trees ; yet notwithſtanding, one

the apparition and diſturbances part of it may produce what

have ceafed.And no doubt the ap : another wants ; or this tree

parition in the queſtion , if true , might be found floating in the

( becauſe we were impoſed upon ſea , and be carried up and left, to

by the relation of the 2 brothers raiſe wonder in the after-comers,

that vaniſhed ) has ſome cauſe as Alexander left gigantick ar

and fignificancy, tho'beyond our mour behind him ," that the

ſphere to allign it ; however,we world might in time to come

cannot be againſt the ſpeaking wonder at thevaſt ſtature of the

to it , or endeavouring to find out Macedonians; or as they paint

its place, times and places of va- the heads of the Saracens, asif

niſhing ; andperhaps if it were they were giants, to cover the

not a civiliz'd family , it might ill ſucceſs they had in conquer

be more diſturbant. ing Jeruſalem .

Q. Tell me , ye fons of Athens , by what laws

Pale Phæbe moves ? What's her material cauſe ?

Whence the derives her Light, or is't her own

What makes her in an Halo ſometimes frown ?

How far from earth is plac'd her ſteddy Sphere,

She doth ſo soon compleat her little year ?

And what's the matter the doth roll in there ?

What makes her change and wanton in the air,

Sometimes look wan , then red, and sometimes fair ?

But why her phajes fill the ſame appear ?

Why hills and valleys ftill ſeem ſcattered there ?

Eacla
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Each conſtant to its place, when at the full

Her perfect orb arrives ? What makes her dull

Oft-times appear by day ? Whether her beams

Govern the tides,and influence the ſtreams ?

And what to meſeems moſt of myſtery,

Whether, and how ſhe cauſes Lunacy ?

A. Various are Cynthia's laws, exactly known

To him who plac'd her in the heavens alone :

The new philoſophers, and thoſe before,

Can only gueſs ; expect from us no more .

The matter which does the fair mooncompoſe,

The ſame with earth appears ; its ſurface hows

As if it , like our neighb'ring world, contain'd

High hills, low dales,wide Jeas, and spacious land :

Her light her beauteous brother Phæbus lends,

And tho ſhe in eclipſe herſelf pretends

To dusky beams , we can for them account,

Nor willthey to a native light amount :

Either their true original is found

From the ſun's ſtragling beams refracted round,

Grown weak, as far from their firſt riſe they're paſt,

And fixt on this opacous globe at laſt :

Or elle from other parts we cannot ſee,

Since Luna can't all o'er eclipfed be.

When e'er a thin moiſt cloud itſelf does place,

Oppos'd direct against its radiant face ;

Its rays refract we in a Halo ſee,

And madam Luna ſtands in pillory.

The ſpace from us to her refulgent ſphere,

As noble Tycho gueſs'd of old , is near

Thrice ten timesmother earth's diameter.

Its orb thro' fluid Æther ſmooth does go,

Or itsown atmoſphere, as our below.

The different lights and ſhades her ſtations take

From Sol, her different forms and changes make,

She's pale, when thro'a watry cloud lhe pries,

And red , when earthly vapours fill the skies,

Or ſtruggling winds from hollow. caverns riſe .

Clad in her feſtal robes , all clear and fair,
When neither clouds nor vapours fill the air :

Her phaſes needs muſt ſtill the ſame appear

To light and ſenſe , for ſtill the ſamethey are ;

Needs hills and dales we in the moon muſt ſee ;

As here on earth , where hills and dales there be.

She dim appears in Sol's more pow'rful light,

As candlesare eclips'd when the ſhines bright.

Fondly old ſtagers dream the moon preſides

O'er the moiſt world , and rules the various tides :

}

}
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Theſe reaſons for't the Neoterick give,

Who underneath the ſame meridian live :

The moon with them at the ſame time does riſe,

Withthe fair beamsenlightned earth and skies ;

Not ſo the tides which drench the ſouth, before

With foaming waves they kiſs the northern More.

Again , were The the cauſe, when earth and skies

She laſt ſurveys, leaſt wou'd their furges riſe :
But this in fact is falſe, when new , they preſs

With greater force ; but when more large, with leſs.

You ask if ſhe's of lunacy the cauſe,

And whether Bedlam muſt obey her laws ?

Was ever ſhe horn mad , or day or night

The dog that guards her palace known to bite ?

Where e'er her eyes a lover known to kill ,

Beſides Endymion once on Latmos hill ?

Let's clear her then, ſince guiltleſs hier we know,

Nor think her mad, unleſs ourſelves are ſo .

Q. What did Virgil mean by his their own names , for which

magni menfes,Ecl. 4. Plutarch in . reaſon they might properly be

deed makes mention of the pegar o called magniabove all the reſt.

ensautós, but that gives no light to Q. Gent. In youreſſay upon learn .

the queſtion : Scaliger has alſo ing, pag . 7. concerning Salvation of

given a large account of themin heathens, you advance in anſwer to

Can . Iſagog, but neither is that the text (There is no name given

Satisfalory enough ? under heaven wherebywe may be

Å . If Scaliger himſelf can't fa- fav’d ,butby the nameoftheLord

tisfy the querift,'twill be no dif. Jeſus) That if they believe in God,

grace ſhou'd we too fail of doing they believe virtually in Jeſus Chriſt.

it, however we muſt attempe I deſire a full explanation of what

it. By magni menſes we think the youmean by a virtual belief ?
poetmay allude to thoſe pezdea . A. The Jews were under the

enlaulós, thoſe great years of the diſpenſation of believing Our Fa

Platoniſts,for hewas now defcrib- ther which is in heaven, having

ing that great Revolution which faith in the Meſſiah, whereas the

they us'd io much totalk of,when heathens were under the diſpen

all things were to become new . fation of the law of nature , the

But why then does he uſe the divine light written in every

word menſes inſtead ofanni ,month man, which is the ordinary voice

inſtead ofyears ? No doubt there ofthe fpirit to reſtrain man from

was a reason ; for one who had ſo murder, idolatry ,doc. if they kept

abſolute a command of the Latin to that law , they ſhould receive

tongue, cou'd not do it only to the full virtue of the lamb of

fill a verſe. We believe there. God , ſlain before the foundation

fore that there's a double alluſion of this world , by the father's de.

contain'd in the words one to the cree , for the ſins of all ,men .

years,or revolving period before Q. Which do youesteem
thegreato

mentioned the other to thoſe est artists in Painting, the antients

months whitDJulius and Augustus or the moderns ?

had lately altered , and called by

up
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aA. The antients were almoſt be of the fame mind with a late

inimitable for ſome excellencies famous writer, as to the interpre

and beauties in their painting, tation of that fcripture, Who ſhall

and ſome moderns have not fallen declare his generation ? Which he
much ſhort of them , unleſs we thinks relates to the difficulties

fancy ,as ſome do of the old poets , in his genealogy, left ſo on pur
that none can yet equal them . poſe,in his judgment,to hinder

Q. Where and when were dials, menfrom prying too narrowly

clocks, and watches first made ? into things ofthat nature . How

A. In Adam's time the day was ever,we are ſureGod's word muſt

meaſur'd by the ſun, and the E- be true, and truth is always con
gyptians could not be deſtitute of ſonant to itſelf, and how it is ſo

thefe uſeful parts ofthe mathe- in the preſent cafe, as to the chief

matick learning,longbeforemen- difficulty therein , we ſhall now

tion was madeofthe dial of Ahaz examine. Euſebius ſeems, in our

Q. How or where can you prove judgment, to give as clear a ſo
there was Mipping before Noah ? lution of it asany other . He

As you formerly have affirmed. has it out of Aphricanus, as that

A. Adam was driven out at the hiſtorian from ſome chriſtian

saft end, where was free paſſage ; Jews , who were of the kindred

he had no boat topaſs the rivers in of our Saviour. The ſum is

the other part of the garden , and this : St. Matthew ſays, Jacob

therefore lo neceſſary a thing as begot Joſeph ; St. Luke , that he

a junk ora canoe Adam would not was the ſon of Heli, (not that

be without;or can it be imagin'd ' Heli begat him :) St. Matthew

that in ſo many hundreds of " deduces the line from David

years they could be without vef- ' by Solomon, St. Luke by Nathan.

ſels to paſs and repaſs their rivers ? Matthan from Salmon begat fa

Q.Whydo theEvangeliftsdeduce the cob , then died ; and Melchi from

genealogy of our Saviour by theline - Nathan, of the fame tribe, but

of Joſeph,and not by that ofMary, another race , being married to

ſince he receiv'd not his humanity by the ſame woman, begat Heli.

his reputed father Joſeph, but from So that Heli and Jacob werebro

the bleſſed virgin Mary his mother ? ' thers by the mother's ſide . Heli

A. There is a ſuppoſition in this dying without children , Jacob,

queſtion, which includes ano- according to the law , married

ther ; -for many, or moſt com- ' his wife ,and of her had Joſeph ,;

mentators,believe that oneof the ' his own ſon by nature, but He

i evangeliſts draws the genealogy ' li's by law : Thus was Joſeph"

by foleph, the other by Mary : ſon to both-So far Aphricanus,

however, we are hereby almost and Euſebius out of him . But it

neceſſarily led to the diſquiſition muſt be acknowledged, this way

: of that very difficult queſtion, of ſolution is preſs å with confi

which may be almoſt call’d ,Crux derable difficulties : the chief of

Theologorum , concerning the dif- which, and which is pronounced
ference between the cwoevange- unanſwerable by the learnedSpan

lifts, St. Matthew and St. Luke, heim , is , that according to Aphrin

in this matter, having alſo long canus, Melchi is reckoned the im

ſince received it from another mediare Father of whereas

hand. We muſt confefs we can't St.

6
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St. Luke makes him his great polation of two names in our pre

grandfather . But notwithſtand. lent copies ? Let's ſuppoſebut
ing this,Volius is ſtill firm for the this , and that they wrote Melchi

forecited opinion, and anſwers by a miſtake, inſtead of Matthan ,

after his way : ( Certifſimum nobis who was the real father of Heli,

est ] ‘ We aremost certain, that in and thecaſe is juſt the ſame, and

the old copies there were three all the difficulty vaniſhes, the hy

perſons left out by St. Luke in pothefis ſtill holding good in one

this genealogy Masthan and Leo as well as the other, nor can we

• vi between Melchi and Eli , and find any objection that's of

Cainan ;' which he thinksmore weight againſt it : ' Tis true , Gro

probable,becauſe Irenæus reckons tius (who ſuppoſes Aphricanus

not 75 generations, but 72 only more miſtaken than we do,thohe
from Adam to our Saviour. alſo thinks there's ſomething in

And indeed , had there not been what he advances) is of opinion ,

ſomething in’t, 'tis notveryea- that it can't hold, becauſe the law

fy to conceive, how'twas poſſible of raiſing upfeed to the brother, by

both for Aphricanus and Euſebius, the brother's marriage, or in his

who were men of judgment,nay, default by the next of kin , does

we may add St. Auftin too, and not relate to uterine brethren , (of

ſeveral otherfathers, to be guilty the fame mother only) but to

of ſo foul a blunder , as to miſtake thoſeof the ſame nameand family

a man's great grandfather for his but it may be anſwerd, the fa-
father, in a genealogy which they mily ofDavidwas then reduc'd to

had before 'em , and which they a ſmall number , as well as a mean

read alſo every day . But what- ner fortune ; and there might not.

e'er becomes of thoſe two, we be very great choiceamongthem ,

can't think Cainan was omitted in nor any nearer relation, on which

Irenæus his copy , becauſe they account the neareſt kinſman ful

then hardly uſed any but the fill'd the law ; or perhaps if

LXX for the Old Teſtament; and there were nearer, as in the cafe

it's knownby all , that this name ofBoaz ,they might refuſe to doit.

is there, tho' not in theHebrew, Now to thequeriſt's difficul

(of which more another timeand ty . - Our Saviourbeing not the

therefore, if there were three real ſon of Joſeph, how comes 70

namesfewer in their copies,than Seph's genealogy, not Mary's, to

ours, whate'er becomes of the be here recorded ? Some think

two in the Queſtion , the third 'twas not the cuſtom of the Jews

muſt be look'd for ſomewhere for women to have their diſtinct

elſe than in Cainan ; and this genealogies, but were reckon'd

wou'd remove all the difficulty : from their parents, and that Eli

But as we have formerly declar'd , was Mary's father; tho'others ſay

we are not for invalidating the one Johoiakim , which yet ſome

credit of our preſent copies, nor think the fame with Eliakim , and

granting anymiſtake in'em with that with Eli, onlya contra & ion

out an abſolute neceſſity - Why of it ,as Epaphras for Epaphroditus ,

fhou'd we not therefore rather and a thouſand others, and that

think Aphricanus, or at leaſt Eu- St. Luke records Mary's genealo .

Jebius, or their tranſcribers, here gy, St. Matthew Joſeph's : Butwe

miſtaken ; then admit the Inter . think

:

7
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think this more ſtrain'd than the beyond all conſcience and reaſon ;

other, and thereforeſtick to our as ſuppoſe a guinea ſhould bede

firſt ſolution, and add as to the manded for what was not before

preſent queſtion, that as he was worth a ſhilling : After theſe

Joſeph's lon by law , he was his guards , we think there's no doubt

ſonalſo, no doubt, by adoption, but the tradeſman mayjustly raiſe

and therefore isſo reckon'd : But the price of his goodson thisocca

beſides, in Joſeph's genealogy , fion, ſo as to repair his former

Mary's alſo may be contain'd,nay loſſes ifhe doesnotexceedthe for .

we are ſure ſome of it is, and mer limitations , tho' the juſt de

accordingly our Saviour's real gree or price wecan'tdetermine.

deſcent from David. Q Whether 'tis lawful to read

Q. I have been a trader for many romances ?

years , in which time the goods I deal A. Every one grants that ' tis

in, being a foreign commodity, have lawful to read Quintus Curtius ,or

been atvariousprices ; Sometimes I Xenophon's life of Cyrus, in both

have bought goods, and gain'd by of which, the loves as well as

themmoderately,and I have at levé- wars of two great monarchs are

ral other times bought of the Jame deſcrib’d : -And if ſo, we think

fort of goods, and by means of great ' tis not eaſy to aſſign a reaſon

quantities thereof coming to Eng- why the ſame storiesmayn't be

land , have loft conſiderably by them ; read , when the heroes are made

but 'tis my hap at this time to have greater, and their aftions more

a conſiderable quantity of the Same compleat and lively than before, as

goods by me, of which there is none in agood romance they general

in England but what I have, and ly are, and particularly in the

am ſatisfied that none of theſame grand Cyrus, and Caſſandra : Tho'

kindcan arrive herefora conſidera- we think then that thereading

ble time ; whereby I've an opportu- theſe books may be lawful, and

nity to get my pricefor them . Things have ſome convenience too , as to

being thus , I defireyour opinion whe- forming the minds of perſons of

ther I may with a goodconſcience quality ; yet we think'em notat
I

strain up the price of theſe goods as all convenient for the vulgar, be-.

high as I can, conſidering my for- cauſe they give 'em extravagant

iner loles in the ſame goods, and Ideas of practice, and before they

that I may never have ſuch another have judgment to biaſs their fan

opportunity of recovering them ? cies , generally make 'em think

A. Firſt, We think there may themſelves ſome king or queen

be greater latitude in the preſent or other ;-one fool muſt beMa

cale,as to any commodity not ne- zares,t'other Artamen; and ſo for

ceſſary to the life ofman ,than in the women, no leſs than queens

corn or ſuch like, without which or empreſes will ſerve 'em , the in

the poor can't live. Again , if the conveniences of which are after

poor ſhou'dhave abſolute need of wards oftentimes ſoonerobſervd

any of thoſegoods,they ought not than remedy'd : Add to this ,

we think topay to dear for 'em as the ſoft'ning the mind by love ,

the rich , who have 'em only for which are the greateſt ſubject of

their convenience or pleaſure. Fur- thefe fort ofbooks,and the fooling

ther, thoſe goods never ought to away ſo many hours, and days,

be rais'd to an extravagant price, and
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and years,which might bemuch buſineſs of mortals. After this ex

tetter employ'd ,and which muſt preſſing our judgment as to the

be repented of. And upon the lawfulneſs of thele forts of games,

whole, we think young people we readily grant, that as they are

would do better, either not to uſually practiſed , they are ex

read ' em at all,orto uſe 'em more treamly inconvenient, and their

ſparingly than they generally do, conſequences very dangerous and
when once they ſet about them . miſchievous to ſocieties as well

Q. I'm so bewitched with cards, asprivate perſons.One inſtance

that I can't leave 'em , tho I always of which we have in the preſent

loſe.-- If you pleaſe,give me you di- queſtion, ſince it gives men an

rections how Imay conquer this trou- habit of idleneſs, renders them

bleſome humour, which, if I knew paſſionate, ſuperſtitious, and de

how, I'd very gladly be rid of ? Iperate; the adjourning from the

A. That cards and luſory lots gaming -houſe to the road being

are not in themſelves unlawful, very common and eaſy, when

we think there are not many ra- once the humour has got
ſuch a

tional perſons but are now fatis- ſtrong afcendant over any perſon ,

fied, it being granted by thoſe and not only waſtes what he has,

who are ofanother mind that lot but unfits him for getting more

is not inſeparably appropriate to by honeſt induſtry andlabour ;

ſacred uſes, being allo brought in- fome perſons being ſo bewitched
to civil affairs, if not firſt taken with it, that no conſideration ,

from thence, and applied to fa- neither eſtate, nor life, nor ſoul,

cred .-Norcan we fee anyreaſon can make 'em leave it . The way

why luſory lot mayn't be the to remedy this inconvenience is
fame with civil; nay,ifweſhou'd defired , in anſwer to which , we

even confound it with facred, adviſe the queriſt to ſet aboutit

what evil there would be in't , or immediately, for the longer the

why we mayn't lawfully appeal habit continues, the more invete

to providence , ifall lot be ſo , for rate it grows-to conſider when

the diſpoſing a
ſmall part ofour he's calm and cool the unavoida

eftate,as wellas a more conſidera- ble miſchief it will in all proba.

ble , and in leffer affairs as well as bility bring upon him , the ruin

greater: This we are ſure of,that of his eſtateand fortune, and the

thoſe perſons who moſt frequent- example of many gamefters un

ly uſe this argument, are apt to happy and deſperate ends ; let

intereſt providence in things of him never come near the fatal

as trivial a concern ; nor do we places where he's likely to meet

think they are to be blamed for the temptation ; and if he can

it, if they do it prudently and bear it , get ſome friend to lock

modeſtly, andnot condemnothers up all his money froi

in whatthey themfelves allow ; breaking quite off from all gute

which we know nor well how ing , which ' tis eaſier to do, how

they can do in the preſent cafe, great a paradox foever it may

without joining with that fooliſh Teem , than to quit it by degrees,

heathen ,who fancied - Non vacat which will ſtill leave a pretence,

exiguis rebus aceſſe Jovi ---ThatJu- and ren to one break all his re

piter had ſomething elſe to do than folutions, and as much enſlave

to trouble his head about the trifling him as ever . Q. What

in ,
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Q. What does that man deſerve, that blood congeals in the veins

who having received his bread from preſently after death , and after

his friend , and other neceſaries in wards in two or three days be .

his exeremities, pould inthe time comes liquid again, in its ten

of his proſperity be not only unthank. dency to corruption- Some

ful, but the chief cauſe of his attribute it to the ſenſe where
friend's ruin and poverty ? with all things are endued , and

A. Xenophon de rebus Perficis, which ſtill remains in theſe dead

ſays, The ungratefulare neither bodies , ſo that having a ſenſe

fit to ſerve the Gods, their coun. of their murtherers, and per

try , nor their friends What ceiving them near at hand, they

ſuch a perſon's deſert is , we for- ſuffer two very different moti

bear to limit, for fearwe ſhould ons, trembling and anger, which

be unjuſt, and ſpeak too favoura- cauſe ſuch a commotion of blood,

bly of him , and his crime,which that it flows forth from the

is the abridgment of all baſeneſs. wound :And ſeveral other opi

But if he be a perſon of nions we have about it, but all

any ſenſe, he may poflibly be of them inconſiſtent with reaſon ;

ſhamed out of it , as an ill man for either there is a natural

was, that was concerned in the cauſe of this , or there is not ;

following inſtance ---- A mean if there's none, the diſpute is atA ac

man preferred by one of quality, an end , and we muſt refer it to

came in time to ſucha place as a particular providence of God
fethim above his benefactor and Almighty in diſcovering mur

then he made uſe of his powerto therers by this way ; but if it

throw him down ,who had raiſed be by a natural caule, it muſt be

him up the gentleman fent either fympathetick or antepa

him a picture, in which the fun thetick ; if by ſympathy , it

was eclipſed by the moon , with follows, from their way of argu

this motto upon it-Totum adi- ing , that one killed by a bullet

mit quo nigrata refulget - It in- at a diſtance, ( the murthered-

puts out that light by not knowing who it was ) can

which it ſhines . have no emotion of the ſpirits

Q. Why a dead corps should bleed when the murtherer is by ; and

when touched by its murtherer ? the animal ſpirits cannot be

A. We meet with many in- more ſenſible and knowing when

ſtances of this nature , as the wa- the man isdead ,than when he is

ters of jealouſy amongſt the Jews alive ; as allo , if the perfon mure

for the trial of adultery : The ther'd were killed in his wife's

Roman veſtals Sieve, in which arms,and his relations defending
( being falſly accuſed) fhe carried him , here his relations ſhould

water without ſpilling. In like bleed (not he) at the ſight ofthe

manner fome courts of juſtice murtherer. If it be ſuppoſed to

admit this trial of bleeding as a be effected by antipathy , then it
proof to good purpoſe, and Tuch would concenter all the dead per

à one as ſhocks the nature of a fon's blood , and make it retire to

villain more than many living the heart inſtead of bleeding ; ſo

teftimonies. Phyſicians tell us, that we conclude fych inſtances

1

a

gratefully
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are merely providential, and the placed the cleareſt notion of its

immediate effects of God's ju- effence in the image of God ,

ſtice, when they really happen . which may tend fomething to

Q How females were circumcis d ? the further explanation of the

À. Not at all amongſt the caſe in hand : For as God is every

Jews ; but we read the Egyptians where in the greater world , (nor

circumciſed the nympha of their can we allow any other animas

females for fome dileaſes, and mundi) fo is , according to its

that ſome of the pagans religi. proportion and fimilitude, the

ouſly obſerve this cultom . foul in the lefler, or the body of

Q. What language ' twas Ba- man . It ſitsperhaps in its throne

laam's als Spake ? in the head, but its action not

A. What language is this ? confined there , but diffuſed thro'

, all different parts, having anen
tire power over them , and acting

Q. In what part of the body is them according to their natures,
the foul ? and ſometimes contrary to 'em .
A. ' Tis generally held that 'tis Q. What is Reafon ?

every where, ( tho ' not fo eaſy A. Reafon may be conſidered

to define how) nor can it indeed either in principle or a &t,or as the

be at allproperly in a place , that ſchools exprefsit, reaſonreafon

being of theeſlence of body ; ing , or reaſon reaſoned , Ratio

at leaſt we are fure it's not in a Ratiocinans, orRatio Ratiocinata.
place in the ſame manner that The principle is a power deeply

body is, but a ſpirit, if we knew rooted in the ſoul of man, if not
how that was . In the mean the ſame with it, whereby it can

while its nobleit operations , ima- apprehend ſimple or abſtracted

gining and thinking, are un- notions, as univerſals, dc. can

doubredly tranfa &ted in the brain join thoſe notions together, and

(tho we doubt the pretty fancy thence form propoſitions, and

of the Glandula Pinealis, to be from thoſe propofitions it thus

no more than a fancy, there hav- forms, or from its own innate

ing been a much lower uſe fince ideas, and ſelf- evident principles ,

found out for that part ). This compared with one another, de

'we are ſure of, that in deepthink- ducetrue and legitimate conclu

ing we feel our heads otherwiſe fions The act or rather effect or

affected than atother times, and operation hereof is a fyllogiſm ;

afterwards we as certainly know nor can any man in the world

they have been athard labour,by reaſon without making one, tho'

that pain and laffitude we find in not in its juſt forms, yet eaſily

them , as that our feet or hands reducible unto them . To be

have been ſo , when after a long more plain , Reaſon in this ſenſe

walk, or manual operation, they is the drawing true conclu

are affected in the fame manner : fions from true premiſes ; nay ,

We'll add one notion more , ſo excellent an art is it, that it

which may not a little illuſtrate extracts natural and undeniable

this fubječt. In our former de. truth from the moſt notorious

fcription of the ſoul, we have falfhoods, by reducing the ad.

verſary

2

1
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verſary to an abſurdity, by com- after the fixth day. The exact

parifons and oppoſitions,familiar day is not revealed, nor is this

to thoſe who are acquainted curiofity ſignificant ; nor can
with this noble art .

the querift expect more, fince

Q. Whence proceeds fight, and he himſelf would fail in relation

the cauſe of the eyes
motion ?

of ſomeparticular actions which

A. This queſtion is double, he has done within a few years,

the firſt much knottier than the which it had been poſſible to

latter , and more difficult to be have recorded ; all which helps

expreiled. Seeing is a com- are denied in this caſe .

poundaét, as taſtingor feeling Q. Why do troubles of mind ,

is . The pupilof the eye , before diſtractions, &c. take away reaſon ?

it convey any thing to the fancy , A. Theſe things take away rea

moves into a direct linewith the fon, juſt as much as a miſt cakes

object that is to be conveyed , away the fun, or a hand or a
the medium ofthisconveyance is wall before any object, or too

light , which medium being dia- great a diſtance takes away our

phanous or tranſparent, as is the eyes. Thole fimilitudes are

eye) helps on towards the fixing more than common ones, for

theimageof the object in the they enter into the nature of the

eye by reflection, as water and thing . The foul is fertered in

looking - glaſſes entertain a re- the body, nor can it move, un

ſemblance of ſuch objects as are leſs it takes its chains alongwith

placed near them . When we ſay it . ' Tis there as well crippled

we ſeea horfe, a dog, and ſo on, as confined , and muſt uſe the

’ tis only the image of that horſe, crutches of ſenſe to exert at

cock , dog , bc. that reflects upon leaſt any action, which depends

our eyes, as they would do upon on outward images : Now if

a looking -glaſs were they before even thoſe crutches too are bro.

it : - If there be any philoſo- ken , the man is a double cripple.

phers amongſt lovers, perhaps Our meaning is , that in di

they may tell you of other re- ſtraction , or any thing of that

marks of looking babies in one nature , the animal ſpirits being

anothers eyes . As to the latter affected, the fancy inuft of ne

part of thequeſtion ; ' tis the life ceſſity be diſturbed,and all images

that is the effective cauſe of mo- and notions which we have

tion , the eye, a leg, or hand, buc. from ſenſe, extremely diſtorted

moving, when the perſonthinks and deformed ; none of them , or

not, nor wills 'em ſo to do, but but very few , lying in that me

ordinarily the will employs them . thod or order they formerly

Q. Was the fall of Adam on did , but appearing much like the

the day of his creation , or how long ruins of a noble edifice; here one

ftraggling pillar , and there ano

A. After the finiſhing of eve- ther : Now things being in this

ry days work, God Almighty condition , and the ſoul having

pronounced all good , therefore ſo much dependance on the bo

Adam fell not on that day,,un- dy , by its cloſe connexion there.

leis we would have him made with , which we muſt own is ea
fier

after

02
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fier experienced than explained, we are commencing . 'Tis a leap

it can't be otherwiſe, but that in the dark , not knowing where

the external acts thereof muſt be we ſhall light , asa late naturaliſt

very confuſed and irregular ( to ſay no worſe of him) told

What its actions are in relation to his inquiſitive friend when he
its innate ideas, ſpiritual objects, was going to die. But this is

bci we can'tſo well reſolve, in- a weakneſs, which as it makes

genuouſly acknowledging, we men anticipate their miſery, ſo
have never yetmadeexperiment; it enlarges it too . We look

in the mean while 'tis probable upon nature with our eyes, not
that even thoſe actions are di- with our reaſon , or we ſhould

fturbed too , though the power find a certain ' ſweetneſs in

and principle ſtill remaining, the mortality, for that can be no
Ratio Ratiocinans, as before, or loſs, whichcan never be miſt or

rather (might we uſe the word) deſired again . - As Caligula
Ratio Ratiocinatura . pafled by, an old man requeſted

Q. What is Death ? him that he might be put to

À . Not to be , and to ceaſe to death ? Why, ſays Cæfar , are

be, is much the lame: It ſome. you not dead already ? — The

times falls out , that the more is ſomething in death ( fome
common a thing is, the more times at leaſt) that is deſirable

difficult it is to 1peak wellof it , by wife men, who know 'tis one

as in many ſenſible objects. No- of the duties of life to die , and

thing is more eaſy than to difcri- that life would be a flayery, if

minate life and death , and yet the power of death were taken

to explicate the nature of both is away. -We had the curioſity

a ſevere task , becauſe the union to viſit two certain perfons , one

or diſunion of a moſt perfect had been hanged, and the other
form with its matter , is inextri- drowned , and both of them

cable ; however, we ſhall offer very miraculouſly brought to
thoſe things that have given us life again ; - we asked what

the greateſt ſatisfaction in our thoughts they had , and what

enquiries. -Death (or a ceſſation pains they were ſenſible of ?

of doing and ſuffering) is ge- The perſon that was hanged

nerally agreed to be the greateſt ſaid , He expected some ſort of a

evil in nature, becauſe 'tis a ſtrange change, but knew not what,
deſtruction of nature itſelf ; but but the pangs of death ' were not

why it ſhould be repreſented to go intolerable as ſome ſharp dif

terrible , is as great a riddle to eaſes ; nay, he could not be pou

me, as a certain knowledge of ſitive whether he felt any other
what death really is. This is pain than what his fears created :

the common plea of mortals , He added, That be grew ſenſeleſs

here we know and are known , by little and little, and at the

and all the enterprizes we take firſt his eyes repreſented a brisk,

in hand, we have the ſatisfaction shining, red sort of fire, which

of reflection, and a review when grew paler and paler, till at

they are paſt ; but dying de- length it turned it into a black ,

prives us of knowing what we after which he thought no more ,

are doing, or wilät other ſtate but inſenſibly acted the part of one
that
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that falls aſleep , not knowing how we ſuppoſe is only intended for

or when . The other gave me a compariſon of their military

almoſt the ſame account, and glory , and herein , 'tis our judg

both were dead ( apparently) for ment that Pompey had been much
a conſiderable time. There in- greater than Cæfar, had he fairly

ftances are very ſatisfactory in overcome him, becauſe the dif
caſes of violent death ; and for ficulty advances the glory, and

a natural death , I cannot but he was to fight an army of vete:

think it yetmuch eaſier. Diſeaſes rans , who had been long tried

makeconqueſt of life by little againſt the Gauls, as fierce an

and little , therefore the ſtrife enemy then as moſt in the world ;
muſt be leſs, where the inequa. had been uſed to conquer, and

lity of power is greater. had a Cæſar at their head ; and

Q. What defect is there in the to fight them with a parcel of

Souls of perſons born naturals ? young ſpruce volunteers, who,

A.None at all in the foul, as appears by Cafar's exhortation
only in the body . This is evident, to his ſoldiers, Miles, feri

becauſe learned phyſicians give faciem ! were more concerned

both inſtances of ſome ſort of for their faces than their honours .

fools which may be recovered by For Hannibal, we look upon him

art, tho' born fo , and alſo the to be ſo great a man, asappears

reaſons why , and the manner by his ſo longmaintaining a war

how it may be done. againſt the moſt powerful people

Q. If Pompey had overcome in the world,abroad, and in ſpite

Cæſar, and Hannibal Scipio, whe. of a contrary faction at home,

ther or no they had been preferable cutting off fo many (almoſt all )

to Cæſar or Alexander ? of thechoiceſt of the Roman le

A. Their true value depends gions, and beating ' em as oft as

much on the juſtice of the cauſe, he fought 'em , till thelaſt unhap

could that be at this diſtance dif. py battel, that no ſudden turn

covered : For Pompey's and Ce- of fortune could really leſſen him,

Sar's, they were e'en much alike , he being, in ſpite of his illfuccefs,

the quarrel being rather which as much a greater man than

of the two ſhould enſlave the Alexander, as the Romans were

world , than which ſhould pre- better foldiers than the Perſians

ſerve it : For Hannibal's and or Indians.

Scipio's, ' tis much the ſame, Q. How a corporeal ſubſtance,

and ſeems very near a moot which conſiſts of parts, can act

caſe . - 'Twas at firft only a upon a ſpiritual ſubſtance, which.

a political war , and Carthage was is void of parts ? To which we

grown too great a neighbour add another we have received :

for Rome ; nor wanted there real By what means do Spirits ſpeak,

affronts on the African's fide, ſeeing they have not thoſe parts

tho' the main reaſon for which by which Ipeech is framed ?

the black ſentence, Carthago eft 4. To the firſt, If by a body's

delenda, Carthage is to be de acting upon a fpirit by touch or
Jlroyed, was ſo often heard in motion,is meant, 'tis denied , till

the fenate, was indeed the firſt we havean inſtance given us : If

of thoſe two . But the queſtion by perfwaſion , c. then the

mannerO 3
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manner is thus : - An object im- to kill both , when taken in the

prints a ſpecies upon the ſenſe, fa & ; and the Italians at this

the ſenſe conveys this ſpecies to day , though without any ſuch

the fancy ; whilft it lodges there , law , are very rarely more merci

the memory recollects to the ful.Weconfeſs this is an enquiry

judgment ſuch experiencesas ſhe of ſuch a nature , as there needs

hath kept in her treaſury ; the the very heighth of chriſtianity

judgment by comparing theſe or depth of Itoiciſin to forgive,

experiences (together with its eſpecially when neither the civil,

natural habit of principles) with common, nor ſtatute law have

this new ſpecies, draws from the taken much care of it . But ſtill

ſame ſome concluſion, which the the more difficulty there is in ſo

intellect, will or foul approves high an act of mortification , the

or diſapproves, according to the more ſtill is the glory And

arguments alledged by former indeed if we ſhould examinethe

experiences. But after all , cafe by the principles only of

we believe the queſtion was de- gallantry and reaſon, it feems

ſigned in the reverſe,which would abſurd for a gentleman to hazard

bear the ſame ſenſe as the latter his life for ſo loft a ching as one

queſtion does , viz. How a fpi- who has parted with herhonour;

rit can act upon bodies by mo- if ’rwere to preſerve it , we con

tion, ſpeech, oc, as we have fers there might be ſome excuſe,

daily inſtances. To this laſt we but who can recal what's paft ?

anſwer, -A fpirit has a virtual , Private men have no tribunal to

motive faculty over bodies ; as fly to , if the publick rights them

for example, can move a chair, not, but that of heaven. The

a ſtool, &c. without making uſe nobleſt reyenge therefore would

of another medium ; I caſt a ball be , in our judgments,to flight and

from me, this ball moves when ſcorn a perſon who had been guil

I touch it not ; the firſt cauſe of ty of ſuch an action, to let 'em
its motion was a contact or com- know we thought 'em not worth

munication of action berween our concern , and to truſt their

two bodies ; but the cauſe of its puniſhment to t'other world .

continued motion when I touch Nor holds this only in women ,

it not , is this virtual force which but in menas well as they , ſince

a fpirit makes uſe of in moving after we have abſtracted from

bodies . cuſtom and opinion , (both very

Q : How a husband ought to ill judges) the crime is much

behave himſelf towards his wife, the ſamein one as the other.

who notoriouſly violates the honour Q. What are we to think of that

of the marriage -bed ; and whe- virtuoſo, who wiſhed there were

ther he may not lawfully demand another way of multiplying man.
an honourable Satisfa &tion of the kind, likethat which nature has

adulterer , conſidering the ſmall given trees and flowers, to continue

amends the law gives him , and the their own ſpecies ?
almoſt imposſibility of that proof it 4. What ſhould we think of

requires ? that perſon, whoſhould come to

* A. The antient Roman law the moſt ingenious artificer,

commands in the caſe of adultery watch -maker,mathematician ,de

and

à
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and tell him, this wheel whereby of nature are the laws of God.

the watch was kept in motion, How come the political inſtitu

was not wellmade or placed, but tionsof all nations,where there's

he might eaſily have invented a any ſuch thing as law , (as where

better ; or this line is not well is there not ? ) to make marri

drawn, you might demonſtrate mony honourable, and promit:

the propoſition without it ? cuous mixtures both criminaland

ſhould we not think him at leaſt odious, were there not ſome

very raſh and over-weening to thing in nature itſelf which

correct an artiſt in his own art, taught them this great truth ?

whereof he himſelf might have So far is it from being any pre

but fome little ſmattering ? This judice againſt thedivine ordina.

is a faint fimilitude of the hardi- tion of marriage, that ' tis inforc'd

nels, we had almoſt ſaid blaſphe- and guarded by political inſtitu
my, of ſome men , who , like the tion , that we ſee'tis much rather

proud king of Arragon, would an argument for theaffirmative ;

teach Godto make the world for were there indeed any weight

better . And 'twas this wiſe ar- in the objection, we might as

tificer, who after he had created well argue that blaſphemy was

man male and female, and given no breach of God's law, becauſe

them that command , increaſe the magiſtrate orders thoſe who

and multiply, added more to are guilty of it, to undergo the

this day's work than to all the moſt infamous of puniſhments.

reſt,Behold it was very good. That marriage is not onlyof

If then we have all things necef- divine original,but even infti

ſary to render usperfect and com- tuted in paradiſe, and as old as

pleat in the ſtation and order of the world, all both chriſtians

created beings wherein we are and jews have ever believed , and

fixed , andif this day's work be Moſes, and a greater than he,

pronounced by him that made even our Saviour himſelf, aſ

it to be all very good ,wemay with fures us , In the beginning, ſays

at leaſt as much civility find fault he , God made them male and fem

with this gentleman's work , as male :- For this cauſe ſhall a man

he does with his maker's : Tho' leave his father and his mother, and

after all , ſuch a complaint might cleave to his wife : And they two

very probably be but a copyof shall be one flejh, for they are no

his countenance, and he thus more twain, but one fileſh . Nor is

rails at the grapes, either becauſe it poſible to give a more graphi

then out of his reach , or elie he cal deſcription of marriage than

had taken fome furfeit, or been thoſe words preſent us.

foundly griped with 'em former- Q. Whether a perſon by the bare

ly . And ſo much for trees . light of nature would be diſpoſed to

Q. Whether marriage be of think women have fouls ?

divine right, or only political in. A. If by that light we can

fitution ?
prove men have fouls, undoubta

A. Both , though the latter edly women muſthave them too,

ſeems to depend upon the for- fince che male and female in all

mer : The law of nations is the ſpecies are like. As for the per

law of nature ; and the laws fon who puts this queſtion , we

only

2
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or no .

可
以
w
w

he

only wiſh him the verieſt virago The firſt, of inequality of com

in chriſtendom to his yoke -fel- plexions , or difpofitions of pa

low , who would quickly ſatisfy rents : The ſecond, a diſſimili

him whether her ſex had fouls tude of informing organs. We

ſhall paſs over the power of ima

Q. I once met with a inan that gination , ſince ſuch inſtances are

had been at the top of Teneriff, extraordinary , here's one mo

(whoſe head is above the clouds) : he ther flegmatick , another chole

faid there ſome days, and never rick , Gc. one is leſs, and ano

felt nor perceived a breath of wind , ther is bigger ; one eats this diet,

when at the ſame time there were another that, when 'tis well

continual gales below ; the clouds known that the nouriſhments of

he could always See under him , meats are according to their

when sometimes the people below quality ; ſome hot, fome cold ,

could not ſee the leaſt cloud or wrin. fome indifferent, fome a ſecond ,

kle in the facc of heaven. --- What third, or fourth degree of heat

is the reaſon of the difference in the or cold ; the different poſtures of

optick virtue of the eye in this ſleeping, and millions of other

caſe ? unthought accidents muſt needs

A. The viſual power of the have their effects in difparity of

optick nerve is dazled through productions ; but were a woman

abundance of light : As for in- and her husband to be always of

ſtance, in the heat of ſummer, an equal conſtitution, both as to

and in a clear day, there is not their body and paſſions, at the

a cloud to be ſeen to interpoſe act of generation, and ſhould the

betwixt us and the ſurface of the mother after conception always

sky, when upon the faine day , eat the ſame diet , uſe the ſame

towards fun -letting , there are motion of body, the ſame time

multitudes of clouds to be ſeen ; for ſleep , and ſo in every thing

from this reaſon it is , that the elſe, her children would be very

perſon upon Teneriff might dif- like, as is evident in the caſe of

cern the clouds , his eye termi- twins , which would alſo be yer

nating upon a dark body, the liker, if the mother's poſture in

earth ,orat leaſt looking obliquely ſleeping did not hinder ; for in

toward the hemiſphere, where the time of ſleep, the ſenſitive

the medium of the viſuality is and animal partsare more powers

always moſt proper , when thoſe ful in their effects than at other

below the mountain had no dark- times (which by the bye is the

neſs to temper theredundancy of reaſon why nature gives to chil.

light , but loft it in the tranipa- dren luchá ncceflity of ſleeping )

rencyof the sky . This Teneriffis This fimilitude of birth

now ſuppoſed to be the higheſt may , by unequal climates, diet ,

place in the world, mounting its labour, Qc. alter two twins, as

perpendicular above ſeven Engliſh we ſee men alter in two or three
miles.

years from what they were.

Q. What's the reaſon that two This fimilitude of lineaments

persons are never alike in face and and perſonage is very often ac
other proportions ? companied with mutual kindneſs ,

A. Chiefly from two reaſons : pain, ſleep, &c. though at a

diſtance,
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diſtance, as is remarkable in two when the executioners think it

twins , Tons of Tho. Tremain in at the ſmalleſt, ſome one amongſt

Devonſhire, Eſq; ( See Fuller's wor- them takes a keen fcimiter, and

thies, p. 266.) who ſometimes with one blow ſeparates thebody

by a private confederacy would in two; and immediately taking

exchange habits for mirth , and the upper part , places it upon

act ſuch miſtakes as were never a broad iron , heated for that

thought of in the Amphitrìo of purpoſe, which fears the wound,

Plautus. and ſtanches the blood , in which

Q. Whether we may Safely con- poſture the party , having his in

clude or not, that a child quickned teſtines whole, will live a very
in the womb , and yet dying before conſiderable time : And it has

its birth , is capable of the rewards been obſerved , that when the

or puniſhments of a future ſtate. mercy - ſtroke ( as the turks call it)

A. Yes . ' Tis not the continu- is giving to the wretch, he will

ance of a ſoul's operation in its move his head ,and (as much as

organs, but the reality of its may be) his body , from it , chu,

operation there, which deter- ſing rather that torment than

mines the queſtion ; and that death, although he muſt be

the ſoul is ſuppoſed to be really ſatisfied of the neceſſity of his

there , is evident from the effects, ſpeedy death .

viz , life and motion . Q. How does a fright bring 2

Q. What members might human drunken man to his wits ?

nature be deprived of, as not abſo-. A. The ſpirits of the liquor

lutely neceſſary, and yet be ſuppoſed mounting into the brain , which

to exiſt ? intoxicate the animal ſpirits,

A. The doctors ſay , without which are chiefly lodged there,

the ſpleen , diſmembered of arms and occaſion drunkennels, but

and legs, diſteſticulated, without whenthe heart is oppreſled by

eyes , noſe, teeth , lips , chin , a fright, the animal ſpirits fly

ears, tongue, without part of to its aſſiſtance, and in their

his skull , ſhoulders, buttocks , paſſage through the blood, are

c. which have been by many puritied and cleared from the
inſtances found not ablolutely intoxication, as the ſalt water

neceſſary for exiſtence; and no by running through thechannels

doubt but nature would defire a of the earth loſes its falſitude,

protraction of its exiſtence un- and becomes freſh .

der worte inconveniencies : A Q. A friend of mine in ga

remarkable inſtance we have in riſon beſieged, dreamed that

a Turkiſh puniſhment, viz . The bomb was shot into the town,

criminal has a ſtrong bow - ſtring and fell upon his houſe, and set

to put about his middle, with it on fire ; immediately be a

fomeperſons at each end to pull waked out of his dream , got up ,

it, the ſtanders-by prick the and called up all his family, and

ſides of the party with pins, left his houſe, which as ſoon as

needles , or ſuch like ſharp in- he had done, a bomb was accord

ſtruments, whereby (and the ingly shot, and burnt his houſe

others pulling) he is contracted tothe ground. Query ,

inco a very ſmall compaſs ; and What reaſon can you affign for
this
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it ?

09

10

10

ta

this dream , and the effect of monſtrable from the flame of a

candle, which affords foot, and

A. Our dreams are different, an oily ſubſtance, viſible when
as are their cauſes : The join'd' in the inflammation, and

natural cauſe is the conſtitution viſible when ſeparate after extin

of our bodies , as the cholerick guiſhment ; but take away this;

dreams of fire and ſlaughter, nouriſhment, and the flame of

and ſo of the reſt : hmmm . The the candle becomes inviſible, be.

imaginary caufe is when fome- cauſe ſeparated from grofs mat

thing has been done or thought ter.
on in the day -time, making a Q. Which of our ſenſes can we

deep impreſſion upon the animal beſt Spare ?

fpirits, which the imagination A.Smelling,when it is loft by

preſenteth again when alleep, as ſuch means as don't at the fame

the ſoldier'sengagement cauſes time prejudice the taſte, which

him to dream of another fight : ſometimes happens, tho'talting

This is alſo natural to brutes, a and ſmelling have commonly

hound will dream of hunting, that dependance of, and affinity

&c. But the extraordinary cauſes one with the other, as the eyes

of dreams (or rather viſions ) are have ; of which, one being

angels, and theſe either good or wounded or loft, the other,

bad , good when we are warned through the anguilh , often runs

to avoid fome eminent evil , bad the famefate.

when the ſuggeſtion tends to a Q. What is a spell, and why

greater deſpair. Of the firſt was not lawful, if only hard words ?

the queriſt's friend, of the laſt and what are the meaning of theſe

was pope Innocent the fourth , words, Erthin , Dide, Sumina,

who was fummoned in a dream , Sulphin , what language they are ,

Surge, mifer, ea veni adjudicium , and what is their virtue ?
Ariſe, "pretch , and come to judg- A. By a spell or charm , has

ment. We have feveral inſtances been always underſtood acertain

of both natures, which we can form of words, endued with a

rank in no other order than ſecret unaccountable power of

amongſt the extraordinary pro- performing ſtrange things by

vidences of God Almighty. their repetition, the chief where

Q. Whether fire be viſible, or of, curing diſeaſes, procuring

love, and deſtroying terpents.

A. The ſuppoſition of its viſi- Thus Theocritus, and Virgil from

bility, has made many perſons him, Tirigidus in par

to conclude there is no element tis cantando rumpitur anguis :

of fire , becauſe not viſible: But and again , - Ducite ab

here a falſe cauſe is alligned, air urbs domum , mea carmina, du

is not viſible; and fire is a more cite Daphnin . - The ſcrip

pure ſort of air rarified , and ture alſo refers to the fame pra

therefore leſs conſiſtent with vi- aices, when it mentions,

libility. We fee coals , ſticks, the ferpent and the voice of the

candles burn , G. yet we fee charnier ; forbidding alto on

not thefire, but the nouriſhment pain of death any ſuch thing,

of fire. This hypotheſis is de which abundantly may fatisfy us
that

not ?
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that any ſuch thing muſt be un- and if any can make more of

lawfal.' The reaſon is, what is them, they are very welcome,

not performed by nature, nor and whether there's any virtue

the immediate power of God, in them , Satan knows, from

nor the ſtrength of fancy , we whom , if they have any ſuch ,

can't ſuppoſe to be done by any they muſt receive it.

other way butby a compact with Q. A gentleman of my acquain

evil ſpirits. Hard words in them tance having been formerly in love,

felves can have no power, and and diſappointed, has again offer'd

therefore, as ſuch, indifferent ; his ſervice to another lady, " upho

but if ſuch things produce any refuſes to entertain his amours,

real effe &ts, as ’tis hard to ſay they tho' upon honourable terms, till

do not,when we have ſuch clouds the ATHENIAN SOCI.

of inſtances, they both dire&tly ETY reſolve this queſtion ,

tend to take off men's minds Whether ' tis poſſible for # gentle

from a dependance on the fu- man that has been in love before,

preme being , and alſo to make to love again with the ſame ardour.

them neglect all rational means, and affection as at first ?

and grow weak and fuperftitious, A. If we take in both the

and are beſides juftly to be fuf- ſexes, ( thoſe countries excepted

pected for the former reaſons. where the wife cuſtomarily fur

We deny not, that words joined vives not her husband ) we ſhall

with tunes may have great vir- find aboveone half of the world !

tue, by their motion on the air, unanimouſly give their fuffrage

and ſo on the ſpirit, as in the caſe in the affirinative ; perhaps we

of the tarantula, and perhaps might have ſaid a greater part,

formerly many others which are if we conſider howoft ſome are

now loft ; but this is rational, married , and how many have

and we can give fome tolerable been diſappointed in their af

account of it by the rules of na- fections, either by parents com

ture , which we can't ſay of the pulſions, their own falling out,

other. For the words here pro- or upon ſecond and more ad

duced , Erthin , Dide, Sumina, viſed thoughts ; and yet after

Sulphin, they ſeem only fome all, have proved happy inſtances

barbarous terms which the con- of an extraordinary affection ,

jurers , or thoſe who would be Nor can we fee any reaſon to

thought ſo , make uſe of, with- the contrary , ſince the affection

out any ſenſe in themſelves, or terminates not ſo much in the

dependance on each other , unleſs perſon loved , as in the qualifi.

they may be made on purpoſe by cations; ' tis there only that a

the querif to puzzle the cauſe. wiſe man's intereſt or diſintereſt

There is indeed in ſome of 'em is ſecured : This is evident, ſince

the track of Latin and Engliſh almoſt half our time is ſpent in

words, others only tranſvers'd , darkneſs, where we can make

Erthin ſeems to be no more than no diftin &tion of perſons, and

in Earth, Dide may be Latin, yet the love is the ſame. I am

Sumina is only Animus ' turn'd ready to confeſs, Senſual lave

backwards, and the firſt part of hates a rival, and perhaps can

Sulphin when tranſpos'd is plus ; not be twice paſſionately fix'd ;

(and
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( and 'tis ſo much the better in quence , that if they hadnot been

many circumſtances ; I'm ſure taught that, they muſt have fpo

'tis in chriſtianity, when the ken none at all. Mr. Heylin tells

breach of the firſt command lies us an odd ſtory of an experiment

at ſtake :) But the ſoul is uncon- of this nature long ſince made,

find and free, is ignorant of and that ſome children educated

thename of rival, as alſo of the in a cave , at their being taken

diftin &tion of ſexes, fixes and thence, pronounced the word

removes as unbyaſs’d and ſoberbeck, which in the Phrygian lan
reaſon dictates : Where guage fignifies bread, on which

that fixes and is ſecur'd, the 'twas concluded that was the

leſſer (I mean that of theperſon ) moſt antient languagę , till on

always ſubmits, at leaſt fo far a narrow obſervation 'twas diſ

as is neceſſary for an eaſy and cover'd the ſound they made was

comfortable life. An agreeable only in imitation of the wild

converſe, and an union of foul, goats which graz'd on the neigh

never cloys or diminiſhes, but is bouring mountains.

equally vigorous in youth and Q. Upon the bare relation of

age, and in all ſtates and con- any thing, an idea of the thing
ditions where the fear of God related is at the ſame time repre

and reaſon are attendant . Sented by the imagination : But

Let the gentleman evince by when we speak of God or the foul,

matter of fact the conditions we have no idea at all Query ,

the lady expects, and afterwards the reason of it ?

thew her this anſwer, and ſhe'll A. Imagination is not the ef

be doubly obligd to be of our feet of the rational, but the ani

opinion . mal foul, as we may perceive by

Q. If an infant were kept from the dreams of a dog or a horſe ,
its birth to twelve years of age and therefore nomore capable of

without hearing any human voice, judging or repreſenting immate

what language would it then rial beings, than the pallat is of

diſtinguiſhing ſounds, or the ear

A. "Twou'd be fair enough of trying guſts and fapors.

to put the querift off till the Q. How , or after what manner

experiment could be tried ; but are our Souls in our bodies ?

left he ſhould be weary with A. Coextenſion and local pre

waiting ſo long, we'll e’en make ſence are not conſiſtent with the

an end on't pretently, and an- nature of ſpirits, which are in

ſwer one ſuppoſition with ano- bodies as God Almighty is in

ther . We Tuppoſe then , and all the world . Our fouls per

perhaps ſomewhat more, that haps can'tbe properly faid to
juch an infant would ſpeak no be phyſically in our bodies ;

language at all, only expreis the ' tis only an expreſſion to our

concluſions of his mind .by na capacity , to repreſent to us

tural ſigns, or ſome inarticulate that the greateſt part of their

noiſes : For we ſee all children thoughts and of their ideas ,

fpeak that language their parents their ſentiments of pleaſure and

ornuries learn 'em ,and no other ; pain, are there by the means of

whence it ſeems a fair confe- the body. They act upon the

body

N
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body by the action of their will , and Tertullian's thoughts were

or, according to Thomas Aqui- too like their bodies, groſs and

Spirits are in bodies after corporeal, in aſſigning circum
two manners, either by the ſcriptible vehicles to uncircum.

action which they exerciſe up. Scriptible Souls, unleſs they wou'd

on certain bodies, or corporeal have 'em act as in bodies , and

ſpaces ; or elſe by the action that wou'd revive the old Plato

' which they ſuffer , and which nick tranſmigration.
they receive by the means of Q. Whether , ſeeing the soul

' certain bodies. is immaterial, heaven or hell are

Q. Whether our ſouls going out local ; and if local, where fitu

of our bodies, pals into any local ated ?

circumſcriptable place ? or whether, A. We can't admit a locality

according to Origen, Tertullian , without extenſions, adjuſtment

and other antient fathers , they do of magnitude and quantity, and

allume certain vehicles, or ſubtile by conſequence circumſcriptibili

bodies, retaining the ſame chara- ty, which, how inconſiſtent it is

Eerizing forms which their ter- with the nature of God , angels,

reſtrial bodies had ? and the ſpirits of juſt men made

A. As we ſaid before, we urge perfect, every one knows; the

again , that ſpirits or fouls can't only objection and difficulty

properly be ſaid to be in any which lies in this affertion, is,
place at all, where we may con- the reconciling it with the ſite

ceive themto be by a co-extenſion, or locality of our Saviour's body,

and a local or corporeal circum- which is in heaven ; in order to

ſcription, but only by a pure re- which let theobjectors firſt fatis

lation of operation and ačtivity ; fy us , what ſort of body it is, or

it would be a Manichean idea , a what change is wrought upon't ,

chymerical and monſtrous con- by putting on incorruption ? Un

ception, to aſſign ſpace and cir- til it can be proved that fuch an

cumſcription (which are only pro- incorrupt immortal body, by its

per to bodies) to a ſoul. When change has not diveſted all thoſe

we ſay the ſoul is in the body, qualities and accidents, which to

we mean no more than a rela. us are the proof of the exiſtence

tion of empire and ſervitude of common matter, it will be

both at the ſame time, which the no argument for the locality of

ſoul hath with the body, and heaven. I ſee no reaſon why

the body with the ſoul, as a matter, according to that defini

power of determining the mo- tion we here make of it,may not

tions of the body, and the ſervi- be changed to ſomething elſe, and

tude of receiving (generally) her only call'd foto our apprehenſion
knowledge and ſentiments by the as wellas form of matter. We

body ; ſo when we ſay the ſoul have inſtances of the different

goes out of the body, we mean forms our Saviour appear'd in

no more than that ſhe ceaſes to after his reſurrection , and once

have that relation to the body, in that with his natural body heap

reſpect of empire and ſervitude, pear’d to his diſciples when the

that the had before Origen's doors were flout, which conſider'd ,

may .

2
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may in part demonftrate that but that there's what is fufficient

heaven needs not be local , be- to know and be known , we are

cauſe our Saviour's body is ſatisfied .

there : But this is only offer'd Q. Whether departed Souls, as

as our own ſentiments, and we soon as they go out of the body, are

leave it to the determination of in joy or miſery ?

the learned . A. The imbodied ſoul is

Q. Whether ſeparated fouls have clogg'd with fleſh , byals'd by
any knowledge of the affairs in this intereft or paſſion, and abus'd

world , andwhatis to be thought of with vain hopes, and falfe fears ;
the apparitions of the dead ? but when it comes to be free

A. Altho ’ it cannot be denied fromits clog , and takes a view

but in fome grand and extraordi. of itſelf when naked and with

nary cafes, as the reſurrection of out excufes, it fees and knows

thoſe dead which appear'd upon its future lot, and by the cha

our Saviour's crucifixion, and the racteriſtical notes of holineſs or

apparition of Moſes and Elias at impiery ſtamp'd upon it , it

the transfiguration : and in ſome makes a ſelf-judgment, and ac

other' cafes, as many inſtances cordingly begins its bliſs or

might be reckond up: The de- wretchedneſs,by expe & ation of

parted may converle with us , the laſt day , which will be an

or appear, but perhaps ordinari- actual execution of this felf-judg
ly apparitions are not the fouls ment. This we take to be the

of the dead , but of other ſpirits, immediate joy or miſery of a de

and moſtly of evil ones. * Augu- parted foul, which in reſpect to

fline was of this opinion, and taid, an ill man , is not unfitly reſem

if 'twas a common thing , he was bled to a convicted criminal at

fure his mother Monica would an earthly bar, who before his

have appear’d to him , whoſc fentence is paſs'd, is aſſured of

love was ſo extraordinary great his death, and takes the earneſt

whilſt living. by foreſtalling it in unhappy and

Q. Whether ſeparate fouls know wretched reflections.

one another , ſeeing they have not Q. Whither do departed Jouls go

the organs ofſeeing, Jpeech, &c ? immediately upon their Separation

A. There is certainly a come from the body ?

munication of angels and ſouls in A. The Scripture ſays, The

heaven , as appears from ſeveral ſpirit returns to God that gave it.

texts , Rev. vii. 9 , 10, 11 , 12. Our Saviour's prayer, that we

i Cor. xiii . 1. Dan. viii. 13. buc might be in him , and he in us,

we can conceive this communi. gives us alſo liberty to anſwer

cation to be chiefly in an ability this queſtion philoſophically ;

of inſinuating their thoughts to and to aſſert, that all ſouls as

each other by a meer act of their they are ſeparated from the body,

wills , juſt as we now ſpeak to are united into God, and yet

God, or ourſelves in our hearts, without a catachreſis, if we con

when our lips don't move, or ſider our fouls coming at firſt

the leaſt outward ſign appear. from God , he never loses his fo

Whether there's any other con- vereignty over 'em ; 'tis in him

verſe, we are not yet ſatisfied ; we live and move, and have our

being ,
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being ; God contains all things, man capable ofall the ends of his

and is contained or comprehendedby creation .

nothing : Jupiter eft quodcunque Q. Where are the ſouls of mens

vides Auguſtine faid, “ You to remain till the last day ?

'muſt anſwer to him who ſhall A. In the favour or wrath of

• ask you where theWord is , God Almighty , not in any pro

that ' tis in God :' If it be ob- per locality, becauſe not matter.

jected, that the union betwixt The ſoul or mind is notconfin’d :

God and good fouls, and the I can think of thefour elements,

union betwixt God and evil ſouls and in my mind range through

cannot be the ſame, we anſwer, the whole creation all in a mi

it is the ſame as to dependance nute, which ſhews that the ſoul

and exiſtence, but different in is not impriſon'd in any one of

the manner how. The good are them , and yet I may be under

united to God by an union of ſome extream horror all the

love, tenderneſs, or good liking ; time : And thus (for any reaſon

but the evil by an union of I yet fee) it may be with a wick

wrath, enmity, and implacable ed foul after ſeparation , as alſo
vengeance ; God ( ſay the holy the contrary with a good one.

Fathers ) is their first and true Q. Whathave the philoſophers

bel, by giving them perpecu- (guided only by natural reaſon )

ally an idea thereof, by means conceiv'das to the future state of

of which idea he impreſles on the soul ?

them dolorous fentiments of real Å . One of the Grecian philofo

burning. There is a ſeparation phers writ abookupon the im

betwixt God's goodneſs and fin- mortality of the foul, that made

ners, but he is felt as nearly and fo lively an impreſs upon thefpi

immediately to the reprobates a's rics of the people, that buſineſs
to the ſaints. began to beneglected, as alſo the

Q. Whether has a man three dutiesof life, and the affairs of

souls or no, to wit , the ſupream , the publick, and a greatmany ha

which they call the mind, the fen- ſtend theirown deaths to enter

ſitive, which they call an image, into ſuch a future ſtate as was re

and rational, which ties and knits preſented , inſomuch that at the

together the other two ? length the book was forbid and

A. I am very well fatisfiedas ſuppreſs’d, for fear it ſhould have

to the compofition of man, with depopulated thecommonwealth :

the deſcription St. Paul gives of But there's little fear now of any

it in his prayer for one of the ſuch accidents.When Socrates had
churches , viz. I pray God that thefatal draught in his hand, and

your whole body, foul, and Spirit, looking upon the officers of death,

& c. by the foul meaning the he ſaid, that it did not ſeem to him

life , or animal part , and by the that they led him to death , but that

fpirit, the rational, as he ex. he was going to mount up to heaven.

plains it in another place, The Cato embraced his ſword, after

Spirits of juſt inen made perfect ; he had a while contemplated the

I ſee no phyſical or theological immortality of the ſoul. Plu .

reaſon for a third, ſince thefe tarch faith , the wife man goes

two with the body render a with pleajure out of the darkneſs

of
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of the earth, to enjoy in heaven an life (which is communicated to

immortal light with thegods. Have brutes) infus’d, it would act and

courage ( fays another ) let not ſuffer as guided by the fenfe and

death affright us, ſince agier death affections; from whence we con

we ſhall either be gods, or like gods. clude that there can be no other

Let us not fear that our bodies union than thus : - When the

will bury our ſouls under their ſenſe repreſents ſomething to the
ruins, when the heavens ſhall fall, affections, the foul which be

and this.corporealnature ſhall in- longs to this body does at the

tirely periſh and diſappear, there ſame time chuſe, hate, love , &c .

is a neceſſity that the ipirit which what the body according to its

animates us, and is the founda- powers is buſy. upon : this is the

tion of our being, muſt remain union ; and when this union or

under theſe ruins, without being correſpondence breaks off, the
hurt or endamaged by them . foul leaves its unequal compani

Q. How are we to underſtand the on , and returns to (or into) God .

ainion of the soul and body, ſince we cannot conceive any other

the ſoul is a pure immaterial ſub- union without the groffeſt abſur

ftance, and the body a grofs orga- dities , as to think the foul is in

niz'd fubftance ? the body as juice is in a plant , or

A. We muſt not underſtand a as water is mingled with liquid

union of this kind , by co -exten- chymical ſpirits. This would
fion , penetration, or an adjuft- confound matter with immate

ment of figures and magnitudes; riality , and make up a jargon of

this idea wou'd be proper enough impoſſibilities.

betwixt body and body: --- Sup Q. What is Individuation ? Or,

poſe we then , to avoid theſe groſs wherein conſists the Individuability

thoughts, what an union of two of a thing ?

angels wou'd be - We can have A. ' Twere an eaſy matter in

here no idea or conception of the reſolution of this queſtion

other union than thatofthought, to mount the argunient above

will, and ſentiment,that is, if the headsof moſt readers, tho'

theſe two angels ſhould neceſſa- hard , if not impoſſible, to nia

rily think, will, and underſtand nage it ſo that all may under

the fame thing, make the fame ſtand it . ' Tis,wemuſt confeſs, of

concluſions from the ſame pre- a very nice and difficult nature ,

miſes, be ſubject to the ſame mo- and is acknowledged ſuch even

tion of love, hatred , and every by Mr. Boyle, in fome diſcourſes

thing elſe that is only proper to of his , if we miſtake not, con

fpirits, then theſe two angelsare cerning the reſurrection andif

properly united, and are one ſin- ſuch deep ſearchers into philofo

gle whole in two individual ſub- phy arenot fully refoly'd therein ,
Itances. Now we know what is 'twill be no ſhame for us to come

required of a ſpirit towards a ſhort of giving an entire ſatisfa

union ; we'll conſider the body, ction . Something however muſt

which is a marvellous lump of be faid thereon , nor are we wil.

bones, nerves, membranes , & c. ling to puzzle the cauſe with
in a ſtructure full of harmony, teiling the world Individud .

in which were only the animal tion is - The unity of a thing
with
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with itſelf, or that whereby any take the branches, it grows , re

thing is what it is, which makes ceives nouriſhment from the

it little, if any thing, clearer than earth, maintains itſelf, and is

twas before. It mayn’t there- ſtill a tree, which the partsthere.

fore be improper to run through of arenot, when ſeparated from
the different orders of viſible be- the reſt; for we can't ſay every

ings , and ſearch 'em all for ſome part of a tree is a tree , as we

diftin &ter idea thereof. To be- can every part of a ſtone is ſtill

gin with thoſe ſpecies of body a ſtone ; but now if this tree be

which are not properly organiz'd, cloven in two or more pieces , or
which have neither life nor fenſe, fell’d by the roots, this contex

as ſtones, metals , &c . In theſe, ture and orderly reſpect of the

individuation ſeems to conſiſt in parts each to other, ceaſes : Its

nothing but greater or leſſer ; eſſence as a tree is deſtroy'd, its
take the leſs partof a ſtone away , individuation periſhes, and 'tis

a

you may ſtill call it the ſame no more a tree, but a ſtump ,or a

itone ; take an equal part with piece or pieces of timber. Let's

the remains , that individuation proceed a degree higher, to meer

ceaſes, and they are two new in- ly ſenſible creatures, who are

dividuals. Divide a ſtone, &c . not ſo immediately depending

as long as you pleaſe, every part on earth , the common mother,

of it will be a ſtone ſtill, another as the plants , nor rooted to it ,

individual ſtone, as much as any and as it were a part of it , as

in the mountain or quarry 'twas they are, but walk about ; have,

firſt cut out of, even tho' re- in reſpect of that, an independant

duced to the minuteſt fand , or, exiſtence, and are a ſort of world

if poſſible, a thouſand times leſs. by themſelves : And here the ine

But when we take one ſtep fur- dividuation conſiſts in ſuch a par.

ther, and proceed a degree higher ticular contexture of their ef

to the vegetable kingdom , the ſential parts, and their relation

caſe is far otherwiſe, and indeed one towards another, as enables

nature ſeems to be ſtill more di- ' em to exert the operations of

Itinct, and as it were careful in the ſenſible or aniinal life : Thus

its individuation the higher it cut off the legs, or any other

riſes, till at laſt it brings us to parts of an animal , 'tis the ſame

that great tranſcendental indivi- animal ſtill, but cut off its head ,

dual— the only proper uncom- or take away its life, and 'tis no

pounded esſence the One GOD, longer that individual animal ,
bleſſed for ever. To return to but a meer carcaſs, and will by

plants, their individuation degrees reſolve into common

conſiſts in that fingular form , matter again , or rather be tranſ

contexture, and order of their migrated into ſome other form .

parts, whereby they are diſpoſed To aſcend now to the higheſt

for thoſe uſes to which nature rank of viſible beings , the ra

has deſign'd 'em , and by which tional : The individuation of

they receive and maintain their man appears to us to conſiſt in

beings : -- for example, in a the union of that thinking luba

tree, from whence tho' you ſtance, which we callthe rational
P foul

4
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are to be

ſoul, with any convenient por- and melted out of it was of the

tion of fitly organiz'd matter. ſame colour. But to ſpeak truth ,

We hope ' tis no hereſy to affert, this ſeems only accidental , and

that any portion of matter duly we have as great evidence that

qualified, and united to the ſoul ſnow is white, as that paper,

by ſuch a union as we experience, chalk, milk, or any thing elfe

tho’we can't well explain , is im- is ſo , namely, the teſtimony of

mediately individuated by it , and our ſenſes. We are not ignorant

togetherwith that foul, makes that colours are divided by ſome

a man ; ſo that if ’twere poſſible philoſophers into real or appa

for one foul to be cloath'd over rent-The firſt they reckon thoſe

and over at different times with we ſee in vegetables or other ter

all the matter in the univerſe, reſtrial objects, as green in graſs,

it would in all thoſe diſtinct gillow in gold , 06. which are

ſhapes be the ſame individual fix'd and permanent , and alter
man : Nor can a man be ſup- not without an alteration in the

poſed in this caſe to differ more ſubject ~ The ſecond which they

from himſelf than he does when call apparent, or appearingly on

he's an infant, or juſt paſtan em- ly , they tellus,

bryo, from himſelfwhen ofadult found in the beautiful clouds of

or decrepidage ; he having du . a ſummer -evening- But we

ring that time, chang'd his por- believe thoſe colours as real as

tion of matter over and over;
has

any
others : indeed, properly

been fat and lean, fick and well , ſpeaking, whatever is in thiscafe

loft by bleeding, excrement, per- appearing, is alſo real, for ' tis

ſpiration, & c. gain’d again by ſuch or ſuch a particular ordina
aliment, and perhaps not one tion of the parts with the light

particle, or but very few of the reflected from 'em to the eyein

firſt matter which he took from ſuch or ſuch a manner, which

his parents and brought with makes all colours and difference

him into the world , now remain- in them- And this happens at

ing . And thus muchby way leaſt whenever it ſo appears to

of eſſay towards the reſolution us : For which reaſon Inow ap

of thisnoble queſtion. pearing to be white, we may

Q. Whether ſnow is white or conclude it is really fo .
black ? Q. Wherein confifts the venom

A. Perhaps neither, but like of vipers ?

the cryſtalline humour, without A.This queſtion has divided

any real colour, and receptive of all the virtuoſi in Europe, who are

all ; thus bring any real object rang'd into two different ſqua

near it, we may perceive a red drons : Monſieur Charas is the

caſt thereon, and ſo of blue , captain on one ſide, and Signior

green, &c . Nay, we have á Redi on the other. The firft

Itrange account inthe tranſacti- affirms, the dreadful noxious

ons of the Royal Society, of fnow quality of vipers lies only in

which fell near Genoua in li aly, their enraged Birits ; the latter

firſt white as ufual , then red upon fixes it in a yellowish tort of a

the white, and the liquor preis'd Saliva, or juice relery'd by na
ture
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fure for that purpoſe in little ve- the Royal Sociery.) The difficulty

ficles at the roots of their teeth, is, how to reconcile all theſe

which , afçer the biting of that ſeeming contradictions, which

creature, flows into the wound. we don't apprehend can be any

The Frenchman anſwers, that this way done but bytrimming be .

ſaliva is perfectly innocent, and twixt both ; and ſince we can't

has no manner of effect, when withany modeſty, deny the mat

taken from the viper , and applied ter of fact on either ſide, acknow

to any green wound . The Ita- ledging that the Italian vipers

lian tells us, that the viper's anger poifondoes really conſiſt in this

or rage isnothing, but after he yellow juice, (as weare informid

has ſeveral times bitten any little the ratele-ſnake's alſo does) but

creature , and this ſaliva is all that the French viper is ſomething

ſpent, he's as harmleſs as aný finer, and either to be placed in

otherworm . Therewant not ex- theirenrag'd fpirit, or ſomething

periments, we had almoſt faid der elſe not yet diſcover ?d.

monſtrations, on both ſides, and Q. Is it true, that a lyon won't

thoſe appearing diametrically op- prey on a pure virgin ?

poſite to each other. Monſieur A. As true as that the ſame noe

Charas , in his book of vipers , ble creature is afraid of a cock , as

tranſlated into Engliſh ſeveral the ancient naturaliſts report

years ſince, puts it beyond dil- whereas very late experience tells

pute, by a thouſand experiments, us , they are ſo far from being

that this ſo much talk'd of juice afraid of 'em, that they havebros

in the French vipers, is a pure ken into the apartment of the

ſimple harmleſs ſaliva, with no poultry, (if we miſtake not, at

more poiſon or enmity to nature Dreſden ) and made a hearty meal

init than thatofa man. And on upon them ,making no difference

t'other ſide, Signior Redi and the betwixt cocks and hens. In the

Italian virtuoſi, have not only mean time,we deny not that ſuch

prov'd the contrary, by many re- a thingmay have happened, viz.

peated trials, related in a book thata lyon may have ſpared a

publiſh'd in Latin under his virgin ; ' for hiſtorians tell us,

name, but alſo made the experi- they'll notwillingly ſet upon any

ment before ſome Engliſh gentle. thing that's human, unleſs pros

men, on ſeveral little creatures, vok'd with hunger, and ſooner

kittens, chickens, & c. who hav- on à man, than a child or wom

ing ſome ſlight inciſions or pun- man. We ourſelves have been

Eures made in the fleſhy parts of preſent at the Tower ,when à
WO :

their bodies , and ſome of this man with child has been there to

yellow juice convey'd therein, ſee the lyons, whą immediately
fell dead in a ſhort time with the on her entry have made a hideous
moſt horrid conyulſions : roaring, but whether from ſome

others who were bitten by the ſecret antipathy, or meer chance,

vipers , enraged to the uttermoft, 'twould be very raſh from one
after this venom exhauſted , re- ſingle inſtance to determine. On

ceiv'd thereby no injury in the thewhole,as webelieve there can
world

(vid. Tranſaktions of be no graver hiſtorian brought to
P atlets

a
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1

aſſert the truth of matter of fact the skull capable of holding three

in the preſent caſe, than the Se- gallons, the hollow of the back

ven Champions, or Valentine and bone was so large that a bog
Orfon, fo we may , without be- of eleven years old thrust bis

ing uncharitable, firmly believe hand up it to the elbow ; the
that very few of our Engliſh vir- thigh bone is two yards long,

gins would be willing to try the lacking two inches ; his whole
experiment . height computed to just twelve

Q. Why looking againſt the ſun foot, or ſeven yards ; the skeleton
caufes fneezing ?

being found by boys, they broke

A. It holds not univerſally , it in many parts , which my Lord

for ſome perſons may look on Derwentwater, who hath

the ſun till their eyes are out, great part of it whole, would

without finding any inclination have given some hundreds of

to fneeze on their ſo doing - pounds if he had it entire ; the

However, in others it does cer- skull hath 24 teeth in it , I my

tainly hold , and that perhaps ſelf have ſeen one of them in

in the moſt part of men . The Newcaſtle , which is one inch

moſt probable account to be and fix tenths of an inch broad,

given thereof, ſeems to be this , and three inches deep , and is

the liquid ſubſtance contain ' now four ounces, although dried :

in the parts adjoining to the There is alſo another tooth of

procesius, manillares, receive by the Same to be ſeems at widow

being thus turn'd' towards the Ingram's Coffee- houſe in Pre
ſun , a ſudden rarefaction ; as fcot- Itreet in Goodmans-fields.

water, when brought near the Quere, your thoughts of

fire ; and air , when the hand , this, and how long it has lain
or any other warmth is ap

there ?

plied to the thermometer. From A. Becauſe we would nei

this fermentation ariſe infinite ther be iinpoled upon ourſelves,

ſmall ſparks or fpirits , much nor impote upon others , we

at the ſame rate ( to uſe a have been very curious in our

groſs compariſon ) as the atoms ſearching into this relation , and

in bottled ale , which fly hi- find it a very real truth, and

ther and thither, ſtrike on the are aſſared that the skeleton
parts near them , and by the muſt be human - We have

brisk motion they make there. 110 biitory or tradition that

on , produce much the ſame ef- gives us an account of what

fect with freezing -powder, or ſtature and bulk thoſe giants

any light thing thruſt up in the were which were mentioned in

noſtrils. Sacred Writ to be before the

Q. Near Corbridge, not far flood' ; 'and ſince the fiood

from Hexham in Northumber- can find but very little diffe

land, the late rains having wallid rence in all ages as to human

away the earth in a place where ftature . . OneOne great inſtance

u torrentwas made by the winter we meet with in hiſtory, that

rains , there was aiſcover'd the there are tombs amongſt the

skeleton of * prodigious monfter ; Egyprian pyramids of leveral
thou

we
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thouſand years ſtanding, which with the novelty of the report,

are but about two yards in went on purpoſe to the place

length ; and 'tis well known to take a view of it, and there
that they never uſed burning, they faw with their eyes that

but embalm’d and buried their which upon hear-ſay they had

dead at the length : So that we refuted as a fable.

may conclude , all
ages

have Q. Reading in the Preſent

produced ſomething monſtrous, State of England, written by one

rather than that mankind were of the Royal Society , he is of

larger formerly than now, and opinion, that if a young gentle

have by degrees degenerated man of a very good family becomes
into a little dwarfiſh race ; an apprentice, he loſes his genti

alſo that in all ages there have lity : Query, Whether you

been ſome dwarfs, or very lit- think ſo ?

tle men.no In 1984. there A. The world is abuſed by

was found a skeleton at Lu- cuſtom and opinion in this

cerne 19 foot, which is 6 yards cafe as much as in others.
and a foot long. Maxi . If we reckon our gentility

minius the emperor was 8 foot from long pedigrees or empire,

and an half high . In 1975: then the common father of us

the Tartarians made an inroad all , who was more a lord of

upon the Polonians, at which the whole world than ever A

time a prodigious Tartar was lexander was, gor his bread by

Nain by a Polander, whoſe brow the ſweat of his brows ; if we

( according to Leonardus Core- reckon it from learning, or

tius) was 24 fingers broad , the greatneſs of ſoul, we are not

reft of his body of that mag- without the greateſt inſtances

nitude that when it lay upon from mean origines. Socrates

the ground it was ſo thick, that was no patrician ; Cleanthes was

it reach'd to the navel of an but an under - gardiner ; and

ordinary perſon . But the Plato dignified philofophy, by

moſt prodigious monfter we his goodneſs, not his birth.
ever met with in hiſtory , was A long ſeries of revolutions

that which was found in the has made a topſy-turvy of

Cretan war, ( See Solin. cap . s : things and eſtimations too ,

P : 188. and Kornman, lib. de Mir.) tho in fome nations we find

the rivers and waters roſe to it otherwiſe. The Grand Turk

an unuſual heighth , which made and his nobles in their retire

great breaches in the earth ; ments from publick affairs, ex

when the foods were gone , erciſe themſelves in mechanicks,

in a great cleft or fall of the whilſt other nations in purſuit

earth, there was found the ske- of titles , ſpend their time for
leton of a man thirty and three a noiſy epitaph. The more

cubits long ; which, if reckon'd buſy and active we are, the

according to the common cu- liker we are to God , who is

bit , is 16 yards and an half : a pure Act , and the leſs we

Lucius Flaccus was then legate , have to do with the devil ,

and Metellus himſelf , allured who fixes at leaſt three quar

:

P 3 ters
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to be ?

4 6

6

ters of his temptations on idle- fancying things, which by the

nels. devil's aſſiſtance often comes to

Q. In Mr. Philip Ayre's ly- paſs, who, if permitted , im

rick poems, p . 99. I find a son- proves ſuch ungrounded faith

äget thus intituled , A ſon , to his intereſt. That upon cer

net tranſlated out of Italian , rain reyolucions of time fome

written by Signior Ira. Gorgia, things extraordinary have hap

who was born as they were pened, and to ſuch perſons as
carrying his mother her were not at all ſuperſtitious in

grave.
Now I would fain know that point , is very certain . We

whether this were so in the per- read ( Heyl. Geog. p . 734. ) that

ſon of the ſaid Signior Fra . on a Wedneſday Pope Sixtus the
Gorgia, as above, or ever was Firſt was born , on the ſame

known of any other, or is pofilleday made a monk, created ge

neral of his order, made cardi

* A. The hiſtory of the Ne- ' nal, choſen pope, and finally

therlands makes mention of a ' on the ſame day inaugurated?

woman ſhot in two by a chain. Allo ' tis obſerv'd , ( in Stow's

fhot, which took one half of Annals, p . 812. ) Thurſday was

her into the water, where it obſery'd to be a day fatal to

was ſeen to ftir for ſome time King. Henry the VIIIth, and to

after ; ſhe was big with child , all his poiterity, for he himſelf

and the child made its way in- died on Thurſday the 28th of Ja

to the world out of that part nuary, King Edward the Vith

of the body which was taken on Thurſday the 6th of July,

úp , and the general comman- Queen Mary on Thurſday the 17th

der had it carefully look'd after, of November, and Queen Eli

and educated to man's eſtate. zabeth on Thurſday the 24th of

Some have been buried in firs, March : But theſe obſervations

ha ing been dead to all appear- are warrantable, being made af

ance , and have afterwards been ter the time was expired, and re

found ( when the vaults were puted rather as accidental than

opened ) brought to bed with a neceflary, as by chance a man

child in their arms, and dead, may throw ambs-ace three or

Many inſtances of this nature four times together, without be.
are in authors.

ing compell’d by fạte or deſtiny ;

Q. Whether there is any criſis for if a man throws, he muſt

of time wherein perſons have ex- throw ſomething, and there's

traordinary accidents as to for . as much reaſon that he ſhould

tüne or misfortune ; ' and if so, throw ambs- ace four times toge

what are weto think of it ? ther, as any other four numbers

A. The facred writ cenſures that ſhall be named ſucceſſive

the obſervers of days, times and ly : ' He that acts withqut rea

feaſons, the noted fuperftition fon, and believes things for"

which at that time was very ( which he can give no account

common, and at this day is at all , deſerves to be excluded

not quite defaced ; many people from the ſociety of rational
without either reaſon or wit creatures.

Q. Whether

>

/
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Q. Whether is death ſuch an children , &c. lest I come and

indiſpoſition of the organs, as hin- Smite the earth with a curſe.
ders ' the soul from performing Hence he argues, -- If this

its fual acts, or the Separation mutual love Elijah is to work

of the ſoul from the body, as a is to continue to the end of

conſequence of ſuch an indiſpoſi- the world , then he is not yet
tion ? come ; and accordingly inter

A. Things are known beſt prets. the great and ter

by their oppofites ; Life , ' tis rible day of the Lord here fpo

granted, is the union :of the ken of, by the day of judg

ioul and body, and conſequent. ment and final conſummation

ly death muſt be nothing but of all things. And indeed it

their feparation, or the diffo- was the opinion alſo of Tertul .

lution of ſuch an union. Life lian, and perhaps of moſt of

reſults from the right and true the antient Chriſtians, as well

diſpoſition of the organs, but as ’ris of the Jews and Papiſts

is not that very di polition. at preſent , and of fome learned

Death therefore muſt be fome. Proteſtants alſo , that Elias ſhall

thing conſequent to their in- come before the general day of

difpofition , and not that itſelf. judgment. On the whole, we

Indeed this indiſpoſition can firſt remark , that ſuppoſe ic

no more be call'd death, than a true , that Elias were then to

ſword run into the heart , or come, as Mr. Mede and others

a diſeaſe in the body ; are of opinion , ic does not

theſe cauſe that inditpoſition , hence follow that he is not

as that indiſpoſition cauſes the come already , for he may come

ſeparacion ; and there'snothing twice ; in which ſuppoſition

plainer, than thatthe effectand we can diſcover no manner of

the cauſe muſt be different from incongruity. That he is once
one another. already come, and that John

Q. Whether Elijah [cr Elias ] Baptist was he, and the fame

mentioned in the last chapter of who was propheſied of in Ma

Malachy, be any other prophet lachy, we are more than once

than what hath already been in aſſured by the infallible ora
the world ? cle of truth itſelf : He was

A. The gentleman who pro- the meſſenger that was to prem

poſes the queſtioộ holds it in pare the way of the Lord, Mat.

the affirmative : His judgment iii . 3. He was to go before

is , that Elias here propheſied the Lord in the fpirit and

of, is yet to come. The rea- power of Elias, ( with his zeal

ſons he brings to favour his and feryour, and manner of

opinion , are taken from the life ) to turn the hearts of the

text in the 4th of Malachy, fathers to the children , and to

v. 5, 6. I ſend Elijah the pro- make ready a people prepared,

plet before the coming of the &c . St. Luke i. 17. Our Sam

great and terrible day of the viour ſpeaks in ſuch a manner,

Lord. And , He mall turn the that the diſciples underſtood

hearts of the fathers to the he meant John the Baptist when
P4 he
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he ſpoke of Elias ; and well they paſt, have a leſs Mare of learne .

might, for he tells them ſo po- ing, judgment, and invention thar

ſitively, St. Matthew xi. 12 , 14. those which have preceded, becauſe

From the days of John the Bap we find them deficient in finding

tist, &c. This is Elias which out ſuch advantageous arts

was for to come. Again, xvii. their fore-fathers have done ?.

12. Elias is come already. For if true , whether it proceeds from

that argument brought to prove their careleſsneſs in informing their

he is not yet to come, becauſe minds, or that God did in a more

the love he was to produce eſpecial manner capacitate thoſe

was to continue to the end of of former ages for the diſcovery

the world, a little before which, of ſuch things as were requiſite

' tis thence concluded , he was for the neceſity, inſtruition, and

to appear in it ; it is grounded pleaſure of all mankind?

on a falſe ſuppoſition, namely, If falſe, how comes it to be the

that by the great and terrible day opinion not only of indifferent,

of the Lord, muſt be meant the but very ingenious men , that it

general day of judgment ; where is so ?

as that phrate is not ſeldom 1. It is difputable, whether

taken for the particular judg- the invention of uſeful arts is

ment of Jeruſalem ; a type in- infinite or not ;but upon a fup

deed of that at the great day : poſition of truth in both caſes,

thus Afts ii. and in ſeveral we ſee no reaſon to conclude this

other places , (though perhaps age comes ſhort ofthe preceding

not ſo many as ſomegreat men ones, as to priorityin arts and

have thought:) For the earth ſciences; we'll conſider the firſt

here mention'd , all who are part of the dilemma, and ſup

any way vers’d in the Old Te- poſe the invention of uſeful arts

ftament, it ſignifies no more infinite : if ſo, we muſt conclude

than land, that particular land ( as we find by daily experience)

of Judea , whenever 'tis found that at length ariſing to be too

without any thing elſe affix'd numerous , ſome would be loſt

thereto . Now the inhabitants and ſupplanted by others , which

of this land the Baptist did in would not be, if the firſt were

great numbers reſtore, by preach- more uſeful.- Again , if the in.

ing to them repentance, and vention of uſeful arts be finite,

thereby prepared the way of they can be but once invented :

the Lord; and had faved the So that thoſe which have already

country from utter deftru &ti- done it , cannot pretend a pre-e

on, and that curſe which after- minence to thoſe that follow,who

wards fell upon them for refu . alſo would have found the fame.

fing and crucifying the Mifjiah, out if they had liv'd before, as is

whom he preach'd unto them , ſeen by the great improvements

had they generally beliey'd his daily made of what is invented :
do&rine . Further, 'tis a yulgar error , that

Q. Whether the common notion any valuable art is ofone man's

of the world be true, that theſe inventing ; as for inſtance , in

latter ages, for ſome centuries failing, how many ages paffed be.

•

?

fore
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fore the invention of fails, or a great curioſities, and probably of

commodious building of ſhips, or one man's invention , we need not,

before the compaſs was invent- ſeek beyond the limits of our

ed , and how long before the in- iſland for its parallel. In the

vention of the compaſs was the 20th year of Queen Elizabeth,

nature of the load - ſtone diſco- one Mark Scaliot made a lock,

vered ? If we take a view of the conſiſting of eleven pieces of

liberal ſciences, can we believe iron , ſteel, and braſs, all which,

that Ariſtotle's philoſophy was all together with a pipe key to it,

his own,or rather a compendium weighed but onegrain of gold ;

of what other philoſophers had he made alſo a chain , conliſting

writ before , and by him metho- of forty - three links , whereunto

dically compiled , with ſome ad- having faſtened the lock and key

ditions ? Aš to curious mecha- before mentioned , he put the

nicks , as ſome are improved , and chain abouta flea's neck, which

as the ſubject is large, fo fome drew them all with eaſe. See the

are invented . Ælian and Pliny inventions and experiments of

mentioned one Myrmecides, that the Royal ſociety , which will

wrought outof ivory , a chariot abundantly convince the queriſt,

with four wheels, and as many that our age has as active and

horſes, in fo little room, that buſy ſpirits for invention, as any

a little fly might cover them former age in the world . We

all with her wings : As ſuppoſe the following poetical

alſo a ſhip with all the tackling queſtion came from the ſame

to it ,, no bigger than that a perſon who ſentus a complaint

ſmall bee- might cover it with of a bad wife, whom we adviſed

her wings. Though theſe were to the wars.

WAS nobly thought, and great asmy deſire,

A ſervice done me , nothing could be higher :

All over manly, and more friendly ſtill,

At onceyou pity and wou'd cure my

DreadMars, my dear -lov'd king and country's good

Shall have at leaſt the tender of myblood :

I'll dare to die, and ſeek my refuge there,

Amidſt the warmeſt actions of the war,

And if I fall, with life lay down my care.

My bold endeavours Mall Jurmount my fate,

Spite of ill luck , I will be fortunate.

Shou'd death grow fullen, and refuſe the prey,

Nor take me hence the dull and common way ,

Perchance I may revenge the Spite, and live ;

At leaſt my dear- bought fame ſhall me Survive :

That Spurs me on , and bids me ſomething do

Worthy our god -like king and country too.

I have no Spark of mean or vulgar fire,

Already glows my breast with martial ire :

a

Q.TW

ill .

1

.

Then
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Then tell me how I may direct my aim ,

And get my ſtation ſuited to my flame ?

A. Go then, brave man ! Yes, ſince itmuſt be ſo,
Where fate and honour calls thee , boldly go :

In ſuch a cauſe ' tis worth thy while to die,

There's choice enough , or death or victory.

The world's the ſtake ; in ſuch a glorious ſtrife

Who wou'd not bett, at leaſt a ſingle life ?

Great Cæſar does far more, he ventures all ,

Nor bankrupt nature cou'd repair his fall :

* May thee thy ſtars with happy omens guide,

. And placethee ever near his royal ſide :

• He loves the brave, through crowds he merit fpies,

• Piercing, like heav'ns are his impartial eyes .

But haſte ; left he the mighty work begin

Which Europe's chains muſt break , e'erthoucome in.
Such dread does even expectationgive,

The traytor dares notthat, or th'atheiſt hell believe .

The Gallick wolf already ſhrinks away,

Already fears for his iii-gotten prey.

In deepeſt dens from thefar diſtant fhore,

Still thinks he hears the Britijh lyon roar.

Go then the foremoſt on the trembling ſtrand,

Go wade, though ' tis in thy own blood , to land :

Let meaner fordid ſouls at home remain,

And boaſt their father's mighty namesin vain.

The cowards in their traytors vizard hide,

For their old king,

Becauſe they wou'd not be o'th' fighting ſide.

Embark'd i'th' bold attempt with the brave few ,

Let all admiring Europe ſee in you ,

What the true Engliſhman was wontto do.

While ſome newbattle rolls fhall ſpeak thy fame,

And twenty ages hence preſerve thy arms and name.

Q. In what poſture and order the firſt,and the third againſt the

did our Saviour eat the paffover ſecond. The order wasthus: The
and his last Supper with his diſci- third bed was for the maſter

ples ? and whom he pleaſed , the firſt

A. 'Twas accubation , or a ly and middle were for the gueſts

ing downupon the left ſidewith but here they were all gueſts, and

the head born up by the elbow, our Saviour eat only with his

they lay upon three beds, placed diſciples ; ſo that ſuppofing them

át a convenient height, round to be in pre-eminence as they

about a table, four upon a bed ; are named, Matth. & c. they

the head of the second leaning were placed as in the figure an
vpon , or againſt the botom of nexed ;

а

The
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for though the firſt place in the æquinoctial, but erroneouſly, if

firſt and third bed " was moſt we may believe the ingenious

honourable, it was notſo in the monſieur Tavernier, who, as his

ſecond ; but the laſt place in the curioſity was great in this parti.

ſecond bed , which was neareſt to cular, lo his aids, and the advan

the maſter of the houſe, or in tages he had of ſatisfaction were

this figure to our Saviour, where extraordinary ; his very words

Peter lay. This was not (as tranſlated) are thefe :

only the cuſtom of the Jews, I have already ſaid in another

but of the Parthians , Perfians, place, that at the timewhen'

Greeks and Romans. According the two embaſſadors of Æthie

to the deſcription of Saluftius, opia were at Dekli ,, my aga
Sertorius who lay in the place of Danech -mend -hau, who is ex

Peter, ( as in the figure) was ſlain ' traordinarily curious,fentoften

at dinner by Perpenña, the ma. for them , to inform himſelf,

fter of the feaſt (who lay where in my preſence, of the condi

our Saviour did ). For the above tion and government of their

triclineal deſcription read Ben- ! country , and one day amongſt

maimon , that great rabbi, as alſo other things , we occafioned

Sophocles, Euripides, Atheneuce them to diſcourſe of the ſource

us Mercurialis, Lipfius, &c. Jun of the Nile, which they call&

venal and Ariſtotle, ſay fome- ' Abbabile, whereof they ſpake

thing of it. The learned con- to us as a thing ſo known,that

clude the firſt original of leaning no body doubted of it, and

and accubation at meals were where one of theſe embafla .

taken from the Gymnoſticks, who dors, and a Mogolian, that was
after their bathing retired to bed , returned with him out of Æ.

where they took ſomething to thiopia, had been in perſon ;

refreſh them . they told him , That it takes

Q. Where is the original of the its origin in the country of the

river Nile, and throughwhat places Agans, and iſſueth out of the

does it paſs to come into Egypt ? ' earth'at big bubbling ſprings

A. Allour maps, with Ptolomy, near oneanother, which form

place it a good way beyond the a ſmall lake about thirty or

6

>

6

6

6

forty
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' forty paces long ; that at, the fatisfaction we are able in the

coming out of this lake it is three particulars of his query ,

" then already a pretty river, viz . relapſes, fears of unworthy

and from place to place receiv- receiving, ſuggeſtions not to

eth other rivers which enlarge communicate. 1. To relapſes in

' it : They added , that it runs to a formerly committed fin ,

bending, and forming a great they are indeed great aggravati

peninſula, and that after leve ons to it, but the greater they

ral cofrala's from ſteep rocks , it are , the fooner they ought to be

falls into a great lake, which left ,becauſe the danger is greater

is not above four or five days Yet God Almighty takes not

journey from its ſource, in the ſuch meaſures with his creatures,

country of Dumbia or Denbia , as we do with one another : Re:

three little days journey from pentance cancels the greateſt

• Gonder, the metropolis from debts. The returning prodigal
Æthiopia ; that having travers'd was no leſs loved than the al

? that lake, it iſſueth thence ways dutiful fon . Not but that
• ſwelled with all the waters that even our forgiven impieties

& fall there paſſeth through ought to impreſs a deep ſenſe

Sonnar, the principal city of ofhumility and fear of apoſta

the king of Funges or Barbaris, tizing, for frequent relapſes

tributary to the kingof Æthis create an habit, and an habit

opia, running on and making of ſin generally ends in a ſtate

* the cataracts, and ſo entring in- of reprobation and impenitency ;

to the plains of Meſſer, which but we hope better things of
is Ægypt. our queriſt, whoſe trouble at

Q. What is the beſt method for his weakneſs and inconſiſtent

a perſon to uſe to approach worthily reſolves, ſhews ſome meaſure

to the participation of the Lord's of penitence, and that he has not

Supper, who has not communicated yet grieved the holy ſpirit ſo

for a year or two laſt paft ; partly as utterly to depart from bim .

by relapſes into formerly committed 2. ' I'was Luther's paradox , That

fins, partly through great fears of none came worthy but thoſe'

unworthy receiving, and partly that are unworthy, that is , in

by violent temptations of Satan, their own ſenſe and feeling

perſwading to the omiſſion of that A true ſenſe of a perſon's un

great duty of being a comraunicant, worthineſs, which is attended

which our Saviour poſitively com with repentance, holy reſoluti

manded , when he inſtituted the ons, and a ſtricter watch over

blefed facrament. himſelf, is never without true
A. We deſigned this for the faith ; by conſequence ſuch a

Jatter part of our ſecond volume , perſon is not unqualified for a

as being proper to be treated up- commemoration and participati

on amongſt other divinity que. on of the object of his faith, I

ſtions, but being importuned for mean ourdying Saviour. 3. We

ananſwer, the queriit ſtill ftrug- have little reaſon to believe the

gling with his great temptations father of lyes, who is always

and doubts, & c. wehave thought moſt buſy with thoie he is in .

it our duty to give him what danger of loſing. Thoſe that

6

2

came
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came not to the wedding ſupper mit, a bold ſpirit, and a fluent

were deſtroyed , as well as thoſe tongue, but of a looſe debauched

that came without a wedding converſation ; who in my hearing

garment, Matth. 22. 5 , 6, 7. affirmed, that he did believe that

compared with 11 , 12 , and 13 there was neither God nor devil,

verſes - Chriſt taſted death for all heaven nor bell'; and I told hini

men ; therefore thoſe fruſtrate that he did very rafhly to utter

his love, who wilfully exclude those words, being greatly deluded

themſelves from the benefits by the devil ; and that Iwas confi

thereof in excuſes and delays, and dent if I lived to ſee him die,' I

neglect a concern of ſo great ſhould bearhim contradi ſuch un .

Numa Pompilius being worthy impious aſſertions. He reply'd ,

upon a time told that his ene- At the preſent he was aſſured of

mies were in arms, and coming what he ſaid.- Not long after this

againſt him he made this anſwer, perfon was apprehended , and for a

At ego rem divinam facio ; But I notorious crime, condernned by a

( faith he) am ſacrificing to the judge of aſſize to be banged, and

gods. He would not omit what about a day before his execution I

he thought his duty, (although went to him , on purpoſe to ſee if

he was a heathen) when the ene- the thoughts of approaching death
my was at the very gates . In had not made him change his former

ſhort, let the queriſt repent of atheiſtical principles : And coming

whathe knows he is guilty of, to him , he did with many tears be

and if he has wronged any per- wail his former deluſions , and told

ſon in any nature, let him make me , that a priſon , and the ſerious

what ſatisfaction he can , God rę. meditation of death, had opened his

quires no more; lethim reſolve to eyes ; and that when he had former.

be more watchful for the future, ly ſaid to me there was no God, yet

and avoid the occaſions of his ſin , he did not then heartily believe

and then let him communicate, what he ſaid. What'sis your

and doubt not ; for an honeſt thoughts upon all this ? And when

hearty endeavour to fear God , ther do you think there ever was a

neverwants the divine affiſtance. real atheiſt ?

Q. Who is the greateſt ufurper in A. Weare all naturally inclin'd

the world ? to believe what we would have to

A. ' ' Tis a hard matter to re- be. 'Tis an ill man's intereſt

folve : The French king bids fair there ſhould be no God, becauſe

for it ; who, as ncar as he can , no puniſhment, and this intereſt

uſurps and lordsit over the lives , paſles into argument, but yet not
rights, and privileges of as much lo concluding as to paſs into a

of Europe as he can : but I believe fatisfaction. I know not how

the pope out-bids him , in break- far a deep habitual courſe of im

ing in upon the rights of heaven, piery may deprave the judgment,

and exalting himſelf above all and renderthe delinquent unca

that is called God, by anſwering pable of taking a due eſtimate of
the character of Revelat. 17. futurity ; but I cannot believe

Q. When I lived in Bedford any perion that will give him elf

town, there was a man of #quick the liberty of thinking , and yet

deny

2
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deny the exiſtence of a deity , ways had done ſo, we muſt have

both as to creation and provi: denied it, ſincewe havein our

dence . I knew a perſon that knowledge,. inſtances of ſome

uſed to damn that idle thought of perſons who have their famięs

thinking, which to me appeared and raptures, and all that , as

agreater argument of an atheiſt, Hudibras calls it , as much after

than the profeſſing ofone's ſelf ſo the noofing, as before ; and to

I believe there may be a drunken fay truth , thoſe who have ſo,

injudicious atheiſt, but not a are in fo fine a dream , that it

ſober thinking atheiſt. were both a pity and a cruelty

Q. What is love ? to wake them. But the queſtion

À . ' Tis very much like light is very cautiouſly and prudently

a thing that every body put ; Why love generally;
knows ,and yet nonecan tell what turns to coldneſs : In which

to make of it : ' Tis not money , ſenfe ' tis undeniably true, and
fortune, jointure, raving , ftab- the reaſons thereof we ſhall

bing . hanging , romancing , attempt to give : One great

Houncing, Iwearing, ramping, cauſe we believe to be the cuſtom

defiring, fighting, dying , of the age. We have ſeen fome,

though all thoſe have been , are , kings reigns, wherein it has

and ſtill will be miſtaken and mil- been thoughtan abominable ſcan

called for it. What ſhall we ſay dal for a man to love his own

of it ?: ' Tis a pretty little ſoft wife, whatever he might do by

thing that plays about the heart , others . 'Twas eſteemed anar

and thoſe who have it will gument of a low ſpirit ; and if

knowit well enough bythis de- things had gone on, as they
fcription . 'Tis extreamly like a were fairly going, the croſs -bar

ſigh ; and could we find a painter muſt have been changed from the

could draw one, you'd eaſily baſtard's ſcutcheon to the legi;
miſtake it for the other : ' tis timate's, and nothing would

all over eyes, ſo far is it from have been thought a greater dif

being blind, asſome old dotards graçe, than to have been lawfully

have deſcribed it, who certainly begotten, or born in wedlock .

were blind themſelves : it has a Decency obliges us to forget

mouth too , and a pair of pretty whoſe example it was extreamly
hands ; but yet the hands ſpeak , contributed to this bad cuſtom ;

and you may feel at a diſtance but we ought not eaſily to do ſo ,
every word thar comes from the as to thoie who took ſo much

mouth, gently ſtealing through pains to bring us to it . The in

your very
foul.. But we dare vincible monarch himſelf of

not make any further enquiries, Irance ; nay, his confeſſors and

left we ſhould raiſe a ſpirit toó all, thought it not below them to

powerful for all our art to lay be pimps to England ; their nati

again.
on lupplied the court, city , and

Q. Why love generally turns to country in the devil'sname with

coldneſs and neglect, after marri- French miſſes, ſtallions, falſe

counts and footmen, they reſolv

A. Had the queſtion been ing, if poſſible, to make us of the

propoſed univerlaily , as if it al- half -blood with themſelves,that ,

age ?

25
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as by the transfuſion of that of a and diſagreeable. If ’tis very fel .

ſheep or calf into a man, they dom all theſe qualifications meet,

mighe render us bydegrees more 'tisno wonder that the firſt order

tame and eaſy ,and fitter to make as ſeldom continues ; but where

ſlaves and footballs. This French theſe are, it cannot fail . Thus

poiſon workinginto a great part we have not only ſhewn the rea

of the body of the nation, as fons of this coldneſs and neglect
their diſeaſe into that of a man, ſo very common after marriage,

is not eaſy to be got rid of, but but wehope too the manner how

will at leaſt leave ſome ugly to avoid it.

ſymptoms a long time after : Q. What are the beſt remedies

And this we lookupon to be one for love, and what cure is there

great reaſon of this coldneſs and for a deſperate lover ?

neglect, but too often obſerved A. There were propoſed ſing

after marriage. But to be inge- ly , but being the fame, or near

nuous, there ſeems yet fome- akin, for we ſuppoſe none will

thing deeper in the caſe, and a deſire remedies for love, but

larger cauſe than this we have ſuch as defpair of attaining the

now aſſigned. Variety has, to beloved object,wehere intend to

lay truth , a ſtrange charm in it , anſwer them together. Ovid has

andmuſthave , from a ſort of ne- enough of them ,but 'tis too tedi

ceſfity of nature; becauſe we find ous a work to tranſcribe him .He ·

nothing which gives the mind adviſes thoſe who would love no
that ſatisfaction which it is made longer , amongſt other things, to

for, and which it willſtillvainly endeavourto ſurprize ſuchasthey

ſeek in ſenſible objects , out of have lov'd ,in their undreſs,which

fondneſs to the body, to which may be in ſome caſes a very effe

it is ſo nearly joined. Satiety & ual, in othersas dangerous a re

commonly breeds loathing, and medy. There's an unlucky ſtory

even manna every day would in ſome of our old writers , of a

make one weary on it. But this certain monk, that was defpe

variety may be obtained , this rately in love with a barber's

fatiety maybe cured ,where there daughter, who lived near his

is at firſt a virtuous love,ground. monaſtery, which proceeded even

ed on ſympathy and fimilitude, to dotage, and though an inge

where there is beſides wit and nious man, made him , as com

diſcretion,allwhich have charms monly happens, abſolutely unfit

that are almoſt infinite, and can for any bulineſs. His abbot had a

never be exhauſted. Difcretion great kindneis for him ; and find
hides thoſe faults which are ge- ing no arguments could work

nerallydiſcovered after marriage, upon him, and that no other way

or by degrees removes them ; if would cure him, very carefully

not, virtuous love excuſes, or at and fatherly ordered them both

leaſt ballances them, and wit has to be ſhutup together in a cloſe

always ſomething entertaining room , and no foul to come near

and new, that's the ſalt and fpirit them , onlywhat proviſions they

which keeps the ſweets of matri- wanted to be put in at a ſmall

mony from growing rapid, dull , wicket every day. Themonk for
the

.
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the firſt week thought himſelf in loving, as 'tis in racing , where

paradiſe, the ſecond'twas pretty if once a horſe gets theſtart,' tis

well , biit the third he was in not ſo eaſily recovered : Bucwhere.

purgatory, and the fourth in hell the main diſpute is once over,

itſelf; begging at the wicket , of and theheart fairly won , the café

all loves, that the abbot would is much altered , then perhaps

let him out again, though he being always preſent is one of

were to live on nothing butbread the most dangerous, though de
and water. A pleaſant remedy' fired thingsthat canbefal a lover.

enough, but ſucha one as our As acquaintance grows more in

deſperate lover will hardly find timate, our lovers are ſtill leſs

practicable ; we therefore adviſe upon their guards, they don't

him to a long abſence, hard la- ſhew their beſt fidé to one ano

bour, work it out ; for ſomeſay ther, as atfirſt. Faults will daily

'tis alazy diſeaſe. Orif this fuit be found, unluckyaccidents will

not with their circumſtantes, let fall out , ſuch things will be dir

them affront the perſon loved, covered aswould never have been

and thereby get themſelvesmore ſuſpected nor believed , a thou

abſolutely ſcorn'd and hated, and fand little quarrels and piques

if that don't do the work, they will ariſe, which at leaſt produce

almoſt deſerve no other but a vexation , oftentimes a final part

hempen remedy. ing : but now in abſence the quite

Q Where is the likelieſt place to contrary happens ; wewillingly

get a husband in ? forget the faults ofthoſewe love,

A. Poor diſtreſſed lady ! had and magnify their excellencies ;

we but her name, we ſhould go weembraceandcheriſh theirdear

near to inſert an advertiſement ideas and memories ; we are daily

for her at the end of this book. expecting and wiſhing to ſee and

But ſince ſhe has left us in the hear from them , and if we hear ,

dark, ſhe muſt e’en be contented eſpecially by letters, our love is

with the beſt directions we can extreamly increaſed by thoſelit,

give her in this weighty matter. tle ſubtile meſſengers : there's all

Weanſwer then , That 'tis the the ſoul, and more, to be ſeen in

likelieſt place to get a lover where them. We ſay therein whatever

there are feweſt women ; and we pleaſe, without being put to

accordingly , if ſhe'll venture to the trouble ofa ſuitable repartee,

Hip herfelf for ſomeof theplan- or pumping for akind, and yet

tations by thenext fleet, if ſhe's diſcreet anſwer : allourthoughts

but any thing marketable, ten to are there dreſs'd at the beſt ad

one but one or other there will vantage, and we may give them

ſave herlonging. juſt what turn we pleaſe. The

Q. Whether is abſence beſt for man may write with as much
love ?

paſſion as he will, he may fet his

A. The latter in the beginning adorable before him, dreis'd in as

of an amour, the former when many beauties as his fancy can

'tisconfirmed , and already fertled. form , without having the origi

It is dangerous at firſt, becauſe it nal by to confutę him ,and write

gives a rivalopportunity to make according to the new -form'd ex
addreſſes, and ' tis fomewhat in cellency ofhis ideal miſtreſs, and

:

>

.

bring
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fight ?

bring in e'en all the fine things next the ſemicircles on the
he thinks of. The lady may, ' over - part, on both ſides he

with all the caution fhe pleaſes, cut the bone, then taking out

anſwer him again , and let as • the glaſſes, he put blackspa .

much love as ſhe will look out niſh leathers taperwiſe into the

through her prudence ; make other circles, which widened
what promiſes the pleaſes, yet enough, together with the in.

with ſuch reſtri&tions and modi- ' creaſing wideneſs of the lea .

ficacions, as ſhall bind her no ther, took in his whole eye

more than one of the king of at the
greater end, the leſs be .

France's treaties or edits : ing only big enough to put ini

And when they come once to ' the top of his little finger,

meet again, there's ſuch ado with and through the lefſer end he

tranſports, raptures, and the reſt, thus read the ſmalleſt chara .

that, in a word , we dare think ' & ters like large print. This

no longer on't. may alſo be done with paper,

Q. By what way may thoſe who blacked in the inſide with

read much, beſt preſerve their eyes
" ſomewhat that does not ſhine . '

Thus far they

A. There are a hundred me for the ſucceſs of the experi.

dicines to be uſed which every ment, we have tried it our

old woman will tell you. For ſelves, and find it anſwers expe

preventive remedies, ſtudy, not Etation , as we doubt not will

inuch by candle -light, nordrink any one elſe, who fhall have

often of ſtrong liquors, unleſs occaſion to make uſe on't, we

you are of his mind, who ſaid, hope without any offence to the

Farewel, dear eyes ! when his (pectacle-makers .

phyſicians told him if he did not Q. Whether the grand devil be

forbear wine. he'd certainly loſe a corporeal ſubſtance ? and if so,

'em. Waſhing 'em every morna of what colour
ing with good ſpring water, is A. Angels, fouls, and ſpirits

a cheap and excellent remedy are immaterial beings,not clogg'd

. for them when ill-affected . The with, or confined to matter and

Philoſophical tranſactions, Vol. 4. form , therefore without colour,
pag . 1157. tells us, that verjuice for colour is an accident,

is a remedy for fore eyes : But and can't be independent of

the prettieſt way of cure is , ſubſtance. The devil may ap

what they gives us, Vol. 3. pag. pear by aſſuming matter to act
727. which take in their own in, Cometimes in oneform , fome

words : A gentleman of fixty times in another ; and at ſuch:

years ofage, which by reading times fome colour is to be ſeen ;

• had fo extremely impaired his but this aſſumed matter and co

fight, that he could now read lour, however diverſify'd, isnot

no longer, nor could any fort' devil, for the devil can't be ſeen

• of ſpectacles afford him any anymorethan a thought ,or one's

relief, till at length he reco- mind , which are objects more

vered the uſe of his eyes by inconſiſtent with viſibility than
this method : He took ſpecta- the object of ſmelling is with

cles with the largeſt circles audibility .

Q

2

6

6

6

Q : Wbe .
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Q. Whether were thoſe devils are bitten, as that they delight
drowned with the ſwine, that ran ' inmuſick, and are ſtrongly in

violently down a feep place into clined to geſticulation , or a'
the fea ?

' kind of dancing; others are
Á.The occaſion of this que proper and peculiar to ſomeon,

ry might poſſibly be from the ly, as,weeping, laughing, fan

ſtory of the priest, who preach cying themſelves kings, 4,
ing upon that text, declared he which humour , whatever ' tis

knew no means how the poor they firſt light upon, remains

devils could avoid the ſame fate ? till their cure. Others of 'em

as the ſwine underwent, being are ſtrangely delighted and af

not only under water, but alſo fected with different colours ,

impriſoned in the ſwine; but the red, blue, green , or as it hap

real ſolution is parallel to that of pens. This for the diſeaſe. As

the preceding queſtion. Drown for the cure, 'tis either com
ing or ſuffocation is an act of " mon to all , as muſick and danç.

violence upon the reſpiring or- ing ; or elſe more peculiar and

gans, but the devil hasno throat, " proper, namely, different tunes

Jungs, & c. becauſe immaterial, to different perſons, according

therefore not to be drowned ; to the different ſymptoms of

' tis, all one to him, whether he the diſeaſe, wherein , it ſeems,

is in the bowels of the earth , the lies the great art of curing ' em,

air, fire, or water ; he is equally ſince what eaſes one, torments

proof againſt thoſe effects that another. He proceeds to the

allof them have upon material cauſe and manner both of diſa

beings. eaſe and cure . The firſt he thus

Q. Is the ſtory of the Tarantula, attempts to explain. The la

& c. real, or only a fable ? livous poiſon of the ſpider

A. We having to many inſtan leizes principally on the nerves

ces both of that creature, and and muſcles, and in them the

the effects its biting produces , ſpirits , and by its periodical

and ey'n a form’d hiſtory of the heat ſtirs up and increaſes the

animal, and of the diſeaſe, print heat of theheart, or corrupts

ed at Leyden in twelves , no the bile in the veſſels,and when

longer ſince than 1683. we have the poiſon once affects the ſpis

all the reaſon in the world to rițs, ir thereby cauſes an unna.

believe it true, and none that we tural motion at the beginning,

of the nerves, which , by velli

queſtion it. The account that cation of themuſcles, inclines
author gives of this ſtrange mer- the perſon to geſticulation, or

ry ſpider, and its effects, take as a fort of dancing. As for the,
be ?follows: The diſeale occafion'd

mannerof the çurę . The
by its Liting, be tells us, lurks air moved by themuſicalmo

in the blood generally two tion of the ſtring or inſtru

years beforeit arrives to the ment, movesphe next, and fo
height, only producing fevers, onwards, (as we lee in the cir

: .
. dc.after this, ſome ſymptoms - calar increaſing motionof the

there are common to all who water, when a ſtone is caſt into

6

.

can conceive,for which we
ſhould

6

6

6

S

6

6

it)
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* it) till the like be produced in is very affli & ing, and happineſs
" the ſpirits of the body , to without communication is redi

' which the air is impelld .Now ous, and (as Seneca has obſerved )

• the commotion of the paſſions ſometimes inclines us to make a

• depends on the ſpirits, and the voluntary choice of miſery for

• viſcous humour of the Taran- novelty: We ſhould be a va

tula is a very capable fubject grant fort of animals without

• of ſound. Hence the next air marriage, as if nature

being moved bya muſical air aſhamed of our converſe ; we

ſuitable to the patient, the ſhould contribute to the deſtru

* lurking poifon and ſpirits of aion of ſtates, condemn the wil.

man are pur into a commo- dom of the firſt inftitutor, and

tion, by which agiration the cenſure the edi &ts of ſuch com

nerves being vellicated, the monwcalths, who upon very

" mufcles' moved, the dancing , nanced and puniſhed cælibacy.

mufa veheme
ntly

ſtirred , and good groun
ds have diſcou

ntea

or ſomething like it , muſt of Nay, ſuppoſing all the miſeries

pot neceflity enſue, by which the that marriage -haters fuggeſt

cure is performed ; for by ve- ſhould fall uponus, 'tis ourown

hement
motion the blood is fault, if with Socrates we don't

* heated , thepores are opened, learn more by a ſcolding wife ,

Bland the poiſon rarified, which than by all the precepts of phi
can't be done by common ſu- lofophers. Now if it be

* dorificks,becauſe the medicines lawful to marry, 'tis lawful for

can't reach, or at leaſt can't ladies to pray for good husbands,

ftir thoſe lietle particleswhere if they find their inclination,

the poiſon lies, as dancing conceriis in the world , or other
16 ! does. Thus much'we have motive, (which they are to be

thought fit to tranfcribe from judges of) conſiſtent with the

this judicious authoron lo cu: ends of ſuch fociety . As to the

tious a ſubje &t. Such as would form of prayer required , they

be further latisfied concerning may, if they pleate, uſe the

this ſtrange efficacy of muſick , following, if they are not better

let thein conſult the learned furniſhed already .

Voffius de- Pæmatum Cantu .

Q. Whether it be lawful for From a profane' libertine, from 1

a young lady to pray for a hul- one affeEtedly pious, from a pro

band ; and if lawful, in what ' faſe almoner, from an unchari .

form ? table wretch, from a wavering

A. Hemuſt renounce huma- Religioſo, and an injudicious zen

nity, and confeſs himſelf a ſort lot, Deliverme !

of anaggreſſor upon the privi- From one of a ftarched gravity,

leges of nature, that wouldnot or of ridiculous levity, from an

make it as immortal as poſſible, ambitious ſtateſman, from a reſt

which is only honourably effe &t- leſs projector, from one that loves

ed by marriage, whereby weanything beſides me, but what

furvive in our children . Miſery is very juſt and honourable ,

witliout a friend to bear a part
Deliver me !

Q 2
From

>

1

書

2
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From an extaſy'd poet, from that is to say, let me be truly happy

a modern wit, from a baſe coward ,
choice.

and a raſh fool ; from a pad and Q. A lady defires to know when

a pauper , Deliver me ! She shall have a husband ?

From a Venus darling , from a Á. We read of a waggiſh boy,

Bacchus proſelyte, from a travels that went to the Delphick oracle,

ling half, from a domeſtick ani- with a live ſparrow in his hand ,

mal ; from all maſculine plagues and propoſed this queſtion, Whe
not yet recounted ther the ſparrow was dead or alive ?

Deliverme ! But deſigning, that if the oracle
Give me

one whose love has had anſwered dead , to have

more of judgment than paffion, ſhewn it alive ; or if the oracle

who is maſterof himſelf, or at leaſt had anſwered ' alive , to have

an indefatigable Scholar in ſuch cruſhed it in his hand , and pro

a fludy, who has an equal flame, duced it dead ; but the oraclean

a parallel inclination , a temper ſwered , In té fitum , &c . 'Tis in

and Soul To like mine, that as two thy power to produce it either alive

tallies we may appear more perfect or dead. I am ſenſible the lady

by union . needs not to be inftru £ted in the

Give one of as genteel an application , which if the deſigns

education as a little expence of in the affirmative, I would not

time will permit , with an indiffe- have her to neglect her form of

rent fortune, rather independent of prayer .

the ſervile fate of palaces, and Q. Whether is it better to live

get one whoſe retirement is not ſo ſingle, or to marry ?

much from the publick as into him. A. This queſtion is much the

Self ; one ( if posſible) above flat- fame with the former part of

tery and affronts, and yet as care- the firſt queſtion ; however we

ful in preventing the injury, as fhall add --- Marriage is all in,
able to repair it ; one , the beauty the extreams, nothing moderate

of whole mind exceeds that of his in't ; ' ris either accompanied

face, yet not deformed ſo as to be with hatred and bitterneſs, or

diſtinguiſhable from others even full of ſweetneſs and affection ;

ridicule .
'tis either a paradiſe or a hell ;

Give me one that has learned to but it is never the latter from its

live much in a little time ; one that
own nature,but from the fault of

is no great familiar in converſe the perfons , who know not how

with the world , nor no little one to uſe it as they ought : nay, we ,

with himſelf ; one ( if twoſuch hapo might add, that though gene

pineffes may be granted at one time rally people are by the preju

to our ſex ) who with theſe uncome dices of education, or otherwiſe,

mon endowments of mind, may (na. unfit to make a proper choice

turally ) have a ſweet, mild, eaſy for ſuch an endearing ſociety,

diſpoſition ; or at leaſt one, who by yet they are generally ſo happy

his practice and frequent habit, in't, that they would not leave it

has made himſelf jo before he tho they might be put to their

is made mine ; but as the maſter- choice ; we ſhall give you a per

perfection and chiefeſt draught, let tinent inſtance of a whole city,

him be truly virtuous and pious į at once. * The emperor Conrade

the

unto a
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• the third beſieged Guedelphus than ordinarily, by the strength of

« duke of Bavaria in the city of fancy he got his wife with child of

" Wensburg in Germany ; the wo- two boys at the ſame time : Pray

• men perceiving that the town reſolve me, whether the children

could notpoſſibly hold out long , were bastards or not ?

petitioned the emperor that A The inan certainly commit.

they mightdepart only with ſo ted adultery with his own wife,

much as each of them could all the circumſtances and qualifi.

carry on their backs ; which cations that make up an adulte

the emperor condeſcended to , rous act being joined together

expecting they would have on his part. But becauſea man

* loaded themſelves with ſilver cannot get a man without a

• and gold , &c . but they cameall woman, ir follows that che chil

• forth with every one her huf- dren were partly his , and partly

6 band
upon

her back ; whereat hishoneſt wife's : And therefore,

' the emperor was ſo moved that ſo far as the man was fo.concern

! he wept received the duke into ed in their generation, fo far only

• his favour, gave all the men they were baſtards, wholly as to

• their lives, and extolled the his intentionality , and partly as

women with deſerved praiſes. to his potentionality of an a & t.

(Camer.Oper . Subciſio . 1 Cent. r. ŞI . Q. What is the reaſon that the

p . 228 ) I think there needs not Frenchman is ſo much incenſed

a greater inſtance of ſomething with the lye ?
generally taking in marriage, A. They ſuppoſe themſelves

beyond any other enjoymentin to be the moſt civilized nation

the world : But I leave the ladies in the world, as may be ſeen by

to judge, fince their own fex their writings ; but I wonder not

were parties concerned herein . that ' tis an affront to them , or

Q. It ſo happened, that a man any body elſe , that has the leaſt

having a wife several years, but ſenſe of honour and reputation .

as I remember no children by her ; This vice deſtroys the end of

at last he fell in love with hismaid, fociety and converſe, which are

being ſomewhat handſome, whom founded upon ſpeech , the mind's

he importuned and beſet very hard interpreter ; but if there be no

to fulfil his defires, which at last affurance of this , then human

she ſeemingly conſented to , by ap- fociety is deſtroyed ; wherefore ,

pointing both the time and place, to be thoughtorcalled a lyar , is

which was a dark cellar . In the the worft character and term

mean time , the honest maid ac- that can be fixed upon
a racional

quaints her mistreſs with the whole being ; therefore no wonder ac

deſign, who could not butcommend all that any one bears the affront

her honesty, wit, and justice, and ſo relentingly.

bid her about the prefixed time to Q. Whether is there any ſuch
be out of the way, and 'jke would thing as the Salamander, and will

ſupply her room in the dark ; and it, as : vulgarly reported, live in

accordingly did , managing the the fire ?
imposture with that cunning, A. Obſerve moſt of theſe yul

her husband perceived not bis gar reports and traditions, and

mistake, but being more vigorous you'll find ſome grounds or other

which

tha
ra

Q 3
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which gave occaſion for them , their very breaths, aswe receive

tho' they generally make more it from good bands in themo

on't than there really is : So dera defcriptions of Ethiopia,

here - there is fomething of and other parts of Africk.- Now

truth in the Salamander's living fuppofing any fach ferpents, as

in the fire, though perhaps not we fee no reaſon to doubt the

by half ſo much as is generally re- authority of the relators, it's

ported. Take the moſt authen- certain , that if they firſt diſco

tick account we can give you vera man, when near enough to

thereof from the tranſactions of breathe on him , he's dead if

the royal ſociety, Vol. 1. p . 377. the man firſt fees the serpent,

where they tell us , that one ſig- undoubtedly he'il do his beſt to

nior Corvino, an Italian , brought kill him , if he can't eſcape him .
one of thoſe creatures from the And this is the furtheit pro

Indies, and made an experiment bability we can reach to in this

publickly upon it at Rome, caft- matter.

ing it upon hot burning coals, Q. Gentlemen, your forin of

atwhich it immediately ſwelled , prayer for the ladies choice of bus

and vomited a black ſubſtance bands is like to make but half of

on the neareft coals , which put the age happy, unleſs you continue

them out ; when new ones were your goodneſs by affording the

put in their rooms, he repeated like aliſtance to the other half, i

the ſame experiment, and faved mean your own sex, in chuſing

himſelfthereby from the force of wives ; which we expect at your

the fire by the ſpace of two hours ; hana's with the firſtopportunity,

but when new coals were apply'd for fear the ladics should get the

the 3d time, the poorcreature's start of 145 ?

ſtock was ſpent,his engine would A. Whenyou devo.

play no longer , and he ev’n fair- tion warm with thoughts of this

ly gave up the ghoſt, and was nature, you may change the fol

burnt to death . lowing character into a prayer

Q. Is there any. Such creature for Dne wlole picty and vir

as the Bafilisk , and whether is it tue has mealured the chains of

true that it kills with its look providence , and accordingly

where it ſees first, and dies if a nitakes a due ettimate of alt

man firſt ſees it occurrences cathofe foul is

A. There's no great heed to be too great to be cruſht under the

given to what old authorstell us weight of adverſe torms, and

on this particular , tho' here, as yet at the ſame time of a ſoft,

'tis before faid , we verily believe eary , affable temper - Who

that truth andfalfhood are ming. is a ſtranger to diſguiſe, yet not

led together. There are ſerpents, ſo free and open as to gibt

as naturaliſts inform us , which gzounds foz contempt ; one të

generally go erect, and have whom nature has been libcral

Tomething like a crown upon t good featnr:s and proposti:
their heads. There are alſo to Ons of body, but yet with a

this day fome ſerpents of fo fub- fairer trónd ; witty without a:

sile a poylon, that they kill with buſes , todelt withoạt weaks
nefs,

find your
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nels , jealous of nothing but quicker ; 1 ftruck a box upon the

the decreaſe of her kindneſs to table, whence I am confident the

you : Genèrous, yet not p2o. noiſe came, and hereupon it im.

fuſe. Dne whole pzudence can mediately ceaſed striking. After

ſecure you froin any tnfpection Some ſmall intermiffion it began

into her family, accounts, and again ; I moved the box a ſecond

divert the curſe of trifling into time, and it was preſently ſilent :

poverty. A good houſewiſe, that Upon the third repetition of its

can appear as great in the wozld motion, I opened the ſaid box,

with one hundzed pounds a and although I uſed the most dia

year, as her neighbours with ligent and ſcrutinous ſearch to

two. Dne who believes her ground a conje&ture of what it

perfon (hould be a figure, and might be , yet it eſcaped my fight.

her poztion a cypher, which adds I have ſince heard two of them

ed to her, advances the fum , together in the ſame place

but alone agnifies nothing ; ta Now I deſire to be ſatisfied if this

ther the beir of her owu deſerts, noiſe might proceed from any in

than barely the off-ſpring of ſect ? If in the affirmative, I

virtuous parents Dne that would gladly know from what ; as

without the tryal of tjer bire likewiſe whether ihe preſage of

tue, can , out of a principle of death grounded thereon , has any

generolity be juft to your bed . Other bafis than ſuperstition. If

Tuhole virtuz , wit , and in the negative, I would gladly

modelty can rather be imitated know froin whence it is, and what

than equalled by her neighbours , is your opinion thercon
.

>

In ſhort, One whoſe car A. We ourſelves could give

riage exceeds this character, and ſeveral related inſtances ofthis

attains to that of the apoſtle, nature , but ſhall offer only one ,

I Pet. chap. 3. or that of the which we experimentally know

wiſeſt of men, Prov. 31. from to be matter of fact ; ' tis this :

ver. 10. to the end .
There was ſuch a noiſe as this

Q. What are we to think of heard in a plain wall,wherethere

the little clinking noiſe called a
was a little hole eaten with a

Death- watch ? To which we add worm ; we us'd what endeavours

one from another hand . I have we couldto get the little diftur

been from ſome time ſince accom- ber out of his hole,and after ſome

panied in my chamber with the time, with a little care , and a

noiſe of what the common people paper-trap , we took it, and it

call a death -watch : One evening was only a ſmallſort of a ſpider.

above the rest I ſat down by a ta- Weareinformed that the fame

ble, from whence the noije pro- noiſe is effected by a ſmall grub

ceeded, and laid my watch upon or worm , but whether true or

the ſame, I perceived to my ad- not we can't affirm , becauſe we

miration that the ſound made by have no certain inſtance . It's a

this inviſible automation (if ſuch common thing in fome places to

it be) was louder than that of the hear ſo many together,that by
artificial machine : Its vibrations the confuſed nixture of their

would fall as regular, but withal ſounds, they are not to be num

Q 4
bered.
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bered. I doubt not but the querift greater it is , by ſo much ' tis the

looked into the box, when he more bold , brave, and daring.

ought to have looked into the ' Tis only excuſable in children,

wood of the box. We cannot as being a ſign of a flexible, eaſy

conceive ( though we hear of ma. diſpoſition , which if well ma

ny inſtances) that they are any naged, is the moſt fufceptive of

thing elſe but inſects ; for a ſpirit thedeepeſt impreſſions of virtue.

needs not fear or defiſt at our Q. How is it naturally poſſible

ſtriking upon the place ; nor that that an aged man, nigh anhundred

they commonly are ſigns of years, both blind and lame, beſides

death, for thoſe perſons who die many other imperfections incident to

out ofſuchfamilies, would have old age, ſhould on a ſudden recover

died if theſe ſuppoſed monitors his former vigour and sexſe, in as

had been abſent : Not but that high a degree of perfection, as when

upon ſome particular caſes God he was but forty years old ?

Almighty may make uſe of ſpi A. The uſual reparations of
ders, crickets, doc. to warn us nature might by ſome new courſe

of our approaching end ; as I of diet, or other accident, meet

knew a family never withoutone in ſuch a due and proper criſis as
cricket before ſome one dy'd out to effect a rejuveneſlency , or a

of it ; another, that an unknown renewing of age, or the God of
voice always called the perſon nature might immediately con

that was to die ; another, that cern himſelf in a few ſuch in.

had ſomething like a wand ſtruck ftances,for ſome ends beſt known

upon the walls; and another, to himſelf. Weare ſatisfied by
where ſome bough always falls off very good authority of ſome fuch

a particular tree a little before examples, we ſhall only mention
death : But theſe are particular the following. -- Fuller in his

.
unaccountableinſtances; ordina. worthies has ſet down a letter

rily ſuch talk is nonſenſe , and de- ſent him from alderman Atkins

pends more upon fancy than any his ſon thus. There is an

thing elſe ; 'tis all one to a good ' acquaintance of mine, and a

man whether he has a ſummons friend of yours, who certified

orno, for he is always ready me of your deſire of being fa

either with or without. tisfied of the truth of that rela

Q. What is the cauſe of baſhful. tion I made concerning the old

miniſter in the north . It for

A. Some have prettily called ' tuned that in my journey to

bluſhing the colour of virtue, Scotland, I lay at Alnwick in Nor

but perhaps not with overmuch thumberland,and underſtanding

reaſon ; for why ſhould a man be from the hoſt of the houſe

afhamed of any thing but what is where I lodged,that this mini-.
ill : 'tis weakneſs of judgment, a fter lived within three miles of

miſunderſtanding of things, a that place, I took my horſe after

confounding a falſe notion of dinner androde thither to hear,
good and evil, want of converſe, ' him preach for my own fatisfa

and the prejudice of education, Etion ; I foundhim in the desk,

that are the cauſes, and not vire , where he read unto us ſome

que, which by how much the part of the common prayer,

ſome

6

C

6

neſs ?
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28. 1657 :
S

• ſome of the Pſalms and two years of age, and ever ſince laſt

chapters without ſpectacles. May a hearty body, very cheer'

" The bible out of which he readful, yet ſtoops much He

the chapters was a very ſmall had five children after he was

printed bible ; he went after eighty years old , four of them. "

' wards into the pulpit, where lulty laſles , now living with

he pray'd and preach'd unto us ' him , the other died lately ,;

about an hour and half ; his his wife is ſcarce fifty years

textwas, Seek yethe kingdom of ofage; he writeshimlelfMi
God , and all other things Mall be chac . Vivan : He is a Scottiſh

added to you. Inmy poor judg . ' man , born near Aberdeen; I for
ment he made an excellent fer- , the town's name where he

mon , and went clearly thro'y is now paftor , he hath been
without the help of any there fifty years.

Afrer ſermon I went with him

to bis houſe, where I propoſed Windſor, Sept. Your aſſured

theſe queſtions to him , whether loving friend
the book printed concerning the

change of his haigui moas a truth ? Thonias Atkins.

Whether or no he had a new ſet of

teeth come ? Whether or no his eye- Q. Some time ſince I intreated

fight neverfail'd him? And whe the folution of the following Que

• 'ther in any meaſure he found his rics ; I do ftill earneſtly deſire your

ſtrength renewed to him ? Hean- thoughts of it , viz . Whether the

• Twer'd me diftin &tly to all this, soul of man be by traduktion, or im

andtoldme, he underſtood the mediate infufiou ; if the former,

news-book reported his hair to what tolerable conceptions may be

• become a dark brown again , bave of the way and manner of a

but falfely , as he took off his body's begetting a Spirit; if the

cap, and thew'd me his hair, latter, how comes it to be defiled

• like a child's , but rather flaxen with original fin ?

v than either brown or gray ; A. To this queſtion we now

• for his teeth, he had three aniwer , That the intellective

come within theſe two years, foul of man is not by traduction ,

nor yet to their perfection ; but the ſenſitive only, which is
6 whilft he bred them he was ve- common to other living crea

ry ill : forty years he could tures , either by feminal tradu
• notread the biggeſt print wich- &ion, or the generative power

« out ſpectacles, and now, he which lies hid in the putrefaction
« bleſſeth God , there is no print of elementary bodies, as we find

« nor writing ſo ſmall, but he ſome creatures produced of mud ,

« could read without them for filth , & c. or according to that

« his ſtrength , he thinks it as in Gen. 1. Prodavant aquæ reptile

great as twenty years ſince. animæ viventis ; but the intelle

· Not long ſince , he walk d to dive ſoul is an immaterial ſub

· Alnwick to dinner, and back a- ftance , and 'tis impoſſible for an

• gain, fix north -country miles. active power, which is in matter,

• He is now one hundredand ten to extend its action to the
pro

duction

<

<
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duction of an immaterial effect, fancy in a dream may chance to

becaule the intellective principle fhuffle together, and make me

in man is a principle tranſcend, think I'm a horſeback, and upon

ing matter , and therefore it the road , that I there meet with

muſt have its exiſtence and cre- thieves , that I take the water to

ation from fome immaterial be avoid them , and lodge in a houſeа

ing, viz . God.- Nor can I which in the night-time happens.

Tee a neceſſity for the foul's be- to be on fire. Theſe things we

ing defil'd with original ſin, have all thought on before , taken

(conſider'd in the abſtract) but diftin &tly or afunder, but never

all the pollution it receives is juſt in that very order. So in

by means of the body : for it is fictitious beings, beings of rea

not of the nature ofangels, who fon , as ſomemetaphyſicians, or

act by the power of their will ; more properly of fancy, as 0 .

for the foulacts by the ſenſes, by thers , when we make impoſſible

which it is defil'd ; as a man is conjunctions ofthings.I have ſeen

ſaid to have contracted a woman's a man, I have ſeen a dog ; out of

debts ,when he makes her his wife thele tworeal things,fancy forms

and companion. one fictitious being, either ſleep

Q. Why men dream of things ing or waking, and makes a mon

they never thought of ? ſtrous creature, partly canine,

A. We deny they ever do ; and partlyhuman, which a pain

nay, ' tis impoſſible they ever ter can deſcribe on paper, a wall,

Thou'd , unleſs in a divine dream , &c . tho ' it firſt muſt have a be

and that of ſuch a nature , that ing in his own fancy. All this

both the thing and the notion we own the fancy has power to

thereof ſhould be revealed toge- perform , but never toſtart any

ther ; the fancy, we own, has notion abſolutely new , and inde
power to join things together , pendent on the frame of things

when they are before in the beforetreaſured in the memory:
mind , or to coin monſters and And for this we appeal to any

impoſſibilities out of real things, man's experience, and when the

fleeping as well as waking : For queriſt (orany other) can inſtance

example, I have the notion of in any thing he ever dream'd of,

myſelf, a horſe, a road, thieves , that he never thought of before,
water, fire, a houſe, night, or in that ſenſe wherein : we have

what elie you'll name, treaſured here explain'd it, we'll then tell

up in my memory : Theſe my him why he does fo.

a a

2

Q. Since bright Althæa did my heart ſubdue

By one kind look of her refiftleſs eyes,

Why can't a thouſand frowns the charm undo,

which from such finall beginnings took its riſe ?

* . Cupid's is ſharper far than anger's dart,

More deep 'twill pierce , yet with more pleaſure wound :

Perhaps the fair one meantto try your heart,

And ſmild in earneſt, when in jeſt the frown'd .

Q. What
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Q. What becomes of ſmoak ? natural intelligencers,and thou'd

À. It aſcendsinto the air, and be ourſelves a little concern'd,

if in great quantity , formsa ſort if in any thing of moment we

of a cloud, as we may ſee if we'll fhould have fuch a dream as

but take the pains to go half a would oblige us to defiſt from

mile out of London ; if in (mal- any action or otherwiſe , not on

ler, 'tis diffipated by the winds, ly firmly impreſsid, butrepeated
or loſt in the vaſt tracks of air, as ſeveral timesexa&ly in the ſame

a little water , when ſpilt on great manner- But this we are pret

heaps ofduſt: For that 'tis an- ty ſure of, that no ſuch thing as

nihilated, none can be fo fooliſh this is either to be commonly

to conceive . expected , or much depended on,

Q. How to know when God re- nor ever ought to hinder an ho

veals himſelf in a dream , and neftman from diſcharging what

when we only dream , he reveals he knows to be his indiſpenſible

himſelf ? duty . As for example , Were

A. There may be more poiſon I reſoly'd to aſſiſt or ſuccour a

in this queſtion than at firft ſight friend who needed my aid , or

appears ; and we are apt to be- to ſerve my prince or my coun

lieve ' tis grounded on a notion tryin any difficult emergency:
of Mr. Hobbs, " That when Here we ſay, or on ſuch oc

the ſcripture relates the extra- caſions, not a thouſand dreams

ordinary dreams, viſions, and or deaths either, ought now to

revelations of holy men , the hinder me fromthe proſecution

true meaning is , that they only of what I deſigned . If by the

' dream'd they ſaw ſuch viſions, queſtion is intended, How we

or heard ſuch revelations. But ſhall know thoſe dreams related

as 'tis plain enough , that this in the ſcriptures were from God,

ftrikes directly at the deſtruction and not meerly caſual dreams

of all revealed religion ; ſo no ariſing from common natural

chriſtian ear can endure it. How- cauſes ? We anſwer , By the

ever , left : the objector ſhould higheſt authority that can be,

think it unantwerable, we hall that of God himſelf, who fent

fay fomewhat concerning it- them , and tells us he has done !o,

If he means, how we fhall know in the holy fcriptures ; thus in

at preſent when a dream is from the cauſe of Joſeph, we are told

God ? Weanſwer , There is no in the iſt chapter of St. Mar

ſuch thing now to be expected : them's goſpel , Then the angel of

The canon of the holy fcripture the Lord appeared . to him in a

is compleated, and we have the dream . And who dares , but a

light of revelation, and aſſiſted blaſphemer, change thatexpref
by reaſon , to direct us ; nor ſeems fion into He dream'd that the

there any need of more . We ungel of the Lord appeared to him ?

confefs, we dare not abſolutely If it be further ask'd, How the

pronounce, that there are never perſons ſhould know one of theſe

any ſuch things as divine notices dreams from the other ? Wean

and warnings given to ſome good ſwer, That does not at all con

men, even in this age, by ſuper. cern us, who have ſuch of them

as

6
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as were really ſent from God , paring 'em with themſelvesand

when he himſelf thought fit, one another, wherein ſome inge

tranſmitted to us in his own ora- nious men have placed the root

cles. But that thoſe concern'd of liberty , we reply to this as

did know the difference, we can't well as that, That if it be not

doubt, ſince otherwiſe any ſuch virtue, we at leaſt can't ſee how

warningswou'd have been in vain. virtue can any way conſiſt with

Nor is it at all impoffible for out it .

God to reveal hiswillto his crea . Q. What matter is the ſun made

ture, ſleeping as well as waking, of, and whether or no is it a flame ?
nor that the manner of ſuch re- A. Take the neweſt and beſt

velation ſhould carry its own account thoſe modern aſtrono

evidence with it , that it comes mers give us, whohave for many

from God: For as we eaſily di- years conſider'd this gloriousſtar

ſcern a human voice from ano . by the help of the teleſcope : and

ther , why may wenot that of they tell us, “ That 'tis a body of
God from man ? Nor can any fire, unequal in its ſurface, and

think , that 'tis not poſlible for compoſed of ſeveral parts of a
him to make ſuch manifeſtacions different nature, ſome fluid ,

ofhimſelf, eitherbya moreemi- ' others folid ; thatit appears,

nentand diftin & degree of glory, his diſqueis a ſea of fire, where.t '

or otherwiſe, as may have incom- ' in is perceiv'd a perpetual agi
municable characters of divinity tation of waves of flame: that

inſtamp'd upon them . ' in ſome parts may be ſeen as it

Q. Whether virtue does not con were burnings ; in others, ſpots

fit in intention ? like thick ſmoak, neither wich

A. We don't very well take out the fun , but ſeeming to

the gentleman's meaning. If by proceed from his diſque, ap
intention he would have us un- pearing and diſappearing, in;

derſtand the end which a man creafing and decrealing, the fire

propoſes to himſelf in any action, ſhewing itſelf caſually among

tis granted by all good calaiſts, thoſe black imoaks, .which are

that it can make an action bad, the ſpots we perceive in this

butnotgood ; fince'tis a common great luminary, Father Kircher.

axiom , Bonum ex qualibet causa , thinks they are the foams, or*

malum ex defe tu : ' All circuma froth of the fire, which the fun

ſtances muſt concur to make an ' exhales and evaporates our of

action properly virtuousorgood, its body ; but Mr. Azout, and

one only ſuffices to make it evil. Mr. Hugens rather think , thac

However, an actionwith a good they are only appearances oc ..

intention , and bad means or cafioned by the undulation, or
circumſtances has lefs of evil waving of theair. One of thefers

than where both are bad , and all ſpots was; as chronicles tell us, 4 ..

lefs degree of vice is a company viſible to the naked eye in the

rative virtue. If the means by timeof Charlemaign : and this,

intention , application, or a fort in all probability, is the rea

of attention of the mind, fixing ſon, why it has at other times

itſelfupon objects as propoſed to appear'd not in its perfect

be refuled or cholen , and com. : brightneſs, as for a whole year

1

6

6

6

6

6

when
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when Cæfar was murder'd , of unleſs by wiſe men : Aman can

( which the poet ; not be unhappy under the moſt de

preſſed circumſtances, if he uſes his

Impiaque æternam timuerunt reaſon(not his opinion) forthoſe

Sacula noctem . ends it was ſent him ; and the

And guilty nations fear'd moſt exalted fortunes are ( if
eternal night. reaſon be not conſulted ) the ſub

ject of a wiſe man's pity :

And thus it alſo appear'd for Bajazet the firſt, after he had loft

four days together in the the city of Sebaſtia ,and therein

month of Auguſt, in the year Orthobulus his eldeſt ſon, as he

1547. dusky and reddiſh, and marched with his great army a

not " fo bright as the moon in gainſt Tamerlane, he heard a coun

her total eclipſe .' try ſhepherd merrily diverting

Q. Whether riches and honours himſelf with his homely pipe, as

are really of that intrinſick value, he ſat upon the ſide of a moun.

as the eager and general thirst after tain feeding his poor flock . The

them would argue ? king ſtood ſtill a great while

A. It has been affirm’d by no liſtening unto him , to the great
little pen , (and now almoſt grown admiration of his nobility about

a maxim) that opinion is the rate him ; at laſt, fetching a deep figh ,

of things í I can willingly yield he brake forth into theſe words,

that it goes far, and farther with Oh happy ſhepherd ! which hadfi

haters of thinking , than others. neither Orthobulus nor Sebaſtia

A great philoſopher puts to loſe. [ Knowle's Turkiſh Hiſto

his friend into his inventory ; ry, p . 216.]

and perhaps it's a pardonable Q. What is the cauſe of the

breach of privilege (if any) to rainbow ? If it proceeds

place opinion amongſt the goods from a natural ground, then it

of fortune, and in the clallis of was before the flood : And why

thoſe that are moſt variable : cannot aſtrologers as well aſſign the

Reaſon is the true rate of things, preciſe time of its appearing, 'as

and truth is always itſelf with of eclipſes ?

out change: When, if I take my 1. ' Tis only a reflection of the

meaſures in any thing according ſun from a watery cloud , conve

to my opinion to day, I mayniently ſituated for our horizon :

change 'em again to morrow, for wedon't at allqueſtion , but

and both times miſs the truth, that there be thouſands of

and fo make a third choice ; rainbows undiſcernable to us, be

which , without the help of the ing only properly placed in luch

ſchools, fully ſhews the etymo- or luch a longitude, according to

logy of an opinionist, viz . one the poſition of the cloud . There

that looks only on the face, or is one thing perhaps newly re
appearance of things , which isa markable , That the ſun is al

very mean character to be own'd ways diametrically oppoſite to the

by a rational being.- Riches rainbow ; and the centre of the

or poverty are as they are uſed , ſun and of the rainbow are in

and not as they are eſteem'd, an equal heighth above,the ho
rizon :

may

I
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rizon : So that if the ſun be a the right hand appearing on the
great heighth , you ſee almoſt a left, and contrarily ; ) and ſo

whole circular rainbon ; if it images in the concave of a bright

be ſetting, you fee but a little spoon, or the fhadows of bodies

fegment of the rainbow's cir- which paſs along the ſtreets, en

eumference. - Aſtrologers know tring by a ſmall hole into a dark

the eclipſes of the fun andmoon , chamber, are revers'd .

becauſethey have their regular Q. A friend of mine came from
motion ; but there's no regula- Hortely.down in Southwark so

rity in winds, nor ( conſequent- Fenchurch - ſtreet, in his peep, at

ly ) in the poſition of theclouds, midnight : He swore to me , that
and therefore no certain know. he never awak'd till he came into

ledge when they will happen. Fenchurch -ſtreet , wheret dray

Upon the coaſts of China, man run againſt him , and ſo awak'd

near Pipli, Dehli ; doc . are ſeen him . He had alſo put on his cloatbs

rainbows from the reflection of himſelf, not knowing that alfa.

the moon . We believe with Pray, can this be a truth ? And if

the querift That they were be- ſo, The reaſon of it ?

fore the flood , but were not A. Some perſons have been of

made ufe of as a token of the opinion, that this ſtrange fort of

covenant, that the worldſhould ſleeping-walking cannot be attri

not again be deſtroyed with wa- buted to any thing but to ſome

ter ; as baptifm was made uſe fpirit, good or bad ; whetherſuch

of amongſt the Jews , in pro- as they call aerial hobgoblins, or
felyting the Gentiles to their re- others, which infinuating into

ligion ; tho it was not made the body, as into a fhip whoſe

& badge of the covenant of grace, pilot is afleep, govern and guide

untilour Saviour's time. Some ir at pleaſure, and, as a thing

have obſerýd, that the two chief abandon'd to the firſt occupant,

colours in the rainbow , to wit , carry it where they lift, and then

blue and red, fitly reſemble the return itto its former place. To

double deftru &tion of the world ; ftrengthen which opinion , they

to wit, the firſt by water, the bring the inſtance of the man

laſt by fire. As to that which menrion'd by Levinus Lemnius,

ſome call the water-gall, or the who walk'd with his feet againft

21ock -rainbow, that is only the the rafters, and his head down

reflection of the raysof the firſt ward, in his ſleep ; the cauſe of

bow upon a neighbouringcloud ; which cannot with likelihood

whence the colours of ſuch a ſe- be attributed to our ſpirits, how

condary bow are not ſo lively as light and aerial toever they be.

thofe of the firſt, but are revers'd, But this opinion is a little too

the yellow being the loweſt, the ftrained and foreign , ſince we

green always middlemoſt, and may, without greac ſearching,

the red uppermoft ; for fo , by rea- find a natural one nearer home,

fon of catoptricks , we fee , that viz . the imagination receives the

the fpecies reflected have a dif- impreffion of objects in a very

ferent ſituation from the body great degree ; fo that they are

which produces them, ( things on conſtraind to move, and go to

wards

а
2

2
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wards the things repreſented, Q. Whether 'tis posſible for any

and wake not altho' they ſwim perſon to die of conceit ?

over rivers, ( of which I know A. Fancy is very ſtrong in

one inſtance ) by reaſon of the fomeperſons, eſpecially ſuch as

great quantity of thick and gluti- are ofa melancholy diſpoſition ;

nous vapoursthat ſeize the brain , the relation of the doctor in the
obftruding its out-lers , as the reign of king James the firſt,

ſmoak of tobacco is ſometimes who undertook either to kill or

kept in our bodies for a day or cure by fancy, is no foreig

two: And this may be helpdon ſwer to the queſtion . The do
by a great quantity of ſubtile or begg'd fome condemn'dper

ſpirits, quickneſs of wit, a habit fons to make the trial, and chu

andcuſtom of doing ſome action ; fing one amongſt the reſt, whoſe

as the poſtilion who jadled, bridled, conſtitution he thought might

and rid his horſe aſleep ; and after be moſt proper to work upon,

Jome careers, brought him back again he prefery'd him till the laſt, fet

to his fiable. Extraordinary mo. ting the reſt, one after another,

tions may as well be referr’d to up to the chin in warmwater,

dreams, as any other motions afterwards breath'd a vein, and

which are made in fleep, confi- let them bleed to death , uſing to

dering that they come from the thoſe thatſtood byſuch remarks

fame cauſe, are madeby thefame as, Now ſuch and Such veins are

organs, and differ not but in de exhauſted , now ſo and Jo , till they

gree, the one being made by a expired , and coming to the latt

bare repreſentation of the fpe- perſon , he was accordingly

cies , and the other by a ſtrong itripp'd , and placed like the reſt,

impreſſion - So that to me it when the doctor made a falſe

appears 10 more wonder for a orifice that would not bleed ,

man to riſe out of his bed, walk, uſing the ſame remarks of him ,

get up the ridge of a houſe, climb a to the by-ſtanders, as he did of

tree , and do other like things the reſt,and when hewas going
without waking, than it is to see to make the laſt remark he made

another dreamer to ſpeak in bis for the reſt, the perſon fwooned

ſleep, laugh ,cry, ftir his arms away , and died without loſs of

and legs;both ofthem being led blood, purely by fancy.

thereunto,by the ſame means.

0

Fe
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0
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VADPrains i fins, Melpomene, inſpire,
And make mymufick with my ſoul keep time!.09
Sighs be the points, 'and equalgroans the rhyme.co

of fuch ſoft languiſhments compoſe the fire .

which jhapes each -verſe, and forms each line,
That it appear all melancholy, al fike mine. bado y fisies

19.06. Unbounded verfe my griefs must shot , ionica

Since they alas ! no limits know : « wLingoibow to liwa

Sorrow'smyſoul, and as inſpir'd by heavenly art,
quas persone

S'Tis all in all, and all in every part. 54

Declining
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Declining fortunes with their weight oppreſs,

Baſe defamations urge my ſoul noleſs,

Betray'd by one who wasmy bosom friend,

Who had by me a growing name and fortune gain’d.

Suſpected by the neareſt of my blood ,

To whom I pay ſuch perfect love

I'd die to ſerve them , or their tears remove.

Oh that I could !

But 'tis in vain . I know not what . My ſoul is in a maze,

And I've no clue the labyrinth to trace.

I'd tell you more, and then I'd ask advice,

Far fill my fears are greater than my miſeries.

Through theſe I ſeeſome glympſe of happineſs :
But what's to come's without redreſs,

No amulet ſecurity will prove,
,

No charms, no herbs that plague remove,

Alas ! 'tis love.

My Soul, that long his power had brav’d,

Is now ,alas ! almost inflav'd.

But let it be I'll, deſprate, throw up all ;

For then I can no longer fall.

Yet fay ; I that mean thought recall ;

Nor Mall the conqueit ealy prove :

As a brave town, befieg'd, does foot by foot,

I'll point by point my heart diſpute,

Since he deſerves to love, who willingly's in love.

If e'er you felt what 'tis to rave like me ,

Still ſtruggling in the depth of miſery,

o Athens, help me to redreſs mywoe,

Or with more patience teach myfate to undergo !

If my own, yours, LiS .

I.

A. Weak plaints afford but ſmall relief,

Tears feldom cure the fever, grief ?

By ſuffering bravely , let ill fortune fee

How littlethou delerv'ft thy miſery .

Be chy own friend, nor murmur nor deſpair ;

If others injure or diſtruſt,

To thy own ſelf at leaſt be juft :

' Tis leſs to do, than bear.

2 .

If just eſteem be with thy paſſion join'd ,

To virtue's and to reaſon's bounds confin'd ,

' Twill ſtrengthen and exalt thy mind.

Bus
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But if ungovern'd paffion gets the reins,

Like fad Hippolitus, who piecemeal torn ,

Wasby his headſtrong courſers born,

' Twill drag thee croſs the plains.

Few love th' unhappy ; yet be wile and brave ,

And love (and fortune too) ſhall be thy ſlave.

Q. Are uneaſy , painful, and I know not . The end of

unreaſonable thoughts which in- thinking and knowing, is acti

ceſſantly ſtart up in the mind at on ; therefore theſe being ſub
devotion , buſineſs, or divertiſe- fervientto action, muſt necella

ment, the natural effects of a me- rily be leſs noble. If the gentle

lancholy habit or conſtitution, or man pleaſe to make his objecti-.

the ſuggeſtions of the wicked ſpirit, ons , or give us the occaſions and
or what elſe ? And if so, grounds of his unquietneſs , we

how shall a perſon that hath a long ihall endeavour a particular fatis

time lain under this ſad and heavy faction to him.

preſſure, be reſtored to a ſedateneſs Q. There is a wager laid, and

and vivacity of thoughts, to a clear it is referr'd to the deciſion of the

judgment, and an undifturb'd ima- Athenian Oracle, which we de
gination fire as foon as can be ; 'tis this ,

A. We are ſtrangers to the There is no ſmoke , but

queriſt's life and actions, and there is ſome fire; whether truth

therefore cannot be poſitive in or not ?

the cauſe of ſuch an unhappi- A. The learned have diftin .

neſs ; but let the cauſe be what guifh'd fire into three ſpecies ;

it will , there'sa certain reme- 1. Light,that is , fire in itsproper

dy, a particular repentance of matter ; 2.Flame, that is,firein

what he knows he is guilty of, moiſt air ; 3. Coal, that is, fire in

and a general one for his forgot a burnt ſtick, or other deſiccated

impiecies. No counſel, advice, matter : The preſent queſtion
enjoyment, or preferment what comes under the ſecond head,

ever, in this world , are compa- which wemay reſolve in the af

rable to the pleaſures reſulting firmative; fire and heat ( altho'

from penitence and a holy life : fome would puzzle themſelves

this calms and makes all eaſy ; and others with the diſtinction

let the diſturbance proceed from of res and ratio ) are but one, for

what cauſe ſoever,' 'tis laſting , if heat be an accident of fire, ic

and will not be palld, when may be ſeparated from it, with

the pleaſures of ſenle are quickly out the deſtruction of the pre

over, and leave a diſſatisfaction tended ſubſtance, viz. fire, but
behind them . take away heat from fire, and you

Q. Whether, in any ſciences, take away the very nature of it ;

the practick or theory is moſt pre- for fire is properly diſcernable but

ferable ? by heat. Now this being proy'd,

A. The gentleman that ſent I wou'd ask the affertor of thene

this queſtion pretends a diffa- gative, whether there can be any

* tisfaction , from what grounds Smoke without beat, or warmth,
R which
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which is a degree of heat ? He vice be underſtood by the gue

will anſwer, yes , or deny his ftion, we muſt return this an

ſenſes, and that proves what is fwer : That a perſon that is not

before affirmed. Perhaps he may prepoſſeſs'd by prejudices and ill

object, How can therebe fire in habits, can much eaſier comply

a Iweating horſe-dunghil, or in with virtue than vice . Our rea

other creatureswhen they ſweat, ſon is , that there is no evil in

ſo that the ſmoke is very viſible : human a &tions, becauſe, to ap;

The anſwer is, we muſt know pearance, they are all good and

things by their effects ; but pleaſing, otherwiſe thewill,the

ſmoke is the effect of heat , and object whereof is that which is

heat is fire. We are not to think good and taking, would not be

there can be no fire that is invi- inclin d thereto , lincegood is that

fible , for fire-works according which all de fire , and no man can

to the nature of the ſubjects it chuſe evil as evil, but as a good ,

meetswith ,and according to the in reſpect of ſome evil ( either

intenſneſs of its own nature , real or imaginary ) which he la

fome things, as inflam'd ſpirits, bour'd under : thus Francis Spira

&c. are ſaid to be a horter fort in his deſperate ſtate, deſir'd hell,

of fire than other fire, when not as hell, but as a retreat from

there isonly a great deal of fire a greaterevil which he thought

in a little room , which the mat. he endur'd, to wit, his conſci

ter by its own aptitude is recep- ence . Now all actions that are

tive of ; the heat of the ſun, or evil , are ſo accidentally , by a de.

( to ſpeak properly) the fire it pravation of the will and under

diffuſes to the diſtant objects of ſtanding, which oftentimes chuſe

the world , as to impregnate at all adventure, without a due

trees, herbs,&c. to heat rocks, inquiſition into the nature of

ftones, buildings , &c . it plainly their choice . Again , beings and

appears that this communicacion ſubſtances are more amiable than

of heat is fire, becauſe it may privations are odious , becauſe

grow hotter and hotter, till it love reſpects the things that are

appears viſible, as is ſeen by the amiable, when averlion can't

effects of a burning -glaſs , the poſſibly be extended to what is

place which the contractes rays not . Whence it follows, that 'tis

Lettle upon , is firſt warm , and a greater trouble to do evil, in

heats by degrees ( that is, grown regard ignorance of what is not,

to be a greater fire) till it viſi- is not ſo charming asa knowledge

bly appears by its effects; from of real goodnots, the deſire of
which arguments ' tis demonftra- which is naturally ſtamp'd upon

tive , that even warmth itſelf is our wills and affections: Thus

fire remifs, or in a very little much to perſons that have con

degree. tracted no habits , but in reſpect;

Q. Whether virtue is an harder to thoſe that have , ( and indeed,

task to an ill man, or vice to a to ſuch the queſtion more parti

good man ? cularly belongs) we anſwer, that

A. This is a queſtion of a ageneral habit is made up of all

large extent : if moral virtue or the particulars that confticute

ir,
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it , and if we deſcend to the firſt , have been very ill men, have

we ſhall find a greater freedom of been reclaim'd, we hope more
a

mind in chuſing or refuſing,than of the laſt ; but then the num.

is commonly taught; ſo we ſhall ber that have always lived in

ſee people naturally moved at a one unchangeable ſtate of ima

1pectacle of pity , generous to piety, will overbalance the ac

forgive an injury upon ſubmiſſi- count, and we fear, give ſuch an

on , all admiration and reverence anſwer, as we had rather think of

to juſt and good men , uſing the than mention.
names of virtue to cover their Q. Suppoſe your Society were put

wickedneſs, which , with many to their choice, whether had they

more ſuch inſtances of pure na- rather know all that is known ; or

tural inſtinct, ſhew that Adam's be ignorant of that, and know all

fall has not utterly extinguifh'd that is yet unknown ?
thepower

of virtue in our ſouls. A. Indeed ' cis very tempting

This is farther evinced by the to recollect many loſ curioſities,

great morality of ſeveral hea- as the making of lamps to burn

thens : and we doubt not, but 12 or 1500 years, and not extin

that if religion was a trade of pre- guiſh'd but by the letting in of

fent intereſt, and the whole for air,asparticularly in the comb

this world , we ſhould ſee a great of Tullia , Ciccro's daughter, at

number of profeſſors andzea. Padua ; the inventionof a pera

lors , who now have ſet up their petual motion, which animated

end, their God, and heaven here ; Archimedes's ſphere, and died

the reaſon of ſo much atheiſm and with him ; that of malleable

diffolution of manners amongſt glaſs, with its inventor, who

us, is the little practice of virtue was wretchedly flain by Tiberius ;

and piety. But if we move a ſtep the melting or making artificial

higher, and ſearch above the Rone , ſuch as the pillars now in

power of moral virtue , and na . Welminſter - Abby, and many more

tural religion , we ſhall find the curioſities , which by ſome

wifeft men fools, and fhut out ſtrange indiligence , death, or

of heaven , when the moit illi- ſomething elſe, have eſcap'd our
terate poor wretches are choſen ; knowledge ; as likewiſe ' iwould

as if God took a pleaſure in con- be no unwelcome leſſon to learn

founding thoſe that are wiſe in the wiſdom ofdemons, who by na

their own conceics, by exalting tural cauſes effe &t ſtrange things,

others which ſuch people think only ſo to us, becauſe we are ig

not worth ,their notice. Here norant of’em : but after all,when

indeed we are at a loſs, and as Solomon tells us , All is vanity ;

we admire the meaſures of the Pythagoras, That we know nothing ;

Almighty's proceedings , which Pyrrho, That man muſt not pre

is againſt our reaſon , to by our tend to know themſelves ignorant ;

reaion we dare not think fit to but that they muſt be contented 10.

judge or determine any thing doubt of it, yea, and to doubt of

in it, further than what we have their very , doubting :
when we

daily inſtances in , viz . thatma- conſider thele things, we are

ny that have appear’d very good, at a loſs, and cannot find our

have apoftatiz'd , and many that ſelyes, unlets we look into the

R 2 proyi
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providences of heaven , and there which is diſcover'd by fruition:

a little learning will teach us to We muſt ſay therefore, that pal

ſit down content with his diſpoſal fion before enjoyment, is deſire ; but

of things ,and think ourſelves ve poffeffion alone is capable to produce

ry happy in that we know enough true love. Now the perfection

to makeus happy ; and what ab- of any thing muſt be its com

ſolute ne d of more ? So that pletion, and not deſtruction ;

we had much rather know what friendſhip ( or, to uſe another's

is known, than only know what expreſſion, grateful friendſhip ) is

is yet conceal'd ; beſides, there's by act increaſed, and we doubt

ſtrange alterations in tongues, not, but if there was occaſion ,

confuſions of ſciences, and things there might be found many mar

appearing in new dreſſes, which ry'd persons that would not ſtick

have been formerly, that makes to imitate the noblecontention
us think our choice much the of Gracchus and Cornelia, by chu

better , eſpecially whenwe conſi- ſing to die for one another.

der that the wifeſt of men has Q. Several perſons who died ,

told us , that there's nothing new and were buried very quietly, have,

under the ſun, but a repetition of by revolutions of ſtate, and ſome

things o'er and o'er again . times by other accidents, been taken

Q Whether fruition diminiſhes out of their graves, abuſed, and
love ? treated ignominiouſly : - Query,

A. ' Tis according to the na- Whether the ſoul hath any knowledge

ture on't, and the reſolution is va of the uſage the body meets with

rious according to the qualifica- upon ſuch occaſions ?

tions , both of the love , and the A. To anſwer this queſtion ,

fubjet loved . If the love termi- we ought to premiſe, That man

nates upon the ſenſes, and fixes conſiſts of two parts , a ſoul and

not upon the ſoul, wemuſt aver, body, and that the powersof the

that human weakneſs is foon weary, ſoul, as to underſtand, will, &c.

and naturally carry'd to a change ; a &t by the powers of the body,

the familiarneſs of it breeds con- which are the ſenſes and paſſi

tempt. But ſuch a love as cen- ons, and are common to brutes ;

ters upon virtue, modeity, and for as to all material objects, the

the gifts of the mind, can't be old maxim holds true, That

pall’d and cloy'd, becaule ' tis there's nothing in the intellect which

always increaſing, and the mind is not firſt in the ſenſe. Now the

always as active. To queſtion foul knowing and working by

whether we love ſuch aſubject, the powers of the body, as its

when we poſſeſsit, is to ask whe- proper inſtrument, when theſe

ther love be love; what propor- are taken away from it, it ceaſes

tion there is betwixt a picture ſuch its operation , and its

and the miſtreſs,thefame isfound knowledge is confus'd , being

betwixt fuch miſtreſs, when the only potential and imaginary ;

permits her ſervant no privacy, as a good muſician could play,

and herie:f, when ſhe is marry'd if he had an inſtrument to play

to him ; the actions of one being on ; and if you bid him play

but the fhadow of the other, without an inſtrument as well as

he

a
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he can , he can only tell you , that ment its body meets with, when

he has the power of playing , but ſeparated from it.

wants the means of purting it Q. Does the world hang upon

into act ; and all that he can do, nothing ? And how can you prove

is to imagine, ſuppoſe, or reflect. plainly that it does fo ?

from former ideas; which is on- A. It does ſo, which will ap

ly a confuſed notion of muſick pear by proof,and that the fureit,

in general: Thus much to every namely, ourown ſenſes.All grant

body's apprehenſion ; but if this that there's no proper upper or

fall into a philofopher's hands , lower fide in the earth , nay, no

I would add That generals are Zenith or Nadir in the heavens,

known by reaſon , andparticulars any more than right or left

by Jenſe ; to prove which , the here . Hence it follows, that we

beginning of particularity in ra- are as much antipodes to thoſe

terial things , is individual mat- below us, as they again are to us,

ter ; hence the ſenſe acts direct- and thatthe weight of the earth

ly , ( for no more is required for leans or bears as niuch one way

ſeeing , but an immediate union as t'other. Now 'tis evident to

between the viſive power , and the any who will but put forth his

things ſeen ) but the intellect hands, or believe his eyes, that

indirectly by reflection , or by there's nothing , or no ſolid body

abſtracting the intelligible fpecies above it , for the earth to reſt

or phantom from such matter as upon, nor is there any more be

is repreſented by the Senſe ; but low it ; which two points or po

that which is abſtracted from fitions, for diſtinction's ſake,we

individual matter, is univerſal, conceive : It moves round upon

as above ; from whence wecon- its own center , as all the reſt of

clude , that the ſoul ſeparated the planets upon theirs , accord

from the body does know all ing to that fort and regular order

material things potentially , as wherein they were firſt diſpos'd

a muſician does muſick , tho’ by their All wife Maker.

he plays not ; but not particu- Q. Whether or no is matter di

larly, and in act, for then we viſible into infinite parts ?

ſhall bring it to individual mat- A. Yes , it is potentially, but

ters , which is the object offenſe, not actually, for there's nothing

when the ſoul knows only ab- ſo little, but it might be made

ſtractedly as before ; for 'tis the leſs, if the eye was ftiong enough

greateſt nonſenſe imaginable, to to difcern it , and we had inftru

luppoſe there muſt not be a co- ments fine enough for ſuch ſub

herence and proportion betwixt diviſions.

a power and its object. But the Q. What are we to think of the

intellect is immaterial, therefore kings of England, who by their

the object of its knowledge muſt touch only cured the Evil ?

be immaterial, and ſuch is the A.They healed not themſelves,

ratio, abftract, or quiddity of but God, according to the

matter. Hence the foul , unleſs words uſed by the biſhop , viz .

inform’d byan angel or ſpirit , The king touches, but God heals ;

knows not what particular treat- ſo that weought not to alcribe

ſuch
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ſuch cures to any natural cauſes, done , for ſecret reaſons, beſt

tho’in hiſtory wemeet not only known to himſelf.

with private perſons, but whole Q. Whether the Iriſh maſſacre,

families that have a particular and the maſſacre of Paris , toge

gift of healing ſuch and ſuch di- ther with the growth and progreſs

ſtempers, and ofothers that could of Mahometiím , be not greater

india ſuch and ſuchdiſtempers; argumentsthat the machine of the

of the laſt, it is related of the world follows the dead chain of

Pyli, Tribales, and Illyrians, who cauſes, than any can be produced ,

bewitch'd whom they touch'd ; that can rationally convince us of

and Philoſtratus makes mention God's Providence , or his care of

of one in the life of Apollonius, Chriſtianity ?

who kill'd with his very aſpect, A. We muſt not , for every lit

asthe baſilisk does ; of the for- tle difficulty in Providence, imme

mer, Vefpafian , as Tacitus affirms diately unhinge the univerſe , and

in his fourth book of his hiſtories, deny any ſuch thing as a Supreme

reſtored to a blind man his fight; Being, ordering human affairs,

Adrian , as Ælius Spartianus re- both becauſe we can , at leaſt mo

lates, healed a man ' born blind , rally , demonſtrate, that there is

only by touching him ; and Plu- ſuch a Being and that he made

tarch mentions that Pyrrhus king the world , and conſequently all

of the Epirote healed all that perfection being included in his

were troubled with the pleen in effence, muft and does difpoſe of,

his time,by touching their ſpleen and govern it according to fixed

with the great toe of his foor, and equitable rules ; any obje.

of which zoe there was a far & tion againſt his Providence, be

greater opinion conceiv'd after ing therefore only like a prote

his death, in that it was found fatio contra faftum , a proteſt or

entire, and not conſum'd by the pretended reaſon againſt indu.

fire , as all the reſt of his body bitable and neceſſary matter of

was ; ' tis related, that the fami- fact ; and alſo, becauſe we can

ly of St. Hubert in France heal ſuch not only offentimes account for

as are bitten by mad dogs ; in thele difficulties by the fixed

Italy the families of St. Paul and rules of providence and juſtice,

St. Catherine do as ſtrange things, but alſo ule thoſe very things as

the firſt curing the itings of fer- arguments for their exiſtence,

pents , and the laſt cure burning, ſince many of 'em were ſo clearly

and handleburning-coals them- foretold by the ſpirit of God, lo

felves, without any hurt at all : many hundred years before they

In Spain thefamilies of the São happened . Beſides, they may be

Iudators and the Enfalmadores both natural conſeguents, and

have the gift of healing many just puniſhments of fin for

(otherwiſe) incurable diſeaſes, on example, the apoſtacy of the Ea.

ly by touch ; ſome ofwhich in- ftern churches to Mahometiſm ,

ftances being done by ill perfons, and Weſtern to Popery, were both

' tis ſuppos'd werealtiited by the the effects of that vice, lazineſs,

devil, God Almighty ſometimes debauchery, irreligion , diſcord,

permitting ſtrange things to be and ignorance which had over

run

:
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run the world , and alſo juſt pu- A. Whecher it be or no , the

niſhments for them , and both ſchoolmen had great reaſon both

clearly foretold before they came to inyent and defend it , ſince

to pals ; thoſe men being jufily 'tis the only tolerable way they

given over to ſtrong deluſions, to have to get off with their praying

believe a lye, who firſt held the to faints, who, they ſay, Jee all

truth in unrighteouſneſs : and things ; and , among the reſt, okr.

one would think, rewards and prayers in the beatifick viſion , or

puniſhments were rather an ar- fpeculo trinitatis, as others call it.
gument for Providence, than any Which notion of theirs is both

objection againſt it ; the very abſurd and impoſſible. ' Tis ab ;

want, or unequal diſtribution ſurd to ſend the poor peticioner

whereof, is often urged againſt ſo farabout ; nay, according to

its exiſtence, tho ' this too with this fancy, he ought to change

the higheſt abſurdity, by thoſe the form of his ora pro nobis,

men whodeny anyluch thing as and rather pray to God , that the

vice or virrue. What has been ſuint might pray for him , than

faid on this head, may eaſily be to the ſaint that he would pray

applied to the Pariſian and Iriſh to God . Next 'tis an impoflible

malacres, ſince it reaches to ſuppoſition : - God Jees all

much larger inſtances ; but ber things, ſay they, or rather, the

ſides, if we conſider the horrid ideas or images of all things are

ends' which thoſe wretches had , contained in him , as we tee the

who were principally engaged images of things are in a glaſs.

in thoſe black villainies, we ſhall And here a great ado they make

find viſible marks of God's pro- about the ideal or intellectual

vidence and juſtice, in puniſhing world : - But firſt, That there
-

well as permitting them . be ſo much as any ſuch ideas,

Add to this one conſideration really diſtinct from the things

more, and a good man may prove they repreſent, will hardly be

this againſt all earth and hell , granted . Again, Their notion

and that is , a future world ; wich- of them in God, is incongruous

out which we are perſuaded , in and blafphemous, or elſe mere

ſome inſtances, ’ tis next to im- ly metaphorical : If the images

poſſible to defend a Providence, of things are repreſented in him ,

which we are ſure is, and is as in our fancies, theymake him

both wife and just : 'rwould be matter , and paſſive : If they in.

in vain to own a God, which tend a metaphorical reprelenta

yet we are as certain of, as that tion , we d fain learn what they

we ourſelves exiſt ; and 'tis true mean thereby :- Is it only

enough , that the virtuous and that he knows all things , and re .

religious would often be , as the veals 'em to the Saints ?

apottle expreſſes it, of all men But what's this to the fpeculum

moft miferable. they talk of ? And this will un

Q. Whether the notion of the avoidably, as has been ſaid, ren

omniformity of the divine ideas, der their prayers to Saints in

the ſeeing all things in God, &c . vain : Again, They muſt

be not Enthuſiaſm ? either ſee allthings, thus repre .

R 4 fented ,
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fented , uno intuitu , or elſe di- world ; yet notwithſtanding my

ſtinely, one after the other.- faith is form in this point, I am

If the firſt, the Saints are made sometimes, eſpecially when by rea

Gods , for they comprehend all fon I go about to comprehend that

things, and God does no more.- great myſtery, vexatiouſly troubled

If the latter, they muſt be to with wicked thoughts concerning

eternity looking over the ideas the exiſtence of God, millions of

there, till they happen to find world's paſt, if we may conceive

thoſe prayers which were made ſuch a time : My Query is,

to 'em from all parts of the — Whether byreaſon theſe thoughts

world.- Add to this, the uni- may be easid ? Or what's the

verſal opinion of the primitive best way to diſſipate and baniſh

church , which, at leaſt, we them ?

eſteem a probable one, that pa- A. The Being of God is no

radiſe is a place diſtinct from myſtery, but a plain truth , diſ

heaven, and that few of theJaints coverable even by the light of
enjoy the beatifick viſion till the nature ; --but this God can

end of the world , and weneed never be comprehended, that is ,

ſay no more to prove the un- fully known by our finite capa

certainty and folly of this, at cities , any more than a leſſer cir

firft ſight, ſo glittering a no- cle can contain a greater. ' Tis a
tion ." great ſtratagemof the devil,

Whether 'tis prudence to when by reaton he cannot con

lodge in a room haunted by Spi- quer us, to throw whole ſhowers
rits ? of ill thoughts into the mind ;

A. It had been more cauti- whịch, being a ſpirit , and ſo fub

ouſly expreſs’d, if it had been, - tile a one, he may, if permit
In a room reported to be baunted ; ted , eaſily do. Among the

for we'll grant all the witch- reſt, he may with moſt. facility

advocates , that there may be impoſe upon us, where we are at

ten, nay, for ought we know, the greateſt lors , and where he

a hundred of those ſtories falſe, finds our guard the weakeſt, and

to one true ;
tho ’ if that one our reaſon the ſhorteſt. Now,

be true, 'tis in vain to cry out, being ourſelves finite and tem

all the rest are falſe. To the que- porary, we can have no proper

ſtion we reply , A good man notion of what's eternal and in

may lodge any where, for he finite, but ſtill are apt to roll

hashis conſtant guards both with back farther and farther, and ſup

out and within him . - For an poſe thouſands of ages in our

ill man, he need not tempt the conceptions, to find what this

devil, but would do beſt tokeep eternal is, whereas we having
out of harm's-way , and learn ourſelves once had a beginning,

wit from the ſtory of the lawyer can for that reaſon never fully
in the account of the devil of know it. And this we ſay ,

Mafcou. ' tis no wonder the devil makes

Q. I ever did , and do fully uſe of, to ſtumble thoſe who are

believe, that there is a Deity, that weak in the faith ,nay , ſometimes

made, and will one day judge the dares aſſault with the ſame, even
the

>
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us ,

the beſt of men. Reaſon, ' tis may perhaps ſometimes deceive

true , may ſilence for the pre- even the great deceiver. - Whe

fent any objection which he, or ther he can pronounce the words,
our own infidelity can make on ‘ Verbum caro fa&tum , The

this ſubject, by reminding us of word was made fleſh , we inge

the notion of God , who could nuouſly confeſs, we have not

have no beginning, no point fufficient acquaintance with him

aſſigned or conceived , wherein to know, but are apt to believe,

he was not God ,-- lince hemuſt 'tis only an old wife's ſtory, or

then have once received his be- a ſort of a charm , ſince we are

ing ; but this , ' tis abſurd thus far ſure, that ſome other

and impoſſible thatheſhould do , fcriptures he could, and did pro

either from himfelf, or another : nounce, in his difputation with

If from another , that other our Saviour .

would be God ; if from himſelf, Q. If Adam had vigorouſly re

he muſt have been before he ſisted the temptation of his wife,

Thus much as is ſaid rea, when she gave himn to eat of the

ſon may , do , but it avails but forbidden fruit, would not his sex
little : The enemy has a have continued in their native and

more compendious way, than unſpotted innocence , and the race

pretending till to reaſon with of women only been the apoſtate peo

he injects numerous ill ple of the creation ?

thoughts of the ſame nature ſo A. This being only a queſtion

faſt, fo frequently, and ſo vio- upon ſuppoſition, can be of little

lently , that 'tis impoſſible, with concern, that we can conceive,

out aſſiſtance, we ihould be able either to the queriſt, or any

to ſtand againſt him— ' For other. However, to ſatisfy his,

we wreſtle not againſt fleſh importunity, we ſhall here give
! and blood , boi ' And whence it a ſhort anſwer . If Adam

is this aſſiſtance to be had , but had not finned , undoubtedly he

from heaven , by that faith , had not fallen, one being the na

whereby alone we may be able tural and neceffary coniequence
to quench all the fiery darts of of the other, if not indeed the

the devil ? And that faith fame thing and if he had not

is , - a firm dependance, and fallen , neither had he been the

humble hope of help from Jeſus, unhappy father of as miſerable

who has promiſed , when he a pofterity ,which as they are like
pleafes , to tread down fatan him now in fin, ſo muſt have
under our feet .

been then in purity and inno

Q. Whether the devil knows in- cence . But then , to talk of the

ward thoughts ? And whe- race of women as diſtinct from

ther it be true that he can't say, that of man , nothing can be

Verbum caro factum ? more abſurd or ridiculous. As

A. To ſearch hearts , or , which for Eve, 'tis very certain , had

is the ſame, to know thoughts, is the only finned ,the only had died ,

God's ſole prerogative : The de- and that perhaps immediately,

vil can but gueſsfrom outward it being no more difficult for in

ſigns, which being equivocal, finite power to make another
confort

6
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cence ?

conſort for Adam , than it was ginning of it) the heaven and all

to make the firſt. the hoſt of heaven , as Moſes tells

Q Did not Eve lose great us, being part of the ſix days

part of her beauty with her inno- work, and conſequently we can
have nocertainty, that the apo

A. We think it more than Itacy of the angels was at all

probable ſhedid, for theſe rea- beforethe creation.
fons : By ſin fhe became Q. On what grounds dotb Mr.

obnoxious to all the diſeaſes Cowley ſay that the 2of Sheba

which her ſex hardly know how had a child by K. Solomon , when

either to bear or number, no author beſides mentions it ?

to all the fatigues of life, the A. If Mr. Cowley ſays ſo, he

inclemencies of the weather, has authority enough for a poet

her own paſſions, and per- to ground a fancy on For

haps Adam'stoo . She muſt needs beſides old tradition, all the

be exquiſitely tormented with Ethiopian or Abyffinian hiſtories

the ſenſe of what ſhe had loſt, poſitively affirm the ſame; nay ,

and being beſides the fatal cauſe ihew us a long ſucceſſion of kings

of Adam's loſing it. In ſorrow from this ſon of hers, tho' ' tis
ſhe was to conceive and bring more than probable they were

forth , a greater plague miſtaken , both in the queen and

than all the reſt. Now any her ſon .

of theſe cauſes, eſpecially all to- Q. We read in the hiſtory of

gether, with the change of her Cain that he deſired God

air and diet , after the loſs of ſhould ſet a mark upon him , left

paradiſe, muſt needs make a any finding him , should play him ,

great alteration, not only in her How could any pay him ,

complexion and air , but even there being no people at that time

in the whole frame of her body, in the world beſides Adam, Eve,

and render her much more a wo- and himſelf ?
man , and leſs an angel, than at A. Suppoſing there had been

her firſt creation . no others in the world, yet guilt

Q. How many years before the cauſes fear, and fear, we know ,

creation was Lucifer caſt from hea- is unreaſonable. But the

queriſt is very haſty in ſaying ,

A. A wiſe queſtion. How there were then no other perſons

many years ? when there wasno in the world beſides Adam , Eve,

ſuch thing as days , or months, and Cain , which he can never

or years, or even time itſelf, prove ; and the contrary thereof

which is only themeaſure of the is almoſt demonſtrable from the

heavenly bodies : For which ſacred hiſtory ; for immediately

reaſon we can have no clearer after his murther of Abel, when

notion of duration before the Cain wentout from the preſence

world began , than we have of of the Lord, mention is made

infinite or eternal Nor is’t of his wife, and in the

ſo much as certain, the angels fame verſe , of a city which he

were created before the world, built, probably within a year

(tho' they might in the very be. after, which none can think he
could

ven ?

:
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could do without the aſſiſtance be fo, otherwiſe he could not

of others . Abel might have have died to have made us happy .

children , whom he would have Q. Why did not God create man

reaſon to fear ; Adam uncapable of finning ?

might have more children than A. The veryqueſtion is little

are named ; nay , we are certain leſs than nonſenſe.

he had fo , for Gen. s. ver . 4. he had been created uncapable

we read , that beſides Cain , Abel, of finning, he had not been

and Seth , he begat fons and man ;
which he could not

daughters.
have been without a root of li .

Q. Our Saviour ſaid to the berry and rational powers, ca
good thief on the croſs, ---- This pable of chuſing and refuſing

day thou Malt be with me in para- good and evil : Now, why

diſe. The apoſtles creed Jays , God did create fuch a creature as

Our Saviour the third this , what can be a better rea

day aroſe again from the dead : ſon , than that thereby, hemight

Is't poſſible to reconcile theſe toge- manifeſthimſelf, and bothexer

ther ? cile anddemonſtrate his wiſdom ,

4. Very eaſily. None are goodneſs, mercy, juſtice, power,
To fooliſh to think our Saviour's and all other his divine attri.

body and ſoul died together . butes, which are the ſamewith

His body we are ſure de- his eſſence ; for nothing but

ſcended into the grave, or hell, what's rational , is a proper ſub

and rofe not againtill the third ject for proper puniſhmencs and

day . His perſon, all that was rewards.

man in him , was in the ſtate Q. Why did Chriſt take upon

of thedead, or ſtate of fepara- himthe nature of man, on purpoſe

tion , but his ſoul was in to ſuffer death for our redemption ,

paradiſe where he promiſed and yet pray that that cup might

the good thief he ſhould, that paſs from him ?
very day, be with him , and un- A. He did not abſolutely pray

doubtedly he was as good as his that it might paſs from him ,

word. but only if it were poſſible ;
Q. Did our Saviour's human or and this to fhew himſelf a real

divine nature most diſplay itſelf man , and as ſuch , ſenſibleof pain ,

while he was upon earth ; and deſirous to avoid ir ; ibut

fince tho? he was finleſs and wrought this ſtill with the moſt entire

miracles like a God, yet he was in ſubmiſſion and reſignation to

allother things like a man , both God's will, as appears
from

in his life andudeath ? the following words, Not my wil ,

A. Undoubtedly there appear. but thine be done.

ed much more of his hunianity Q. What notion can we have of

than of his divinity.while he was the nature of that being which ne

here ; for his divinity was in- ver had a beginning ?

deed ſhrouded or hid in his huma- A. An imperfect one, for

nity , he being then in his ſtate could we comprehend him fully ,

of exinanition and humiliation. we muſt be not only as great,

And 'twas neceſſary that heſhould but alſo greater than he. Imper
feet

>
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feet therefore in relation to us , A. The queriſt might as well

ašare even moſt or all ournotions have asked , how they can

even above ſenſible objections, be in two places together,

ever preſent with us, whereof ſince we have authentick evi

we know but very little as to dence they have been really

their properties or natures.
wounded at a diſtance, and given

What ſtrange thing then is't , if exact accounts of things which

we can't comprehend the incom-, have happened many miles from

prehenſible , if we are loſt in them , at the ſame moment.

whar's fpiritual, infinite , and Theſe things are performed by

eternal ? 'Our beſt notions ofGod the illuſive arts of a præftigious

are only negative , in reſpect of dæmon : Woundsmay be in

ourſelves and our own weakneſs, ficted by him on the fame part

we remove all thoſe imper- of the witch or wizard , wherein

fe&tions which are in ourſelves , thote airy forms, which he has

andattribute the contraries there made up in their ſhapes, may

of to that moſt glorious being, have been ſtruck at, or leemingly

in whoſe very eſſence is included wounded : and ſuch ſhapes as

all poſſible perfection. thote, being nothing but air, may

Q. Who was moſt in the right, eaſily enough pats any where,

Democritus for laughing, or He- through chimneys, key -holes, or
raclitus for weeping ? where -ever the devil pleaſes .

A. Both equally in the wrong, Q. Why, the ſea being in ſome

one running as far in one .ex- places higher than the earth , all

tream , as theother in the contra rivers naturally tend to the ſea ?

ry. The world is not ſo bad nor A. The ſea is no more higher

miſerable, but Heraclitus might than the earth , than the earth

have found ſomething in it to is higher than the fea : They

havemade him ſmile, with a little indeed both make one terraque

more reaſon than ſeeing an aſs ous globe, and none will be ſo

mumble thiſtles ; nor lo happy, fooliſh to ſay, one part of a globe

but Democritus,if hehadhad much is lower or higher than another ;

good nature, might have found that is, ſenſibly or con,

objects in't, more than enow to fiderably lower or higher, tho?

have ſpoiled hislaughter. In the inequalities there may be, and

mean time, as there are few per- are in the moſt exact and po

fons will be laughed out of their lifhed globe that can be madeby

faults, ſo a man may cry his heart the art of man, as we piainly

out , before even they'll amend enough perceive by microſcopes,

'em ; and upon the whole, 'twas and that ſuch unevennefles as

not at all likely either of theſe are as conſiderable in ſuch a globe,

extravagants ſhould produce any as any cavity , or mountain

good effect by their behaviour on on the furiace of the earth.

the minds of men, only making Now fuppofing the earth buc

themſelves equally ridiculous. even and equal, the water of the

Q. Hom witches can contract rivers, as all water, being a

their bodies into ſo narrow a com. lubricous ſlippery body, 'muſt be

paſs, as to convey themjelves thro ' ſtill protruded or thruſt forward

a key - hole ? by that which follows it and run

infinitely ,
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infinitely, were there not a recep- fathomable; and thoſe yet much

tacle made to retain it , this more vaſt receptacles in the

the ſea itſelf does as far as it can , bowels of this globe, whoſe di

being ſhut in by thoſe gates and ameter being near 7000 miles ,

bars which it cannot paſs. But fuppoſing, we allowed it sco

thoſe little inequalities we have miles thick, would have yet

granted in the earth, will abun- above 6ooo milescapacity ; I ſay,

dantly ſatisfy this fcruple. Water beſides all this , here is undoubt

generally riſes in mountainous edly a circulation of water thro'

places, and in its current has a the globe, the ſalt water, by

lenſible fall, before it dilem- ſecret paſſages, being forced

bogues itſelf into the ocean . down through the veins of the

Q. Seeing there is daily ſuch a earth , and by this percolation ,

prodigious quantity of water from cafting off its falt, and flowing

all the rivers running into the ſea , freſh again in ſprings and rivers:
7 how comes it not to be filled, and All which realons are toge

So overflow the world ? ther a ſatisfactory account , why

A. There is indeed an incon- the ſea does not overflow the

ceiveable quantity of water eve- earth .

ry hour diſcharged into the ſea, Q. How a ſilk -worm lives when

from thoſe vaſt rivers which it has left eating, and is incloſed

empty themſelves into it. As in its wib ?

the Nile, the Volga, the Danube ,the A. It lives on that ſtock which

Rhine, the Severn ; and others was before laid in , and which

in our world, not to mention fuffices its little imperfect life,

thoſe vaſtly larger in America ; much more eaſily by its being

all which , if exactly computed, encloſed in the web, then if to

would puzzle a good naturaliſt live without eating , when ex

to conceive ,or give any tolerable poſed naked to theair.

account how the whole body of There are ſeveral thingswhich

the earth ſhould be ſufficient for make new aliment continually

its perpetual fecretion,and drain- neceſſary to living creatures,

ing it through its ſecret ducts when in their natural ſtate,

and channels. Indeed , were all among which, tranſpiration by

thoſe waters to run in , and have the pores from within, and the

no vent or circulation, 'twere preying of the air on the body

impoſſible, unleſs there were a froin without ; by the firſt of

proper abyſs to contain it, but thote , as philoſophers tell us , a

that it muſt almoſt immediately vaſt quantity of matter is every

overflow the world ; as were day thrown off, which muſt be

all the blood which paſſes thro ' fupplied ; by the latter , we ſee

the veins , to ſtay in the heart , even ſtones, iron , and other the

a man could not live a minute, moſt ſolid bodies are worn away

But beſides the huge cavities or neither of which, accidents

ciſterns that nature has made the ſilk worm ſeems obnoxious

| to contain theſe waters on the unto , or at leaſt is io in a much

furface of our globe, the ſea leſs degree, than ſuch creatures

being rather larger than the as are openly expoſed to the air,

i land , and ſome ſeas to us un- and therefore can live longer and

better

a
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better without nouriſhment, his is as much decried , as it was

than others can . heretofore almoſt univerſally em

Q. Whether a ſpiritual ſubstance braced .

bath distinct parts ? Q. Whether the queen of She

A. No diftinét phyſical parts, ba, if now living , might not re

as a body hath, for then 'twould ceive as ample Jatisfa &tion from

be a body, but metaphyſical, of our modern virtuoſi in anyof the
ellence and exiſtence , be. or questions the propoſed, as she aid

ſuch like , may be granted ; from Solomon ; and if so,whether

we mean in luch spiritual fub . be fill deſerves to be reputed the

ftances as admit of compoſition, wiſest of men ?

for there can be no compoſition A. To the firſt part,

without different parts to be anſwer, --- No certainly,

compounded. - But in that for his wiſdom was inſpired, as

moſt ſimple being , the moſt un- well as gotten by obfervation,

compounded eſſence, and father whereas our philoſophers have

of ſpirits, thoſe who allow any only the latter way of attaining

parts, deſerve as heavy an anathe. it . If the queſtion had been ,

ma from philofophy, as divinity Whether Solomon might not be
bas already given them . ignorant of many things which

Q. Whether the ſeat of the ſoul we now know, the caſe had been

be in the Glandula Pinealis ? much altered ; though thismight

A. That the foul operates in even there be ſaid , that we

the head in another manner, than know not of any ſuch queſtions

in any other part of the body, ſhe propoſed to him ; and beſides

and that the function of think that,many things we now know ,

ing or reaſoning is performed and look upon as new diſcove

there, our very ienfes do almoſt ries , Solomon might then be well

teach us , by that ſort of pain acquainted with . There's ſcarce

which we feel there after any in- any new inventionin philoſophy

tenſe meditation ; as we have has made ſuch noiſeas that ofcir

formerly obſerved . There we ſay culation, which yet fome inge

it muſt be , becauſe there it ope- nious men ,not improbably ,aflert

rates, one of which unanſwerably to be known to Solomon , and that

follows upon theother , but how he ænigmatically deſcribes it

it is, we are as much to ſeek as in the i2th of Eccleſiastes,

how itoperates, and where, as by the wheel broken at the

how, if the preciſe point or place ciſtern ; - however, we are

be demanded . Monſieur des Car- fureby his works, he was excel.

tes opinion was generally em- lently skilled in morality, and

braced inthelaſt age, who find ſome part of natural philoiophy,

ing that ſmall gland in the head , which he had to that heighth ,

which had no uſe by anatomiſts that he may ſtill enjoy the ticle

aſſigned thereto , he concludedit of the wifeít man .

the principaland immediate feat Q. Why should the putting a

of the foul, but later anatomiſts man's hand in cold water occaſions

have ſince found a much lower Judden emiſſion of urine, notwitha

office for it , and that fancy of standing his being faſt afleep ?

A. That

.

>
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A. That ( notwithſtanding ) Bochart. de Ciconia ---in anim .

has loſt its way, for if at all, it Sacr. And if that does not ſatisfy ,

muſt be when a man's aſleep, read Bergerak's Supercæleſtial na

otherwiſe he muſt have a care vigations, and you'll have the

where he waſhes his hands : nor exacteſt account of their order,

is there any difficulty in the laws, government , and manner

emillionwhen ſleeping ,more than of living that you can any where

waking,as appears by their fheets meet with.

who have not the retentiye fa- Q. Do you believe the Romans

culty then ,though at other times in their greateſt power had ſo many

they are ſtanch enough. But we foldiers as the preſent French
need not have waſted all theſe king, Suppoſe it tobe true what is

words about it , for we can aſſure ſaid, that he hath four

the reader , ' tis a perfe &t vulgar hundred and fifty thouſand men,

error, as a thouſand other re . beſides all that are obliged to wait

ceived opinions are, and has no- upon him by proclamation, viz. bis

thing at all of truth in it , militia and nobles ?

at leaſt, in thoſe experiments A. That computation of four

which we have made about it . hundred and fifty thouſand men ,

Q. Whether birds have any go- or as ſome have ſtrained it, five

vernment ? hundred thouſand , in the king

A. The bees ( and they are of France his garriſons and ar

the muſes birds) certainlyhave, mies , was madewhen he look'd lo

and that a very regular one . But big , that the world was almoſt

leſt any ſhould be to unkind to afraid to think he had leſs, or

degrade thoſe prettycreatures in- queſtion any ching that could be

to Aiesor inſects, we'll inſtance in faid of his power ; but now

fome of a little larger wing. All we are got a little nearer him,

birds , and beaſts, and fiſhes too , the lion is not ſo dreadful, nor

have thus much of government, his guard near ſo numerous as we
that the weaker obeys , and the then apprehended . Even at the

ſtronger rules ; but ſtill, ſiege of Mons, when he drew to

whether there's any other ſettled gether almoſt all his forces, and

ſubordination of poweramongſt left his frontiers to the Rhine

them we ſuppoſe is the que. quite uncovered, he amounted.

ftion . ' Tis obſerved in all your not on all that ſide of the coun

ſeaſon -birds, or thoſe which go try, even in theirown compu

and come at ſtated times of the tation , to much above a hun

year, that they fly in troops , dred thouſand, which he was,

and uſe a conſtant order in their immediately after the place was

marches,regarding the wind, and fold and delivered , forced to

throwing themſelves into ſuch a haſten back by long marchesand

body ,as is moſt convenient either a great part of them to the Rhine ,

to move againſt or with it , as Savoy, and other places.
If

their occafions ſerve. They have we conſider him at preſent, ---

beſides, their ſcouts and advanc'd he has not, according to our

guardsbefore to ſcour the coun . Gazettes, above fifty thouſand,

try, or diſcover an enemy ; ſee but let's ſuppoſe it to be 60 now
in

-
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in his army in Flanders, and yet auxiliaries and allies . Dio tells

de Lorge is ſcarce twenty thou- us , Auguftus reduced the legions

Tand on the Rhine, and finds his from twenty -five to nineteen or

heels his beſt defence againſt twenty , to which were after

Saxony. Catinat at moſt not wards added thirteen more , aswe

thirty thouſand.in Savoy, whence find from the inſcription of an

200 he's retiring as faſt as he oldcolumn given us by Dempſter ;

Now ſhould we be ſo and by other princes ſixmore

liberal, as to reckon theſe three were ſtill added , in all thirty

armies together to amount to eight. Now every legion con

two hundred thouſand , which fiſted , in the heighth of the Ro

they do not, by not much above man empire , of fix thouſand
half the number, what ſhould foot, and ſeven hundred thirty

we ſtill do for the other two two horſe , ſometimes more

hundred and fifty thouſand , or which multiplied by thirty -eight

where ſhould we find them ? amount to 255816 . Add to

Nor in garriſons, for at that this their auxiliaries , which ,
rate he muſt have above fixty though Dempster tells us were

garriſons each upward not to many as their legions ,

of four thouſand men, whereas yet did undoubtedly amount to

he has drained or quitted as ma- à much greater number, which

ny as poſſible, not in the appears to any who conſult Poly

field, where it now moſt ſtands biushisaccount of their general

him in ſtead to have them, the muſter, even before they had

Turks being on the point of mak- ſubdued the Gauls, Britons, or
ing peace with the emperor, if many other nations, when

they have not already done it, invaded by the Gauls under their

for want of that diverſion which two kings , Concloitranus

the grand fignior's dear brother and Anercestus, they and the

and ally promiſed to give the forces under their command,

Germans on this ſide of Europe ; and juſt within their call , reaa

and the king of England preſſing dy to march on occaſion, were

him every day with ſo vigo- reckoned at ſeven hundred thou

rous and numerous an army, fand foot, and ſeventy thouſand

and chaſing his beſt general and horſe .

all his forces from one wood to Q. , In the hiſtory of St. Paul's

another, like a parcel of rob- converſion, 't is said in the Aets,

bers , rather than ſoldiers. Thus Thoſe that were with him

much of the king of France's " heard the voice, but Sam no

force. For that of the 66
inan , cap. 9. v . 7.

old Romans, as ſuch diſtance 22. St. Paul Says,
we are not like to get a very “ Saw the light, but beard no

exact account of them . That voice. ” And in ver. 26.

which we produce ſhall be from They fell down to the earth

good authors, Dio and Polybius ; But in cap. 9. v. 7.

the firſt gives us the number of “ They Stood Speechleſs.” —Are

their legions, the other , of all not all thoſe contradictions to each

their forces, including their other ?

A. By

J

r
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A. By no means . as moſt are inclined to believe ,

For the firſt, A man may he might with as much eaſe allo

be ſaid to hear, and not to hear make uſe of his organs , or ra

the ſame thing , at the ſame ther form new ones,

time ; to hear a ſound , haps make words in the air,

but not diſtinctly underſtand without any ſuch organs , to ac

the words . Thus , when compliſh his ends.

we are ata ſermon, at too great Q. Did Adam loſe the image

diſtance from the preacher, we of God after he had ſinned ; and

hear the ſound of every word , what was that image of his where

and yet truly fay, we can't hear in he was made ?

one word , 'that is , diſtinctly A. There queſtions are near

and intelligibly. Thus exactly akin , and their reſolution des

it was in the preſent caſe. pends on each other.- We'll

For the ſecond difficulty, -- begin with the laſt, - Wherein

How they could fee, and not that image of God confifted in

That's yet more which Adam wasmade? Webe.

eaſy. They ſaw no man , lieve it conſiſted in knowing,

no perſon, no body, pendarah, willing , and acting, and that all

but they ſaw a light; according to the higheſt perfe&ti
which is far on of human nature. In know

enough from the other . For ing , and therein eſpecially in

the third , Howthey fell down , realon , in willing,

and yet ſtood ſpeechleſs : that liberty he was then entirely

This too may rationally be maſter of, whereas now he has

accounted for according to our but amaim'd branch of it left ,

common way of expreſſion. little more than a ſad liberty of

Why fiand ye here all the evil ,- and in acting or exer

day idle ? ' Is no more than, ciſing virtuous habits, - all

Why are ye idle all the days which being extreamly weaken'd

And we cominonly or defaç'd by the fall ,' thoſe few

enough ſay, Do not land notices and ruines of knowledge,

fooling , that is , - Don't liberty , and goodneſs, which yetDon’t

fool, - tho''the perſon we remain, are rathernow a weak

addreſs to may be ſitting as and wateriſh reflection of that

well as ſtanding image, than the ſame with what

Q. How could a ſerpent Speak was at firſt ſo gloriouſly in

with the voice of a man, as in the ſtamp'd upon the nature of

hiſtory of Eve, when ſpeech is the man.

propertyof man only ? Q. Why was linſey -woolſey for

A. While things run on in bidden to be uſed under thelam?

the ordinary courie of nature , A. Tho' ' tis probable there

we acknowledge Speech is the in- might be ſome farther end in

communicable propriety of a moit of the injunctions of the
man , but where that holds no ceremonial law , than trying

longer , neither does this . If their obedience , or typifying our

the devil made uſe of a real Saviour, yet what thoſe ends

ſerpent to tempt our firſt parents, might be, we can now only gueſs
S
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at . Many things might be or deceit. But what if we

enjoined , as learned men have ſhould add a gueſs of our own on

thought, on purpoſe to keep the this ſubject ? Perhaps their be

Jews from ſymbolizing with the ing forbidden to wear a garment

heathen round about 'em , whoſe made of linen and woollen, was

idolatries they were ſo much in- to typify to ' em , or put 'em in
clin’d to . This of linſey- mind of the care they ought to

woolley, 'tis the general opinion , take not to marry ſtrange wives
was to repreſent unto 'em that of the heathen about'em , there.

fimplicity and integrity, which by making a kind of party.co

they ought to ſhew forth in their lour'd family, their children , as

converſations: - That their lives thoſe of the captivity, ſpeaking

ought to be of a piece , without half the Jewiſh, and the other

any double-dealing, hypocriſy, half ſome other language.

I.

O
S

-S4S “
AY, if your ſtudies can deviſe;

Or what newmethods canyou find,

That men , made up ofoaths and lyes,

May yet be charm'd by womankind ?

2 .

Or, fince the task ſo hard does prove,

What is't that our poor ſex muſt do,

While, though we would declare our love,

yet too dangerous to wove ?

3 .

If we Surrender ſoon our hearts,
Thoſe eaſy conqueſts you diſdain,

Yet rail at all our female arts,

And wear that maids should never feign.

4 .

How wretched then is virgin youth,

Which neither path can ſafely try ,

Since Scorn attends on Speaking truth,

And virtue yet forbids to lye ?
1

1 .

A. A brave reſiſtance gives renown,

Whilſt eaſy conqueſts all diſdain ;

The longer you defend the town,

The greater honour ftill you gain .

2. Nor
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2 .

Nor ever was't efteem'd diſgrace ,

When there's no ſuccours in the field ,

Although you'll not betray the place,

On honourable terms to yield .

3 .

That weak within, you need not own

To thoſe who eagerly purſue ;

Nor are without our forces known,

But you cheat us , and we cheat you.

4.

From queſtions by enſnaring youth

Propos'd, your wit muſt let you free ;

You need not tell us all the truth ,

You're on your oaths no more than we.

Q. Whether our knowledge in God altogether, nay , can never

our future eſtate will be gra- know him all ; we think it there
dual? fore fair arguing, that our know

A. It will certainly be ſo be- ledge of him there muſt be fuc

fore the day of judgment ; for ceflive, our capacity ftill aug

tillshen wecan't ſo much as pro- mentingwith ourknowledge, as

perly know ourſelves, nor what our happineſs with both. Take

happineſs we ſhall have in the another not improbable argu

union of foul and body. But af- ment for the ſame head : In

ter the general judgment, con- heaven we ſhall be icángenol,
ſummation of all things, and our like the angels : Their

laſt higheſt bliſs in heaven , it knowledge is gradual, for they

will very well admit a queſtion look into the church, to learn

whether, tho'the eſſence ofthat the myſteries thereof, even tho'

happineſs will be the fame, the in heaven : And why then may

degrees thereof may not be aug- not ours be fo too , if e'er we are

mented, both in love, joy , fa- ſo happy by God's grace to get

tisfaction and knowledge; one thither ?

of which muſt augment on the Q. Whether Adam was a gi

increaſe of the other : ant ? If not, from whence did that

And we think it not at all im. race proceed , and where did it tere

probable, that theſe ſhall really minate ?

augment.
God is an in- A. Had Adam been a giant,

finite object , that which is it follows not, all his racemuſt

finite, tho ' never ſo refind and have been ſo too, generati

advanc'd in its nature, can't know ons ; for then all the world had

SZ been

to all
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--

been any

been fo : Nay , rather none language, alſo ſignifies great, be.

had been fo ; for a giant is a ing a common prefix amongſt

monſter for greatneſs , as a dwarf 'em, as Herodotus tells us ; and

for littlenet.-- But had there we find in thoſe words , Ar

of ſuch a ſize asmen are tabanes , Artavaſdes , & c. and

now , they muſt havebeen dwarfs , Xerxes much the ſame with Roſh.

only in reipect of the reſt.- This Artaxerxes rul'd from Ju

But ſtill the doubt remains,- dea to Ethiopia , or Cuſh ; he

whence did the race of giants liv'd at Sufa, or Shulban ;

proceed , and where did ič ter- he reign’d in peace : All which

minare --- We anſwer , - If belong to Ahaſuerus, and hardly?

the Hebrew word we tranſlate to any other of the kings of Pero

giant , be taken in that ſende fiu, who are aſſign'd in his room .

wherein we commonly uſe the Wc find allo, he made uſe of the

Engliſh, one, as we are inclin’d to council of ſeven princes ; which

believe, their race might pro- eſtabliſhment was not in that

ceed from perſons of ordinary empire till the time of Darius :

bulk and ſtature, as we ſee in From whence ' tis plain , that nei

thoſe giants we havenow in the ther Cyrus or Cambyſes could be

world : And if one, why this Ahaſuerus : Nor could it be

not many ? For the terminat- Darius, who never was divorced,

ing of this race, it ended in the but left his wife Atoſa behind

flood, as to a conſtancy, tho’ac- him in great honour" : - Nor

cidentally we afterwards read of Xerxes, becauſe he was engaged

others who were like 'em, more in wars, and always unbappy :

frequently in the ages immedi- All the difficulty is, How could

ately ſucceeding the flood, &c . Mordecai live to the time of this

and ſometimes, as has been ſaid , Artaxerxes ? But if we ſuppoſe

even in our own. him to be carried into captivity

Q. Whether Ahaſuerus in Så- at ten years old, and to have

cred Writ were the ſame with been very aged when theſe things

Xerxes in profane hiſtory ? happen'd, that objection will ea .

A. Werather believe himthe fily vaniſh .

fame with Artaxerxes , who ſuc- Q. How shall a perſon of an or

ceeded Xerxes : Our reaſons are , dinary capacity be throughly ſatis

becauſe Joſephus, who ſhould beſt fred , that the Bible that is now

underſtand the hiſtory of his own uſed in this kingdom , is the ſame

countrymen , affirms it, or rather that was written by the Apoſtles

takes it for granted , as a thing and Prophets, as they were inſpired

wholly incontestable, becauſe the by the Spirit of God ; that it now

Septuagint , of great antiquity carries the ſame ſenſé in the literat

and authority, confirms the fame, underſtanding, or that 'tis the very

as well as the Latinverſion, be. word of God?
cauſe Ahaſuerus and Artaxerxes A. No rational man makes

are of the ſame, or very near ſig- doubt of any matter of fact ,

nification ; Ahas being as much which has ail the evidences for it

as great, Rosh, as head or that the nature of the thing will

chief. Thus Art, in the Perſian bear ; and this evidence every

honelt
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honeſt man has, let him be never repeopling of the world by the

ſo unlearned , that thoſe writings fons of Noah, who for that end

we have , agree, as to the main, were forbidden to eat blood . 'Tis

with the originals. He has the true, that we read in ſeveral

uncontrollid atteſtation of all places, before the flood came upon

ages and places , delivering the the earth ,thatthewhole earth was

yery originals down to us , which fillid with violence ;, and for that

learned and honeſt men have reaſon God ſays, he would deſtroy

tranſlated into our own, as well all flesh. But thisviolence is not

as others into almoſt all other determind to cruelty andmur

languages. He may now have ders only, ſince it may refer as

alſo the teſtimony of perſons of much to rapes , robberies, and

the ſame character, that our ver- all ſorts of injuſtice, committed

ſion agrees with theſe originals. with a ſtrong hand , all the world

This is as good , and much over . If we may be permitted

better evidence, than a man has to add our judgment, we are in

for his own eſtate, or than is clin'd to think it was not one ſin

admitted in courts of judicature gle fin , ſo much as a complica

to determine, either in matter tion of fins, and that univerſally

of right and wrong , or life and practiſed , for which the world

death. Thattheholy ſcriptures was deſtroy'd, (tho’undoubted

are the word of God, and the ly , thoſe mention'd might go a

ſame which were written by in- great way amongſt the reſt.) For

fpired men , and conſequently thus ſays God's Spirit, - Every

have the ſame ſenſe, for the imagination of man's heart was

main, that they had when firſt only evil : And again ,

committed to writing , and that The earth was corrupt, and all

ſenſe , in what is neceſſary for flejby had corrupted his way.

ſalvation, plain, and eaſy to be Q. from whence came first the

underſtood, any perſon of an or- ſuperſtition of abſtaining from flejh ?
dinary capacity may fairly ar- Or where had it its original ?

gue, lince 'tis agreeable to the A. "Tis a queſtion not eaſy,

nature of God to give his crea . perhaps impoflible, to be decided ,

tures fome directions or other in whether ever fleſh was eaten
the way to heaven . This , bare before the flood ; tho' ſome

tradition, or reaſon, are too weak think the negative more pro

to perform . This, no other wri- bable, becauſe, as they obſerve,

tings can pretend to; and this , all the herbs of the field, and

the fameGoodneſswhich gave it , fruits of the trees were given to
is obliged to preſerve it from any Adam to eat , but no mention
eſſential alteration .

at all made of any permiſſionhe
Q. What was the greatest fin in had to eat fleſh ; whereas this

the world before the flood ? permiſſion is exprefly given to

A. The learned and judicious Noah, at his coming out of the

Sir Walter Raleigh thinks it was ark ; and to what end ,

cruelty : and indeed , that may would think, if he and all man .

ſeem to be more particularly kind had it before , nay,

provided againſt by God, at the and that with a leeming rete

6
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rence to the firſt food. - ' Eve- 'Tis a queſtion, whether the

' ry moving thing that liveth Jewiſ Ejenes had the fame opi

< fhall be meat for you ; even nion from him, or he not rather

as the green herb, have I given from them. A famous ſect in

you all things. However, the Indies is at this day of the

there have been , from thoſe firſt fame mind ; and ſome religious

ages , fome perſonswho, deſiring among the Papists, ( as well as

to be thought more mortified the mad Turkiſh Service, ) nay,

and holy than the reſt of man- and the Roman Catholicks, as 'tis
kind, haveeither altogether, or known , on certain times and

at leaſt in publick , abſtain'd from days,--- as was long before pro

fleſh. ' Tis hard to trace the pheſied of them , - 1 Tim.iv. 3 .
very beginning of this fancy, Forbidding to marry, and com

but ashigh as Pythagoras we can mandingto abſtain from meat;
go with it ; and the reafon of which God had created , to be

his abſtinence is known tobe his received with thankſgiving: -
opinion concerning tranſmigra- Tho' they are not much hurt by

tion, not daring toeat fleih, left it , confideringhow they make it

he ſhould happen to ſwallow a up in the richeſt fiſh , and the
piece of his great grandfather. nobleft wines.

6

2

Queſt. From Dublin .

Why does Great Britain's foil fo fertile prove

In bearing that rank poiſonous weed ,"

Which does from place to place so Swiftly move,

And ſpread onboth the banks of Tweed ?

* I mean the Jacobite.

A.The gardener's not athome; a fierce wild boar

He now is chafing croſs the plain :

He'll cut it up , and let it ſpread no more,

When conqueror he returns again .
There's but one cure that can till then be found,

Let's ſow but HEM P enough, 'twill clear the ground.

Q. What teſtimonies find ye in as our Saviour and his miracles,

hiftory ( the Sacred Writ excepted ) only,affirm'd, they were done
that can give us aſſurance of ſuch . by the devil. ' Tacitus in the life

A perſon as our Saviour, and his of Nero witneſſes, that Jeſus

miracles ? It may be of great uſe ( our Saviour ) ſuffered under

to the ſettling in fome young Hob. Tiberius. If there had not been

Lefts & perfuafion of the reality of ſuch a perſon as our Saviour,

the chriſtian religion. who had done ſuch ſtrange mi

A. The death of Pan in Ply- racles, Apolloneus Thyaneus would

tarch, at our Saviour's nativity never have been ſet by the hea

Origen's feventh book againſt thens to have aped him in his
that witty heathen Celfus, Ihews miracles. Simon Magus had his

hat Celjais own'd ſuch a perſon ftatue ſet up in Rome, withthat
this
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this inſcription , Dedicated to Roman emperors and the ſenate,

Simon the Holy Ghost, he himſelf and there's many more ſuch pal

aſſuming that title, andgiving ſages. Paul Horatius and Eutro

his magick the appellation of pius, ſecretaries to Oftavian , fay,

the power of the Holy Ghoſt, that at the time whenJeſusChrift

which confirms ſuch a thing was born , it happen'd in Rome,

as an Holy Ghoſt, ſpoke onby that in a publick inn was diſco

our Saviour and his apoſtles. vered and brokeforth a fountain

Ptolomy had the Moſaick books of pure oil , which for the ſpace

tranſlated, ſo that the heathens of a whole day inceſſantly iſſued

had 'em before the chriſtians; out in great abundance. Eutro

wherefore there could be no per- pius adds, that at our Saviour's

verting thoſe texts which pro- birth , in Rome, and the adjacent

pheſied of our Saviour, but the places, at noon-time was ſeen a

cheat would have been found out. circle about the fun , as bright as

Ariftobulus the peripatetick, in the fun itſelf. Comeſtor in his
a treatiſe dedicated to Ptolomy, ſcholaſtick hiſtory affirms, that

mentions the ſeventh day as a the ſame day ( viz . our Saviour's

reſt. Plato had his Trinity from birth-day ) the temple in Rome,

the rabbins , as alſo Ariſtotle his dedicated by the Romans to the

Ens Entium : From the rabbins goddeſs Paix, fell to the earth

alſo camethe three deſtinies, al- and was ruin'd ; and he faith ,

luding to the Trinity ; all which that at the time that it was built

proves, that the heathens had by the Romans, they addreſſed

the pentateuch, if no more: and to the oracle of Apollo, to know

if no other authorities could be how long it ſhould endure ;

given for it, Joſephus could be which made anſwer, Even til a

no bigot, ſee chap. 14. lib . 8. virgin Mall bring forth a child.

his teſtimony is good, for the Fulian, Vincent, Celfus, African,

emperors were heathens.-- Ter . Lucian, Porphyrie, by their ob

tullian, Apol. chap. 21. ſays thus, ſtructing Chriſt and his miracles

Our Saviour's miracles cannot be as much as they could , and the

ſuſpected , for they are regiſtered apologies written to the ſenate

in the calenders and publick ane and emperors for the chriſtians,
nals at Rome . Pilate, who was thew it could not be a dream .

ſtiled prætorof the empire, and Pilate, whom we have menti

who paſſedſentence ofdeath up- oned, having ſent to Tiberius an

on our Saviour, ſent his regiſter account of our Saviour and his

of our Saviour and his miracles miracles, it was moved in the

from Paleſtine to Tiberius. Fu- fenate , Whether they ſhould re

ftin Martyr in his ſecond apo-, ceive Jeſus Chriſt for a God ?

logy to Antoninus, firſt ſhews which tho'it paſs'd in the ne

that theJewilly prophecies were gative , yet Tiberius forbad any
only fulfill’d by Chriſt, and re- further perfecuting the chriſti

fers to the emperor to read Pi Flegon the Greek hi.

late's record that was in the re- ſtorian, born in Aſia, of whom

giſtry. Conſult but the Suidas makes ſpecial mention,

apologies of the fathers to the ſays, that in the fourth year of

S 4 the
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tur

10

the 12th Olympiad , (which was fefſion of the Chriftian religion un.

the 18th of Tiberius, when our corrupted with the errors of popery

Saviour Tuffer d ) there was the from the primitive times ? Or if

greateſt ecliple of the ſun that is not , when did they reform ?
to bemet with in hiſtory , which A. That the Vaudois have re

alſo caus'd another eminent hea- mained a church in an uninter

then to cry out, Aut natura dif- rupted ſucceſſion in their val

Jolvitur, aut Deus nature pati- leys 1300 years, the preſent ob

Macrobius, an ethnick hifto. Servator, Vol. 4. Numb.

riographer , who recites ſome gives an account : but the learn

plea ant and witty ſpeeches of ed Monſieur Allix in his hiſtory

the emperor Ottavian, lays, the of the churches of Piedmont,

emperor having heard of the ( printed by Mr. Chiſwel ) in
cruelty of Herod towardshis own anſwer to the biſhops of Meaux,

fon , and the other innocents gives this account, that for 300

which he flew , reply'd, 'Twas bet- years or more the biſhops of Rome

ter in Herod's houſe to be his hog attempted by fraud and force to

than his child ; which verifies the ſubjugate the church of Milain

hiſtory of the wife men , and the under her juriſdiction, and at laſt

cruelty againſt the innocents . the intereſt of Rome grew too

We might add acloud more of potent for the church of Milain,

witnefies, viz. Pliny, Suetonitus planted by one of the diſciples ;

Tranquillus, Dion , Cornelius Ta- inſomuch that the biſhop and

citus, Ælius, Lampridius, Satur- the people, rather than own this

nius, &c . For teſtimony of our uſurped juriſdi& ion , retired into

Saviour's birth , his miracles, his the valleys, and from thence

apoſtles, the perſecution of the were called Vallenſes, Wallenfes,

following chriſtians, the ediets or the people or churches in the

of the emperors againſt them valleys : ' They took not their

made and annulld ; but it is name, as has been imagined by

hoped here is already more than fome, from Peter Walao a iner

is required for the credibility chant, who long after joined

of an slexander , Julius Calar , or with them , and cauſed the bible

any other perſons of their acts, to be tranſlated . Neither were

which our doubters of Chriſt's they laymen only , or a diſcon

truth and miracles can readily tented mobile , that in a pet left
allent to . Milain', becauſe they were of

Q. Whether there be a species fended at the looſe lives of the

in nature of which onė creature clergy , as the papiſts would per.
does only exist ? ſuade the worla : but they went

A. No, the phanix is a fable , away from Milain an entire

orany creature elſe that pretends ' church, with their paftor, and

to a privilege of ſelf-generation : neyer reformed from the errors

read wherher of all living crça- of Rome, or were fchifmaticks,

tures that went into Noah's ark, or rent from her, for they never

there were not male and fe- were of her communion ; bụt for

male . peace, and to enjoy the primitive

Q. Whether the Vaudois, as is truth in fimplicity, as received

Suggefied, have maintained the pro- from the apoſtles, they have

been

a

:
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been a ſuffering church to this incredible ; but theſe difficulties

day , millions of witneſſes having may be both anſwered ; Firſt,

atteſted it . As to their original, by the heighth of the mountain

doctrines, practices, biſhops , and whereon he ſtood. Secondly, By

alſo the attemptsof Rome from the goodneſs of his eye , which

time to time to ſubjugate and (the icripture ſays) waxed not dim

ſuppreſsthem from their firſt to to the day of his death, nor was his

their laſt biſhop's narrative, and natural force abated . If this is

of their being expelled by the not ſufficient, ſince 'tis impoſſi.

preſent duke of Savoy, is learn . ble for us to ſee above 30 miles

edly particularized from year to diftin &tly, as we may ſeveral

year by the ſaid monſieur Alix, places in England ; yet God Al

with moſt curious obſervations mighty, who was pleaſed to con

and matters of fa &t, which the fer thatfavour uponhim, might

biſhopsof Rome have been con- at that time ſtrengthen his eye,
cerned in about theſe Waldenſes or and render the medium of viſibi

Vaudois, and is worth the perufal lity more adapt for ſuch a pro

of all perſons , that they may ſee ſpect ; this weare apt to believe ,

the contrivances ofpopiſh clergy rather than a viſionary proſpect;

to make the world believe the for if it had been in a viſion , it

Vaudois were no church but lay; might as well have been in a

men, and how they pretended valley, or in his owntent, as on
the church of Milain, when got the top of mount Piſgah.

into their hands, founded by a Q. Why ſhould not a mutual

faint of Rome, and how they confent diſſolve the marriage con

ſuppreſſed their records, and tract, ſince it is the eſſence, or of

ſupplied the places with ſome of the esſence of it, and ” that which

their own, ſtuffed with fabulous makes has power to unmake in all

tales and legends about the ſaints other contracts ? And were it not beto

of the church of Rome : for a ter forpublick Society if it were ſo ?

fuller account we refer you to A. We are all God's creatures,

the author. and own our dependance to him ,

Q. Whether Moſeshad a real or and by his power which he has

viſionary ſight of Canaan from over his creatures, he may juſtly

mount Pilgah, ſince the diſtance is bind 'em by obligationsand laws

accounted at leaſt one hundred miles ? to do to and fo . ' Twas no man

A. We are ſatisfied, that ordi. thatmade the law of marriage ,

narily in travelling 60 miles, the but God, who faid , 'twas not good

pole- ſtar is elevated a degree ; for a man to be alone, &c . and as

from which 'tis manifeſt, that he had power to make ſuch a law ,

the earth is round, and that the he had power to repeal it , which

heighth ofthe soundneſs of the he has done under ſuch conditi

earth, renders oneplace inviſible onsas adultery , &c. andas he has

to another ; ſo that there's two made us agents in one, ſo he has

things, diſtance, and the inter- in the other ; but he no where

poſition of part of the earth , warrants us to exceed what him

that render a real fight of Moſes ſelf has laid down. Beſides, I

ſeeing the land of Canaan almoſt know not why this ſhould be any

2
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more queſtioned, than why, a in ſome great inſtances, as thoſe
man ſhould not murder, divide, before mentioned, or in time of

or part from himſelf, fince a perſecution ; after which 'tis im

man's wife is alſo made one fleſh poffible, very difficult and next

with him . This is not like other to impoſſible, tho’not abſolutely

contracts, as the querift urges, fo, ( as in the caſe of the wicked

finceGodno where has taken cog- Jews reproved by Jeremiah) that

nizance of any particular con- they ſhould again be renewed ,

tra &ts among perlons, butinge- that is, repent and recover. As

neral obliges them to be juſt ; but to this, tho ' a ſafe fenſe, it ſeems

he has taken this into his own not here a right one, for theword

particular care ,and has alſo given here uſed impoſſible, ediwalov, is

orders to his prophets and apoſtles never found in this author, but

about it, making it a repreſenta inthe higheſt abſoluteſenſe. The

tion of the union betwixt Chriſt third and laſt opinion therefore

and his church , and we don't at ſeems moreprobable, viz . that by

all queſtion but that the queriſt fulling away , is meantatotaland

would be loath to be divided or finaldenying theprinciples ofthe

found out of that union ; and if chriſtian faith, embracing gnoſti

ſo, no reaſon that he ſhould in ciſm , or apoſtatizing to judaiſm

irs repreſentative. or heatheniſm ; which thoſe that

Q. How are those words to be do,'tis impoſſible, abſolutely im

underflood, Heb. vi . 4 , 5 , 6. — poſſible, for them to repent or

For ' tis impoſſible for those who obtain falvation.

spere once enlightned, &c . if they Q. Part of this letter is thought

Jlallfall away,to renew them again , fit to be inſertedin the following
&c. ? Words, I am within

A. Here are three principal a lhozt time to wait on a young

difficulties in the words, impoſſi- lady, who is one of the wonders

ble, falling away, and renewing of the agc foz piety, wit, beauty ,

again . The fathers ( I think ge- birth , and foztune, and therefoze

nerally ) underſtood the laccer of would delire of your fociety a

thoſe expreſſions renewing again, FORM OFCOURTSHIP,

by rebaptization, whichto thoſe in anſwer to the following query.

who had fallen away from the After what manner mould

faith , or been guilty of any no- a gentleman at the firſt viſit accoft

torious fin , --. murder, adul- his miſtress ?

tery, c. was impoſſible A. 'Tis pity to rob the old

legally, ſo ; unlawful, not per- academy of compliments, and

mitted by the chriſtian law . we won't pretend to ſet up a new

But with all due veneration to one in its room. We ſuppoſe the

their memories, this ſeems too gentleman is not for having a

narrow a ſente of the words , the form of words for this occaſion ,

main rurn whereof they make ſince extempore courtſhip is cer

to depend on baptiſin , becaule tainly the beſt, whatſoever ex

that many ocher things are men- tempore prayers are . Beſides,

tioned. Others think , that by the lady might chance to read

this falling away, is meant a de. this oracle, and then he is un

fection from the chriſtian faich done, as bad as the poor fpark,

who
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who complains he has loſt his as the ladies, and therefore we

miſtreſs already by ſome ſuch Ihan't much recommend it . For

thing , unleſs he can perſuade the queſtion in hand , and the

her that good wits jump, and gentleman's fine miſtreſs, if ſhe

that both he and theAthenians be verily and indeed ſuch a non

deſerve that name. Weſuppoſe pareil as he repreſents her , in
therefore, he rather deſires a which caſe we muſt tell him he

dire &tionfor hisbehaviourthan ought to produce his vouchers,

his words, which yet is almoſt for lovers are for themoſt part

as difficult to preſcribe as the arrant lyars , as well of theirmi

other, there being a thouſand ſtreſſes as to them ; and beſides,

little circumſtances which will generally a little purblind in the

extreamly alter
the natureof the matter : but if ſhe be ſuch a mi.

thing . Miſtreſſes are to be at- racle for piety ,wit , beauty, birth

tacked like towns, according to and fortune , and a miracle

their fortifications, ſituation , or ſhe is indeed if ſhe's but half of

garriſon , no general rule being all this, we'll tell him what, in

to be given forthem . Some are our judgment, wou'd be his moſt

weak of one ſide, ſome of ano- proper method at his firſt ac

ther ; which a cunning engineer coſting her. He ought to expreſs

will ſoon find out : Some are to the higheſt reſpect poſſible, but

be mined , ſome to be bombed, this more by his actions than his

ſome won by ſtorm , others by words ; and rather to let her

compoſition, others to be farved know that he loves, which if ſhe

into a ſurrender. The pleaſanteft · has wit ſhe'll ſoon diſcover, (or

way ofcourtſhip we have ever at leaſt that he'd be thoughtto

heard of, was that of a very old , do do ) than to put himſelf and

veryrich, very covetous, very the lady to the trouble and con

fooliſh, very ugly humble ſer- fuſion of a formal declaration,

vant, to a fineyoung lady -which, if at all neceſſary

whom having taken abroad in to be made, there's time enough

his coach , after ſome prefatory for doing it afterwards on their

hums andhaws, and gentle leers, better acquaintance.

he pulls out from under his Q. What behaviour and car.

what but his , riage in the progreſs of an amour,

great boſs'd bible, with ſilver will be moſt winning and accep.
claſps, br. and turning to the table to a lady of ingenuity and

beginning of Geneſis, Thews her fortune ?
not that text , encreaſe and A. There are different forts

multiply, which 'tis very likely of ingenuity. - You ſhall

he held his thumb upon, but have tome termagant wits, like

another a little after it, It is not Sylvia in the ſoldier's fortune,

good for a man to be alon. , and that are only to be won by down

thereupon madeher a very lea- right catter -wauling ; that is,;

ſonable holding.forth on the uſe rambling , and fighting , and

and excellencies of matrimony. fcracching, breaking legs, and

But this method would go near arms, and necks, and then to

to diſpleaſe the gallants as well purring again. But we'll ſuppoſe
' tis

.

coat -
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' tis a tame wit, whoſe power this dramatick writers, whofe love

gentleman is fallen into, and ſpeeches read well, or appear free

therefore that ſhe'll pull in her or natural ;, whereas if a man

claws when ſhe plays with his lovesin earneſt, if he ben't a

heart , and be more merciful to perfect fool, nay, almoſt tho 'he

him , than tomake him break his is one , were itpoſſible for ſuch a

own, before he ſoftens hers. A one to be in love, he ſpeaks with

woman of ſenſe, as ſhe hates on another ſort of a grace ; he is

one fide a freakiſh lover, or a more in earneſt, he has more fpi

ſupple fop ,that's eternally kneel. rit, he feldom wants words to

ing , and cringing , and whining, expreſs his conceptions, unleſs

foſhe'll ne'er endure . ſtiffneſs, he's a daftard and coward, and ſo

pride,and haughtineſs , which as unworthy a lady's affections, and

ill becomes love as it does devo- he goes very often beyond him

tion , and the greater her birth ſelf at other times and on other;

and fortune are, ſomething of occaſions. Beſides, this lovehas

a proportionable greater reſpect in particular beyond the other

ought to be paid her. In a word, paflions, that it iofrens the ftyle

a modeft aſſurance, a manly be- as well as the temper, ( whereas

haviour, a tenderneſs for all her anger renders it morehoarſe and

inclinations, a diligent obſerva- rough ) and makes even the voice

tion of her temper and humour, more tunable and harmonious .

(much eaſier to be pleaſed than But ſhould a man be dumb , he

thoſe of leſs wit) faithfulneſs, could not want ways to expreſs

aſſiduity , liberality, and good his paſſion ; nay, ſometimes a

ſenſe, will at laſt carry her, if ſhe well-managed ſilence is the beſt

is not pre-ingaged, or wholly eloquence: he has hands , and can

impregnable. write , he has eyes , and can

Q. What' expreſſion's fitteſt for fay a thouſand charming things

* lover to make uſe of to declare with them ; nay , expreis allhis

his paſſion ? paſſions, eſpecially love , deſire,

A. That's impoſſible to pre- fear, deſpair, hope, pleaſure,

ſcribe, and as needlefs as unreaſon- ſubmiſſion, or almoſt what he

able to deſire. Lovers language pleaſes with them , and that infi

is quite contrary to the Chineſe ; nitely more to the life than by

of which'tisreported , that there any other way. But ſince there

are many words impoflible to be is occaſion for ſome louder lan

underſtood by ſpeaking 'em , un- guage, and a dumb miſtreſs of

leſs they are alſo written or de- the two would be inoreaccepta
fcribed on a wall, or the air, & c. ble than a lover in the me cira

whereas the language of a lover cumſtances ; if he muſt ſpeak,

can hardly be expreſied in writ- his expreſſions ought to be of á

ing ; at leaſt it thereby loſes a piece with his behaviour before

thouſand little beauties which it deſcribed : he ought to conſider

has when 'tis ſpoken: It has not, time and place , and as much to

that fpirit which makes it accep- avoid being always diſcourſing

table , it looks ſtiff and dead , and his love, as never doing it : his

there are very few , even of our expreſſions ſhould be quick, re

fpe&tful ,

.

:
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ſpectful , tender , and lively , a lover ' knows what to make

more underſtood than ſpoken, of.

yet eaſily intelligible. In a word , Q. This Pindarick fragment in

there ſhould be in them that cludes a queſtion which you are de

Je ne ſcay quoy- which none but fired to anſwer :

NCE, with as little wit as grace, I ſaid

That every muſe

Did but her language , ſenſe , and ſubject too, abuſe ;

Her flights of fancy, all herhumour, and her ſmoothneſs loft,

When ſhe her tribute to religion paid ;

Such arguments as theſe

Fed upthe early error into a diſeaſe :

That ſacred things by ſtrange poetic rapture tofs'd,

Much of their awful grandeur loft ;

That the becoming gravity of matters all - divine

In poetry are hid , and cannot with their native luſtre fhine.

At leaſt the ſacred ſtyle became

A prey to vanity and fame,

That numbers did confine

To ſhallow jingling meaſures, things that are divine ;

Impos'd upon the ſenſe

And narrow'd all the ſacred eloquence ;

Fetters the vigorous ſtyle with dull eſſays of wit,
Still paraphraling what was neither meant nor writ,

* Till the emphatic ſtrains and lofty phraſe that every where
In facred writ with majeſty appear ,

Are by the beſt of 'pens miſus’d ,

By moſt abus'd ,

Better'd by none, but hackney'd up and down,

' Till that ſmall reverence once we paid , dwindles away to none.

1 .

A. Pardon me, all you great inſpired train ,

If I your ſacred names aſſume in vain ,

And, like Æneas, by the goddeſs led ,

Diſturb thequiet manſions of the dead ,

Where mighty Cowley , where ſweet Waller lies,

And their own deathleſs numbers ſing,

Whilſt gentle ſpirits divine Nepenthe bring,

And drown the ſenſe of mortal miſeries.

Ariſe, bleſt ſhades ! ariſe ,

If ought you yet are mov'd with ſenſe of fame,

It ought with undeſerved blame,

Ariſe and aid in your own cauſe engage

With an ill-natur'd and an impious age ,

Who wit wou'd fain confine to th' ſtage or ſtews,

Debauch

/
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Debauch each grace, and raviſh every muſe ;

And where their curſed arts cannotprevail,

Their odious love foon ſowrs to ſpite,

Where they before ador'd , blaſpheme and rail,

And ſwear fair virtue's felf's a hypocrite :

Sneaking and dull , and fit to make a ſlave ,

And vice alone is witty, wife, and brave.

Not all the colours verſe can give,
Can make it fair, or make it live.

а

2 .

We need nomore than your fair works oppoſe

To theſe unhandſomefoes ;

How have you made bright virtue brighter ſhine !

And while your noble árt erects its ſhrine,

Divinity itſelf almoſt feems more divine :

Its charms ſo numerous and refiftlefs prove,

We knownot which we firſt ſhould love,

Whether immortal Cowley does rehearſe

His hero in immortal verſe ;

Or bolder in greater Pindar's footſteeps move ,

From cloud to cloud ſtill fearlefs rove,

Nor ſtops ' till at the glittering walls of fove ;

To light itſelf new light he brings,

Like the great fpirit, o'er chaos fpreadshiswings,

Loud, as the cherub's trump, the reſurrection lings.

Ormighty Milton walks thro'paths untrod,

And fings the antient warsof God,
the ſtage we ſee it a &ted o’er,

Almoſt as lively as before ,

Here turns meet turns, and grappling fall

Abrupt o'er heavens high wall :

Thro frighted chaos there,

Like ſcatter'd drops of dying light they glare,

And here the brazen Pandemonium rear .

As on

3 .

Sweet Herbert ! who can ever weary be,

That writes , or reads, or thinks of thee ?

Thee, or great Sandys, whoſe illuſtrious name
Is ev'n to diſtant Aſia known,

Who ſtript of his disguiſe has David ſhown :

Smooth Patrick, ſince a partner in thy fame,

Crashaw , for whom our love and grief are paid ,

Whom Cowley ſung, as he the ſacred maid :
With Norris , who from divine Plato brings,

Truths

2
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Truths which he more divinely fings.

Thefe, and a thouſand more in ages paſt,

Whofé works ſhall long as thisgreat poem laſt :

Nor here ler envy change its ſide, and cry,

Why allthis waſte ? Truth needs no poetry:

True, yet it more perſuades, if neatly told ,

Nor is a jewel worſe forbeing ſet in gold.

Wit's only nature to the life expreſs'd,

In her own unaffected beauties dreſs’d ,

Tho'laſting, firm , and noble all,

Thecopy can't exceed the original :

' Tis a juſt ſtroke, a lucky hit,

And poetry's the flowerof wit.

If for the altar we the beſtprepare,

How can we fail to find acceptance there ?

Q. Whether tears, ſighs, and A. Not ſo haſty, good Sir !

earneft entreaties be of greater you havemade greatprogreſs in

force to obtain a lady's favour, deed in your amour, if, like the

than a moderate degree of zeal with Tartars in their march, youare

A wiſe and manly carriage ? got to plundering already,before

A. Still as ſhe is, and there was any news of your be

tho ' ſuch a one as is deſcribed ; ing ſo much as arrived in the

yet there are few ladies but love country. If you get within one

to have an abſolute power over ſtep of the laſt, before you have

their lovers, and to be at leaſt got well over the firſt, tento one

able to bring them to what but you'll make more bafte than
they pleaſe ; accordingly , for good ſpeed. To thoſe

tears and all that, tho'a lover ofcula que Venus Quinta

ought not to be too free of parte ſui nectaris imbuit

uſing them , yet he ought per- friend Horace has it, before you
hapsto have a ſecret reſerve of have ſo much as made your

firſc

them , to be at the lady's fer- addreſſes. But we'll be ſo kind

yice, 'if ſhe deſires it : Tho'we to ſuppoſe this is only a prudens
think on her ſide too 'twould be tial care you take, that you may

better not to put him to't , and know how to behave yourſelf
ſuffer her heart to be wrought hereafter, when the buſineſs is

upon by ſome leſs tedious me- thus far advanced. Taking ic

thod than ſuch frequent drops , then at that point, thetruthis,

as even wear in to marble, kiſling is a luſcious dier ; ' tis

left the ſcene ſhould change in too high feeding for a militant

a few months, and it ſhould be lover, and beſides extreamlyapt

her turn then , as 'twas formerly to ſurfeit. He mult therefore

her lover's. remember to feed cautiouſly , as

Q. Whether interrupting dif- if he were eating melons, Mo

courſe by repeated kiſſes ben't rude deration verily is an excellenc

and unmannerly, and inore apt to. thing, which he muſt obſerve

create averfionthan love ? fromthe teeth outward as well as

inward,

as

а

>
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inward , and kiſs as well as talk muſt then fing very rarely or

with deſcretion . It may do like never, unleſs the lady deſires

a high cordial, or a taſter of cold him ; he muſt neither be too

tea, a little now and then , - forward, nor averſe ; and muſt

but he muſt have a care how he not be of the humour of moſt

makes it his conſtant drink , un- fongſters, who neither know

leſs he has a mind to burn his when tobegin , nor make an end .

heart out. Then there are cer- His performances muſt be natu

tain times and ſeaſons to be ob- ral andeaſy , and carry fome

ſerved : For example , If a pair of thing of a free and genteel air ;

ſoft lips are about to pronounce and he muſt never himſelf ap

ſome hard thing or other, pear too well pleaſed with them ,

ſome terrible repulſe.or denial, but order it ſo ,that he may ſeem

-- if they pout, and look for- to oblige the lady, not hímſelf,

bidding and angry, then by his melody ; at leaſt, let it

Noli Proſequi may lawfully be appear to be accidental only , as

iſſued out, and one that under- if by chance , not knowing any

ſtands themethodsof that court , hears him , and for his own pri

will be for ſtopping the proceed- vate diverſion.

ings as faſt as he's able. Q. Whether would it be greater

Q. How far may ſinging and mu- prudence and honeſty for a perſon of

ſick be proper in making love ? a narrow fortune to conceal his un

A. There's nothing which happy circumſtances till after marri

charms the ſoul more than fine age , or to make his miſtreſs ac

muſick. Osborn fays unluckily , quainted with the ſaine as ſoon as

after his manner, of a finewo he has gained her affection ?

man who fings well , that ſhe's A. This queſtion has been

a trap doubly baited ; and why partly anſwered already :

is not the ſame true of a man ? have this to add here, that ſup

there being indeed ſomething ſo poſing the lady ſuch as ſheis de

raviſhing in muſick, whether in icribed, and not only religious

man or woman, that 'tis almoſt and witty , and well born , but

impoſſible for any thing that's generous too, which laſt he may
human to refiftit ; tho ' in vocal know by narrowly obſerving

ftill more than initrumental : it her ſentiments in.other caſes of

ſmoothis all the rugged paſſions this nature, we ſhould think it

of the ſoul, and like beauty be- the moſt prudent and moſt hand .

witches into love, almoſt before ſome way to reveal it to her be

perſons know where they are . fore marriage ; for a woman of

But even here, as well as in all ſenſe will rather be pleaſed than

other caſes, extreams are to be otherways , that ſhe can make

avoided , nothing being moreri, the fortunes of a gentleman

diculous than an eternalfarewel who wants, nothing elſe ; but

to love ; and a ladyof ſenſe and may reſent it very ill, if a cheat
worth would as ſoon make choice ſhould be put upon her , when ſhe

of a ſinging maſter, as one who once comes to know it ; where

is always tiring her with hard as it muſt needs encreaſe her. e

names and doletul ditties. He fteem of the gentleman, eſpecial

ly

we
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ly if ſhereally loves him, for him heart ? O Sir ! becauſe this cun.

to deal ſo ingenuouſly with her: ning young rogue of a god loves,

-And thus much for a form like Lesbia's ſparrow , to lie in

of courtſhip, and in anſwer to the ladies bofoms; and beſides,

ſeven queſtions ſent us on that whenever he ſhoots at them , he
ſubject as certainly ſplits their hearts in

Q. You tell us in your definition two as ever Adam Bell did the ap

of love, that 'tis a little pretty ple upon his child's head ; for,

ſoft thing that plays about the little urchin as he is , he's ſucha
heart. I deſire you to ex- dab at his bow and arrows , thác

plain this definition , and what you ne'er à Finsburyarcher of them

mean by the word thing ? And how all can pretend to come near

we may know this thing from any him . But ſtill how shall we know

other playing thereabouts ? this thing from another thing that

A. ' And here, thinks the ſub- plays about the heart ? What

tle queriſt, have I blown upon other thing is it that this queriſt

the Athenian Oracle for ever , for finds to troubleſome in his dou .

this certainly they can no more blet ? If it be a louſe, the reſt of

anſwer, than I find out the phi- tbe deſcription ſhews the diffe

loſopher's ſtone. However let's rence, for that's not ſoft, nor

try, and ſee who gets firſt to the pretty , nor perhaps little nei

goal. And firſt, love is little be- ther : If it be a flea, he has had

cauſe 'tis a boy, and pretty be the vera effigies of it formerly,

cauſe 'tis little , and ſoft becauſe drawn to the leaſt, and can ne'er
'tis young ; or, if you pleaſe, be- fure, miſtake that for love.We

cauſe it has wings, and conſe- could make a ſhift yet to find out

quently the body ont muſt be another explanation - We

downy. But the ſage queriſt call love little by a familiar and

asks further—What do you more endearing way of ſpeak.

mean by a thing ? - O the ing , uſual in all languages in
philoſopher! Why by a thing things of that nature. Thus the

we mean a thing, and believe Latins uſe corculum which

that's all the reſt oftheworld may be tranſlated little beart,

means by it. But if we muſt be little rogue, or what the reader

more explicit, have at metaphy- pleaſes . We call it pretty , be

ſicks, and accordingly we cauſe 'tis ſo pleaſant andagreea

tell him for once, that res and ble a paſſion , soft becauſe its ef
ens are ſynonymous words , and fects are fo, and deſcribe

that ens is quod habet ic playing about the heart, becauſe

effentiam ; and now we that's the ſeat of the paſſions.

have wonderfully edify'd the After all , we pretended not to
ladies, whọ may be apt to think give an exact ſtarche definition

there's ſome harm in this Latin , of it , but a logier deſcription

tho' there's indeed no more than only ; and we are ſure a little,

there is nonſenſe in the Engliſh. pretty, ſoft thing, comes nearer

But we had like to love, than a great, ugly, rough

have forgotten one main part of thing, which neither is love,nor

the doubt Why does this lit- ſo much as like it , any more

tle pretty Soft thing play about the than a lover ; nor are the ladies

1
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ever likely to entertain it for Perſians to a cock. But amongſt
ſuch, tho ' it ſhould talk of love all oracles, that of Jupiter- Ammon

this hundred years . in the country of Garamantes,

Q. Whether the anſwers of the was the moſt famed, yet no leſs

oracles of old, were given to their ridiculous than others, being

ſupplicants by God , or by fome grounded on a ſimple motion of

evil demon ? And whether in thoſe the body, as a bow of thehead ,

days of ignorance Godmight not a wink of the eye, &c . Jupiter

bé pleas'd to reveal himſelf af. Ammon had another famous tem

cording to their fimplicity ; be- ple in the city of Dodona in Epi

cauſe to the beſt of their under- rus , where he took the pains to

ftanding and education they wore pronounce his oracles fometimes

shipped with as much (if not more) with his own mouth, ſometimes

devotion as many of our modern by uſing two virgins, whereof

Chriftians ? one was called Periſtera ; which ,

A. ' Twas certainly the infor by the way, fignifying a dove,

mation of the devils, as ſacred might give occaſion to that fa

writ aſſures us : the manner of ble, which reports , that in the

delivering their anſwers was, temple of Jupiter at Dodona there

ſometimes by night- viſions, and were doves that ſpoke, as well

ſometimes by an expreis voice. as onks, which had a great num

Ofthe firſt fort, that of Amphia. ber of braſs keçtles faſtened to

rus is remarkable; after the ac- their branches, and when the

cuſtomed expiations, thoſe who winds blew hard, they made a

came to conſult with him laid great noiſe, in the foundwhere

themſelves down upon the of oracles were deliver'd. Jupi.

ground , upon the skins of ſuch ter had another temple at Delos,

rams as had been ſacrificed ; the where the altar was built of

Jame ceremonies were uſed by horns, taken from the right ſide

theEgyptians and Greeks in the of facrificed animals, neatly laid

temples of Serapis and Æſculapius. upon one another ; herehegave

-Of the latter ſort, viz .an ex- his anſwers in human ſhape, as

prefs voice, was perform'd either hedid in Licya 'under the ſhape

by whiſpering out of certain of a wolf : but the temple at

grors, or by the mouths of the Delphi was the moſt fam'd place

ftatues, or by the priests and ſy, in all the world for oracles ;

bils, who being ſeiz'd by an en- ſometimes the god ſpoke here thro

thuliaftick fury, pronounced the the throat ofadragon, in which

oracles with an impetuous voice form he was worſhipped ; ſome
and wreſted countenances : or times by his prieſteſles upon cer

laſtly, by the mouths of brute tain days, who deliver'd their

beaſts; thus the Egyptians, if their anſwers fometimes in proſe, and

ox Apis receiv'd his fodder chear ſometimes in verſe. “ At Argos

fully, 'twasa good omen ; if not, the blood of alamb was to be

thecontrary: The Tenadians ob- drank , and at Ægira the blood

ferve the ſame ceremony to. of a bull, e'er the oracles would

wards a cow ; the Imbian; ( a peo- anſwer : amongft the Thebans,

ple of Ethiopia ) to a dog ; the the prieſts were clad in white,

and
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thatארב by the word

and deſcended through the hole first of Geneſis, ſignifies to give

of a cave, where they offer'd eſſence to the ſubject, e. g. mat

cakes to ſpirits which inhabited ter, or only exiſtence to ſuch and

it. There were many ridiculous ſuch modifications of it, as in all

abſurdities, and what was given particular material beings ? If it

forth was' fo dubious, that it fignify both , whence and how ?

might uſually bear two ſeveral The author of the query is very

ſenſes ; . ſuch as theſe, much concerned to know , becauſe

perhaps his religion depends up

Aio te Æacidem , Romanos vin- on it.

cere pofle, A. We ſhall endeayour to

Ibis redibis nunquam per bella prove

peribis. here uſed , is ſignify'd principal

ly and originally to give

Where a changing of the point eſſence to the ſubje£t, or the crew

alters the ſenſe, and makes itei- ation of first matter out of pure

ther backward or forward. Juſt nothing : And that this is the

as we have ſome in our age , who ſenſe thereof in this place ,

becauſe they can't ſee how our First, By the teſtimonies of thoſe

Saviour could be in hell and in who are moſt learned in the

paradife at the ſame time , alter Hebrew language . Secondly, By

the point in theſe words, comparing ſeveral following

Verily I ſay unto you this day, Thou words with it , that ſignify the

Mali bewith me in paradiſe, in- ſame thing , and ſome tranſla

ſtead of , Verily I ſay unto thee, tions with the original.I Thirdo

This day thou halt be with me in ly, We ſhall prove, that were
paradiſe. In ſhort, we have all there no ſuch revelation , rea

the reaſon in the world to con- fon might teach us the ſame

clude, that this management by truth ; at leaſt that ſuppoſing

oracles, was purely by the aſlıf- the creation of matter out ofnow

tance of the devil, who was alto. thing ſhould ſeen an abſurdity ,

gether filenced at our Saviour's yet what muſt be admitted if

coming, who could not always we don't grant it , is a much

tell truth, but gueſs’d at what greater ; nay, that there is no

was moſt probable ; who com- manner ofimpoſſibility in ſuch
monly equivocated ; who fome- a creation . Which if we perform ,

times required human ſacrifices, we hope the gentleman will ſtill

ſometimes a common proftitu- keep his religion.
tion of maids and matrons, who First then , Toprove that and

(in ſhort)acted ſo as is inconſiſtent ſignifies primarily and original

with the injunctionsof a divine ly to give efence to the ſubject,
being ; for God himſelf requires or the creation of the first mate

nothing from his creatures as ter out of pure nothing, and that

theirduty, but what is infinitely, this is here the genuine fenfe of
beſt for ' em , and moſt agreeing the word. We tay , this is its

to their intereſt and happineſs. primary and original ſignifica

Q. Whether the word na tion , thereby granting that is

which we franflate creaced , in the has ſometimes another, but then
T2 this
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this other is only borrowed and new alicujus ex nihilo fignifica

analogous. Thus and is ſome. mus niſi 72 ; but rabby Dani

times taken for the forming of vid Kimchi yet more fully and

any thing extraordinary, great, unexceptionably , Omnis inter

or excellent, made by God's own pretatio ina (creationis] eft ex

hand , tho'out ofpr « exijient mat. invocatio rei egrefſio ejus à
ter ; tho' this by analogy to the non eſſe ad esſe- that is

other ſenſe of the word. Thus it All the interpretation of the .

is ſaid, God created great whales, word na which ſignifies cre

and God created man, but that ation, [ all the true and proper

this is only in an analogical interpretation both of noun and

fenſe, we prove from the text: adverb, or perhaps the noun, is

the whales" God created out of never uſed in any other ſenſe,

the waters. Letthe waters notſo much as analogical, tho’
bring forth abundantly every mo- the verb may ] is the beginning

ving creature that hath life,- of any thing, or its egreſs oue

and God created man out of the of not being into being . Hence

duft of the ground , but for the Hebrews diſtinguiſh between

heaven and earth , or the first theſe three words, quy and

matter, we find nothing out of 172, creavit, formavit, fea
which it was inade, tho' made cit : the firſt, they ſay, fignifies

it was by God's Word, to make ſomething out of nothing ;

who in the beginning created it, the ſecond to give the form to a

before any thing elſewas made, created being ; the third to make,

to make it out of. That it ſig: mould, orfaſhion the ſeveral

nifies primarily and originally parts or members, as in a man ,

to give efence to the Jubje &t, bc. Thus they inſtance Iſaiah

andthat 'tis ſo to be taken in I have created him ,formed him ,

this place, we prove, 1. From made him : the firſt of which

the teſtimony of thoſe who R. Kimchi expounds , I have pro

have been moſt learned in the duced from non efle to efl , from

Hebrew language, and that not not being 'to being : The ſecond

ſtrangers, but native Jews- made to exist by the addition of

and who but ſuch are proper his form : The third diſpoſed,

judges of the ſenſe of the word ? faſhion'd or orderd him .

For example in a parallel cafe, Secondly , We prove that en

none ever diſputes the ſenſé ſignifies the creation of the firſt

and derivation of the word re- matter, from the context or fol.

ligio, the etymology of which lowing words, as well as ſeveral

Tully, gives us, he being a judge tranſlations. By the context

in that language : Nor ought not to inſiſt much on the word

weany more of the word 87 Elohim , a name of God, which

which, the rabbies aflure us , fignifies his ſtrength and power ,

anſwers the notion we have and an infinite power it muſt

fix'd thereon . Thus rabby Nach- needsbe which made the world .

man in his commentary on Ge- We ſay , not much to infift

nefis , Non extat nobis in lingua herein , we ſhall produce ſuch

San &tâ vocabulum que productio- teſtimonies as are more evident

and

-

-
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and the firſt shall be from upon the word 75 that it lig

thoſe expreſſions - heaven and nifies a thing which hasno form

earth- and uſe made out or figure, but ſo diſpoſed that

of nothing , becauſe in the be- it may receive any figureorform .

ginning, because before any thing The Seventy have it

elſe was made, and becauſe out åóes:10 analcoxévaso ,

of this all things were made, as is Terra erat inviſibilis bu income

afterwards deſcribed ; and that poſita nor much unlike

out of which all things were made Ovid's - rudis indigeſtaque

is undoubtedly the first matter moles. Aquila's verſion has ic

which is alſo plain by the word xéywuct res šdèv, emptineſs and

nxhere added, which is notonly nothing formed , only the vast

a note of the caſe, but ſignifies wilderness of the first matter ;

the ſubſtanceof a thingproduced. and Th. xévoy ajšoler, not much
Thus Aben -Ezra : The ſenſe of unlike him . We have ſtill a

that little word on, ſays he, is further deſcription of the first

both’to ſignify the very ſub- matter in the next expreſſion,
ſtance of a thing , and to de- Darkneſs was upon the face

monſtrat the opus operatum .' of the deep ; which Nachman

R.Kimchi has the ſame, ſo R. explains by Aquas pul

Nachman, deducing the word na verulentas, five' pulvere mixtas,

from a root that lignifies coming erat enim confufio elementorum ;

or proceeding , very appofitely to duſty waters,or waters mix'a

the ſignification they all put up- with duft or dirt, ( which is

on it-as if he ſhould ſay, ſays mud ) for, ſays he,there was a

he, In the beginning God cre- confuſion of the elements

• ated the cæleſtial and terreſtrial and where-ever was that to be

Nor indeed found , we mean before any

could that fenſe be more plainly compoſition made , unleſs the

expreſs'd than Moſes has done it . first matter ?

We prove it further from the Thirdly, This truth may be

expreſfions of the ſecond verſe : alfo fairly inferred from natural

The 1921.1777 which we reaſon , at leaſt, which is tanta

render without form and void . mount the abſurdity of the con

Now whar is the first matter, if trary opinion demonſtrated. For

not chår which is without form ? thus we argue Either God

and how would men have clearer created firšt matter out of no

words to deſcribe it ? "But per thing, or 'twas from eternity ; if

haps they'll ſay our tranſlation from eternity, there muſt be two

has not done the original juſtice; eternals, and ſo twoGods : Be

- perhaps fo too ; but then 'cis fides,eternity being an infinite

becaufe it does not, or cannot perfe&tion, we can't ſee, if we

come up to the import of the grant matter that, how we can

words. Tobu indeed anſwers ex. deny it all others, all the attri..

actly to the úan of the Greeks, bures of what's actually infinite,

and chaos of the Latins, which being reciprocated with each

fignifies firſt matter , if any thing other, and diſtinguiſhable from

does : See Kimchielſe, who ſays their eſſence ; at which rate we

• ſubſtance.

T 3 mult
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muſt in the very firſt place make They urge here in vain a contra

matter active, whereas'tis of it. di&tion upon us- All acts, ſay

ſelf a perfect lump, and infinite- they, muſt terminate uponſome

ly a &tive too , ſince a &tivity is a thing, creation is an act, there

perfe&tion, and what's infinite fore it can't terminate upon no

muſt act accordingly : but all thing , therefore it can't be the

theſe are intolerable abſurdities, making of a thing out of no

and yet, as it appearsto us, una- thing. To this we might an .
voidable conſequences of thisri- ſwer, according to what was juſt
diculous fuppofition. Suppoſing advanced , that the rules of our

then, as was above hinted , that it logick are too ſhort to reach
thou'd appear unaccountable to eternals and infinites ; that

reaſon how ſomething ſhou'd be this limitation may be true of
made out of nothing, ' tis yet as all lower action , but not of this

much, nay , far more 10 ,how there infinite act of creation. But

Thoud be two eternals , nay , two we need not run to this ſhelter,

infinites, and yet one diviſible, -We may allow their maxim,

and therefore finite ; two im- All afts have ſomething to determin

mutables, and yet one in perpe- nate on , ſo has this of creation,

tual Aux and changes -- ſo it has the thing itſelf created , it
that at beft, ſhou'd we believe has this first matter . Creation

matter net created, ' tis but by is undoubtedly an inſtantaneous

avoiding one abſurdity to plunge act, ( if all others ben't ſo alſo )

into another vaſtly more deep now the act here makes the ob

than the former. But we believe jećt, nor is one a moment be .

we can prove there is no abſur- fore the other. No creation,

dity at all in our notion of the no act ; as ſoon as there is an

creation of ſubſtance. Infinite a&, there is a thing created to
power, we own, is required to terminate it, even in the very

perform it , which can do what. inſtant of the act ; and no act cer
ever involves no contradi&tion ; tainly needs any thing to termi.

► and here is none. It's true, the nate on before it is . And let theſe
common maxim Ex nihilo things ſerve, wherein wehave

nihil fit of nothing, nothing been more large than ordinary

comes, holds in philoſophy, but upon this noble queſtion.

not in divinity ; or rather, not Q. Ibave oftentimes beard, and

to ſet thoſe two good friends at read of the life of man being di

odds,it holds in the preſent courſe vided into ſeveral parts, as intan

of things, or ſyſtem of nature, cy, childhood, &c. I deſire to know
and order of the univerſe , at what age infancy doth end , atAt

but this it might not do before, what age childhood doch end, &c .

all our notions being fitted to I deſire alſo to know your opinion ,

preſent , finite , and temporal when, or at whatage we begin to

things, andthoſe which webor. commit actualſin ?

row or ferch before or beyond A. The ancients divided man's

the world , as eternal, infinite, &c . age into ſeven parts, the firſt

muſt needs be, as our knowledge continuing four years,which they

is, very confuſed and imperfect. call infancy ; the ſecond continu

ing
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ing from thence till fourteen, one the ſpace of fifteen years ;
which they call pueritia, child . the firſt he calls puerility , or

hood ; the third continuing from childiſhneſs, the ſecond adoleſcen

thence to twenty -two, and that tia , thatis to ſay, growing, be

they call adoleſcentia, or youth- cauſe in that timemen grow ; the

ful age ; the fourth continuing other fifteen reaches to forty -five

from thence to forty -two, and years , and is called juventus, or

that they call juventus, or youth, youth, from the reaſon above ;

from juvare to help , becauſe du- the next age reaching from fortyº

ring this time the powers of the five to fixty, he calls luch perſons

body and ſpirits are perfect, and ſeniores, in reſpect of others bea

keep their full force ; the fifth hind 'em ; the next make up ſe

continuing to fifty -ſix , and that venty -five , or old age. Hypocras

is called the viril , or manly age, divides ir into ſeven ages, the

becauſe men are then ſettled, and firſt and ſecond each of ſeven

conſtant in their actions ; the years , which makes fourteen ;

fixth continuing to fixty.eight, the third , fourteen years, which

that they call Sene&tus, or old makestwenty-eight; the fourth

age ; the ſeventhand laſt age and fifth ſeven yearsapiece more,

continuingto fourſcore,and that which make forty -iwo ; the

is called feeble and decrepit age , fixth, fourteen years more, which

or bis puer, twice a child. Of makes fifty fix, and the reſt of

this opinion in dividing the age the life he attributes to the ſea

of man were the Arabians, Chal.. venth age. Ifidore makes ſix ages,

deans, Greeks, Latins, but more the two firſt agreeing with Hy

particularly treated of by Pro- pocras ; from fourteen to twenty

cleus, a Greek author, Prolomeus is the third ; from twenty -eight

and Aliben Raſellus, but theſe to forty is the fourth ; to fixty

were aſtrologers, and referr'd the fifth ; and the reſt of life he

every age to the government of calls the ſixth age. Horace agrees

aparticular planet. Philoſophers, with Pythagoras, making the di

phyſicians, and poets are of di- viſion of man's life into four

yers opinions. Pythagoras made parts ; 'tis elegantly deſcrib'd at

four diviſions of a man's life, large in his poetick art . But our

comparing it to the four quar- larter phyſicians unanimoufy a

ters of the year ; infawcy to the gree, thelife ofman is moſt pro

ſpring, in which all things are in perly divided into three parts,

their flower, grow and increaſe ; to wit, the growing age, the age

youth to ſummer, for the heat that continues allin one ſtation , and

and force which men have in that the declining age . Thus much

age; the viril or manly age to for diviſions of life, in anſwer

automn,becauſe in this timemen to the firſt part of the quedtion .

are experienced and fit for coun- And as to the ſecond, viz. At

fel ; old age to winter, a time what timewe begin to commit

without fruit, troubleſome and actual fin ? we anſwer, There

diſpleaſing. The learned Roman, can be no limited time for all ,

Varro, divided man's age into fince ſome are ſooner capable of

five parts, attributing to every ſinning than others ; but our

opinionT 4
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opinion is, That the firſt time father's, who was cutting her

that we do ill , and know that mother's throat. Her aunt at

we do ill , is actual transgreflion, last wakes her , yet the fright which

and not before , and this the dream had upon her spirits,

agrees with the apoſtle, Where could not perfuade her but it was

there is no law, there is no trans- true, ' till they all return'd and

greſſion. Now laws only oblige found thecontrary,: Query ,

a proper fubje &t, bur a proper seeing that ſhewas in a pro

fubje&t cannot be without ſome found fleep, and that ſleep is a reft

knowledge of the law ,, know- ing of thoſe ſpirits, which could
ledge being indiſpenſably pre- cauſe so violent a motion, by what

requiſite to obedience ; for I was ſhe acted ? And how happened ,

can't obey I don't know what. I that neither the ſtones under her

know it may be urg’d . that a naked feet, ber onon repeated cries,

ſtranger coming into a kingdom , and her knocking at the door, never
ſhall be fübject to the penalties wak'd her ?

of ſuch laws as he knows not of, - A. Sleep-walkers are by the
if heaccidentally break 'em . But Greeks called hypnoboata ; this

this is a very cifferent caſe , for affection is rank'd under the

the law always preſuppoſes ſuch fymptomsofthe animal facul

a one as capable of knowing, be- ty . Twas never denied , but

cauſe he had opportunities of the imagination acts ſleeping as

knowingbeforehand, by tradi- well as waking,andmotion is

tion, hiſtory, or ſome other . not unnatural in ſleeping, as ap

way , but there's no way for pears by refpiration , and the in
children to know any thing, till fant's ſtirring in the mother's

thelaw of nature , or the inftinet belly, tho' continually aſleep. All

of good and evil writ in their dream ,more or leſs , and 'tis no

hearts, declares it to 'em ; for wonder atall,why fome are more

wedon't at allqueftion, but the active in their ſleep than others,

juſt eternal laws of nature check it being only an effect of aftrong

'em , before their parents can in- imagination, and greater degree

ſtil any principlesof religion or of conftitution, as very phleg
virtue into 'em . matick, yery melancholy, dc.

Q.4A maid at Windſor dream'd cho ' melancholy has the greateſt

that her father was killing her fhare 'in ſleep -walking, and 'tis

mother, "upon which the starts oxt from this reaſon that perſons
of herbed fast afleep, wakes her when they are afleep can hear,

Jifter with great noiſes, That her ſmell, táſte, & c. butcan't fee,
father was butcheringher mo- altho’ their eyes be broad open ;

ther; she follows her cloſe ( being for the hinder part ofthe head
frangely amaz'd ) down fiairs , the being fullof fpirits , ( eſpecially

first (tho' til fast aſleep ) opens at the beginning of the fpinal
two or three doors, runs through inarrow ) are ftoppd up by the

the rain as far as Windſor-bridge, bilous thíck vapours which aſcend

( which was about a ſtone's cast ) thither in fleeping, and hinder

knocks at an aunt's door, and tries all perception by the eye. Galen

oxt, That the muſt hafte to her himſelf records, That he went

almost

.
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almost a league in his peep, and a perfect man , quoad eſſentiam , af

waked not tillbe stumbled at the ter the loſs ofhis rib, but quoad

foot of a tree. Some perſons do generationem . He wanted a part

believe, that ſleep -walkers are as to his eſſence, but not as to ge

actuated by ſome good or bad neration ; he was perfect, becaule

ſpirit, which get into the body the principal parts of nature were

as into a ſhip whoſe pilot is a perfect, as the brains, heart , & c.

fleep, and guides it at pleaſure, A man that loſes a finger, a leg,

carryingit any where, and re- an arm ,&c. begets children per

turning it to the ſame place feet, and not without a finger,

again and to ſtrengthen this leg , arm , &c.
opinion, they tell us ofone Lerui- Q. Whether there be ſuch a ſer

nus Lemnius, who walked with pent as an Amphisbæna, or double

his feet againſt the rafters, with headed .?

his head downward, and yet fast A. All naturaliſts deny a go

afleep ; if any ſuch action ever mination, or doubling of princia

was, ( which we queſtion ) we pal parts ; thus doth Ariſtotle de

believe it not an effect ofthis fine, when he affirmetha monfter

diftemper, but poffeffion , and we is to be eſteemed one or many,

are very well fatisfied, that the according to its principle , which

inſtance in the queſtion , and he conceived the heart, whence

thouſands more like it , proceed he derived the original of nerves,

from the above mentioned natu- and thereto afcribed many acts,

ral cauſes, to wit, ſtrength of which the phyſicians afſign unto

imagination, and irregular con- the brain , and therefore it can

ftitutions ; and fomething may not be called one which hatli

be in the temper of the air, it two heads, and this hath the pra

being very remarkable that the ctice of Chriſtians obſerved , in

Atlantick people never dream , baptizing their double-births with

the air being ſo fine and thin, two names, conceiving in 'ema

that it helps to digeft all crudi. diſtinction of fouls, upon their

ties and vapours which would different functions, as whilſt one
aſcend into the brain . wept, another laugh'd ; while

Q. Was Adam a perfect man, onewas ſilent, the other ſpoke ;

integraliter, after Eve was created while one waked, another llept;

out of his own ribs ? therefore when we hear of ſuch

Å . Ede was not created, but a creature as an Amphisbæna, we

made out of one of his ribs. conceive that 'twas a monſtrous

Creation ſuppoſes à making of product, and not natural ; for
ſomething, out of no pre-exiſtent the eggs of ferpents being many,

matter, but making always ſup- theymay by chance conjoin and

poſes matter to work upon ; as inoculate one into another : This

for inſtance, the world was cre- is our judgment, and we muſt

ated, becauſe there was no matter continue it till we have ocular

before the world was ; bur man demonſtrations to the contrary ,

was not created, but made out of and we ſuppose thoſe inſtances to

matter, or the clay of the earth. be ſuch as weineet with in Aldro

But to the queſtion, man was not vandus Nicander, and that which

Caſianus

1
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past ?

Caffianus Puteus ſhew'd in a pic Judaiſm : But becauſe the Jews

Cture toJohannes Faber, and that held it, muſt it therefore be ne

which is fer down under the ceffarily falſe ? They alſo held

name of Amphisbæna Europea in the creation of the world, and

his learned diſcourſe upon Hero the reſurre & ion from the dead.

xandez's hiſtory of America . However, that part of it , and

Q : What think you of the Mil- thoſe Jewiſh errors annex'd to it

lennium ? And whether do you by hereticks or weak men, of

believe 'tis yet to come, or already carnal delights, dc. may be re

jected , and yet the foundation

A. We believe,asall the Chri• ſtillbe firm : for that the firſt

ftians of the pureſt ages did , that Chriſtians held it in a more ſober

the ſaints ſhall reign with Chriſt ſenſe, weſhall anon prove. But

on earth a thouſand years : that we have the authority of ſuch

this reign Inall be immediately Fews for this truth as were before

before the generalrefurre& ion, our Saviour's time, andthat na

and after the calling of the tion's refuſing the Chriſtian re

Jews, the fulneſs of the Gentiles, Jigion ; nay,that which makes

and the deftru &tion of anti- againſt 'em , for it affirms their

chriſt, whom our Saviour ſhall law should ceaſe. To inſtance in

deſtroy by the brightneſs of his thefamous tradition which they

coming and appearance in hea- term Domis. Elia , which

ven. That at the beginning of Elias liv'd under the ſecond

this thouſand years ſhall be the temple , before our Saviour's

firſt refurre &tion , wherein mar- birth- Duo millia inane,

tyrs and holy men ſhall riſe and Duo millia lex , Duo willia dies

reign here in ſpiritual delights ' Meffia . Again,

in the New Jeruſalem , Jufti quos reſuſcitabit Deus, &c.

nay, in a new heaven and new The righteous whom God

earth, foretold by all the holy ſhall raile to life again, (that is,
prophets . For which opinion ' at the firſt reſurrection ) ſhall

of ours we hope to few no in : not any more be turn'dto duſt.

conſiderable arguments ; which, He goes on diſcourſing

if they can be anſwer’d, we'll the manner of their eſcape in the

willingly forſake it . And we thouſand years, when God ſhall

think we have no leſs for it than renew the world . But ſhould

the univerſal tradition of the this authority be queſtion'd, we

Jews, the antiene church of God, are yet more certain this was the

the unanſwerable authority of opinion of the antient Jews, by
almoſt all the books in the holy ſeveral paſſages in the Apocrypka ,

Bible, and the conſtant faith and particularly that in the zd of

doctrine of the firſt and pureſt Wiſdom , from the iſt to the 8th,

ages of Chriſtianity. For the The fouls of the righteous which

Jews, the Antichiliasts are ſo far are departed, jball ſhine in the

from denying them us on the time of their viſitation :

point, that one of their great ar. They fall judge the nations, and

guments againſt the opinion, have dominion over the people.

and indeed the only one that So 2 Mac. 7. SS. one of the

makes any found, is, that 'tis feyen brethren When

hac
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he was readyto die, Said, [ to other proofs almoſt as high ,
Antiochus į It is good being put namely, from the book of Job,

to death by men, to look for hope cap. 19. v. 25, 26. For I know

from God to be raiſed up againby that my Redeemer liveth, and that

him , ( viz. in the firſt reſur , he all stand at the latter day

rection ) but as for thee , thou upon the earth In my fleſh

Malt have no reſurrection to life. Mall I ſee God . That this

Accordingly, rabby Solomon in- latter day, or laſt day, foxdan

terprets Iſa. 26. 19. Thy. dead ruées, is uſed in the holy icrip

men Mall live, together with my tures for the time of the reſur

dead body shall they ariſe , re &tion, every one knows ; at

of martyrs, ( Iſaiah was one of whichtime job ſays he ſhall ſee

that number ) and takes it as his redeemer upon earth, and in

an antitheſis of what went be his flesh or body, renewed again

fore, v . 14. They are dead , they after the worms had deſtroy'd it.

Mall not live they are But if this ben't granted toreach

deceaſed, they ſhall not riſe. - any further than the general re

Rephaim non reſurgent furre &tion , let us go on to the

which Rephaim he underſtands Pſalms, where we ſhall find much

to be the wicked , for the clearer authorities. Not then to

wicked, he ſays,ſhall not ariſe infift on that inthe goth Pſalm ,

in ſæculo futuro that is, Thou turneſt man to deſtruction ;

ſhall not live again till the thou- again thou Sayeft, returnye children

ſand years are over, as the very of men : for a thouſand years in

ſcriptures expreſs it, and the thy fight are but as yeſterday.

21ſtof Prov. v . 16. ſeems plain , not to infift on this, tho’ from

ly to intimate as much, The man this place Irenæus, Juſtin Martyr ,

that wandereth outof the way of nay, perhaps theapoſtle himlelf

underſtanding , shall remain in in 2 Pet. infer the Millennium ;

the congregation of the dead . there is a text in the 104th

This for the opinion of the an- Pſalm , which appears very fair
tient Jews which, that for his renovation , the 29th

'twas none of their vain tradi- verſe and onward ; he has been

tions, but exactly agreeingwith ſpeaking before of man, and the

God's word , ſeems ſo plain to reſt of God's creation , he goes

us, that we believe ' tis impoſſi- on Thou hideft thy face,

ble for the Antichiliasts to over, they are troubled' ; thou takeft

throw our opinion , unleſs they'll away their breath, they die, and
deny all the ſcriptures, as they return to their dust . Yet

already have a good part of 'em , after this ſee the next verſe

becaule fo directly againſt them Thou ſendest forth thy pirit, they

( of which more anon .) . And are created , and thou reneweſt

here we might begin with the the face of the earth.

promiſes to Abraham and the And v. 32. He looketh on the
patriarchs, but becauſe we ſhall earth, and it trembleth ; be touch

meet with them again, urg'd by ' eth the hills, and they ſmoak.
a better hand, in theepiſtle to And v. 35. Let the fine

the Hebrews, we'll till then diſa ners ( or, they ſhall ) be con

miſs them , tho ' we can bring ſumedout of the earth, and let

the
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the wicked be no more ! . What earth , and a new Jerufalemn fhall

can be a plainer deſcription of be created ; it appears this is not

the choroolois ; the renova- yet paft, becaule that not yet ac

tion and reſtitution of the crea- compliſhed The voice of weep

ture, of the new heaven and ing shall no more be heard in her.
new earth the day of judgment Beſides the glorious appearance

and perdition of ungodly men of the Lord in flaming fire to

Ani in this very: ſenſe we find judge the world, and render ven

it interpreted by Methodius bi- geance on his enemies, is here

ſhop ofTyre, in a fragment of deſcribed. But 'tis yet plainer,

his preſerv'd by Epiphanius, that all this is to be taken, noe

Et vero conturbatam iri crear of the ſtate of Chriſt's kingdom ,
turam , &c. But we are to ex- as 'tis now under the goſpel, but

pe &t that thecreature fhall be as 'twill be at the reſtauration

troubled, and that it ſhall die ofall things : for thus St. Peter
in the great conflagration, that himſelf interprets it , 2 Pet. 3 .

it may be reſtored again , bút 13. Nevertheless, we, according to

noe that it ſhall be totally ex- his promiſe, look for new heavens
tinet, that we ourſelves alſo and a new earth. And

being renew'd, may dwell in wherewas this promiſe, but in

this new world free from grief the very words before quoted ?

" or forrow , according to that When was it to be made good ?

text , Thou ſendest forth thy pi- After the heavens being on fire

rit, they are created, thou re shall be diſolved , the elements

neweſt the face of the earth . ( the sorgeid , or heavenly bo

Thebook of jaias, beſides what dies] shall melt with fervent heat ,

has already been urged, is full of the earth and the works that are

plain propheſies to this purpoſe ; therein shall be burnt up. This
nor can we ever make the Jews, for Iſaiah. But we have the in

or hardly ourſelves believe, that fallible authority oftheſame
all thoſe auguſt promiſes' of this St. Peter, that this reftitution of

peace, tranquility, and glory of all things was propheſied, not

the church , nay,' in many places only by him , but by all the holy

of the Jews diftinguish'd from prophets ſince the world began , in

the Gentiles, are already fulfillid : his ſermon to the Jews , in AFS 35
If any affirm the contrary, we To omic therefore other teſti.

defire no more to convincetliem monies in the Old Teftament,

but Ifa. 65. 17. and 66. 22. fome of which, in Daniel, are in

Behold I create new heavens and as expreſs termsas poſſible : let

á nem earth ; I create Jeruſalem us now proceed to the New ,

à rejoicing, and her people a joy where we fhall find it much

the voice of weeping Mall clearer, and wherewe have our

be no more heard in her Saviour's own wordsfor it, nay,

For behold , the Lord will come directions to all his feryants to

with fire, and with his chariots pray for it as conſtantly as for

like a whirlwindi The new their daily bread, in that peti.

heavens and the new earth which tion of the Lord's prayer . Thy

1 will make, & c. ' It hence ap- kingdom come. - That this is

pears, that new heavens, a new. God's kingdom upon earth, may

perhaps

7
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perhaps be not obſcurely inti- Our Saviour rejoined, they

mated , even in the prayer itſelf, ſhould, but yet to fit at his right

it being not improbable that and left hand wasnot his to give,

thoſe words, In earth as it is in ' but was theirs for whom 'twas

heaven, may refer to all the three prepared by the father , --where

foregoing petitions , as well as in he owns ſuch a kingdom , and

the laſt only, that God's ſuch rewards as they deſired were

name may be fan &tified, and that really prepared by the provi

his kingdom may come, and he dence ofGod. Further , this

reign on earth as now in heaven , kingdom neither was the chris

as well as that his will may be ftian religion, nor deſtruction

done in the ſame manner . But of Jeruſalem , becauſe it was not

we further prove, that ' twas to come till the times of the gen

taken in this ſenſe by our Sa- tiles were fulfilled , and becauſe

viour's diſciples, for a tempo- we ſtill pray for it ;

ral kingdom : Lord , ſay they in is it his eternal kingdom in

one place, wilt thou at this time heaven, becauſe thatgeneration

reſtore again the kingdom of Iſrael? was not to paſs away till al

nor doubting but he would thoſe things were fulfiled ; -
do it one time or other, tho ' that is , that nation of the

not certain whether at that very Jews, who are cailed an evil and

time ; nor does he reprehend adulterous generation, they

them for it as a groſs conceit , were not to periſh, before the

but only as an unſeaſonable curi. kingdom ſhall come which is

oſity ; nay, his anſwer unto there propheſied of, - they were

them not only grants, but con- to continue a nation to the end

firms their ſuppoſition, It is of the world ; therefore it muſt

not for you to know the times, whe. be an earthly kingdom . 'Twould

ther this time or another , which he be too long for this paper to take

adds , the father hath put in his notice ofmany other texts in

opon power - agreeable to that the evangeliſts, or to add any

in another place of the day of more to what has been ſaid on

judgment, when the Jews ſhall that in the 3d of the Acts, con

be reſtored , no man knoweth cerning the times of refreſhing,

it , but the father only. And much andreſtitution of all things,

the fame anſwer our Saviour Let's therefore go on to the 8th

gives the mother of Zebedee's of Rom.
from v. 17. to 22.

children, when ſhe petition'd where are mentioned

that oneofher ſons might fit on being glorified with Chriſt, and

his right hand , and the other on that forſuffering with him -of

his left, in his kingdom ; which that glory to be revealed, - of

none denies they meant of an the creatures earneſt expectation

earthly kingdom : ---- To which and hope, of the whole cream

he firft replies, - Can you drink tion's groaning and travelling ,

of the cup that I drink of? Can and its being at length delivered

you ſuffer martyrdom for my from the bonduge of corruption :

jake , ſince for ſuch, in an eſpecial Of all which, if any man

manner , this kingdom was pro- can make fente if they take anoe

vided ? They anſwer'd they cou'd, ther way , we are extremely.
miſtaken .

+
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miſtaken . And to what word órxxuévny ſignifying, as all

but this Millennium , and great know , the terreſtrial habitable

day, according to our hypothe world, and that ' tis of our

fis, can thoſe paſſages, Rom . xi. Saviour's future reign and com

13, 14, 15 , refer to ? If the di. ing into the world, appears from

miniſhing them (the Jews) be the chap. 2. v. s. where the apoſtle

riches of theworld, howmuch more calls it orxsuévny zhv. pénarrav,

their fulneſs ? -Ifthe caſting - the world to come, where

away of them , be the reconciling of we ſpeak , or concerning

of the world, what fall the re which he had been diſcourſing

ceiving ( the webonelis) of them in the former chapter ; which

be, but life from thedead ? What world to come is notyet put
can be plainer for the reignof under our Saviour . 8. for

Chriſt, after his coming to judg. now we ſee not get all thingsput
ment, before the end of the under him tho' we ſee him

world , than that 1 Cor. xv. 22, ſo high advanced, as for the ſuf

23. They that are Chrift's ( Ihall fering of death to be crowned

riſe) at his coming ; -- then with glory and honour. Beſides,.

cometh the end, when he ſhall as the apoſtle argues, now, that

have delivered up the kingdom is , at his incarnation, or his

to God, even the Father coming into the world , we fee

for he muſt reign ( ftill after the Jefus made a little lower than the

beginning of the reſurrection , angels ; but when God bringeth

which is to laſt this thouſand him again into the world, this
years) till he hath put all his ene- world to come, which he has not

mies under his feet, and the put in ſubjection to the angels,

laſt enemy his death, - and this he then faith , Let all the angels of

too after the reſurrection ; for God worſhip him ; that is, wore

then , as we read in the Revelati- hip him all ye gods, as we tran
ons, death and hell are to be caſt flate it ye Elohim , which

into the lake. The next we'll contains a glorious deſcription

produce, ſhall be from the epi- of the coming of Chrift to reign

Itle to the Hebrews, chap . 1. here and judge the world . Let's

Again when he bringeth in the go on to the sith of the He

firſt begotten into the world , he brews, v . 8. Abraham was called

faith, Let all the angels of God to go out into a place which he
worſhip him . And here the ſhould after receive for an inhe

learned Mr. Jo. Mede ſeems to ritance , namely, the land of

have juſt cauſe to find fault Canaan : this he did not receive

with our tranſlators ( for they while he lived , ſee Ads V. 7 .

were not infallible) for rendere He gave him no inheritance in

ing it Again when he bringeth in it, no, not ſo much as to ſet his

inſtead of, When he bring. foot on. This was intended

eth in again his firſt begotten into to him in perſon, — God' pro

the world , or , When he shall bring miſed that he would give it to

in again, the original beingav him for a pofleffion, and that as

mean trazanlur masw1670xoy diſtinct from his feed, for fo
τες ήν οικεμένην , the they are named , -- he, and Iſaac

and
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and Jacob died in faith, as 'tis reigned with Chriſt a thouſand

added, not having received the years, but the reſt of the

promiſes. - What promiſe but dead lived not again tillthey were

chat of Canaan before menti- finiſhed the dead muſt be taken

oned ? but having ſeen them literally, of one as well as the

afar off ; namely, at the end of other : it's added, This is the firſt

the world , they , as well as reſurrection , and the ad is de

Abraham , 'looking for a city ſcribed in the roth verfe,

with foundations, whoſe builder I Saw the dead, ſmall and great ,

God is, viz . the New Jeruſalem , stand before God, the ſea gave

to deſcend out of heaven , which up its dead, &c . If we make

therefore can't be heaven itſelf ; the firſt allegorical, how fhall

beſides, ' tis ſuch a city as they, we ſecure the second ? Thus for

non deſire, v . 16. and as God ſcripture. To come to fa .

has now prepared (ibid.) and thers: Our enemies as good as

provided , v. 40. both for them giveus all the firſt, and moſt of

and us together, therefore not the ſecond century ; or, if they

actually given them ; and what won't, we can prove them ours,

that better thing is, (better than Papias, Justin Martyr, Polycarp,

Canaan then was) which God Clemens, and afterwards Irenæus,

has provided , ſee cap. 12. the city Lali antius, Tertullian , Methodius,

of the living God , the heavenly (already quoted ) and ſtill lower,

Jeruſalem , the general aſſembly St. Cyprian , Nepos, Apollinarius,

of the firſt born , (which plainly and many others too long to

intimates the reſurrection ) and name. Nor need we wonder

to that kingdom which cannot be that poor Papias is repreſented

moved . Thus ſays Ireneus, when as the founder of this opinion ,

deſcribing the reign of Chriſt, and a weak man, by Euſebius,

and Chriit himſelf reſtoring to tho'he owns him diligent and

Abraham the promiſed inheri- expert in the holy fcriptures,

St. Peter we have alrea. ſince he and his friends Dionyfius ,

dy diſcourſed of; St. Jude is al- Gaius , and other antichiliafts,

moſt a tranſcript of him ; but have dared, ſome of them poli

the zoth chapter of the Revelari . tively, others by conſequence, to

ons is ſo expreſs and plain , that ſtrike our almoſt an eighth part

we think itcan never be avoided of the new teſtament, no leſs

wherein 'tis evident, thar than four intire books from the

after the fall of Babylon, the ap- canon of the holy fcripture, be

pearance of our Saviour in the cauſe they ſaw it impoflible to

clouds, the deſtruction of anti- overthrow the teſtimonies there.

chrift in the foregoing chapter, in , for thisgreat truth ; namely,

after all theſe faran is bound, the epiſtle to the Hebrews, the ad

U. 2. for a thouſand years ; ( is of St. Peter , the epiſtle of St.

he ſo now ? Or has he been e'er Jude, and the Revelations.

fince Conſtantine ? ) after this , Againſt the laſt of which they

she fouls of them that were beo bore the greateſt ſpire, as being

beaded , or murdered , for the wit. the cleareſt againſt them ; ſome

mess of Jefus, &c. lived and atcributing it to the heretick Ce.

rinthus,

14
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tells us ,
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rinthus, but alldenyiog it to be ' is above, and the mother of us

St. John's, particularly Euſebius, all : this Ezekiel knew, this

tho herein he notoriouſly con- St. John foreſaw ; there, we·

tradi&ts himſelf ; and tho' there « ſay, the faints ſhall be receiv

are ſuch fevere fanctions at the ed at the refurre &tion, and

end thereof, againſt whoever refreſhed with all fpiritual

ſhall take away any thing from • good things, in compenſation

it (the holy ſpirit that indited of whatever they have either

it , no doubt foreſeeing what deſpiſed or loſt in this world ;" ;

would happen ) how much more for 'tis both juſt and

againſt thoſewho took it away worthy of God, that his fer

altogether ? 'Tis too long to in- vants ſhould triumph there,

fertthe words of all the fathers ' where they have formerly ſuf

confirming this doctrine, which fered for his name's fake.

indeed would require a volume ; ' And this is the manner of

take but two : fustin Martyr ,who the heavenly kingdom .

in his dialogue with Tryphon, ' After which 1000 years,where
That he himſelf, in will be finiſhed the reſur

and all other orthodox christians, rrection of the Taints, to be

believed it , and thoſe who did not , raiſed ſooner or later, accord .

ought not to be esteemed christians, " ing to their deſerts, then the

but adds exprefly , that deſtruction of the world, and

there ſhould then be no Jewiſh ' laſt conflagration being accom

obfervances and bloody facrifices, pliſhed, being changed in a

buttrue and ſpiritual praiſes · moment into an angelical ſub

and thankſgivings offered to ſtance, when this corruptible
And Methodius before ſhallhave put on incorruption,

mentioned of thoſe who ſhall we ſhall be tranſlated into the

riſe, • They hall nei. ' kingdom of heaven .'

ther die nor marry, but live Q. Gentlemen , For the ſake

• the life of angels , being em- of a difconfolate gentleman , I pre.

ployed in good works.' fume to deſire you to anſwer the

Accordingly Lactantius, “ They few following particulars; who

* fhall live a heavenly and an- walking about ſeven or eight of

'gelical life.' We'll conclude the clock at night, Saw , or thought

this noble queſtion with a he saw , an apparition in the like.

paſſage of Tertullian, which ful. neſs of a man walking near him ,

ly includes all the do & rine of which purſuing him three times

the Millennium , and firſt reſure about a close, at the fourth time

rection ; ' tis lib. 3. cont. Mar- Spake to him many weighty words;

cion, cap . 24. For weacknow • among which he warned him to

. ledge, says he , a kingdom pro . repent of a crime which he had

• miied us upon earth , but be committed, mentioning the time

fore heaven, and in another and place, and the perſon who only

ſtate, to wit, after the reſur. was privy to it, who is gone

rection, (the firſt) in the1000 year ſince to Ireland as an officer :

years, in the city of God, the young gentleman, being very

• the heavenly ferujalem , which much troubled about it, deſires to

the apoſtle calls Jeruſalem which
knon

6
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know whether this be a good or bad almoſt impoſſible, let the ſin be

Spirit ; or what itmay be ? And what it will , but it muſt be fo .
whether it is neceſſary for him to ' Tis very probable , if the per•

mind his Sayings ? And whether ſon be not melancholy , but ' was

it is better for him to diſcover the the ſpirit of his friend ; for we

crime or no, which to conceal, he read of ſome that havebeen ſo

bound himſelf with an oath ? And deſperate, as to make folemn

whether this might be the Spirit of covenants with their living

that perſon which was privy to friends, to appear unto them afa

it , ( which the young gentleman is ter their death of which we have

perſuaded that it is ) if by chance an inſtance in one Mr. Watkinſon ,

dead in war ? Pray be as parti who formerly lived in Smithfield.is

cular as you can , for theſatisfactio who told his daughter, (taking

on of the perſon. her leave of him, and expreſſing

A. That ſpirits have ſome- her fears that ſhe ihould never

times really appeared to mortals ſee him more) that ſhould he die,

in the world , ' is , amongſt all if ever God did permit the dead

fober men, beyond controverſy, to ſee the living, he would ſee

and was of old taken notice of, her again : now after he had

as may be rationally concluded been dead about half a year, on a

from that fcripture, Luke xxiv . night when ſhe was in bed , but

37. where 'tis laid, the diſciples could nor fleep, ſhe heard mu

were afraid, and ſuppoſed they had fick and the chamber grew lighter

ſeen aſpirit. If ourquerift would andlighter, ſhe then ſaw her fa

have been fatisfied, he ſhould ther by the bed -lide, who faid ,

have felt whether it had been a MAL , Did not I tell thee I would

ſubſtance, or only a body of air, see thee again ? And fo diſcourſed

as was ad vited Mr. Earl of Cole with her upon ſeveral weighty

chester about 57 years fince, who matcers, and vaniſhed. But we

once tried , but his arms mer as ſhall notenlarge here, a member

if he had graſped at air . We of our ſocietyhaving almoſt fie

know not what our querift's niſhed a treatiſeof unbodied ſpi

crime may be, but we thinkhe rits, which will be publiſhed in

ought to make what reftitution three weeks at the fartheſt. But

he is able in caſe of injury ; if as to this preſent relation, iç
he's deprivedofthatopportunity, looks fo dark, that our whole fo

let him make his confefſions to ciety has thought fit to advertize

God; if it be a caſe of murder, the party concerned, that if he

we don't find that he is obliged pleales to ſend two or three lines

to deliver up himſelf to the law , by the penny-poft, directed to

but to ſpend his life in a conti- Mr. Dunton at the Raven in the

nued act of repentance. If we Poultry, and therein to ſignify

knew the particular ſin ,we could the time and place where he will

be fuller in our advice ; but fure be , theſociety will appoint ſome;;

weare, his binding himſelf by one of their members to meer

oath is not obligatory, if the him, with further inftructions

miſchief of concealing be greater what to do and one who

than that of confefling ; and " ris will allo go
' with him, if por

lible ,

a
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Gble, to fee and ſpeak with this a prodigious dragon or ferpent,

ſpirit.. And they do hereby pro- which by its very breath infe &t

miſe hin all the friendfhip and ed the air, and deſtroyed the

fecrecy he can expect at their circumjacent inhabitants ; feve

hands: but the letterſo directed, raldevices were uſed to deſtroy
muſtbe writ in the fame hand it, but in vain , till they had

as this that gives the account, invented engines to calt great

thereby to prevent miſtake or . ſttones at it, by whichit was

abuſes, which may,otherwiſe be deſtroyed , and ſo great was the

put upon either party by any deliverance, that an ovation or

other perfon. Let the queriſtſend ſmall triumphwas made for it.

as ſoon ashe pleaſes,andmention In Baker's chronicle, in thereign

thetime andplace a daybefore of queen Elizabeth,there'smen
hand, that he mayn't be diſap- tion made of a ſmall winged drar

pointed of his expectations. gon . The dragons in the waters,

Q. I wantto be reſolved what mentioned inlacred writ,are be

kind of creature that is which the lieved to be crocodiles and alliga

foripture calls a dragon ,for I could tors ; as for the land dragons
never get be satisfied aboutit ? mentioned there, we refer our

A. Dragonsare of diversforts, queriſt to the deſcription and
ſcal'd and unfcald , of divers co- manner of annoyance of thoſe

grey, reddiſh, and varie- dragons mentioned in Lycan's

gated, and of natures poiſon Pharfalia, which compared with

ous and not poiſonous , ter- the terrible effe &ts of the other,

rene and marine. Lucan in his will give the

Pharſalia has a curious enumera: the queſtion we can meet with

tion of them , where he gives Thedevil is called a ferpent and

account of the great annoyance a dragon in fcripture ; perhaps

they gave the Roman army, as not ſomuchbecaufehe ruined

they paſſed through the defarts : mankind in the Ihape of a fer,

ſome are of prodigious magni- pent, as for thepernicious qua.

tude and length , witneſs the skin lifications of ſuch creatures,

of one now in the Tower of Lon , which are now deſtroyedevery

don : I myſelf ſaw the skin of where , but in the vaſt deſarts of

one, called an Ampbisbæna, about Arabia, and a few mere places ;

five foot long, with thort legs, and perhaps itmay be queſtion'd

and the skinabout three foot within theſe two or three hun .

over, it was fhaped almoſt like dred years, whether there ever

an oval table, with a head at was ſuch
a creature as a wolf,

either end, pretty large, and becauſe they are alſo moftly de

fhaped like the head of ordinary ſtroyed by reaſon of theiriniſ.

ſnakes or adders . Someheathen chiefs in all countries .

authors mention veryſtrangeac- Q. Upon my wife's conception , !

countsofſuch as have been kill'd, am immediately fick, and ſo consi

and hang’d up in publick places: nue every morning till he is quick,

hiſtory Ipeaks of one that had and bear equalpains with herwill

devoured a whole ſtag , horns, in labour : this is matter of fact :

and all.- In the life of Attilus pray your opinion of the reason

the Roman general , is deſcribed thereof ?

A. Agues

beſt light into

-
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4. Agues, and ſeveral diſeaſes, command to keepyour promiſe,

the learned ſay,' ;are cured "by which was nullas loon as made

tranſplantation , of which divers but by breaking ſuch a wicked

authors have writ , and ſome oath, you honour the truth , and

would from hence infer a reaſon thew not only your abhorrence

for fúch inſtances as this in the of proſecuting a wicked vow,

queſtion, but we think it foreign but do in ſome meaſure manifeit

to the matter. Sir Kenelm Digby à repentance for a breach of the

has very learnedly treated on the third command, when you took

nature of fympathy, betwixt the thename of God in yain . By

particulars of one and the ſame breaking your oath youcommit

principle,whichcomes very near no fin , becaufe your oath binds

the queſtion, and to which we you not ; but by keeping it you

refer our querift. Our thoughts commit many fins at once, and

upon it are theſe, that theſemen do as much as in you liés to habia

has potentially an idea of every tuate it.

particularpart of humanity,and Q. I vowed; without any other

the imagination in the genera- wirneſs than God and myown con

tive criſis may be fo great , as to ſcience, in Solemn manner, and

fix the idea a great deal ſtronger withoutpaſſionor profaneneſs, that

than naturally itis, even ſo far I would relinquish ſuddenly an

as to retain a ſenſible communis office which poſleſſed of, 'bind

cation , to or from the whole ing myſelf to the ſtrict performance

mals from whence it is feparat- by the ſervereſt of imprecations ;

ed ; fo that whether the whole (not by a profane oath , & c.) but

or the part ſuffers, the fame is time, that will make all things

communicated to the other, by apparent, has shewn me that this

the aforeſaid fenſe of the ima vow 'extreamly thwarts my world

ginary impreffion. ly intereſt, and in human probs

Q. It hath been my misfortune bility will ruin lt · without

to be Seduced into a very great fin ' I break it, ortempt God by come

and not only ſo, but to make the initting my affairs to an extraora

moftTolemn oaths and promiſes to dinary providence. I entreat you

continue in it ; if I break'em , I'm not to flight this query, but reſolve
perjured ; if I continue in't , I'm it ?

in asill a condition : pray your ad A. The queſtion is very cu

vicewhatway to take in it ? rious , and too nice to lay down

A. A promiſe, oath , or obli- our poſitive determinations up

ill thing , binds' on't ; however, we ſhall give you
not at all ; " tis not only falſe our opinion, and the reaſons of

words, bur ill actions, that are it , but deſire they may not be

lyes, being deviations from truth fo deciſive ( becauſe they favour

or equity : to yow to do an ill your intereft) as to hinder you

thing, and perform it , is a from adviſingwith other cafuifts

greater complication of guilt, be. upon it . According to the ſtate

cauſe by to doing you patronize of the caſe, if you break your

a vow of injuſtice, and at the vow, you are guilty of one cer

ſame time break ſome other tain fin ; if you keep it ; you .

hazard

gation to
con

U 2
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then you

a

hazard thecommiſſion of many nature , and the rights ofit.

uncertain ſins ; but if one may But the caſe yet admits of ano

miſs, two may ; and if two , all ther alteration : if this office was

may , by ſome intervening pro- gor , or is kept by unjuſt means,

vidences ; therefore one certain if it neceſſarily expoſes you to

evil is tobe avoided , beforema- ſin by thepractice of it, or tyes

ny uncertain ones . Beſides, we you to ill company ,

ought not to do evil, that good may ought to forſake it, whether

come of it ; and 'tis a bold adveri- you vow or no . ' Tis a ſtrange

ture , for a little temporal enjoy . fort of curioſity to diveſt our

ment to hazard an eternal one. felves of our native freedom ,

Thus far the cale would bear , and impoſe greater burdens up

if it can be proved that thevow on ourielves than God and na

is obligatory , but wedon't be- ture have deſigned : we think

lieve it to be ſo , becauſe ' tis a no one ought to do it, till they

raſh vow, as may be gathered find the task already ſet them,

from two paſſages in the query , ſo eaſy as not to exerciſe all

viz . relinguiſh Suddenly, and , but their care; but ſuch perſonsper
time which makith all things appa- haps, are not to be found. It

rent, & c. We'll put an inſtance: would be a determination of no

ſuppoſe I vow to kill, cheat, or little moment, if all our caſuiſti.

but to turnſuch a perſon out of caldivines would fix the criſis ,
fome employment, who is at my viz . How far a man ( under all the

diſpoſal, when he is thereby ex. circumſtances of life ) has power,

poſed to ſuch temptations and to bind or diſpose of himſelf, and
misfortunes, that he is like to how far not .

be ruined without ſome extra- Q. Whether there's any ſuch

ordinary providence to prevent thing as a bag, which the common

it, which I yet can't foreſee ; people fancy to be witch - riding,

in ſuch a caſemy vow is void as when they are in their beds in the

foon as made, becauſe ' tis a vow night time, and, as some say,

againſt the prerogative of the when they are perfectly awake, and

eternal laws of nature, whichin with ſuch a vehemency that they

diſpenſibly oblige me to be juſt are not able to flir either hand or
andmerciful; and as I am a move the leaſt member

ſtian, 'tis a violation of charity of their bodies, not can utter one

to perform this yow, is word diftinærly , but make a kind

a wickednels as well as to make of a grumbling noiſe ?

it. Now if I can'tin juſtice treat in the affirmative, what instance

another lo , I ought not to treat meet you with in history ? If in

myſelf fo , for in the eternal the negative, what is it that is theto

law of nature there is a parti- cauſe of it ?

cular right and privilege ſtampt A. Tis effected both ways, by

upon SELF; and hence it is, vapours from crude and undigeſt

that felf-murder is a greater fined concoétions, heat of blood, as

than murdering another; the firſt after hard drinking, and ſeveral

is a breach of oneobligation , the other natural ways, but fome

laft of both , viz. The law of times ' tis really effected by

witches,

chri- foot, or

ſo thar 2

If

.
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witches, which firſt gave the to give her , but was not minded

name to the common oppreſſion to kill the boy for his parents

in ſleep called the night-mare : fake ; and being queſtioned by

Hiſtory is full of ſuch inſtances ; the ſcholar howthe came to use

I ſhall only mention one, which ſuch tricks ;- ſhe anſwerd, That

I had from a perſon that was an a man canie to her houſe, who re

eye and ear-witneſs to all the lieved her , afterwards fetched blood

matter of fact.- A boy that was of her , which ſhe ſhewed , and

worn out even to a conſumption , there was a kind ofimpreſſion

by the common load and op- of lerters, which the ſcholar

preſſion of a witch in the night- pricked again , and ſent her
time ; ſometimes he ſhifred beds, home ; upon which ſhe was

and was quiet for a night or two, mightily terrified with the ap

but then was afflicted again ; he parition of the man threatening;

was always well in the day -time, her, which ſhe told the ſcholar

and eat his meat well ; an elder upon this , the parents of the boy

brother ofhis that came from the cauſed her to go to thechurch

univerſity, hearing the relation continually, and afforded her a
of the boy's diſtemper, ſuppos'd relief during her life , but were

the reaſon of it, and ordered the a long time before they could

boy to lie with his father, he teach her the Lord'sprayer , and

himſelf deſigning to ſleep in hinder her from ſtopping her

that bed, and when night came ears ; but at length ſheovercame

( according to my friend's words) all her wicked ſuggeſtions.

he charmed the room , as is Q. What pretence has the pope to

uſual, to retain a thief, ( for a triple crown ?

ſuch things have been done, A. Some ſay to act the offices

though we believe by no good of the whole trinity, and 'tis as

means) and in the night-timehe reaſonable as to make effigies of

heard the lid of the cheſt under them ; but ſince there's no good

the window make a little noiſe, reaſon to be given , we may an .

as if a cat or fomething elſe had ſwer it by asking other queſti

leaped out of the windowupon ons, Why does he uſe fraud and

it, whereupon he roſe and ſtruck force to obtain the name of uni
a light, and there ſtood an old verſal biſhop, when Rome

woman, a neighbour , which was once a private biſhoprick ?

he knew very well, in the midſt Why does that church pretend

of the room ; he bid her go ; that we owe our converlionto

The anſwered , she could not till them , when Lucius was hundreds

be diſmiſſed her ; whereuponhe of years before a chriſtian king

cook her by the hand and led here ? and why a thouſand more

her down ſtairs, and lent her impoftures ?

home, and bid her come in the Q Whether: 'tis lawful to ſwear ?

morning : next morning, as he A. Our querift ſeems mighti

was diicourſing his father, ſhe ly diſſatisfied in our affirmative

came, and confeffed ſhe uſed to anſwer, and muſters ſome of the

lie upon the child , becauſe he fathers to prove nothing. To

was a peevilh boy, and hinder'd what we have faid before, we

her of the relief the family uſed add , That if it had been an
U 3 il
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ill thing, God would never have, of Samaria when Ifrael were

fworn by himſelf , That carried away captive ,

our Saviour by ſaying, Swear nat, read in 2 Kings 17.130.And the
at all, only meant in common men of Hamath made Aſhima ;

diſcourſe, becauſe a frequent ale wlio having been deſtroyed by

would grow into a cultom of lions for not worſhipping the

taking God'snamein vain ; that true God, anold prielt was ſent :

is, (moſtly ) by ſpeaking of it backfrom Babylon to Samaria cor
without reverence, or thinking teach them how to do it, who

of whatwe fay.-- And, to put 'tis probable brought a copy of

all out of doubt, is ſaid in the the Pentateuch with him,

epiſtle to the Hebrews, Men verily, But they fearing the Lord, and

swear ( or do ſwear) bythe greatera, Serving their idots, as tisthere
and an oath for confirmation is expreiled, mixed their worſhips

unto them an; end of all strife : together, and made a mungril
' Tis ſpoken in thepreſent tenſe , ſort of

rellbine

holy books, as

old obſolete orantiquated cu . has been uſual for hereticksand

fom ; and this was the cuſtom misbelievers , and inſerting the

after our Saviour's command of names of their idols inſtead of

swear not, 01'1 gjur the true God.pw Nomen Idoli

Q. What reaſon can be given , pro Elohing.as A. E. goes on

why the name ofGOD is not once which, left the Perſians ſhould,

mentioned throughout all the book , alſo do in Megella, (ſo they call

e book the book of Hester) Mordecai,

A. This queſtion was ſome whom he ſuppoſes to be the
time ſince propoſed, but we muſt author of it( and indeed tis

ingenuouſlyacknowledgewewere ſaid in thebiſtory, that there
not, till very lately , provided of matters were written ina book ,

any ſatisfactory, anſwer but and that Esther and Mordecai
now, we think we have found wrote with all authority ) that

one, where we little expected it, he did studiouſly and industriously

namely, in conſulting authors abstain forom the name of God

onthe late difficulty concerning throughout all this book, which

the creation of the world, where was to go abroad among the hea

we accidentally hit upon this thens ,ſubjects of Alaſhuerus;left

paſſage out of A Ben Ezra's Cem- they fould ſerve it as their coune

mentaries thereon, – The old, trymen theHamathiteshad before,
Samaritan Pentateuch , Says be, done, and foist in ſomeof their own

here reads sm In principio cre- idols in the room ont. And indeed

Savit. Alima,&c. In the begin to obſerve the whole hiſtory,

ning Aſima created the heavens we fhall find in ſome places

and the earth . Now this Afis, fo fair occafion for mentioning

ma , or, as weread it, Aſhima,

the god or idol of the Hamathites, it had been deſignedly avoided ,

ſomeof those people who were onecan hardly tell how it ſhould

broughtup by the king of Aus- be there omitted .+ Forin the

ria, and planted in the region account of the Jews behaviour,
under

of Ether ?

{

of God,
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under their apprehenſions of a them, uſe to load them with all

ſpeedy and general maſſacre, we the calumnies imaginable, of

find deſcribed their faſting, and which fort he takes this to be

lying in fackcloth andaſhes: we one. In anfwer whereunto,with

find Mordecai's diſcourſe and de. all the deference poffible to the

pendance upon providence for memory of 1o good and great a
the deliverance of his country- man, we ſay in the firſt place to

men the Jews , and we find that his objection, that there is now

queen Esther ordered all the Jews 110 fuch word to be found in the

of Shuſhan to faſt, and promiſed Samaritan , we readily grant it ,
ſhe and her court would do the nor did Á. E. ever affirm there

fame; and yet in all this, the was.-- We alſo as freely grant,
here's fo fair an occaſion, as well that the ſecond caſt of thote são

as afterwards in the account of maritans might notbeidolaters,
their deliverance and thanklgiv- (though our Saviour himfelf

ing , tho ' theſe are all religious tells them , they know not what

concerns, and tho' 'twas diffi- they worſhipped )andyet fill A

cult to deſcribe a faſt, a thankf. Ben Ezra's accountmay hold firm

giving, and a providence, with- and good for he ſays, the

out mentioning a God , yet we word Aſima was found in the

find the word not ſo much as old Samaritan bible, though none

once here uſed.- For which , if doubts, but when they after

any can allign a more probable wards came to worſhip the true

reaſon than what we have here God, they would abolith their

produced , we ſhall own ourſelves old idols,and curn them out of

extremely obliged to them for their bibles , as well as their tëm

their information. . But here ples ; accordingly it might very

we are aware ofone grand obe eaſily be in the old copies, and

je &tion , which will go near to yet notto be found in the new

Thake the ſtrength ofall this hy- for the JewsNandering the Samas

potheſis, if it be not foreſeen ritans, we find by both facred

and avoided ; that great man and profane hiſtory, thatthere

who had thecare ofcompiling was but little love loftbetween

and adorning our Englijh edition them however, moſt of

of the Polygot, when he comes what A. E. accuſes them of, is

to treat of the Samaritan Pentas certainly true :

, it, were

of worfhipped

this paffage of A Ben Ezra : He certain they placed it in the

fays truly , thatthere is no ſuch temple of God, and as well they

word as this Ajimato be found might in his word , and

in the Samaritan bible, where that they actually did fo , carries

che Jew pretends it is : that the with it a great faceof probabi

latter Samaritans, after they had lity, and thác Mordecat might

a remple built for them on know this, is very poſſible, he

mountGerizim , were no longer being about the coure, and To

idolaters, butfchifmaticksonly doubt tonftant correſpondence

and that the Jews, by reaſon of kept betwixt thatand fuch fa

their inveterate hatred againſt mous colonies, who, 'as it ap

pears ,

.
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Reading in one
your

pears, ftill paid tribute to the ny profelytes of Sadduciſm and

kings of Perſia , and received Hobbiſm amongſt us, but alſo

theirgovernors from them , of great fatisfaction to all our

and if he did know it , might querifts in general. But first

very wiſely and religiouſly en- we Mall girve you perhaps the

deavour to avoid giving occa- molt diverting relation of a

lion for any ſuch future inconve: night-walker ,that ever was heard

niencies ; and a better account of. Take it in the relator's

than this , we doubt can hardly
opon words.

be found of this matter. Let us

add one conjecturemore concern Gentlemen ,

ing this Ajima, which we know i Relation .

not whether any other has be

fore fallen upon :' tis a known curies a Queſtion, whether it can

objection againſt the Jews by the be a truth that one walked in his

filly heathens, that they wor- ſleep ? puts me in mind of one

ſhiped an afs, or aſs's head, --- Jeniny Sedgwick, a maid ſervant
Alini, or Aline Caput : now this to one John Wetherilt of a town

miſtake might haveſome ground called Swillington in Yorkſhire,
in this idolatry of the old Sa. who talked in her ſleep all the

maritans, who worflıipped this night long every night, and

Alima, which , by a very ſmall ſometimes would riſe out of
change, might be takenby one her bed and walk about the

ignorant of the language for the houſe : one time ſhe roſe and

fame with Afina an aſs ; and one came through the room where

miſtake often producing ano- I lay , and by the light of the
ther, the fame imputation be fire I did fee and obſerve her to

thrown on all the Jews, the Sa. take a pot or mug off a ſhelf,

maritans near neighbours. Nor and holding it to her mouth ,
are ſuch miſtakes as theſe with . ſaid , Mr. Backhouſe, you are wela

out a precedent among the hea- come from York, bere's to you ;

then writers, when they ſpeak and ſet down the mug, and

of the Jews, who we know made returned towards her bed, buc

bad Greek of the Hebrew word running againſt the door cheek

Jerufalem , and then underſtood awaked, and fell a crying and

it in as bad a ſenſe, for a name ſcolding at her maſter, who

denoting facrilege ; which tho' lay in the ſame room , for pull

ſome chriftians won't own to ing her out of bed , do. I doaſ

be a fin , yet we may believe ſure you, that none of us could

even Jenwou'd never ſo far ſleep a whole night for a month

glory in it . or lix weeks together, till ſhe

roſe, for laughing at her talk .

We have received ſeveral letters If I ſhould write all I heard and

of inſtances about apparitions, remember, it waąld fill a quire

&c. which we have promiſed of paper. I'll give you a few in .

all together, knowing, that not ſtances ; but firſt note, that ſhe

only the credibility of them may never uttered any thing that was

conduce to the reducing the man ſaid to her, but whatever ſhe ſaid
her
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herſelf, were it good or bad, ſhe it :) The gets out of bed , and

would repeat itinher ſleep :) ſhe goes to hermaſter's bed , which

had a ſweetheart, a tranſlator by was very high, and gets one leg

trade , who lived at a town call'd upon his bed, and ſtrove to get

Knovoſtrop,about two miles from upthe other, but couldnot ; we

Leeds, and as many from Swil- all laughing, the folks of the next,

lington ; he uſed to take her be- houte heard us; at laſt ſhe awoke,

hind him on his horſe, and bring and cried, and ſcolded at her

her almoſt home, to eaſe ber, maſter as before ; ſhe was no

which weknew not, till ſhetold ſooner in bed and aſleep again ,

as in her ſleep, which was thus ; but ſhe began to talk ; jays ſhe,

ſays ſhe ( ſeeing her maſter ) to That was a pretty boy you ſent with

her friend, Cocks- foot ( a word the four pears and the sugarcandy ;

ſhe frequently uſed ) yonder is I eat the pears, and hid the candy,

my maſter , if he ſee me he will but if mymaſter find it, I'll ſwear

jeer me to death, I willleap off and ' tis none of mine: That's a good

hide myſelf in ' Blaram's garden , laſs, Jenny, ſaid, her , maſter ;

(whichhad a very high ſtile intó ſays ſhe in her ſleep ,

You may go home and waſh your hole,

And wipe the dew -drops from your noſe,

And mock no maidens here ;

For you tread down graſs, and need not,

Wear your ſhoes, and Speed not,

And clout- leather's very dear :

But I'need not care, for my

Sweetheart's ä сobler.

At which we all laugh'd very her leg out of the bed, which

loud, and ſhe louder than us all. was very nigh the floor, and

Her maſter having latin books , ſat up , purcing her hand inco

ſhe thought he knew by them the chamber-pot, and bathing her

thofe things he jeer'd her with, leg, crying out very piteouſly,

and hid them one after another ; Oh 'pain , pain ! Oh pain, pain !

but one night in her ſleep fhe a longtime, inſomuch that II

call’d to a maid of her acquain- , would have waked her, but they
tance, and ſaid , Now I dare Say would not let me do it : ſo far as

any thing, for I have bid all my I can judge, thewept, and was

mafter's conjuring books; by which really in pain. Thismay ſerve
means he found them . ButI will for a little diverſion, if it be of

only tell you one paſſage, per- no other uſe to you , that she

haps worth confideringof: The 1houlddream ſo ſenſibly of a

lived in a tavern in Newcaftle up- thing fo long paſt : I was then

on Tyne, and when the Scots took about 12 or 13 years of age, and

it, ihe running in a fright down it was in theyear 1644.The lay

the ſtairs, broke her leg ; fhe in with two boys, her master's fons,

her ſleep began the ſtory of it, they would hang about her neck,

calling, Miſtreſs, miſtreſs, do you and ſay to her , Jenny, lig down

not ſeehow she blood runs at ſuch Jenny ; the elder of thoſe boys

# place ? naming it ; and puts was then about three years old,
he
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he is now living in Thieving- lane was in hell ; about a month after

at Weftminſter. he died , ( if I mistake not the

2. Relat. One madam Bents, young man's fpirit came to his

who lodgeth at my lady Birams mother's bed , and open'd the cur

in Bon, tells me, that my lady tains , at which fhe and one in bed

Gerrad and ſhe went to viſit an with her, flunk down and cover'd

ancient gentlewoman, who has themſelves ; che fpirit calla, Mo

lodgings in a houſe, out of which ther, mother, and the then ſaid ,

onemadam Bendiſh died at East- Son : it anſwerd , Mother, you are

Ham , about Angult was two years much troubled concerning me, but

fince ; they fay,that the old gen . I am come to tell you that I am

tlewoman tellsthem , that about at rejt, and ſhall trouble you no

7 or 8 weeks ago, madamBendifle more.

appear'd to her like a ſhadow , 4. Relat. Another thing of

and talkd with her an hour or like nature a worthy perfon now

more at a time ; the voice was living in London told me of ;

Jow, but ſhe could bear what ſhe which , in ſhort , was, That one

faid perfectly ; the ſpirit bid the Lurtt in Derbyſhire, near the Peak,

old gentlewoman tell her ſon, had a brother died , and after

who was obſtinate, & c. that he wards appeared to him, and de

muſt read the itt, 2d, and 3d fir'd that his brother would go to

chap. of the Proverbs, in which one with whom he had lived as a

hemight learn his duty, & c. and ſervant, and demand fome mo

told her, that ſhe had left him ney which was due to him , and

that houſe, and 150 l. per ann . give it to a womanin the ſame

but the executors had done ' him town, whom he had promiſed

ſome wrong, Gs. Mr. Bendiſh marriage to, and got her with

came from Cambridge, the old child , and then deſerted toch his

gentlewoman deliver'd her mel- ſervice and her : Lunt went to

lage to him ; the ſpirit told her the man , had themoney , gave it

ſhe had done as the bad her, and her, gother to forgive his bro-

thank'd her for it ; but ſince that ther, and came home, the ſpiritu

the fpirit had almoſt turn'd her being with hiin ; when they were »

out of her bed , and gave her a nigh home, the ſpirit bid his brou

blow that hurt her a little. More ther ask what hewould have done ,

to the fame purpofe I had from for him , (Lunt being poor) for if

madam Bents : ſhe alſo fairh, that he ask'd , he could grant him, and

Mr. Smith, the miniſter of West . it fhould not hurt him eicher as i

Ham , has been with theold gen . to foul or body , but Lunt wou'd

tlewoman .
ask noching ; the fpirit thank'd

3. Relas. Madam Bents told me him for the kindnefs he had ..

alſo , that a gentlewoman of her done him , and vaniſh'd withri

acquaintance, now living , had a fuch a melodious noiſe thac raw

fon chat took ill courſes,and the viſhed Lunt, & c. : There are mana

being pious , was fearful about ny ſtrange things in this story,

him , that he would be damned ; which I omir, Tuppoſing fome

the young man did reform , but of you may have heard it beat

foon after died ; his mother was fore ; if not , ' twere ,as I think,

extreamly a ... icted , and fear'd he worth your hearing.

:

ܪ

Q. if
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a

Q: If theſe things be ſo , it in his chamber, he ſaw his wife

jould ſeem we are to be proba- paſs by him through the room,

tioners in a ſtage after this life : with a dead child in her arms ;

but whether itbe convenient for a meffenger was diſpatch'd im
you to give your thoughts of it, I mediately to London, where at

know not, but should be glad to that inſtant ſhe was deliver'd ,

ineet withthem inyour Athenian after a hard labour , of a dead
Oracle ; . I dare not preſume to de- child , which was the inſtant ſhe

fore it- in another way. appear'd at Paris, or the ſpirit

that repreſented theviſion .

Bromly by Bow , Yours to 6. Retat. 'An eminent do &tor's

O & tob. 3. 1691. command fifter, ( whom one of our Socie

ty knows very well ) being then

Hugh Preſton . about ſeventeen years old, in a

high peſtilential fever, in the

1. To which four relations fickneis time , fell into a ſhort

we anſwer, That there's no one flamber, and had this vifion :

argument amongſt 'em all, that A BURIAL, the cloth held up

proves any thing like a flature by four maids, and a numerous

Itate of trial, or another pladebe train of followers, and it was

fides this world , to depend upon buried in a vault - She ask'd

for entailing a certainty of re- what burial it was ? a by.frander

wards or puniſhments to eterni- anfwer'd , that fhe ſhould die of

ty .- We meet(beſides this) with the Tok ENS, and te ſo bu

innumerable inſtances of ſpirits ried in a vault, and have four

appearing, to make or deſire fa- fuch maids , whom he named , to

tisfaction to ſuch as they have carry her : then appear'd three

injur'd whilſt living ; but for great green glorious balls,which

fuch inftances as we meetwith, roſe up in a beautiful field ; the

which ſeem to contradi &t the leaſt afcended quickly out of her

fcripture, as melodious muſick, fight, theſecond and biggeſt fať

or ſigns of rejoicing after ſuch after it, the third flower ; the

and ſuchfatisfaction, weought by ftander told her, the firſt ball

to attribute it to the illuſions of was herſelf, theſecond was her

the devil, who brought in the father, the third her mother; ſhe

epilogue or latter part of the awak'd; and related theſe viſions,

fcene, or elſe that the whole was and named the maidsnames s fhe

managed by The querift was mark'd with the Tokensasthe

ſent another queſtion about a was told of,and died in few hours.

certain way of improving mo. But what makes this relation

ney , which we judge not proper more remarkable is, Alinallows

to concern ourſelves with, left Bredd:ftreet church was fhut up ,'

thereby we injure one of the the churchwardens refuſed the

partiesconcern'd. burial, unleſs her friends would

5. Relat. Dr. Denn ( as we bury her in the church -vault,

have been lately inform'd by a and' enjoined no people ſhould

perſon of great note ) relates, be invited to the burial, which

thatbeing at Paris, after dinner, was agreed on, and at noon the

body

a

:
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body was to be buried : at the he had been very intimately.ac.

ſame time came one ofher play- quainted , to come, twice or

fellows out of the country to ſee thrice repeated, with more than

the deceaſed, and underſtanding ordinary loudneſs, conſidering
the burial was to be that day, de. the weakneſs he was then under,

fir'd no perſons might hold up and wíthin an hour or two after

the cloth but her and three maids died , which was about five a .

ſhe would bring , which were all clock in the morning ; at fix in
the ſame maids the deceaſed the ſame morning ca the wife

nam'd when the awak’d ; and of the perſon who was call’d by

without invitation a numerous the deceaſed , to know how he

train follow'd to the church , did , for that her husband had

and ſhe was buried in the vault not reſted that night , tho'very .

accordingly . well when he went to bed , and

7. Relat . The aforemention'd wholly ignorant of the deceaſed's

doctor's daughter, Mariamne by illneſs ; in ſhort, the perſon ſo
name, was call'd about ten in call'd, after that time roſe not

the morningaudibly three times, out of his bed, butdied that very

by a voicewhich ſhe took for her day ſeven -night after .

father's : ſheanſwer'd, and haſt- 10. Relat. Near Cheſham in

ed down at the third call,fearing Buckinghamſhire, there was one

her delay would diſpleaſe him; Joſeph Chambers, who died out of

when ſhe came down ſtairs, the the very houſewhere I then liv’d ,

ask'd what her father would who, after he had been buried a

pleaſe to have with her ; when as bout three days, as the maid of

ſhe was told , her father was dif- the houſe was walking thro'a lit.

courſing with a man a long time , tle orchard adjoining to it, at a

and that no body had calld, un- little diſtance ſhe faw this Jeſeph

leſs fome body in the ſtreet had Chambers ( in a melancholy po

call’d ſome perſon by her name ; ſture ) leaning againſt a tree, in

ſhe replied , her name was not a the very cap and dreſs he was

common name, being Mariamne, laid out in ; upon this the maid

therefore not probable : fhe in runs into her maſter's houſe,,

three days ficken'd , and was in- much affrighted , and told him,

ſtantly delirious, and died . that if ever ſhe ſaw sofeph Cham

8. Relat. Another tells us on bers in her life, ſhe had juſt now

his own knowledge, That a maid ſeen him. He haunted the houſe

was call'd audibly three times, for ſeveral years afterwards, and

when nobody call'd in the houſe, would very often in thedead of

and at that inſtant the grandmo- the night rap, rap, rap, ſo long,

ther died, above a hundred miles and ſo hard at the door, till he

off, calling upon this maid, who wak'd all the family : 'twas ſup

is now alive in London. poſed his errand was to diſcover

9. Relat. Some little time ago, iome great injuries he had done

a perſon under an extraordinary to the right owner of the houſe

weakneſs of body and lightneis where he died. The maid that

of the head, call upon the name ſaw him was about a fortnight

of another perſon, with whom ago at our bookſeller's houſe, and

2

now
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now lives near Latmus in Buck- no need of enumerations, for

inghamſhire. the next ſtep to the disbelieving

ſuch things is, the denial of the

Our thoughts upon the whole. Soul's exiſtence out of the body,

That ſuch ſupernatural tranſ- which is as hard to be conceiv'á

actions are now believ'd in all as the nature of ſpirits; and if

nations , have been credited in that once is admitted ,'farewell

all ages ; thoſe that conſultthe all moral virtues, the dignity of

ſcripture find frequent mention our reaſon, the expectation of

of 'em , nay , once from our Sa- rewards and puniſhments here

viour's mouth , viz . Handle and after, and by conſequence an in

See me, for a pirit hath not flesh ler to the moſt profligate baſe

and bones as ye see me bave. The things whilſt here, that human

Roman and Grecian hiſtories are nature can poſſibly ſtoop to. As

full of inſtances, ( particularly a more particular anſwer to Ree

ſee Plutarch's lives) but we have lation 9. ſee before.

$

Q. Teach us, great Athens ' fons, from whence ariſe

The various jealouſies love's empire vex,

And noem what curein art or nature lies

For theſe dire poiſons which the mind perplex ?

A. That jaundice of the ſoul, * that lazy pain,

Which ſcarce we'd with our enemies ſhou'd know ,

How can we by meer theory explain,
Or how the effects without the cauſes ſhow ?

Jealouſy;

Whom we adore no thought of ſin can ſeize,

We're of theirvirtue, as their love ſecure ;

The world may ſlight or envy, which they pleaſe,
But ſtill that flame's immortal that's ſo pure.

#

70 % Friendſhip and love in all their glorious train

Ne'er yet cou'd boaſt a happier few than we :

To us your query then you ſend in vain,

Go ask the great and rich for jealouſy.

1

-

COM

Q. Whether a comprehenſion , or and one are not one, but two ;

the uniting of conformiſts and non- ſince there are different churches,

conformiſts, ben't neceſary for the different communions , and hearts

reforming of England ? more different and oppoſite than

A. Yes undoubtedly, be- either. This union is further ne.

cauſe the ſchilm itſelf , on which ceſſary , even to PERSONAL

ſide ſoever the fault lies,is a great REFORMATION , becauſe

fin and ſcandal, and highly needs the want thereof has ſo much

reformation ; for that there obſtructed it , perſons being more

is a ſchiſm , is as plain as that one concern'd for their own parti

cular

dia

bos
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cular tenets than for common fhall be ſo happy to ſee compoſed

Chriſtianity ; nay, entertaining and ended. I

the moft bitter, fcurrilous, and Q. Is it proper for a woman to

profane: ſcoffs againſt the con yield at the firſt addrefs, tho? to a
trary party, even in their moſt man we love ?

folemn and religious perfor . A. We muſt firſt anſwer the

mances, with approbation and letter, before we ?diſpatch the

pleaſure.-as let thoſe concern'd queſtions. For the men,

day what they will, fuch whoſe they are ſuch poor helpleſs crea.

converſation is but anyway ger tures,thatthey much more need

neral, cannot but have feen and direction in this affair than the

heard inſtances of but too many : fair fex, whom nature has ſuf

and thus while one laughs at the ficiently inftructed with wit , as

other's PREACHING, and the well as arm'd 'with beauty, and

other at his PRAYING, the fo provided againſt all attacks of

atheiſt laughs at both, and there what riature foever. But if you

are very many believe neither. think, madam , you are not yet

Beſides, the world is to fooliſhly upon the ſquare with us , and if

ill- natur'd, that oppofite parties thepretty (for ought we know)

commonly areout of lpite either inviſible Amaryllis won't enter

carelets or negligent in any ebri- the lifts with that dreadful crea

Itian duty which they fee their ture man , unleſs ſhe's arm’d

oppoſers ftri &t or eminent in per back and breaſt, we muſt not

forming. Another reafon is , that be fuch uncourteous knightsto

rebus fic Rantibus, we fee not how refuſe our aid and alliſtance

the antient church diſcipline, fo therein to her, or any other di

much deſired, and the lots there- ftreſs'd damfel.

of, fo much lamented , can ever Accordinglywe anſwer to this

be renew'd , without which 'tis firft queſtion , There's no

not very likely ſuch a RE FOR : ſuch want of men yét , thanks to

MATION as is deſired ſhould our gentle French and Iriſh ene

take very large ſteps amongſt mies, that you ladies ſhould be

us ; ſince as things now are, let in ſuch great haſte, to yield at the

a perſon be excommunicated firſt appearance of a foe.

in our church, he has the diſen- What if you arecowards at heart,

ters to fly to ; in theirs, he flies (as Mrs.Raylin in her breeches ) 'tis

to us ; or indeed keeps between however decentnot to hang out

boch , rails at all , and is of nei, the white flag till the cannon be

ther . Again , while this fatal drawn down ; beſides, you'll get

and ſcandalous diviſion lafts, it better conditions, if the enemy

cannot be avoided , but there does not know how weak you are

will ſtill be different intereſts, within. ( Forgive, ladies, all this

and that powerful ones , whole warlike gibberiſh , for 'we bad

ftruggle will be not only dange- been juſt reading the Gazette, and

rous to the ſtate, bur breed ani- can'teaſily get out on't.) But to
mofities, ſtrife, and bitterneſs in be leſs figurative, in plain truth

the different parties. Which and Engliſh, as we have often cold

God knows whether ever we you, there's little faith in us.

men ,

>
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men , and perhaps leſs generoſity, in paradiſe, you'd have the wit

and but very few of uscan bear to anſwer your lovers, as ſhe did
ſuch a favour. ' Tis e’en too our great grandfather, who even

luſcious fare, .as we ſaid before before ſhe knew ſhe was naked,

of kiſſes, fora hungry lover , who could tell Adam , unleſs Mr. Dry

ten to one fürfeits upon it , and den ſlanders her,

in a little whije nauſeates the You long hould court, and

giver, feaſt and all : not but that we ſhould long deny .

could the ladies be ſure of their Q. If our lovers fing to us, whe

lovers hearts , that will whip ye ther we ought to praiſe ' em ?
about like Jack- a - lents , a inile in A. There ſeems no great mat •

a minute, could ye but know ter in't of one ſide or t’other ,
your men once, and had you the but of the two 'tis more civil to

good fortune to light upon a ge- praiſe 'em than otherwiſe , ſince

nerous lover, ( as great a phenix if they fing well, you oughtto do

as the eel among the lack of it out of gratitude; ifii , out of

ſnakes, &c .- you know the ſto : pity , if not juſtice too , ſince if

ry ) . in ſuch a caſe the leſs ceremo; theyknow it themſelves, ydu are
ny the betrer , ( except the grand ftill themore oblig'd to em when

one of the ring, and jack-poller ) they have ſo much complaiſance

and he muſt be proportionably to expoſe even their own imper
the better as he is the happier fections to gratify your deſires.

lover, being ſurpriz’d into bliſs, On t'other ſide,if they have a lit

and the mighty joy heap'd upon tle of the Sir Courtiy in 'em , and

him before he's aware on't : and think to flop the fair thief, that

beſides, all the world knows , as has truſs’d up a certain little foo

well as Seneca , that a benefit is folith heart of theirs , and run away

much the greater, by how much with it ; if they think to ſtop it

the more unexpectedly and ſpee- with their own howling hue

dily 'tis conferr’d . All the fear and•cry , and perſuade themſelves

here, ladies, is , left love ſhould that they fing like Bowman him

put acheat upon you, infect you ſelf, when perhaps they fing and
with his own blindneſs,and make dance too like the witches in

you take the lovers for as arranc Mackbeth, or Scaramoucha ſerena
angels as they do you , and be ding his miſtreſs, - in this cafe

perhaps both alike miſtaken. we think moſt of all a good hu

However, t'ocher ſide we look mour'd lady would commend

upon to be much the ſafer, as the 'em ; for tis the only kindneſs

world now is, and that 'twould nature has ſhewn the poorcrea .

do beft to keep the hounds at à tures, to give 'em a good opirion

bay for ſome convenient time , of their ownpretty parts,forfear

which will make them more if they knew their true character

eager, and when they do faſten , as well as others do, they ſhould

more in carneſt. But for this hang themielves out of the way.
piece of the artof love , as is be- But then for the way of

tore faid , we believe women praiſing, which the greateſt wits,

need little inſtruction , ſince cho' and chole who have done it beſt,

you were all as innocent as Evę tell us , is the niceſt thing in the
world ,

:
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world , and this, ladies, you of melting his wings ) a fofc

know how to do thebeſt of any. graſp of a fine hand, a twirl of

That way of praiſing a lover, the eye, a turn of the head , and

which would pleaſe him beft, is a thouſand other pretty inſigni

letting him take his own com- ficant nothings, which youwo

mendation and reward at once, men call favours, will be ſuffi

from that pretty mouth which cient to make the happy, lover

can no way more obligingly believe you are pleas'd with him,

raiſe him ,- orif the poor Icarus and almoſt ſet him out of his

muſt not rife ſo high, ( for fear little wits for joy .

Q. Since love depends not on our will,

But is moſt free and unconfin'd ;

How can inconftancy be il,

When a plain force upon the mind ?

A. Love is at firſt at our command ,

Till fancy does the judgment bind ;

Which, if in time we don't withſtand ,

Enilaves the body and the mind ?

If a firſt love we thus may tame,

A ſecond we may eaſier rule ;

Inconſtant then's too mild a name

For one that's either knave or fool.

Q. What is the handſomeſt way whereas if a fam'd beauty, or

of putting off lover ? fortune, ſhe can never content

A. Were it not more for the all pretenders, unleſs ſhe had

ladies take than the lovers, we'd as many bodies as ſhe has faces,

not meddle with this queſtion ; when ſhe looks in a multiplying.

for we think 'tis as deſperate a glaſs. But tho' a woman of prus

piece of ſervice, as for the garri. dence can't ſatisfy her lovers,

ion of a fort to act its way thro’ ſhe may herſelf, by doing what

an enemy's army. In a word , becomes her, however they re.

' tis almoſt an impoſſible thing ſent it. Our advice then for her

for a lady ſo to deny a lover as behaviour is , As to the

to pleaſe him , for, as 'tis wit- ſwarm of fools that buz about

tily faid of a very ingenious per- her , e'en to let them alone to

ſon in the caſe of rivals, We pretend on , ſince they think too

are all Iſmaelites to one another, well of themſelves to believe ſhe

if a woman's in the caſe ; fo , ten ſcorns or refuſes them, tho’they

to one,but a lady gets an enemy; were never ſo often told ſo by
when ſhe refuſes a lover ; her own mouth . But if

who is generally ſo unreaſonable there be anyperſon of ſenſe, ge

an animal , that he does not neroſity, and true worth , who

conſider, One poor woman can appears to be really in love with

Suffice at once, but for one man ; her, when her heart is before en .

gaged ,

.
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gaged , we think fhe'd do very 1. We think that pious wi

handſomely to let him know as dow was a little of the ſooneſt,

much, inas obliging terms as who when moſt deeply lament

poſſible, that he might, as ſoon ing at her husband's funeral,

as he could , wean himſelf from and one of the company at
a fruitleſs amour. the grave whiſpered her not to

Q. How fall we moſt decently take on ſo heavily, for if ſhe

giveour conſent in marriage ? thought fit, he wasready to ſup.

A. For the time, what has ply his room , anſwered,

been ſaid of widows, may be ladly fobing, Thank you , sir, for

partly applied to't, as well as yourcare to comfort a poor diſcon
whathas been faid in anſwer to ſolate widow , but indeed I've juſt

the firſt queſtion. For the man- now promiſed another that came be

nër , there are a thouſand, which fore ye. The Epheſian matron of

a witty woman cannot be to t’other ſide was a little of the

ſeek in, and whatever way 'tis longeſt, tho' fhe made up for't

done, a paſſionate lover will afterwards, and was very much
ſcarce find fault with it ; how. in haſte when ſhe once fet about

ever, the leſs formal 'tis, we the buſineſs. Nòr need we go fo
think it the better- the more far as Epheſus, for ladies thathave

unexpectedly , the more frankly almoft worſhiped their husbands

' tis done, the more obliging it tombs for ſeven years together,
muſt needs be . after their death , and at laſt ex

Q. Why are widows more for preſſed the extravagance of their

ward to marry than maids ? love to their memories, by mar

A. Becauſe, as the widow (we rying the tutor of their children.

think ) Blackacre has it , the young But might we propoſe a term

fellows take it for granted, that of mourning in this caſe, our

' tis nothing but Upand ride, judgment is, that the widow's-

and indeed almoſt raviſh the wi- love is too warm , who though

dows into matrimony, if they like the Indian wives they don't

have any appurtenances worth burn themſelves with their huſs

angling for. This the mens ſide : bands , are yer for as good as

then for the womens , to burying themſelves alive to keep

carry on the forementioned me. them company ; and of

taphor, Whether of the two the other ſide, that her's is

is the eaſier to mount, an old pad too cold, who can ſcarce lie

hack that has been beating upon alone till her husband is ſo .

the road this ten years,or a young There is a mean berwixe them ,

skittiſh filly that was never back and we think a widow does

before, but flouncing about like very well in mourning for one

Bucephalus, when he Itood in his twelve months after ſhe is ſo ,

own light ? both becauſe 'tis decent , and be

Q. How long after the death of cauſe thegenerally looks prettier

#husband may women modeftly mar. in't, and will the ſooner gee
her another husband.

i
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Q. Whether ( as is commonly deny it, fo that it was the likeli.

taught) baptiſm is the proper and eſt way for them to find little op

natural antitype of circumciſion ?. poſition in the practice of it ; for

If this be proved, one great pillar of had St. John the Baptist, & c. un

antipedebaptiſinfallsio the ground, dertook any new way of proſe

andwith it the ſuperſtructure from lyting the Jewsinto the goſpel,

which all ſuch conſequences ashave they had not only ſtruggled with

bien d'educed by antipædobaptiſts, the oppoſitions of a new do

or baptifts, mifcalled by the name of & trine, but alſo ofa new practice,

anabaptiſis ? therefore it was that this cuſtom

A. Not knowingthe cuſtoms was continued, and had the fu

of nations, linguiſins, (if we peraddition of the full force of

may to ſay) or expreſſions only baptiſm , vizi a conſignation or

peculiar to ſuch andſuch tongues, ſeal of the covenant. And this

together with the ignorance.of is further ſtrengthened by ſeve

the radixes, or original ſignifi- ral undeniable texts in fcripture,

cations in languages į are the which anabaptifts themſelves can

great obſtacle of underſtanding never getclear of, and ask them

truth , and by conſequence, the the expoſition , they muſt either

unbappy introductions into ma- be ſilent, or give ſuch a para

ny dangerous hereſies and ſchiſms phraſe as we do. The texts

in the church . Perhaps theſe are theſe : Firſt, In whom alſo ge

may be the great caute of dif- mere circumciſed with the circum

putes upon this preſent fubje t, ciſion made without hands, in put

jot to inention a ſpirit of con- ing off the body of the sins of the
tention . Our politive anſwer fleſh, by the circumciſion of Chriſt,

to the queſtion , is, That in ma- HAVING BEEŃ BŪRYED

ny caſes it will bear the affirma- WITH HIM IN BAPTIS M.

tive ; which we ſhall endeavour The next is, The

to prove from the following baptizing the Iſraelites in the Red
conſiderations. Sea, 1 Cor. x . 2. According to

Firſt, From the cuſtoms a. St. Cyprian, Mare autem illud,

mongſt the Jews, in profelyting &c . "That the Red ſea& ' was

the Gentiles into their religion, that facrament of baptifm , the

fo far indeed circumciſion was apoſtle declares , ſaying , I would

not properly a type, but rather a not have you ignorant , and

continuance of acuſtom , that by adds , All theſe things are' our fi

St. John , our Saviour, and his gures.Cyprian. Ep. 69. Ed.Ox.

apoſtles, had added unto it all The latt is, the ſaving of Noah

that was neceſſary to make it a and his family in the ark , &c .

full, proper , and pertinent type 1 Pet. iii . 21. We urge not

of baptiim . That baptiſm was theſe to prove any thing elſe but

the common cuſtom of initiating the parallel betwixt circumciſion

profelytes amongſt the Jeros by and baptiſm ; or, to ſpeakmore

whole families, which had alſo properly, the neceſſary continu .

their ſponſors as we now have,is ance of the old manner amongſt

ſo well known by all baptiſts, the Jews, of continuing their way

(or anabaptiſts) that they can't of profelyting the heathens,

· which
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which by the way had no need be taught ; for uaon

to be exprefly fetdown in what révolte ſignifies to 'diſciple all
method , what perſons, whether nations, perſonally and ſubje

infants or not, the cuſtom being dively, as we ſhall few pre

ſo well known before hand . But fently ; being a general word ,

here we meet with an objection it contains in it the two others

of baptizing fernales, becauſe fe. that follow , viz: Bartilov TES sy

males werenot circumciſed, the de'cxovres,baptizing and teach

impoſſibility of the modus or ing, it being the imperative

manner how , makes the queſti- mood, and the other two only

on foreign ; but all were bap, participles ; ſo that the commií:
tized, both men, women , and fion of it is that, and the mode

children amongſt the heathen, of it theſe ; but in the mode,

before they were admitted into baptizing them, precedes teach

the Jewiſh religion , which an- ing them to obferve, & c. Se
ſwers the objection : Beſides, condly, Children are capable of

we could , if it were not a little profelytiſm , as may be obſerved

impertinent , tell our queriſt, from our Saviour's words, when

that ſeveral nations had , and yet he ſaid , Suffer little children to

continue the cuſtom of circum- come unto me; the original is ,

ciſing the Nymple of their fe- levneds, which is the ſamewith

males, both upon a religious and regien dāv, to proſelyte, which

civil account : ſome will tell alſo confirms the firſt expofie

us, that this cuſtom (and 'tis tion of the order of the com

not very improbable) was de- miſſion before recited :

rived from the Jews, it being Beſides, when we read of whole

well known that the doctrine of families baptized , of the co

the trinity which Plato taught, venant made to you and your
was learned from the rabbi's , children , br. of childrens' be

and alſo that ſeveral nations have ing of the kingdom of heaven ,

ſeveral Jewiſh cuſtoms amongſt of being holy, as being the off

them , the Jews being diſperſed fpring of profelyted or believ
through the whole world , and ing parents. -Nay further,

in ſome places in very conſidera- when we meet with inſtances
ble numbers . of children that have been ſo

Q. What certain indubitable very young, ſome before they

grounds can we have for the pra. could either go or ſpeak , that
ctice of infant baptiſm ? have had ſuch ſtrange exics in.

A. From the ſcripture: And to another world ; we may ,

firſt, from theorder of the words with all the indignation imagia

in the commiſſion, walandvon Te nable, explode that uncharitable

Távta tá eaten. Diſciple all na poſition of anabaptiſts , that

tions ; and then follows, Bet- lay, Children have no inore right

TISOVTES ddoxOTTES ; from to baptiſm , &c . than unreasona
the order of which words , 1. ble creatures . I myſelf have

Infants are not excluded from ſeen a child about three quar

baptiſm , as is generally believ- ters old , who when it was dying,

'ed by anabaptifts. 2. A per. graſped its hands together, lift

ſon may be baptized before he them up , looked up itſelf, and

X with
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with an air of all the ſatisfaction dren unclean, but now they are

that was poſſible for an ancient boly, do , if compared with the

perſon ,died ; another that ſmild context, relate to off -ſprings or

dying ; but to ſuch as will meet prayer ? For prayer is a com

with more ſuch like inſtances, I mon debt to all perſons. But we

refer them to the doctrine ofin. might further prove this from

fants baptiſm , & c. by SamuelWin the univerſal conſent of the

ter, D. Ó. Printed for John churches in all countries; for as

Crook at the ſign of the ship in Tertullian de preſcriptora heret.

St. Paul's church yard ; 'tis in c. 28. , Ecquid verifimile, & c. Had

page 154, 155, & c . We would the churches erred , theywould

ask fuch perſons who deny in- have varied , br. But we find
fants capable of baptiſm , becauſe it not only in the churches of

they can fhew no actualſign of it , Europe, but alſo that ' tis the uni.

what they think of the ruler's form practice from the firſt plan

daughter Our Saviour bid him tation of chriftian churches, and

only believe, and it ſhould be of ſuch colonies of the ſamemo

done . 'Tis a great weakneſs to ther church, as bad correfpon
believe children not baptized, dence by their biſhops or pref

from the example of the jaylor : byters ; and ſuch as were of ori.

The Syriac is, Baptizatus est ginal plantations, or betwixt

ipſe, filii domus ejus ; which which pis more than probable

compared with ver. 23. Et cum there was no communication,

omnibus filiis domus Sué : young by reafon of the vaſt diſtance

and old men , women and chil- and want of intercourſe,betwixt

dren, are included in this text ; the countries where they lived,

and 'tis nonſenſe to urge from as the Abyſſin church in the fur

the conſequent text , that thoſe ther Æthiopia, and the Indian

which were baptized glorified church in Conlan and Crangonar,

and praiſed God, which children and about Maliapar, planted by

could not do : it means all ſuch St. Thomas, all which pracite
as were capable of doing it : infant baptiſm : fee Berewood's

but at their rate , we ſhall have enquiries . Next, infant baptiſm
all the children of anabaptiſts is to be proved by antiquity,

farved ; for ' tis faid , He that we being able to demonftrate,

will not work, let him not eat : that there never was any par.

but children muſt do it, though ticular congregation till above
not capable of working ; or years after Chrift, when all

elle not only the race of ana. churches uſed infant baptiím , as

taptiſts, but of all chriſtians, may be ſufficiently proved in the

nay , of the whole world , muſt firſt, fecond , third , and fucceed .

foon be extirpared . From which ing centuries ; which thews that

we would ask, What privilege the word Al, in difcipuing all
have the children of believing nations, cid and does compre

parents above unbelieving ? If hend infants . Perhaps there

they lay , none butthe prayersof three laſt arguments may have
ſuchparents, ( for that they uſu- more force in them to conclude

ally do ) we furtherask ,Whether what they deſign, than the firft
the words , Elfe were your chile thoughts will bear : we could

produce
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produce ſuch undoubted autho- A. From the ſame reaſon that

rities, in every age ſince Chriſt, the jaylor, the eunuch , and Sc .

as would ſatisfy any thinking Peter's converts were noi, viz .

man , but our paper is too ſhort . There's no adhering to a do .

Q. Whether infant baptiſm is to Etrine before it is inſtituted ;

be found in ſcripture ? or , which is all one, that is not

A. Not exprefly in the letter, preached , ſo as ſuch and ſuch

but from neceſſary and unayoid- perſons might hear it : infant

able conſequences, aswe have al. baptifin was as much before our

ready fhewn ; which is enough Saviour's time, as amongſt thoſe

to all diſintereſted perſons : to of riper years ſince, anu that's

ſuch as are prejudiced, we would proof enough.

put this queſtion, Whether the Q. Why Sprinkling, and not dipe

do &trine of the trinity is to be ping?

found in the ſcriptures ? They'll A. Our church denies not the

make the inference that we have latter to any one that deſires it ,

done about infantbaptiſm ; nay, but looks upon'r as a clear repre

andwill think every one a he- ſentation of our Saviour's de

retick that believes it not fuffi- fcending into the grave , abiding

cient . Nor could the anabap- there , and riſing up again ; ac

tiſts themſelves defend them- cording as the apoftle makes uſe

felves against the quakers ; who , of it , when he ſays , we are br

for the aforeſaid reaſon, have ried with him in baptiſm : but the

laid aſide all ordinances . church has power to diſpenſe

Suppoſe the quakers ſhould ask with circumſtantials, and the

us.WhetherGod made the world mannerof acting, (tho'not the

out of pre-exiſtent matter, or act itſelf ) eſpecially in cold coun.

no ? Whether Jeſus Chriſt was tries, &c. Butin this there's 110

the ſecond perſon in the trinity ? effential diſagreement, therefore

Whether our Saviour was born notworth.thediſpute.

of the virgin Mary ? How we Q. What think you of thoſe thit

can maintain the godhead of die in infancy unbaptized ?

Chrift ? Nay, almoft, How can A. The baptiſts are already fa

we prove any of the articles of tisfied about them , and we allo

our chriftian faith ? We ſhould hope very well of them , being

be at a lofs to do it verbatim , but aſſured of ſuch are the kingdom of

by neceffary confequence it may beaven ?

be done. At this rate, no lan- Q. If children be saved , whe

guage but originals ſignify any ther baptized or 'not, 'what ſignifies

thing in doctrine, and Gigno, baptiſm ?

andto beget, are two ſenſes, be. A. 'Tis the badge of Chriſt,

cauſe two different ſounds and an evident note of diſtinction

letters ; but we think ſuch con- from the children of infidels, and

cluſions fo ridiculous, as to de: as we come to the knowledge

ſerve the expence of no more of ſpiritual things by ſenie,

time to confute them. ſo ' tis an evidence of a greater

Q. Why was not Chriſt baptized allurance of the favour of God

before he was thirty years old ? towards them, being viſibly in

troduced

重
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troduced into the covenant of that grievous diſeaſe of the

grace. bloody flux ,whereofſomewith

Q. Whether children have faith . great tormenrs in their bowels

or no, ſince faith and repentance died , amongſtwhich, two lite

are prerequiſite to baptiſm ? • tle children of the age of two

A. We have already ſhewed , " years and upward , under three

that according to the words of when they died, and at that

the commiflion, baptizing goes time both in one houſe, being

before teaching, therefore there taken with that diſeaſe ; the

is not fuch a pre-requiſiteneſs as ' firſt of theſe children , in the

ſome dream of, fee Aes9. Our extremityof its torments, lay

Saviour was born king of the crying to God in theſe words,

Jews . But admit faith as pre-re. God and Jeſus Chrif , God and

quiſite to baptiſm , we could an- Jeſus Chrift, help me ? and when

Iwer, that children have faith they gave it any thing to eat,"

potentia , tho' notin actu viſibili; ' itwould greedily take it, (as is

as anartiſt, when he is indiſpoſed uſual at the approach ofdeath )

or aſleep is potentially an artiſt, ' but firſt it would cry to God,

thoughnot actually. But ' o God and Jeſus Chrift, bleſs it !

our Saviour is full to the pur. ' and then it would take it ; and

poſe, Matth. xviii. 3 , 4, 5 , com• • in this manner it lay calling

pared with Matth . ix . 36. Whoſo- . upon God and JeſusChriſt un

ever shall receive one ſuch little til it died. The father of the

child in my name, receiveth me ; child told me the ſtory, with

pholoevera jhall offend one of theſe ! great wonderment at the grace

little ones that BELIEVE IN !
ofGod , in teaching his child ſo,

MĘ, it wire better a millſtone were to call upon God. The name of

banged about his neck , and be cast the father is Nijhobkou .he

into the midſt of the ſea . If · Threeor four days after, ano

God be pleaſed to irradiate or ther child in theſame houſe,

ſhine upon
the ſouls of children ſick of the ſame diſeaſe, was

in heaven, and they do behold (by a divine hand doubtleſs)

the face of God , as our Saviour ' lenſible of the approach of

fays, then it follows, that they death, (an unuſual thing at

have faith in heaven, and why ! that age) and called to its fa

not on earth ? To behold the “ ther, and faid, I am a going to

face of God is an act of faith , ' God , ſeveral times repeating it,

fee Hib. xi. 27. But ſometimes I am a going to God. Themother

we haveviſible effects of thefaith (as other mothers uſe to do)

ofchildren, witneſsthoſefamous had made for the child a little

inſtances of ſome little childſen basket, a little ſpoon, and a lit

in New England, related by the tle tray ; theſe things the child

reverend Mr. Elliot, in his book was wont to be greatly de

entitled , Tears of repentance. The lighted with, as all children
(

relations are there : ' will) therefore in extremity of

" This fpring, in the begin- torments they ſet thoſe things

ning of the year 1652; the ' before it, a little to diverd the

• Lord was plealed to afflict fun- ' mind and chear the ſpirit ; but

dry of our praying Indians with now the child takes the basket

' and

6

6

$
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cand puts it away, and ſaid, I if what might have been per

will leave my basket behind me, formed by them , ſhould have

for I am going to God ; I will been totally neglected ? What

leave my ſpoon and tray behind wiſe workman would make ma

me, ( putting them away ) for ny curious fprings and wheels in

I am going to God, and with a watch, unleſs with intent to

theſe kind of expreſſions the ſet them going, and add new

fame night finiſhed its courſe, motions to thepiece ? We know
and died. The father of this but two objections, The

child is namedRobert Speen, baſeneſs and turpitude of ſome

in whoſe confeſſions he make acts, and the pain which muſt

ethmention of this child that certainly have enſuedin child
died in faith . When he relat- bearing for the first,

ed this ſtory to me, he ſaid, . We deny there's any intrinſick

- He could not tell whether the moral turpitude in the very act,

forrow for the death of his but only in the inordination of

child, or his joy for its faith, the act.' That 'tis common with

were the greater. beaſts, weighs little ; for fo is

After all, we could give ac- taſting, and all the other ſenſes.

counts of ſuch ring- leaders a- For the ſecond objection ,

mongſt anabaptiſts, that when The pain which ſeems neceffary,

they have come to die,havebeen and yet incompatible with pa

particularly caſt downabout their radiſe. The latter weown, but

patronizing this doctrine, as the former wedeny. The bring

Muncer, Stock, Bocold, Balthaſar, ing forth with forrow, was an

&c . and 'tis obſervable, that effect of the fall , as well as a

in thoſe ages wherein infant curfe ſucceeding thereon , and

baptiſm was oppoſed , it was by incident to mother carch , as

ſuch as were grofly erroneous in well as mother Eve ; which was

other things, but our buſineſs is not to bring forth, without

not to vex or calumniate per- being torn and furrowed, and

ſons, but to convince all gain. abundance of Iweat and pain, and

ſayers of thetruth of things,and labour, and that thorns and thị.

hinder, if poſſible, ſome per- ftles too . For the poſſibility of

fons from doing as much as in bringing forth without pain , we

them lies, to keep their own have initances not only of par

children out of the covenant : ticular perſons, but of whole

'tis an uncommon cruelty , if nations, who have done it with

throughly conſidered of. very little ; which, when the

. Q. If Adam had not fallen , body was in fo admirable a

whether had the world been prepa- frame, lo vaſtly different no

gated the ſameway that it is now ? doubt from what ' cis now,

A. The affirmative ſeems to might have been with none at all ,

us almoſt unqueſtionable ; for though we can't ſo eaſily ima

God and nature made nothing in ginehow it could have been 10,

and to what end ſhould ſo any morethan how man ſhould

many curious organs be fram'd have continued at leaſt incorrup

in thebody of man, ſeveral of tible , if not immortal .

which can ſerve to no other uſe ,'

Q. What

vain ;1

X 4
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Q. What reaſons give the learned club,

Why Bacchus striding croſs a tub ,

Is painted fat, as well- fed ox ,

Or thoſe who lick the butter box ;

When moſt good fellows, whoſe large fups

Rival the gods almighty cups ;

Who never baulk a glaſs, or Jpare it,

But are moſt zealous in their claret,

Grow meagre, lean, conſume away

As though wine melted down theirclay,

Till, like candle puff'd by bellows,

They're more likefades than puncbenellos ?

A. With honeſt querift we'llnot quarrel,
Becauſe he knows not tub from barrel :

Bad eyes , good fellows often trouble,

He ne'er ſees well , that ſtill fees double.

But to your queſtion, if we can, fir,

' Tis nowhigh time to give an anſwer.

Painters you know , who daub a fign ,

Love with their oil to mingle wine 3

Whence, like their landlords, e'er they've done,

Their chalk ſcores double, two for one.

And they the jolly god contrive

As often twice as big's the life :

If true, or not, youmuſt confeſs
That this is no unlikely gueſs :

But grant the painter's penciltruſty,

And that god Bacchus is more luſty

Than mortal topers, at this ſeaſon ,

Tis eaſy enough to find the reaſon :

That fpark is young, and yet can bear it ,

Beſides, he always gets good claret,

Not he who ſearch'd each corner for it":

( Scarce Ceres ſearch'd her wench ſo far)

Has better intereſt at the bar :

If there's a drop, he gets good wine,

And if the drawer brings it fine,

Can mount him to the ſtars, inſtead

Of Jove's own skinkard , Ganimed ;

If not, down ſtairshe headlong kicks,

And plunges ten miles deep in Styx :

And that's the cauſe, the truth to tell,

That makes him look ſo plumpand well,

So like his own fair hogſhead fhow ;

Whilſt militant drunkardshere below ,

Who meaſurë out their time by glaffes,

Yet carry fun -dials in their faces ;

}

>
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E'er they're in ken of fifty come,

Are poiſon'd with hard names and ftum :

But if their iron nature bear it,

And ſtruggles fore and aft to clear it,

It purges all their fiefh away ,

They drip their tallow in the fray :

Their candle of its coat bereft ,

Nothing but the bare wick is left.

Q. To you , Minerva's fons ! let me addreſs

My doubts ; for you, if any, fure can tel,

Is there, and where, a real happineſs ;

A joy that all our agonies can quall,

A beau'n to fly to, from this mundane hell ?

1 .

A. Strongly to happineſs our natures tend ,

Norwas that tendency infcrib'd in vain :

This is the white to which all arrows bend ,

This is the hop'd reward of all our pain ,

And this in friendſhip, and in virtue we alone do gain .

How wretched's he, whom here no friend will own ?

But far more wretched they, whom none above ;

If that's but once ſecur’d , our work is done,

Nor need we wiſh toſtay, or to remove :
What's heay'n , but th’heighth of virtue, and of love ?

Q. Since virtue is allow'd by all to be

The fairest light in weak humanity ;

And ſince the wife and good do all agree

Unjust ambition'swretched ftate

To profecute with endleſs hate:

Say why, to beasts the name of brute we give,

And why, must Cæſar's name thus honour'd live ?

A. One half o'th ' world th' ambitious wretch adore,

As Indians dotheir deviliſh gods, for fear :

Theother half in hopes to fhare his pow'r,

And prey on all their weaker neighbours near :

The moſt will ſtill o'th' ſtrongeſt lide appear.

Thewife andgood are few , ſcarce known to fame,

Tho' they wou'd ſpeak , the others will not hear ;

Only expos'd to ridicule and ſhame,

And in the crowd of knaves and fools they loſe their name.

Q. What
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Q. What shall I do ? whither ſhall I run ,

Thatby a marriage ſtate am quite undone ?

Myfreedom loft, there's nought that I can follow ,

Nought I can ſee, but approaching Sorrow .

To Jenſe and reaſon I'm ſure 't is ſo,

For 'tis money makes the mare for to go :

And without which no place is to be got,

No shop to be kept, nor freedom to bebought.

Say , learnd Athenians, what courſe beſt to take

In this my need ; Say for pity's ſake !

Ab! quickly, quickly send meſome relief,

To alwage my pain, and to mitigatemy grief :

If you anſwer menot theſe queſtions, as soon as you can,

I'Ų certainly ſend 'em to the Brown Patemonian.

4

roof
>

"

A.To court, to court, man , as faſt as thou canſt hie,

Or elfe to the playhouſe to write comedy :

Thou need'ſt no farce, to make the world grin,

Repeat thy own verſe, and there's farce enough therein .

If this won't do, and thou'lt take no nay,

The Athenians profeſs they have no more to ſay :

But muſt clap thee o'th' file with the loft grumbletonians,

And prepare forthy fall to the Brown Patemonians.

bir

8

Q. My muſe is dull, and I do want the skill

To make
good verſe, for to declare my will :

if my eſay don't fit your learned pen ,

Pray tell me how I may endeavour then ?

A. To Proteus once a city -poet came,

Who wrote like this , and ask'd the road to fame :

How his ſtrong lines the a &tor's throats might tear,

And with loudclaps fill thewide theatre ?

The ſtruggling god, when he in vain had try'd

To break his bonds, in fury thus reply'd

"Wretch ! ask no more, fate ne'er intended thee

“ For honourable rags, and poetry :

“ To ſomething warmer thy ambition raiſe ;

“ Theſe lines deſerve the fur, tho ' not the bays.

sj

Q. Since when, and why the world did poets grant

Those ſpacious limits other writer's want ?

A. That boundleſs ſpace through which their fancies flow

Unto themſelves, and not the world, they owe :

Tho' law looks ſowr, and fain their ſteps wou'd bind,

Gypſies and poets ſcorn to be confin'd .

Q. What
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Q. Whatis the reaſon men are leſs inclin'd

To bashfulneſs, than are the women - kind ?

A. The reaſon fometimes is a thicker skin,

Bur oftner far becauſe more us'd to ſin .

1

would enter ;

Q. Since womens bodies were deriv'd at first

From man, whyarethey now the fairer dust ?

A. The cauſe of this ' tis eafy to explore,

They only are the gold, and we the ore.

Q. Venus and Mars withequal power contest

For the entire poffeffion of my breaft :

Honour, the pur of war, does boldly beat

A march ; her gentler ſighs found a retreat.

Be Speedythen in anſwering which way

I fall incline, the cafe bears no delay ?

Or,in plain prose, Shall I marry, or go to the wars ?

A. This caſe if either love or honour clear,

There is not much of difficulty here :

On thefame ſide their ſuffrages they bring,

Both cry , Plack both boots off, and take the ring :

Your love's paſt doubt, if youon wedlock venture ,

The mouſe loves cheeſe, or ne'er the trap

Then for your honour, that can ne'er miſcarry ,

He dares meet any danger that dares marry.

Q. Like fire extinguiſh'd by the ſun,

I loſt my eyes with looking on ,

And through the ruins, she did dart

Soft little Cupids to my heart.

My paffion grew , And I reveald,

She met the charm , and then we ſeald.

A two years bondage yet denies

The conſummation of our joys ;

Till when, we've privately refign'd

Our ſouls, by Sacred Hymen join'd .

Say , if this action lawful be,

Or elſe to our parents treachery ?

A. The jury's brib’d, you cannot fail,

Tho'ill your cauſe, you muſt prevail.

You ev'n might Radamanth' appeaſe

With lines ſo ſoft, ſo ſweet as theſe ,

Nay, your much injur'd parents pleaſe.

Such made your miſtreſs headlong run ,

And hafte, like you, to be undone.

But if you've all the truth reveal'd ,

And not deliver'd, tho' you've ſeal'd ,

You lefs unfortunate will prove,

And may be bleſs’d in ſpite of love.>

Q. A
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Q. A certain gentleman in love 2. Becauſe herown husbandis

with a lady, who being already herſelf by the law of the land,

married, and we virtuous maman) and the law of the land obliges

bad no means whereby to fulfil no one to condemn himſelf, al.

his deſires on her ; wherefore, on tho' ir puniſhes ſuch as do.

eccafion offerd him, murders her 3. The ſecret was committed

busband, and in decent time after, as a truſt, and not on purpoſe

courts, and marries her, ( the be- for a diſcovery, which ought not

ing altogether a ignorant of the therefore to be reveal'd , eſpecial

barbarous fa &t. In process of ly fince this truſt is not vacared

time be diſclofes to her, himſelf by the obligations above. 161197

to be the murderer of her former If the murderer of her former

husband : Query, Whether in this husband had been any body elſe,

cafe she be obliged in confcience, who alſo had revealed the ſecret

out of obedience to the poſitive to her, the ought to have deli

Law, the law of nature, and the vered them up to the magiftrare.

revealed lamb of God , to diſcover Tis not long ſince we had anin

him to the magiftrate ? Foraſmuch ftance of a perſon under great

as it ifhe doth , ſhe breaks her trorbe diſtractions and inquietudes of

given him ( who now claims it by conſcience about murderinga

As juſt a title as her farmerhus perfon, who ſends for aneigh

band did ) in her marriage ; and bour, makes him fwear fecrecy

if not, she becomes acceſſary to the towhat he fhould reveal to him ,

murder herſelf withal adding, that unleſs he did

A. Perhapsthis is as uncom- reveal it, he could not live ; the

mon a caſe as has appear'd upon other ſwore , receives the ſecret,

the ſtage for many ages, and a and falls under the fanie diftra

true reſolution is as niceand Etionsas themurderer was, who

tender, as itſelf is ſtrange: whe upon his confeffion becameeafy

ther our lawscan fhew any prea and quiet in his mind : thisfea

cedent of this nature we know cond perſon , whohad the teeret,

not, nor dare we ourſelves pre in themidſt of troubles ſends for

tend to an exact judgment, but a divine, and told him the whole,

we ſhall give our private opi- both asto the murder, and his

nion, which we delire may not bath of ſecrecy the divine told

be deciſive unlefs ſtrengthen'd by him , That his oath ( in his opi.

better authorities. We believe nion ) was void, not fo much

the wife is not bound to reveal Cas he thought) becauſe it was

her firſt husband's murderer : an unlawful oath, but becauſe

Our reaſons are, the hand of God was fo mani-

I. Becauſe her husband that feftly ſeen in affiliating the cons

now is, is by the law of nature cealers of fuch a fin. The party

part of herſelf, and nature can , immediately informs a juſticeof

hot away with the practice of peace of the whole, and the

ſelf-deſtruction, every thing will murderer underwent the law.

defend itfelf as much as poſlible, The cuſtom of the Roman church

either by oppofing or flying as is fach , as hides all ſecrets of this

way from the aggreffor. nature revealed to them .

One

a

2
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One paſſage occurs, not a little but always call them bafely of ;

pertinent to the matter in hand : but at laf all came out, he bum

There comes a gentleman to a bled himſelf to his wife , made

prieſt, and , amongſt other con- what fatisfaction lay in his power

feſſions, declares, that he had to ber, many or moſt of his faults

murder'd his prieft's own bro. hath confeſſed to her; but tho

ther : the prieſt enjoins him she may forgive him as to be
fuch & penance ,cand abſolves part , yet ſhe thinks she is not

him . Some conſiderable time capable to ſearch his heart, and

after, this gentleman and the counſel him in all that is bis

prieſt walking together over a duty to God and his neighbour :

certain pieceofground,thegen. Whetherit be notbisindiſpena
tleman Itop'd , laying, 'Twas juſt ſible duty to confefs. all his fin
inthis place that I kill'd your bro- to an able and godly minifter

ther, and buried him . The prieſt that may ſearch bim throughly ,
immediately goes to themagic and help to diſcover the plague of

ſtrate, and informshim , that paf- his heart ?

fing over ſuch a piece of ground; A. This is a very fad account,

ſuch a gentleman told him, that and deliver'd a little too merrily

he had murder'd his brother, ( if true ) ; for, in our opinion,

and buried him there ; the gen- uis impoſible but that an abhor:

tleman was taken up, and being rence of ſuch impieties could

convicted , upbraided the prieſt have found more reſenting ex
with perfidiouſneſs and treache preſſions of their nature .

Ty , contrary to the obligations Mr. Foulks in the account of

ofhis cloth: No, lays the prieſt, his life, & c. (which we would

whatever you told me in confeſſion; recommend to all ſecret finners

I have and will conceal : what for peruſal ) gives an account

you told meout of confeffion , is the the neareſt this that ever we

Sameas if it hadbeentoanother met, andtheunhappy conſe
perſon , quences of it . But to the que

Q. One deſires to know your ftion, upon an enumeration of

judgment, if 4 notorious Jinner, the querift's vices , 'tis ask'd ,

that hath lived in private fora Whether ( further than to his wife)

Hication and adultery for many auricular confeffion is not an indif

years, and kept a face of mora- penſible duty, in order to a full

lity, as going conſtantly to church, diſcovery of the plagueof his heart ?

reproving Jin in others , receiving We anſwer, Thar we don't be

the Sacrament, kind to his wife lieve it indiſpenſible, but very

in many or most reſpects, not giva neceſſary, for fear a wrong judg

ing her much cauſe to upect him ; ment ſhould be made ofthe truth

carrying it plauſible to all ; never of his repentance, for we are all

árunk, but in the best drunken naturally partialro ourſelves and

company ; never Iwear nor curſe, apt to make too favourable con .

but in great paſſion never much ttructions of our own caſes : le

fought opporiunity of whoring , is not a fit judge of an humbled

but only when the sphere and op- ſoul , that durit abuſe and affront

portunity met ; never loved ihem , the memory of his Redeemer in

the

UL
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after Dr.

the ſacrament, bytrampling up : 1. Dreams generally are the

on the bloodof the covenant : reſult of conſtitutions, and, as

nor is he fit to judge of ſince ſome very, ingenious men have

rity, who has made ſuch a pro- obſerved , are the moſt infallible

greſs in hypocriſy, that he has way to make a true eſtimate of

not only cheated the world, but our tempers, whether cholerick ,

himſelf alſo. Add to this , the flegmatick, Grc. but we have al

effects of drunkenneſs and whore ready ſpoken upon that ſubject :

dom ; in the whole catalogue of Notwithſtanding that perion

vices, there is none like theſe muſt own but little converſe, ei

two , for depraving of the judg . cher with books or perſons, that

ment, and rendringaperfonun- Jooksupon all dreams to be nam

capable of knowing his owncon- tural, ſince there are thouſands

dition . The habit of theſe is of inſtances that will perfuade

callid reprobation, which accord- any thinking perfon to the con

ing to the original imports a not. crary. "Tis very probable, (if the

ſeeing, or blindneſs of heart : and relation be true that the preſent

if ſo , the judgment muſt needs inſtance is not the reſultof tem
be falſe. per ; and to ſuppoſe that it is nor ,

Q. A friend of mine (foon can be of no ill conſequence;

'spromotion ) nay , it is poſſible it may have

dreamed as ke lay in bis bed ; good effe & s; there are ſome

A hand appeared and deſcended things thatwewant to be ſatis

as from a cloud, and dropp'd fied in , chiefly, whether there
down a book by his ſide,utter- were any particular paſſages in

ing theſe wordsto him, Gohear the ſermon which more nearly

Dr. and he that believ. relate to the circumſtances of the

eth ſhall be ſaved . It happened , perfon that dream'd ? Or whe-.

that a while after the Dr. any thing that was ſpoken

preached, and my friend was pre didmore or leſs affe &t him than
Sent when he took his text in ordinarily ? Our anſwer in

the 16th chapter of St. Mark, ſhort is, That ſince we are igno
and the 16th verle , being the rant of many things that might

very words which my friend render us better judges, we can
dream'd of ſix weeks before : only offer, that a wife good man

and upon remembrance of thoſe receives benefit from all provi

words , and his former dream , iş dences , by adapting them to the
grown much diſatisfied.com nature of hisown circumſtances,

This relation i do really believe and we hope our queriſt will

to be true, be having told it me make ſuch uſe of this, (whether

the very morning he dreamed 'tis or 'tis not an eſpecial provi.
thereof. Gentlemen , I deſire your dence ,) that he can upon good

opinion what should occaſion ſuch grounds affirm himſelf, that it
á dream , and what it may beto- has not left him lefs virtuousand

ken : your Speedy ſentiments hereof wiſe than it found him .

may perhaps be an eaſement to my Q. What is the nature of an

aflicted friend, and very accepta. eccbo, and bow may an artificial
ble to me ? one be made?

A , WC

a

cher
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A. We think Mr. Covoley out of cal form , we generally or always

Pindar , defines it aswell as any find theſe eccho's, but feldom

philoſopher of them all, when any that repeat more than once,

he calls it , The image of a voice. there being only one great wave,

' Tisindeed the repercuſſion , or equally beaten back; whereas in

reverberation of found ; as that cloiſters, or ſuch old buildings as

is only the air in motion , which have many pillarsor buttreſſes in

reflected or refracted motion , if their outſide, the ſound is repeat

we may borrow a term from ed over and over , being bandied

another ſenſe, makes an eccho . from one to t'other, as well as

If found has nothing to oppoſe reflected in general from the

it, it moves on circularly , ſtill great hollowwithin. Thus in

ſpreading wider and wider, thoone of the beſt eccho's we know

the outermoſt circle's ſtill weaker in England, mention'd alſo, as we

and worfe defined, as in thoſe remember, by Dr. Plat in his hi

made by a ſtone Aung into the ſtory of Oxfordſhire, that in Wood

water, whichifcheckd by a bank ftock Park, near the brow of the

or illand, flow back again, and hill , not far from the old ruins :

are a ſort of eccho's to the firſt. there are, 'tis probable, vaſt hol

Butthe thing may be yet plainer lows and caverns in the bowels

in the motionof a ball; ſtrike it ofthe hill ; there are buildings,

forward, if there's nothing to pillars, or walls alſo near it ; by

oppoſe it, ir proceeds as far as the either or both of which the eccho

ri impreſs”d motion lafts, if it meets may be formd: fo thus wehave

with a wall, it rebounds ; and if endeavour'd to deſcribe the na

there's a ſide wall nearit,and 'tis ture of an eccho as clearly as we

ftruck flantingly to that again , can, & -c. If the gentleman is wil

nay,thence to a third behind the ling to have
artificial one , his

ſtriker, and quite oppoſite to readieſt way is to build a church,

that againſt which it firſt re- and his buſineſs is done .

bounded. To the making of an Q. What is the reaſon that I

eccho then , ( but let the queriſt can blow either hot or cold out of

look to thepropriety of the ex- my mouth, according as I hold any

preſſion ) there's required either lips cloſer or wider ?

leveral Tolid objects, proportio- A. We deny that you, or any

nable diſtances toreceive, break other can do ſo, and affirm , That

and beat back the found, or a con- 'tis onlya vulgar error, that the

cave , or perhaps both ; and in- air you blow from your mouth

deed , we are inclined to believe is both hot and cold , as ſhall im

both muſt concur , where ever mediately appear to the querift,

there's an eccho : for if no folid and all the world . And here ,

obje &ts, the voice is loft ; if no firſt ofall, tho ' we really have, as:

concave , 'tis notat leaſt ſo ſtrong we have formerly acknowledg'd ,

and loud, that from both re- a juſt veneration for thememory

ceiving and beating back the un- of Ariſtotle, and think him a very

dulating air more equably than greatman, yet as we doubt noc

any other.Thus in churches,efpe- but that he is miſtaken in many

cially our new ones, which are other things , ſo we believe he

generally built afterthe theatri- is in the nature of air, and ac

cordingly

an

>
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cordingly muſt take the liberty firm our opinion. They tell us

to diffent from him therein . In there, p.71 . Thar hot water,

the combinations of the quali: as ſoon as the air is extracted
ties he makes air moft fluid and from it in the air-pump, imme

hot; whereas we believe it rather diately falls a boiling. Now

cold than hot, we could find it un- whence ſhould this be, unleſs

mix'd with other bodies, or , as that by the removal of the cold

other philoſophers now ſpeak, di particles of the air, thoſe fiery

veſted from anyfrigorick or calo- ones which had infinuared them .

rifick particles, extraneous to its felves intothe liquor,weremore

own nature. This we think may at liberty, by theabſence of their
be evinced from ſeveral argu- enemies, and fell to work to ſet

ments. Where the air is moſt un- the water in motion according

mix’d , namely , in the middle re- to their own nature ? After

gion , 'tis certainly cold , other this not unneceſſary diſquiſition,

wile how ſhould froſts and ſnows we ſay, that no man canblow hot,

be therein generated, and why but only cold, out of his mouth ,

ſhould it ſtill be the colder the as to the air which he expels

higher mengo,on vaſt mountains, thence , and which he fuck'd in

and that even in the torrid zone; for the cooling of what's within :

nay, perhaps exactly under the but at the ſame time he blows out

line ? 'for we learn from experi. the air, there ruſh out many par.

enced and credible travellers, that ticles of heat together with it,

not only the Alps, the Pyrenées, which as they aremoreor leſs, are

the Appennine, and Ætna itfelf, as fooner or later before they fepa

well as Atlas, Teneriff, &c. but rate from the cool air, into whoſe

even the vaſt mountains in the company they intruded. This is

middle of Africa, in Abyſſinia, proved by an eafy experiment ;

and nearer the cape, (tho' theſe blow even with the mouth con

too may, for ought we know, be tracted, as we do when we'd cool

only Spurs of Atlas) arecovered a thing, and hold your hand cloſe

with eternal ſnow , while there to your mouth , you'll find your

are nothing but thunders, light- breath not cold, as when at ſome

nings, and intolerable ſuffocaring diſtance, but ſenſibly warm , and

hears in the plains beneath them . colderand colder asyou remove

To omit other arguments,which your hand further off, tho' at

may be taken from the ſenſible but a little diſtance, becaufe there

coolneſs of the air even in the could mufter our but a few of the

midſt of ſummer, in the even- warmer particles : nay, crofs the

ings , when the rays of the fun cudgels, and breathewith your

are a little diſperſed ; an mouth open, as we do to warm

ſame thing experimented , if we our hands, tho ' there are ſo ma.

at any time beatthe air with the ny of the warmer bodies, and ſo

hollow of our hand ; we have little more unmix'd air goes out

thought an experiment of the with them , yet you'll plainly

Academy del Cimenio in Italy, not find, the further you hold your

many years ſince tranſlated into handfrom your mouth,the cooler

our language, does ſtrongly con- that breath will be, andifat ſome

diſtance;
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diſtance, more fenfibly cold than it may by confequence be made

even what you breathed with the out, that ſhe alſo was the daugh

mouth contracted , as its firſt exit ter of David ; for 'tis well

thence , the particles of heat filing known, that the Jews always

off by degrees, and being fepara. married into their own tribe

ted from thoſe of the air, which and family ; which conſider'd ,

are heterogeneous unto ic. our Saviour being the ſon of

Queſt. Though I knope (Gentle- the Virgin Mary, was alſo the

men) that you want not not Sphynx's ſon of David .

to help you to griſt to jour mill, Queſt. Gentlemen , I am afflitted

and that the devil of Delphos in body, and have uſed many me
re'er drove better Trade in dicines from doctors, but in vain ;-

Queſtions and Anſwers ; yet 'be. I would now with a godly forroso

cauſe I am weil -wiſher to the for. fins paſt, and a reſolution of

pretty art of tying and untying, frict obedience to God for time to

therefore i preſent you with a Buwon come, humble my ſelf before hima
Í

knot ' ( as they call it) . tho no 'with faſting and prayer, to have my

Gordian one , i . e . to give a rat :- affliction removed : All this I know

onal account of the modus of Sym- is necesſary for the obtaining ſuch a

pathy and Antipathy ; if by mercy, from him ; but I would

Efluvinms, homo 'tis done ? eſpeci- know your opinion, whether this,

ally in heavy bodies, as in caſe with, or without Sackcloth , and
of Mahomet's tomb between two abes, would be moſt acceptable to

Loadſtones, or the like, ( if that be God ?

not taken for granted ) and why the Anſw. God Almighey delights

body more kindly draws, or draws in our innocence, not our affice

to that than any other ? &c. And tions. You have his own word

fo of Antipathy è Contra Pray for it , viz, ' He doch not afflict

anſwer them , for I deſign a reply. willingly, nor grieve slie children

AnonymousAnargyrus. of men. Our advice is this,

That if your former crimes

Anſv As torequiring a rati. be ſuch as are more efpecial.

onal account ofthe modus of Sym- ly againſt your neighbour, 'tis

pathy and Antipathy, whether by ſuppoſed the injuries have been

Effluviums or no, we refer you either againſt their eſtates or

to what Des Cartes and Mr. Boyle their perſons ;. if the firſt actu

has ſaid of ic, being willing to al fatisfaction muſt be made, if

believe it is a ſubject of ſuch a poſſible ; if not poſſible, it muſt

nature, as is only proper for the be delign'd , and done as ſoon
exerciſe of wit, not of demon- as able : If it be againſt their

ſtracion perſons, 'tis either againſt their

Queft. How our bleſſed Saviour reputations or bodies ; if the

is said to be from David, there be firit, a reparation muſt be made

ing no genealogy of the Virgin Mary the ſame way that the injury
in Holy Writ ; from whom , in ri. was done ; if againft their

Speet of the fish , we are to reckon bodies, 'tis either by death,
our Saviour ? wounds , & c. or unchaſtity : In

Anſw. Though the Virgin the first, fatisfa&tion must alſo

Mary's lineage is not expreſt,yet be made as far as poſſible, (tho
Y

a

:
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we don't believe a man oblig'd to have putthem cogecher, as tresa

give himſelf up to the law ) if ting on the ſame ſubject ; tho '

the laſt, ſuch as are injur'd ought how they will agree, we cannot

to beſu'd unco for their pardon , cell; ſince they ſeem to come

and ſuch methods taken, if pof- from perfe& ly differing quar
ſible, as may bring them allo to térs ; and one of them tranſcri.

repentance
If the fin be bed from William Pryn, as the

more immediately againſt God, other from ſome of the nick

there's no other way but humilia- named popith authors How.

tion, and ſeeking an intereſt in ever, we ſhall endeavour to diſ.

Chriſt. who only is our reconci- patch them both in their order,

liation to God Wedo and give each of them a fair An .

not believe fackcloth and aſhes Swer . To the firſt, Whe.

abſolutely neceſſary, they are on - ther the Gunpowder- plot was a real

ly outward teſtimonies of repen- thing, or only an artifice of Ce.

tance, and not always real nei- cils, to bring an odium upon

ther ; God wants none of this, the poor innocent catholicks ?

he looks at the heart Be In Anſwer. Some would here re.

frequent in prayer, and get the flect on the uncertainty of hi.

prayers of the Church for you ; ſtory, and how unlikely we are

God can take off the trouble to have a true account of whac

when he pleaſes ; if he delays, paſt long ago , when ſome tell

the readieſt way toeffect it, is us, the Fabulous Age is not yet

reſignation to his will . over, at leaſt, doubt is made of

what paſt, but in the memories

Queſt. Whether the Gunpow . of ſome yet living Buc

der- Treaſun was only , as ſome tell weare rather inclined to a re

tellus, a plot of Cecil's making , - flection of a quite different na .

and wåt's the reaſon why the word ture, and that is, on the Ime

fa&tion, &c charged upon the pudence of fume Perſons, who

l'apiſts, in the Common-Prayer- would perfwade us to renounce

Book, made in King James the cur fentes in hiftory, as well as
firſt's time, after the diſcovery divinity ; who affront the whole

of the plot, jhould be left oue world together ; and when any

in our divine Service for that of theirown villains are con
day, for above theſe twenty years cerned , will not allow all the

laſt poft ; and those words being evidence thatcan be brought for

not repealed, why are they not read matter of fact, to be a ſufficient

ftill ?
proof againſt them. But though

Anſw . We have Ventur'd to all their companions have been

put theſe two Queſtions together, over and overnotoriouſly baffled

and to diſpatch them here, tho on this head, it may be worth

we lately received them , having the while, either to ſatisfie fome

already to many thouſands lying miſtaken perſons, or fet right

by us unanſwered, that we can ochers, who ſeem to be in love

no longer obſerve any method , with paradoxes, to ſum up partco

unleſs Perſons forbear ſending in of the evidence which we yer

more, which they cannot yet be have, that the papiſts were as

perſwaded to doCo
Wč much the authors of that con.

fpiracy,

제
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Ipiracy, which yet goes by their conſcience was ſo qucaſie, thac
name , as Cataline was of his. becauſe 'twas revealed to him in

And che firſt argument is the very confeſſion , he dared not to dif

expreſs words of the act of par. cloſe it . Though a whole na

liainenr, enacted in the third tion muſt chereby have inevi.

year of King James's reign, which tably periſhed : But fome of the

charges it on that party with a traitors confeft it by their after

wirneſs, and tells us, That many actions, on the diſcovery of the

papiſts, jeſuits, and Seminary prieſts, delign, more loudly than others

conſpired horribly, & c. A mo- did by their words. Flight is

deſt man would ſcarce deſire a eſteemed a natural ſign of guilt,

becter proof than a record, and for which reaſon our law asks of

here is that of the greateſt au. an accuſed criminal , Did he fly

thority that can be, that of an for the fame ? But there fled with

A # of Parliament, of the King a witneſs , as many as could get

and Three Eſtates of che Realm , out of reach , for they broke oue

as they are called in the ſervice into open rebellion , and ſome
for the day , which brings died deſperately fighting, while

to the ſecond proof of its name. others were taken, like a knoc

ly , That very ſervice, compo- of deſperate chieves or highway.

ſed, as is uſual, by the moſt men, oppoſing the ſheriffs and

reverend che biſhops, and uſed country which came in upon

to this day on thac occafion, and them ; over and beſides all which,
ſo likely tocontinue to theend we have very ſtrong colla

of Time. Wherein ' tis aflere- teral evidence, that ſome fuch

ed, over and over, That the pa- deſign was then fer on foor,

piſts were the true farhersof from difpucations of that nature

this brac, which is to very like in foreign ſeminaries, wherein ic
them , ſo that here is , as we may was reſolved as lawful, to kill

lays both law and gofpel, againft the righteous with the wicked, for

them who deny it : And indeed , the carrying on fo laudable a

’ris ſo broad an affiont co the na- villany. But we have not only

tion , to think we have beenmock teſtimonies from that age, but

ing God for a fegned delive- even from this preſent wherein
rance, almoſt this liund.ed years ; we live ; providence having al;

and the Parliament of England moſt miraculouſly preſerved to

fi: ft led us the way , that nothing , us the very original letters of

one would think; but the brow Sir Everard Digby's own hand

of a jeſuit, ſhould have braſs writing, the graveſt and the moſt

enough to affirm it But we picy'd of all the Conſpirators,

have yet more than this, who therein plainly acknow

have to this very day the trials ledges the deſign, and glories in

and examinations of the perſons it,eſteeming it a very meritorious

concerned , and the groſs contra- action , and caking it very hai.

dictions and palpable lies of Gar . noutly, that any good catholick

met himſelf, their Gunpowder ſains, ſhould condemn him for being

whei confronted beyond engaged therein . To examine now

own impudence, con
a little into that ſhallow pretence,

felfed that he knew ic but his That this was Cecil's Plot.
Y 2 How

- we

even his

2
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How much it was ſo, by what there, beſides, drew poor Queen

has been already proved , let the Mary into that plot, on purpoſe

world be judge, but to find occaſion againſt her :

they are content with leſs if this But to return to the Powder- Trea

will not be ſwallowed whole . If ſon , mark d to this day in our eca

he did noť make it all , and if clefiaftical, as well as civil Kalen

there were any thing in it, 'twas dar,by the name of the papiſts

he, they ſay, drew a few poor conſpiracy ; we queſtion whether

gentlemen in, to their own de- there's one proteſtant author who

ſtruction . But over and be- denies it : Osbourn , 'tis true,

ſides the barbarity of ſuch a fact, ſeems to ſpeak flightingly of it,

which therefore ' tis very unjuſt but every one knows him for a

to fix on the memory of ſo great
man of litle faith in ſuch mat

a ſtate's -man , when we have no ters , and an extremely prejudi.

reaſon for it, but a papiſt’s bare ed writer, by want of prefer

aſſeveration ; is it any thing rati- ment, and ſome ſlights he recei.;

onal to ſuppoſe, that he drew in ved at court, which even he him

Garnet, Vaux , nay, nay, all thoſe ſelf acknowledges ; nay, in the

foreign papiſts, in whoſe femi- fame hiſtory contradi &t's himſelf,

nary the lawfulneſs of very in- if he denies the thing, for he

tended Action was ſo long be- ſomewhere inſinuates, that Hens

fore diſputed and concluded ? But ry IV. loft his life for revealing

indeed this is their common way, the deſign to King James, to

when there is no other left, and whoſe fearor fagacity, he's by no

when they cannoc deny palpable means willing to attribute the

fact , to endeavour its mitigati- diſcovery, - though his ar .

on, by endeavouring to ſhare the gument is very weak which he

plot betwixt themſelves and the raiſes againſt the manner of it,

discoverers ; which has been an by, a letter to the Lord Mount.

old and a new shift among them . eagle, as our chronicles generale

For the New, it needs not be ly give it For, lays he,

mentioned, ſince the inſtances of had the diſcovery been by him,

it are yet . fresh in every man's 'tis likely he would have had

mind , and for old exam. fome greater reward , whereas

ples, there isa famous one in the he had buc a ſmall penſion al

conſpiracy of Babington, & c. a- lotted him , as if fuppo.

gainit Queen Elizabeth, which ſing this true, want of gratitude

her Secretary of State , one of the were ſuch a ſtrange thing in a

greateſt politicians in the world . hungry court , that it muſt ne

having then diſcovered , and pro- ceſſarily infer want of merit . Buc

ducing the very letters and an- beſides, by what means foever

Iwers ſenc by Mary Queen of the diſcovery was made, the

Scots, fome by her Secretrary, ſtory of the letter is as probable

others under her own hand, con- as any, and that paſſage in it (of

ſenting tothe ſaid conſpiracy ; a terrible blow, and yet none to

Father Caufin, to excuſe her here- perceive who hurt them ) might

in , pretends that Q. Elizabeth's Tooner be interpreted aright, of

council , having opend the lec- ſome blow by Gunpowder, by King

ters, inſerted what they pleaſed James than any other, whoſe face

ther

а
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ther had before loft his life that latter having made frequent alte

wry , and who uſed to retain ſuch racions, and is likely to do more.

impreſſions of terror taken in The words were at firſt,

his childhood, longer than moſt “ Whoſe religion is rebellion, and“

others. Thuswe hope we have " whoſe faith is faction ,

pretty well diſpatched this firſt which , though including (ALL)

queſtion, and father'd the brat on ſuch workers of iniquity, as is

the true mother ; for further fa- before faid, yet we own might

tisfaction wherein , we refer the have, and we doubt noc but it

reader to that elaborate piece of bad a particular reſpect to the

the late learned biſhop of Lin- papiſts, which though

cole on this ſubject. they are ſpoken ſeverely enough

For the ſecond queſtion ; Why of in theſame office, and that

the word faction , '&e . formerly very deſervedly, yet that expref

charged upon the papiſts, has been fiorwas thought not ſo congruou s

left out in the ſervice on this as what wasſubſtituted in irs
occaſion for there twenty years room , All ſuch as turn

laſt paſt ? We anſwer, TheGen- " religion into rebellion, and faith

cleman has but half the ſtory : “ into fa &tion ; ſince 'twas at

For, firſt of all, the word faction, “ leaſt a catechriſtical expreſſion,

&c. was never in terms charged to call religion, rebellion ; or faith ,

upon the papiſts alone, in any faction ; eſpecially ſince part of

form for this day, that we have the Romißh religion, and faith too,

The word mention'd , namely , the cwelve articles of

and thoſe that follow it, are in the Apoſtles Creed, are the ſame

the ſecond colle t of morning- with ours, though they have

prayer ; wherein the church de- made fuch foul ſuperſtructures

fires God would ſtrengthen the to it , as has, at least, impli

king's hands with judgment and citly Shockd the foundation als

juſtice to cut off [ AU]luch work- moft in every ſtone (or article )

ers of iniquity, br. Then, Se thereof. However, moſt of the

condly, it has not been lefc out doctors of our communion, and

in the Service, neither for theſe ſuch as are far enough from po

twenty years laſt paſt, nor any pery, have granted the church

other time ; for both the words of Rome to be a true church (xs

rebellion and faction are ſtill to be the rotteneſt patient in Kingſ

read there to this day--Again , land Hoſpital inay be ſtill a true

Thatalteration which was made man, though a very ſtinking

therein, was made long enoogh one.) On which account this al

before the very beginning of teration we ſuppoſe was made ;

twenty years laſt pal, bya perſon and if by the biſhops, or any au

famous enough, as well as the thoriſed by the King, legally

hiſtory of the words, which enough there inſerted .

needs nöt here be repeated. Af

ter all , the ſenſe is muchwhac Queſt. If the cauſe of death be

the faine, if not better, than it in the body only, What may that

wasbefore ; our church not pre. be in the body whith cauſes the

tending to be infallible, either ſoul to ſeparate from it ? May it

in her deciſions or devotions ; in the not be that the body as some

yer ſeen .

28
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have expreſſed it , becomes untenan- High-Dutch, whoſe book was Print

table to the foul?
ed at Amſterdam in 1671. (where

A. If it be fo, as we believe of the Royal Society give an ac

it is , the cauſe of the ſeparation count, Vol. 6. p . 3006 ) they

however depends upon both,, were much firmer, and more

Firſt of all , the body is rendred laſting than ours For 'he

untenantable by diſeaſes, and tells us & ftrange Story , of a

then the ſoul, by a natural re- Ship found in the time of Pope Pius,

ſultance, muſt forſake old the II. in the Numedian Sea,

friend, becauſe it can't act there- twelve fathoms under water, thirty

in any longer. foot long, and proportionably broad,

Q. Whether the ancients were as of Cyprus and Larix wood, so hard

well skill'd in ſhipping and navi- that ' 'twould ſcarce burn or cut,

gation , as the moderns are ? and not in the leaſt any where rot

A. The negative appears part- reu or perish'd ; and ( ſtranger

ly by the reſolution of the for- than all) the whole ship ſo cloſe,

mer queſtion, and will farther, that not á drop of water was ſoak'd

by what yet remains. ' Tis into the under rooms . But what

true, they had vaſt Ships in ever we chink of çhis ſtory, or

thoſe days, enormous machines in. of the vaſt bulk allign'd co ſome

deed, as the virtuoſi love to call thips , this we are certain ,that

them ; and whatever we flatter that they anciently had fome

ourſelves, vaftly bigger, ſome very large veſſels. Authentick

of them at leaſt, and able to hiſtories mention Hiero the Syra

contain many more than the culian's fhip , which, by the de

biggeſt ſhips now in the World . fcription Mr. Evelyn gives of ic

cior excepting the Royal Sove. Out of old writers, chat 'twas'

raign , or Britannia themſelves, or among thoſe which kad been

all che Terribles or Invincibles taken for mountains . ' or float

hat the nch make ſuch a cife ing iſlands, and that 'twas a

with ; and though the vaſtneſs moving palace adorn'd wich

of the bulk and number of men Groves of Trees , both for fruip

fome of them are ſaid to have and Moodo ( it outdid our abdi .

carried , ſeems almoſt incredible , cared admirals ) we fay, by the

yet we ſhall ſet them down, as deſcription given of it , itfhould

we find them in grave authors frem to be the ſame which the

Atheneus tells us. That Ptilomy miraculous Archimedes,

Philopater had a Gally built for hiſtory tells us , by his mathe

pomp and pleaſure, with a dou . matical engines lified up in the
ble prow and forty ranks , or or . air, equal and even as a tryal

ders of Rowers. And even Pluk . of his art, when Hicri and all

tarch himſelf, in his Life of De his Courtiers were aţ dinner in
metrius, that he equipped feve. it. Nor

were they formerly
ral ſhips of war, which had in wanting in ſtratagenis, or inge

them each four thouſand Rowers. nious devices io murder one a
This for their bulk : Then for nother : for Minas is ſaid to be

the excellency of their ſtructure , the firſt inventor of fea.fights,

if we'll believe N Whitles , who who lived not long after the flood ;

sites of Naval Architecture in and we are more lure , that noc

only

>

>

as his
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1000

1

TO

only the uſe of Flags, but even the nouriſhment or blood was

Falſe-colours, Fireships , Stink pots , conveyed out of one into the o

and Snake pots, were known to ther. If we remember that fto

the ancients, as welearn in Fronto ry aright, theſe cwo had diffe

of ſtratagems. Then for the rent ſentiments and perceptions

nimber of their Vefſels, we of things, one of them often

need not go ſo far back as Homer, appearing pleaſed when the o .

who tells us, there were ther was laughing, which

fhips againſt Troy, but may eafi- fufficiently eyinces they had dif
ly believe it was ſometimes ve- ferent paffions, accordingly dif

ry great, from the number of ferent Souls, and therefore muft

menembark'd upon chem , fince, be different men, and hence, as

as the Roman hiſtories, and Pos they had different deaths, the

lybius, a very good author, in- little brother, as he was callid,

form us; the Roman and Cartha. dying firſt, though che other did

ginian Armado's have met at Sea , not long ſurvive him, ſo un

with more than a hundred thou- doubtedly they fhall be diftinétly

Sand men of a ſide ; and at other rşiſed. But how the ſecond

cimes, forty thouſand have been ſhall have his own body reſtored

killed buc" of one ſide in one again , and that complearly ,

Battle. Nay, even we ourſelves though he never had any more

have killed 30000 of our good than the upperpart of a man, let

friends the French in a ſea - fight, thoſe look to it, who think that

under one of our Edward's , cis not enough the bodies of men

when they ſtruggled with us ſhould be ſpecifically of the ſame

once before for the dominion of matter they were before, at the

the Seas, as they do now , as refurre tion .

may be ſeen very well, accurate- Q. Seeing angels Are Spirits, and

ly deſcrib'd inMr. Barns's hi. conſequently immaterial fubftances,

ſtory. But notwithſtanding all how can then be ſaid to eat, as we

this, 'tis certain that we ourdo find they did when Abraham and

the ancients, not only in other Lot entertained them ?

parts of navigation , but alſo in 4. If we believe Raphael, th :

that of thipping, our veſſels be- caſe will be quickly decided ,

ing, though not ſo great, as ſome for he tells Tobit and Tobias, To

of thoſe are repreſented, yet bit 12. 19. “ All theſe days I

much more ſerviceable than thoſe “ did appear unco you, but I
of the ancients : “ did neither eat nor drink,

Q. Was that Lazarus whom we ye
did ſee a viſion ." But

read of si Venice, and other pla. the truth is, that ſame Raphael
ses, who had a little Brocher is a ſort of an Apocryphal An

growing out of his fide, cwo gel who ' denied his name, and
men, or one ? Had he two gave a wrong one in theroom

Souls, or one ; and how shall they on't, ſo that we can't blame
riſe atthe day of judgment ? any perſon not to believe him,

A. It had beena noble piece ſince he has been caught trip.

of curioſity indeed to have dif- ping already . What we efteem

rected that perſon after his death, moſt probable is, that thoſe

to have made obſervations how , angels which are mencioned in

Y 4
canonical

" but &
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canonical Scripture, and which ver name or title, we diftinguiſh

'cis plainly ſaid, did Eat with the it, there's ſtill ſomething of

Patriarchs, did really do ſo , and action included in its Effence,

not in a viſion only For chat and whether it thinks, reflects or

they had corporeal vehicles we are knows, ſtill it a &ts, or elſe it is

certain , otherwiſe they could not, for all theſe terms , connote

neither have been ſeen nor beard, fome' action . In vain then

In which wchicles they might wou'd the Socinian endeavour to

receive and contain the ineac mitigare the abfurdity of the

which they put into their foul's fleeping with the body in

mouths, which either might be the ſame grave, fince notwith

difperfed again by perspiration , ſtanding his high pretences to rea

or perhaps fell to the ground ſon, there arenot two more in

upon the diſſolution of thoſe digeftible abſurdities in all Tran

Vehicles ſubſtantiation thon an adorable

Q. That the ſoul doth ſubfift out creature, or an unactivefpirit, both

of the body after death, is granted which he pretends to believe.

by all chriſtians ; but whether is it Q whether is the cauſe of death,

an active or unactive state during or ſeparation of the foul from the

that fubfiftance out of the body ? body, in the Souls, or in the body,

A. In order ço anſwer this or both ?

queſtion, we'd fain ask the Gen- A. The ſeparation of the bo.

tleman who propoſes it, what dy and ſoul is not the cauſe of

kind of thing he take an unactive death, but death itſelf ; the cauſe

foul to be, or a foul in an in- of which ſeparation is oftentimesun

active state, which is the ſame very diſtant from its effect, the

thing ? And whether it be’nt as ſeparation itſelf ; nay, always ſó,
perfect a contradiction, and that unleſs in ſudden death . But fur

in terminis, as to ſay aefive, or ther, it ſeems very incongruous

rational matter, or materialſpirit? ' to ask, whether the feparation

Paffivity is of the esſence of mate of the ſoul from the body be

ter, as activity of Spirit; cake in the foul, or whether it be in

away paſſiveneſs from one, you the body , ' or both, fince any se

make it spirit ; take away a & i- paration neceſſarily implies two

vity from tocher, you make it things to be ſeparated , for who

either matter, or nothing atall. ever heard of one thing that was

In ſwoons, extaſies, & c. 'tis not ſeparated from its felf ? But up .

the Soul, but the body that's un- on further confideration , the

ettive, or rather, unfit to be querift ſeems to mean much
acted, and no more wonder we the ſame with what we have

cannot remember what paſſes now afierted , and though his

then, than that we cannot ſee queſtion founds a little odly )

when our eyes are faſt ſhut to. inrends no more byl the repa

gether. Whatever' definition racion of the ſoul from the bo.

we give of the ſoul of man, dy than death it felf, and not

if we believe ir material , whe. the cauſe on't . In anſwer, We

ther we call it a cogitative being , believe the cauſe of this fepara

a refletting being, a knowing, a tion to be firſt in the body, then

thinking ſubſtance, or by whate- ja the soul, and the manner how
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we have endeavoured to explain than made good . We believe

in anſwer to a queſtion above . the greateſt tormenes of wicked

Queft. Into what place does the men before the day of judgment,

foul of man go immediately after its and thoſe bad enough , will be

departure out of the body, ſeeing it their own conſcieuces, and that

does not go into its full fruition of company they are condemn'd to :

happinels or mifery ? which cormcnts will be both aug

Anw. We are miſtaken if this mented, inftead of their cealing,

queſtion, has not been before at the day of judgment, the firſt

partly anſwered, and there once by having all their faults again

for all , we defire gentlemen be- repreſented, both to them and all

fore theyſend any queries hither, the world, the ſecond by being

that they'd be at the pains to con- eternally confin'd by an irrever

fult our Indexes, and ſee whether fible doom to thoſe infernal pri

chey are not already anſwered, fons, prepared for the devil and

whereby they'd oftentimes fave his angels . And for the

themſelves and us ſome trouble, contrary reaſons, the joy of the

and not take ic ill that we don't ſaints muſt needs be at the ſame

dum agereTo this we time, highly augmented.

anſwer, in ſhort, that the ſouls Queſt. Whether it were lawfulfor

of ill mer, (who, by the by , are Lots two daughter's to go in to

very catachreſtically ſaid to en- their father ?

joy miſery) are in the power of Anw. This queſtion would

the Devils, who when they die , ſeem almoſt ridiculous, had not

are ſaid to require their ſouls of learned men obſerv'd thac the

them ; and where thoſe devils Jews go about to excuſe them in

are, has been above diſcuft and this matter, - by pleading for

clear'd, not out of fancy but them, that they thought all the

evident ſcriptures : As for the world befides ' was deſtroy'd ,

ſouls of good men, they are im- from their exprellion --" There

mediately after their feparacion in “ is not a man on earth to come

very good company, in the care of " in unto us , and beſides ,

thoſe angels who carry them into that they expected to be the

into Paradiſe, or Abraham's bo- Mothers of the Meſſias,

Iom . But where, or what that both which we think very fri.

is, we'll not'now diſcuſs, not be- volous cxcuſes. For the laſt ,

ing willing at preſent to'vencure we queſtion whether there were

on any more paradoxes. then any ſuch expectation, or at

Queit. Whether there is a ceffation leaſt but a very implicite

of Mens torments and happineſs one : For the firſt, they muſt

at the day of judgment, till both have been filly indeed , to think

their ſentences ' are pronounced by there were no Men in the world
God ? beſides thoſe of Sodom and

Anſw . The queſtion ſeems to Gomorrah . for both

fuppoſe the wicked to be actual. neither would be an an avail

1yin alocal hell before the day of able excufe, but both of them

judgment, as well as the godly in guiley of the higheſt, and moſt

Heaven , both which , perhaps are abominable Inceſt.,

more commonly, and eaſily ſaid,

Queft

.

a a
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Queſt. Whether in your opinion keeping bis commandments ; in

are the beſt chriſtians, they that both which they are . damnably

live preciſe and circumſp: & in miſtaken ; for they muſt either

outward appearance, boating of take Religion all together, or

Holineſs of life, and of their great elſe let it all alone. The mif

knowledge of Jeſus Chrif, and have chief is, that both ſides, inſtead

great confidence of their election of looking athome, make it their

and predeſtination, but in their buſineſs to find faults abroad ;

dealings in the world are ſubtle and rather rail at others, than

and crafty, and over-reaching all mend themſelves, for on t'other

they deal with ; and in their Be . fide, that man muft not pretend

haviour hafly, and moroſe, cohily to be a chriſtian, nay, not as far
mov’d, andhard to be pacified; advanced as amoral heathen,

or they that live more looſe in the who makes nothing of the reli.

world, freer to keep company, and gion of an oath nor ſpares to

ſometimes may take God's name in abuſe that great and holy name

vain, yet of downright plain by which he is called , in taking

way of dealing , curious of defraudo it, to witneſs, in every - mean

ing any , and honeft, in all their filly, frivolous matter ; nor mult

morals, ſerving God to the beſt of he deceive himſelf, and think a

their frail abilities, not preſuming chriſtian faith and heathen life will

on their own good works, but hop will fave him 'meerly for ſaying,

ing the beſt through the merits of Lird have mercy ,spon me, or the

Chrif ? French King, who after he had

Anfw. A fair diviſion of the Sworn, uſed to beg pardon of his

world, and we doubt an over- rue wooden god Nor is it morality,

one, into Phariſees and Sadduces, but chriſtianity, muſt ſave us , elle

bue our Saviour was neither, for there had been no need of cur

the former fort, undoubtedly Saviour's coming upon the earth,

Pride isthe very darling Sin of nor can one ſo muchas pretend
the devil, and we believe he's to morality it felf, who lives in

more ſure of a proud cenforious the conſtant breach of two bran

inan, who is guilty of ſpiritual ches of it, the third command,

fin, chan of the loudelt rake. the fixth , nay , ſeventh , eighth ,

hell in the world ; for the latter ninth and all , by raſh vain oaths,

has ſeldom ſo entirly rooced out and intemperate living. In a

the principles of conſcience and word, we wiſh they'd once

reaſon, but that he ſometimes form themſelves, and let one

thinks that he ought to do better, another alone, ſince they are
and therefore there's even fome e'en ſo bad, that we know not

probability of his repentance ; which is the better, but pray

whereas the other is thuc up from God to mend them both, which

all hopes of reformation and we think they have ſo much

amendment, while he thinks need of.

he's already ſo good , ' tis impor- Queit. of the two Religions,

fible he thould be better. The a quaker, or a Papift, which

Principle of the one is, “ To love wou'd you cluſe, with your rea.

“ Ged and have bis weighbour ; of foxs ?

the other. * To love God withose

Anw.

re
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we

1

1
1

Ann Neither : Becauſe both preſent) great champion has re

of them are ſo bad, that they fined them into : Nay, there

can hardly be called chriftian . have been ſome of them , who
But to compare them ; in many as far as can underſtand

things it's true they are near a them , deny our Saviour's man

kin ;and the Quakers have been , hood too, as well as his god
e'er ſince their riſe , look'd upon head ; nay, deny angels, ſpirits,

as the Jeſuirs by-blows. heaven and hell, turning all in

And indeed , it muſt be confeft, to mean and jejune allegories ;

that in many things they ſtrange- and no wonder after this chey

ly, ſymbolize with the papiſts. Should, all of them , to a man,

The Quakers deny the plenary that e'er we mer wich , in pofi
ſatisfaction of Chriſt, and reſt on tive terms, deny the ſcriptures

their own merits ; ſo do the pa to be the Word of God ; and moſt

piſts : They rail at our minifters, of them deny dey Reſurrection

and deny their legal call or or- of the body, as others, the ex

dination ; fo do che papifts : iſtence, or activity and conſci

They pretend to a greater itrie- ouſneſs (which is all one) of

neſs and fingularity of life than fouls after death . For theſe rea

other people, ſo its notorious do ſons, we think , as a bad chri

feveral orders among the papifts, ftian is better than none ; lo a

to exactly, that one wou'd think papiſt than a quaker ; though

the Quakers only a fort of lay- charity gives us room to hope,

brothers to ſomeof their Socie- that there may be fome in boch

ties. Then for phanaticiſm , and of thoſe Parties who may be

enthuſiaſm , they are moſt admi- berter chriſtians, than thoſe prin

rablymacch'd , chat and infidelity ciples, if believed, would per

together making up the very mic them to be ; bue then they

Creed of theQuaker ( forgive the muſt be neither good quakers,
expreflion ) But to conſider them nor good papiſts.

alunder, its true, the papiſt holds Qucft i've heard it diſcours'd,

more than he ought to do, and that in the canons of the church ,

therefore all the articles of the particularly canon $ 5 ,

chriſtian faith ; but the Quaker pointed, That all Miniſters fill

such leſs : They all deny the in their Prayers before ſermon.

chriſian facraments, both bap- pray for the king by his name

tiſm and the Lord's ſupper“; and and title ; and by canon 59

we wonder how they have the Every ſunday and holy day, be .

face to prerend to what they never fore evening prayer, to examine and

had, christianity, when they were inſtruct the youth' in the church

never chriſten d . The are in- catechiſm , as ' tis alſo directed

deed a compendium of almoſt in the rubrick. How comes it then ,

all ſorts of hereſies ; for they not that the firſt is generally neg

only deny the merits of Chriſt, as lofted, and ihe latter only per .

has been ſaid, with the papiſts, formi'd in time of Lent, whereas

but even his fatisfaction, divini- it osight to be done all the year

ry and all , being , at beſt, no round ?

þetter than meer Arians

believe them what their late (and Anju .

1

'tis aps

; if we
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al
A For the firſt, either the gen- invent , could never root it out.

tleman who propoſes the query, And 'awas by the ſame mechod,

never goestochurch ; or elſe he the papiſts themſelves own (as

has very ill fortune, always to biſhop Andrews tells us, in his

light upon a Jacobite-miniſter ; dijourſe of catechifing ) that the

ſince 'tis nocoriouſly known , that reformed won ſo much ground

there are few hundreds , if ſoma- of them in ſo liccle a time ; and

ny as one, throughout England, if the reformation has not made

who deny obedience to the pre- a proportionable progreſs ſince

ſent government, or refuſe to irs riſe , as it did then , wemay

pray for them , and that by fairly fee to what neglect the

Name, as directed. For the late obſtruction of it has been owe

ter,we wilh wecou'd as eaſily ing ; and from the ſame foun

prove him miſtaken , as we can cain undoubtedly ſprung the ge

inthe former. - However, here's neral debauchery of manners

this to be ſaid, that the people that reigns in their churches,

are grown too proud, and think almoſt as much as even among .

themſelves too wiſe to be fatis- the papifts themſelves ; and we

fy'd,or put off, as they'd be ready wiſh we may not be too true

to call it, with catechizing (we prophets, when we fear 'cwillt

mean both inſtructing the chil. ne'er be much better 'cill a new

dren, and explaining the queſtions race of men ariſe, better inftru &t

and anſwers) unleſs they have a ed in faith and manners than

ſermon too . There was indeedThere was indeed the preſent is, which being ge

in the primitive times, belong. nerally educated in the looſe.

ing to every church one, whole neſs, and want of diſcipline ill

particular Office ' twas to cațe . grounded in the principles ei

chize and infruct them that ther of morality or religion, and

were ignorant in the myſteries too proud to learn, are eaſily

of chriſtian religion ; who, for carry'd away, either by atheiſm

that reaſon, were called catechu- or debauchery, whither the tempo

meri . Sc. Mark, as 'tis affirm'd ter pleaſes. Now were this par.

in good church hiſtory, was the ticular office of the catechift a.

firſt who ſet this office up at gain renewed , and encourage

Alexandria in Egypt, when he ments given to it in every church,,

left it, fixing another there in the duty would certainly be per-.

his Room ; and 'tis certain , formed, or were it united

they had catechizing and formal to the reader's place ; but this is

catechiſts in that church from not be very likely to be done in

Origen him. ſuch an age, ſince the readers

ſelf was one of theſe, whom , places themſelves, even in this

if we miſtake not , Heraclius city, are generally fo ſmall, the

ſucceeded in that office, as Da- clerks being commonly twice as

maſus him. -And this very much, that few , but very young

method , its yery probable, made men will accept of them, who,

chriſtianity then fo ſucceſsful, muſt almoſt farve upon them

and in fo little a ſpace plans too, unleſs they have apply'd

ed it fo firm all the world o- themſelves to ſomething elſe co

yer, that all the arts and cor- help . Nor is there any great

ments the devil or man could likelyhood things ſhould be beca

ter,

the firſt ages

.
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arms

ter, the maintenance of the cler. Queſt. Home ancient is heral

gy having been plundering ever dry , and whether the coats of

fince king Harry the 8th's time ; we find in the genealogies

and that little they have left, is in old bibles, for the twelve tribes,
thought too much for them by were really uſed by them ?

ſomeſort of people : Nor are we Anſw . The uſe of ſtandards,

very likely to ſee a new office to diſtinguiſh the tribes in

erected in the church , when " tis their campaign, according to

fo ill able to maintain the old . their encampments and marches,
For thoſe who think one minifter we find Namb. 1. 52. whoſe arms

is very well able, if not lazy to might be according to the de

read prayers, and preach twice fcription of Jacob upon Joſeph's

aday , and beſides,catechiſe, bap- fon's, Gen. 49. 13 , & c. but its
tize, chriften and bury antiquity went higher, no doubt,

we only wiſh they were them- for Cain, (Gen 4. 19.) who for

ſelves to try the experiment for cified himſelf, and firſt ſet up

one quarter of a year, and ſec arbitrary power in the land of

how well they'd like it . - Nod, and called the city by

Queſt. Whether as lon as the his ſons name, viz . Enoch,

body remains tenantable,tenantable, the Lord of Enoch, he alſo invented

fouſ can ſeparate from it without heraldry and arms for diftin
deach for jome time limited ; as & tion .

it is reported of ſome, who for Queſt. You in anſwer to the que

some time bave lain in a Trance. ftion of Christ's perſonal reign , Josy

and come to themſelves again , and it shall be upon earth for a thouſand

buve related what they pretend to years, whether it ſhall be this earth

bave seen and heard in places refined, or a new heaven, and a
remote ; or of witches, who have new earth ?

their nocturnal revels in remote Anſw . As a fiat made this

world out of nothing appearing

Anſw . We believe choſe re- to us, ſoa fiat can reduce them

ports to have been little more.- to their firſt nothing, and create

Thus far it's true , we may be a new earth , which may be

as certain as can well be called refined to our apprehen

made of any matter of fact. fions.

That ſome perſons have fallen Queſt. Why a man when he is

into trances, and revealed what in drink is leſs apprehenſive of

has actually paſt in remote any bodily damage (as falling

places, -but we believe this down a precipice, receiving a

to be only the effects of diabo- wound, or the like) than a Jober !

lical agents, who ſhut up the Man ?
ſenſes of the poor deluded Anſw . This is partly anſwered

Ditches, and brought them what in the anſwer about muſcular

news they pleas'd from diftanc mocion , and madmen, who from

places, impreſſing it on their the violent and over-brisk mo.
fancies, and making them be- tion of the ſpiritous particles in

lieve they really ſaw what they the nerves, are made co ſurmount

more did, than fick men do pain , and inſenſible almoſt of the

in a fever thoſe ſhapes which weather and objects, are rendred

feem to paſs before them . thereby vertigious and falſe

Queft.

places ?

we

no
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Queſt. Pray inforin me why bar. in his hand , and turned it every

bers ( above all other Trademen ) way to find out its proporcions

kang out long poles for #fign ? and harmonick diſtances, and let ile

Upon long debate in company its it go again in a ſtring to obſerven

referred to you , therefore we defire its mocions; as the poet thought
your ſpeedy anſwer to determine our of the word weight, and ſo fet it

wager thereupon imaginarily upon his shoulder, føl

Arſw . The barber's art was ſo which fancy was well enough .

beneficial to the publick , that Queſt. Howlongis it ſince tobace up

he who firſt brought ic up in co wasfirſt uſed in England ? When po

Rome, had a ftatus erected unto ther it dues not infect the genuine 加

his memory, as authors relate ; purity of the breath ? And laftly,

and in England they were in fome Whether 'tis not inſalubrics, if im .

fort the ſurgeons in old time, moderately uſed ?

and therefore hung their baſons Anſw . ' Tisabout cne hundred and

out, to make known at a diſtance, Seventeen years , according to the
to the weary and wounded tra . belt account we can get concern for

veller, where all might have re- ing it, Captain Richard Greenfield ,

courſe, they uſed poles ; asſome and Sir Francis Drake, (not Sir

Inns ſtill gibber their figns croſs Walter Raleigh) being thoſe who
a Town . firſt brought it hither, about the

Queft. Pray reſolve me in your Year 1586 . d

sthenian Oracle , where Atlas To the ſecond queition, N

ftood when he bire the world on his whether it does niet moſt virulently in

Shoulders ? And your judgment of feet the genuinepurity of the breath ?

that poet that floft invented the Or, bating fufian , in plain Engliſh

fittion ? And where he deſigned does not make the breath fink ?

Atlas tostand ? We muſt reply 'Tis e'en as you

An {w . 'Tis faid , That Archim like it : Some think it a noto

medes could remove this world , rious flink, whilſt others will

if he hadanother world co fix his never be perſwaded buc that 'tis

becty or inſtrument upon ; which the belt Sinell in the world

other world Atlas ſtood upon , And for the queriſt, we would

when he bare all chis world up- adviſe him to be judg’d by his

on his Shoulders, if he really miſtreſs, and to let her noſe rule

had the world in that poſture, his, if ever he expects his lips

which che poet never believed should be acquainted with hers.

would be io raken , any more To the third, Whetheri

than we fancy an emperor can 'tis not inſalubrivus if immode

hold the globe of the world , re- ratol uſed - Wereply in the?
preſented by a ball in his hand , affimative, -- and to is Phle

as pictured or a man guide the botomy, and every thing elſe. Be.

world which way he pleaſed, as fides, what we have here added ,

if he had the world in a fring, as we will throw in a lit: le ſtory toa
we phraſe it . The poet pitched make our meaſure. When

upon this , as best to expreſs the the chriſtians firſt diſcovered

vaſt comprehenſi:n he had in America , the devil began to be

inventing aftronomy ; he might afraid of loſing his hold there

as well have frig ned he held is among the poor people,by chrifti.
anity
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was as

ery nity, appearing among them , to expreſs it. But for the

( tho' he was more afraid than characters whereby we repreſent

lee hurt, as the event made appear) thoſe founds to the eye , with us

irve and as Mr. Dryden excellently in Engliſh , and moſt of the Eu .

ghe expreſſes it in his conqueſt of Mexic ropean Languages AND, they

et coi He told ſome of his Acquain- may be almoft infinitely varied,

ler, tance among the Indians, that he and every nation whose alpha

had found a way to be reven- bec bears a different form , will

iace upon Chriſtians for beating up his expreſs them in a different man.

Theo Quarters, for he'd ceach them ner. There is therefore no other

ine Tobacco, which when once they reaſon why AND, as 'tis writ

fly, had cafted, they ſhould be pero ten, lould not ſpell To M ,
im petual faves to it, and never T H. E NED, or NICK , or

be able to leave it : Which your HUMBLE SERVANT,

nd
too true, to a great or what you pleaſe, beſides the

he many Smoakers, though there are inſtitution and cuſtom of natic

ſome who have uſed it this ons, which has reſolved to ex

d, Seven years, and yet can indif. preſs thoſe ſounds by different
ir ferently as ever, either take or figures and characters.

o
forbear it. Queſt, what think you of Dr.

e Queft. Pray wohy does not Wilkin's Univerſal Character, and

AND, Spell" TOM ; THE, Philoſophical Language, and whe

NED, & c. ther or no you efteem it practi

Anſwer. In every letter we are cable ?

to conſider the power, and the Anſw . We think that piece of

5 chara &ter diſtinct from each other ; his, wherein he trears on thofe'

the power, force, or found, ſubjects (as well as others of his

which is the ſame, or little works) deſerves thehigheſt esteem

differing in all nations and and admiration. I was indeed a

3 languages: The character or fi- prodigious deſign, enough almoſt

gure whereby thoſe powers are to have frighted any but him

exprefs'd, which almoſt infinitely from the undertaking.

diſagree, ſeem perfectly arbitrary, Nor yec did he fail in the aitempt,

alterable, and fill altering at or come ſhort in the moſt greedy

pleaſure, as the new Runic after expectations The character is na.

the old , the way of writing by tural, graceful, and eaſie, contais .

characters and biſhop Wilkins mas ing a lively pi&ture, Deſcription,

ny new alphabets, to add no or indeed Definition of the taing

more, do ſufficiently evince. it repreſents ; the language nu

To make all this bear, the meroas copious and noble, as round

word AND can be no other as the Greek , and more full and

wife expreſs'd, aš to its proper expreſſive than any extant, if

ſound and power, than by thoſe we are not miſtaken , and yet

three different ſounds which we not much behind the Italian in

expreſs to the eye by the cha- ſoftneſs. After all, 'tis not only
radters A N D but form'd practicable but eaſie co any who

in the Mouth by the organs of understand things ; nay, if they

ſpeech after a different manner, don't before, his ſyſtem is ſuffici

and all mankind would make ent to inſtruct them This

uſe of theſe three fame ſounds we pronounce pofitively from

our
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our own experience and knowledge, anſw . The Vinous Particles

being aſſur'd, that the world then flying off in great quanti

is miſtaken in the difficulçyties, and firſt mingled with the air

of this as the Chineſe lauguage, are drawn by the circulation there

the latter of which the Fathers of, though at ſo vaſt a diſtance,

can now attain the maſtery of; to their fimular ſubstance, mix

ſo as to write wholé Books with the Wines , and raiſe thac

elegantly therein in a ſhort time, little Efferveflence or Ebullition in

as Magellans aſſures us on his them .

experience ; and the former a Queſt A late Virtuofo, in a phi

man may learn to write, read, loſophical treatiſe, affirms, That

and ſpeak indifferently well in if . man hath quick -filver in his

a Month's cime, though one body, or any where about him , or

great excellency of it is, that it gold ring, which be wears on his
needs not its own Sound , but finger, or ' but holds in his mouth,

the character may as well be will turn white ; and if it be af

read or expreſt in any other terwards thrown into the fire, the

language. quick -ſilver immediately.evaporates

Queft. How is't that ſigns and and flies away ; and if the same

wonders are faid to be wrought by ring be again held in the mouth,

falſe prophets ? 'twill fill grow white every time,

Anſw . The Quefton is not at all as long as any quick-filver remains

clearly expreſs'd ; but we think in the body : Your thoughts are de

either the Queriſt means by his fired of the truth of fačt, and rea .
How , by what means, or to what Yon of the thing ?

End and Reaſon. As to the firſt Anſw . Its the fame Vertuoso

all the true ſigns and wonders reports this, who tells the for

really wrought by Falſe Prophets mer, and many other ſtrange

in the Scriprure, were wrought ſtories : This we are ſure from

by the Devil, by Enchantment or experience and ſenſe, that quick

Magick, to ſeduce Mankind, and filver is the moſt ſubtle and piere

perſwade them to embrace a falſe cing of any ſubſtance ever yet

Religion , or at leaſt take off their found ; but whether it has' fo

Dependance upon Heaven . ſtrange a quality, we very much

The End or Reason of God's per- queftion, and don't think it

mitting thoſe things, is for the worth the while to make the
fhewing his Glory by greater experiment on our ſelves or

Miracles, for the Tyal of the any others, and muſt ask the

Good, and juft bardning of the queriſt pardon, if till we have

Impenitent and Wicked, all which done it, we can't give him any
may be clearly diſcover'd in the certain reſolation in this matter .

inſtance of Pharoah, and the Ma. Queft. I deſire to know the na

gicians of Egypt tural cauſe of the wind's riſing

Queſt. It hath been often obe and falling, its changing, and

ſerved, that Canary Wines brought turning to and fro, and where it

into England , Mall ferment here is when 'tis fallen ?

at the time of the Vintage, then

the Vines flouriſh in Spain, and

in the Bud, what think Ans

you way be the reaſon of it ?

en
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Anſw . When exhal'd Vapours Anſw The harmony and dif

are ſo condens'd and joftled to. cord in natural things, ſurpaſs

gether by contrary, winds , that the ſcrutiny of the moſt learn

they become heavier than the ed ; they are ſo we ſee ; but real

air that keeps them up, they lywhy, is left only to the giver

muſt neceſſarily ſubſide; and of natures to all things. The

ſince there's no penetration of ſquirrel may be apprehenſive of

bodies, the air that is under an approaching danger by the

them muſt be driven away, ſnake's encircling itſelf under

and cauſe what we call agita- the trunk of the tree, and afrer

tion , or blowing of the winds ; it has overcome that fear, it ftill;

as to its changing or turning, has an eye to the ſnake, andco

'tis according to the poſition of therefore in purſuit of the de

vapours or exhalations, thoſe ſtruction of the ſnake, runs into
which are the largeſt always the mouth of the ſnake, or the

prevailing againſt the other , ſnakefnake may entice the ſquirrel

and where three, or more, meet down into its mouth , by what

in one point, it cauſes a whirl- exceeds our apprehenfien to ſolve :
wind. As for the lascer partneicher doth the queſtion men.

of the Queſtion , that asks where tion any action of the ſnake's du

the wind is when fallen , wering this action of the ſquirrel's.

anſwer, ' cis equally diſpers'd Queſt. Pray gentlemen give the

and extended every where , with product of the under-written. num.

out any other Body to put it in bers, there being a confiierable 9 : 1
motion ,

ger laid upon them, and you are

Queſt. In ſome parts of Ame. choſen arbitrators' as to their multi

ricathere is a fort of Snakes, cal- plication, if you p'eaſe to accept of

led rattle- ſnakes ; and if it bap- the office ? The numbers are.

pen that one of those ſnakes come

under a tree , and there center , or Lii : 01 : II LO : 7 : 6

Stay under the fame, and that it
and

L : II : LO : 0 : 6

so happen that th.re is a ſquirrel

2.pon the same tree, that there the A. As to the firft fum there being

Squirrel will run up and down the only pounds prefix'd, they may

tree, and leap from one part to ao be ſuppoſed to be all ſo ; and if

nother without intermiſſion, ' till, as ſo, the product is found by a conti

'tis believ'd, it has almoſt wearied nual multiplication of them one

itſelf, and then will make as dole. into another : If they ſtand for

ful noiſe and cry, without endea- Is . d. they are firſt to be reduced

vouring to go from the tree, and at into pence , and then multiply'd .

laſt run down the main body of the As to the latter fumm , if it be all

tree, on that ſide the ſnake lieth , pounds, multiply it continually ;

and so run directly into the mouth but if pence, ſince 6d. is an ali

of the ſnake, and it ſwalloweth it quot part of is . or iad, multi.

whole. 1 défire to know the reaſon, ply 1 by 1, or is by s in deci

why the Squirrel docs not make its mals, for the product. It is not

eſcape from the tree and fuske, ra . worth our time to trouble our.

ther than run into its mouth to its felves about multiplication, nor

non deftru & ion ? indeed about ſuch queſtions, but

Z thac

>

2
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that wemeet with ſeveral who of his son Joſeph, 'till bis Brethren
value themſelves

upon ſuch went down into Egypt ; and he

trifles. there made known himſelf unto them ;

Quest. I look spon a Jacobite in and when ſuch a laudable practice

the commonwealth to be like an un.. may be thought to be firſt fut in

known troubleſome coefficient in uſe ?

compound algebraick equation, of Anſw . Intelligence may be con

which ſome are more difficult to vey'd without letters, and pro

reſolve than others : Now Juppoſe bably was ſo before thoſe were

thers are a great many Jacobites in invented, or common in the,

town, and of theſe there is a certain world. Letters, whether we una

unknown number repreſented by a, so derſtand characters or epiſtles,

irrecoverably impudent, and trou- were certainly firſt invented or

bleſome to the ſtate, that they de- uſed by the eaſtern nations.

ſerve to be hang'd up to. morrow , The Phenicians are ſaid to have

I ask what that unknown number bad them ſome of the first ,

is ? If it be ſuch, that if you add and Cadmus either to have ad

to its Square the product made by ded ſome new characters of his

multiplication of 6+ (or b) in that own to the alphabet, or have

unknown number, it makes 1000000, got them from other racions ,

( or c) ? and inferted them . The Phæni

Anſw. We ſhall endeavour to cians very probably had them

find out the value of a, make from the Jews, as they from

what application you pleaſe of Moſes, and he either receiv'd

it. Thequeſtion propos'd ſtands them by tradition from Shem ,

thus, aa tiba = 6. Then, by ade or divine revelation, or elſe

ding half the ſquare of the co . himſelf invented them ; for

efficient b to each part of the from the Egyptians it ſeems noc

equation , this perfect ſquare re. at all likely he thould receive

Gults aa tbat bb = +46, then them . who indeed uſed hieroi

by extra &ting the ſquare root of glyphicks, but we don't read

each part of the equation , there much of their letters in thoſe

ariſes a + b = Vic + cc, which early days, nor are weſure they

by tranſpoſition makes a = V : were invented , at leaſt the com .

C + 166-46. The fought value mon uſe of expreſſing the mind

in letters and in numbers, like by them at a diſtance, when

the fumm made by the addi- Joſeph was in Egypt, though

tion of 1000000 , and a quarter there might be other reaſons

of the ſquare root of 1000000, for his not acquainting Jacob

and then fubduct32 out of that where he was. However, the

fumm , the remainder anſwers firſt place we read of any Epi

the queſtion which the queriftitle in the holy ſcriptures, un

may now eaſily perform him . leſs we are miſtaken, is thac

felf, if he's in love with either of David to Joab, and the firſt

che number or application. writing was that of God's own

Queſt. Whether the ancienis bad Finger on the two Tables, though

she uſe of Letrers, or conveying in this is more properly engraving

telligence from one p !ace to another, than writing.

Seçing in Jacob's time he never keard

Queft.

T
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Queſt. Whether ſociety or folin running away from whatever

sude be most preferable in order to diſpleaſes. Should all good men

the nobleſt ends of man ? thus take a whim of leaving the

Anf. 'Twould be almoſt im . world, what would become of

poflible to advance any thing it ? And would it not be juſt

new on a common place, which ſuch a piece of juſtice and kind .

has been thumb'd fo may thou- neſs as for all the phyſicians in

ſand years, and by ſo many thou- a nation to go live in ” a wilder.
ſand authors. Some of the freſh . neſs, left their patients ſhould in

eft and beſt thoughts on both feet them ? We don't in the

ſides, may be metwith in Mr. leaſt doubt, but that 'tis much

Cowley's eſay for folitude, and Mr. more difficult to live honeit in

Evelyn's againſt it. Honeſt old the midſt of ſo many thouſand

Ariſtotle has ſumm'd up almoft temptations, which are unavoida

all that can be ſaid in a few ble in this world , chan to do ſo

words, " A folitary life, ſays when retired from all things

he, is either brutal or divisie, of chac nature : But though

sv above or below a man : Whence difficult 'tis poſſible, and the more

his other aſſertion is clear, that difficulty, the more honour Not

man muſt be a poetical, or, if but that we think the greateſt

youwill, a fociable animal. We tryal a true good man will have

muſt confeſs, could we believe of his virtue, while he remains

a man anſwer'd the end of his on the ſcene of action, lies on

creation , by an aſcetick, bermetical the contrary lide to that where

life, we don't doubt, but 'would 'tis generally ſuſpected. In our

give the higheſt pleaſure he is opinion he has more need of

capable of in the world, by his patience than his tempe

contemplation and meditation . - ránce, and he muſt be better

But, Non fumus adeo fælices, as humour'd than we pretend to be ,

was ſaid in another caſe, we are if, when he once knows it well ,

not yet ſo happy, nor ought we to he does not almoſt loſe all his

be ſo , that being a cowardly charity for this lewd world .

fort of content, which is got by

.

A Challenge to VICE and ATHEISM .

K
IND Spirit, who doſt thyſelf around diſperſe,

The soul and Guardian of the Univerſe :

That 'cis a World , it only owes to Thee,

Which elſe would ſtill a frigheful Chaos be:

To Thee, thoſe beauteous ſtrokes which round it ſhine,

Loudly all o'er, Confeſſing Hands Divine.

Thy Friendly wiſdom fift, O Heavenly Dove !

Did teach the jarring Elements to Love ,

' Till Death and Sin did che fair band unty,

Diſſolve the League, and Marr che Harmony ;

Za Hence
>
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Hence all the Miſchiefs that beliege Mankind,

Wars, Earthquakes, Dearths, TempeſtuousWaves and Wind,

And a long Train of blacker Plagues behind :
Hence monſtrous Vice her Hydra Head does rear,

And beat with bideous Wings the burthen'd Air :

Honce the lewd Atheiſt lives to dare the Sky,

And hears the Thunder roll unheeded by :

Ill Faith and Life, their powerful Forces joyn,

With Hell's Auxiliary Bands combine ;

Proud of their Numbers, Truth and Vertue fight,

Who here, almoſt alone, maintain thy Right ;

Yet a brave few there are, who firm abide,

(And ſtem with their bold Breaſts the Imperuous Tide,)

Whodare be Good, though Numbers them deſpiſe ;

And ſpight of Ridicule, ftill dare be wiſe :

O may I, though unworthy, have the Grace

In their bright Ranks to fill the humbleſt Place !
This Mite into their Sacred Treaſure bring

Nor they diſdain ſo mean an Offering :

Whilft you, kind Spirit, my frozen Breaft inſpire,
And lighten with your own Cæleftial Fire ;

So thail with Succeſs, all Hell engage,

Above the Affronts of an ill-natur’d Age,

Safe in my cloſe unknown Rerirementbe,

And Love and Pity thoſe who cenſure me.

Gygantick Atheiſm ! firſt I'll grapple thee,

Root of bad Life and Infidelity !

Tho' to the Clouds thou raiſe tby lofty Head,

Reaſon, thy boafted Sword, fhall' ftrike thee dead :

Proud of iby ancient Houſe, thou ſeek'ſt in Vain

To draw thy Pedigree from mighty Cain ;
He fear'd a God, and tho' he wiſh'd himn none,

Like thee ; yet what he fear d , he needs muft own:

For thoſe who did Mankind it ſelf diſgrace,

The haughty Gyants of his Faithlefs Race,

All of their Hiſtory we ever knew ,

Is only that they wanted Grace, like you :

Their priz'd Memoirs, alas, we don't enjoy,

(Did them the Ancient Chriſtians too deſtroy :)

By God, and by his Injur'd Father curs'd

Rebellious Cham , in ſpite produc'd the firſt,

By whom thou wert in muddy Egypt nurs'd ;

Ev'n Egypt thee did ſoon aſham'd diſown,

And rather choſe a hundred Gods than none.

Thence thou to lying Greece did'it wandring run ,

Where all thy hated Company did fun,
Proſcrib'd

}
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Proſcribʼd and banilh'd there, ignobly fell,

And thro' black Acheron did'At Gink to Hell :

The Fiends at thy more monſtrous Form amaz’d,

At thy Deſcent Intemperate on thee gaz'd :

Bid thee from thence again to Earth repair,

They all Believ'd and knew no Atheiſt there :

Nor' wou'd the Earth again pollutedbe,

But thou from place to place are forc'd to flee,

Eternal Vagabonds, thy Sons and thee.

If Sanfon and all Heylin we ſurvey,

Where e'er bold Ships have cut there watry way ;

Where e'er by Land, the Feet of Beaſts or Man,

With Ratling Wheels, or numerous Carravan ,

Through Sandy worlds have paſs'dwe light on none,

No Towns, no Nations who a GOD diſown.

Beſides the better Men, the more inclin'd,

More fix'd to this great Truth, we them ſhall find :

The more they this believe, the more their Care

For a good Life

The wiſer, and the better ſtill they are .

The Atheists all deny, enragéd and griev'd,

And ſwear ' tis falſe , by what they ne'er believ'd,

That there's enough to ſpoil th' Indu& ion , boaſt,

And inftance in the fierce Soldanian Coaf :

The Ori in the Weft i'th ' Eaſt a few ,

Ac Monomotapa and Zenderoo.

Should all they ask be kindly granted true,

The Argument's ftill firm , which thus we gaard ,

What's one ſmall part to this great wbole comparid ?

Soms few Exceptions ſpoil not general Rules,

Mankind is Rational , tho ' Atheists Fools,

Though liccle Inequalities are found

On its rough Face, all grant the World is round.

Beſides, for your good Friends we urge again ,

'Tis doubted, if they're rank'r with Beaſts or Men :

Scarce Human in their Geſture, Voice or Face,

Prom Seeds confus'd, a monftrous Mungrel Race.

Enjoy your migbcy Aim , and whilſt you pleaſe,

Now boaſt of ſuch unenvy'd Votes as theſe :

And ſince with them you've fo inuch Sympathy,

' Tis pity you ſhou'd ever parted be.

O wou'd you People ſome forſaken Place,

Your. ſelves alone, and not Mankind diſgrace:

To th' Cape, or the Cbaribbee Ifes repair,

Steal, Murder, Raviſh one another there.

}

T'your
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T. your Faith, your Practice joyn, we foon fou'd ſee,
Though not admire, what the Succeſs wou'd be .

In vain you urge that Honour does ſupply

The Place of Juſtice, Truth and Piery.

Your God, your Rule to guide your Adions by :

Fro Honour, the Reward of Virtue is ,

Or elle a Blatt, a Shade, a Nothing 'ris .

If Virtue you allow againſt your will,

You grant us Principles of Good and Ill .

A highest Good there is, if Good at all .

And Good Supream the Deity we call

If ftill Conſent of Nations you deny ,

Still pleading your own wiſe Authority ;

Laugh at the Idea which you can't conture,

That true, and real ’ris, we thus diſpute :

If Nat'ral 'ris, 'tis granted even by you,

And plain to Senſe itſelf it must be true.

But this appears, and we diſtinctly prove,

If we all other Springs can firſt remove,

And theſe two Heads alone affign'd may be,

With any Face of probability,

Ancient Tradition , or State Policy :

That no Stare -Engine 'ris may bence appear,

That we can Trace, and find it ev'ry where:

Nor cou'd ; at once all Politicians joyn ,

And in the profitable Cheat combine :

Nor ſome amongſt themſelves th ' Agreement make,

Others from neighbouring States the Nation take,

Since from all others, fome by Seas profound

Remov'd ; by Enemies ſome compaſs'd round ;
Whence what their Friends, or neighbouring Nations uſe

Theſe cou'd not, and the other wou'd not chufe :
Yet all in this unanimous agree,

They all adore, and own aDeity.

If from Tradițion Trac'd in the firſt Man

It Ends, and then they own the World began;

But to what end thoud he, the World deceive,
Or if nor Narural, how ſhould all believer

Befides, for Truth , Tradition's Plea ftands fair,

Jf always 'twas believ'd, and every where,

What ftronger Evidence cou'd we delire

All cou'd n't ſure to Cheat themſelves conſpire :

Tradition's help Truth's not a ſham'd to own,

Though does not bereon that depend alone ;

Nay can, maintain its ſelf withont irs Aid ,

Th Idea that, nor that the Idea made,
The

5
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The Truth of this, by its own Light appears

For, lince in the long Tract of rolling Years

Around the Globe ſo many Nations toſs'd ,

So many uſeful Noble Arts are loft,

Taught only by Tradition , how fhonld this

Survive 'em all, unleſs more Nat'ral ' cis ?

Reft here, you but this one Retrenchment have,

What's all the world to us the Wiſe and Brave ?

We all the World but our lov'd ſelve's deſpiſe,

Wit and Right Reaſon we Monopolize;

' Tis Nonſenſe all, what all befides us ſay,

And with loud Laughter ftill we win the day :

We grant you there the odds, and are conteng
Entire to Yield you your laft Argument ;

Let's then another Battery prepare,

And try if we bave better Fortune there ;

From any Being or Effect affign'd,

We clearly argue an Almighty Mind,

Each Sccond Cauſe a Firšt does plainly Dhew ,

That Firft is God, nor can we further go ;

Nothing it ſelf can make, but we muft run

At the laſt Atep to what was made by none :

Chance could not make, this beauteous World, nor are

Its Works fo juft, ſo regular and fair ;

Nor could it any more the product be

Of an unguided blind Neceſity :

Since not ecernal, for we clearly know

It neither was in fact, nor cou'd be ro ,

The firſt is from Art's late Invention plain,

To which ſome Deluge you object in vain :

You're with ſuch Anſwers not your ſelves content,

'Tis bur perhaps, and that's no . Argument;

And as it was not, ſo it cou'd not be

Since a dire & impoſſibility:

And one abfurd firft giv'n, a thouſand more

Succeed, as palpable as that before :

The firft abſurdity, ev'n plain to fight
That Monſter is a double infinite.

For if the World eternal we conceive,

The parts as well as whole we ſo believe,

But if with juft impartial Eye we trace

Each ſtep, each line in Mother Nature's Face ;
Each ſtroke, each beauteous Feature there we ſee

Confutes the thoughts of her Eternity :

If Sun and Moon, and Night and day we ſcan,

And the great Lord of the Creation, Man,
Wide
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Wide Earth, vaſt Seas in hollow Caverns pent,

This Noble Truth in ail is evident.

And firft the chearful Light of Heaven's fair Sun

Thro' Infinite Progretions cou'd not run ;

Nor cou'd the Earth in the ſame ſtare perfift

As now , nor cou'd from endleſs Age exift:

Which thus for what we urge we bring to bear ,

The Sun, the Light, the Earth together were .

if then the Light eternal cou'd nor be,

No more could any other of the three

But that cou'd not, for chuſe you which you pleaſe,

Our Hemiſphere or the Antipodes,

And if eternal 'twas, or one of theſe,

Or one or both we muſt afſign to be

Enlightend by the Sun eternally i

If only ours, not theirs, if theirs, not ours,

Further it follows bur a few ſhort bours ;

But balf a Day wou'd all the difference be

Betwixt more Time and long Euernity :

Nor cou'd Sol's beams on both at once deſcend,

Nor Light ſucceſſively to either lend

From all Eternity -- if this you ſay

You grant, at once oʻre all World 'twas day ;

If that, you're as abſurd ; for if you plead

This Light did from Eternity ſucceed,

And either after either warm and clear,

Now ours , and now the Southern Hemiſphere,

This 'faral Conſequence you can't avoid ,

Which has your own Hypotheſis deſtroy'd ;

That ſomething elder then eternal is,

And further than it ſelf eternal 'lis,

If two eternals tell me where's the Senfe

Of the ſame Age, yet ſıx hours difference

Between their BirthBcfides what cou'd you gain

If both Eternal granted ? Since 'tis plain

You're forc'd to own if you to this agree ,

At once the ſame thing can and cannot be.

Surpoſe what's infinite may be ſurpafsd,

And what eternal is, have forft and laſt ;

If then the Light with equal pace does run,

And coætaneous is with Heaven's bright Sun,

As Earch with both, and if the beauteous Light

Cannot be in its actions infinite,

We needs muſt grant ſome Principle more high ,

Which action both and being can ſupply ;

And that's a GOD, who Earth and Sun did make,

Which to demonſtrate we did undertake ,

Q. We
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CO14Queft. We have in our never count beyond four, but as

mon books of arithmetick for the for the cruch we cannot warrant

meaſuring of a circle, theſe two it. It is very improbable that

numbers given to us, ' 7. 22. for ſuch a number as 10 ſhould be

the proportion of a diameter of its found out by chance ; either na

circumference ; Query , whether ture or inſtruction muſt do it ;
they be exat, and who was the Some believe that there are ma

author of ' em ? ny nacions too rude for any cor

Anſw . Archimedes, de Dimin. reſpondence : Others rather fup .

fione Circuli. has given us theſe poſe that nature taught perſons,

numbers ;Metius gives us 113. and tell us that nature works by

355 , which is fomething nearer the moſt caſe and familiar me

the truth : Mr. Kerſey has given thods , and has given to mankind

us 1 to 3 14158 : Dr. Wallis in tea fingers, which are always ar

his treatiſe of Algebra has enlarg- hand, ready to count or reckon

ed it , I to 3. 14159265358979,2 by : Or , according to the Pytha.

3846264335327950288} ; thoſe goreans in ten analogies, there are

that pleaſe may go further, that four cubick numbers, upon which

of Metius is near enough thetruth (as they ſay ) the whole univerfe

for practice. is founded , or perhaps becauſe

Queſt. Whether thequadratur: of becauſe the tenth number is ſo
A circle be posſible ? perfect that it contains the form

Anſw . Not 'till an odd number of all lines , numbers and quanti

can be divided into two equalin- ties ; but theſe fuppoficions do

teger numbers , which cannot be alſo preſuppoſe fomeching elſe,

done by our common way of no- that at the ſame time that per

tation ; what fucceeding ages fons learned to count, they could

may find out we know not, but make ſuch curious applications of

as in the preceding queſtion the numbers as above, which were

proportion of a circle’s diameter not found out 'tillmany ages af

to its perimeter may be found in- ter ; therefore the number ten ,

expreſsly near the truth, though could not be found on purpoſe,

not exactly, ſo the circle may be becauſe of ſuch applicacions as no

fquared by the help of poligon's body knew of The

fo near the truth as to deceive moſt probable account that we

the ſenſe, which is near enough can give of it is this, That as

for practice , as we ſaid in the Adam wasmade in his perfect reas
laſt queſtion fon , fo he was capable of recko

ning or numbering, which allo

Queſt. What's the reaſon that his children muſt learn of him,

al nationt, as well the civilized but we find that before the con

as barbarous, do in their count: fuſion of languages, they recko

ing never exceed tin , withut ned bytens, as is evidentby ſeve ,

repeating ſome of the former cha- ral paſſages; to name one (which

racters, as thirteen is ten and is well tranſlated ) If Cain Mall

shree ? be revenged fevenfold, ſurely La

Anſw It is ſaid in hiftory, mech ſeventy Seven : Now if all

That there are a certain fort of counted by tens before the cose

people amongft the Thracians, that fulion of tongues ąc Babel, we

may
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may reaſonably conclude that Anſw . No Law cou'd be va

they did fo afterwards, for none lid , the direct tendency whereof

loſt their reafon with their na- would be to deſtroy all ſociety,

cive fpeech ; 'tis very impro- nay, all humanity ; and ſuch

bable different ways of counting would any Law do, which would

by tens could come any otherwiſe abſolutely reſtrain or forbid the

than at the confuſion of tongues, propagation of mankind. But

fince every nation makes uſe of on the regulation of this depends

the tenth number in conjunction alſo very much of our happi

with the nine units : So that nefs, by preventing the miſchiefs

tho' the firſt articulate found and inconveniencies of promiſ

be chang'd , the like manner of cuous mixtures, which are juſt

uſing other articular ſounds ly reſtrain'd or forbidden by all

1hows the ſame reaſon as much human and political laws, as well

as two tens and three dy anſwer
as by the Laws of God .

to twenty three ; and if any of Queſt. There being ſuch variety

the Thracians or other barbarous of shells ( bot's for colour and form )

places thould countby fours, 'tis found upon the sea -ſide, especially

reaſonable to conclude that two the Indian coaſts : I defie to

children might be loft before know the true origin of thoſe shells,

they could ſpeak or might be and that in a clear philoſophical

educated withour correſpondence manner ? In particular, I demand ,

on purpoſe, and ſo get a Jan- whether or not the shell be the ex

guage by themſelves, and that crementitious part of the animal

luch cwo were the original of lodging within ? Or whether it's

chat people, if any ſuch there be, produc'd by the ſcorching heat of
which is very much ſuſpected. the Sun - beams reflecting from the

Queſt. Who was Job's Fan rocks without ?

ther?
Anſw . Omnia ab Ovo..

Anſw . Jacob or Ifrael had fix There animals in their proper

fons, : Chron 2. 1. ffachar was feaſons depoſite the ſpawn in .

one ofthem . Ifachar had four particular creeks, rocks, Weeds,

ſons, Gen.46. 13. Totla, Phuvab , and ſub-marine meadows and

and Job, and skimron ; therefore receptacles, and the
extern

this fachar was Job's Father. Job Velament of the ſpawn , is a

afterwards was eminent in the ſeries of faline filaments effigi

land of Un, which when the ated from the firſt in that

earth was divided among the ſhape, ( tho' imperceptible to

fons of Noah , it received its name the bare Eye, which afterwards

then from Uz, one of the fami. becomes apparently to be the

ly of Aaran a ſon of Skem, Gen. Teſtacious Corps du Guard of the

10 33 , 34 , 32. and not from Ux, animal, which by ſucceſſive ap

cf the family of Eſau, Gen. 36. poſitions daily encreaſes with the
28 animal to its deſtinated extent.

Queft. Since continuing tke Sp . The Indian fhells, which is their

cies of mankind, is from the laws white Wampampage, ſort of

of nature, wherber any juſt reſtraints money, is bred at thebotcom of

can be laid upon it by lawsmeerly the Sea bays; while they are ſmall

political and launan ? they are recondited in concave

1 Chron . 1. 42 .

2

matri .
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I deſire

matrices , many of them faftned by the Hypothenuſal, he will find

a ſpawn skin ſubtended from the two other ſides to be 13

one f pawn bag to another, other and

of theſe teftaceous animals ſtick Queſt. I find in the book enti.

to rocks . True, thoſe marine tuled, The Peft -boy robb'd of

worms which pierce the planks his mail : Or, . the Pacquet

of thips like a honey-camb, broke open ; A letter of platonick

fome of them grow half a yard love, it gives me ſo fair an idea

in length , and larger than the of that romantick fancy,

bowl of a tobacco - pipe ; the ex- could almost wiſh there were ſuch

terior coat of this Wormgrows a thing, if there be not ;

teftaceous, yet cannot theſe ſhels your opinion whether there be or

be accounted purely excremen- no, and alſo your judgment of that

ticious, becauſe they are condu- book, and whether you think it'a

cive directly to the life of the fiction or not ?

animal . Thoſe heaps of ſhells inſw . Since you are not ſatiſ

of all ſizes are ſuch fiſh as fied with what the gentlemen

have died for want of wator, concern'd in that frollick have

being, by the variation ofcides, ſaid on that point, our opinion

driven from ſhoar to ſhoar : is, Thac 'cis noc impoſſible there

More to this purpoſe read in Thould be ſome that may have

Steno's Prodromus. ſo refind a paſion for each other,

Queſt. When a rational numb:r at leaſt 'cis obvious there are

is given for the hypothenuſal of a pretenders to it . As for the

right angled triangle to find the other book itſelf, the compleat library

fides ? for the month of July , has given

Answo Foraſmuch as thePropo- a very true character of it,

ſition 47. Elem Euclid . when a which though it ſeem'd fome

| 1quare is equal to two ſquares, thing extravagant in the praiſe,

the ſides of thoſe three fides yet , upon view of the perfor.

will conſtitute a right angled mance, we acquit hirn of a falſe

triangle, then we have nomore judgment in what he has ſaid

to do than to find two ſquare upon it. It contains both plea ..

equal to a given ſquare, which sure and profit ; and Horace, as

according to Diophaulus his me- good a judge of wit as any,

thod of feigning new ſides, this tells us, Omne tulit punctum qui

may be the Canon . Take any two miſcuit utile dulci : He has hic

unequal numbers, multiply ſeverally all points that has mingled the

the double of the product of their profitable with the pleaſant In

multiplication, and the difference of this book you may find the ſea

their Squares by the file of the veral paſions that influence all

given Sqnare, then divide thaſe the life and actions of mankind,

products ſeverally by the ſum of the the ſoftneſs and the wrecks of lovers,

Squares of the two numbers first the intreagues and extravagancies'

taken , and the quotients shall be of luf ,the blind inveteracy of hate

the fides of the 'rmo ſquaresſought, and indignation, the presences oftwo

equbl' to the given Square : Which the debauches and atheists, the

the queriſt may work at his voracioufnels and reftlefs defire
"

.

leiſure, and if 16 be given for of wealth and honour, the vani

.

ties
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ties that pride betrays us to , the except the Turkiſh Spy) equals
effect of fear and hope, the them ; the Comments are always

ſubtle windings of ſelf- Intereſt, both pleaſant and witty, never

how it reigns in all our actions tedious, but full of various and

in religiousas well as temporal ſurpriſing obſervations. In ſhort,

concerns. Here you'll find the if it be not truch as to mat

generalhypocrifes of mankind un- ter of Fact, ( tho' we are apo
mask'd , and in short, all that to believe 'tis) yet 'tis fo like

mayany way contribute to the truth , that it ſatisfies the mind

pleaſure or advantage of the as well ; nature in them , being

reader ; the Letters are fo natu . So well drawn; that it ſeems noc

ral, that nothing we've ſeen an imitation of nature , but ns .
,

publith'd of late (we'll ſcarce ture it felf.

Queft. To find two Square Number wboſe difference is go ?

Anw, 1. For difference 90 put
&

2 For a Nº. whoſe ſquare

is leſs than the given difference

put

3. For the fide of the leſſer

ſquare fought afcer, put

4 For the ſide ofthe greater put
物 十 r

lefler }

s . Then the leſſer ſquare is .

6. And the greater ſquare is mm + 2 mrt nr

7. Their difference is mm + 2 mr

8. Which muſt be equal to

the given difference & to } mm + 2 mr —8

2m

2m

9. Which equation reduc'd gmm

gives the ſide of the leffer

fquare

10. From the 4th, and 9th 8 +mm

ſteps the fide of the greater m of r =

{ quare is found out

Which two laft ftips give this following CANNON :

Take any ſquare number leſs the quotient ſhall be the fide of

than the given difference, and the lefſer of the two ſquares,

ſubſtra it from the ſaid diffe- fought : Laſtly , this fide added to

rence, then divide the remainder the ſide of the ſquares firſt taken ,

by the double of (or twice) the gives the ſide of the other ſquare

side of the ſquare firft taken, and fought.

Examps.
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Example. The difference of the plump, and ſhe found ſuch a,

ſquares deſired, is 90. I take 36 rampant vigour, that fhe was

(a ſquare leſs than 90 ) out of afham'd to be ſeen almoft, that

90 , there remains 54, which di- it was a mute cafe whether her

vided by 12 ( the double of the vow of perpetual chaſtity was

ſquare taken) gives for the quo- not fuperfeded , and that the

cient ş" thelide of the leſſer mighcmarry if the pleaſed; how

ſquare , the difference of which long the lived after this reju
two ſquares is 99, which was to be veneſcence, the author doth not

done. felace. The nature of the Bath

Queſt. There's a report of an eld water, we have ſpoke of before :

gentleman not arrived to his clic But if any ſuppoſe Medea uſed

matterique 63 , yet is become young a bathing tub, and charms or

Again, by drinking the Bath waters prayers with viper broth to re
for the gout : What's the cause of ſtore Jaſon's old father, and

that change ? therefore its in the power of phy

Anfo. Letters have been ſent ſick to do it directly, we have

to this purpoſe ; but no publick not yet ſeen her Recipe.

paper has informed the parti- Queſt. What is the reason of

culars of this remutation from Colours ?

oid to young, therefore it's an Anſw . The principal reaſon is

unconfirm'd report, altho' it's as from the different reflections of

poffible in this man,and his age, light , as is evident from the co

as in others. Fuller in his wor- lours that are in the priſm , or

thies, p . 308. relates that a Scotch rainbow . Nor does the diverſi
miniſter a hundred and ten , was ty ofpores a little contribute to

senovated ; and Plempins Funda thediverſity of colours. Mr.

Medic. c. 8. pag. 120. fets date Hook in his Microſcopick experi

to a leter under this old young ments obſerv'd, that a cole was

Man's hand, deſcribing this ob- extreamly porous above any thing

fervation upon his own remu- he could meet with , which made

tation, his name ſubſcribed, Pa- him very well conclude that the

trick Makel Wian, Miniſter of light which reflects from more

Tesbury. Ferdinand Lopes, Hiſto- continuous bodies was loft in thoſe

riographer co the King of Por pores , and therefore it was that

tugal, in the 8th book of his cole appears black. Every thing

chronicle reports, that in 1586. muſt be of ſome colour or other,

the Indian Vice-Roy had a man if it comes under the nature of

preſented that was above 370 fuch bodies, which being all of

years old , had been remutated one claſſis, as water, glaſs, bo.
four times , and enjoyed near the colour is wholly owing to the,

700 Wives, fome then alive. different reflections of light; if it

Troquemado in his firſt journey of be of thoſe things which are ſtill

his diſcourſe from Velaſques res of the ſame colour, or very near

Jates , That an abbeſs near an it in any light , then 'tis owing to

hundred, had her youth and the pores. As for inſtance, an

beauty reſtored, black hairs ex- apple whoſe fide is towards the

pelld her white, had a new Sun, is commonly redder than the

s fetc of teeth , her breasts grew other ſide, and if it be gathered,
hold

f

а

>

.
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hold any other ſide to the ſun, it curve 'might narrow faſter chan

will not be red ; nor will that be the doctor has made it , and yet

dark, tho' oppoſite to the ſun, or have the ſame content, provided

look d upon by a candle or other it was deeper ; but ſince Mr. Boyle

light : The reaſon of it we pre- ſays that he ſaw the figure of one

fume to be this , that the pores of in one of the Jews fynagogues

that ſide of the apple that is red , at Amſterdam , very like that

being look'd upon with a micro- which Dr. Bernard had contriv'd ,

ſcope, are very different from the we think it needleſs to make any

other ſides, and may probably be ocher draughts of the content

made ſo from the different fer- That ſeeming contradiction of

mentations in the body of the the texts is eaſily folv'd , for it,
apple, for moiſture that the ap- was their ordinary cuſtom to fill

ple drew , as it was diſperſed and it up to theneck , and no higher,
circulaced thro' the whole, was which held 2000 baths, but if

more vehement on that part to- the neck and all was fill'd up ,

wards the fun, being influenc'd it would receive 3000 : The que

by it, and by conſequence the riſt if he cannot procure che do

skin of film that cover'd that fide & or's draught, may ſee an exact

ſettled accordingly . And what . copy of it in the Univerſal Biblio

che ancient philophers have deli . thique. Tom . 14. 4. 2. where

verd for the cauſes of colour, as alſo if he underſtands freneb , te

more or leſs of Sulphur, Mercu- may be ſatisfyed in every parti

sý , &o. in the ſubject, appears cular relating to that curiou's

very reaſonable, ſince they ac- piece of workmanſhip.

cording their ownnatures, muſt

neceſſarily cauſe different fermen- Queſt. What wat the facrifice of

tations, and by conſequence dif- the Jewiſh children to Moloch ?
ferent ſurfacesupon things,which And whether isnos the plate as doubt

therefore from the ſame light ful as that of ſacrificing Jeptha's

muſt appear different, or ofdi- daughter, which moſt believe was on
vers colours.

ly dedicating her .to God, or giving

her up to a recluſe life, as the nuns

Queft. In the i Kings, chap. beyond ſeas?

vii. 'eis Said, That the Molton Sea Auſw .. It is the opinion of fe .

contain'd 2000 Baths , and in veral great men, that they were

Chron. iv . ' tis ſaid it contain'd not burnt to death . Ludovicus

3000 Baths; pray higo are theſe two Capellus, amnngit che reſt, pre

texts reconcilable ? And what fi- tends to give an accountof that

gure , do you think that sea was, ceremony from the Rabbi's chem

whesher cilendrick, or cliptick, er ſelves, viz “ They made a great

both ? “ fire, and took one of their chil

Anſw Dr. Bernard, Oxon , has dren . which they gave to che

given us fo fair a deſcription , that " prieſts of Moloch ; then the,
we think we need not to add any prieſts gave the child again to

to it viz, The neck ' of it was its facher, that by his command

cilindrick, and the body eliptick ; it ſhould paſs thro' the fire : le

tho' it might be alcer'd for more « firſt order'd ic to go along by

or leſs of an elipfis, that is, the one ſide of the fire, and then by
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" the other, and afterwards thro ' Plutarch, Pliny, and others, had

" the middle of the fame; but diſtinguifhed before, ſpeaking al

they did not burn their children ways in the fingular number.

in honour of Moloch , as they Thoſe that wouldbe more con

“ did to thehonourof other falſe founded upon this fubje & , may

gods, but only made them to conſult what has been written,

paſs thro' the fire, &c. Lapel- with as little ſatisfaction as others.

læs brings the following part of

this Rabbi's comment on thi Queſt. How came thoughes firſt

place, to ſhow the wretched into the minds of men ?
gloſſes they made upon the law ; Anſw . The queſtion appears

but however it ſerves to clear the ſomething puzzling at firft ; but
V

place, that chey did not a&ually on a little cloſer examination, all

burn their children to death , for this difficulty "vaniſhes

that was too plain againſt the fixth thoughts indeed did never

commandment. into theminds of men from wien

Queſt, What's your judgment out , but at the very fame time we

about the prophecies of the Sy- ſuppoſe a mind, we ſuppote
bils ? thought ; for whether we make

Anſw . The credit of the Sy- the eſſence of ſpirit or mind to

bils was greater in former ages conſiſt in activity, or cogitabi

than now, when Juſtin Martyr, lity, (if we may have leave to

Lactantius, Conftantinc the Great, coin the word ) it will recur to

Jerome, Ifidore, Apollodorus, Paufa- much the ſame thing ; if mind is

nius, & c . wrote of them , they a knowing. thinking, or acting

were beliieved authentick ; but ſubstance, at the ſame cime it

our late criticks, who ftand up. hins or acts, there is thought,

their ſhoulders, believe all to be which is nothing elſe than the

cheat and impoſture, their num- action of the mind, and which it

ber, place, &c . are ſo different- muſt exert whenever it has actual

ly related, that there's nothing exiſtence .

certain to be concluded, and no

doubt but a great part of theſe Queſt. What is the fimilitude of

contradictions are owing to a God in man, or whether it confifts in

want of juſt reflections, and the rational faculty ?

comparing one thing with ano- Anſw . In what we have before

ther, Mr. Petit , and Servatius ſpoke concerning the ſoul of man ,

Gallaus, have within theſe three we have declared we take this

or four years ſaid ſo much on fimilicude to conſiſt in knowing,

this ſubject, that ſcarce any thing willing , judging, which are all

elle can be added ; the latter acts of reaſon . Shou'd we be

will have all to be frenzy, mad- more metaphyſical, we might fall

neſs, &c. and the first will have in in with leveral prerrynotions

but one Sybil, ſaying, That all on this Head . Every derivative
0

authors from the ſecond century, being has ſome marksor figna
2nd

(at which cime the chriſtians be- ture of the firſt tranſcondenral

Hel

gan to ſpeak to them firſt) have original , man has theſe more
by

confounded the Sybil with other deeplyand legibily imprinted than
bp prophete Tes. Whereas Platı , any other viſible creature, and

fe :ms
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ſeems to partake more largely of and in all of theſe he ſeems

entity, and its properties, than made after the image of God :

any thing beſides in this material To which, what ifwe ſhould als

world , which might be made ap- fo add , That the outward, maje

pear in the three properties of fick , divine, God - like form of man,

being, unity, truthand goodneſs. may not improbably be here alſo

As to unity, ſhould we embrace hinced ai, not as if God were

the platonical notion , That the like man , with corporeal hands,

mind is the man, ie were calie eyes , as a ſort of foolih hereticks

to prove man a more ſimple be- formerly thought him, whoſe

ing than any other inhabitants monſtrous fancies were reviv'd

of this world ; However, thus by Biddle in the laſt age, but that

far 'cis certain, that what is the man may ſaid in ſome meaſure,

nobleſt part in him, namely his aod in compariſon of other crea

Soul, is ſimple and incompound- tures to be like God, to have a

cd , at leaſt with any other com- ſort of rays or glory round his

poſition than that of efence and face, and as he is Lord of the

exiſtence ; whereas that which is creation, and has dominion over

the principle of action in beafts, the viſible world , therein to ex

is in our opinions wholly mate- preſs fome faint glimmerings of

rial, (though ſome of our foci- that infinite majeſty ,and power

ety are of other ſentiments, both whofe deputy he is here below .

matter and form are compound- Queſt . Whether the imageof God

ed in a beaſt, the matter only in is more perfectly expreſſed in men or

a man . Then for truth, objec- angels ?

tive truth, or that by which a anſw . If we take the whole bo

thing is known to be what it dy in grofs of meer mankind,

really is, which by the beſt me- we think this image muſt be gran

taphyſicians is thought a proprie. ted more lively and glorious in

ty of ens orbeing , it is very viſibly angels than man, we being made

and fairly ſtampt on mens eninds, a little lower than the angels ;

and is indeed the principle of all thus their unity is more perfe & ,

feience. Metaphyſical good is ei- excluding all compoſition of

ther fo in it feif, or to others ; matter and form , they muſt know

the firſt is perfeé, either fimply infinitely more than we, having

fo, as God only ,or in its own the advantage of age, and all

rank or order, as man , of a
our experiences , beſides whar

found mind and body . Good in they may have themſelves

relation to another, ſeems to fall And indeed the invention of

in with moral good, or at leaſt ſome very uſeful arts has ap

moral good may be ranked under peared 10 ftrange and unaccoun

that as well as phyſical or natu- cable, that it would tempt a

ral ; but in whatever ſenſe we man to think they were real

take it, man has the notions of ly owing to the impulſe or re

it imprinted in his mind, he has velation of ſome of their friendly

there infcribed the principles of ſpirits, whomay alſo (as is fill

true and falſe, and what are per . more probable) be the author

haps more neceffary to his happi- of thote kind admonitions, which

neſs, thoſe alſo of good and evil, have been often undoubted

ly
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lý given to the world by prodigics and man , and that man again of

and ſigns in the heavens of future ſoul and body : Bue to this we

contingencies, and approaching think there's a clear and ready

judgments thatmankindmayavoid anſwer. As our bleſſed Saviour

them . and accone God's anger by by the intimate union becween

repentance . And thoſewho thus the human and divine nature,

know truth, muſt love it ; thoſe bad all power both in heaven

who are to wiſe, muſt be pro- and earth, even while he was

portionably good themſelves,and here in inorral weakneſs, and

love good' in others, communi- might have ufed it when he plea

Cated or original , having no op- ſed, and ſo all grace, all wif

pofite principle, and being allo, dom , and other divine perfec

as fome not improbably conje- tions , having in him all the fuls

ctured, now confirm'd in good- neſs of the Godhead bodily ; if

nefs by our Saviour, who was ſo, then proportionably by the

the head of angels as well at men, fame ineffable union by which ke

though he did not indeed take and the Father are one, he par

their nature upon him, as he did takes of ſuch a fimplicity, ſuch

ours ; which leads to a reſtriction an indiviſibility, nay , even indie

we inſerted at the beginning of ſtinction too , as to effence , as no

his anſwer, wherein we ailert man, no angel ever had , admite

that God's image is more lively ting no manner of compoſition ,

in angels than in meer man ; for neicher of matter and matter, nor

if we conſider the Tiarte9760 , matter and form , nor efence and

God -man, the man Jeſus Chrift, exiſtence, nor af and power ; but

we ſhall find this image ſtill in- ever remaining, as he is , Gd,

finitely more luminous and glo. oneſimple, incomprehenſible, in

rious in him than in the higheſt diviſible, glorious Being ; hav

angel in heaven, being indeed ,as ing alſo at once exalted our na
the holy fcriptures moſt majeſti. ture, and dazzled our rcafun ,

cally deſcribe him, the brightneſs by taking the manhood into God ;

of his father's glory, and the expreſs by which union , not to be found

image of his perſon ; and as in in any creature , he is more fim .

other famous places , the firſt-born ple , more undivided than any

of every creature, angels, and prin- other being, ſomething after the

cipalities, and powers, being made fame manner, (for indeed both are

ſubje&t unto him. This will be inconceivable) as the reaſonable

eaſily granted as to knowledge, Toul and fleſh in one man, and as
goodneſs, power , or any other die that man is more one than other

vine attributes, one only excep. viſible creatures, becauſe of his

ted, which may admit fome di. Toul, which as before, admits of

ſpute, and that is ſimplicity, in- no other compoſition but that of

diviſibility, or unity ; for are exiſtence and effence.

not the angels, may it be ſaid,

mure ſimple beings, more cloſe- Queſt . Whether is more proper to

ly , intimately , purely one than Say, thefoul contains the body, ar

our Saviour, who is compound, the body the ſoul ?'

ed , nay diſcompoſit, ( to borrow And We think neither of them,

a word from the Latins) ofGod'ſtrialy taken, a proper nianner
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of expreffion, ſince neither does obje&ts which are out of their

the foul contain the body, nor the province, and not ſo to be judg

body, properly ſpeaking, contain edof bySenſe but reaſon ; chis the

the foul, if we take containing for otherſenſes remonftrare againſt,

circumſcribing,which implies parts and fighting the fight with its

both in the thing contain'd, and own weapons, make their party

containing ; nay; parts without preccy good, and never ſuffer

parts, or quantitativeparts, which mento talk of ſeeing a sound or

differ in place and ſitefrom each ſmell ; whereas reaſon being more

other : But here one of the terms, abftract , deep. and farther off,
namely, the soul, can have no the ſenſe at firft can with more

fuch parts, therefore it neither cafe impofe upon it, ' till it

can be properly contain , or becomes to reflect on that advice

concained, any more than it can it gives it Thus here,

be felt, or ſeen, or ſmelt, ( by let any man ſet himſelf a think

Philip Nerius's leave) or as a mo- ing about ſouls in their feparare

dern author pleaſantly expreſſes ftate, or ſo conceivid,atfirſt glance

it, any more than you can have he'll hardly forbearthinking they

a yard of thought, or a pound of are like fome glorious thing or

reaſon , other that he has ſeen or heard

Queſt. How comes the foul in of, and perhaps 'twill trouble
its ſeparate ſtate, 80 know ano. him to think what he ſhall do

ther ſoul from an angel, or the for want of eyes to ſee.ſuch a

soul of St. Peter from the foul fight after he has loſt his body.

of Judas ;and whether this diftin . but if he'd again conſider, that

&tion can be made any otherway ev'n in ſenſible objects, there

than by viſion andif ſo, whe- are ſeveral ways ofperception

ther viſion muſt not imply dife. beſides fight, that angels now cer

rence of figare ? tainly haveperception and know .

Anſw . Tis but little we know ledge of what is done by corpo

ae beſt of our ſouls, even in their real agents, which yet have no

present state, and much leſsdoes eyesnor earsto do it, that we
it appear what we ſhall chen be : our ſelves have now a different

However, we think the likelieſt perception from thoſe we have

way to find any thing ofprobabi- by our outward fenfes, ( and the

lity, (we hardly dare fay cer- internal too , if ſuch there be)

tainty, in matters of ſo nice a which we call reaſon, and that

narure) is to fout our eyes, and this reaſon is the judge of all out

preſcind or abſtract from all fer- ward perceptions, ; we ſhall from

ſible notions of things, by which all this conclude, That either

we ſhall at leaſt gain thus much , God will make other ſenſes, which

to wander much in the we are not now aware of, by

wrong way, though we may which in a ſeparate ſtate we ſhall

hardly be able to hit in the diſcern what is neceſſary for us,

right. We muſt then conſider, or elſe that by reaſon improv'd or
that our eyes are a part of errand exalted, we ſhall be capable of

cheats, and by our having receiv- judging what is Spiritual and rea

cd moſt of our notions from them , Sonable , tho' the manner we can't

take the advantage inſufferably know 'till we are all fpirit.
co impofe upon us as to thoſe

Queſt.

3

not
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Queſt. Gentlemen , I would defire Anſw . There are ſome fanciful

you to inform me which way Cain men of opinion, That earthquakes

went into th : land of Nod , whether are the effects of the decays of

by ſea or land, and who it was he nature , and that this earth grows

took to wife ? old , fickly, and weak, and that

Anſw . The circumſtances of hills and vales are not the effect

the hiſtory reſolves any that will either of creation , or of Noah's

.compare them ; that Ver. 3. in flood, but that they are wrinkles

proceſs of time, or one hundred and furrowsof old age, juſt like

and thirty years after the crea- the deformities of aged people

cion, Cain committed this forft And they would back this their

breach in natural religion, to kill opinion by the obſervations of

his brother Abel at chat publick hills being for the moſt part

facrifice upon their ſeventh day ; barren and fandy, as if the radi.

and becauſeGod manifeſtedhis cal moiſture of nature was ci

pleaſure or diſpleaſure, by voice, ther exhauſted or withdrawn in

or otherways,& c. to thew his to the vallies which are nearer

acceptance , therefore it was cal. the center of the earth, juſt as a

led the preſence of the Lord ; and man's ſpirits recire .o the heart,

becauſe theſe cwo brothers were to relieve that when he comes

the heads of the two lines, the nearer his end. Bur thismerry hy

one famous for good, the other potheſis is too unphiloſophical to

infamous for bad, therefore all be embrac'd ; for 'tis plain that

thenumerous progeny of Adam and the world is naturally uncorrup,

Eve, mulciplied within that onc cible, becauſe there's no natural

hundred and thirty years, are agent that can deſtroy it ſelf,

omitced : And Goddeſigning all 'Tis anerror which ſome maina

ſhould come from one blood , it's cain, That the world decays,

not to be believed Eve was to be that men grow leſs , or live

barren all that proceſs of time ; fhorter lives than thoſe who

buc as the families encreaſed they liv'd four thouſand years ſince ;

left Adam , Cain and Abel, with as is evident by Pſalm go, com

others, and travelled towards the pos’d by Mofis, men then liv'd

of the garden, and col- 70 or 80 years, as now : And

lony'd a place which they called thoſe travellers that have vilised

Nod, or the land or ſectiement of Egypt, givean account, That the

the travellers or wanderers, and common length ofthe tombs of

held coreſpondence with Adam the ancient kingsof Egypt, which

and them families, and hither have been for ſeveral thouſand

Cain fled for fanctuary after his years, are but about two yards

fratricide ; and by land , and crof- long one with another. If the

fingſmell rivers, he arrived there, world is decay'd, ' tis owing to

and married a Noiditiſh woman the immediate providence ofGod,

among theſe his relations, and who will alſo one day effect that

thereby their aſſiſtance he built, notable change we read of in fa

and learned them the art of for- cred writ .

tification . Queſt. Whether one be any num

Queſt. Whether the world decays ber ?

And gr.ms old ?

A a 2 Aufm .

eaſt part
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Anſwo Diophantis, that prince ſhould be very angry with any
of arithmeticians, calls it a num- who are enemies to it, and acti.

ber , and we tako it to be ſo too : ally betray it, could they but dif

Some ſay 'tis rather the Geneſis, cover who they were. But let
or beginning of numbers, than a them who are concern'd, laugh

number it felf, ſince all other at it as much as they will, and

numbersare made out of it ; but call all this dull preaching, its

that is to make it both integer certainly an unhappy truth , that

and fraction at once, which is the vicious man is in effect a traya

impoſſible. tor to man as well as God, and the

Queſt. All things conſidéred,and worſt of enemies to that common.

prejudices laid aſide, don't you think wealth of which he's a member":

the king of France the greateſt man And while we have fo many

in the world ? Achans amongſt us, and all the

Anſw . We think him, what all ill natur'd piety we have left ,

the world know him , not only ſeems to conſiłt in railing at one

as to thoſe who now are, but of another's vices, and not reforming

all that ever were, the greateſt of our own, 'tis rather a wonder

Tyrants, as Oliver was the greateſt thatmore of us have not fall'n in

Rebel, ' and Lucifer the greateſt the battle, than that God thou'd

Devil . refuſe to go out with our armies.

Queft. Whai's become of the late Our very thankſgivings are ſo

so-much -talk'd of Reformation ? criminal, that they need new

Anſw . This queſtion would faſts to stone for them ; and he

more properly be propoſed to that did buc obſerve how we ex

the conſciences of thote perſons preſs'd our juſt joy a few days

who are in publick Truſt and have ſince at his Majetty's happy and

fo great a tenderneſs for vice, that deſired return, what intemperance,

they'll rather perjure and damn what oaths,and extravagance'twas

themſelves, than put thoſe whole- accompany'd with, would either

fome laws in execution, which hardly believe that we had ſuch

: are in force againſt it, in order a king and queen on the throne

to ſuppreſs it. ' Twas an obfer- as might be patterns to all other

vacion which deſerves not to be princes, as well as their own

forgotten , that about the ſame iubjects; or would at leaſt be

time when the endeavours for forc'd to deny the truth of that

a reformation were carry'd on generally receiv'd opinion, That

with the greateſt vigour, God ſuch as the prince is , ſuch will

bleſs'd our arms with ſomeof the his people be. Not but that

moſt remarkable ſucceſſes which there's itill fome hopes as well

they have had ſince the begin- as poſſibility, that this glorious

ning of the war ; and we wiſh work may be again reviv'd by the

reflections of another nature were auſpicious examples and encou

not too obvious, ſince that glori- ragement of the beſt of princes,

ous deſign has fillen ſo far ſhort of and the generous induſtry, and

of what at firſt it ſeem'd to pro- religious care of thoſe great men

miſe, and of the exepetations who firſt attempted it,and who

and hopes of all good men. ſure when they ſet about it ,

There are none ſure who love could not but expect all the oppo

the government, but think they fition that earth and hell could
make
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make againſt 'em. But ' tis a receive no more, it's certaincha

cauſe wellworth ſtruggling, nay, none of theſe atoms cou'd be

worth dying for ; and therefore, mov'd without penetration, be

certainly they'llnever let it fall, cauſe there's no room for one

while they have breath to manage atom to give place to another.

it. We for our parts, in our love 'Tis the property of bodies to re .

Sphere, ſhall think our ſelvesvery fiſt motion ; if therefore the uni

happy if our mite may find any verſe was full ofatoms, or bo

acceptance, which as we have al- dies, it wou'd reſiſt motion on

ready done, ſo we shall ſtill con . every ſide, and throughout the

tinue to throw it into this ſacred whole The moſtplauſible ching

treaſury :. And accordingly , tho'tliat we find objected, is , That

we would be juſtly tender of the water is a continuous body, cloſe,

fame of any man , yet ſhall not be and without any vacuum inter

afraid to venture the expofing Spanfum ; as alſo the air is conti

notorious vices , impieties and nuous, and yet fiſh move in the

perjuries. In the mean while, firſt without leaving any vacuum

let thoſe who are concerned, behind them, and birds in the

laugh and welcome. (tho' they laſt with the ſame effe & t. To

have but little reaſon ) and think this we anſwer, Thattho'it may

if they can, more meanly of our appear fo to the eye, thoſe par

performance than we our felves cicles of water cloſing ſo faſt

do : But this let them know, after the filh, that they are not

that well never leave them, nor diſcernable, yet there's no di

drop this deſign while ourpaper ſpute againſt the matter of fact,

continues in the world ; and if by which many experiements, both

fancy we can't divere them , or by as to water and air, do fully

reaſon can't convince them , we evince. Suppoſe then, that in a

shall yet obtain our End, if by tube or glaſs, hermetically feald,

meer dint of dulneſs we can but the air be forc'd into the room

tire them into better manners . of fix finger's breadth , and the

Queſt. Whither or no there's a particles of air to betwo millions,

Vacuum ? which take up theſe fix fingers

Anſwo. What ſome few of our breadth of the tube : Suppoſe al

members may have ſaid of this ſo , that the air be farther com .

ſubject, whom we are ſatisfied preſs’d in this tube to three fine

recain a little too much of the gers breadth , as its plain it may

-peripatetick philoſophy, we have by the action of air guns ; either

not here leiſure to examine ; but it will be, thattwo particles of

we ſhall now give you what the air fill'd up one ſpace in the tube,

modern learned generally or elſe that one particle was in

conclude upon at this time; There two ſpaces ; the firſt can't be

are many ſmall vacuities through the without penetration, nor the laſt

univerſe, diſperſed amongſt bodies, without an abſurdity, chercføre

and parts of bodies. We muſt eis we muſt have recourſe to a va

ther admit this, or penetration cuum, into which theſe para

of bodies, or deny all motion, ticles were compreſs’d ; if * in

none of which we can do ; for air, much more in water, for

ſuppoſe a bottle contain'd a hun- the many experiments that havea

dred thouſand atoms, and wou'd been made in freezing, do afa

furs

more
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:

fure us of a vaſt quantity of air Anſw . It's a very eaſie thing ce

in water, and conſequently of render theſe difficulties greater

vacuums; for if air, which is than we find them , by talking of

more ſubtle and thin , has Vå- them afrer the uſual manner ;

cuum's in it , it follows doubt- however, by comparing of opi

leſs that water may, becauſe 'tis nions together, and weighingtheir

compos'd of groffer particles , and reaſons,we ſhall at leaft be cer

even containsthatwhich contains tain of thus much, thatwefhan't

Vacuums as above . know leſsof the matter than thoſe

Queft. Beingupon a voyage to the that have gone before us ; there

Welt- Indies, it the latitude of 28 are amongit the reft 3 opinions,

degrees, I made an experiment ipon that have every one of them had

what I had heard from an old fai- fome deference amongſt the lear

lor, which was this : I cook a quart ned world , viz . the Peripateticks,

glaſs bottle empty, and drive à cork the Epicureans, and our more mo

into it as fall as I could , without dern philoſophers : The firft lore

breaking, and witha lead and line themſelves in occult qualities, the

funk it to the depth of 60 fathom , ſecond in atoms, the laſt deny

then took it up again, when the any gravity or levity at all, natu,

cork was drawn , or thruſt into the rally inherent in bodies : So that.

bottle, and the bottle full of water : if a ſtone moves downward, or

Pray inform us of the reason hereof ? the flame upward, 'cis from ſome

Antwo. We thould be glad' if external violence which forces

any one wou'd make the ſame them to do ſo ; and indeed , the

experiment with the mouth of reaſon appears very plain, that

the bottle downward ; for if it 'tis Tome external violence upon

has the fame effect then, (which bodies that has this ſtrange ef.(

we believe it may) it may polli. fet; For whatever things are na

bly proceed from this cauſe : turally inherent in or effential to a

The vaſt quantity , or columnes body,are always sobidy , are always so , but ftones

of water preſs the lower and may be caſt upwards, and the

deeper parts of the fea fo very fame beat downwards, and nei.

much, that they lie a great deal ther of them loſe their effential

in a little room ; that is, their properties. And if God fhould

particles are compreſs'd ſomuch, annihilate all che world but one

that there's very little vacuum ſtone , and the time of one

there, and by conſequence irs ve- candle, the ſtone would not move

ry natural to preſs upon,and force downward, nor the fame up

into places that are Jels condenſe, ward , but both of them would

as into the bottle, which being reſt naturally . Again , a natural

full of free, looſe air, might be motion is equal , and always the

forc'd into many times a leſs fame, butwe find the motion of

room than'at firſt, and therefore bodies different, and void of the

be eaſily werk'd upon by a fur- equability , neceſſary to every

rounding ftraitned body. thing that's natural, for a ſtone

Queſt, what is the reaſon of af- in its fall moves fafter twards

cending and defcending of bodies, the laſt than at firft. Beſides, bo

or what is the gravity or levity of dies have in themſelves the pai
bodies ? five principle of motion and reft :

We mean,they have in theinſelves

chac

7
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thatquality that they mayreceive time erect, as in windows, doors,

motion, or reft by ſomething ex . r. do grow magnetick and po

ternally , therefore as to their own lar in the lower end : What the

nature, chey are indifferent when earth's effluviums are, or how

ther they moveornot, and from they take their circuit ,and bring

this indifference ofbodies we juft- bodies back again with them ,is

ly infer, that every thing would as hardasto folve the like quali

eternally remain in that ſtace it cy in the load -ſtone. But admit

now is, (as to it ſelf) were it not ting ſuch an hypotheſis as the ate

from ſome externalviolence : As traction of theearth, the aſcent

allo whatever is put in motion and deſcent of bodies may have

wou'd eternally move with the this probable ſolution , that thoſe

fame equability asat firſt, ifthere bodies which are more grofs, are

were no other external bodies to the caſieſt to be laid hold on by

retard and reſiſt its motion. Hence the recurn of theſe effluviums;

alſo,by the by,we neednot wonder when thoſethat are more ſubtle

that the heavenly orbs leave not and fine, divide and make way

moving, which are ſo far above for them . If it be ask'd why

every ching that may refilt their theſe effluviums don't at their

motion,whichwas at firſt commu- firſt going out of the earth cake

nicated to them by the God ofna. up groſs bodies with them, and

ture . But after all,che queſtion re- carrya man and his horſe up into

curs, chat ſince there'sno natural the clouds, as well as bring one

gravity or levity in bodies, why down from the top of a tower or

do ſome aſcend, and others de- ſteeple ? We anſwer, That theſe
ſcend ? Wich ſubmiſſion to ſo ma- effluviumsare extrcam ſubtle and

ny great men as are now of a con- fine at their firſt going out of the
trary opinion , we can't ſee how earth, and therefore make their

its poſible that the preſſure of the waythro' porous parts of bodies.

atmoſphere ſhould makebodies de- As for the aſcent of bodies, it

ſcend cowards the earth, for then muſt neceſſarily be granted, un

we ſhou'd have no bodies aſcend : leſs we admitced penetration,for

Belides, we wou'd further deſire the face ofthe earth beingfull

of thoſe gentlemen to inform us crouded with bodies, ſomemore

what it is that preſſes down the groſs, and others more fubcle and

atmoſphere, or puts the atmo. fine, it follows that when the

ſphere in a deſcending motion for grofferbodies ſubſide by virtueof

of it ſelf it has no ſuch natural the effluviums, they juſtle thoſe

quality, norany otherbody what. which are more ſubtle outoftheir

ever,as we have proved above ; we places, which therefore are forc'd

ſee more reaſon , afcer all, to recur to mount upward for more room,

co che magnețiſm ofthe carth,and as the mixture ofſeveral ingre.

by that we can eaſier folve boch dients of liquids in a glaſs.vial

the deſcent and aſcent of bodies. fhows, which being all thaked

That theearth is a great magnes,is cogether, the groffer ſubſide, and

plain , ſince it is alſo capable of thoſe wecall the lighter are thruſt
communicating that quality to upwards ; for they can't lie all

bodics capable of it, as iron ; for cogether in the bottom , without

experienceIhows, that a piece of penetration, as we ſaid before.

iron ftanding any conſiderable

Aa 4 Queſt.&
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Queſt. From whence comes theint thruſt upwards to avoid penetra

Ponted cuftom of gathering( hriſtmas. tion of bodies : This being here

Box.money ? And how longſince ? again premis d, we anſwer, That

Anſw. It is as ' ancient as the all bodies aſcending and deſcend

word maſs, which the Romih ing perpendicularly (unleſs hin

prieſts invented from the Latin dered by ſome accidental vio

word , mitte, 19 fend , by putting lence) that column of air, atoms,

the people in mind to ſend gifs, &c. that preſſes upon the glaſs,

offerings, oblations, to havemar- and the parts about it , force the

ſes ſaid for every thing almoſt ; water on every ſide, and mounts

that a ſhip goes not out to the it upwards inco the vacuum made'

Inties, but the prieſt tave a in the glaſs ; there being more

box in that ſhip ,under tlie pro room to retire thither from the

tection of ſome faint. And for preſſure. than elſewhere , and

maſſes, as they cant, to be faid there being no other body at hand

for them to that faint, doc . The that is ready to ſupply the place,

poor people muſt put inſomething If it be further ask'd , How that

into the prieſt's box , which is not Vacuum came in the glaſs ? ' Tis

to be opened till the ſhip return . anſwerd, Thatſmokebeing made

Thus the maſs at that time was in the glaſs, where it cou'd not

called Chriſt's Maſs, and the box, get out as it encreaſed , it expel.

Chriſt's Maſs- Box, or money ga- led the air, and when it came to

thered againſt that time, tijat maf- diſſolve again , and ſeparate its

ſes night be made by the prieſts involv'd looſe particles, which

to the faints, to forgive the peo- took up a great deal of room , it

ple the debaucheries of that time, lefc chevacuum behind it. Perhaps

and fți m this ſervants had the lí. by whatwehaveſaid, ſome may

berty to get box.money, becauſe be diffatisfy'd about the preſſure of

they miglit be enabled to pay the the Air, but ſuch we would re

prieſt for his maſſes, becauſe No fer to what the ever honourable

Penny, No Pater-nofter ; for though Mr Boyle has writ apon that ſubs

the rich pay ten times more than jeet.

they canexpect, yet a prieſt will Queſt. Whether godfathers, gods

not lay a maſs or anything to mothers and biſhoping, are not popills

the poor for nothing, ſo chari- cuftoms? pray youranſwer.

table they generally are. Anſw No ;'popery is the political
Queſt. What's the cauſe of wa. and ceremonial inventions which

ter aſcending into a jug or glaſs, were introduced by degrees, by
when a lighted paper is put into ſeveral ignoraut, wicked, ambi
it ?

cious , or money.minded popes,

Anſw . We have in a lare anſwer hundreds of vears after the apo

about the vacuum, ſpoken of ſmall ſtles ; but godfathers. O'c. were in
interſperſa vacua , amongſt all bo- practice in the apoſtles time, as

dies, and parts of bodies, and Tundry hiſtorians, ſecular and

that (theſe little diſtances ex- eccleſiaſtical deliver. The cuſtom

cepted) all places are full of bo- came in upon this occaſion ; hea
dies more or leſs condenfe, and that then converts brought their chil

as ſomeare attrafted to the earth dren tobe baprized ; then in chri.l

(the great magnes of this ſubluna. fián compaſſion to the child , one

Ty world at leaſt) the other are or more of the church publickly

i under

a
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undertook to their utmoſt, to know not ) That a bell ty'd about

fee the child broughc up in the the waſte with a rope , will break

Faith it was then baptized into, in ringing : 'Tis certain that this

in caſe the parents died , left af- hindrance of vibration, (which

cer the parents deceaſe it ſhould is nothing elſe but motion brisk

by heathens be brought up a hea- ly communicated to every parti

then ; which child grown up , cle of a body, either by the vio

came and made publick acknow- lence of a ſtroke or ſound,boc )
ledgement of its belief, and em- we have events very incredible to

bracing the Goſpel, was confirm- ſuch as have made no tryals in

ed, and admitted as a Member theſe caſes. A barrel tyd round

of the Church , and entituled un- with a rope, or a weight laid

to all the privileges contained in upon it in the time of chunder,

the ſacred Scriprures. In the will ſtop the vibration , and con

times of perſecution many imbra- fequently hinder that motion

ced the chriſtian religion, and in the Beer, &c. which cauſes a

afterwards apoſtatịzedand be. ſudden fermentation, and low

trayed their brethren to the per- ers it.

ſecutors, to prevent which (as Queſt. The area of an cquitate

much as was poſſible) ſureties orral triangle being given , viz . 18a.

Suſceptorse, Sponſores, were taken • What is the ſide thereof ?

by the Church , and none admit- Anſw . We have had this Que

ted without ſuch fureties : Theſe fion . Tent uş ſeveral times ; and

are mentioned by the council ſometimes in ſuch a triumphing

of Arles, A. C. 312. or. 314. ſo language, as if they had not on .

this is no popiſh invention. As ly puzled us, but all the world

to biſhoping, as you call it, or beſides, if they knew a method

confirmation, it is often mentioned how to propoſe it fo publickly.

in the Acts of the Apoſtles , chap . We have here return'd the An

8. and in many other places. fwer, as we hope rather to the

Queſt. Pray Gentlemen what is ſatisfaction than ſilence of the

the reaſon why a perſon when he propoſers, being very willing to

fires a gun with big thumb on the keep correſpondence with all in

barrel, the gun flyes ? Some ill acci . genious Analyſts : And tho' we

dents have happened on this account, have not thoſe Opportunities tq

therefore prayyour advice Speedily. publiſh things of this nature in
( now winter is coming on ) that no qur Paper ſo ofc as we would,

further damage may be on that yet weſhould not fail to encou

Score ? rage a correſpondence by private

inſw . The vibration, or moti- letters, and ſometimes thus pub ,

on caus'd in the piece, may be lickly. See one footof the com

ſtopt in any place of the barrel, paſſes in any, equilateral Triangle,

which upon it's ſudden recoyi and then the Radius is made

has ofienthe unhappy event men, one of its fides, or a chord of 60. .

tion'd in the queſtion. Thus any Let drop a perpendicular from

piece of founding metal , being any of the three angles upon the

coucht by the hand , gives over oppoſite ſide, it biſects it into

founding immediately . There two equal parts , making the ver

are fomeaffirm , (how truly wę sęd fine 30. Suppoſe wę novy
the
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the Diameter to be a R. (ortwice to the aforeſaid Perpendicular

the Radius :) The verſed ſine U , that equally biſects it ; which

and the perpendicular P. by 13 proportion we'll call y to s , and

Prop. Eucl. El. lib. 6. the fine (or then this new Queſtion reſults,

perpendicular we firſt ſeek for) There are two Numbers whofe ratio
is # mean proportional between is r to's. and if half the greater

the 'Segments of the Diameter on be drawn into the lefer, it gives

which it ſtørds Erect ; therefore ( 180)%. What's the greater Num .

2 R UXURU- UU, ber ? Half the greater is made the

whoſe Square root is the perpen- baſe, and therectangle made of

dicnlarfought, viz.V : 2 RU- thatand the Perpendicular is-
UUP. which being found out, equal to the two new Triangles,

we ſee what Proportion the fide feeing the half of it is equal to

of an Equilateral Triangle bears oneof them .

-

1. Suppoſe the greater

2. Then for the leſſer
Y , $ :! , 58

3. Which laft beingmultiplied by a gives SA

4. From whence the Equation SAAK

6. Or

sadarz

na 273

7. Whoſeſquare root anſwers the Queſtion , viz .

S

Vark

From whence ariſe's this theo- equilateral triangle whoſe area

rem , the ſide of any equilateral is 180. Now for a new perpen

triangle is equal to che ſquare dicular as 60. 51.961524 :: 20 ,

root of the given area multiply'd 3885. 17. 656958. which laft is

into twice the Term of the grea . the new Perpendicular, therefore

ter ratio divided by the Term of the half of 20. 3885+, viz . 10 .

the leffer ratio, viz .60 and 61.9+ . 1942 x 17.656958 = 179 99+

Proofs. The proportion between or 180, which was to be done. We

the ſide of an equilateral trian- need not add what great uſe this

gle and a perpendicular drope theorem may be of to ſurvey

from any angle of it is 60. to $ 1. ors, in places inacceſſible for

961524 + 'therefore accordingto ponds, rivers, marſhes, & c.

the theorem V : 3X 60 X 180=20 Queſt. Home may
that Phenomenon

of Star-falling be ſolu'd, ſince to the

51. 96154 vulgar 'tis unaccoutnable , and the

3885 + which is the lidę of an learned themſelves differ about it ?

Anſw .
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Anw. There's a very late Phi- mighe produce. So that this ſto

loſopher, that treating of Star- ry about ſomething falling from

fhooting, after a grave and long a Star, or the middle region of

harangue, taking it for a kind of the air, being fabulous, we muſt

a Felly, whichhe ſays falls down, ſeek ſome other reaſon for the

( and which the country people folution of ſuch an appearance.

think to be the Star it felf) wilhes And to us nothing ſeems more

that the compoſition ofthatJelly rational, thanthat ſome ſmallparo

were chymically examin'd, that cel of that nicrous and fulphu
the Learned mightbe better èna- rous matter, which are the in

bled to gueſs at the nature there- gredients of thunder, are fired,
of; but let them examine it as as thunder is, in the middle re

long as they pleaſe, we are fatis- gion of the air, and dart down.

fy'd ' tis eaſie to prove they'll wards, or obliquely, accordingly'

fcarch upon a wrong ground. as they receiv'd their firſt moti

Whether there may be any Jelly, on : Sometimes they leave a Atream

or as fome call it, Star-flough, or behind them like a long rope ,

according to others , Star-ſhoot, which continues a minute toge

that falls down from the middle ther ſcattering its combuſtible

region of the air , we ſhan't be matter all the way it goes. Of

politive : But be itas it will, its this nature, cho' much larger, are

impoſſible in its fall itthou'd caſt thoſe Phenomena's we call Darts,

fach a ftream , or be ſo much as burning Lances, the skipping Kid ,

viſible, being of it ſelf a fub- the Dragon, &c . In February, 1675.

Itance which imbibes the rays of there was ſeen one which flew

light ; and much more ridicu- over Northamptonſhire , Bedford

lous is it forany one to prerend fire Hartfordſhire , Middlefex ,

they ſee it fall, ſo as to go and Efex, & c. Now from all this

gather it up immediately, for no ' tis eaſie to conjecture this found .

one ever ſaw it, ſhoot over their neſs of the common receiv'd

heads, but obliquely, and at a opinion of Falling Gelatine Mas

Very great diftance. As for this ter.

jelly, we have our ſelves been Queſt. In the Job 2. v9. you will

ſomething curious in our ſearches find a great difference between the

after it,and find it to be nothing words in the latter part of that

elfe but the intrails of frogs , Verſe, as they are rendred in two

which have been kiil'd bycrows, Tranſations, viz. the Engliſh and

and eaten up all but their guts the Latin : In the former you will

which in little time turns to Jelly; find it thus, Curſe God and die ;

we have found them fomecimes in the latter Benedicendo atque

half gut, half Jelly ; fometimes moriendo ; that you would be plea

new kill'd ; ſometimes with a ſed to reconcile theſe two Trans

leg , or a piece of the body left tions, is the humble requeſt of

with it, which poſſibly might (Gentlemen ) your humble ' ser

happen by the crows being frigh. vants ?

tend away before the had eae Anſv . The Hebrew word fig

thoſe parts: Beſides, the bigneſs nifies both to Bleſs and to Curle";

of a luinp alſo fhows it to be no fo that where 'tis tranſlated Bleſs.

larger than what a frog's guts as in the Latin, French, &c . ' tis by

7
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way of irony, for ' tis plain the 7. Tiſri,which is al. September,
meant curſe by the context ; Thou ſocalled Ethanim ,3 O &tober.

Speakeſt as one of the fooliſh wo- 8. Marche Suan, or O &tober,

men, - & c . which he wou'd not Bul, 5 November,

have ſaid unto her, had the meant 2 November ,

bleſs ; as alſo by what precedes,
9. Ciefleu ,

§ December

Doſt thou ſtill retain thy integrity ?

Curfe God, &c . where there's a
10. Tebetis,

December,

January.

plain Antitheſis, as much as to
u Schebeth, 2 January,

lay, What fignifies thy piety ? 3 February.

Curſe the authorof this unjult 12. Adar or Vendar, February,
}

,

dealing with thee, and lay vio . 5 March.

lent hands upon thy ſelf to be

freefrom thy ſufferings. There Queſt. Three years ſince, having

can be no other meaning put up an old Father that intends to ex

on the place. ceed the years of Methuſalah, I
Queft. We find in the old Tefta- out of deſpair, he not allowing me

ment there are the names of reve- a handſome maintenance , married

ral months called Niſan,Tifri, & c. an old decrepid (uperannuated maid

by the Jews ; now the hiſtorical part of a very good fortune, and then
wouldbe more intelligible. if we very fickly, butſince so perfe&tlyres
knew bow their months anſwer'd to cover'd, that I have reaſon to fear

ours; therefore I believe it willnot she'll e'én imitate my Father, where

only oblige me but many more , to as you may very well think I expected

give uswhat accountyou canin the aſpeedy death wou'd part friends,

Matter ?
divorce me from my mouldy bride,

Anſw . They are called alſo the whole lofs I was preparing for with

firft, fecond, third month , or all the moderation of a good hus.

which weſhall give you in their band, but ſhe has been ſo unconſcion

order, only their months not be- able aito out- live e’en my hopes,which

ginning at the ſame time as others makes me entreat your advice to an

do, wemuſt be forced to fer them almoſt diſtracted man, on theſe fol.

double ; as for inſtance, their lowing Queries :

inonth Niſan anſwer'd to part of

March and part of April, and ſo 1. Whether it be a crime to bora

of the reſt.
767 Some of my Father's bury'd

gold , ſince it lies ufeleſs, and I can
1. Niſan . which is March , eaſily ſupply its place with Bags of

alſo called Abib; s April. other thingsthat will do as well, furo

7. Jiar,
2 April , I have reaſon to think he contents

5 May. bimſelf with his counting the bags

3. Sivan,
2 May, only ?

June.

4. Tamuz ,
June, 2. My old Lye-by -me baving

July. so drawn the writings by my own

5. Ab,
2 July, confent before marriage that I

$ Auguft. reſign'd all over to her difpore

6. Elul, Auguſt, pot doubting but to get them out of

$ September her

>
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her hands again, though I nowe find been the ſtaff of her age, her

I can't do't : Wh her knowing where muff, her warming-pan, her any

to ſeize them , I maynot commit then thing,you shou'd not have a day's

to the flames,and take pofesſion of all, wages for a day's work, and a

allowing her a handſome ſeparate handſome fee for ſuch a miracu.

maintenance ? Your Speedy Anſwer lous cure. Now to your Queſti.

wou'd much oblige, &c. - In our judgments

'cis a clear caſe your father's Ja

Anſw . Two hard caſes, though cobus's ought to be as Sacred to

both of them we dare believe our you as they are to him, leſt you

defun &t'd brethren would imme- ſhould find them as fatal asAu

diately reſolve in the affirmative: rum Tholofanum , or that unto

We muſt conſider them a little, ward draught of Aurum Potabile,

and then ſhall giveyou our judg, with which the Parthenians pre

ments. For the firſt, we muit lented Graſus. The propriety is

needs ſay you calk more like a ftill his, and he's your father, and

Spark than a Gentleman you may be ſupply'd otherways,

Why ſhou'd you envy your old if not, his miſſing or not mif

father a few pulſes more, who fing, it is not the thing, any

though he is very unkind and un- more than 'twould be nocrime

natural, and his carriage is a for a pick -pocket to angle out a

high temptation to ſuch unhand. parcle of your own guinea's

ſome returns as you make him, when you come to have ſo ma

yet that temptation ought not to ny , that you won't be ſenſible of

prevail, and you ought to deal your loſs. For your ſpouſe. we

better with him than he with think the caſe is harder ; if she

you, this being a private parci- allows you handſomely, and like

čluar concern between you two a gentleman, you have no rea

odly, and however he deals with fon in the world to complain ;

you, he's ſtill your Father, and Wou'dn't every thing fain live,

Thou'd Death take your own old and why shou'd you envy the

piece of houſhold ſtuff off your good you your ſelf have done,

hands, and your bed get young- ſince it appears she owes her

er Furniture, if you have a Son health to you, as well as you your

of your own you'll ſcarce be eſtate to her ; if she does not

pleas'd if he fou'd begrudge his allow you proportionable to her

father's life, as you his grand- eſtate, and the figure you are

father's. Nor are you much leſs oblig'd to make in the world,

unjuft and unreaſonable, in ta- 'tis , we confeſs, ſtill harder up

king your old lumber into your
on you

- houſe,only with hopes of pre. shou'd fue her for alimony , you

ſently turning it out again , and were beſt conſult Council upon

you'd bee'en very well fitted, if the caſe, and we think ' would

she shou'd grow fullex , and lye be a very hard matter if a poor

upon your hands ( let's ſee ) for man shou'd not recover it , when

ſeven years longer, though to be ' ris ſo eaſily granted to the wives
juſt to you too ,'tis very hard, that in the fame circumſtances Buc

when you have refreſhed her thus ſtill the point is , may I lawfully

beyond hopes , when you have burn the writings or not ? We

ſuppoſe

و

What if you
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ſuppoſe you'd have this try'd in rous if poſible, to ſettle my mind in

Fore Conſcientia , and intend not the true Orthodox Religion, define
to trouble anyother Court with you'd Speedily ſet before me the

theMatter : We anſwer, if the follies and errors of theſe follow

refuſe to let you have what's tru- ing Religioøs, and the reaſons wky

ly neceſſary and convenient for tought not to embrace any of them .

you, (nor for your extravagan- Mahometaniſm , Paganiſm ,Po
cies) we think , ( tho' we may be pery ; and ofthoſe call'd Proteſtants,

miſtaken ) that'tislawful foryou Anabaptifts. Quakers, andMug

to burn the writings; our rea- gletonians:Now if you can prove any

fon is, that a husband ſeems to Religion the only way to Salva

havea right, prior to any inftituted tion,I shall immediately embrace
law to the goods ofhis wife. it, being at preſent pretty indiffe.

This, ' tis crue, he may part with rent as to thoſe Matters ?

as you havedone, but 'tis with, a

reaſonable ſuppoſition , that if all Anſw . Thisis a large field, ha

your eſtate is at her difpofe, the ving almoſt alone employ'd the

shou'd, as before , allow you whole art of Printing for ſeve

in juſtice, what you need ; and it ral of the laſt ages. To An .

ſeemsprepoſterousand unnatural, ſwer as briefly aswe can , maba
in ſuch a cafe, that an inferior Re- metiſm can't be the true Religion,

lution shou'd have power to pre- becauſe 'tis founded upon Force

clude a ſuperiorfrom a proporti- and Impofture, and contradicts

on of what shou'd be at thehigh- Morality and Natural Religion.
eft in common between them . That 'twas planted , carry'd on ,

However, if this shou'd be law . and is prefery'd by force and

ful for the husband, as we can't blood only, is too clear to need

fay weare confident, yet we are any proof : That 'tis a perfect
fure 'tis fo after he has done it, Impoſtare is as plain , becaufe its

and enter'd on the eſtate, to turn author pretended a miraculous

our his old Wife, and with her million from Heaven , with a new

money maintain a young concubine. law , but brought no miracles to.
-No, he not only ought to ale atteft it, as our Saviour did ; nay,

low her better than she does him , his writings contradi&t our Savi

but co live with , and let her ftill vour's, che truth of whoſe do

retain the name of his Ly-by him , Erines were acceſted by nume.
unleſs she has her ſelf a mind to rous and inconteſtable miracles.

edge further, for to be juſt be. Laſtly, it contradias Natural Re

tween you. ' would be very hard ligion, becauſe the natural reli
of your fide to take all she has , gious fenciments of our minds

as you intend to do, without encline to temperance and puri

giving her fome valuable confide- cy ; buc Mahomet permits an un
ration . bounded extravagance in Plea .

Queſt. I'm a young man free Sures of chac nature ; nay , makes

from the bad conſequences of a de- it parc of his brutal Heaven .

praved education , and bave hi. For Popery, we think it notthe

therto endeavour'd always to act by true Religion , among athouſand

that golden Rule , Doing as I'd be other reaſons, for theſe two or

done to : Neverthelefs being defi- three, we think, pretty weighty

ones
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ones ; becauſe perfeet Papery, ab- poſſible it shou'd bring a man

Atracted from pure Chriſtianity, is to Heaven, unleſs nonſenſe and

viſibly founded upon intereſtand blafphemy be the way thither.

practice, and old wives tales ; By removing the falfe, the true

becauſe it . denies us the uſe of will appear, which muſt be

our ſenſesandreaſons, where firft, Chritian Religion in general,

God leaves them fac liberty ; be in oppoſition to paganiſm and
cauſe it teaches and requires to mahometaniſm , we'll add, what is

worfaip God by Images, which is call’d deiſm That chis

Idolatry. And becauſe Religion muſt come from God ,

the Pope's Antichrift , as we have appears plain to us, becauſe 'tis

formerly prov'd from Scripture, moſt like him , as far as we can

authority and reaſon . Neither know any thing of him by. Na

can Paganiſm be the true Religion, ture or formerRevelation

or right way of worſhiping God, It gives us the juſteſt and higheſt

becauſe of their Polytheiſm ; or notions of him, and the moſt

if they flip that argument, be pure and ſimple way of worſhip

cauſe they make images of the ping him , and tends to make

divine nature, and adore him mankind bappy, and brings with

through and by them and be- it the evidence of miracles, and

becauſe all their religion , diſtinct reaſon : All this deiſm or 'natu .

from natural, was made up either ral Religion, abſtracted from re

from ridiculous imitationsof the veal'd, was and is coo weak to

jewila ceremonies, or novel in- perform as we ſee in

ventions of their own - and fact, when all the world having

beſides, their worſhip was all dif- that only for its chief or main

ferent from each other in different Guide, funk into Paganiſm and

nations, whereas cruch is vni- polytheiſm : Nor , conſidering

form . For thoſe ſeveral Seets the blindnefs of our minds and

here at home which you'venam'd, weakneſs of our reaſon, cou'd it

we have dealt with them in foro do any thing elſe, againſt both

mer papers , and may again in of which chriftianity helps us.

ſucceeding. For the firſt, they This in general ; for the parti

are generally orthodox , unleſs cular forms of Chriſtian -worſhip,

in the point of Infant Baptifm , we muſt firſt Premiſe, that there's

wherein we think they are mi. a great deal of difference becween

ſtaken . For the ſecond the only way, and the ſafe way to

God forbid but we thould be. falvation. Chriſt Jeſus indeed is

lieve thoſe of them may be fau'd the only way , his word the only

who believe a Saviour , a Chrif adæquate Rule of Faith and Life,

without as well as within them , and accordingly the chriſtian

who firs at the right hand of religion in general; but then

God for the Muggletonians, we in particular, ſome ſorts of chri.

know not where to find an ac- ftians may come nearer the rule ,

count of their Creed , unleſs in and ſome be farther from it .

Bedlam or Newgate The neareſt to it we think is the

cording to all we have ſeen of preſent doctrine and eſtablish'd

it, we dare affirm notwithſtand diſcipline of the Church of Eng .

ing all their Carles, that 'tis im- land, ( if we did not thick lo ,

更

'cwould

but ac
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'twould be a ſhame for us to be culty : It's generally agreed the

of it , and we hopewe can prove true Preſter John was a chris

what we think ) this being in our ftian Aliacick Yrince , his Ier

judgments themoſt grave, decent ritories lying ſomewhere be's

and rational Communion that tween Tendue and Cathaia, whichi

we know of, and built ſo firm laſt there s now no doubt is

upon the foundation ofthe apoſtles no other than a part of Chi
and prophets, the Confeffors and na, in which countries there

Martyrs, that as they never yet remain'd no obſcure footſteps
have, ſo we truſt the gates of hell of Chriſtianity ; when the Je

never shall prevail againſt it . ſuits forft came hither : This

prince the Portugueſe long fought

Queſt. Pray reſolve me, after, but not be ng able to

Where is Preitor John's Country ? diſcover him , fome of them

What's the origial of that name, heard of a kingdom of Chri.

And what religion the natives are ſtians in Africa , called Abbyllina,

of ? or Ethiopia , and.the prince there

Anſwo. We think itmoſt proper of, it ſeems they wererefoly'd

to begin with the ſecond Que- fhould be Prefter John, ſince

ition . What's the meaning they cou'd find no other. This
and original of the name, name therefore he recains

Title Preſter John : Paulus Venetus, mongſt us Europeans, his coun

if we are not miſtaken, is the try lying toward the middle
firſt hiſtorian who makes any of africa, north of the Cape of

mention of ſuch a Prince ; he's Good.Hope, ſouth of Egypt, wath'd

call'd by ſeveral Names, or if to the eaſt, or eaſt and by fi uth,

you will, there are ſeveral cor. with the Red - Sea : His terri

ruptions of his true name or tories were formerly large and

cicle : he's ſtyled by the Italians famous, now reduced into a

Preſte, or Pretegionni, or Giovanni, narrow compaſs by the Turks,

which gave riſe to our Preſter, by and his own Rebels, ſome hun

ſome presbyter John, whence he dreds of thouſands of the na

was at firſt thought a ſort of a cives being beſides deſtroy'd

Melchizedekian Prince, both in religious wars, on the ac

prieſt and king . Scaliger thinks count of the Jeſuits, who vain .

the true word is Friftigiani, orly endeavoured to ſettle there

the apoftolick prince, but the the romilh religion. - Now

moſt tolerable conjecture ſeems as to their own proper reli

to us to be, that of thoſe who gion , the ſecond ching to be con .

think him ſtyled by the Perſians lidered, 'tis neareſt that of the

Prefter Chan , which fignifies, as Greek Church , though there

Ludolphus tells us, either the ſeem cherein fome mixtures of ju

prince of the adorers, namely daiſm , and other errors . We han't

chriſtians, or prince of the beſt room to give a particular account
fervants , as Blancard in his of their confeſſion of faith , only

notes upon Curtius, quoted in the in general , for their errors, they

forementioned author. This for with the Greek church deny the

the name ; now for the place, proceſſion of the holy ſpiric from

wherein there is not leſs diffis lon, as well as father. The Je
ſuits
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Jefuits ſay, they own but one na- the covetous, becauſe a man may

cure in Chriſt , that they repeat be covetous without injurin

Baptiſm every year, theſe are any bur himſelf, and ſome or

their principal Errors : On the other will at leaſt get ſomething

other ſide, they have a venerable by his death ,but the prodigal man

eſteem of the holy Scriptures, ac- not only ruins his own family,

knowledging them the only rule but very frequently all beſides

of Faith and Life. They own no that have any thing to do with

purgatory , though they have a him ; when he dies, cheatsallbe

Tort of good wiſhes for the dead, ſides theworms ; and ſo fare thee

as had the ancient Chriftians and well Briſtol,

Jews. In nicepoints of religion,

they ſuffer men to be ofdifferent Queſt. I would defire you to give

ſentiments; they believe the Tri- me a true definition of Extortiin in

nity, deny Tranſubftantiation, yet general, and withal, your opinion

ſeem to own a real Preſence ; and of Pawon -brokers, whether their Cal.

theſe are the moſt conſiderable ling be contrary to God's .Lam ? And

thingswe know ofthem ,let thoſe whether they come nut under the con

confule Job Ludulfus his excellent demnation threatned in the Scrip

Hiſtory , who deſire further facis- tures, to Extortioners, ſeeing they

fa &tion . lend their money to supply peoples

Neceſſities, and the Intereſt they re

Queft. Whether a man is not fen- ceive fo inconfiderable , as it can

fible, whether he hall be happy or never hurt the Borrower, confider

unhappy before he leave the world .? ing the Advantage they may tilen

Anſw. We have known ſeveral the money to for the time they have

perſons, and we believe it holds it ? Pray let me have your Anſwer

with moſt, who a few moments in your next Oracle, becauſe there

before their death, have had ſtrong lies one or two in great doubt of ſa

and lively perſwafions of their be- tisfaction, which they do expe &t from

ing happy ormiſerable in another yout.

State ; nor can it be otherwiſe, Anw. The moſt critical noti

ſince ſuch reflections are the ge- on of extortion , we take to be,

nuine confequence of a life ſpent unjuſtly and violently taking

in lesodneſs or vertue: But whe- away what's another man's in

ther ſuch a perſwafion as this be in time of peace. either by policy

fallible, how ſhould we know , un- or power: For Pawn brokłrs, tho'

lefs two or three of our Society weconfeſs they have an ill name,
wou'd make the Experiment, and as Ufurers once had , and oughc
not only die, but come backagain ftill to have, if Sir F С

to reſolve this queſtion. be in the right, yet certainly if

what the Queriſt alledges be true ,

Queſt. Whether a Man does not if their Gains are but proporti

fin as much in ſpending his Money onable and moderare, it can be
fooliſhly, as in being covetous ? no Extortion , but a Benefit co

Anſw . Upon fome Accounts we the Poor, being, we think of the

think more, for a prodigal Man in fame nature with the Lumbera .

our judgments, isa worſe mem- -Banks,

ber of the Common -wealth than

Bb Queft.

a

12
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Queſt. Three men meet toge- her ( eſpecially ac Intervals) to

ther , A B C. their diſcourſe is her Dying -day ; yet ſhe married,

in praiſing their wives Chaſtity ; andhad about ſixteen orcighteen

above the reſt . A ſays that his Children, her 6th or 7th (being

wife is fo chaſte, thathe doesbe- a Son, though not the firſtor ſe

lieve no mani can make him a cond Son) was heard to cry in

Cuckold ; C. ſays that he can , and his Mother's womb fome days

thereupon they lay a wager, and and weeks before herTravel;

4. is to be Stairs-keeper, and if this Perſon is now living, and

his wife calls murder, he was not ſomewho heard him Cry before

to lec any up to her affiftance ; his Birth are living in the City,

B's wife' hearing their diſcourſe, (Perſons of undoubted Reputa

goes on with a Deſign to ac- tion) I have known this unhap.

quaint her with it , buc A. Py Gentleman many years, and

pucs her back, and will not let that he is ( in mine and many

her go, whereupon the miſcar- others apprehenſions) the moſt

ries, add the child dies ; C. comes diſconfolate Perſon in the world,

down and ſwears he hath won his Life being a continual Bur

the wager, and demands it from den , and as it were a conſtant

B. and he will not ſurrender it to Agony , as if wreftling with

him , becauſe there wasno proof: Death -pangs. Helies under con .

I deſire your Anſwer to theſe ftant temptations to make away

Quiries. himſelf, bc, buc God hath hi

Whether A. be not guilty of mur- therto prvented, and we hope

dering the child ? will to the end, becauſe we are

Whether A. and C. be zot guilty comfortably perſwaded he truly

of Adultery ?
fears God .

How muſt the Wager be decided ,

firce there is but fingle proof ? Pray be pleaſed togive your opin

Anſ . The fact is ſo ſtrange, nion of this wonderful Paroxiſm of

we hardly believe it; but on ſup- Nature, and whether you think it

poſition of its being truth , we hath a natural cauſe from his Mo

Think A. guilty of murder, be- ther ? For if ſo, why ſhould not her

cauſe the Child was kill'd inara firx, or Second, or her laf Child,

unlwful Aition ; Aand C. guilty be affeeted with melancholy, ( they;

of Adultery, unleſs C. lyes, and all being free from it) and how

beſides, A. the honourable He it to light on this Child

buwd to his own beloved Spouſe. ( ber 6th or 7th ) and not on

And for the Wager ſhe can others ?

beſt decide it .

Queſt Gentlemen , Your An- Anſw . How much the animal

{wer, to the following Caſe is much part partakes of the nature of its

defired and entreated, being ſo ex- original, is perhaps the moſt ob

traordinary. There was a Gen- fervable where promiſcuous co

tlewoman , when. very young pulation is uſed , viz .' in moſt

was put into a great fright,fearing tame domeſtick creatures, Dogs,

her brother was untimely flain , Cocks, & c. What courage ischere

which brought her into a habit to be found in the Off -ſpring of

of melancholy that increaſed on a true breed of Cocks, and how

cowardly

comes
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cowardly others are, though ef- of nature, but at the ſame time,

ſentially they are all the ſame; the laws of nature ought to be

but the degreesof courage, hope, obferv'd by all wife and prudent

fear, & c. which are common to perſons.

all fowl and animals (as well as

men) are not eſſential, for we Queft. Gentlemen , I kept a Ccf.

ſee they degenerate in a few ge- fee houſe, and made a livelihod

neracions, ſometimes by contra- by it ; but my wife uſing to go

ry parents , ſometimes by the to a Tavern in an evening, or to

change of the ſoil, as our bull. gentlemens chamber's in a morn.

dogs and cats taken out of Eva ing, to be treated , as I was made

rope turn to other ſort of crea- believe for the loveof wine only,

tures, not thoſe that are taken I was adviſed by ſome friends ro

over themſelves, but thoſe that keep wine my ſelf, to take away

are bred chere ofſuch as are ta- her pretenſions, and by which I

ken over. And indeed we may finda very confiderable profit :

as well wonder howa lion begets But my wife being educated in

a lion , not an aſs, &c. as well as a tavern , and naturally inclind ,

require how the offſpring does to wine and company -keeping of

participate of themeans or ex- all ſorts, and eſpecially when a

treams of the paſſions of theſe bottle is ſtirring, which ſhe fel

from which it alſo derives it eſ. dom or never parts with 'till the

ferice : So that there's nothing is overcome with the creature,

extraordinary in this, that a mne by which means ſhe is laid open

lancholy, mother ſhould bring to all, and thoſe in a more par.

for a melancholy fon . As to the ticular manner that drink with

latter part of the queſtion , Why deſign, as the cuſtom of the ſparks

the ſeventh should be more melan- of the town do, ſeldom or never

choly than the reft ? ' Tis caly an- miffes effecting then their preme

(wer'd , That 'tis more than bare. ditated wickedneſs, and which

ly probable, the mother labour'd at the ſame time pues evil thoughts

under that diftemper in a greater into my mind , and makesmy

meafure during the time of con- head often to ake , and my neigh

ception and parturition , than of bours to point their fingers at

any of any other child ſhe had ; me : Now if I leave ſelling

and even now , though the im- wine, I loſe a certain profit, and

preſſion of melancholy, and a if I continue it, ſhe is expoſed

Itrong habit together, may have in her reputation , loſes hen health,

ftrangely wrought upon this per. and in the long -run may loſe

fon, yet no doubtt he might find her precious foul into the bar.

vaft advantages by proper diet gain . Your advice in your next

and exerciſe ; thisis extreamly is deſired, What courſe to take to

obſervable wherea little impreſ. prefer my wife's health and repu

fion is viſible, as in children ,who tation, my own quiet, and ſtill

from their nurſes milk can extract keep the wine trade a -going, in

diſeaſes, and from a ſound diet which you will do an act of great

grow vigorous and luſty. Reli . friendship, Gentlemen toyour huna;
gion indeed is the beſt preſerva- ble ſervant.

tive, ſince it engages the author

Anfx .

a

B b 2
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Anſw . Truly, honeſt Friend, if ' tis the ſpace ofHeaven which the

your wife will be drunk, & c.'tis Sun's chariot burnt by the ill

the beſt and moſt private at driving of Phaeton ; others, the

home, for poſſibly by that means place where Apollo fought with

she may eſcape the Mobb and the Giants, the Road ofthe Gods

Bridewell, but this on a ſuppoſiti. leading to Jupiter's Palace, the

on that you can be content with reſidence ofHeroes, the manſion

Cuckoldry : Bue if you will take of the Vertues, the highway of

our opinion in the caſe, take your Souls, with innumerable more

opportunity for witneſſes, and ſuch whims. The former philos

get a divorce from her ; for if ſophers,particularly Ariſtotle,held

she is irrecoverably, gone for it to be a Meteor fed by plenti

drinking and jilting , it's ſcandal, ful exhalations from the Earth,

unhappineſs and ſin . to have any and fired or irradiated by the ſtars

correſpondence at all with her. in this place ; this opinion pre

vail'd 'till the uſe oflong telef

Queft. What think you of the copes, which diſcover an innu .

milky way in the Heavens ? merable company of ſmall Stars

finſw . It's ſo called from its there, which are notviſible to:

whiteneſs, it divides the Heaven the naked eye ; and ' tis general

into two Hemiſpheres, but not ly concluded that 'tis nothing

preciſely, one of the Sections be- elfe but Stars, which beingnot

ing at the laſtdegree of Taurus, great enough to tranſmit their

and beginning of Gemini the other light tous diſtinctly, the ſame

at theend of Scorpio, and begin- is aſſociated and united toge

ning of Sagittary; at which place ther, thereby cauſing a white

it's närrowerabout two degrees neſs, or a weak and imperfect

than at Gemini, where 'tis ten de- light.

grees broad, and is much like a Queſt. I'm a married Man, and

river all along, winding , contra- have some Children , but having

eting and enlarging, and dividing Spent part of my Eſtate, betook my

jes lolf near the Swan, beyond the ſelf to an employment under the

tropick of Cancer, one of the King, which obliged me to leave my

branches end near the Equator, family for ſome time, during which,

the other paſſing between Sagit- it happen'd at one of the places

tary and Scorpio, by the feet ofthe wheremy buſineſs call'd me , a young

Centaur, croſs the Ship Argo, Lady fell in lovewith me, and

where it is broadeft ; then goes being mightily diſſatisfied in her

by the Unicorn over the head of Mind, her siſter defir'd ta know the

Leo , to the feet of Gemini ; from reaſon of it, and upon her diſcovery

whence croſſing Bæetes, Perſeus, of the cauſe, and encreaſing diſpoſiti

and Caſſiopeia, it returns again to on, acquaints the Father with the

the Swan. It's pretty to conſider whole matter, who immediately came

the extravagant Fancies of the to me and told me of it, and I him ,

Poets and ſome of the ancient that I was already married , and

Philoſophers about it: Some fay, therefore could not comply with his

that when Juno fuckled Hercules, or his Daughter's defire : However ,

and diſcover'd who it was, she he importan'd me to ſee her, which

Spile her milk there ; others that I did two or three times a day, 'till

2

AS
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at lajt se her ſelf told methe occa : preſume him, they are ſo eager

foon of her Illneſs, I anſwer'd her as after him, though for ought we

I had her Father before , that I know he may be as ugly as

toas marry'd ; however, on her fur- any of our ſelves) wou'd

ther preſing inſtances, I promis'd her this luckyadventurer now be but

Marriage in caſe my preſent Wife prevail'd with to fell one or two

Should dit, on which in ſome time of his Lots , which elfe muſt of

after the Lady recovers, who I had neceſſity lye upon his hands ,

almoſt forgot to tell you, is worth what droves of Chapman might

about 60 l . per Annum . After he have ? and how many thou

ſome time my busineſs call'd me to fand bidders, during the reign of

another place, where I nowan, and one mortal Inch of Candle ? For

& Widow there falls in love with his fick Wife to be ſure he'd wanç

me much in the ſame manner , and no cuſtomers, particularly our

in theſamecondition with the former poor rhyming Friend , whom we

Lady, to whomI alſo promis'd Mar. advis'd to enter into the King's
riage on the ſame conditions, and ſervice, as this has done for a

for the ſame reaſon ; ſhe's about 40 , fanctuary againſt his unconſcion

has no children , and 150 1. a Tear able creditor at home.

At her diſpoſal. I love them both How glad wou'd he be if this

equally, and my wife is now dan- man wou'd but change with him ,

gerouſly ill : Pray your Advice in the and wou'd give , wedare fay ali

next ? the fair odds he could deſire.

Anſw. In what haſte the man Buc to be grave : We think you

is ! Sure one wou'd think did ill to ſee the firſt Lady,

he might ſtay at leaſt 'till he fee at leaſt fo frequently as to feed

whetherhis wife will die or live. her paſion , which is now. fix'd on
Well, for shame ler not our own an unlawful Object

faithful, conſtant, generous Sex yer worſe in the cafe of the form

ever ſay hereafter, that the good cond ; worſe than both, in promi.

Women are in bafte to be marry'd, fing either ; yet worſe ſtill in pro

and tell unlucky ſtories of their miſing them both , and ſtill worſt of

being courted and promis'd when all in Loving them , as you in

leading to Church at their hus- plain terms.confeſs you do, even

band's funeral, ſince we find the while your own Wife has a live

husbands can be ſo much before . Tongue in her Head, and Breath

hand with them, and promis'd to in her body . It's true, if your

a fecond, nay a third, before their preſent Wife be either an ill Wifi,

firſt wife's dead, or they know or an ill Woman, there wou'd be

when she will be : And indeed ſome temptation ( as Jovian ſays )

'ewere great pity, if this man's if noc to with her a fair riddance,

wifebe goodfor any thing, but yet not to be immoderately grievid
that ſhe shou'd out-live both her but to bear the loſs as

riyals. After all who could think much like a man as poſſible : But

the Wars shou'd have already if her only or principal fault be

thus draind the nation, and that her fickneſs, or ſuch unavoidable

there shou'd be ſuch quarrelling accidents of Life, conſider how

only for the Reverſion of one poor you'd take it your ſelf were the

handſom : Fellow (as we may Scales turn'd ; she young and bristan
and

you did

Bb 3
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a

and you infirm and fickly, ſhou'd is ſomething in our Natures that

She promiſe two new husbands makes us uneaſie' at fuchs objets,

for fail, before ſhe got rid of one and we put our ſelves out of pain if

old one ? You'll ſay, it ſav'd the . We can any ways ease or relieve

Virgin's and Widow's Life them ?

and what if they had long'd for Anſw . We believe there's no

ſomething more than thin airy ſuchthing as Love purely difinte

promiſes ? muſt you have been foreſted, tho fome may be more

huneſt and Civil to oblige them in or leſs intereſted than others

that too ? We therefore think Whence it follows, that all mor

fit to give you no other Advice tal Love centers in dear felf, as ,

than to make much of your firſt we think, maybe prov'd in all

Wife as you're bound to do, that inſtances, nay ,from the very ab

fhe may have fair play, and live ſtracted definition of good,which

as long as the can, and ifſhe real or apparent, is the object of

does drop off, 'cwill then be time Love, and muſtbe founded in,

enough for us to decide the con- agreeableneſs orconvenience, that not

troverfie between the two others being good to one that is to ano

tho' we heartily wiſh ther,and but one eſſential good. As
they might both have the good for the inſtance you giveofſome

. Lack to ſee this paper, where perſons being charitable out of

they'd find whata faithful future Vain-glory,'tis
notonly very true,

Loverthey are like to have, and but in ourjudgment, does clear

wou'd ſerve you very right if be. ly manifeft' the wiſdom of the

tween two Stools they both let Great Author of the univerſe,

you drop, and go lookfor a third who diſpoſes ſo well of ſuch con

Migriſs .
trary incidents, and brings Good

out of evil :
Its alſo

Queſt. Whether there's any ſuch prooffor natural Notices ofjuſt,

thing in the world as a pure difine and fair, and good in ourminds,

tereſted Love ? And whether all which makes us feek Glory, by

Love mayn't be reduc'd to ſelf -love ? at leaſt the appearance of virtu .

at mojt shewe Kindneſs purely to ons Actions. And indeed , ſuch
,advantage themſelves, is very evi. as are really beneficent toman

dent, and ſome are charitable and kind, ought not to be defrauded

kind out of Vain glory, to have the of their juſt praiſe, though their

Reputation of being good , pitiful, intentions mayn't be always

and tender bearted : But whither in righe, for this unavoidable rea

others the fatisfaction of obliging - fon ; becauſe one of theſe two

friend does not bring ſo great plea . things muſt be granted, either

Sure with it, that one may besaid that they acted from the true ge

to do the Kindneſs to ones ſelf ? Nay; nerous principles of Vertue and

whether the ſhewing pity and compaſ Honour, and then there will be

fron to one in pain and miſery, thoa no queſtion in the thing ; or elſe

franger to us, and whom for that meerly for Glory, whichſince' cis
realon we can ſearce be ſaid to love, all the reward they are ever like

and from whom we can't probably to have for't, 'twould be very

Expe&t any return ; Whether even hard if they ſhou'd loſe it. For

this be nos ſelf -love? Becauſe there the other two inſtances you give,

the

>
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che pleaſure we feel in obliging the removal or abſence of this

a friend, and the eaſe in relieving hunger, when we caſte the moſt

the miſerable, wemuſt grant, that delicate Fruits. or generous Wines .

even both of theſe are ſtill fairly But ſuppoſing it were on

reducible to Interest and Self, tholy to eaſe our felves that we cafe

that intereſt muſt be granted others,' it muſt thence follow

more pure than the former caſe, that 'tis Natural and Humane co do

che pleaſure reſulting from a fair ſo, fuch tenderneſs and inclina.
and honeſt action, is ſo natural tions being it ſeems ftampton

to the mind, and has ſuch a fic- the nature of man, as makeshim

neſs andagreeablneſs to huma- concern'd for all the reſt of his

nicy, chat nothing purely rela- Species : And indeed its the ſame

ting co this world can pretend to in other ranks of Animals, eſpe

cqual co it, nay we queſtion whe- cially the more generous; for

ther we ought to call it moral, howwilla living horfe be allarm'd

and it ben't racher ſomething at the fight of another that's

Divine and Heavenly . And to chis dead ; and 'cis ſaid, that the cries

may be reduc'd that of relieving of all ſorts of Animals will call

the miſerable, there being cer- together as many others ofthe

tainly ſomething more in plea- fame kind as are within hearing,

ſure than privation of pain ,thefor- to attempt their relief,

mer having ſomething in't that's word, ' tis only of the Deity

poſitive and real,as the pain of himſelf thal wecan ſay, he loves

bounger may be aſſwag'd by the without Advan :age or Intereſt,and
meaneſt Food ; but yet there's without anythingof pain,pities

certainly fomething more than the miſerable.

1

In a

A PARAPHRASE

of David's Elegy on Saul and Jonathan, 2 Sam . 1 .

1 .

Moup
URN Ifrael! mourn! admit of no Relief,

To thy intolerable Grief !

To Love and Beauty bid a long Farewell

For both thou now may't look in vain,

Since Love and Beauty both are lain :

With Saul and matchleſs Fonatban they fell,

Who breathleſs on thy barren Mountains lyc,

Their manly Limbs expos'd and bare

Toall the Inclemencies of th Air,
And their more cruel Enemy.

въ4 Migbt7
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Mighty in Arms ! who neverfled.

who now are Nain , not vanquiſhed !

How are you fallin ? How is the Crown

Of Iſrael's Glory tumbled down,

And endiſtinguiſh'd lies among the vulgar Dead >

2 .

Let not, O lez not proud Philiſtia know ,

Left they rejoyce and triumph in our Woc!

Ler not the News in Garb be told

The fatal News from Aſcalon withhold !

Stifle, if poſſible, our fouldiſgrace,

Let Ifrael only bear its own fad load,

Ospread ic not in Heathen.lands abroad,

Among the faithleſs Fore-skin'd Race

Left they to impious Feafts our Fafts ſhou'd turn ,

Envying ev'n our Sorrows too,

And Loyal "Tears for ſuch vaft Lofjes due ;

Left they Inſult and Revel, while we Mourn ;

Left they their monſtrous Idols Mou'd adore,

As when devoted Ifrael fled before :

Leſt they again their two form'd Dragon boaft,

And Acaron, the Prince of all the Airy Hoft.

3.

Ah fatal Gilboa ! ' was on thee they fell !

More barren may thy ragged Mountains grow ,

Like Ararat hid in eternal Snow !

No Flocks, no' careful Shepherds on thee dwell!

Or parch'd with Thirſt, ſtill may'tthou gape in vain,

And raiſe thy blasted Head to Heav'n for kindly Rain .

A Friend's, a Son's, aSubje&t's Curſe on Thee !

Nor Dew , nor Rain, for ever on thee fall,

But Heav'ns dread Bolts when thou for Rain doft call :

Eternal Barrenneſs thy Portion be !

There mighty Saul amidſt the faithleſs Host,

'Twas there he loſt his Sbield, tho' first bis Life he loft.

His ſacredHead lies bleeding on the Ground ,

Ghoſtly it lies, unknown, deformd, uncropn'd ,

Which once with myſtick, royal Drops was richly circled round ,

4.

Roll Warriors, roll your Enfigns in the Duft,

That oft with Blood were nobly Rain'd,

That Flight and baſc Retreat diſdain'd !

Your
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Your Sorrow is but juſt.

Trail, heavy, your big Lances on the Ground !

Let the hoarſe Trumpet flow and mournful ſound !

Let your Broad Swords within their Scabbards ruft !

Farewelthe greateft Pride that War cou'd boaft !

The Bow of Fonathan , the Sword of Saul are loft.

So fatal, Prince ! thy Bow did prove,

As thou hadit chang'dwith Death or Love.

Thy Father's Swordne'er rais'd in vain ,

His Thouſands be, thou haft Ten thouſands Nain !

5 .

Bleſs'd Pair ; whoſe Lives ſhall the beft Pattern prove

Of Filial and ParentalLove !

Ev'n Death it ſelf in vain has try'd ,

Nor cou'd your Sacred Band divide :

Great Saul, when Ifrael baſely fled ,

Alone maintain'd his Ground,

Th' doubly compaſs'd round,

Encompafi'd with the Living and the Dead.

Aloof awhile th' Oncircumcis'd appear'd,

And ſome Nemo Sampfon fear'd :

Grinning, their Dread and Rage expreſs’d,

And dartwholeGrovesof Deaths againtt hisRoyalBreaff :

Whole Gropes of Deaths on his broad Shield he wore,

' Till now no room for more ;

So when fallacious Nets are plac'd,

And to the Toils the Royal Beaſt is chac'd ,

Attack'd by many a winged Wound,

By Crowds of Hunters circl'd round,

Whom Numbers ſelf not guards from Fear ;

A diftant War they tbus ignobly make,

Their knotted Favelinsround him foake,

Bur dare not venture near ,

6.

O matchleſs Fonatban ! O where

Is now thy Piety and Care !

A Fathercalls, fly Swift, or 'tis too late,

Fly to prevent orfare his Fate !

· He did, he came, tho'tir'd and out of Breatba

Among the trembling Squadrons ſcatt'ring Death,

So , when the Bird thatdoes the Thunder bear,

Or bears her callow Eaglets cry ,

Orfees far off with piercing Eye

Her Eyry ſtormd byth'Rabbleof the Air,

She dartsto their Relief, like Lightning thro' theSky!
He
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He came, andſaw ,ſome from his Vengeance fled ,

And ſome bis Sword, and ſome his Eyes ftruck dead :

He came, but cou'd alas! no more,

For Fate, more ſwift than he, got there before ;

He ſawhis Father's Fall, and by his Side

Himſelf bc drops, embracedhis Knees and dy'd.

7 .

Now Ifrael's Daughters ! now lament and mourn !

Indulge che mighty Wor !

So juſt a Grief too high cannever flow ,

Tho'Statues you, your Eyes ſhou'd Fountains turn ,

There needs no purchas'd Grief, no borrow'd Tear,

Nature, nor Art commands 'em here.

Gratitude, Int'reft, Piety unite,

The Tribute of your Sorrows all demand,

Great Soul, wboſe Reign ſolong has bleſsdthéLand,

Is funk, forever funk in Death and Night.
Long Plenty, Pleaſure, Eafe,

You owe bis Royal Care :

He brought you all the Wealtb of Peace,

And all the Spoils of Wari,

1

+

8

How are tbe mighty fallin ? Tho' e'er they fell,

How dearly they their Lives did ſell !

(A Wer alone, when all the reft were fled !)

With what a Pomp. defcend among the mighty Dead ?

Fonatban ! whom dearer Names commend

Than that of Brotber ! Jonathan my Friend !

My Princely Friend ! how wert thou brave in vain ?

Now art thou fallin, oppreſs’d with Heaps of Nain !

Wat Trophies did thy Sword erect, before

It left thy Hand ? How oft the Day reſtore ;

E'er thy Great Soul from Gilboa took itsrifo

And at a thouſand Wounds ruſt out for Paradiſe !

9.

Cou'd thy dearSoullook down from Bliſs, and join

As oft it did when here, with mine ;

Soon wou'd it know that Grief and Care

Which till, when here, it us'd to ſhare ;

Whole Fonatban wou'd ſtill begraven there.

Therewou'd'it thouſee what Sorrowsunexpreft

Fill all thy Faithful David's Breaft.

How
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How all my Joy, how all my Pleaſures fled ,

And how I drag my Life, now thou art dead :

The happy Hours to mind I often call,

Tho' now , alas ! they're vaniſh'd all ;

How cloſeembrac'd we often walkt,

How dearly lookt, how dearly talkt ;

How fair a Love filled eithers Breast,

Untouch'd by Vice or Intereſt:

O wondrous Friend! what Tribute ſhall I pay ,

For ſuch a Loveas ev'n a Crowncou'd not oneweigb ;

This Juftice then, great Friend , I'll do,

Unto your Sacred Memory and You .

Not princely Michael's ſelf, altho'as fair

As Cherubs dreſs’d in ſhining Robes of Air ;

Tho' ſoft her fighs as murmuring Turtles be,

Not ev’n the charming Michael ever lov'd like Thac.

10.

& go duron

Soft as the gentle Smiles of Virginsare,

Was Jonathan in Peace, but Thunder in the War :

Like that cou'd ſtrike, like that cou'd woun

Wide ſcart'ring Terror and Deſtru & ion round , d.

Yer is he fall'n , Ah that it muſt be ſaid !

Yet are the Mighty fallin, my Jonathan is dead.

Queſt. How do you reconcile there 'em we ſuppoſe, transfer che Verb

$wo places, 2 Kings 9. 27. where to che latter place, as wekeep it

' tis laid of Ahaziah , Jehu com in the former

manded to ſmite him in his Chariot e ftatuesv dun'r. Now if they
[ and they did fo ] at the going did not ſmite him there, as is

up to Gur, which is by Ibleam , and ſcarce certain from the text,

hefled to Megiddo and died there neitheris it certain that he chere

and 2 Chron . 22 9. And he receiv'd his Death's wound. But

( Jehu ) fought Ahaziah, and they becauſe we have taught former .

caught him , for he was hid in Sa- ly by a learned Querift, in the

maria, and brought him to Jehu , cafe of the dew ofHermon, &c.

and when they had pain him , they that reduplications arecommon

bury'd him, & c. in the Scripture, the Verb, or

ſome ſmall Sentence being fre

Anſw . We anſwer, Firſt , That quently to befupply'd by the
thoſe words in the 2 Kings 9. Senſe of the Reader, from the

[ and they did so ] did actually Idiom of that Language ( and

and immediately obey Jehu'scom- the ſame more or leſs in all other )

mands, are not expreſt in the therefore we inſiſt not on this

original, whencethey are in our Anſwer , but come to whac
Bibles in a different character ſeems a cleaver, and frmer

from the reſt of the text. Which Samaria is ſometimes taken for

che jo þeing ſenſible of, made the Kingdom , the wholeRegion
of
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t@

ofSamaria, and with much more ted, and the gentleman is married

eaſe than for the contrary, near
to another the queſtion is,

it, and round about it. And this Whether of the two is his lawful

not only frequently in the New wife before God ?

Teſtament, where ' cis faid our Answ . Confule our Indexes, and

Saviour muſt go through sama. you'll find this if we miſtake

ria, and Samaria is ſo often men- not, more than once anſwer'd.

tioned as a diſtrict, not a city All we ſhall add at pre

( for the name of it was then ſent ſhall be this remark, That

chang’d to Sebafte , as Joſephus if people , after all, will take no

cells us) but even here, in the warning, but ſtill go on thus to

Old Teſtament, in ſeveral in cheat the parſon , they muſt e'en

{tances. Particularly 1 King. 21. thank themſelves, and take what
Ahab is called King of Samaria, follosos.

though he had a palace at Jez- Queſt. Agentleman courts a la .

reel, and there often, if not chief- dy of a conſiderable fortune, and

ly liv’d. But chis ſeems yet has gain'd her affections
and

plainer from the 21ſt. and 18th . friends conſent to be marry'd , the

where 'tis faid , ' Go down to lady's friends having enquir'd ,

meer Ahab, king of Iſrael, and being ſatisfy'd with the cha

which is (or ratherwho is, 70, rafter they have of the gentleman.
lankaus Togzín Tð év Eduaped) Now I having but too much rea
in Samaria

behold he fox to Sufpe his honeſty as

is in the vineyard of Naboth . women, “ Query, Whether I'm o

where 'tis plain that blig'd to acquaint the lady's friends
Naboth's vineyard , though un- therewith, being perſon's I've A

doubtedly at, or very near Jezreel, great eſteem for, the match be

was yee in Samaria , near which ing, as I'm inform’d, agreed to

village foram was killed , and A- by all parties, before which I was

haziah wounded, whence he fled, ignorant of the gentleman's de

and as it ſeems; hid himſelf in meanour ? I'm the more cautious

Megiddo, very near Jezreel, and of atting in the caſe, left it ſhould

in Samaria, where Jehu found j'avour of intereſt or envy, there
and ſlew him . baving been, not long ſince, some

Queſt. A gentleman to obtain his overtures of marriage between her

dfires of a young lady, after ſeve- parents and my ſelf ?

ral promiſes of marriage,to confirm Anſw . If you love the lady,

her the more, takes a bible and it's fair play between rivals,

read the matrimony, declaring them . if you can juftly, to ruine his

Jelves man and wife in the preſence' reputation with the old folks

of God Almighty , wiſhing the con- ( though we can't tell

tents of that holy book, might riſe whether twou'd do as much

againſt him at the day of judgment, with the poung ) If 'tis only

if he falſify'd that vom
pure reſpect for the family makes

after which he paſs'd for ber bus- you concern'd, you ought how

barid , livingwith her ſeveral years, ever to conſider , fuppoſing your

and had two children by her ; but intelligence certain, whether the

fome jeal-ufies being then rais'd be accuſation is grounded on fin

tween there, they fell out and par- gle inſtances , or a confirm'd

babit
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1

1

habit If the latter, you're by the operation either of earth
undoubtedly obliged to let the or fire.

family know it - If the forIf the for- . Of the leſs ſtable, and eſpeci.

mer only, we are not ſo ſure of ally the fluid partsofa human

it , unleſsyou know where to body, there is a fargreaterex

direct the lady in ſuch an age as perience made by infenfible tran

this , to a lover who had not fpiration, than even philoſophers

been guiltyin the ſame manner. wou'd imagine. Theſmall par

Queft. Whether in the refurren ticles of a reſolved body may re

tion we fall riſe with the same tain in their own nacure, under

numerical bodies, which thefoul various alterations and diſguiſes,
leaves af death , not as to the na of which 'tis poffible they may be

tare of them (which will undoubt- afterwards ſtrippd, andwithout

edly be more glorious) but as to the making a human body ceaſe to

matter of them , whether the same be the ſame, it may be repaired

entire ſubſtance ſhall be reunitted and augmented by the adaptation
to its former foul ? The affirma- of congruouſly diſpoſed matter
tive I find to be the generally re- to that which pre- exifted in it .

ceived opinion, which yet ſeems Therefore why ſhou'd it be

to labour' under a conſiderable dif- impoſſible that a moſt intelligent
ficulty, viz. Suppoſing the body of agent, whoſe omnipotency ex

A drowned perſon to be devoured tends to all that is not truly con

by fiſhes, a living man by,canni. tradictory to the nature ofthings,

bals, ſince the body devour'd is in- or to his own , ſhou'd be able fo

corporated into the body of theſe to order and watch the particles

cannibals, or into the bodies of of a human body, as that part
Such who afterward eat thoſe Fiſh- ly of thoſe that remain in the

es, how can the same particles of bones, and partly , of thoſe that

matter. be recalled to their former copiouſly fly away by inſenſible

body, without making 4 diminu-. tranſpiration; and partly,of thoſe

tion in the body from whence they that are otherwiſe difpofed of,,

are taken, and ſo by compleating the upon their reſolution, a compen

firft body, makes the other to riſeim . tent numbermay be preſervedor

perfe&t .
retrieved , ſo that ſtripping them

Anſw . A human body is not of their diſguiſes, or extricating

ſo confin'd to a determinate bulk, them fromother parts of mac

but that the ſame foul being ter, for which they may happen

united to a portion of duely or- to be conjoin'd , he may reunite

ganized matter, is ſaid to con- them betwixt themſelves, and if

ititute the famé man, notwith- need be, with particles of matter

ſtanding the vaſt differences of fit to beconferred with 'em , and

bigneſs, that there may be at fe-' thereby reſtore or re-produce a

veral times between the portions body, which being united with

of matter whereunto the hu." the former foul, may in a ſenſe

man ſoul is united . A confi- conſonant to the expreſſions of

derable part of the human bo- fcripture, recompenſe the ſame

dy conſiſts of bones, which are man , whoſe foul and body

bodies of a very determinace na- were formerly disjoin'd by

cure , and not apt to be deſtroy'd death .

Queſt, A

1

B
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Quest. A little tract that I have !o a perpetual wardlip, which
lately read, very much encou- is a real ſervitude ; to have ſo

rages women to be ſtudious, and ill provided for them in Succef

contrary to the general opinion fions ; and to have themſelves

of moſtmen, maintains, that they maſters of their eftates ; under

are capable of making as great the title of husband ; further,

improvement in it as weare. unjuſtly deprive them of the

Now, I muſt confeſs, I am ſo far greateſt of all goods ; to wit,

from the author's opinion , judg- , chat of the mind , whoſe fairert

ing by that acquaintance I have ornament is knowledge, the chief

had with the ſex, that I believe good both of this world and the

it impoſſible their natural imper- next, and the nobleft action of

cinencies ſhou'd ever be convere- the ſoul's moſt excellent faculty ,

ed into a ſolid reaſoning; I am underſtanding, which is common

ſemething the more deſirous to co women aswellas to men, over

be determined in this matter, be whom too they ſeem to have the

cauſe I have a particular friend advantage of wit, not only from

amongſt the fair fex, over whom the ſoftneſs of their ileth, which

I have ſome power, that has a is a ſign of goodneſs of wit ; but .

great inclination to begin, if the becauſe of their curioficy, which

may ever be able tomake one is the parent of Philosophy, de

amongſt the learned world . She fined for this reaſon, the love

hopes well of her own fide, but and defire of wiſdom . And this

1 amunwilling ſheſhou'd engage vivacity is conſpicuous in their
herſelf in an affair, that will loquacity and their arcifices, in

prove ſucceſsleſs in the end . But trigues and diffimulations; their

we are at laſt both contented to wits being like thoſe good foils,

be determined by you, Whether it which for want of better culture

be posſible for a woman that will be run out into weeds and briarse

induftrions in the purſuit, to make Theirmemory cauſed by themoiſt

any conſiderable progreſs in learn- . conftitution of their brain , and

their ſedentary and ſolitary life,

is further favourable to ftudy.

Antw . God having fubjected And notto ſpeak of thoſe of the

the woman to the dominion of preſent times, we have examples

the man (endued with ſtrength of ſuch as have excelled indivi.

to keep himſelf in poffeffion of nicy, phyſick, politicks, philoſo

chatempire ; ) as abſolutepower phy,poetry, and eloquence. Now

is often accompanied with cy- ific be true, thatpoliticks and

ranny, fo hehath not only reſerv. æconomicks, are founded upon

ed to himſelf an alone the au- the fame principles, and there

thority of making laws (where needs as muchknowledgeto pre
unto women never being called , ſerve as to acquire ; chen ſince

have always had the worſt) but women are ina family, what

have alſo approrpiated the beſt men are in a ſtate, and are de

things to himſelf, without admic- ſtined to keep what men gęc,

ting them to partake therein ; why should not chey have the

for men , not content to have knowledge of the famemaxims

reduced them by choſe laws in- as men have by ftudy and theory
inaſmuch;

ing ?

a
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a

inaſmuch as the reſervedneſs and Gentlemen, I beg your ſpeedy an

modefty of their fex, allows them ſwer, as you tender my liberty,

not to havethe experience there in relieving my ſelf from this con

of, by frequenting the world ? finement ?

And from thence it was, that , Anſw . Then meet your hus

the ancientGeuls left tothem band, and liewith him : If you

the adminiſtration of the laws, think your ſelf not abfoly'd from

and other exerciſes of Peace ; re- your oath, becauſe you meanc

ſerving.co chemſelves only thoſe another perſon beſides him , How

of war. And as for other fci- did you know that ſuch other

ences, if women joined cogether perſon would lie with you ? If

with men in the diſcovery of you ſtill had this reſerve, upon

them , no doubt, buc their curi- ſuppoſition he willdo it, 'cisyet

oficy would ſharpen mens wits, as great a task tell how he ſhould
who are diſturb'd by extraneous know your mind , for you would

affairs, and by their help might hardly propoſe ſuch a thing to

make great progreſſes, and find any one. But to make ſhort of

out many rare ſecrets, hitherco thematter, All oachs unlawful or

unknown. And ſince knowledge impoſſible, are diffolv'd as ſoon

depends upon purity and ſimpli- as they are made, and not to be.

city, it ſeems theſafeſt courſe perform'd. All that you have to

women can take for ſecurity, do, is to repent, and beg pardon

their purityand chaſtity, is, to for ſuch a raſhneſs, and however

make proviſion of learning and your husband treats you , to mind

knowledge. For 'tis a thing hi- your own ducy:

cherto unheard of, thata woman Queſt. Gentlemen , A friend of

was learn'd , and not chaſte and mind is very much given to talk

continent ; which the ancients in his feep , and does fo riſe out

deſigned to repreſent by Miner. of his bed in his peep, that with
va the goddeſs of ſciences, and out great care he is very apt to

the ninemufes, all virgins. run againſt chairs, and other chings

Queſt. I am an innocent wo . that are in his way, to the great

man, given to paſſion , and often burt of bimſelf, therewore we would

times overcome with jealouſie of deſire your advice, how this may

my husband, and upon informa-. be avoided , and therein you will

cion of an ill action committed oblige us that are his friends, as

by him, I in my wrath (wore by wellas himſelf ?

my God, I would lie with the Anſm . The fafeſt way is to

firſt man I met, thoughit were have a fort of net-work about

a tinker, meaning toplay the the bed, that he can't get out of

whore with him, butupon fe- bed .

cond conſideration, I immediate- Queft. It being a common opi

ly retired to my chamber, and nion, That man confifts only of two

reſervemyſelf from thefight of parts, viz. a ſoul "and body, and

all mankind, and ſhall, 'till I re. finding that Doctor Hammond

ceive the opinion of your learn- in bis practical Catechiſm , is

ed ſociety, whether it will be a oſ opinion , that man confijts of

greatir fin to break my oath made three parts, a body, a living ſoul,

to God , or commit the fin I swore to ? and an immortal ſpirit, which to

a

1

prove
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prove he sufes, Thef. s . 23. Now that, makes good what we have

I defire to know your opinion, Whe- ſaid above, and perhaps would

ther the ſoul and spirit are one, or evince more to the ſame effe &t.

how diverſified ? And if the soul be Queſt. In the Goſpel we meet with

the more ignoble, what becomes of it a man, out of whom our Saviour

at death ? caft many devils , which

Anſs . We have already in our there termed legion, pray what

former papers aſſerted man to be company might there be, or home

made ofbody, Soulandſpirit, from many does the word legion figni

the aforeſaid text, when St. Paul fy ?

prays that their whole man, body, Anſw . The Roman forces were

Jouland ſpirit, may be, &c . As anciently divided into two parts,
for the difference of the ſoul and auxilia legiones, into auxi.

body, (tho they are generally ta- liary bands and legions. The
ken for the fame) the ſpirit is auxiliary were ſuch as the neigh

that immortal fubftance which is bour tributary countries did fend

commonly taken for the ſoul; in to the Romans : As for the

and this agrees with ourſaviour's legions, they were a choice re
recommendation of his ſpirit in . le &t party , taken out of all the

to his father's hands, when he Roman ſoldiers, and were called

dy'd upon thecroſs; as alſo after legions, ab eligendo, from choo
him St. Stephen , when he was ſing. Rofin. Antiq. lib . 1o. cap. 4 .

ſton'd . By the foul wemean no ſupoſes Romulus was the first

more than the animal life, and author of this method, and his
hence it is that we ſay that beaſts legion at firſt contain'd three

and vegecables have fouls, that thouſand footmen , and three hun

is, have lives, or live affer their dred horſemen, afterwards he

proper nature : As to what be- augmented it, to four thouſand

comes of the human ſoul when footmen, whence it was called ,
a man dies, we believe the ſame Quadrata legio ; but in proceſs of

that ſome of the poets did ,Tenus time it encreaſed unto the num
vanefcit in auras, it vanilhes into ber of fix thoufand, which it

air ;or perhaps as Solomon ſpeaks ſeldomexceeded , as Sigonius tells

of the foul of a beaſt, it goes us, and of this laſt number it

downward, meaning to the earth was accounted by the Romans at
that this middle principle or ſoul that time our Saviour was in

of man is common with that of the world ; as alſo the Jews had

beaſts, mayvery fairly be gathe- the fame computation, they be.

red from the experiments that ing a mixt people, and then tri
have been made of the transfu- butary to the Roman empire, Pi

fion of the blood of brutes into late and Herod being Romans : So

men , which have done very well that the devil which ſpoke out of

after, when as their own was the wretch for himſelf and part
before that drain'd out, or no ners, in anſwer to our Saviour's

longer able to entertain life by queſtion , What his name was ?
reaſon of indiſpoſition and di. Meant by legion , that they were

Itempers, and the ſcripture ex- about fix thouſand , who were
prefly calls the blood of beaſts permitted to tyrannize over and
their life ; but theirbeing trans- and poffefs that one man.

fus'd into man, and he living by

Queft.

:

;
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ed

Queſt. I have long indulg'd my good or bad , remains to be prov'd .

felf in a reſtleſs Habit, which I now In order whereunto we pre

find contradictory to my reaſon and miſe That an habit of either vice

would leave it. I'll not be particu- or vertue, is caus’d by a repetition of

lar, becauſe the Anſwer may be of atting vitiouſly or virtuoully : ( lib.

uſe to every body, who are not with- 2. Eth . c . 1. to s . ) But we need

out the allurements of ſome darling not bring in the philoſophers ſuf

fin ? Query , What an habit is, whe- frage, ſince every one knows this

ther to be overcome, and what are to be truth . This granted, there

the methods in order to it ? was a time before theſe acts were

Anſw . Some authors have de- repeated , and by conſequence a

fin'd habits by afts, making no di- time before the firſt of theſe acts

ftin &tion, when to have is not an began, which conſtituted the ha

astion bur the mode of aetion The bit. Now , when the firſt tempta

ſchoolmen have defin'd an habit tion was offer'd, 'twas either in

to be, That according to which we our power to withſtand it, or out

have ouer ſelves to ſomething good or of power ; if out of our power,

bad ; or co give a plainer defini. then we are forc'd upon't by a

tion , according toothers, 'tis a neceſſity of ſinning, that God lefc

permanent form , or ' cis a quality us fo, or elſe by our own irreſiſt
informing ſome new power . The able weakneſs Not the firſt, be

two laſt are ſomething foreign, caule God cannot be the author
yer true ; the firit is full, the on- of ſin ; nor the laſt, becauſe as yet

ly difficulty lies in the expreſſion we were not weakened by the ha

of having our ſelves to ſomething, bit of it : So that it follows, the

&c. where have, only ſignifies a firſt act was in our own power.

freedom to uſe and enjoy the thing This prov'd , I ſhall further pre

poljefled when we will. Some ha- miſe, thatthe general is of the ſame

bics are to be loſt, and ſome not : nature with all the particulars of

Such as are of the very eſſence of which 'tis conftituted , or it could be
nature, ( by which I mean the no general,madeup thoſe particulars.

whole compofition, intellective, As for inſtance, an habit of fup

and ſenſitive) as to act love , fear, poſe twenty repetitions, the laſt is

hear, ſee, &c are not to be dive- conſtituted of the nature and

ſted till we lay by our nature ; guilt of the preceding nineteen

but the act of loving, hating,hear- and its felf,and fo downward 'till

ing , & c. may be alter'd both as you come to the firſt, which as is

to the meaſure, and as to the object; prov'd, was once in your power

for ſuch alteration is accidental, to have wichſtood it ; and if the

and in our own choice ; nor can firſt, the ſecond muſt alſo be in

our additional conftitutions abſo . your own power, becauſe 'cis

lucely byafs our power in our part of the firſt, only your power

determinations of them . To the ſomething leſs, and weakened

firſt of cheſe, that the principles by guilc, yet not deſtroy'd, nor

of nacure , ſuch as were given.in can ever abſolutely be deſtroyed

our creation , as to deſire, love, by repetitions, I mean morally,

fear, eat , ſleep, &c . are not to from the reaſon above , for i

be remov'd, there's no body will deſign not to enlarge how God

diſpute ; but that ſuper.induc'd in juſtice reprobates ſome per

habits, or cuſtoms may, whether fons, when they have arrived

Сс
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to ſuch , or ſuch a degree in impie- which places only show that ' tis

ty. Only thus much I affert, That a very unuſual difficult matter to

any perſon, let his babit in vice be do it The firſt of theſe places

never so strong, if he is not given ought not to render us deſperate,

over to a judicially reprobate nor the laſt ſecure ; for they ex

mind, may by the aſſiſtance of preſs no more, than that general

God's grace, and a co-operaring ly it is ſo, but not always, as 0

care proporcionable to his dane ther teſtimonies of ſacred Writ,

ger , reclaim and undoe all his wice and the frequent inſtances we

ked cuſtoms in vice. It hoids ſo meet, do eyince the contrary,

alſo in vertue, wherein a habit Having ſhow'd what an babit

is ſtronger in the laſt act, than is, and that it may be broke , ic

the preceeding one, but yet of only remains to lay down theme

the ſame nature, and ſo down. thod how : An habit always has its

ward to the firſt, where we shall contrary, and may be broke by the uſe

find our own power (for ſo we of thoſe methods which conſtitute its

may call what is given us) effect- contrary, or by removing the occaſions

vally co-operation with che grace by which'tis encreas d and continued.

of God , which we may reſiſt Ás for inſtance, a fire is extin

(ordinarily) for weare not forc'd guish'dby water , or by not ap

into good actions more than into plyingfewel to feed it . But to

vicious ones, for that wou'd de come nearer the matter, and at

ftroy rewards and punishments ; the ſame time to anſwer ſeveral

from whence it alſo follows, chat other Queſtions fent us about con

a habit of vertue may be loft, and quering ſuch and ſuch habits,

the grace of God extinguish'd in and alcering conſtitucions ; we

us , i mean morally , or according fay, That ambition , revenge, paf

tothe nature of cauſes and ef- fion , and all other effects ofpride,

fects ; for in this alſo I deſign not are the beft overcomeby prasti

toſearch intothe decrees of God, fing acts of ſelf -refignation and ſub

and extraordinary alliftances of ještion to the Divine Providence.

grace, but the common methods One of theancient philoſophers

that God almighty makes uſe of us'd himſelf to beg alms of ſta

with his creatures. I know ſeve- tues ; and being ask'd the reaſon,

al inſtances of falling away from faid he, I am learning patience by

habits of vertue, andof reclaiming denyal. A ſeeking of all oppor

babits of vice , which alſo is tunities of being deny'd , dilap

plainly ſuppoſed in Ezeikel 18. pointed , abus'd and affronted,

2 Pet.2 . 20, 21, 22. and ſeveral and at the ſame time reſolving
other texts There are on . to bear it, quickly alters the

ly two objections for an impofli- man , and roots out the above

bility of leaving off habitsin vice mention'd effe& s of pride ; 'tis a

and vertue, the firſt is :-Can the method God approves, and often

Leopard change his Spots, and the makes uſe of when he reclaims

Blackamorc his skin Then may be ſuch people by ſickneſs,afflictions,

alſo do good that are accustomed todo Coc. Again , is the habit drunken

evil; and the other is, He that is nefs, gluttony, idelneſs, whoring, or

born of God finneth 30t, for his feed uncleanneſs ? The cure is by pra

remaineth in him , and he cannot fin, & tiſing the contitutive parts of

becauſe he is born of God : Both temperance and chaſtity : But in

the fe
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theſe and ſuch like caſes where ſame nature as habits, and differ

the fleſh is concerned , our divines moſtly in name when they come

have well inculcared , that ' tis fe to any perfection, cho' at the be

fer to flee than fight; not once to ginning we are more indebted to
hear reaſons of either ſide upon nature for the firſt than the laſt,

any ſuggeſtion, but to drive it but that part of nature it ſelf

out ofyour mind, by going about may be ſpar'd, is evident, by ex.

ſome buſineſs, or entring into amples every day in the loſs of

good company ; and when the limbs , eyes, & c.and yet after a

remptation is off, to fortify your little ure, the loſs is little, and

ſelf by reaſon , prayer, and reſolu- why it ſhould not be yet ' leſs,

tion not to comply : Examples when ʼtis our intereſt, is a riddle

are of great uſe ; read Auguftine's to every underſtanding Man :
confeſſions. I knew a youngman How has a fit of ſickneſsalter'd the

who had habituated himſelf to paſſionate fool, a fit of the ſtone re

uncleannefs for ſeveral years, yet claim'd the intemperate, the chains

conquer'd it laſt by this means . And priſon converted the thief ? And

After his many vows, refoluti-, if theſe alterations have been by
ons and prayers, finding his weak. afflicting the ſenſitive foul only,

nels, he opened his caſe to his who canſuppoſe the rationalſoul,

friend, and made this contract which is yet of a more noble
with him , ( 1. ) Never to hide the powerful nature, to be leſs fuf

leaſtcircumstance of his temptation ceprive to the methods of regu

from him , but continually from time lation from errors ? To think is

to time to give him an impartial the prerogative of an intellective
account what ground he hadgot of Being, and thinking is a comparing

loſt in the combate. ( 2. ) To take of principles in order to some cona

Súch meaſures as his friend offer'd clufin; concluſions are demonſtrative,

him , becauſe the temptation was and oblige. the underſtanding ; the

ſuited to the inclination and temper underſtanding moves the will , and

of the tempted , and not the others ; the will commands action agreeable

so that the Devil having two to deal to thought. Hence to be maſter

with, whoſe inclinations were contra- of ones ſelf and habits, ' tis in

ry, one of which was always ready to difpenfibly neceſſary that our
withſtand him ; he was at ſuch a loſs thoughts be good and regular,

ihat his meaſures were broke and his which is effected by good con

captive manumitted. And fo'tis verſe either with Books or per
poſſible in all habits to get the ſons Hence we may know our

maſtery : What's more tyranni- felves,and adapt particular reme
zing than the paffion of love ? And dies to our weakneſſes, for there's

yethow eaſily overcome by avoid- nothing impoſſible that is necef

ing the occaſions that breed it , as fary, to the accompliſhment of
converſe, or by repreſenting the our happineſs

ingratitude, weakneſs, &c. of the Quelt. A Malefactor was executed

party belov'd ? In short, ger but a at Tyburn , and eight hours after

true inform'd judgment, the act of was by a ftatuariſ put into a mold,
knowing things as they really are in when taken out, they perceived a

their own nature , and the buſineſs prominence in the middle of the mold,
is almoſt done to your hands. As caus'd by a full erection of the penis

to conftitutions, they are of the of the dead Felon, and within the
Сс 2 hollam
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:

holloxo part as conſiderable a quantity Anſw . All the world over .

of digeſted blood as is suppoſed Suffi. Queſt. How does a Spider poyſon

cient for generation ; Query, What a Fly ?

could cauſe the erection and emiſſion Anſw . It has been obſerv'd, that

mentioned ? when a large Fly is intangled, the

Anſw . We meet with ſeveral Spider dares not come ſo near to
inſtances of erection after death : her as to a ſmall one, but ſtands

In anſwer to the preſent one, we at ſome little diſtance, and uſes

fay, That ſome corps retain heat a ſort of a ſhoving motion with

for a longer time than can be con- the head forward and backward,,

ceived , and revive, cho' expoſed as ſchool- boys do when they fpic

in deep froſty weather. Veſalius, at one another : So that 'tis con

that famous Anatomiſt, attempt- cluded they emit their poyſon ei

ed to diffect the dead body of a their by ſpitting or by breathing,

Grandee who roſe at the cut of a for the Flyhas quickly done ſtrug

knife, and many have revived af. gling when they begin to uſe thać

ter ſuſpenſion -or hanging.. But ihoving ſort of motion.

admitting this corps exanimated, Queſt. What are the true bounds

the reaſon of thisere&tion might of honour, as to firſts and ſeconds in

be thus : The weather beinghot, Duelling ? and howfar

and the circulation of the blood may a perſon of honour refuſe a

fuppreſs'd by the fufpenfion of Challenge, and how far comply ?

the body not actually cold , the Your thoughts upon the

natural heat that remain'd in the whole.

blood , and the intercepted flatus Anſw . The world is confound

in the veſſels was by the circum- ed with opinion, cuſtoms, and falſe

ambient cold plaiſter of Paris notions of Honour : That

compreſſed, driven, or compelled man is certainly the moſt honoura .

to make that part turgid , and to ble that is moſt rational, and he is

take it's courſe where mechanically the moſt rational, that is the beft

it could find vent . Nothing being Chriſtian ; ſuch perſons as pre

ſo common as the belly tumify- tend not to that cicle, I have no

ing and purging after the extin &ti- thing to ſay to 'em ; but to every

on of vitality ; which to prevent, one that owns that character, let

ſome ,cold thing is uſually ap- . 'em think themſelves concern'd

ply'd only to the belly, whereas in the following meaſures. The

it was all over embalm'd with Chriſtian Religion is the moſt perfect

the plaiſter of Paris , ut fuprà . Scheme of morality and greatneſs,

Queſt. What is Knight- Erran. that ever was drawn ; and teach

try ?? es every man to be greater than

Anſw . Knight-Errantry is lo- Alexander himſelf, who knew not

ving , ſighing, whining, rambling, the nobleneſsofſelf -conqueſt, and the

ſtarving, tilting, fighting, dying, bravery of forgiving enemies . If I

reviving, waking, ſtaring, ſing - am challeng'd, either I have, or

ing, crying, praying , wiſhing, I have not injur'd the Challenger.

compoſing, writing , ſerenading, If I have injur'd him , 'tis a great

rhyming, hoping, fearing, def- er injury, and a baſe obftinacy,

pairing,raving to proceed farther : If I have

Queft. What place deth the Sun not injur'd him, I ought to take

Set in, and where doth it riſe ? ſuch meaſures as to make him ſen

3
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fible of his miſtake ; and amongſt " is murder, and that our law di;

other things, to let him know I am ftinguithes between manſlaug

a ſubje &t ; and that his Majeſty " ter in heat , and murder upon

has eſpous'd the right of my quar- " malice, being the effects of the
rel : So that the affront (b.wever Will inflam'd , or the Will advis’d.

the world may take it) is levell'd at " To the ſecond, the magiſtrate

theſovereign powder, who areinve. " has the power of cenſuring ina
fred with the meaſures of diftri- " juries reproaches, &c. And upon

bution and revenge ; but when very good reaſons our civilians

that is extorted out of the magi- have concluded to profecute in

ftrates hands into private mens, theſe caſes. ( 1. ) Such as ſhall
preſuming to give laws untó appoint the field , tho’ the fight

themſelves, it hazards the peace be not acted. (2.) Or ſhall ſend

of the kingdom , by a poſſibility challenges in writing, ormeſſage
of growing from quarrels to band . ( 3 ) Or ſhall deliver either of

ing , fo to trooping, thence into tu- them (4 ) Or ſhall accept or re

mults and commotions, and fo turn the challenges. (5 ) To be

into national diviſions and infla- a ſecond. (6 ) To depart beyond

mations, eſpecially where young Seas to combate. (7. ) To revive

men of great families are firſt con- a quarrel by ſcandalous brutes, paf

cern'd. We have almoſt loſt the quils, & c. Greece and Rome had not

true notion of valour and fortitude, this practice of duels. It is ſaid ,
without diſtinguiſhing the occa- Fas eft Low ab hofte doceri . There

ſions and grounds of quarrels ; was a Duel between two eminent

whether they be juſt, and worthy Turks, the one was ſlain, the other

a man's life, which ought only ask'd by the council of Babamos,

to be ſacrific'd to good cauſes, How durſt you undertake to fight one
and honourable ſervices . It was with another, are there not chriſtians

about Anni 1614. when men be- enough to kill ? :( a pertinent appli

gan in England to fight in Duels, cation may be made here) Did not

upon ſight occaſions; which in- you know, that whether of you were

duc'd his then preſent majeſty, pain , the loſs would be the Grand
King James the firſt, to publiſh a Seigniour's? Judicious trials by the

ſevere ediæ againſt private com- ſword anciently in Spain,the Goths,

batants, and their ſeconds.There's and the northern nations, and the

but two objections I meet with French, before the late rigorous

amongſt the dueliſts of our age, a. laws were practiſed : But yet a

gainſt the defectiveneſs of the wiſe man ſaid very well , Taliter

law : The firſt is, that it makes pugnantes, videntur ientare, &c.

no diſtinction between a baſe murn Thoſe that fight ſo, ſeem to tempt

der, and killing upon fair terms; the God, becauſe they are willing that
ſecond is , that it provides not a Godſhould work a miracle, to wit ,

fufficient puniſhment againſt ſuch thatthe conqueror should always be

as give the Lie , or uſe contumeli- in the right, which has often fail'd.

ous language. Theſe have been fis a remarkable thing , that

both learnedly anſwer'd by Sir amongſt Solon's laws, there was

Francis Bacon , then Atcorney.Ge- not one againſt affronts; and be

neral , to this effect. As to the . ing ask'd the reaſon why heor
" The law of God makes dain'd no puniſhments againſt

" no ſuch diſtinction, for murder 'ein, he anſwer’d, He could notbe

1

2

firſt ;
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believe the world so fantaſtical as to half Mercury is eſteemed by Pro.

take 'em. No challenge is to be lemy nineteen thouſand times leſs

accepted, or given, wemay de- than the earth , by Tycho but nine.

fend our ſelves, and kill the ag- teen , ( a very great fall, ) by

greſſor too, where there's no other Landsbergius only twice leſs. Ty.

way to eſcape with our own lives . cho thinks the Sun buc hundred

Seconds come under the ſame cir- thirty nine times bigger than the

cumſtances (very near) with firſts; earth, the Copernicusa hundred

and he cannot be my friend, that fixty two, the Prole means a hun.

wou'd engage me in duelling, dred fixcy ſeven, Landsbergius is

contrary to my reaſon, law , and liberal enough , and makes it four

religion. -- ' Tis a baſe, little fpi- hundred thirty four times big.

rir, that loves revenge and error ; ger, and ſo of the reſt. From

but he that begs pardon for his mi- whoſe lo vaſtly different compy .

fiakes, is generous; becauſe it is a tations we may well conclude

debt, and what is due , ought not to che uncertainty and fallibility of

be with-held . Read Seneca . any ſuch gueſſes.

Queſt. Whether Aſtronomers can Queſt . Whether Ninias the son

truly know the bigneſs of the Sun, of Ninus and Semiramis, the fif la

moon and ſtars each ofwhich they maké Emperor of the Allyrians, were the

ſo many times bigger than the earth ? ſame with Amraphel King of Shi

Anſw The moſt modeſt of 'em nar, of whom we read, Gen. 14 ?

will not pretend to any exactneſs Anſw . The affirmative feems

in theſe matters , which depend not improbable, from ſeveral rea

chiefly on conjectures and proba- ſons. Firſt, the general ſtream of

ble ſuppoſitions. That there can writers have thought him the

beno great certainty in thingsof fame ; on,perſon having, as ʼtis no

this nature, we may racionally corious, different names, both in

infer, from the vaſt and irrecon- facred and prophane writers.

ci'cable difference betwixt the com- Again, 'tis generally agreed Ni

putations of the moſt learned nias the ſon of Semiramis , king or

and induſtrious in theſe ſciences. monarch cf Babylon, the fame

They all reckon both the di- with hinar, reigned in Abraham's

ſtance and bigneſs of the Stars time, and thatthe overthrow of

by compariſon with the earth , in the four kings by Abraham happen

whoſe diameter they don't very ed during his reign : For Ninias

much differ, but in comparing it reigned as chronologers general

with others infinicely diſagree ly have agreed , 38 years and Abra .

The Moon, as being neareſt cobam came into Canasn, according

us of all the heavenly bodies, to their compution ſome 23 years

one wou'd think they might be after Semiramis dy'd , which was

beft acquainted with , andgueſs the 75th year of hisage, ſo that

þeſt at, yet here they come no he and his fellow Kings might have

nearer one another than four or receiv'd this ' overthrow in the

five times the bigneſs ofthe earth, 85th year of Abraham , and the

which Ptolemy's followersaccount ? 3d of his own reign . It's true,

thirty nine nimes bigger than the here's a great objection againſt

Moon, ? ycho forey two, Coperni. this Hypothefis, and 'tis,

cus forty three , Lansbogius, who That Chederlaomer, another of

rely'd on Tycho, forty five and a the kings , whoſe country was

Elena ,
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Elam , or Perfia, commanded in Queſt. Whether are more inconſtant

chief in this expedition, the kings in love, the men or the women ?

of Sodom, bc. being his vaffals, Anſw. For the moſt part, we

not the others. And this believe 'tis a prettyeven lay,
tho'

not well agreeing with the ac- intereſt makes both the one and

count profane hiſtories give us of the other complain loudeſtof the

the greatneſs of the Babylonian em- contrary ſex. But ſhould the wo

pire at that time. Tho'to this Sir men be moſt unconſtant, the con

Walter Ramleigh very judiciouſly trary to which we are more in

replys, That by the ſoft. clin'd to believe, they ſeem at

neſs and luxury of Ninias, the leaſt more excuſable than we, be.

vaſt conqueſts of Ninus and Semi- cauſe our fex are generally the

ramis being loft, the empire he agreffors ; and beſides, we pretend

poffeſt might be again reſtrained to more firmneſs and confancy than

to Babylon , the plain of Shinaar, we'll allow in them . Add to

or a much ſmaller tract of ground this one obſervation more, That

than it formerly poffeft, and we have known very few kings or

from hence Chederlaoner might princes who been conſtant to one

dare che grandeur of his empire . woman : And have inſtances of

Queſt .If Polygamy wereallow- ſome, who could not be content

ed, whether we ſhou'd not have a ed with leſs than ſeveralhundredsS ;

more temperate age than now we have? whereas we have but compara

Anſw . Much otherwiſe, from tively few of the female ſex inthat

the very thing it ſelf ; for cer- high ſtation, who have been falſe

tainly (cæteris paribus) he'sa more to their lords ; and never heard of

temperate man that can dine up- any of them who kept a Seraglio

on one diſh , than he that gorges of men,or could not be fatisfied

himſelf upon twenty or thirty : with leſs than a hundred husbands.

But more from the effect 'twould Queſt. Whether in a diſhonourable

produce- All intemperance, the amour is moſt to blame, the man in

more 'tis indulg'd, the higher it tempting, or the woman in yielding ?

grows. The drunkard is ever Anſwo. We think the man : not

dry, and will be fo , cho' he could only for a reaſon mention'd in the

draw up an ocean ; and the more preceding queſtion, but becauſe

wealth a covetous. man has, the he's the very cauſe of the evil .

more ſtill he ſcrapes for. And The woman had been virtuous,

this we learn from experience, had he not tempted her, tho' had

as well as reaſon
the reſiſted, ten to one but the

fouler luſts, than in thoſe coun- manwould have found ſome other

tries where Polygamy is allow'd , ofa more pliable temper.

particularly, in the Turkiſh Serag .
Queſt. Whether it be really, in fe ,

lio's, and all the Eaſtern nations ? a happineſs to have a handsome wife ?

And thus we ſee even in facred Anſw .Few men but would

hiſtory, that thoſe whom per- count it ſo. If the goodsof nature,

haps the laws or cuſtoms of their as wit, beauty, wiſdom , & c .are real

country indulg'd the liberty of ly deſireable in my ſelf, or chil

two wives, would not ſtop there, dren, they are ſo in what is asnear

but ſome of 'em would have two as one, and nearer to me than the

bundred and more, as many as others. An happineſs chen we chink

they could get.

ic
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it is to have a fine woman ; but as Anw. "Tis ſuch a perverſe paf

the lewd world goes, we muftown ſion , we queſtion whether any

a very dangerous happineſs; and if will do't. Kindneſs does butin
a
a noted beauty, the danger is ſtill creaſe it , and makes the perſon

greater, left, as Osborn roguiſhly ten times yellower than before,

expreſſes it, every gawdy fleih- and if that fails, 'tis not very like

fly fhould be crowding nearer to ly unkindneſs ſhould bemore effec

her than is fitting But if there's tual . To be in earneſt, we ſee no

virtue too , as well as beauty, and remedy for't, but patience, prudence

a fair soul to inhabit a lovely body, giving no occaſion , either in ap

there's no fear but onewill be ſuf- pearance or reaiity, and then ſlight

ficient guard to the other . ing , or taking no notice on't ;

Queft. What muſt a gentleman do which , if any thing, will make

thathath loſt his miſtreſs, in order to it die of it ſelf.

forget her , and prevent the danger of Queſt. Whether all marriages are

Love melancholy ? made in heaven ?

Anſw . Lave and melancholy, if Ansma No certainly , for we are

they don't proceed from idlenets, ſure ſome are made in bell, aș ince

yet areof en fed and nouriſhed by fluous marriages, and ſuch like. But

it ; and the contrary muft there. the bottom of the queſtion is,Whe

fore be in all probability a cure for ther every man and woman, who mar

both. Accordingly, we would ad- ry together were predifinate to thefame.

viſe the gentleman to go to the If by this predeſtination , is meant

wars, ſince a deſperate diſeaſe muſt ſucha neceffary determination of

have a deſperate cure;. where , in our actions as make 'em ceaſe to

the fatigues offieges, campaigns , be human, or which is the fame,

marches and countermarches, he's free and racional, we muſt abſo

as likely to loſe boch his melan- lutely deny any ſuch thing, as be

choly and love, as any where in ing only an excuſe for impudence

the world . and folly, and may as wellbemade

Queſt. Whetherfondneſs or a'mere uſe of by ill perſons as weak ones.

diſdainful coyneſs, be more defireable In the mean time, I don't doubt
in a miſtreſs ? but the providence of God does

Anſw . They are both extreams, really interpoſe and preſide over

and confequently one can't be all human actions, S440 modo , or in

much more diſagreeable than the ſuch a way as iş agreeable to its

other : But as in all excreams one own juſtice and wiſdom , and the

is often a little nearer the middle nature of man, and if in other ac

than the other ; as prodigality near- tions, certainly in this, which is

er liberality than covetouſneſs, & of the higheſt concern as to the

fo here we are apt to think coyne's happineſs of life,ſo as to permit the

as more prudent in the women , fo evil, and diſpoſe to the good ; but

more defireable to the men, if this , ás has been ſaid , infers no

they would have their fancy'd manner of neceſſity upon us , rior

happineſs laſting ; . fince fondneſs inthe leaſt cakes away thefreedom

quickly makes em nauſeate and of our acțions , which we feel we

jurfeit on what they before fo paf have in whatever we do . Tho ' rea

fionately admired . fon tells us there's one above us ;

Queft. What's the best cure of and tho it inay perhaps fall ſhort

jxoloaly ? &c . in içs enquiry how theſe things

a
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can be well reconciled with one a carnal way of worſhip , tho'there

another. in they dire &tly contradict the

Queſt. Whether there any other apoftle's precept, and our Sávi

worlds beſides this we live in ? our's practice,and may as well

Anſwe ' The word world is in this object againft uſing words, as

place an equivocal or ambiguous tunes, in devotion , one being in
term , which I muſt therefore di- venred as well as the other ; nay ,

ftinguiſh upon , before I anſwer perhaps a tune the more natural of

the queſtion. If by world is meant che two : But of theſe there are

ſuch an earth , ſo inhabited with not many. A more general reaſon ,

ſuch creatures as ours is, no doubt for the neglect may be the gene.

there's no other viſible world , be- ral decay of piety, every where

cauſe there's no other place where too viſibly reigning Sing

mankind, or the race of Adam lives. ing praiſes and pralms to God , be
That there are other globes be. ing too fpiritual an exerciſe for

fides this earth , we areas fure of the moſt of men , as too carnal

as our eyes can make us, and can for ſome few. I am unwilling,
never doubt as long as we ſee the among other reaſons, to remem
ſun, moon, and ſtars all round us . ber that I have ſeen thoſe times

That any of theſe are actually in- when it had been enough to have

habited , as the certaincy can never been call’d a Phanatick, to have

be known, ſo we eſteem the pro- had any ſuch thing in a family ;

bability to be very weak, if it lies but theſe things are better for

not rather on the other ſide of the gotten . There's one reaſon more

queſtion. Spirits have no need of which I amconfident has excream

ſuch babitations ; beſides the good ly prejudic'd the ingenious part of

are in heaven , thebad in all pro- the world againſt this moſtplea
bability nearer this world, where fant and holy.exerciſe , and that

they may do moſt miſchief. No is the diſadvantage of the vul.

other rational creatures there are gar tranſlation (noe to add the ill

but man, and for irrational , they choice of the tunes . ) But this in

are only for his ſervice, and what conveniency is already partly re

Thould they do ſo far out of his medied by the incomparable ver

reach ? It's true , God may make fions of Mr. Patrick (as far as he

fome other orders of beings, to us has gone ) Mr. Tate, Dr. Brady,

unknown , but ſtill according to Mr. Ford, and ſome others.

our notions of things, they muſt Queſt. Whether a contract . For

ſome way or other partake of lenly made with all the most ſacred

theſe natures before mentioned invocations, may be violated by

tho? whatever they are, if any any unfortunate accident or error in

ſuch thing, they are to us utterly life or manners ? (the breach of
unkown. the ſeventh commandment only ex

Queſt. How comes the duty of cepted ) and whether the offended

finging pſalms in private families party may abandon the other for

to be to generally neglefted aswefind a new lover, without a joint can
it is ?

ſent, or whether it may be done

Anſw . There are a ſort of en- with conſent ?

thufiafts who neglect this chriſtias Anſw . Such a marriage is valid ,

exerciſe out of a miſtaken piece of and not to be cancell'd either with

conſcience, thinking it , forſcoth, or without the conſent of either

or
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orboth parties, unleſs under per other Proteſtations, he wifh'd, if

ril of damnation , which a conti- he prov'd falſe to her, and pray'd

nued habit of adultery expoſes to God be might break his neck. In

the vow -breaker to, upon another a little time ſhe prov'd with child ,

marriage, which will certainly inform’d him of it,and pray'dhim

one time or other be met, altho' to marry her . He began to ſcorn

our common law takes no notice her,andwent and courted another

of it ; for marriage is like a deed miſtreſs, and the next day after,

of gift, there's no recalling it in lopping a tree, he fell down

when once done : So that young and broke hisneck . And thus the
perſons ( for it's too common à vom.breaker met his wih'd for

vice of the age) ſhould be careful Fate : And 'tis well ifall his puniſhe

to act no farther than they are wil- ment wascancell'd byſuch a judgment,

ling to ſtand by . Thar marriage is Queft. Whether it's lawful ta

not generally what it is taken to make a vow never to marry ? If 'tis

be, is manifeſt by the ſeveral cu- fo, why not to all as well as one ?

ſtoms of nations; theſe publick And if ſuch vow be lawfully made,

folemnizationsare only tothe fa- whether or no it ought to be broken ?

tisfaction of the world , to avoid Anſw . I queſtion very much ,

ſcandal, and make proper objects whether it be lawful to make an

for the law to work on, in matter abfolute vom never to marry, and

of iſſue, debts, mortgages, and am rather inclin'd to conclude in

to give other perſons notice from the negative, for 'tis to me unan

intruding into ſuch a right or ſwerable reaſon- Becauſe the

propriety ; all which would be whole temper and conſtitution of

confus'd, if there was no perſon the body has been known to alter

that could legally be indicted. As in fome years time : and though
for example , a whores debt is her a perſon may at one time have

own, but a wife's her Husband's. power over himſelf in things of

We could give manydreadfulin- this nature, he may not atano :

ftances of vow -breakers, but of ther , the body being perfe&tly me

lace a very particular one. A Chanical, and in ſome caſes refu.

young man courted a maid, won fing to obey the mind. A fafer

her, and they were contracted fo- courſe inmy judgment, if perſons

Jemnly betwistthemſelves, but not are willingto devote themſelves

marrying immediately , he fo . to a ſingle life, for the more un.

licits her for a night's lodging, interrupted ſervice of God and

as there was convenience enough their country, is to do as 'tis ſaid

Etoo muchas it happened) ſheob- a late noted man has done for fe.

Ytinarely refuſed , before a publick sal years, Make a vow every morn

ſatisfactionwas given to theworld. ing, not to marry till night ; fince

He promiſed to marry her the for ſo long one may be able to

nextday, made many ſolemnpro. gueſs at one's own ſtrength .-- For
teſtations of his conſtancy, and at the next queſtion If ſuch a

length prevail'd ; they ſlept to- vow be lawful to one , why not to

gether thatnight; fomething hin- all ? I have already anſwered ,

dred their marriage the next day, That ſuch an abſolute vow never

and with leſs, though not with. to marry, would not be lawful to
outſome importunity, he ſlept any one : ( I would be underſtood ,

with heragain, and amongft in fuch caſeswhere there's a poffi.

bility
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bility of breaking it) and if not cauſe that's of the eſſence of fpi
to one , much leſs to all. I add

rit ; and if it acts, it muſt be ſen

yet more , that tho ' to one, not to fible either of joy or miſery. But

all; for this would in the timeof I ſuppoſe the queſtion was intendº

two or three generations, unpeo- ed disjunctively, - In which of

ple all the world. The latter part thoſe two ftares we oughtto con

of the queſtion is , from what has clude the ſouls of infants ? I ſhall

been already faid, eaſily decided . give this anſwer to the queſtion

A vow lawfully made , ought not now before us—That for the chil

to be broken , unleſs there appears dren of good men, orbelieving

fome impoſſibilicy of its perfor- parents, there's none of the moſt

mance, which could not be fore- rigid but think 'em happy and fa.

feen at the time when 'twas made ved by their parents faith ; cho'ra .

But a vow unlawfully made, ther I would lay , by the merits of

that is, either to an unlawful our Saviour. That if any will ſay,

thing, or to what wemight then the child thali be eternallypunih'a

foreſee an impoſſibility in its per with eternal miſery forthe parents

formance, muſt be repented of, fin, or want offaith ; and that the

that ever 'twas ſo wickedly or immediace parent, as well as A.

raſhly made ; when in one caſe it dam , that the moſt juſt and mer

proves impoſſible to be kept, and ciful God will put a pure ſoul into

in the other ought to be broken . corrupted matter , let it remain

Queſt. Whether all souls will be there but a few minutes perhaps,

equally happy in heaven ? or hours, without ever being ſo

Anſw. Ithink not, beingrather much as capable of offending him ;

inclin'd.co believedegrees of glory on purpoſe only to takeit out

there as of piety here-- If degrees again, and throw it into infinite

of puniſhment in hell, there muſt endleſs torments ; or that the me

be of happineſs in heaven ; one rits of our Saviour cannot or muſt

there is, or elſe all fins were equal; not reach the poor infant, becauſe

the other conſequently there muſt of want of faith in his immediate

for there is a right unto, and parents :-Ifany are ofthis mind,

juſtice in rewards as well as pu. they muſtforgive me if I can ne

niſhments ; tho' one, 'tis granted, ver ſubſcribe to ſuch doctrines, as

owing to God's goodneſs ; ( 'other in my opinion , neceſſitate man

to ourowndeſert --Overand above kind to entertain very hard

that , without granting ſuch de. thoughts of the common father

grees, I know not how to make of the univerſe.

tenſe of Paul's words. As one ſtar.dif- Queſt. Whether 'tis lawful for

fers from another far in glory, ſo alſo chriſtians to ſwear on any occaſion ?

ball it be in the reſurrection of the juft. Anſw . Yes , undoubtedly if

Queſt Whether the ſoul of a child on great and folemn occaſions, for

quick in the womb, shall enjoy heaven they have the examples of

God himſelf, who is commonly

Anſw Enjoying hell, is a very introduc'd in theſcriptures, ſwear

odd expreſſion, --- But the meaning ing by himſelf and ſtrength.

is plain , - Whether it all be ning the faith of his faints, by

eternally happy or miſerable ? In his oath as well as his promiſe :

anſwer . It muſt be one of 'em- And of good men, who have fol.

it cannot be without action, be- low'd his example, St. Paul him

be ;

or hell ?

ſelf
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ſelfcalling God to witneſs, when Anws. Who, but the Devil, the

he rells thoſe whom he writes to, beginner of all miſchief, eſpecially

Before God i lye not. 'Tis the end that which will ſo much promote

of all ſtrife , and the way of de his kingdom of darkneſs ? Some

ciſion not only permitted but en- may perhaps object, Thatwelian

joyned by God himſelf, and that der him , ſince it's ſaid, He believes

not as a partof the ceremonial and trembles, thereforehe can't be

law . 'Tis objected , That our the founder of Atheiſm , and the A

Saviour commands his diſciples, theiſt muſt by neceffary confe

Swear not at all ! To which quence be even worſe than his fa

I anſwer, that this precept muſt ther. But neither are many of

be reſtrain'd to common ſwear- thoſe who dignifie themſelves

ing, upon light and frivolous oc- with that Title really ſuch , tho

caſions, which it ſeems 'twas the they wou'd fain be lo ; nor does

cuſtom of the Jews to do, (as ' cis ic follow , that one who believes

now with ſo many who diſgrace not Atheiſin himſelf, for that rea-.

the name of Chriſtians) the un- fon might not be the founder of

lawfulneſs whereof our Saviour it ; for he has been a Lyar from

teaches, even notwithſtanding all the beginning , and ſo it ſerves

the fubterfuges, and a ſort of. but to promote his intereft, wou'd

clipping their Oaths ( as ſome freely enough endeavour to per

now ) not ſwearing immediately ſwade others what he does not

and directly by God, but by Hea. himſelf believe, as he did in the

ven , Jeruſalem , the Temple, or the caſe of ourfirſt parents,

Altar ; which our Saviour tells Queſt. What became of the Ark

'em , is the ſame as if they ſwore when the Flood was over ?

by God himſelf. But that this Anſw . It reſted upon the moun .

precept is not to be caken in the tains of Ararat This I am

utmoſt literal latitude, wherein fure of, and no more ; ſince for the

fome few Enthuſiaſts receive it, ſtories of ſome fragments thereof !

is plain byexamining thoſe other remaining a thouſand years or

precepts given at the ſame time. more afcer, I eſteem it perfe &tly

That of parting with the coat, of fabulous. In all probability it,

turning the other cheek, c . there lay ſtill where it refted,

whịch as all acknowledge, on- for a monument of what happen'd

ly fignifica diſpoſition rather in it, for ſome fucceeding genera

to ſuffer injuries than infer 'em, tions ; being beſides of that bulk ,

or privately revenge 'em ' Tis it could not eaſily be remov'd ,

alfo plain by the fore-mentioned unleſs taken afunder, where 'tis

example of St. Paul, who un likely it remain'd , till Time,which

doubtedly underſtood the mind conſumes all things, had moul

of our Saviour in thoſe precepts der'd in to duſt. And that many

he left his Church : Unleſs thoſe a fair year and century before thote:

who are againſt oaths, will be ſo who pretend any part of it re.

modeſt here, as they have been in maining in their time, were in

other places, and plainly tell St. being .

Paul, that he wanted the Spirit, Queſt. Whether Adam should

when he made uſe of any ſuch havemultiplied children if he had

expreſſion lived in the fate of innocency.

Queſt. Who was the firſt Founder

of Atheijm ? Anlw
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Anſw . I meet with very plauſi. true amongſt ſome country people, that

ble objections againſt the affirma- thoſe circles and meadows and com.

tive, which I ſhall endeavour to mons, are places.where Fairies dance

prove, after I have anſwer'd what in the night-time, and if a houſe

is brought againſt my opinion . be built upon ſuch ground, whuever

One argument is alledgd out of hall inhabit therein does wonderfully

Lib . 5. Phil.Text st . where 'tis proſper ; and alſo whatisthe cauſe of

ſaid that corruption is contrary to ſuch circles : To which I

generation, but contraries are in ſhall add one from another

all A &ts Now in the ſtate of inno. hand , Whether any credit may be

cence there was no corruption, and given to thoſe various reports of

therefore could be no generation ; our anceſtors concerning Fairies

the minor I deny not ; and the and Goblins, which frequented and

major would be demonſtrativeif haunted many places in this king

the body begat the foul, or if the dom in the ages laſt paſt, and with

body of man in its own nature in the memory of ſome now living,

was incorruptible, when ' tis gene- of whom people would uſually bora

rally concluded that it was not ſo row money, houſhold Auff, & c. as

according to its firſt matter . The they had occaſion, obſerving that juſt

ſecond argument us'd againſt it, principle of repaying it ; why so free

is, that if man had multiplied, and quent ther, and ſo rare now , or not

been immortal , the world wou'd at all obſerved : What should the

have been too populous : To drift of thoſe obſequious Demons be,

which I anſwer, this poſition is and whether you meet with any no

againſt the received notion of all table inſtances concerning them in hi

politicks, for every one almoſt ſtory, and your opinion of them in

(if they will give themſelves the general?

liberty to converſe) will find thar Anſw . To reduce all this into

the pooreſt common -wealths are the a method , I ſhall firſt prove,

leaſt peopled ; and if all Adam's that there have been , and yet

heirs had been alive at this day, are Fairies ; hiſtory is very full

there is room enough for 'em , at of examples, take the follow

leaſt wou'd be ; for if they found ing. I read in Georgius Agri

themſelves fraitned, there's no cola, that great ſearcher of ſub

doubt of more new diſcoveries terraneal mines, that they ap

to be made ; of thoſe that have pear frequently in thoſe places

been lately found, howpoorly in. whence precious metals are dug,

habited are chey , and their contio and from their manners are cale

nents ſcarce known ; and how led Cobali, or imitators of Men ;

many places that have been in theſe ſeem to laugh , to be

habited, are now buried in Ruins. cloched like the workmen , to

I hope there's no need of dig the earth , and to do many

offering any more argument to things, that really they do not;

prove my opinion , than what mocking ſometimes the work

Follows, Increaſe and Multi- men, but ſeldom or never hurting

ply; it was ſpoken before corrup- them . The Latins have called

tion , and when Adam and Eve them Lares and Larve, frequent

were yet in the ſtate of inno- ing, as they ſay, houſes, delight

cency. ing in neatneſs, pinching the ſlur,

Queſt. Whether that tradition be and rewarding the good Houſe

著

ti

wife
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Houſewife with Money in her not ready. The hour wherein

Shooe. ſhe had promiſed the fairy prince

Siarra hath left us this notable ſomefruits of her Needle, hap

relation : Thac there lived in his pened tobe one day asſhe was ac

time in Spain ,a fair and beautiful dinner with many noble perfons,

virgin, but far more famous for having quite forgot her promiſe,

her excellency at her needle ; in- whenona ſudden caſting her eyei

ſomuch that happy did thatcour- to the door, ſhe ſaw an infinite

tier think himſelf, that could wear train of fairies come in ; ſo that

the ſmalleft piece of her work, fixing her eyes on them , and re.

tho' at a price almoſt invaluable . membring how ſhe neglected her

It happened one day , as this ad. promiſe, the far as one amazed,

mirable fempftreſs fat at work in and aftonished the whole compa

her Garden ,that cafting aſide her ny . But at laſt che train had

eye on ſome fair flower or tree , mounted upon the table, and as

the faw , as ſhe thought, a little they were prancing on their horſes

Gentleman , yer one that thewed round the brims of a large diſhof
great nobility by his clothing, white-broth, an officer that feem
come riding towards her from be- ed too buſy in making way before

hind a bed of flowers: thus ſur them , fell into the diſh, which

priz'd how any body thould come cauſed the lady to burſt into a

into her garden, but much more ſuddent fit of laughter, and there

at the ftatureof the perſon , who by to recover her ſenſes. When

as he was onHorſeback, exceed- the whole fairy's company was

ed not a foot's length in height ; come upon the table, that the

fke had reafon to fufpe &t that her brims of every diſh ſeem'd filled

eyes deceived her . But the gal- with little horfemen, ſhe ſaw the

lant ſpurring his horſe up the gar- prince coming towards her, and

den, made it not long , cho his hearing the had not done what

horſe was little, before he came the promiſed, ſeemed to go away

to her; then greeting the lady in diſpleaſed. The lady preſently

moſt decent manner, after ſame fell into afit of melancholly, and
complements paft, he acquaints being asked by her friends the

her with the cauſe of his bold cauſeoftheſe alterations and afto .

arrival ; that foraſmuch as he was niſhments, related the whole mat .

a prince amongſt the fairies, and ter ; butnotwithſtanding all their
did intend to celebrate his marri . confolations, pined away , and

age on ſuch a day, he deſired fte died not long after.

would work him points for him Now upon a ſuppoſition that

and his princeſs againſt the time ſuch things have been, there's a

he appointed. The lady confente poſſibility that they yet may be :
ed to hisdemand, and he took his in the north f England, theyhave

leave ; but whether multitude of been very frequent, and if wemay

bufineſs cauſed the lady to forget believe a late relation I metwith,

her promiſe, or the ſtrangeneſs of there yet are ſuch things ; for the

the thing made her neglect the dancing upon ſuch circles in the

work , thinking her fight to have night-cime, (as are to be ſeen in

been deceived , I know not : yet meadows, commons, &c. ) we have

fo it fell out, that when the ap- inſtances enough, but not mowe

pointed time came, the work was common than in other places . The

cauſe

2
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cauſe of thoſe circles are not the themſelves under the Devil's

faries dancing there, but more power ; as we meet with parallel

probably from lightning, as has inſtances of charms for the tooth

been obſerved inthe tranſactions ach, &c.I believing ſuch things,

of the Royal Society, and 'tisvery the devil effects 'em , by ſome

reaſonable that that bituminous natural means we know not of,

fulphurous heat (which always he being willing to have asmany

darcs circularly from lightning ſervants as he can upon any terms

fhould haften the vegetation of whatever. That ſuch things ap

graſs where it falls, as forced pears, pear leſs than formerly, is be

apples, &c. are ripened by a grea- cauſe the Chriſtian Religion is bet

ter heat, ſooner than thoſe of the ter underſtood, and people are

ſame tree where they grew . If not ſo ignorant and ſuperſtitious

it be demanded, that lightning as they have been : and that this

can ſcarce fall in the ſame place argument is good , is verified by

the next year again , and yet the the frequent apparitions and de

ſame circles appear again : 1 an- luſions of devils in the Indies,

ſwer, that every thing produces its where the poor, ignorant, fuper

like, and the feeds or roots of ſtitious, credulous Inhabitants are

a ſtronger ſort of grafs muſt kept in a miſerable awe and flavery

the next year produce a ſtronger by 'en.

graſs than the other which is Queſt. Whence are the ſtrangeanti

weaker, but in ewo or three pathies in nature , as to ſwoon at the

years you will find the forced ſight of a cat , an egs, cheeſe ; ſweat.

power' to abate , and that graſsing at thecutting of a limon, &c.

to return by little and little to Ainſw . Amongſt theinnumerable

its old likeneſs again . That inſtances I find of this nature, I

houſes built upon fairy ground or
İhallrelate one or ewo perhaps very

circles, are more than ordinary uncommon : One I read of, that if

proſperous, is fabulous, there pork, or any thing made of ſwines·

being juſt contrary inſtances . Resh, were brought into the room ,

In ſhort' I meet with no reaſon to he would fall into a cervulfive far

believe (as ſome wou'd have it) donian laughter, nor could he for

that there fairies generate , and are his heart leave, as long as ſuch

mortal, but that they are devils an object was before him Li

aſſuming fuch little airy bodies; bavius reports, that a certain man
for 'tis obſervable, that they were would be ſurpriz'd with a Lipo

never found but where people thymy at the fight of his own ſon ;

were fuperftitious and credulous: nay, upon his approaching near

And as for the power they have unto him , cho' he ſaw him not ;

had over ſome people, as to blow for which fome aflign'd this rea

out an eye, Strike 'em lame, lend ſon, that themother,when she was

monies to be paid again , to be kind with child , uſed to feed upon ſuch

to cleanly houſewives, and pinch the meats as were abominableto the

fluttiſh, all which inftances I am the father ; (concerning the ratio

verywell fatisfied of, and it a- nality of this conjecture, ſee Sir

mounts to no more than this, K. Digby's diſcourſe of bodies . p .

te by diftrufts of providence, vain 409 , 410.) Another would fall

fuperftitious credulity, and a
into a Syncope, if either a Calf s

jor faith , Cuch Perſons have put head, or a Cabbage were brought

12
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near unto him We have already all ſpiritual ſubſtances are of the

ſhewn the power of imagination as fame ſpecies , from which fome;

to longing, marking, &c . as before, would alſo infer an equality of

which we muſt again make uſe ſouls, but upon weak grounds, as

of, in the reſolving this queſtion perhaps may be demonſtrated by

thus : ' Tis obferv'd , that thoſe and by. Ochers that all angels

mears'which the mother longed for, are of the ſame ſpecies, but not of

the child when born is very gree- the ſameprinciples of thought and

dy of the fame ; fo on the con- a &tion . Others, that all angels

trary , when mothers take an aver- are only of one hierarchy, and of

fion to any ſort of meat or crea- one order ; but thoſe things which

tures (occaſion’d by fancy and indif- agree to conſtitute a ſpecies, and

pofion of body when breeding) the only differ in number, yet agree in

fame is by the imagination of form, are diſtinguilhed maserally ;

the mother (as before) impreſs'd but angels are not compounded

and fix'd into the very nature of the of matter, (as may be eaſily proved)

child ſhe goes with , as in the laſt and therefore it föllows,that 'tis

mention'd example of the Calf's impoffible that two angels ſhould

head and cabbage ; the mother had be of oneand the ſame ſpecies. Buc

a ſtrange averſion tothat meat in if I Mould grant that angels are

breeding, and the fancy had the compounded of matter, it won't

ſame effect as longing in other follow , that there ſhould be more

women ; for the child wasmark'd angels of oneſpecies ; for then the

on the right ſide, in the form of beginning of the diſtinction of

a Calf's head, and on the left with one thing from another ſhould be

the likeneſs of a Cabbage. matter ; nor indeed according to

Queſt. Whether every angel makes the diviſion of quantity, when an

a ſpecies ? gels are incorporate , but accord

Anſw . The querift ſhould be ing to the diverſity of powers, by

a philoſopher by this queſtion , which action is performed , and

and I amvery willing to comply diverſity of matter cauſes not only

with ſuch ; only ' tis a ſort of a difference of the species, but alſo

unhappineſs to ſpeak unincelligi- of che genius

bly to ſome part of the world, Quett . What's the reaſon of the

and we have no other plea for polarity of the load -ſtone, and that a

ſuch a rudeneſs but this , That all needle touch'd with it turns towards

ſubjects muſt be treated on according the north ? and what is the reaſon of

to their own nature, or elſe I muſt let the variation of the compaſs in ſome

'em alone. I affert. that angels are places ?

not of one and the fame ſpecies, Anſw . I have conſulted all the

and I doubt not but it may ſeem learned pens that have treat : d

abſurd, till for proof of it we on this ſubject, both in theo

add . That in things which are of the rick and experimental philofo.

Same ſpecies, there cannot beſomething phy, as the french vertuoſi and our

firſt, and ſomething laft, (lib. 3. own, Gilbert, Ward, Cabeas, Kep

Metaph. Tex 11. Tom . 3.) butin ler, Kercherus, Johnſton ,Johnſton , Brown,

angels of one order, thereare firſt, Mr. Boyle , &c . and from all
middle, and laſt Therefore, & c. together I fee reaſon to be

Indeed, I own that ſome lieve this, that the earth it felf
philoſophers have afferred, that is the great magnet. Mr. Seller's

Obſer

a

1
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obfervation bids fair for this opi. Guiney, and the Azores, the north

nion , when a bar of Iron has ſtood point varies towards the eaſt; at

longinthe window , that end of ſome part of the Azores, it de.

it which is next the Earth , will flecteth noc ; on the other ſide of

have the ſame vircue which the the Azores, and this ſide of the

Load -ſtone it ſelf has. Mr. Boyle , Æquator , the north point of the

in his Book of the uſefulneſs of Needle wheeleth to the Weſt , ſo that

Experimental NaturalPhiloſophy,ob- in the latitude 36. near the shoar ,

ſery'd, That an oblong Load -ſtone the variation is about 11 Gr but

heated red hot, loſt its attractive on the other ſide of the Æquator,

virtue, and by cooling it again, he it is quite otherwiſe ; for in Bra

gave its extreams a polarity , and filia, the ſouth point varies 12Gr.

by refrigerating the ſameend ſome unto the weſt, but elongatingfrom

times north, and ſometimes ſouti), the coaſt of Brafilia toward the

changed the Poles at pleaſure , and foar of Africa, it varies eaſtward ,

thischange was wrought noton- and arriving at the Cape de las A

ly bycooling it direěly nori la or guilas, it reſts in the Meridian,

South , but perpendicularly , that and looketh neither way , the

end of it which was towards the cauſe ofwhich variations, is, the in

ground turning towards the north, equality of the Earth variouſly diſpo

which shews the magnetick nature ſed, and indifferently mix'd with

of the Earth, its effluviums being the Sea, the Needle driveth that

able to impart a magnetick facul. way where the greater ard moſt powo

ty to the Loadſtoneit ſelf. Now erful part of the Earth is placed ;

if this terraqueous Globe be moſtly for whereas on this ſide the Arsa

Earth under the north pole, the res the Needle varies, eastward,

myſtery is plainly refoly'd ; or if it is occafion'd by that vaſt tract

it be the moſt perfect Earth therę, of part of Europe and Aſia feated

as not duſt or (and by the burn- eaſtward At Rome there's a leſs

ing of the Sun, or be not o're. variation ( viz. s Degrees ) than

come with reftringency of Ice and at London ; for on the west-ſide

Cold , the caſe is yet the ſame. of Rome are ſeated the great con

Hence the ſolucion of the varia- cinents of France, Spain, and Ger

tiation of the Needle is alſo plain. many, but unto England there is

I am aſſur'd , that between the almoſt no Earth weſtward.

shoar of Ireland , France, Spain,

QUESTION.

2 .

It was the time when the pale Queen of Night,

When all her ſtarry Train did sweetly jine,

When filent dullneſs did to ſleep invite,

And weary Souls lay drown in Love and Wine,

2.

In this propitious hour the God of Love,
Breath'd in my Soul, and whiſper'd in my Ear,

Told me the Moon high in her Orb did move,

And that th ' appointed happy hour was near,

1
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3.

Noſooner the blind God had touch'd my Heart,

But all Lethargick Sleepwas quickly gone,

All midnight Dreams did at bisSight depart

As miſts diffolve before the Riſing Sun.

Then up I roſe, and did my ſelf convey

With ſtealing Steps unto the Bow'r of Bliſs ;

Io Mariana's Bow'r, which did diſplay

A Bed of Rofes in a Paradiſe.

No Night was there but what the Trees did make,

For all refulgent was with Lunar Light ;

The Sun wherenear the Zenithne're cou'd take

With ſuchſweet Beauty's the admiringſigbt.

6.

But as fair Eden was a Wilderneſs,

Andall unpleaſant did to Man appear ,

Till Heaven conſider'd bis Unhappineſs,

And Eve was ſent to make thehappy pair.

7 .

So all the Charming Objects ofthis Night

Could not my Soul from its lov'd Centerdraw ;

The Songs of Angels could not me delight,

Till Imy deareft Marianaſam .

8.

The Time prefix'd, pale Luna novo had brought

When my dear Charmer ſhould bave met me there,

Sbe comes, ſaid I ; for ab, I little thought

She could be Falſe, who wasſo wondrous Fair.

9 .

I waited long, and Sigh'd the time away.

And try'd if Lovewould ſuperſede my Fear,

For Lovers Souls are ſooner bent the way

That leads to Hope, than that unto Deſpair,

What various Paffionsſeiz'd my troubled Breast

When firſt I thought even hoe could prove untrue ?

What wild Idea's robb’d my Soal of Reſt ?

How did my Hopes decay, my Fears renew ?

10.

II .

My Hopes, which vanifht with the Night away,

Andſetting Stars ber Perjury proclaim ;

The Moon grew fick at the approach of Day,

And left meCurling Mariana's Name.

12. Non
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12.

Nom learn'd Athenians tune your willing Lyre,

And infof: Muſickwaft me to that World

Where Love's bright Flames no longer feed defire,

Or Souls with various Paſions tofid and hurl'd.

13 .

For I am loſt in Hurricanes of Grief,

NoFoy'sHorizon bounds my wandring Sigbe,

My Eyes deny'd,the Objectof Relief,

View nothing now but Everlaſting Night.

The Sun does daily ſet, but ſets to riſe,

The Moon each Montb dotb loſe ber borrow'd Pride ;

Tet they regain their Light, and grace tbe Skies ;

He like a jocund Bridegroom , me the Bride.

ig.

But all my Glories arefor everfled,

And loſt for over in tbeWomb of Night,

No lightappears my, wandringſteps toguide,
But Ignis fatuus, which deceives myfight,

14 :

>

16 .

Tet I am forc'd to follow , tho' it lead

To the black brink of Ruin and Deſpair ,

I thought this Beauty with the Nightwas fled,

But now it riſes like the Morning Star,

17 .

This perjur'd ſhe, whofe Crimes might fink ber Soul

Quite througb the Center to th' Infernal Pit.

Tec nov metbinks ber Eyes begin to roll,

Andſine like Diamonds that are ſet in Feti,

18.

Tell me why Beauty has ſuch wondrous Charms,

Why Gaudy Nature baffles Human Art ?

Why the ſhort Pleaſures of a Womans Arms

Dethrone Mans Reafon, and berwitch bis Heart 2

19 .

The Fire of Love burns fiercely more and more,

And Chymift-like bas chang'd my Earthly Frame,

Each Atom nom obat paffive was before

Is big mitb Soul, andI no more the fame.

20.

Say where my Thoughts.fball their glad Requiem find,

Free from the tumules of ungrateful Love ?

Say, shall I pluck this falſe one from my Mind,

And in the Orb of Wine rot Womenmour i

Dd 2 Ii Answ .
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ANSWER.

1 .

2 .

The jolly World's deceiv'd ; ah happier thoſe

Who in fair Vertucs Paths ſerenely tread ;

The Day with pious Thoughes devoutly cloſe,

With equal Calmneſs cake their Grave and Bed.

As happy they whom the true God of Love

Gently inſpires ſoft-wifp'ring intheir Ear ;

Who when the Moon high in her Orb does move

Forget all mortal Thoughts and Pleafures here.

3 .

Nor ſooner his kind Spirit can couch their Heart,

But all inglorious Sleep is chasd and gone ;

All wirldly Dreams muſt at hisfight depart,

Thoſe Mifts diſſolve before th' eternal Sun.

Then up they riſe, and theirglad Minds convey

On a wing'd Sigh to yon cæleſtial Bere's ;

The Path which thither leads, the milky Way,

The Skie's the Fields, and every Star'sa Flower.

S.

No Night is there but what our Crimes have made,

For all refulgent is with heavenly Light,

The Smu himſelf, is but th ' Almighty's Shade,

Dazled, like us, with Beams more fierce and bright.

6.

But as fair Eden was a Wilderneſs

While thefirſt Moon did wander there alone,

' Till Heav'n beſtow'd a proper Happineſs,

And Eve, bright Eve, c'her råviiht Lord was ſhown.

7 .

So all the charming obje &tsof the Night

Too narrow forman's mighty Mind would prove ;

The Songs of Angels cannot yield delight

' Till they che Head ofAngels fee and love.

8 .

That Syren.pleaſure why ſhou'd we admire,

And yet that it deceives us, ſtill complain ?

Racher let's fix our Admiration higher,

Where is no Fair and Falle, or Fairand Vain .

9.

There no unmanly Fear contracts the Heart,

There no falſe Hope thall cheat the graſping Mind :

Fear, which at Dreamsand Shadow make us ſtart,

Falle Hope, the worſt of Ins that plague Mankind .

JO .

How ſhould the lab'ring Mind but be diſtreſs'd ,

When wildly toſs'd on Pallion's rowling Wave ?

How can you either falfely hope, orreft,
When there's no Anchor the vex'd.Bark to faye ? 11. Happier
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16:

Happier, who wear the Night in Hymns away,

And with the Morning Gods high praiſe proclaim :

Who teach the making Birds ac waking Day ,

To celebrate cheir Gommox Maker's Name.

I 2.

Ah could we but, Great Bard ! ſo happy be

To feel one Sparkof that Cæleftial Fire,

We'd leave the scoffing World, our ſelves and thie ,

And mount to Heav'n in Flames of pure deſire .

13 .

There from the Angels learn their Songs Divine ,

And ſcarce leſs bleſs'd our felves than Angels prove :

How bright the Beatifick Glories fhine !

How lovely the loy'd Face of boundleſs Love .

14 .

How looks the Saviour ! what vaſt ſtreams of Light

From his five dazling Wounds inceflant flow !

How mild his heavenly Eyes, and yet how bright,

And all chofe Joys we'd glady die to know.

15 ,

From that bleſs'd Canaan ſome bleſs'd Fruits we'd bear,

' Till you and all the cheated Wurldgrew wiſe :

We'd tell you what unfading Beauty's there,

Tell you how ſweet the Walksof Paradiſe .

No Winds or Sighs , no Rain, or ſtubborn Tears,

No glowing Wrath , or no refiftlefs Fire ,

No chilling Froſts, or far more chilling Fears,

No Huricane of Anger, or Deſire.

17 .

Here mortal Beauty all its Charms would loſe,

Nor Glow -worms in the Sun pretend to ſhine :

No fair Enchantreſs could our Eyes abuſe.

Or ſeize our Heart, if fill'd with Love Divine.

18 ,

We give 'em all, forſake th ’ inglorious Field,

Petition to be Slaves, and Courtour Chain;

Would late recrieve what we too ſoon did yield ,

Firſt meanly yield, as mcanly then Complain .

19.

Ev'n yec 'cis poſſible to win the Day.

Could we the Glorious Prize of Conqueſt Ahow

Could we that World in its true Light diſplay,

But ah, we fink ten thouſand Worldsbelow !

Yet this ſmall Aim may guide chy vigorous Mind,

May tell thee where thy wary Soul mayreft :

Where foon th' Advantage of the Change thoul'e find,

And ey'n her Filhood bleſs, that makes thee blers'd.

Queit,

20.

Dd 3
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a

Queſt. Why one hour's Sermon Anſw . This is a very unuſual

Seemslonger than two hours Conver- inſtance ; but ſinceno injurycan

Sation? accrue to usby the ſuppoſition, I

Anſw . For ſeveral very unlucky take it for granted, and anfwer
Reasons. Sometimes becauſe the in the negative; That he was not

Sermon may be duller than the guilty of Suicide, or Self-murder,

Converſation ; at others, becauſe but rather the Author of a brave
the Hearer is dull himſelf, and Action , in a & ing at once two

han't the wit to like it ;. Tome- parts of the Law, viz. Doing and

times becauſe thoſe in the Pulpit Suffering,in which perhaps he'

talk all, and talk ſenſe; when in may challenge all Chriſtendom for

converſation, thoſe who love it, another Example ; he ſatisfied the

may hear their own dear felves juſtice of the Law by dying,and

talk as much, and as imperti- did a good action in being a mi

nently as they pleaſe ; and be- niſter of the juft Sentence of the

fides have the liberty of contradi- law : But 'tis fuppoſed this was

&tion, the very life and ſoul of not the conſideration that pre

fomePeople --- But the moft vail'd with him , but his tender

general reaſon for this fad Truth, neſs of his Wife : He knew he

is a very ſad one, and that is the muſt die, and 30.1.might aswell

almoſt univerſal decay ofpiety, ad. be a legacy to his Wife, as there

ded to the watural adverfeneſs ward of another's Office. If he

which the beſt men find in their wasathinking man, I shouldcon

minds towards Acts of Devotiou, clude he had read Seneca : Ducunt

'till conquered by induſtry and Volentem , Nolentem trahunt Fata :

pains, which by the affiftance of The Deftinies lead the willing Mortal

God's Grace, in time produce out ofthe world, but drive out the

contrary habits . And where thoſe unwilling. But to prove my firft

are to be found, where men are Poſition : He was a dead perſon

truly pious and religious, they in the eye of law , and the law
think no entertainment in the directs no particular perſon to be

world comparable to that where- executioners of its ſentence, but

in theymay be taught the way of the law had particularly fentenc'd

happineſs ; nor will they eaſily be him to be hang'd, which fen

tired with what affords'em at the tence was as pun & ually obfery'd,

ſame time fo much of profit and therefore the law was fatisfied,

pleaſure. and he committed no murder

Queſt A Perſon lately condem'd in his being the Officer of Ju
in the County of L fora capi. ftice.

tal Offence, and the Sheriff on the Queſt Ayoung man that is almoſt

dayof execution, being unprovided of out of his time, hath been a wicked

* Hangman , promis'd 201. to any and lewd Liver, and bath wronged

one that would undertake the Office : his maſter very much atfeveral times

The Criminal being therewith ac- so that he doth not know how much ,

quainted, told the Sheriff, That if he nor nothing wigh the Sum and is now,

would give his wife 20 1. he wou'd very ſenfible,and much troubled for the

be his own Executioner, and was ſo Jame, and would willingly beg pardon

accordingly . - Query, Whe- of God forit , reſolving to mend bis

ther the Criminal was not guilty of life ; but not having where withal

Suicide ?
to make reftitution, is afraid that

God

(

7
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1

1

1

1

God will not accept of his repentance : our farther Counſel spon application
Your Advice and Council is hum . 10 me.

bly deſired in the caſe. Queft. A young man being trou

Anſw . Reſtitution muſt be made bled in mind ,' bas often deſign'd to

either in a &t or deſire, or elſe re- make away with himſelf upon ſome

pentance will be inſincere, and diſcontent, and therefore deſires to

noc accepted by God Almighty. know what may be the moſt effe&tual

Our advice is thus : Eitheryour way and means to suppress 'any ſuch

maſteris a goodman,or he isnot; thoughts. Your Speedy Anſweris de

if thefirſt, make a ſincere, free fired before it be toolate.
confeſſion of your Injuſtice to Anſw . If the circumſtances

him ; let him know the impoffi- wou'd permit me, I thou'd blame

bility of preſent repayment, pro- the Querift for ſending ſuch a

mife, and be as good as your weighty Queſtion in general Terms,

word, to lay up weekly ſo much therebyrendring it as untelligi

(youknowyour owncircumſtan . bleasifonethou'd fend a phyſi

ces) in order to wear off the debt cian to know what wou'd cure a

(as nearasyou can imagine whac fick man, at the ſame time con .

it is) by degrees, for you contra- cealing the particulars of the diſ

& ed'it by degrees, and defire his caſe, and whatdiſtemper the pa

ſecreſy ; if he fears God, he'll tient may labour under. The

promiſe it, and accept of ſuch caſe is the famehere, and no par

reftitution ; andperhapsſuch an ticular application can be made,

ingenious confeffion will make unleſs by chance, which ought

him kinder to you than you can not to be attempted, for fearof

expect. If he be an ill man , or applying wrongRemedies; which

a peevilb, croſs, covetous perſon , ( if no worſe) may give ſuch a

let him not know you have in- diſappointment as may enhance
jur'd him, but begin forthwith to the diſtemper : However, as phy

lay up what you are able, in or- ficians ſay, so long as there is life,

der toa repayment at leaſt, or what there is hopes ; let the diſeaſe be

you think you may have injur'd what it will ; fo I ſay, No mis

him in (if you underſtand Arith- fortunes, no troubles or deſpair, how

metick, you can compute preccy black ſoever, are remedileſs on this

near) and if you pay him , or his ſide bell. I adviſe, that forth

lawful executors in ſome way with I have a particular Account

unknown, it won't wound your of the young man's condition,

reputation , for the chear was al- with the cauſes of it : And in

ſo unknown. Sec upon , and re- the mean time , let him tremble

folve one of theſe things immedi- at the thoughts of that fin , which does

ately, and upon your hearty re . not allow him time for repentance,

pencance (which will beevidencid and give himſelf to prayer, as his

by leaving your ill Courſes) no doubt cafe requires, prayer being always

but God will accept of you. the beſt, and sometimes a preſent

Direct your Letter to me as be- remedy for the greateſt uneaſineſs of

fore , and lec 'us know your re. conſcience, or trouble of mind ; and

folves or further doubts, for de- let him conſider, that nothing

lays in repentance are dangerous can render him really miſerable

in this world's concerns, much in this world, whatever ſugge

mbre in the other. You ſban'twant ftions the Devil, or his own

weak

>
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weakneſs, may falſly repreſent to moved , and accordingly one

him.
would think ſexes fbould . I won't

Queſt. How may a manreclaim a add for another reaſon whát, as

kend ſtrong or unruly wife ? we remember, one of the fathers

Anſso. Give ber Ropeenough
has ſaid That were there any. wa

my meaning is, e'en let her alone, men in Heaven, the angels could not

for the's not to be made civil by ſtand long, but would certainly be

any thing but the worms. But if feduced from their innocency,
you have a mind to try whac and fall as Adam did.

hand youhave at working miracles, Queft. Whether it does not weakers

you may make uſe of ſome of the credit of the Athenian Oracle

theſe following directions:Watch that the Author of it deſcends to fucka

bertame, -that's the laſt remedy # pitiful employment, as to take no

firſt ; this is a way to tame even tice of Feminine impertinences?

lyons, and it may , cygers too : Anſ . Now dare I venture a

Some have gotten a drum, and good wager, cho'thatway oftra

beat is ſo long 'tilltheir poor wo- ding is a little outoffashion,that

men have been ſtruck perfe & ly theQuerift is ſomefower, old, furly,

dumb and deaf with the noiſe or youngdiſappointed Loucr ; or elſe

on't, Some are for letting her blood. a grave philoſophical Don, ſo

If any where, 'twould be beſt perfectly refix'd, that he's made up

one would thing under the tongue, of nothing but ſpirit and notion :

or in both arms, to preventher But leaving gueſſes, I muſt tell

fcolding or fighting. "Others are him I am troubled with ten , per

for drawing her teeth, which would haps a hundred maſculine imperti
do well enough if they could cut mencies to one feminine, as he him .

che nails too at theſame time : ſelf wou'd find, ifhe was for one

But the ſureſt way of all is, being halfbour to read my Letters.Where

a good husband your Self, for 'cis ason the otherſide, I have letters

bad husbands are very often the upon the file from ladies, and
cauſe ch the wives are nobetter thoſe without the boasted advan .

than they ſhould be, tages of learning, which are offo

Queſt. Is't probable there will be great concern,and carry ſo much

any Sexes in Heavin ? weight, that we dare not without

Anſw . I believe not Our Sa- conſiderable time and thought, at

viour ſays, that there they neither tempt their Anſwer. Formedling

marry ner are given in marriage ; with Queſtions of Courtfhip, Love

and if ſo , what necd of ſexes ? And and Marriage, I might ſay, wede

wlly that in Heaven which there's no fign'd thereby to mingle the dulce

-zeed of ? All that's of the effence of and the utile,that one might, like

a man will undoubtedlybe there. á gilded pillor ſweeten'd pocion ,

Aild that's a rational ſoul writed to get down the other. But I ſcorn

an orgoniz'd body ; but what or- to excuſe what needs it not, but

gans will be neceſſary then we rather ought to be gloried in ,ſince

can't tell , however, theſe cannot. cho' ſome things of this nature

Beſides,this difference is only ac- may be pure matters of gallantry,

cidental, man and woman being in yet there are very many queſtions

effence the ſame. But in a State of which not only have an influence

Elifs and perfection, all that'sim . on the happineſs of particular

Ferfcét or accidental Thall be re: men , and the peace of families, být

.

2

even
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a

even the good and welfare of thing in vain : However, I may

larger focieties, and the whole make a compariſon between 'em ,
commonwealth , which conſiſtsof for there are degrees in all goods, ex.

families and ſingle perſons; the 'cept the higheſt : Scring is the plea

inſtanceswhereofneed not be more fanteit Senſe -- 'cis a pleaſantthing

diftin & ly remark'd to the obſer- to behold the Sun, anda fad thing to

ving reader. be blind, as thoſe poor creatures tell

Queſt .Will love and friendſhip us,who are ſo unhappy to be ſo .

continue after this life ? 'Tis beſides, the fineft, the pu

Anfro. To us it ſeems probable reſt, and moſt ſpiritual of all the

theymay- as whatever is ratio- ſenſes, performing its operations

nal,andſeems to dependon the rather by the Image of Matter,
mind, not the body ' Tis pro. than Matterit felf.' Tis the learn .

bable that there's ſuch a thing as ed senſe, tho' herein hearing puts

friendſhip among angels, for Love in for its rival, and' tis the moſt

each otherundoubtedly they muſt, certain of all the reſt, giving oc

and love more intenſely they may , caſion to that Proverb, Seeing's Be

ſuch as have the moſt beautiful lieving ; tho' this admits of limi
characters of the Divine Power and tation ; reaſon being requir'd to

goodneſs upon them : Now we shall aſſiſt and regulate this as well as

be like che angels, and may there the other ſenſes. Hearing has the

fore have friendfhips as well as moſt delicate of any ſenſible plea

they ſures for its entertainment, name

Queſt. Is there any real force in ly , the noble Art of Muſick, and is

charms, amulets, love powder, poti- the moſt ſpiritual of any ſenſenext

ans, &c. to procure love ? to the fight ? ics object being found,

Anw. For Charms, if there's and that only Air moved. This may

any thing in ' em , abſtrated from in a great meaſure fupply che loſs

Fancy, it muſt be diabolical ofthe fight,we havinga multitude

but they can't do more than the of inſtances of thoſe who have

Devil himſelf, who can only re- been excellent Scholars without

preſent the object, not force the their fight ; tho ' of very few, if

willto embrace it : All your bab- any, who were born deaf, who

ble of Amulets, Talizmans & c. I look therefore muſt be dumb, andgene

upon to be of the fame nature , rally are very weak and fooliſh, it

and their planetary influences per being a difficult matter to convey

fectly unaccountable, if not ridi- any of our notions to 'em ;and

culous. Love-powder and potions indeed almoſt unintelligible how

theremay be with avengeance,but it ſhould be done, natural Signs

then they are all natural, and ra . being ſo few and inſufficient to

ther move defire than love , and may ground any thing like language

command the body, but never touil on. Tho' yet even here chere are

the mind. The only lawful philtre Exceptions, but thoſe that are fo,

or charm then to procure love, is are aſort of prodigies in nature.

love, attended with zeal, aſſidui- Nor can we tell what to fay co

ty and diſcretion , and illuſtrated the Muies in the Seraglio, until we

pith fair andvertuous actions. know whether they were born

Queſt. Which of our Senſes can fo , Taffing feems very convenient

we beft fpare ? even for life, as well as the com

Anſw . Noneof'em very well- forcs of it. The touch is the

for God and nature havemadeno moft neceffary of all the relt ,
for

-
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1

1

over

for when that's gone, life's gone ; by forgerfulneſs. But tho' he af

and indeedthe other four ſeem fumes never fo dictatorial an mir,

liccle elſe than this diverſified ac- he muſt not expect to make us

cording to different obje &ts and take contradiction for oracles. But

organs. For the ſmelling, it's a I muſt not quarrel at what others

ſenſe that appearsto be given us advance , without bringing fome

on purpoſe for the brain,to regale thing of my owa, and allowing

and refreſh it with agreebale the world the ſame Liberty to
odours. cenſure mine, I muſt then make

However, the inconvenience is a difference between recollecting

but inconſiderable on the loſs of and remembring, (tho' in common

it, eſpecially compared to that of ſpeech they aretaken for the ſame)

any of theothers . We therefore the latter whereof is as it were

conclude, That this we might the effect of the former. When

better ſpare than any ofthe reſt. we would remember any thing

Quelt Whether it's poſſible for a more diftin &tly, whereofwe had

Girl of seven years old to be in love, before a confuſeaIdea , we firſt res

the Queriſt having an inſtance of one collect or gather together in our

who has all the moſt violent ſymp. minds the circumſtances thereof,and

toms of that pasſion at that age. ſo climb from one thing to the o

Anſw. It's not impoſſible but ther, (as when we have loſt any

Cupid may have been in the mind thing about the houſe, we tumble

toget himſelf a play fellow of his our goods to find it, till by

own Age, and having often before the relations and dependencies there

made old People Children, be now are between all things, we

reſolv'd to make a Child Old be- length arrive at what we deſire,

fore its time . That children love To illuſtrate it in travelling,

we are ſure, as well as hare, fear, When I have been ſuch or ſuch a

are angry, rejoice,and are ſubject road before, I have a ſort ofpic

to all the other Paſſions.--- But all cure or a map thereof, at leaſt of

theſe Paſſions being for the moſt ſome principal places therein , in

part ſhort and fleeting, not ſteady or ſcribed upon my mind : Now

refolvid, it's ſeldom or never there when I return hither again, I ſee

can beany ſuch thing found a. ſuch a tree or ſuch a stone, which

mongſt 'em as may properly be I remark'd when Iwentthe ſame

çallă Love ---Buc if there beany way laſt this brings to mind

thing of it in theParty mention'd, ſuch another which lies further, or

it muſt certainly be very innocent ; ſuch a turning either of this fide or

and if the perſon belov'd can but beyond it, by which I know I am

love the pretty Play -thing again , he in the right.

need not, at leaſt for ſome years, Queſt.A woman at Rocheſter,

be under anyapprehenſionseither happening to fall fick, was extream .
from her falſhood, or che addreſ- Ly ill almoſt to Death ; the bad two

ſes of a rival . children at nurſe about ten miles from

Queſt. How do we call to mind the place, and ſhe had a great deſire

things we had forgotten ? to ſee her children , butthoſe that

Anſw. Mr. Hobbs has a very plea- were about her knew roery well that
fanc

way of explainingthis in his ſhe was far incapable of ſuch a jour.

tripos or Diſcourle . of buman na- ney : Shefell into a very deep ſleep,and

ture, where he defines reinembrance whenshe awoke, hesaid thatfbe bad

ſeen

at

а
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feen her children : Thoſe that did cent the third, and when he had

watch her, told her that ſhe had not lain as one for ſome time dead,

been out of her bed : She said that returning to himſelf, he ſaid,

She had ſeen them , and now was wil. Thać his ſoul was carried by evil

ing to die, which ſhe did immediate. ſpirits into the city of Jeruſalem ,

ly. As ſoon as she was dead, the thence into the camp of Saladine,

ung nurſe, which was ten miles diſtant, who then reigned in Egypt, from

come running in a great fright, and whence he was conveyed to Lom

als ſaid ſhe had ſeen her miſtreſs, and bardy, wherein a certain wood he

that ſhe felt her children ,and turne had ſpoken with a German friend

ed them , ( for that was che expref- of his. Laſtly, he was brought

fion ) I pray your ſentiments how to the cityofRome, the fights, the

this could be, that the woman's Joul form of places and buildings of

men should take wing, and return again to which, together with the features

its old habitation ? or, Whether it be of divers princesthere, he moſt ex .

conſonant toſcripture ? And whether a &tly deſcribed ; but what is yeti

theſoul did aggrandize air ſo as to ſtranger, he with whom he ſaid

make a perſonal appearance ? he did converſe in the wood, af

und Anſw. I meet with parallel in- firmed that he had there at the

ſtances in hiſtory ; Fulgof. ( and ſame time and hour, diſcourſed

alſo Korman, de Mirac, Mort ) re with this Everardus, according as

bile lates, that there were two bro- he had declared. Was Plato or Py

by thers, Knights of Rome, the elder thagoras alive, we know what uſe

of 'em was namedCorfidius,whobe- they wou'd make of theſe inſtan

ing in the repute of allmen dead, ces toward a tranſmigration of

Ere the table of his left will and tefta- ſouls. Our thoughts upon the whole,

ment was recited; in which he are only, theſe, Thac theſe ſouls

had made his brother heir of all went not to ramble of themſelves,

-is- he had : But in the midſt of his but were convey'd by Spirits that

of funeral preparations, he roſe with bad ſome particular commiſſion to

great chearfulneſs upon his legs, guard 'em, and make organs of per
and ſaid that he had been with his ception for 'em, for the foulacan

mother, who had recommended nor act of it ſelf, but confuſedly .

uch the care of his daughter unto him , ' Tis faid, when Lazarus died, be

and had alſo thewed him where was carried by angels into Abra

Edi he had hid a great quantity of gold ham s boforn, not fled thither him

under ground , wherewith he felf. There are particular in

ſhould defray his funeral expen- ſtances, perhaps moſtly for the

While he was ſpeaking in convincing of luch perſons as be

this manner, to the adınirarion lieve nothing of ſpirits or witches,

of all that were preſent, there
1,

Queſt There was a certain perfon

came a meſſenger with the news in theworld , whom I deſign'd for my

of his brother's death ,and the gold wife, but was out-rivald by death ;

was alſo found in the very place while ſhe was alive, our friendſhip

as he had ſaid . But what is was to an exceſs ; and now he is

yer a ſtranger relation , and men- dead, tio' I have endeavour'd all I

tion'd by the ſaid laſt author, is can to the contrary, my grief is ſuch,

this Everardus. Ambula , as has reduced me to a great hatred

a German Knight , fell fick in Ger- of mylife; beſides which, I begin to

many, in thetime of Pope Inno- doze, andamready to run diftrafted,
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I defire to know whether in this con- dom, when we chink we can

dition I may not . voluntarily refign provide better for our ſelves than

my Life ? And whether ſuch an a t he does. A little time and COR

may not, by the unhappineſs of my verfe will weat off theſe blacker

circumſtances, be accounted pardon- thoughts ; ( for what can be blacker

able in the fight of God ? than Self-murder ?) When that is

Anſw . We can offer the fame committed, there's no remedy,

Temedy as has been already cffe- but a more inexpreflible plunge

Etual under the ſame circum- into miſery. Hell is only reme

ſtances. Natural Philoſophy teach- dileſs, but nothing elſe. Secare

es, thatto trouble our ſelves for your duty toGod, and reſt ſatisfi.

what is out of our power, is as ed, you will ſoon be maſter of a

great a madneſs as ſtriving to quiet, eaſy breaft.

make three nineteen, or to hinder Queſt. Whether there's any ſuch

the revolution of the heavens. Chri- thing as the perfe&tion of a language,

Atianity ( which is yet a more re- and wherein it confifts, and whether

finid fort of philoſophy) teaches us, our language isnow in its height, or
that ' tis impoſſible to eſcape un. when itwasso?

eaſineſs where we give that to Anfw. This may be a more

the creatures which is peculiar to difficult queſtion than what at
the Creator ; for the mind being firſt it appears . All languages are

eternal, no temporal thing can be in a continual flux, one agemake

a fit object for it , no more than ing ſtill additions to thepaſt, or

Jounds are proper objects for the at leaſt altering or taking away

eye, or fightsfor the palate, as we many words from it ; that com

have formerly urged : Beſides, if pariſon of the poets being ex
the loſs of a creature, who was treamly apt, — That words

only an emanation of the great are like leaves , the old ftill

divine original , is ſo affičting wearing off, and new ſpringing

and grievous, how intolerable up in their rooms. The Gram

wou'd the loſs of the original it marians, whoſe unenvied buſineſs

ſelf be ? Or if we are unhappy ' tis to beat languages, as Oldham
in the deprivation of one ſingle calls it , have almoſt demonſtra

imperfect good for a little time, in ted that the Phænician is only a

what cafe ſhou'd we be in , if we corruption or diale &t of the He

fhou'd be depriv'd of all for ever ? brew , the Greek, and perhaps ma

We are creatures , and as ſuch owe ny other languages of the Phe
a dependance to the author of nician, ' the old Roman of the Greek,

our being, therefore it wou'd the very characters being the
be an unpardonable theft, to dif- fame, as may be ſeen in old in

poſe of our felves without his ſcriptions and monuments. On

licenſe. A commander will pu. the other ſide, the modern Greek

niſh a private centinelthat leaves and Ruſſian from the ancient Claſ

his post without his conſent ; fick Greek ; the Italian, French ,

and can God , who has a far Spaniſh, Portugueſe, from the cor

greater right over his creatures, ruption of the Latin , and its

cake it well to ſee us flight his adolerous mixtures with ſeveral

appointments, or take uponus barbarous languages, every one

to cenfure his actions ? For 'tis of which daily alter, and are ſtill
in effcét, an arraigning his wif like to do ſo , as long as the world

{

a

>
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lats; and when they are ſo much eſt heighth of what is call'd Bar
alcer'd, that the greateſt partof bariſm ? Or is there any reaſon

che words cometo be chang'd, that he who conquers moſt his

its probable enough that theſe language, muſt be beſt, which

will ftill be call'd new languages. ſeems the caſe of Auguſtus - If
Thus,'twashere in England ; the ſo, the barbarous Goths and Hunns

old Saxon is undoubtedly the pro- had afterwards as good a title to

per Englifh tongue , our very purity of language, as the Romans

country taking its laſt and moſt before, the Romans being at firft

famous name from thoſe Angli ; only as colluvies of robbers got

and yet our preſent Engliſh is as together, and hardly of fo ho

abſolute a different language nourable an original as thoſe who

fromit as the oldGreek is from afterwards turn d 'em out, or be

the Roman. But ſtill, which is cametheir maſters. According
more to our preſent purpoſe, old ly , if it be ſaid , that then a lax

Chaycer, Gower, and their contem- guage degenerates when it comes

porarieswere callid great refiners to be mingled with any barbarous,

ourEngliſh language, and undoubt that is, foreignwords; it muſt at

edly were thought to havebrought this rate be ſaid , italways degene

it to as great a perfe& ion by their rates, becauſe all languages daily

contemporaries, as we ſay a Wal- enfranciſe ſuch foreign words asa

aki ler , a Dryden, a St, or they find neceſſary or convenient.,

Bot, have in our agebrought But all this is only negative, 'twill

TY it. And'twas juſt theſame caſe be ſtillfaid we are never thenear

with Ennius and Lucilius in their er. Where ſhall we fix the pera

times,who were thought as wellof fection ? Or is there any or no ?

e by others, and ſpoke as ill of their I think there is , and in theſe two

:1 language who went before 'em , things it muſt be fix'd , or no

as Horace, or any of the criticks where in the plcaling

of Auguſtus his court, who came neſs and tunableneſs of the ac

after 'em . But the mentioning Cent, and expreſſiveneſs and ful.

his court recalls to mind the no. neſs of the language and

tion of ſome men, and we think if this may be the ſtandard , I am

the moſt common of any other, ſure our language is now at, or near

concerning the perfection of any the Achme,and has not been ſo in

language ; That the court is the former ages.

ſtandard of a language, all own, Queff. Whether witchcrafts or
chat then thelaniguage is in per- poffeffions are sredible ? and whe

perfection, when the empire is in the rnatural diſtempers han'toften pre

fection, and the court at the ternatural effects, which may be judg’d

greateſt height, is generally held , by fome to be the work of the devil ?

and an inſtance given thereof in Anſw . Poffeffions, indeed, ſome

that of Auguſtus Cæfar. But ſtill divines deny ; but they have

the difficulty ſeems to recur – another word, callid obfeffions

Is not this a begging the que- which they uſe inſtead on't ,

5 ſtion ? And how know I that to ſignify ſomething, very likeI ,

in the language of the Romans was it, if not the ſame thing: Pof.

in greater, or more proper perfec. Seffions, they say, were only pro

tion at that time than 'twas in the per to the time of our Saviour,

reign of Auguftus, or in the great tho' they have no ground that we

know
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know of, for ſuch an aſſertion, mentsmight be made in his own,

either from ſcripture, or found res . or hisfamilies expences : which if

Son On the contrary, tho' poſſible, he ought to do it ,tho

I am fenfible there have been very they liv'd never fo meanly, with.

many cheats of this kind, yet I be out wanting neceſſaries, in order. ,

lievethere's no reaſon to think all to reſtore as much as he can of

inſtances we have thereof, are to what he had formerly unjuſtly ta .

be reckon'd in that number . ken away .

Queft. Want and ill company in
โ= That if ever he is in better cir .

duce a young man to take ill courſes cumſtances, he ought to make full

forſome time afterwards he gets reparation, even to the intereſt of

into buſineſs, and marries a vertuous what he hastaken , either co the

woman, by whom hehas children , and perſons injur'd ; or if that can't,

by affiſtance of friends, and hishonest poſſibly be, to the poor, who are

endeavoursfor ſeveral years,isbleſs”d God's truſtees in ſuch a caſe.

with a competence, juſt ſufficient to That , to come to the pinch, I

ſupport hisfamily : Query , Whether think it hard for any one to ruine

heis in juſtice oblig'd forthwith ro and farve his innocent family, be.
part with all, to makeſatisfaction as cauſe he himſelf has formerly

long as he can, while he lives, or been an ill man ; which he ſays.

leave it to the poor when he dies, and he muſt do , if he ſhou'd forth
thereby expoſe his family to want and with make ſatisfaction . Nay, 'tis

Beggary, who had no hand in the my judgment, Goddoes not re

wrong, xor any advantage by it ? quire he ſhou'd do ſo, eſpecially
- or what is fit:eſt for him to do when, as he ſays, they had no

in this caſe, ſince he knows not all hand in the injuſtice, or benefit by
the parties whom he has wronged ? it , and that by the affiftance of

Anſw. I have printed this que- friends, poſſibly his wife's aswell

ſtion at large, asit was ſent me, as his own, he wasput into a ca.

becauſe I eſteem it a very ſingular pacityto livehoneſtly, andtomain

caſe, and my judgment concern- tain his family , and if he ought

ing it is as follows not to beggar 'em whilehe isa

That he ought in the firſt place live, I ſee little, or leſs reaſon
very ſeriouſly to repent the injury why he ſhou'd do it at his death,

which he has done but when he himſelf is like to feel

this, I hope, he has already done, none of the hardſhips his family1

by his being ſo concerned for reftio will ſuffer thereby ; tho? if he

tution , cad make reparation, and leave

That if any of his ill-gotten 'em a competent, tho 'not a plen

goods remain, he ought forthwith tiful eſtate, he ought to do it.

to reſtore ' em , whatever the in- This is all I have to ſay on ſo

convenience might be to his own nice a ſubject which being of

private fortunes But this, of ſuch great moment, I adviſe

if he propoſes the queſtion fair: the querit not wholly to rely upon

ly , theredoes not , ſince he ſays, myjudgmentherein ,but conſultfome

his family receiv'd no advantage by grave and reverend divine, who

thoſe Injuries he had formerly on knowing the whole concern

done to others. and circumſtances thereof. may

That he ought ſeriouſly to put give him a more cortain and entire

the queſtion, Whether no retrench- fatisfaction.

And
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And if there beany good man, effects of the tree of knowledge

who ſhall be offendedwith what were quite contrary. In the day

I have advanc'd on thisſubject, I thou eateft thereof, thou ſhalt ſurely

defire his further thoughts thereon, die ; and what can differ more

as always profeſſingmy ſelf as than life and death ? In themean

willing to retract or learn, as to time I muſt acknowledge, there
teach inform others.

wants not ſome conjectures from

Queft.Whether the tree of life, the hiſtory, which ſeems to make

and the tree of knowledge, were two to make for the other ſide , and

different trees ? wou'd perſwade me it might be

Anſw . So antiquity generally one tree only ; for Cap. 2. v. 9.

held , fo Joſephus thought, and before mentioned , we read The

delivers it as the received opini- tree of life alſo in the midſt of

on of his countrymen . In his the garden ; and Chap. 3. v . 3..

Antiquities, cap. 2. p . 4. of his the woman tells the ſerpent, who

Engliſh tranſlation --Among very probably had buta confuſed
thetrees of Eden , ſays he, were knowledge of thoſe things be

the tree of life, and another, the fore he got it out of the woman ,

tree of knowledge. So the ſcrip- as it ſhou'd ſeem by his firſt que

ture ſeems alſo not obſcurely to ſtion to her, ſhe tells him the for

affert .Thus Gen. 2. 9. Out of bidden tree was that which was in

the ground God made every tree to the midſt of the garden. It's plain

grow the tree oflife alſo, and the tree they eat of was the tree

the tree of knowledge of good and of knowledge ; the tree they eat of

evil and yet more plainly was that in the midſt of the gare

after the fall, Gen. 3. v.22 . Be- den , the tree of life was in the

hold, ſays God, the man is become midſt of the garden ,therefore one

as one of us, to know good and evil; would think the tree ofknowledge

that is, upon his eating of the ſhou'd be the tree of life. But

tree of knowledge of good and evil notwithſtanding this, I am ra

And now left be put forth his ther inclined to my former opi

band,and take alſo of the cree of nion, and believe it's not very

life, and eat and live for ever . difficult to get clear of this obje

What's the meaning of that dion becauſe there might be

alſo, if the trees wereall one, two trees planted about the middle

and what wou'd it be but a di- of the garden , encompaſs'd per .

ftination without a difference ; nay , haps by all the rest which if

à fruitleſs caution ,and beſides, once granted ,the difficulty wou'd

an impoſſible one - if he vaniſh , and becauſe the words

was to be turn'd out of paradiſe . in the oth Verſe of the ad Chapter

left he ſhould eat of that cree may be tranſpoſed , or falſe poin

which he had eaten already. Be- ted, an alteration in either of

ſides, the effects of the tree of life. which wou'd make the ſenſe ve

were life, as appears both by its ry plain : For the tree of life in

name, and by the fuppoſition the midft of the garden , and

here made ; that on the tafting the tree of knowledge of good and

thereof man might live for ever ; evil mom if I ſhou'd read ,

( nor can we ſee any need of an the tree of life, and, in the midt

irong, which is commonly ſup- of the Garden, the tree of know .

poſed in this place ) whereas the ledge of good and evil, that phraſe
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the midst of the garden , belonging of climate , change of dict, nay ,
to the following words, the tree change of the whole creation with

of knowledge of good and evil, not the fall of man; ( and ſuch a

the tree of life, which goes be- change it has undoubtedly under

fore. This is myJudgment, from gone, ſincewe readitnow groars:

which I am not angry if any dif- for aRenovation :) Theſe ill ac

fer ; and ſhall alcermyown,when dents, with continual labour for
they give me better reaſons. himſelf and his family, and other

Queſt, What Phyſical alteration domeſtick vexations, and the ir

5043 made in the body of Adam by regular motionsof his Mind, his

the Fall ? now unruly paſſions and affecti

Anſw . I believe, and none doubt ons, and perhaps asmuch as all,

that his body was created without the quick and violent ſenſe of

any actual diſeaſe, as well as his whathe had loft, Eden it reif be

mind without any actual ſin, tho' ing not improbably always in his

both with a poſſibilityof either. Sight, as well as memory. I ſay

Now had hefor ſometime obey- all this together was ſufficient to

ed God's command in abſtaining make thoſe fatal alterations in

from the forbidden fruit , its his body, which his children have

very probable his mind had receiv'd from him, and ſtill labour

been confirm’d by God's oracle, under ; and ſuch they were, as

as angels and good men now are, are the common and neceſſary

and his body had alſo been pre effects of thoſe cauſes already

Terv'd incorruptible, and in a fit mentioned ,

tenor for the operations of his Queft. Why does our Saviour uſe.

foul by eating of the tree of life , that odd fimilitude of 6. camel's go

whore roble qualities would have ing through the eye of a needle ? And

corrected or fix'd themutabilityof what's the genuine meaning of that
matter, and reſtrain'd or united Text ?

thoſe contending principles and hu- Anfw . It betrays a weak judg .

mours, which bya necefficy ofna- ment, rather than Ihow an acute

ture were in the body of man . one,to quarrel with any thing chac

Now upon his fall, he was forbid- eternal cruth had deliver'd , we

den to rafte of this tree of life, as oughtrather modeſtly and juftly

God himſelf ſays, left be shou'd . Inqueſtion our own knowledge,

eat and live for ever ; and for that which is finite and determin'd ,

very end he was thruſt out of pa-, whereas the other is unbounded and

radiſe, and a flaming ſword placed infinite. The cuſtoms of nations,

before the gate. The phyſicalal- among other things, we are com

teration then which was made in monlyignorant of, though eaſily

his body we eſteem to be chiefly a knowable, even of thoſe nearus,

letting looſe ofall thoſe principles much more of thoſe ſo far diftant,

and feedsof diſeaſes wherewith he and that in age and time, as well

was made , all which , hadhe ſtood , es place. Theproverbs of allnations

wou'd have been reſtrain'd, or areſaid to contain the greateſt part

employ'd to a better uſe, as it alſo of their experience and wiſdom ; and

wou'd have been in the affections this fimilicude moſt commenta

of the Mind, which are now cure cors agree is foundedona proverb

ned inco vices and tormenting of the Jews : Some ſay it alludes to

paſſions. Beſides this, the change a very ſtrait, low gatein Jeruſalem ,

call's
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callid The Needle Gate, through neſs, generally ſpeaking, are a

which the Camels could never Defence, tho' Prudence alſo muſt

paſs, without firſt unloading their be uſed : That God does 'tako

Burdens or impedimenta ; which if Care of the Good, and defend

true , were a very beautiful and ape and provide for them, otherwiſe

poſite Simile. But we doubt this there could be noProvidence , and

is racher a witty , than a true Inter. then no God : That VertuousMen

pretation. The Learned and Inde- are,for theſe Reaſons,leſs liable to

fatigable Bochart has another : He Misfortunes than the Wicked :

tells us in his Diſſertation con- Nay, that God by his Common Pro

cerning the Camel, in his Hiero- vidence makes Proviſion for all his

zoicon , that the word 'Gamal, Creatures. If Fact be brought

which fignifies a Camel, is alſo in- againſt this , we have this to ſay

terpreted a CABLE , and withal upon it ; That often -times thore

tells us, 'tis a common Proverb a. are not good Men, -but Hypo

mong theEaſtern Nations,when they crites, who are miſerable : That

ſpeak of an impoſſibility- That if really good, that they may yet
«i 'cis eaſier for a Cable to be in ſome things be faulty ; and for

threeded through the Eye of a that, be for a time puniſhed to

Needle, which is a very pro- make 'em better : That if they

per and apr Simile and this, neglect prudent means to obtain or

of the two, I eſteem the moreNa- preſerve a lhare in che Neceffities of

tural Interpretation, leaving the Life, or imprudently and unne

Reader to embrace which he ceſſarily draw a greater Charge

pleaſes. on themſelves than they can

Queſt. Whether Vertue andGood- maintain , they muſt blame them .

neſs, or Prudence, be any defence feluis, not providence : That in

againſt Miſery and Misfortune ? Or, fome Inſtances of Common Cala

Whether Vertuous and Geod Men milies , the Good can no more ex.

are not equally liable to Miſery and peet tobe always preſerv'd, than

Diſtreſs, as the worſt ofMen ? What's from Sickneſs, Pain, or theother

the meaning of that Common Pro Natural Inconveniences of Life :

verb, God never ſends Mouths, That notwithſtanding all this, a

but he ſends Meat,? sind how does fervent Devocion and generous

be provide for Men in Miſery and Truft on God's Mercies, Promi

Distreſs ? How does he feed the Hun- res and Providences, are not in

gry, Cliath the Naked, and takeCare vain That they often deliver

of Vertuous and Good Men ? out of Miſery and Diffrifs ; and

Anſw . Thoſe who propofe theſe none know that they ihall not

Queſtions, ſeem to be very much while there is Life, for fo long

in Earneſt, and to write out of there's Hope ; and when once the

the abundance of their own Grief happy Turn comes, the former

and Miſery, and therefore at the uneaſie Circumſtances render che

ſame time that I blame 'em , I prefent much more pleaſing and

muſt pity 'emtoo ; ſince che very welcome : That if all fails

beſt of Men have fallen into the there is another World which

ſame miſtake, when chey have if choſe who are affli&ted in this,

ſeen good Men miſerable. don't believe, nay, are not wil.

I Anſwer then to their Queſti ling to ſtay for, they are not

ons, That Vertue and Good . patient, they are not good, they

E e have
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have no ſhare in this particular not. Further he is expreſly ftiled

providence of God ; they them. God by the Evangelifts, v.i. The

felves vindicate his juſtice, and word was God, not Is, as the so .

deſtroy their own argument. cinians, butwas ,and that not af.

Queſt. Whether the Socinian ter his Reſurre & ion, but in the

Herefie were broach'd in St. John's Beginning. And when I can fee

time, and occafioned the writing his all thisanſwer'd by the ſubtileſt

Gospel ? wits in the world , without ſtrain .

Anſwo.Weare cold, in his time, ing it into perfe & incongruous

in the Scriptures themſelves, of nonſenſe, I promiſe to turn so

ſuch as denied the Lord that cinian

bought them . Church hiſtorians Queſt. Whether the foundations

give usan account of Cerinthus, of the earth. are to continue for

Ebion, the Gnoſticks, &c . who de ever ?

nied the divinity and eternity of Anſw. The Querift has propo .

our Saviour, one whereof implies fed the doubtsin ſuch a manner,,

the other ; and that on the In- as if he intended a ſecret dilemma

creaſe of thoſe Hereticks, St. John in't. That the foundations of

being, then the only ſurviving the earth ſhall continuefor ever,

Apoſtle, at the deſire of the Bi- is Scripture ; but then how can

Chops and Churches of Aſia, did the world have any end ? But this

ex profeſo, write thisholy Goſpel. Argumentis ſo far from binding

Let'snow examine intothe Gof. on both ſides, that it rather ad .

pel it felf, and ſee whether it an. mits of a double folution. It's

ſwers that end ; which at firſt not at all improbable that the

glance ſhews us, chat 'tis impof. foundations of the carth, the
ſible for man to invent fuller or ſubſtance or macter thereof, may

clearer expreſſions forthe proof really continue for ever, in the

of any thing in queſtion, than utmoſt extent of the word, as it

this Evangeliſt has for our Savis certainly muſt, unleſs annihila

our's divinity, as well as his exif- ted by particular act of God.

tence before he came into the and how extreamly, does this

world. His exiſtence before his ſeem to be favour'd by chat

Birth is prov'd from the Baptiſt's expreſſion both of Heaven and

confeſion ; John 1. 55. He was before Earth They shall be changed ;

me and that in order of time, which ſuppoſes they have ftill a

becauſe oppoſed to coming after being, though not fuch an oneas

him . That he was in Iſaiab's formerly ; but as they are call'd ,

time, John 3 2. 41. That he was and as the alteration of their

before Abraham , and that as the qualities will make 'em , a neve

am, the incommunicable Heaven and new Earth . For the o

name of God , John 8. 58. Laft . ther ſide, which is the more com

ly , That he was before all worlds, mon interpretation, viz That the
In the beginning he was tarth as ' tis now, ſhall be con

with God, John 1. 1. and that he ſumed , it may ſo very well be,

made the World, ver. 3. All notwithſtanding this place, ſince

things were made by him , ver. 10. the word for ever in chat place,
The world was made by him, as ' tis notorious to any one who

and this not the New Creation, can but read his hebrew pfalter,
becauſe, ibid , the world knew him fignifies very ofren any long ſpace

of

Very I
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of time , or at leaſt is uſed in a ſpeaking he can't be ſaid to have

poetical, hyperbolical Senſe -- bought it himſelf; yet in the com .
as the ancient ſolutions of the mon latitudeof expreſſion it may

eastern countries Let the be affirm'd he bought it , ſince 'twas

King live for ever ; and David his money paid for't, tho' he left

himſelf (if that place looks not it to their diſpoſal.

beyond Solomon ) when he prays Queſt. How know you preciſely

orprophecies of his throne's be . what is the true word of God, and

ing asthe days of Heaven . that the copies and tranſlations which

Queſt. How Judas was hanged, we have are ſuch ,ſince we ne'er Sama

and yet burft afunder ? How the the originals ?

high -prieſt boughtthe Field, and yet Anſw . By the forementioned

Judas purchasid it, as we read in indications, if 'tis a papiſt propo

the afts and the Evangeliſts ? ſes this queſtion , I'd ask him

Anſw . The common anſwer is, how he knows the counſels and

| He firſt hang’d himſelf, and the fathers to be genuine ? ſince he

rope breaking fell to the ground , neither has the originals ; nor if

his bowels guſhing out by a he had, knows the hands, nor
Itroke, either on a ſtump of could be ſure that they are not

tree, or ſome great ſtone. Nor counterfeited He therefore

is there any abſurdity in this opi- fatisfies himſelf by the concur .

nion tho' there's a ſecond ring evidence of thoſe who have

embrac'd by many learned men . tranſmitted ſuch writings to him ,

The word 'Stugalo here uſed, comparing the writings them .

ſignifies any kind of Suffocation , ſelves with each other, and with

which they think may naturally others of the ſame age. Now

be caus'd from excream anguilh this evidence I haveand yet

of mind and deſpair ; at leaſtthat more- I have the teſtimony of

’ tis poſſible for a man to ſtop his his Church, of all the world be.

own breath, and therebykill him- fides, and ofthe very books them

ſelf, inſtances whereof hiſtorians felves, compared with them.

give us to which condition felves and each other. If a pro

Judas being brought, he muſt ne- teſtant makes the ſame queſtion ,

ceſſarily fall to the ground, and I'd ask him how he knows our

that with great weight, as a dead preſent laws to be the ſame our .

man does ,by which fall his body anceſtors made, ſince records,doc,

being before diſpoſed for ſuch an are butof a later date ? Or how
accideut by ſuffocation , and the he knows the deeds and ovidences,

particular judgment of God fo of his eſtate to be the ſame with

ordering things as a greater mark the original writings which were

of his.vengeance on the trajtor, made and ſeal'd many years, per

his belly might burſt alunder, as haps ages ſince ? And whether

we have ſeen thoſe which have in ſuppoſing there ſhould be one or

our own age , and his bowels guſh cwo leccers miſtaken in the wri.

out at the orifice : Either of theſe tings, he'd for that reaſon throw

opinions are probable, and take 'em all away ? In a word, I have

which he will, the contradi&tion all the reaſon in the world for

vaniſhes. For his purchaſing this the affirmative, where none can

field, whereas the prieſts and elders be brought for the negative .

did it, although in ftriftreſs of
E e 2 Queſt.
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Queſt. About twelve years ago a Said Husband 20 1. a rear for his

Tradeſman in this Town, who was
Maintenance. The Man preſently

newly ſet up, married a young Wo- conſents, and was over -foyd at his

man who was about ſeventeen Years good fortune ; away they both went to

of Age, ber Relations were dead, thewoman, and told her what they

her Fortune 600 1. which was paid both agreed on if he would conſent

him down on the Day of Marriage; thereto, and both urged it to her as

the Woman quickly found that her much as poſſible, but she obſtinately

Husband negle&ted his Trade, which denies,ſaying, that she isnot ſatisfied

made her the more careful to get but thatit is Adulteryfo to do. Now,

an inſight into it her ſelf, and being whether it is not the ſame thing in

a quick and induſtrious Woman, the sight of God ( in this Woman's

in a littleTime she underſtood and caſe) astho’ ber Husband were really

inanaged the Trade as well as any dead, ſince in the firſt place he never

Man cou'd do ; thus for eight years took Care for her Maintenance, and

they liv'd together creditably, qui. ſince he has not for theſe tws Tears

etly and comfortably, as any Couple been capable ofperforming Matrimo

in the World, She being the fondeft nial Duties ? I'll aſſure you the whole

and beſt Wife ( as he uſed to ſay ) Relation is true to a Tiitle ,

that ever Man had : In that eight Anſw . I cou'd heartily wiſh the

Tears they had fix Children, three of Relation were not true,

them are ſtill living. Tho' this Man that the Perſons that ſent it had

was idle , yer for eight Tears he was given themſelves the Liberty of

no great Spender, but ſince that time Thinking, what the meaning of

is fallen to Gaming, Drinking, &c. cheſe Words are, For better for

and has now ſpent and conſumed all worſe, 'till Death do uspart, which

that ever they are worth, and run were ſo ſolemnly vowed in the

himſelfso in Debt, thatit is expecte preſence of God, bc how ridi.

ing every Day when he shall be culouſly impious it looks, to

thrown into Priſon. They have cajole Heaven, and to make Bar .

not for theſe four Tears lay in gains with God , as if he were a

Bed together, which no Body knew Man ; nay , and ſo filly a one too ,

’till he told it to one of his Neigh , as to be over -reach'd ; but miſtakel

bours, to whom he alſo declared, notyour ſelves, God is notto be more

That for theſe two Tears he has not ked, norcan any plauſible preten.

been capable of lying with any W .. ces take with him, tho' it may'

man : This Neighbour of his is a line with prejudicate Perſons. It had

gle Man, has a free Exate of 300 1. been as reaſonable to have pro .

per Annum , and has made to the pos'd Leaſes in Heaven, or to offer

other this Propoſal, That if heand Security for a hundredTears Main .

she wou'd both confert, he (the ſingle tenance in the Grave. 'Tis enough
Man) wou'd take her to him as his for the injur'd to ſeek for Juſtice,

Wife,that he wou'd be bound to maine and not the injurious themſelves.
tain the tbree Children , and to give . The unhappy good-natur'd Wo.

them 100 I. a piece when they shall man , whole Modeſty, Respect, &c .

come to the sige of twenty Tears ; wou'd not fuffer her to divulge
That he will ſettle on her 100 l. a her Husband's Infamy, and her

Year, which at her Death the ſhall own barbarous Trearment, does

have Power to diſpoſe of as she plea- certainly deſerve better , than to

Jes; and ihat he will allow him the be brought intofurther Unlappineſs.
If
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If the Propoſers object, That the then a direct Solucion might have

Law it ſelf allows Divorces, we been given ; but ſuppoſing the

anſwer, It does ſo, both the Law Queſtion means in General Terms,
of God, and the Law of this Land ; we anſwer, That Life is much

and they both make Adultery to more deſireable chan Death , by a

be ſufficient Warrant. Adultery common Inftinet of ſelf Preſervati

is not here mentioned,but 'tis to be on ; all Creatures Thun that great

feared 'tis too great a Truth, for Evil, Death. ' Tis the greateſt of
his vertuous Wife cou'd not make all Evils, becauſe a deſtruction

him in the Condition reprefent- of all good ; a Creature is much

ed. Nay, if Adultery it ſelf be more noble in its due proportions and

granted ( tho' none but the moſt thapes, than when it lies in its

infatuated Wretches love Columny corruption or Chaos of Earth ; in

and Dishonour, if caus'd by their the laſt there is nothing in't defi.

own Conduct) yet the Law acts 'rable, in reſpect either of it

regularly , Divorcement may befrom ſelf, or the reſt of the Creation ,

Bed and Board , but fecond Marri- but in the firſt there's particular

ages are not ſuffer'd , or if they Impreffes of, and Communications

were, what need of 20 l. per on from the Great Divine Original

num to the firſt Husband,and Por- Good ; nay , a good Man himſelf,

tions to the Children, ſince it whatever the Scoicks dream'd of,

might have been done without ? would be afraid of the Grave,
That very part of the Propofal were he not in hopes of living

argues guilt, and an indiſpenſible again ; Life is the All of every Bee

Obligation : But I'll ſuppoſe the ing, being a part of him who is
Law of the Land wou'd allow a the Fountain of Life ; what per.

fecond Marriage in caſe of Adultery, fection ,happineſs,enjoyment,&c.

(tho' it does not) perhaps no Hi- can be expected in Nothingneſs ?

ſtory or Records will affordan All that can be pretended in fa .
Example, fo full of Folly, Dir. vour of the contrary Opinion , is

grace, Unkindneſs, and Ridicule the abſence of Evil; there ( lay

as this. But tothe Particulars of they ) we ſhall meet with no Croj.

the Queſtion, Whether non-main. ſes, Diſappointments, Pain, Mifery,
tenanie . &c . render not her Hus- and (in ſhort) none of the Evils

band dead in the Sight of God ? of Life. To which I anſwer, that

We anſwer no, boch the Quali. the preſence of Good is more de

fications ſpecify'd, have been ma- fireable, than the abſence ofEvil ;
nifefted, and the Forbearance of again, every individual Animal of

either through an impoſſibility, the Creation may behappy, Birds,

cannot now have the contrary Beaſts and Fiſhes, feek no further

Effect, for we have not one Pre. tham Moderate well-temper'd Eli.
fident for it either in Law, Hiſtory ments, to fly , breache, and ſwim

or Divinity. in , and ſufficient Food to live up

Queft. Is it not better to Dye on , when they enjoy this, they

than Live ? can ſeek no farther ; and if ſo ,

Answ . The Queſtion ought to they muſt be happy, for if not,

have particularized one of theſe, they would ſeek for Happineſs in
Whether is it better for a good fomething elſe; Man only, that

Man or an ill Man, an Animal irregular,reftlefs Lump,who know's,

or a Vegetive,to Dye or Live,and no Mcdium of Things, but ismuch
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more happy or miſerable than all ſatisfaction in ſerving my friend.

the reſt of the creation , is not Nay, suppoes I dieto ſave my
left deftitute of his reſt and end , friend's life,which is the greatest

to wit God ; if he will be ſo in- teſtimony (if any) of an uninte

conſiderate, notwithſtanding his reſted friendſhip ; yet even there

frequent diſappointments, to re- my own ſweet ſelf is chiefly con
his search after happineſs, cern'd ; for in ſo doing it isa

where it is not to be found, he greater ſatisfaction to me to die

has only himſelf to blame, but for him , than not. 'Tis ſo in nar .

he has no cauſe to accuſe Hea. tyrdom for Chriſt's ſake, the plea

ven, who has taken care enough fure in that great office , by ma.

for his happineſs, unleſs he ex. nifeſting and declaring his glo-.

pects to bemade happy againſt bis ly, deſigns and ſecures our own .
Will

Queſt. How does a ſpirit become

Queft. Hath the world any Kind- wiſible ?

nefs in't but intereft ? Anſw . A ſpirit cannot become

Anſw . No : ' Tis ſelfilhneſs and viſible, ' tis not an object for a ma

our own dear intereſt, that is at terial eye, being it ſelf not matter .

the root of all friendſhip : Not What appears to us is ſomething

to mention thoſe little benefits for that a ſpirit aſſumes, as condens'de

by -ends whichare ſo common in air, or the like wherein it acts.

the world , we'll go to the great- Queſt. Whether angels may be

eſt inſtances and proofs of friend properly ſaid to move ?

ship ; nay , we'll ſurmount there Anſw . The learned Aquinas has

tio, and go to thoſe obligations taken a greatdeal of pains in the

where mutual flesh and blood can diſcuſſion of this point, diftin .

not be heard to make their plea guilhing between a continued and

in this caſe ; and amongſt the an uńcontinued motion , but nei.

reſt, if we conſider the brave ſay- ther he nor any other philoſopher •

ings of the philoſophers, of loving can prove, that any angel, ſoul or

vertue for its own fake, and the ſpirit can be ſaid to move pro

common rapture of ſome of our perly : That they are ſometimes

divines too , who tell us of loving in this place, and fometimes in

God for his own fake ; theſe are that , is certain ; and 'tis nomore

greac ſayings, but perhaps have than an act of our own minds :

inore of the platonick Spirit in We can think of Rome, Geneva,

'em , than realon. I wou'd (and Weſt. indics,and then the eaſt,with

that with as much modeſty as the out locally paſſing over the me-.
honour of truth will warrant ) dium or inter- jacent places ; but

ask theſe perſons the meaning 'tis neceſſary, that in motion ,

of that paſſage in St. John, We which can be truly ſaid to be pro

love him , becauſe he first loved us. per, that they muſt alſo be conti,

St. John, that beloved diſciple, nuous, and meaſure place all the

had the greateſt flights and aiſu . way : But angels notbeing mat

rances, but he excludes not ſelf ter, cannot meaſure placeother
in the enumeration. And 'tis wiſe than by virtual contract .

impoſſible it thou'd be o: her. Queſt Whether cur modern ladies

wile, I cannot do my friend a dreſſes and high topknets are not an

kindneſs, freely ( as we ſay) but I infallible fign , of their going to

do it , becauſe I my ſelf haye the their old father of pride, the devil,

1

mith .
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without repentance and reforms. cuſtom of nations, and the prudence

sion ? of the Age ; every one ought to

Antw . I am afraid the Querif is conform to the practice of the

a little too uncharicable, not con- age he or the lives in ; but at the

fidering the cuſtoms of nations, the ſame time, wiſely and prudently

differences of imploys, birth,and to confider the ſtationthat God

many more exceptions, which Almighty has put'em in ; to live

mightily alter the caſe ; God fore above that is an indication of a

bid I fhould be ſo wicked as to proud heart , and to live under

plead for pride , or ſo fooliſh as to that , is an argument of fordid

charge all perſons (as in the que- covetouſneſs ; an humble heart ſee

ftion ) as fit fubjects of it. Pride cures us to God and our conſcience,

lies in the heart and not in the dreſs, and a diſtinct regular judgment keeps

the laſt is an effect of the firſt , if unoffenſive to the wifer part of the

it lay in the dreſs, then all peo- world .

ple equally dreſs'd wou'd be e- Queſt. Do & or Brown in his Re.

qually proud ,and upon the ſame ligio Medici, pag. 150. ſays, He

argument, an ape dreſs'd in boys hopes he doth not break the command.

apparel wou'd be a boy, when 'tis an ment if be loves his friend before

ape ftill. 'Tis a great fin and er. the deareſt of his blood, even thoſe

ror, that the levity and vanity of to whom he owes the principle of

ſervants ſhou'd aſpire to an equa. Life; and immediately after, he

lity of dreſs with thoſe that com- never caſt a true affection upon a wo

mand : As the law of God has man, but he has loved his friend as

commanded a diſtinction in ha. he does vertue, his soul, his God. I

bits betwixt male and female ; fo pray your thoughts upon both ; the

the ſame law condemns exceſs of former ſeeming too far an extent of

apparel in boch, yet Heallows a acquir'd friendship, andthe latter an

• difference according to the places oblivion of his mother ?

of perſons ; thoſe that are in kings Anſw . Dr. Brownhas through.

courts wearſofi raiment ( fays Our out that book ſhew'd ſuch a great

Saviour) Dives was not condem- Spirit, folid judgment and even

ned becauſe he fared deliciouſly, nefs of temper, that he has ac

and weared ſumptuous apparel, but leaſt deſerv'd Sir Kenelm Digby's

becauſe in his proſperity, he out encomium . But to che queſtion ,

ofan uncharitable pride, neg. I think his choice of friendſhipvery

lected poor Lazarus at his Gate.'Tis laudable , where he ſayshe loves

pride andfingularity in the qua- his friend as his vertue, his foul,

kers to affect a different dreſs from his God ; ' tis a bold ſtroke, a little

the world . ' Tis pride to be in the too bold amongft ſuch as donot
extremity of faſhions ; but to con- underſtand what true friendſhip

form modeftly to all faſhions, is is ; cho' amongſt ſuch as do un

neceſſary and prudent ; unleſs at derſtand, we think him not to

the ſame time we deny our felves blame ; he ſayshe loves his friend

the converſe of the world, and joyn vis his God,not as much as his God ,

with anchorites, or bruces. We that is , he loves his friend with a

are no where in the Scripture for love of the same nature as heloves

bid or commanded to wear ſuch his God . What are we to think

or ſuch a dreſs. God Almighty has of theſe words, Thou ſhalt love thy

left ſuch indifferent things to the neighbour as thy ſelf . This text
does

&

.
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does not enjoyn us to love our Opinion,and I hope for very good

Neighbours as much as our ſelves, Reaſons ; for tho' I ſhan't deny

but freely, ſincerely, de as we butthat all the Thoughts,Words, A#&

love our ſelves. True Friendſhip is ions, and every thing elſe thatpro

enly fixt upon Vertue, which is only ceedfrom ill Men are ill, as pro

anÉmanation or Ray of the Divine ceeding from ſuch Perſons, and

Original ; fo that by loving a therefore their Dreams (where they

vertuous Friend , 'tis in Effeét a are agreeable to their Praktices) are

Loving of God ; ſo that to ſay , I wicked , becauſe allthe Powers of

love my friend , as I lovemyGod, is their Soul with their Imagination

no more than to ſay, I love God ; (which is the Parent of Dreams) are

or to ſay, I love one part of the equally depraved ; but 'tis not ſo

Divine Communications as fin . in other Perſons whoſe Wills and

cerely as I do the whole, but not Practices agree, not with their

as extenſively; But I cannot ex. Dreams. Involuntary Motions are

cuſe the Doctor for ſaying he ne- not wicked , becauſe not to be a

ver caſt a true Affe&tion upon a Won voided ,andwhat cannot be avoid .

man , for Doubtleſs there's no Sexes ed is no Sin ; for if any thing

in Souls, and the Soul of a Wo. were enjoynd us that's impracti

man may be as great and vertuous cable, it wou'd be Injuſtice in

as that of a Man ; but perhapshe the Lawgiver, and the Judge of all

was afraid of Converſing with the Earth cannot but do Right. I

Woman's Soul , becauſe he was believe the Querift's Dreams

afraid of a Feminine Body chiefly ariſe from his Temper,

having in another place of his and not from an Habit, becauſe

Religio Medici declared, that he the Habit is broke off, and becauſe

cou'd be content that Mankind other Perſons that have never

ſhou'd Procreate like Trees, made the leaſt Progreſs in ſuch

Queft. I have formerly addifted Habits, have come under the ve

my ſelf to a moſt Grievous Sin, ry ſame Circumſtances.

andthough I have for ſome confide- Queſt, Is there Thinking in

rabletime ( by the Grace of God ) re . Dreaming ?

fraind from the Commiſſionof it, and Anſw . Thinking is an Act of the

have a great Abhorrence and Re. Intellect,bur the Intellect acts not

luctance, at the leaſt Thought of it, but by the means of theSenſes,imme

when I am awakeand have the Use diately, the Phantaſms or Repre

of my Reaſon, yet notwithſtandingin fentations of material Objects, or

any Dreams I ſeem to commit it, elfe by a Recollection of the Idea's of

and to take a pleaſure in the com- ſuch objects as have been former.

miffion of ir : I deſire you would ly repreſented ; the firſt of theſe

give me your Opinion in the caſe, can't bein aDreas ,becauſe allthe

whether I yet ſin or no ; and ifI do, Senfes are bound upby Sleep from

what courſe I may take to break'my their proper and diſtinct Actions, as

ſelf of ſuch Idle, wicked, dreams to the laſt, wefeeno more reaſon

which unwillingly and unwittingly 1 to believeit , becauſe the Animal

am -Subje&t to ? Body cannot at all attend the In

Anſw . Quarles was of Opinion telle &t, a Soul which never ſleeps,

that he that Dreamt he committed a being it ſelf bound up from pera

Sin , ' twas the fame as ifhe really formingits Offices ; indeed we meec

did it. But I em of another with ſome" Ingenious Authors,

{
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particularly Dr. Brown, in his Re . Tooth - Ach, it ended thus, In the

ligio Medici, who tells us of choo . Name of the Father, of the Son, and

ſing a quiet Dream for his Devotions, of the Holy Ghoſt, and this Charm

giving this Reaſon , That the Soul had Effects according to the Be

at that time is inamanner freed lief of ſuch Perſons as made uſe

from its Clog of Fleth, and acts of it. Of this Nature are the

much after the Nature of unbodied Charms for Witchcraft, and a

Spirits. I allow the Animal Soul mongſt the reſt, there's a Cuſtom

in Man to retain ſome Impreffi- that the bewitched Party is to

ons of Atts formerly done, be. Pinch, Bite, Scratch or Prick the

cauſe puſh'd on by the Conſtitu . Witch , till ſhe drawsBlood, and

tion ; and to prove thas Dreams then ſhe's well ; thus the Devil

belong to the animal, and not the cures one Diſeaſe of the Body to make

rational Part of Man, I can bring another in the soul ; God com

daily Inſtances of Dogs, Horſes, mands, Thou ſhalt do no Mur .

c. dreaming, and if ſo, I ſee der, under which is comprehend .

no abſolute Neceſſity for Thoughted beating, affronts, & c. No, ſays

in our Drean .
the Devil,break this Command, and

Queft. What is the reaſon ( if any) I'll cure the Diftemper. There's

that a Bible having a Key faſtned in no Vertue in Words,Charms,& c.

the middle, ana being held between 'tis fo ridiculouſly filly , that the

the two Fore. Fingersof two Perſons, Wiſeft of thoſe that uſe 'em , can

will turn round after ſome Words Said ; give no Account at all how they

as if one deſires tofind out a Thief, á act ; or what reaſon there ſhould

certain Verſetaken out of a Pfalm is be for ſuch Things. 'Tis in . fhort

to be repeated, and thoſe who are fuf- the Devil, that puts the Cheat

pected 'nominated, and if they are upon People, and all that act

guilty, the Book and Key will tårn , implicitely what he enjoins, do

elfe not ; one who hath lately ſeen that own their Dependance upon him ,

Experiment, rather to Amazement and deſpiſe the ordinary Methods

than satisfa&tion,deſiresyour Thoughts of Providence ,

upon it , and whether there's any Queft. Why do various and code

Sin in making Trial of ſuch a Thing ? trary Effects cauſe equal Laughter ?

Anſw I have met with ſeveral Anſwo. I'll ſuppoſe an Inſtance

Inſtances of this Nature, which are in Wit and Folly, as when a hand

Matter of Fa &t,and myOpinion is fom Sacyr or Repartee is preſent

that 'tis much oftheNature ofspells, ed, we are incitedtoMirth ; asal.1

Charms, & c.the Devilcan only act fo an Impertinent, Silly one has the
after this manner, where he finds fame Effect. To answer which we

credulous, unthinking Perſons to are to underſtand , that the Senfes

work upon. Nor can it be any are acquainted with Objects, before

wonder at all that the Devilmakes the Intelle &t can have an Idea or Con

uſe of ſome place in Scripture to ception of 'em , as in the afore
palliate his Fuggles, for if he ſhould mentioned Inſtances ; firſt we

enjoin Curfing, Blaſphemies, Guc. hear , and then the Intellect takes

he would appear too bare-fac'd. I Cognizance of the Nature of the

remember one particular Inſtance Sound or Expreſſion, but finding

of a Charm for the Tooth . Ach ,which ſomething uncomon ( for indiffe

after a fort of a Dialogue between rentthingscan't move Laughter)

exr Saviour, aut Peter upon the is accordingly affe &ted, and as a
De

>
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demonſtration of it, urges the over -warmth for external, and leſs

paffion of laughter by a titulation of effential matters, like feveriſh heats

the arteries, and a contraction of in the extremities of the body,

the muſcles , ſo that 'cis a wrong leave che internal and more noble

fuppofition, in thinking ' tisthe parts deſtitute of their neceſſary

objeà that is the cauſe oflaughter, vigour. ' Tis in vain to talk of

but the facecious apprehenſion of converting turks and pagans, while

the intelle &t ; for if it was the obe we, who call our ſelves chriſti

je &t, then every one wou'd laugh ans, are worſe chanpagans and
at the ſame object, which ſome. curks, both in our ſelves, and to

times is diverſly apprehended by one another ; nay while all im

divers intellects, that it cauſes moralities reign among us, which

quite contrary Effects, as in the both hinder us from taking any

inſtance of Heraclitus and Demo. ſuch care, and ifwe would, ren .

sritus, one laught atthevanity of the der it altogether ineffe & ual.&

Werld, and the other. wept at the And laſtly, while what's worſe

Same. A ſmall motion of the than paganiſm , has almoſt over .

paffions cauſes aſmile, « little great ſpread all chriſtendom , namely,

er, cauſes laughing outright, a lit. down-right atheiſm , or what's as

tle more than that, cauſes ſuch a near as men can poſſibly go for

hearty laughter, that ic is accom- their own conſciences . Sothat,

panied with tears ; the next de. as things are , there ſeemsbuc

gree above that, cauſes Weeping ; too much reaſon for a queſtion

che next abovethat, ſuch a Cone propoſed by a perſon of a great

fufion of Spirits, that we can nei. deal of wit toa gentleman of

ther cry nor laugh ;and 'tis this laſt quality ,who had caus'd his black

which affordsus fome inſtances of to be bapciz'd why he

people that have died immedia. had Spoil'd a good heathen ?

tely. Now I having thewn, that ſince even the light of nature

' tis not the object, but the con- teaches, to abhor the manners of

ception of that object, that has the too many chriſtians. But fuppo

aforeſaid effect, the ſuppoſition fing any ſuch care to be taken , ie

falls to the ground, and the muſt either be by the papiſts or us .

queſtion needs no further an . For the proteſtants, it may be
fwer. ſaid, their enemies have kept

Queſt. Why ſo little care is taken them too full of imployment,and

for the Converſion of Turks and Pa. juſt ſtruggling for their own lives.

gans to chriſtianity, ſince the world all over Europe, ever fince the

ſeems ſo zealous for religion , and ſo reformation, and there wou'dbe

warm even in circumftantials ? ſomething of trụth in this

Anſw . I wiſh the latter part of but it muſtbe own'd, we have ,

the queſtion did not too well re- notwithſtanding this, found time

ſolve the former, ic being as true, and means to correſpond even

as obvious an obſervation, that with the remoteft parts of the earth,

thoſe who are moſt zealous for where wealth or profit call'd us ,

one, wo mean the circumſtances, or nay ſomecimes where onlyrevenge

garniture ofreligion, are generally But ' twould puzzle agood hiſtorian

remiſs, and negligent enough in to give an Account ofthe voyages,

the other; and as careleſs as any xpeditions or embaſſies whichhave
what becomes of that itſelf. This been made on purpoſe to promote,

or

!
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or plant the chriſtian faith a. contrary roads ſhou'd ever meet
mong the heathens. For the -we mean in heaven , for

Papiſts, their orders, and eſpecie on earth they may , but they

ally the jeſuits, have, like the muſt firſt go over the whole

phariſees, compaßt ſea and land to globe . To examine thoſe diffe.

maké one Profelyte but rene Seets and Religions the que

then , as the Satyrift, not more rift mentions, we of the church of

tartly than truly obſerves, their england have an excellant faith ;

zeal generally wants the sun to and we are ſure it ought not to
warm and ripen it ; it extremely give Offence that we wiſh our

agrees with the rich and fer. Works better, at leaſt, thoſe of

tile parts of the earth ; and a many who know Jitele elſe bur

manmay conſult the acts of the the name of their church , and ex.

fociety , or any other amongft pect that alone ſhou'd ſave 'em.

'em long enough , before he hears The articles of our church have

of any miſſions ſent to the poor indeed already anſwer'd this que

foreign Sancoeids, or actempts ftion for moſt of the reſt, pronoun

madeforthe converſion of green. cing an anathema on all thoſewho

land . affirm 'tis poſſible to be ſav'd in

Queſt Suppose a jew , a maho any religion, if men live up to't.

metan, a church of england man , en The express Words are theſe.

anabaptiſt, a quaker , and a mug . Article the.

gletonian , all living rogether in one Nor is ſhe herein at all uncha.

houſe peaceably, and according to ritable or unreaſonable, for there

their own principles
may can be but one right, cho' many

they not all expect happineſs after this wrongs ; either chriſtianity murt

life ?
be the true religion , or all reli .

Ans. It's pity the querift. did ' gion is a fable ; and this religion

not put in an atheiſt too. to have tells us that none can be (ordi

made it up a perfect number. Buc narily) ſaved but by the name of

however there are enough of 'em Jeſus at leaſt none of thoſe

already, and he muſt be a latitu . who perverſely and obftinately

dinarian with a witneſs, and his perfecute and hate the verychri

charity have got the ſtart of his Itian name,which they muſt do if

chriſtianity, who can hope well they live up to the principles of

ofallthoſe here put cogether ? It's their own religion. For the Jew ,

true, that in ſmaller and lefs ef- he has heard of our Saviour and

fential matters we may well hope blafphemes him , and bears to this

heaven is more merciful tous day, tho' he dares not ſhew it, a

than we are to one another. But moſt inveterate hatred to all chri.

ſome of theſe muft certainly be ftians ſo he's gone. For

toto Cælo, diſtant from others,and the Mahomecan tho' ſome

tho' ſeverai perfons may come to good and learned men of warm ,

the ſame place, who take ſome. brains and charity, laave lately

whac different Roads , tho' one been his advocates, we all know

walks nearer rocks and precipices, that his religion is all a nonfenfical

and another all befpotters and tires piece of impofture, and that he

himſelf with worfe way, and a lo mortally hates the chriſtians,

farcher compaſs about, yet 'tis that dogs are the beſt names he'll

impoſſible thoſe who take quite afford 'em , and expects his paras

.
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diſe, ſuch a one as 'tis, as the rance in Germany : But we hope

Reward of Murdering 'em he's now grown better, and that

For the Muggletonian, he may our Soil has a little mended his

e'en be of theReligionof the two Crab - ſtock For we muſt

laſt,or noneat all, for none knows own according to their preſent

what to make of him. All that Writings, there are not many Ar

we e'er heard he pretended to , ticles of Common Chriſtianity,

was hating the Bible, fome Blaf. if any , which our Engliſh Ana

phemy, and a great deal ofNon baptifts diſown, beſides that of

ienſe . For the Quakers-We Infant-Baptiſm , wherein fome

are ſure that many, or moſt of great Men ,in the Church of God,

'em , have held very dangerous have err'd together with 'em.

and deceftable Opinions. They Queſt. Whether Fornication after

generally ſpeak contemptibly of a Solenn Contract, be not as diſolu

the Bible, and will by no means ing as Adultery after Marriage ?

allow it to be God's Word: They And whether the Innocent Party,up .

have turn'd it into an odd fort of on ſufficient Proof and Detection of

a jejune Allegory , even thehigh- the Fornication, may not beat Libera

eft and moſtſacred Truths there. to Contract again with another, or

in contain'd, and have ſpoken Marryif they think it fitting ?

not very Honourably of our Sa- Anſwo. We ſee no reaſon at all ,

viour , and almoſt generallydeny that after ſuch a Violation of the

the Trinity, and many, if not Contract, it ſhou'd yet remain

all , embrace the other Socinian Obligatory ; for by ſuch an A &tion

Dream of the Soul's Sleeping till the Perſon offending is made one

the Reſurrection . Beſides , they Fleſh with a third Perſon, and there

ufe neither of the Sacraments; fore the Obligation to that is yet

and if our moſt Authentick Ac. ftri& er, thana bare Promiſe to

counts don't impofe upon us, the firſt. ' Twou'd be very well

were at their firſt Appearance in if our Common Whoremongerswoud

England , commonly acted by a conſider what numerous Affinities

worfeSpirit than that they pretend they contract, and what Portions

to. Theſe 'tis hard to hope well they will have with ſuch Rela.

of, nor can we ſee how with any tions one Day. 'Twas a very

manner of Propriety they can be true, tho' a ſad Jeft, that a Gen.

call'd Chriſtians . Butif there tleman put upon a Lady of Plea

be any of 'em who have left their fure in the late Camp at Hounſlow

firſt Principles, and are degenerate Heath : He deſign'd to have a free

ed into Chriftianity, (we ask Par- fort of Converfe with her , but not

don for the Harſhneſs of the Ex. liking her Features, (or perhaps

preſſion ) and grown more Religi. from ſome other reaſon, tho' that

bus, as well as more mannerly, was pretended ) hebegan to draw

there
may be morehopes of 'em. off, and cool in the Proſecution of

For the Anabaptift, it's certain the Amour. What, Sir, ( faid

both from Popith and Proteſtant fhe ) "Are ye afraid of the Softer

Writers, and even Eye.witneſſes Sex? Indeed, Madam , ( reply'd

themſelves, that there never was he ) I'm afraid I ſhou'd be a

afiercer or more dangerousEnemy Kin to almost every Officer in the

to all Order, both Sacred and Hu- Camp, and ſome of 'em are ſuch

mine, than he was at ficft Appea- as I don't care for having any Rela .

+
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tion with. As to the latter Part Courage, and laugh at his old
of the Queſtion , Whecher the fi&titious Chymera's.

Innocent Perſon may be at Liberty Queſt. What will make Perſons

to contract again I An vskeful that are given to ſeep ?

[wer, Yes ; for what is undone in Anſw Sleepineſs is ſometimes to

one ſenſe, is not done at all ; nay , ſuch a meaſure that 'tis a Diſeaſe ;

theLiberty is much greater here ſo that proper Phyſick oughtto
than the Law will give in the regulate the Conſtitution . But

Caſe of Marriage ; for a Divorce is perhaps the Intent of the Queriſt
from Bed and Board, and is not may be, What will keep aPerſon

void in reſpect of the Marriage; awake; to paſs by Diſturbances,
ſo as that ihe injur'dmayMarry and the Cuitoms of ſuch Philoſo .

again ; but here the Law hasno. phers as ſlept with a Ball in their
thing at all to do, and Perſons Hand over a Baſon, that when it

may act according to their Con- dropt they mightawake, we ſhall
ſcience and the Law of God , mention a nearer Infrance. A very

which will warrant a Diſſolution eminent Perſon at Oxford, having

of the Contract on one ſide, when a certain Book to finiſh for the

the other is violated as much as it Preſs, and bur a little time to do

poffibly can be. it in , ſends in the Evening for one

Queſt. What's the beſt Antidote of his own Diſhes of Coffee, which

against Fear ? held above a Pint, and ſecures a

Anlio. Good Nurſes are the firſt, Quart more for the Night time, heAntw

who by their forbearance of thoſe ftudy'd all Night,and by Morning

idle Names of Bugbear, Ghoſts, &c . hadſpent hisCoffee, and found him

make ſo early impreſſions upon ſelfwakeful enough to proſecute

Childrens Spirits ; for Experience the Work he had in Hand, and

gives us Inſtances too many, of this Method he follow'd ( as I take

fuch Perſonsas cou'd never wear it ) for three Days and three Nights,

thofe Thoughts offas long as they and finishes what he had to do ;

liv'd ; but if a Perſon is comeof whereupon he order'd his Bed to

a ciniorous fearful Family, there's be ready, and ſaid he wou'd go to

yet better Meaſures to be us’d , ſleep, but lying down he cou'd not

and ſuch as won't fail; Ler 'em ſleep ; whereupon the Doctors

imbibe early Principles of Relic were ſent for, and underſtanding

gious Vercue, and then they will the Occaſion, they order'd him to

be arm'd againſt allthelittle Ar- Bleed preſently , gave him Opiates

tacks ofFear and Timidity : But and other things, whereby they

there's , yet another Moral Elwy, caſt him into a Sleep, which was no

which ſeldom fails, to wit, Cu- ſhort one; but theyall conclud.

ftom and Uſe to Dangers, it will cd, that if he'd wak'd but a few

harden the greateſt Fool of a Coward Hours longer , he had never ſlept

in the World , for the reaſon of any other, buthis laſt Sleep, hav.

Fear is an Erronous Judgment, that ing drank of that wakeful Liquor

makes diſmal black Repreſentatia to fuch a great Exceſs.

ons of Things, which arenot ſo in Queſt. Whether Devils can Gene

their own Nature, but in the Fan . rate, and what are we to think of

cy repreſenting ; and when a Per- fuch Stories as that of Merlin , whe,

fon tries, and findsall his Fears as is reported, was begot betwixt the

groundleſs, he begins to take Devil and his mother .

Anw.

a
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Answ .We ought to believe no ration of the intermediate ſpace

ſucha thing,for there'sthe great becauſe he hath no quantity( ſo

eft impoffibility in't, of any thing ſay they ) he may get a perfe &t

that can bepropos'd in nature, as I animal without obſerving the

Ihall make appear byand by, but conditions of ordinaryagents. To

for the diverſion of the reader, I which , and all the reft , I anſwer,

tell him what strange things of that (by Gods permiſſion, for

this nature have been deliver'd without that nothing can be

in Hiftory . To omit the done) che devil has Power to

births of Hercules, Eneas, Alex . move all bodies from one place

ander, Bervius, Tully, and many to another, and can by that means

other Heroes, which ſome Poets from a body of air or ſome other

wou'd have us believe were be- groſs matter ; nay further he can

gotten by the Gods, or rather (if permitted) take a body lately

Devils, under the names of Pan, dead, animate it with an ad

Incubi, Fauni ; nay the hebrews ventitious heat,and give ſuch mo .

themſelves have their ſhare in this tions as he pleaſes to all its

opinion with ſome of the fac parts : But all this won't do, for

thers, from that paſſage in Ge. (naturaliſts tell us) there are

neſis , and the Sons of god went into three things without which 'tis im.

the daughters of men , the prince poffible there can be Generation ,

of the Incubi, ' the hebrews call diftin tion of ſex, copulation of

Haza, and the chief of the Suco male and female, and emiſſion of

cuba, Libith. In Poland, ſome prolifick matter, containing in

princes of the race of the Jagelloes its ſelf a virtue to form all the Parts

iſſued from a ſuccubus, in theform from whence it iſſued . The Devil
of a bear. In Poitu , counts are may indeed make the two firſt

begot of ſuccuba , half woman and conditions meet, as is evident by

kalf ferpent. In Hungary, intire the confeſtion of ſeveral witches

nations called Huns, born of the that have been executed, who de

Arlunes, Gothick witches and fauni. clared , that the devil bad carnal

Even at this day in the iſland of knowledge of'em after the manner

Hiſpaniola (by the relation of of men . But the latter requiſite is

Chieza in bis hiſtory of Peru ) a abſolutely out of the devil's power ,

dæmon called by the inhabitants namely, sfitl and convenient ſeed

corocota , hath'to do with the indued with ſpirits ard vital beat,
women , and the children proceed- without which the act muſt be una

ing from ſuch conjunction have fruitful and barren ; for he hath no

horns, as alſo among the Turks ſuch ſeed of his own, becauſe it is

thoſe people whom they call Ne the reſult of the laſt concestion ,

phefolians, are believed to be gene which cannot be made but in a

rated by the operation of devils. body aftually alive ; nor can he

Thoſe who believe ſuch relations, borrow ſuch feed elſewhere, be.

argue for 'em after this manner. cauſe it becomes unfruitful when

the devil performs the natural once ſhed out of the veſſels of

a.tions of animals by means fupern nature, by reaſon of the evapo

nacural, as he ſeeswithout eyes, ration of its ſpirits. It muſt be

moves bodies without contract, an act of the natural faculty and

tranſports himſelf from one place the vegatitive ſoul, which cannot

to anocher without commenſu . be appropriated to the devil,who
is
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is a pure Spirit, not compoſed of lieve chat He is, &c. viz , an un

matter. fucceffive being, inexpreſſible by

Queſt. What animal is the moſt paſt or to come, but always the

bappy of all the creation ? fame; agreeable to another cext,

Anſw . Before this queſtion can Before Abraham was, Iam . Which

be reſolv'd, I muſt agree what word the Arians, with all their

i happineſs is, and then examine the evaſions, know not what to make.

į creation, which comes neareſt to of, when 'tis brought to prove

that happineſs ; there might be the eternity of our Saviour's

į brought very plauſible arguments Godhead .

1 for the happineſs of many crea- Queſt. Whether the ſouls of stu

tures before man, if the abſence of dious and learned men are not more

evil determin'd happineſs, or pre perfect in the world to come, than

fence of ſome ſmall good. My the ſouls of the ignorant and illite

anſwer is this, Thac happineſs rate, if we suppoſe 'em equally pious

muſt conſiſt in ałtion ,and therefore here ?

a creature which acts moft perfe tly Anſwo Piety takes its eſtimate

is moft happy, which is a good bothfrom knowledge and practice;

Man ; butif we take mankind in ſo that there cannot be an equali.

general, that they all are either ty of piecy hereof between ſouls

more happy, or more miſerable equally careful and induſtrious

than all other creatures whatever. . here ; for the motive and man .

Queſt. What image ought we to ner of this care are different in .

form of God in our Minds ? Or when themſelves, and act by ſentiments

ther any when we pray to him , or at not in the nature, but in the

any
other time ? manner. As for inſtance, two

Anſw. The church of Rome (in perfons go along the ſtreets, one

St. Peter's church at Rome ) has ſees verywell, and the other is ala

preſumptuouſly contradicted the moſt blind ; they go both the

expreſs command of the ſupreme ſame Journey, take the ſame care

Deity. in making the image of of ditches, ſtones, & c . but he that

old grave man as a repreſen- fees beſt, has a becter proſpect of

tative of God . If ſuch an imi. the journey's-end, and can go (or

tation had not been the breach dinarily ) with greater pleaſure,

of an expreſs command, there being better able to avoid the in

cannot befound an act ofa grea- conveniencies of the way than the
=

ter folly and ignorance through - other. I thou'd enter into the

out the whole univerſe. How diſpute whether doing or ſuffering

can Finite creatures have an Idea ſhall have the greater reward here.

of an infinite Being ? How can mate after ; for I am ſure they pro

ter include immateriality, or a cir . ceed both from one principle,

cumſcripcible image imicate a but ſure I am, that the liker we

Being that is everywhere atonce ? are to God, by both knowledge and

If we cou'd not diſcern ſuch a praktice of holineſs, the higher our

weakneſs by natural reaſon, the preferment will be hereafter

Sacred writ would inform us with him ; and I doubt not but in

God is a ſpirit, and they that wor. ſome meaſure this difference de

Ship Him , muft worſhip Him in fpi. pends upon the improvements our
3

rit, and in truth . Again, He felves make of our time in this

that comech to God, muſt be world .

Queſt.

an

.

1
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or

Queft. Was the Fall of Adam or by God when they were brought

the Day of his Creation ? to Adam and indeed ir

how long after ?
ſeems not the firft common Crea.

Anw. It's ſaid indeed , That tiin here deſcribed ; for here eve .

Man being in Honour continu'd nit . ry Fowl of the Air, as well as

Whence ſomewou'd argue, that every Beaſtof the Field are for

Adam fell on the very Day of his med out of the Ground, whereas

Creation. But I think very Gen 1. v . 20, and 21. “ The

far from the purpoſe, for neither “ Waters brought forth the Fow ).

are we ſure that this Text refers and ſuppoſing this, that

to the Fall ofMan, though I con. an Individual of every Species

feſs that's a probable Interpreta were created in the Sight of

tion , nor does that Expreſſion Adam , it would have been a new

[ continu'd not ] note any certain and a ſtrong Argumentto move

Time, ſince he might ſtand both him to adore the Wiſdom and

Days and Years before the Fall , Power of the Creator, and to

and yet that be true enough, that keep him in his Obedience. And

he did not continue in his Recti .. indeed it's pretty evident that the

tude, or Honour. And indeed, other Furniture of Paradiſe was

on conſidering the Hiſtory , we made after this manner

are inclin'd to believe our Firſt For v 8 and 9 . God , himſelf,

Parents did not Fallon the very planted a Garden out of

Day of their Creation.- Becauſe “ the Ground the Lord God made

Paradiſe or Eden ſeems to be for . to growevery Tree that is plea.

med after Adam Gen. 2.v.8 . “ fant to the Sight, and good for

After God had formed Man Nay, among the

out of the Duſt of the Ground , “ reſt, the Tree of Life and the

it's added “ And the Lord " Tree of Knowlodge, whichin

“ God planted & Garden Eaft. “ all Probability were of a dif.

ward in Eden, and there he put “ ferenc Species from other

" the Man whom he had formed Trees. This however

- agreeable to the Tradition of we are ſure of, that Adam named

the Rabbi's. That Para . all the Creatures, all Beaſts and

“ diſe was one of the Things Fowl at leaſt, when they were
“ which God form'd after the brought to him by God ond

the Creation of che World. - that with Names ſo appoſite to cheir

So again in the 15th , " And the Natures ; for we ſuppoſe the He.

Lord God took the Man and brew Language to be che Origi

put him into che Garden of nal, that chey appearnot a haſty

Eden to dreſs it, and to keep Work, nor indeed is the Number
Then ſucceeded God's of ' em to ſmall that it cou'd be

giving him the Command of very quickly finiſh'd . After all
Obedience after which this , Adam was caſt into a Sleep,

we are ſure he was some time and his Rib turn'd into a Wo

alone, which God ſaid , 'twas not with whom 'cis not

good for him to be , though how likely he would part the firſt Day,

long we know nor .
Then eve unleſs he was a very unkind Hus

ry Beaſt of the field and Fowl bard Nor was it till the

of the Air, viz . One of every partedwith him ,that the Devilmet

ſore, ſeem to be form'd anew and ſeduced her, nor did he im.

6. Food

16 ic.-

man

medi.
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mediately prevail and what will certainly follow it, if

then ſhe muſt take up ſome time men either perſiſt or fall into the

to find Alam , afrer whoſe eating , babit of thoſe, or indeed any other

they few'd fig. leavestogether and fins, without repentance ?

made themſelves aprons Queft. Whether Pecer or Paul , or

and then , when God had expo- any of the Apoſtles did uſe notes in

ftulated both with them and the their preaching ?

Serpent, they were turned out of Anſw . No, nor Bibles neither to

Eden. All theſe great incidents put their notes in , that ever wo

'cis not very probable ſhould be heard of. They had not ſo much

diſpatch'd in ſo litele a time as as texts, as we ſee by moſt, if

one day, and therefore we rather not all their fermons recorded in

incline to think Adam ſtood lon . the fcripture. They had no pub .

ger -Buc how long ? is an un. pits, nor ſeveral other things in

reaſonable queſtion, ſince no mor. uſe among us ; but what conſe.

tal man can be certain concern quence can be drawn from all

ing it .
this ? Theſe being only luch

Queſt
. What fins are moſt de circumſtances as enter not at all

ſtructive to ſoul and body, and into the nature of thething ; ſuch

which is the beſt wayto avoid 'em. · note: as we have, they could not

Anſwe. This is different in diffe. probably have , our way of writing

rentmen , according to their par. being not then , at leaſt not lo

ticular conſtitutions or inclina- commonly in faſhion. For Zacha.

tions. But in general , 'tis the ry, when he wou'd expreſs his

feveral forts of intemperance which mind, ask'd not for pen,' ink and

deſtroy moſt men , both foul and paper, but for a writing table, tho '

body, we mean the inordinate it's true, the other way too was

fatisfa &tion of two of the groffeſt ſometimes uſed. But as the Apo .

fenſes, the couch and taste, which ſtles uſed no notes, fo neither did

as they fill the weekly bills with they ftudy their ſermons before

fevers, conſumptions,and ſome hand , nor needed they do it , the

thing worſe. which is fo often gift of preaching being one of

ſhrowded under the name of the thore x gioua tu ,, or miraculeus

lacter, ſo 'tis to be feared , more gifts at that time beſtowed upon

inevitably ruins the fouls of the church of God. As we may

thoſe who are tormented by 'em. learn from 2 Cor. 17. 28 .
inNow the means toavoid God hath fet ſome in the

theſe fins are as many as there “ church . firſt Apoſtles, fecon .

are helps to a chriſtian life. darily Prophets, thirdly reach .

One however I'd propoſe, (tho' ers, after that miracles, then

here's no room to preach, nor “ gifts of healing, Os Are all

is's our deſign to print Sermons, “ Apoftles ? are all Prophets ?

but Queſtions) which by God's 6 Are all teachers ? As for nores

grace may have very god effect or no nores, at preſent it may

on thoſe who ure it .. ' Tis not be unentertaining to dilo

once every day to get apart courſe a lictle further, though

from all company, whatever hap: beyond che queſtion, in refc .

pens, though but for a quarter of an rence to the prelent cuſtom of

hour together, and to think upon the Nation . 'Tis known that our

DEATH in good earneſt, and Miniſters began to write their

Ff Ser
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Sermons firſt about the time of Queſt. How shall we know cur own

the reformation, when their ene. wicked thoughts from the ſuggeſtions

mies accuſed 'em for preaching of the Devil?

ſeditiouſly, for which reaſon chey Anſw . I believe this a very dif .

penn'd down all that they ſpoke, ficule matter , if not next to im.

to produce their Notes if there poſſible, at leaſt always to do:

Mould be occaſion , to witneſs for Sometimes 'tis poſſible the Devil

'em againſt the columnies of their himſelf may be flandered in this ,

enemies. And finding this to be as in other matters . Atothers he .

an advantage unto ' em , as to the may inject ſuch thoughts as we

cloſeneſs of their diſcourſes, and may yet think to be our own ; fo

more correct expreſſion , they ſubtile an adverſary is he , and by

have ever ſince continued it, and being all ſpirit, having the ad

that to ſo good purpoſe, chac un- vantage and power,when permit.

leſs we extreamly flatter our ted,to put together ſuch images

felves, the English -fermons are of things as he thinks beft, and

now the beſt in the world . But repreſent 'em to our fancies ei.

there are different ways of uſing ther ſleeping or waking, which

Notes in preaching. To have 'em evil thoughts of his ſending, are

in the pulpit for an alliſtance to by ſome judg’d to be more-efpe.

the memory ,which he thatcomes cially aim'd at in thoſe fiery darts

without muſt be a bold man ; or of this wicked one, mentioned in

to uſe 'em altogether without at the Holy Writ . Some divines

all truſting to the memory: And have propoſed feveral criterions,

here we acknowledge a fermon or marks whereby to diſtinguish

generally appears with much theſe from our own. As by their

inore life when the preacher's ſuddenneſs, when there can no

eye is not chain'd to his book ; dependance be found betwixt 'em

and the cuſtom of thus preach- and any of ourown that went be.
ing making the thing in time fore 'em . By their extravagance,

much more eaſie than at firſt it blackneſs or horridneſs, their ve.

appears. But then on the con- ry lineaments reſembling and be.

trary, to get all by heart, word traying their father. But to be

forword, is a great ſlavery , and ingenious, I hardly can think

belides, takes up ſo much time either of theſe, or indeed any

from other ſtudies, that we que other , to be any other than a

ſtion whecher it be always worth probable mark , at leaſt not an

the while to do it . Upon the infallible one, ſince we often .

whole , though the common peo- times have independant thoughts

ple wou'd never think St. Paul from what went before, or from

himſelf preach'd a good fermon , what went immediately or nearly

unleſs, as fome of 'em call it, he preceded ,the firſt link of thechain

read it every word without book ; (or che original of the thought)

yet all thoſe who are worth plea- being at a great diſtance from

ſing, had rather hear a piece of the other, and one thought, as it

good ſenſe and clofe diſcourſe were, diving for a whileunder a

read to 'em out of the pulpit great heap ofothers, (like ſome

than a long rambling meſs of rivers, or the moon behind a

non - fenſe without book, never ſo cloud ) & riſing again a great way

volubly tumbled over. off from the place where 'twas

ас
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At firſt obſcurd . Nor can I think perly ſpiritual: And accordingly

the extravagant wickedneſs of 'em are not like to remember

any ſurer ſign ; for truth tells us, what paſſes when we are in the

chat the heart of man ic ſelf is condition before-mencion'd . А

deſperately wicked , and the devil remarkable and authentick in

can hardly be much worſe . But ftance whereof we have in the

tho' 'cis difficult to diſcern there maid who in the laſt age was

from one another , ' tis eaſie to hang’d at Oxford, for murdering

cure both , at leaſt to know the her baſtard -child ,and after many

way of doing it , which is of hours reviv'd again - who was

much more concern to thoſe who ſo far from remembring what

are troubled with 'em , and that happen'd after ſhe was ſeemingly

is to take the ſhield of faith dead , that her thoughts were un

immediately to make an ravell d further back chan the end

at of faith on Jefus, to flie to of her firſt life ; and the remem

him for refuge, with utter deref- ber'd little or nothing done or

tation of any ſuch abominable ſaid after ſhe came out of p : iſon ,

thoughts, whence foever they butbegan again at her reviving

come and then be ir the dea with che ſame words ſhe had fpo

vil, or be it chance that brings it ken ſome cime before her death ,

into our minds (chance, the Phi- whac paſs’d afterward 'till ſhe was

Joropher excellently defines the turn'd over, either not having

effect of cauſes for all) It ſhall lain long enough in her memory

be no more charg'd to our ac- to make any lafting impreſſion

count before God, than if we there, or being immediately di

read any ſuch thing in a book, or ſturb'd and bloceed out by fear

heard it pronounc'd by any other. on approaching death . I con

Queft. Where is the soul of mail clude then, that the foul is ſtill

when he is in a ſwoon ? in the body , as much as fpirit can

Anſwo .The ballad-fingers will be in place, as much as it was be.

tell
us, 'tis with Dives and fore the perſon firſt fwoon'd, and

Lazarus and the whole creati . remains chere either as long as

in t'ocher world : But the body is any way tenantable

philofophy afſures us , that where . (which it may be for fome time,

foever 'ris, or whatever it's doing, though perhaps a little out of re

the body muſt know nothing of pair) or elſe, forought we know,

it , nor remember it, the ſenſitive cill God himſelf commands ic

faculcies being unuſeful by the way to return to him that gave

unfitneſs of the organs, and the it, and that as reallyand diſtinct.

common -fenſe, fancy, memory, ly as he ſends it firſt into the

and all ſtand fill, as che diffe. body of the child in the womb
rent wheels and motions of a of the inciler

watch or clock , when either the Queft. Wbether Negroes shall riſe

weight's down , or any great ſo at the laſt Day ?

ſpring or wheel's diſorder'd.The Anſw . The pinch of the queſti.

foul undoubtedly ads at preſent on only lies Whether white

by the corporeal organs , and or black is the bet:er colour ? For

thoſe ſpecies which though we can the Negroes won't be perfuaded

ſcarce lay they are truly material, buc their Ject is finer and more

yet we know they can't be pro beautiful than ourAlabaſter.
Ff 2 If
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If we paint the Devil black , they thing natural in't. Black is of

are even with us, for they paint the colour of Night, frightful ,

him white, and no doubt are as dark and horrid ; but White of

much in the right on't as we ; the Day and Light, refreſhirg

none amonft them , who are legi- and lovely . Taking then this,

timate, being born white, but blackneſs of the Negro to be an

ſuch as are a kind of leprousper- accidental imperfection ( the

sous . And they boaſt of an Ém- cauſe whereof ſee before )I con:

peror of Rome, one of the beſt of clude thence, that he ſhall not a

' em , ('twas Severus,) and faints, riſe with that complexion, buc

fathers and martyrs without leave it behind him in the dark.

number, who have been of that neſs of the grave, exchanging it

colour. But after all, unleſs for a brighter and a better athis

we are very partial, there is ſome- return again into the world .

Queſt. To Chrift's true Church , my Will to her's refignid ,

I gladly wou'd my Steps directly bend :

But where that Church fall wandring Mortals find ,

Since multiply'd Diviſions knowo no end?

Anſw . Where e'er theWord and Sacred Signs are found,

There's the true Church, which Ihall Hell's Gates defie :

Not ſo, with what e'er fpecious Titlescrown'd,

Who either theſe negleet, or that deny.

Queſt. A juſt refpe & I'd to the Altar pay :

Nor thoſe who on the altar wait, deſpiſe ;

Tet wou'd not them implicitely obey ,

I hate Abuſes, and I hate Diſguiſe.

Anſw . There is a Medium which the Wife can find,

Their Word's examine by the Sacred Page ;

Tho' we're not now to implicite Faith enclin'd ,

Nor is that one o'ch reigning Sins o'ch ' Ago.

(

Queſt. My Faith I'd pay but not my Reaſon loſe,

Humbly receive what God , not Man has ſeald ;

But ſince falſe Prophets oft the World abuſe,

How shall I know what's forg'd from what's reveald ?

Anſmo .Still with God's Word,the WordsofMen compare,

That ftill with humble Diligence ſurvey,

All neceffary Truths thine clearly there ;

This Index mind, you'll never loſe your Way.

Queſt.
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Queſt. Did Adam fin more than In theſe words, “ In the begin .

ning God created the Heavens

Anſv. Yes undoubtedly, for the and the Earth, and the earth

firft Sin was produ &tive of others was without form , &c. I he

both in himand us. But I can firftVerſe ſeemsa ſummary of alla

prove that he did ſo by Scripture God's work,and the Heavens here,

as well as reaſon He finned not 2d or ift Heaven, ( as to us )

once in eating the fruit; a ſecond but the 3d , that beyond the Hea

time in attempting to hide him- ven of Heavens, (which we look

ſelf from God, thereby queſtion- upon to be the place of the ſtars

ing his omnipreſence. A third only ) namely the very featof the

time in giving a falſe cauſe for a Bleſſed, and that the word is to

true, when he told God , chac he be raken in that ſenſe, ſeems ac

hid himſelf becauſe he was naked, leaſt probable to us, becauſe

whereas the true cauſe was, his the Heaven here may ſeem not to

guilty conſcience accus'd him for be either the firmament, or ex

his fin ; in this queſtioning the panſe, called Heaven afterwards,

omniſciency of God. Helinned deſcrib'd as the place for the

a fourth time in excufing himſelf, heavenly bodies, nor much lefs

inſtead of confefling his fin . “ The the aerial Heavens: Of the latter

whoin thou gaveſt to be there is liccle queſtion, forthe

“ with me, ſhe gave me of the former, it is plainly deſcribed

66 Tree, and I did eat. But if as made out of the earth, which

the queſtion relatesto his firſt ſin , is divided from the Heaven in

in eating the forbidden fruit, we the firſt Verſe, “ The earth was,

fee no reaſon at all why we without form and void, and

ſhould think he did it more than “ darkneſs was upon the face of

once : Tho' indeed there is ſome “ the deep, The face ofthe wa

probability that the woman repeat- ter . And God ſaid , Let there

ed herfin. For The did notonly “ be a firmament in the midſt of

eat her ſelf, being chen abſent " the waters : And God made the

from her husband,but came unto “ firmament, and call'd it Hese

him , " and gave alſo to her hus . Now this expanse, or fir.

“ band with her , and he did eat. mament, is only waters extended

Queft Had the empyreal Heaven or ſtretcht abroad, being trans

no Beginning ?
formed into Air and therefore ca

Anſw. The empyreal Heaven ken out of the firſt Chaos before

muſt be a place, becauſe there is mentioned, and therefore part of

body there , at leaſt Chriſt's gloria the earth ; but as for the Heaven,

ous body. Nowall placesmuſt it's only faid, In the beginning

have beginning, becauſe all body God created it, without refum .

had ; again, whatſoever is, and ing or giving any account of it,

is not God, once was not : Unleſs orof its inhabitants, the angels ,

therefore we embrace their Opi. the hiſtory whereof did not ſo

nion who hold God himſelf to much concern us. I confeſs if

be, Spatium immenſum , we muſt any ſhall affirm this Heaven is the

believe the empyreal Heavens ſame with what is afterward de.

were once created . And what if ſcribed , and no other than the fire

the creation of 'em ſhould be in. mament, I know not how to dif

timated in the firſt of Genefis ? prove him, nor can he me ; boría

ven .

Ff3 of
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of 'em being probable interpre- Queſt. What became of the bodies

tations. of thoſe men and women , who periſh

Queſt. IfAdam kad notfin'd had ed in the deluge ?

he and hispoſterity beeir immortal ? Anſv . If the fore -mentioned

Anſw Yes , or elfe to what pur- gentleman's hypotheſis wou'd but

pole had the threatning been ſtand, I could eaſily diſpoſe of

In the Day that thou cat ft thereof 'em , for they might all be fwal.

thou ſhalt ſurely dye ; If they had lowed up at the burſting aſun

been to have died fill notwith . der of the cortex of the earth ,

ſtanding their obedience ? For when the ſea came out of it, or

there not being room enough for at leait when part thereof was

his poſteriry had he liv'd , ſuck din again , Nay we can

I have ſeveral things to ſay, make a ſhift without this ingeni.

and firſt woud Mr. Burnet's ous fancy, for we are ſure that

hypotheſis h :» ld concerning the the fountains of the great deep

paradiſical form of the earth be . were broken up , and by the pai.

fore the flood, viz that there was ſages whence they came, the bo

at firſt no ſea , except what was dies migbe roll down into the

containd in the bowels of the bowels of the earth , to the great

earth we thou'd find at abyſs; others might be buried in

leaſt ſo much more room than the mud , or under hills and

now we have . But that we can mountains ; and what if ſomeof

go near to do without it, for un- thoſe gygantick skeeltons which

doubtedly all the earth was curft are certainly human, and ſome of

for Adain's fin , without which 'em entire , which have been ſo

curſe its very probable it had all often found in fuch kind of pla

been habitable , and if fu , not ces , ſhould be the remains ofſome

only the vaſt regions of delare in of thefe bodies , which if

Africa, but all the huge north- granted , as I can see nothing im

ern tracts near the pole , and the probable in't, we thereby gain a

ſouthern Terra incognita , great argument for the truch of

which wou'd havemade room for the hiſtory of the food, over and

perhaps as many more as we above tradition and facred writ,

have now upon earth. But there's Loch of which alſo aſſure us that

no need of 'this, for when they "there were giants in thoſe days.

had lived as long as God thought That there have been fuch bodies

fir, perhaps a 1000 years, they found, and this not very ſeldom ,

might have been tranſlated to heas is tco evident to be denied ; and

ven , as Enoch and Elias were . how ſhould they come there un .

Queſt. How many angels fell in der ſuch inountains and hills un
the rebellion ? leſs by fome ſuch Deluge ? As

Anſw. Some think as many as we find huge trees buried vaſtly

all the elect upon earth, who ſhall deep under the earch , whiclı goc

fill up their rooms in heaven, and thither in all probability the

be like the angels, as the wicked fame way : There are till 0.

like their companions, the devils, therways to diſpoſe of the to

Buc how many either thoſe dies of men , wc, who have pe.

angels, or the elect of God are, he riſhed in the deluge, than we

only knows, who calls all the have already taken notice of,
fars by their names. which unicis chey were put out of

the
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the way, had they lain unburied and ſtrike our beauties inſtead of
upon the earth , (as they muſt faults ; or elſe patch 'em up with

have done, for there wereſcarce a few mean ſcenes in compariſon

enough left alive, to have buried of what they ſo badly imitate -

the inhabitants but of one ſingle Or if they tread new pa:ls, be

town ) would have by their peltic forc'd to invent monfrous and
lent and noiſom ſtench foon have unnatural ſtories, which can ne

diſpatched their ſurvivors ; one ver do well upon the ſtage, where

way is , the flood continuing from we expect the image of life. And

Noah's going into the Ark, ' till he then for comedy (with reverence

came out again , more than a full to all the quality of pit and box be

year, the bodies in that time , and it ſpoken )our fools are now almoſt

perhaps much leſs, would break , all exhauſted, and the fame fool

corrupt, and be quite diſolved . fo feldom does well twice ; and be-.

thatthere would be no ſign of 'em fides, we require better bred fools

long before he came abroad again. than our forefathers were con

The other is, that they might ei. tented with, for a merry miller or

ther be driven orleftupon Ame- cobler wou'd make excellent ſport

rica, and thoſe ſo long after undif- , at the red Bull or Glebe, whereas

covered and uninhabited worlds, nothing will down with us now

or elſe whelm'd into the yaft feas under a lawyer's clerk, or a country

that run between them and us, or gentleman. Now tho it muſt be

for everfunk in the unfathomable confeſs'd there have been new

depths of the northern ocean . fieldsopen'd for tragedy , both by

Queft. Do the modern Englijh the diſcovery of a new world, and

dramatique writers excell mot, or many great accidents in this :And

thoſe of the laſt age ? tho' we have now and then a new

Anlio. Thoſe who firſt brought faſhion'd folly or humcur ftarts up to

our ſtage any thing near the An. divert the world firſt, and the

cients, as Shakeſpear, Johnſon, and fage afterwards ; yet neither are

ſome fewmore,had not only moſt the inſtances of the former kind

of 'em a great geniusof their own very numerous. nor are all frazge

to ſhape and mould what they or dreadful ſtories fit for tragedy ;

found, but a vaſt ſtock of matter nor in the latter caſe , are there

to ſet up with , and therefore no enough without a great deal of

wonder they were ſuch great art in the cocking of them , co

traders . For tragedy, they had ſatisfie the ſharp ftomachs of

then not only all the hiſtory, ſuch audiences as will be all cri.

but even all the fable of the ticks in ſpite of nature. For

world , to work upon , as well as which reaſons we think thatone

the works of other Tragædians, who hits the true air either of

both Greek and Latin ; and for tragedy or comedy in this age ,

comedy, as well all the fools of performs a more difficult task

former ages, as our own plentiful than thoſe who did fo formerly .

Crop . more modern Upon the whole,though we have

writers, are either in hiſtory few , if any writers ac preſent,

forc'd to graft on what their to whom nature has given ſo

forefathers have done before 'em, great & genius , or ſuch ſtrong

whom it may ſometimes happen, thoughts as thoſe of former ages ,

they may mend for the worſe, yetwe certainly write more cor.
Ff 4 rectly,

!

But our

>
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rcftly than they did, and our bu mufick being an intellectual as

mours for the moſt part are better well as a fenfible pleaſure, ( for it

comedy , tho' their's better farce depends indeed chicfly upon num .
than ours. ber and barmony, which nothing

Queſt. Whether songs on moral, is a proper judge of but what has

religious, or divine ſubject',compo. reaſon ) and of all muſick , vocal is

sed by perſons of Wit and Vertue, the moſt moving, eſpecially when

and ſet to both grave and pleaſant good ſenſe, good poetry, good

tunes, wou'd not by the charns of tunes, and a good voice meet to

psitry, and ſweetneſs ofmuſick , make gecher : we ſee not how vertue,

good impreſſion of moaeſty and fobrio which is even of it felf fo amis

ety on the young and noble, make able, can chooſe but be much

them really in love with vertue and more fo, when thus adorn'd and

goodneſs; and prepare their minds attended . But ſtill the queſtion

for the deſiga'd Reformation ? And is, who ſhall be her tyre woman ?

what areyour thoughts on the laté For ſhe may tarry a long time be

Paftsral Poem , &c. fore our poets will trouble theme

Anſw . Nothing but a ſtock is felves about it. And here natu

proof againſt thecharms of mu. rally enough would come in a

fiek, nay even that will feel , tho' diſcourſe of divine poetry and po
it can't hear it . We are not apt ets ,but wehave too much buſi.

to believe ſo ill of mankind as nefs already to digrefs, or dif

many do, but think before ill courſe on that ſubječt, unleſs our

habitsare induc'd, thoſe common queſtion call'd usmore immedi

principles of goodneſs left in ately unto it. However, ſeeing

their natures, eſpecially allifted this Querift ſeems not anly to be poe.
with chriſtianity, wou'd rather tically inclin'd, but to deſire our
incline 'em to vertue than vice, thoughts on the late Paftoral Poem ,

were one but dreſsid as lovely as we ſhall here add two or three

generally we ſee the other : Now Lines to the Author of it.

To the Author of the late Famous Pastoral Poem .

YES
, by each Fountain , River , Stresm and Grove,

By all the pleaſant Haurts the Mules love,

By then themſelves, and great Apollo too ,

I'll Swear Ihardly love them morethan you

Say, Dear Unknown ! What is't that charms me fo ?

What ſecret Nectar through thy Lines does flow ?

what Deathleſs Beauties in thy Garden grow ?

Immortal Wit, in Nature's eaſieſt Dreſs.

A Paradice rais'd in a Wilderneſs.

The' barjh thy subject, baggard and unkind,

sind roligb, as bitter Blasts of Northern Wind,

Thy Divine Spirit correets each ruder Srund,

tid brpathes delicious Zephyrs all around.

।

7 bus
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Thus can our Kindred, Art, and Painter's Care

Make even Stormslook Beautiful and Fair.

But whilst I praiſe, I muſt accuſe thee too,

When thou badít done ſo much , no more to do.

When to the brink of Boyne thy Hero came,

There to break of the chaſe of him and Fame.

Where had beenAlbion now, had he thusſtood,

But floating in another Sea of Blood ?

To leave him when the Floods crept Soft along ;

And Silver Boyne liſtned to hear thy Song ;

To hear the Naidesſing what thou doſt write,

As when she roſe to ſee thy Herofight :

See him all o'er with ſpringing Lawrels ſpread.

And all his Angel Guard around his Head .

This wields kis Flaming Sword the Rebels fly.

And that the fatal Ball puts gently by
Which Britain's MIGHTY GENIUS ſhook to ſee,

And trembled at the Danger more than He .

This ! ſweeteft Bard , hadst thou proceeding Sung ,

How had the Woods , how had the Valleys rung !

And Pollio's learned Muſe, who fits above ,

The Skepherds admiration, and their Love,

Had deign'd thee Smiles, as all the World. esteem ,

Which dares not ſure difike what pleaſes kaim .

2

Queft. How big are ſpirits, fince Athenian Society , to anſwer theſe

' tis faid, that our Saviour caſt a following queries for her reſolution

Legion of 'em out of one Man ? therein ?

Anſw'Tis a very incongruous 1. Wha , heads of things is it beſt

Qeftion , and we might as well . to enter children in , when they begin

have been ask'd how broad a to learn ?

thought is, cr what colour che 2. Wrat particular branches or

taſte is of ? Spirits as we have ſaid, members under theſe ſeveral heads

are no more than cogitative Sub- 3. Which is the beſt way of refer

ftances and by conſequence not ingwhat they met with in their ab .

at all ſubject to the groſſer ſervation, or reading, to thoſe heads

terms of magnitude , longitude , which they have been beforeinſtructed

Place, &c. The learned cell us, in ?

That a thouſand Angels may dance Anſwo We anſwer, firſt in ge

upon
a point : ' l is merry neral , if the lady has many chil.

thought, but not at all errone., dern or a large Family ,ſhe'll find

lier domeflick affairs will employ

Queſt. A lady not learned , but too much of her time to give her

having children, and being deſirous liberty either to inſtruct her chil.

her ſelf to enter ' era early into the dren her ſelf or fic her ſelf for it ;

knowledge of things, defires the both of which, is the work of a

a

tuto
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tutor who muſt mind nothing for, and who fees all their acti

elſe not but chat a mo. ons ; and if good, will certainly

ther, if a prudent well temper'd reward em , aswell as punith 'em

and ingenious woman , had the if evil. Poſſeſs 'em well with

no other buſineſs, and were ſhe this at firſt, and if you can but

otherwiſe capable of it ; might, be ſo happy to make 'em love

we believe, do much more on God 'twill be a firm foundation

her own children than any other, for all the reſt, ſince that inge

as being better acquainted with nuous principle will make 'em

their tempers and diſpoſitions, do all they poſſibly can , which

and having nothing of that ma. they are told willpleaſe him , and

giſterial lowerneſs which ſtick ſo delight in doing it ; they ought

cloſe to moſt pædagogues, and indeed to know he's juſt too, and

frighes more learning out of chil. will puniſh thoſe who do evil :

dren than e'er they can whip. But this oughtnot tobe all,norwe

into 'em ; And after all , are apt think,to be principally taught 'em

to confine their care to words only, becauſe it only renders 'em ſla .

letting things alone for others : viſhly fearful,and lays a founda

whence we may obſerve,without tion for ſuperſtition; whence they

any reflection on thoſe of 'em eaſily run into irreligion , the ex

who don't deſerve that character, treams being nearer each other in

that they are generally of a tri-, every thing than the middles are,

fling genius, and unfound judg- how great riddle foever that

ments. After this we come to may ſeem to be . After this, all

the particular reſolution of the the principles of our religion are

ſeveral queſtions. to be taught 'em , but all (weetly

To the firſt, What heads of and mildly to ſhew their happineſs

things 'tis fitteſt to enter children is really deſign'd therein .-- ånd

in, whenthey firſt begin to learn after they havelearnt the very firſt

(weſuppoſe 'em of Qua- neceſſary things to be known,

lity,and anſwer accordingly, that their vom in baptiſm is to be care

they ought in the firſt place,as all fully taughe 'em ,and the nature of

chriſtians acknowledge, to be in their obligation therein Butue

1tructed in divinity ; but neither find we are infenfibly falln from
this, nor any that follow , to take the firſt queſtion to the fecond,

up their whole time,which wou'd and from general heads of things

foon tire and make 'em nauſeate to particular branches : However,

it ; ' but to have diverſity of Stu . that method being moſt natural ,

dies, now one, and then another, we ſhall ſtill continue it in what

tho’in none to overload 'em . And remains: Nor will any ſure blame

therein to be ſure at the very firſt, us for placing divinity ,firſt in our

as ſoon as they can underſtand education of youth , or infifting
any thing , to make 'em have juſt fo largely on it ; becauſe, as has

thoughts of God , “ whom they been ſaid, tho' really the founda.

flou'd be accordingly taught to tion of all the reſt its too common .

believe the moſt good ,moſt ami ly neglected ,tho' a thing the moſt

able being,the father ofallthings, becoming a gentlemanof any in

who loves them better than their the world , as children fou'd

natural parents, and who gives been carefully inſtructed. Thence

'em all they have, or are to hope twou'd be convenient to enterem

in

>
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We

in Ethicks, or the ſtudy ofmorali- let 'em beginwith ſuch hiſtorians

ty , ormanners, ſtill ſhowing 'em as give fair characters of vertue

how that , as well as all the reft, and honour , eſpecially Plutarchs

depends on divinicy. We pretend Lives , (as lately tranſlated ) and

not to lay down ſyſtems in this, this we think even before our

or any of the other , but thall own Engliſh hiſtories, concerning

only touch at ſome of the chief which we intend a particular

heads ; and the firſt thing they diſcourſe, having ſome queſtions

ought to be taught here, is to from another hand , relatingto it,

bonour their parents, that is to fear and which are yet very lame

and love 'em, as being in the place norwithſtanding all our chroni

of God ; which unleſs they do , clers . And there we think enough

you'll hardly e'er niake 'em good for a lady to teach her children :

Scholars. The next, to love che'r. Since as for phyficks, all that's

prince, who is their political pa- worth knowing there , depends

rent, and their country, as a larger on experiment; and for matht

family, and more reinote brethrin , maticks, they require a riper age
at the ſametime inculcaring that and judgment. As for dancing,

great principle of morality, do- muſick, & c . tho' one neceſſary ,

ing to others as they'd be done to. and a little o't other convenient,

Next to this, we think heraldry yet becauſe they rather relate to

very convenient, which we have the forming the body thanmind,

had experience that children we'll only thus mention 'em ;

will ſoon learn ; and which is a and for poetry, they'll e'en take

very genteel ſtudy : to that faſt enoughof themſelves

mcan not out of Guillem , or without teaching, unleſs ’twere

other voluminous treatiſes,which more vertuous then generally,

they'll have time enough to con .
'tis.

fult afterwards ; but by thoſe For the third queſtion ; which

very uſeful compendious Tz- is the beit way to refer what they

bles published for that purpoſe, meet wich in their obfervation or

where they'll learnwhatmoſt con- reading to thoſe general heads ::

çerns 'em, the names and arms of Weanlver,there are but twoways

moſt of the Engliſh families : And for't that we know of, either by

at the ſame time they are to be common placing, or elſe by the

taught, that theſe are the tokens ſtrength of memory, The firſt,
and rewardsof valour and vertue, tho'tis more fure, yet is too tedi.

and were given by princes to the ous for perſons that are veryyoung

anceſtors ofthoſe families for de. And beſides, their judgments are

fending their countrey , or ſome hardly ripe enough for ſuch an

noble exploit. Accordingly they exerciſe, but heavy work at beſt,

are to be learnt early to deſpite and more fit for a dutch commen

death in a good cauſe, and well taror,than the livelier genius of a

Tettled in the notion of true ho . gentleman . We therefore chink

pour : Both which they'll learn it bercer they thou'd only rank

from good hiſtory, when they what they meer with worth pre

come to read it , which we lock ſerving,under ſomeof thoſe gene,

uponto be too voluminous a ſtudy ralheads wherein they havebeen

for their mothers to inſtruct 'em before inftru&ed , by the help of

in ; only they ſhou'd be careful to their memory, which will boch

ſtrengthen

RE
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nally ?

Atrengthen and increaſe it every there is depends only on their

day, and make them muchmore bodies, and ſince we believe

matters of their notions, than if there will be no difference in

they only lay dead in writing . them at the reſurrection , and that

And thus much in anſwer to there will be nothing of ſex,

theſe three noble queſtions : where- any more than in the Angels,

in if we han't done right to the in thoſe who neither marry , nor

ſubject, we have yet endea. are given in marriage, therefore

vour'd to do it to the ladies, by we believe that what ſuperiority

acknowledging they are some there is, thall not beeternal, but

of the moſt difficult as well as fhall ceafe as ſoon as this Life is

uſeful Queſtions we ever yet re. ended .

ceiv'd . Queſt. Who are wifeft, thoſe that

Queſt. Is the foul of a woman in . marry for love, or for convenience ?

ferior to the soul of 'man ? And if Anſw. There's no Degree of

foſo will his fuperiority continue etere wiſdom in either, but they are
e'en both fools if they marry for

Anſw . We think the difference one without t'other. Love wich

much the ſame here, that 'tis be- out the neceſſary conveniencies of

tween one mans foul and another, life, will ſoon wear thread bare ,

only accidental, from the different andconveniencies without love ,

diſpoſition of the organs andtone is no better than being chain'd to

of the body; or elſe from theſe a poſt for the ſake of a little meat.

opportunities of improvement : drink, and clothing . But if we

which fome perſons have more compare the ſmalldegreesof each

than others, or a more inditrious together, much love, and mo.

inclination . As for eflential dif- derate conveniency is far better
ference, there can be none, for than the moſt plentiful eftate

then they muſt be perfectly, di- with little or no lore.

ſtinct creatures. However, there Queſt. What language was ſpo

may ſuperiority ariſe from an ac. ken by our firſt. parints in parte
cidental difference only, as we dije ?

fee in birth , which is only an ac. Anſw. The Britiſh would per

cident, and yet makes one man fwade ' was theirs, and the Iriſh

a king and many thouſands elfe fure will put in too for the honour,

his ſubjects but then fince their chronicles, they'll tell

here's no ſuperiority in ſouls ; you , run up almoft as high, and

nay, very often there are many they are ſure there was a ſchool

fubjects who excel their prince in matter of theirnation ,who caught
Several realreal accompliſhinents. the iriſh grammar in the plain of

Thus in the ſouls of women, we Shinar, ſo early did they begin to

fee but there are many of 'em be learned. But leaſt ſome thou'd

as truly great,as brave, as learned, be ſo uncivil to queſtion their me.

and as capable ofany accomplish - moirs being authentick,we'll e'en

ments as thoſe of men ; and in let'em alone to ſtand by them

faet have managed affairs as well, ſelves, and impoſe nothing on the

evenwhenplac'd uponthrones ; for reader. That wag Hudibras purs

which reaſons we believe there's in for the german,when he menti

no eſſensial difference berween tionis morhe : Eve , and the ſerpent's

theirs and ours www.no but what tempting her by an high .

durc

not
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dutch interpreter ; whichfancy he he loft by the fall ; fori which

founded as the notes tell us, on reaſon theſe names are the moſt

a fancy of Goropius Becanus, who noble monuments of antiquity, we

takes a great deal ofpains to prove have left in the world. Thus

the high -dutch, which was his to inſtance in a few ; the can

own , the primitive language. But mel, a Creature which keeps its

rejecting all theſe, as hardly care name almoſt in all languages,

rying the face of probability ,we
and which Varro himſelf grants

think the hebrew , or ſacred lan- to be taken from theSyriack lana

guage ſtands much fairer for't than gurge. ' Tis derived from the be

any others; for all the names we brew wordgamal, which fignifies,

find mention'd in hiſtory of the to retribute, or repay, either good

beginning of the world, were or evil, for both of which the

undoubtedly hebrew . None we camel is ſtill noted as the molt

think , who believe the ſcriptures, tenacious of any animal. The

can queſtion that Adam was really hebrew name of the horſe is deri

the name ofthe firſt man ,and Eve ved from a root, which ſignifies,

of the firſt woman, or that theſe to rule, co guide, to moderate, and

names are hebrew , the word 'cis notorious this creature is the

Adam ſignifying much more than moſt docile, and moſt eaſily ru.

red or ruddy, for which we ge, led, conſidering its vaſt ſtrength,

nerally take it, namely, a florid of any other .

whiteneſs, and the brightneſs and

luſtre proper to pearls and preci . The aſs is derived from a word

ous ſtones ; Eve, a mother, as the which ſignifies red, of which

feripture tells us, iffa, which colour they generally are in the

Adam firſt callid his wife when he eaſt, a white afs being it ſeems a

ſaw her, Vira, or a bhe.woman. rarity; the judges and great

But chis is alſo very remarkable in perfons uſually for ſtate riding

the hebrew namesof all living upon 'em , as we ſee in the ſong
creatures , impos'd by Adam , of deborah : another nameof

which appear not to begiven by the aſs is taken from his ſtrength,

chance , or deflected from any which is undeniably more than

other language, as the greek, any other creature's of the ſame

latin, and all ochers, but to con- bulk . The bull or ox derive

tain cherein the nature of the its name from a word that fig

creature , as the learned and in. nifies firmneſs, or ſtability; ' tis

duſtriousBichart admirably proves in the hebrew Sor, for which

in his Hierozoicon, where he ſhows the Chaldees read Thor, th: Arde

that their names were partly taken bians Thaur, whence undoubtedly
from ſomething obvious to the the greek and latin , pop, and

fenſes, as cheir colour, their hair, taurus. The goat from a word

their ſtature, and external form ; thac denotes roughneſs,-- the ſwine

partly from their inward proper from another,alluding to theſmal

ties and diſpoſitions; which he neſs ofhis eyes ; che dog Celeb from

cou'd neither knowby uſe,nor the the heb. Club, and Arabian, Calub ,

information of othersbut by that which ſignifie a pair of tongs

original wiſdom wherewith he or pincers, from the firmneſs

was created , (by the Socinians of his teeth and holdfajt , fo rea

leave,) and a great part whereof markable that a true maftiff will

leç
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let his legs be cut off, he has been conclude it the primitive Lan .

try'd, before he'll quit his hold . gnage, and ſpoken by Adam in pa

- to inſtance in no more, radice , as to be ſure it muſt be if

cho' cwere eaſie from the fore he nam'd all creatures there with

mentioned author to run through hebrew names .

all ſorts of creatares , and after Queſt. How came the two diſciples

the ſame way prove their origi. to know Moſes and Elias in the
nals. And we make no doubt mount ?

but the ſame thing might be Anfw . It's certain they did ſo ,

done by moſt words as well as by St. Peters calling'em ſo readily

the names of theſe creatures ; by their names , as we find in

we mean , that all, or moſt other the hiſtory, Mafter, let us make here

languages, at leaſt in our pare three tabernacles, one for Thee, one

of the world , are deriv'd from for Moſes, and one for Elias ; and

thence, as svenarius has endea how they came to know 'em ,

vour'd to make good through we think not difficult to be ſolvid,

out his whole Lexicon, and that in there being ſeveral ways to do

many , and we think moſt words, it. They might have ſeen their

with at leaſt as little or leſs vio. Pictures, and thence know 'em :

lence than our common etymo. We know 'twill be objected , thac

logiſts uſe in works of that na- the Jews forbad the making of

ture, when they'd fetch the ori• any Images at all , as Philo, and

ginal of their words nearer hand . others , tell us , taking the ſecond

And cho'it may be crue,chatlearn- command in a too ſtrict ſenſe

ed men may ſometimes ſtretch at laſt, when they ſmarted for

things farther than they'll go , by the breach on't . But even this

indulging too much to their fan- ſeems to admit exceptions ; ſome

cies, eſpecially in theſe etymolo. Jews were not fevere , nay, we

gies ; yet wethink the forecited read in their hiſtory of an Image

great man ( I mean Bochart) has (more than a picture) which

prov'd the Punic and Phænician Michal pue in the bed in the

Language to be all one, and both a room of David. But fuppoſing

dialect ofthe hebrew , and moſt of they themſelves made no Ima.

the names of countries, illands, ges , their neighbours round 'em

promontories, and remarkable might, (with whom they tra.

places in Europe ,as well as further, ded in ſuch things as the law for .

from them to havetaken their ori- bid , as ſwines-fieſh ) namely, the

ginals ; as among the reſt ,our own Phanicians and others, whoknew

iſland, the etymology of which the hiſtory of Mofes, as appears

from Baratanack, anſwerable to from theirfanchoniaton, and highly,

the Caſciterides of the Greeks, no honour'd him for his memory.

learned man is now ignorant of. That's one way; another might be

However, thus much weare cer. from che kingly robe in which Mo.

tain of, that all or moſt other ſes might appear, at leaſt the glo.

languages are viſibly deriv’d, at ry on his Face, which to be iure

leaſt as hasbeen laid, thoſe about was not lefſen'd by his being in

us; but asco che hebrew , it centers Heaven ; and for Elias , 'tis pro.

in it ſelf, and we can crack it no ' bable ſince he muſt appear in ſome

further, for which reaſon as well dreſs, ( for we don't think they

as thoſe before mentioned, we were naked , ) that moſt likely it

Mould
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ſhould be in that wherein he is it felf ; nor indeed is it any more

deſcribed when living ; like John really in it felf eclips'd when

Baptiſt, a hairy man ; or dreſs’d in a the moon gets berween chat and

garment of camels hair, and girt the earth, which might more

with a leathern girdle : With properly be callid an Eclipſe of

which marks its probable,they the theearth than the ſun, fince 'cis

rather appear'd , that thediſciples the earth only wants light, buc

might know 'em , and be witneſſes the ſun has it as plentifully as

of the reverence which undoub. ever. But to ſpeakwith the vul.

tedly they paid to our Saviour gar, and take the word eclipſe

Again ,ourSaviour might himſelf in the common ſenſe wherein

tell 'em who they were, who as aſtronomers uſe it , we ſay fur

all own, did and ſaid many ther in anſwer to the queſtion,

Things not recorded in Scrip. that if there never was a total

tures ; and ſome Things which eclipſe of the ſun , there has been

happened at the transfiguration however a total darkning of it for

being omitted in fome evange- 3 hours together , from the 6th

lifts,why might not others in all ? ' to the 9th , longer by an hour

Laſtly , they might know by their than a natural ecclipſe cou'd

diſcourſe whothey were ; for continue, which can be but two

'cis faid in one evangelift, they hours at furtheft, at the time of

talked with him , and in another our Saviour's paſion. Beſides ,

more largely, they talked of his de. this cou'd not be a proper or a

ceaſe, [EES,) which he was to ace natural eclipſe, becaule that can

compliſh at Jeruſalem . All theſe only be in the new moon , but this

::ways we efteem probable,butthe when the moon was abouc 14 days

ſecond and the laſt the moſt, roof old , and ſo at full,as it was to be

when the paſſover was celebrated .

Queſt. Whether ever the ſun has However we can't ſubſcribe to the

been totally eclips'd, if so, what was opinion of fome , learned men,

the cauſe, and when ? who leſſen the miracle ,and wou'd

Anſw . If it has never been to. confine it to Judea only, which

tally eclips'd , yet 'tis pofſible it it's true is ſometimes meant by

may be fo : For cho' the moon,'tis the word mm , which we tranflaced

granted, is far leſs than the ſun, land cho' none deniesthat may as

being 42 timesleſsthan the earth , well expreſs the whole world ;

as the fun 139 times bigger, ac eſpecially fince we have the ſame

cording to Tycho ; we ſay , cho''tis confirm'd by profane hiftory, as

ſo much leſs, ' tis yet nearer to us, Euſebius tells us, one Phlegonthe

and therefore its apparent diſque emperors freeman an hiſtorian,

may equal that of the ſun, and who liv'd at that time, giving an

cover it all from our fight, when account of 'em in ſuch amanner.

the moon is , as the aſtronomers, It's true,ſomehere urgeagain,that

call it, in her Perigee, or neareſt theſe were not the ſame, that

approach to the earth Thus toThus to which pblegon mentions, happen

give a plain inſtance. I can e .. ing in the 781 year Urb Gond and

clipſe the ſun my ſelf, or cover Our Saviour's death being not till

the body of it by putting my hand 784 but as to this, a mi

between my cyesand ir,by which take of2 or 3 years might be

' cis eclips 'd tome , tho' not fo in exlie either in Phlegon, or his

.

any others.
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actranſcribers ; or even our here be fo filly to ask , howcomes

counts of the death of Chriſt it to paſs then that the fire of the

then as co the manner ſun ſhou'd not fall down and burn the

on't, we agen diſſent from moſt world ? - We may tell ' em

others, and believe 'twas not ics for the ſame reaſon that the

fucha darkneſs as overſpread water of the fea does not fallup

Egyp', which probably arole from vards, and quench that. They

Vapours out of the earth, but ra . are indeed both fix'd by the al.Al

ther by fome of thoſe ſolar fpors mighty to their proper centers,

mentioned above, which have and as the Earth , if it moves,

ſometimes appear'd ſo thick , as whirls round with it the Atmor

in Charlemain's time, as to make phere, or parts of air, earth and

the ſtars viſible at noon-day, water flying about it, yet all

and deſign'd, tho' natural, as rending to their proper center ;

comets, for tokens of Gods dif.
or to ſpeak more ſenſibly, re.

pleaſure. tain'd in that due pofiture by the

Queſt. What is the continual fup. magnetical vertueof the earth ;

ply to the heat of the ſun, and the fo here wou'd chat fiery atmoſ.
cauſe of its continual motion ? phere of the ſun whirl round co.

Anſw . For its heat, the Sun is gether with it, and that more

now generally believ'd, ( and we eaſily than the earth's atmoſphere,

can go no further than gueſſes,) by or (to put it beyond doubt ) that

what obſervation we can make of any ofthe other planets,which

on’t by glaſſes, to be a vaſt body all grant to be in perpetual motion,

of fire,unequal in its ſurface, and ſince fire is of greater activity

compoſed ofſeveral parts ofa dif- than all the otherelements,cotalk

ferent Nature, fomefluid, others for once likea through.paced ari.

ſolid, that its diſque appears a ftotelian , when beſides nothing

Sex of fire, wherein is a perpetual but the flame and heat is ſuppos d
agitation of waves of flame : That to be without the ſun : Buc

its fewel is either ſupply'd from after all, what if the fire fhou'd

the exhalations of other Scars, or, actually come to us, but by the

which we eſteem more likely, vaſt diſtance and the ſuns perpe.

from its own body, by prodigious tual whirlings be beat into very

Vulcano's or burning mountains, ſmall particles or atoms, as water

which there is no fear fhou'd e'er when whirl'd round from a mop,

be at an end while the world and ſo be purely innoxious,unleſs

lafts,ſince even ſome of ours upon when many of 'em arecontracted

earth , ( for example Ætna) have together in a burning glaſs ? This

already laſted to ourknowledge, for the ſuns beat, next forits moti

as inform’d by undoubced hiſtory, on, the diſquiſition whereofwe II

almoſt two thouſandyears, ifnot yet enlarge in anſwer to another

full as much, and all chis while queſtion muchmore full, ſent us.

actually burning more or leſs, cho ' by another hand : Wherein the

its matter farenough from being queriſt deſires to know the reaſon

yet conſumed i beſide, ic may be of the different mocions of the

of the nature of ſome chymical fun. Its diurnal motion being from

fire, fo refid,that it ne'er preys, eaſt to west, its annual from weſt to

or but very litele , on the matter eaſt -a third mighchave been

that fuftains it. If any fou'd added , lately diſcovered by glaſ

ſes,
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fes, from weſt to eaſt round its A be the Glo

Own axis in about twenty fix bular Body of

days. The old Ptolemaic Syſtem L fcme Planer

fuppoſes that the Sun and all the D
cieated in that

Stars are whirl'd round once in every I.
E

Place , and the

twenty four hours from eaſt to weſt ,. FGH F ,

by themotion of the Primum Me G , H , I, KL,

bile, which according to them, M , be deſigned for the circle of

encloſes all the other Heavens as its future revolution, whereof

one coat in an onion does another, is the center . Suppoſe allo that

or ' as one box enclos'd in ano . it were let fall when perfected ,

ther ; hence the Sun, as well as from A , the place of its creation,

the reſt is dragg'd round from with command to go to the place

eaſt to weſt every day , and back of its defign'd reſidence, nor

again from weſt to eaſt oblique. nearer or farther from the cer

ly by the Zodiack , in its yearly ter of its revolution than the f

periodical revolution . And for midiameter of the circle D , G.

that third motion, they ne'er therefore it muſt needs fall

knew it, and fo ne'er trouble in the prick'd line A, D , as

themſelves with is : But the miſ- bodies uſe to do towards their

chief is, all theſe ſolid Orbs are no. proper center of gravity; now

thing but fancy, for had they been when it comes to D ,it can ro
fo , they had been crackt to pieces longer proceed in the ſtrait Line

long e'er this, for Mars has been towards E , for then ' wou'd go

feen below the Sun, which could farther off from the center C,

ņe'er be, according to their Sy- than ’ tis allow'd by the aforeſaid

ſtem , without perfečt penetration of command or law of nature; there

dimenſions. Let's then try whe- fore it muſt then begin like a pena

ther wecan lite on any other way dulum, to turn about towards F ,

of ſolution which may appear that it may keep its due diſtance,

more rational than what there ad- and having acquir'd velocity in its

vance ; and firſt then for the mo- fall from A to D , it continues the

tion of the Sun. The famous Def fame to G , H I, K, L , M ; and

cartes,though Philoſopher enough , there being no natural impedi

reſolves allmotion into the power of ment, it must continue the came

God the firſt Mover, and indeed vclocity without increaſe or decreate

this was one of the Ancients in continual repeated rounds in the

great arguments for the Being of circle for ever, unleſs ſtopt by a

But how the particular fupernatural caule . Such a mori
mocions were impreſs’d upon the on as this , if the Sun moves rosind the

Sun and other Planets, Galileo at- eart , it muſtbe ſuppoſed to have,

tempts to ſatisfie the world by and thus might be acquir'd ; ard

this ingenious fuppofition ; name- if the earth round the Sun , ' tis

ly, That each Globe of the Univerſe in effect the ſame, only then the

was at firſt created atfome convenio earth moves from eaſt to weit an.

ent diſtance from the place wherein, nually . This of the annual or pe

or the center about which 'twas after. riodical m: tion : Now for the dinis

wards to move : To explain the " nal, ' tis eaſie to conceiv the fame

thing by a Dingram : As fuppofe thing may have two motions, a

Gg pro.
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progreſſive motion forward in a Earth, were they but fix'd and

greater circle , and a leſs round permanent, the contrary where.

its own axle, but then they ſhou'd unto our glaſſes inform us : And

boch be right onward, not one thus much of the noble queſtion

forwards and t'other backwards, concerning the Sun's heat and dif

one of which wou'd contradict ferent motions

and deaden the other ; as if the Queft. In my minority I married

wheels of a coach run backwards, a lady contrary to the knowledge of

that muſt go back too , cho'for- our parents, and now I'am grown to

wards indeed they might have a A fate of maturity, have profeffed

double motion, tho ' each the ſame to court this lady whom I bave mar.

way. To avoid this, as ried : The motion has taken ſuchgood

well as old Ptolomy's folid Orbs, effect, that our marriage is concluded

Tycho, and others , have deny'd the on : Query, Whether we may lawful

Sun , or the reſt of the stars have ly be married again ; for if they un .

a double motion ; but inſtead of derſtand that we have asted without

that, introduceone ſpiral motion their conſent, ' twill certainly prove

toward the weſt, that is, as they our ruin?

explain themſelves, not directly, Anfw . There's nothing a fin that

by parallel circles, but obliquely, is not the breach of fome lam ; but

or by Spiral turns or windings. this is the breach ofno lam , Ergo,

Laſtly, For the motion of the it is no fon : ' Tis need leſs as to

Sun round his own axis, which you two,but not as to the world ;

none now will deny, being fini. Put the caſe thus ; I promiſe or

Mhed in the ſpace of 26, or asfome, vowto ſuch a Perſon, that I will

97 days, which was firſt known do fo and ſo

by the motion of ſome ſpots by my promiſe to him in a new come

the help of the Teleſcope diſco- pany, I am not guilty of any

ver'd on its body , but which breach of promiſe, but on the

moves regularly from eaſt to weſt ; contrary it thews my reſolution

which particular motion of the to perfom what I firſt promis'd .

Sun, which certainly holdswhat- Again, it is lawful for any man ,

ever that of the earth does, may to ſay what it is lawful for him

be thus explained Suppoſe it to do, as actions are preferable

t'ien created at B, in the former to words: But 'tis lawful for a

Diagram , and thence drope and man to love, cheriſh, and be faithe

determin'd directly to the center ful to his wife, & c. always,Ergº,

C, without any ſuch line of di. 'tis lawful to ſay ſo always, if

ſtance as D, C ſuppos'd already there be occaſion : 'Tis no ſin co

for the Annual motion . marry a hundred times to one

Whentherefore its center is once wife ; nor is it any mocking of God

come to the rightplace appointed Almighty in this caſe, who

for it at C, itmuſt there always wou'd have us act ſo, aswe may
continue in the ſame montion be accountable to our fellow crede

wherein 'twas firſt dropt : And tures. There's no more difficulty,

as by theſe fpots we findthis mo- in the matter than to giveſeveral

tion of the Sun about his own Bonds upon the ſame provilo's, to

axis, ſo might we alſo be certain- bepaidat one Day. One is ſuf

ly determin'd by the ſame in the ficient, but more are not amiſs
great queſtion of the motion of the for ſatisfaction ; A dumb man is

always

If I repeat

.
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always marrying, ' tis action that be Dibon or Arnon it felf, both

is eſſential, not words. feated on his very borders, and

Queſt. Balaam being a Moabite, on the river Arnon. Now ſuppo.

how could be underſtand the Aſs fing the Syrians deſcended from

Speaking unto him in Hebrew ? the firſt Aram , the fin of Arphax

Anſw . Shou'd we ſuppoſehim ad , not from him of Eber's family ;

a Moabite,he might yet underſtand yet the land of Tob being ſo near

the Hebrew language, ſince it wou'd Arnon, of the fame langunge wich

have been his own, for what Moab, and both with the Hebrew ,

Language ſhou'd the Moabites ſpeak, it might eaſily be underſtood of

but what they learnt from their Balaam , a bordercr, and a learned

father, and what Moab himſelf, and famous man amongſt ' em .

but that which his father Lot Queſt.Page 247. In Howel's Lec

taught him, which none doubts ters, we have an account, that ins

to have been the Hebrew ,which Valentia in Spain , a proper young

Abraham , nay in probability , man ,under twenig, was executed there

which all the poſterity of Heber, for a crime, and before he was taken

alſo ſpoke. But the Queriſt was down from off the tree, there were

either a little ſhort-lighted, or many gray and white hairs had bude

elſe not much uſed to the Bible, ded out of his chin as if he had been

when he takes Balaam for a Mon- fixty, I deſire your thoughts what

bite , when the text exprelly tells might cauſe this ?

us, that he was an Aramite : See Anſw . We have a parrallel rela

Namb. 23. ver. 7. The king ofMoab tion in Vefalius, the reaſon we

hath brought me from Aram , out of conceive is this : Hair is hollow

the mountains of the eaſt. Now this like a tube , or a vein, and there

Aram we muſt here take either fore we may fafely affirm , that it

for Aram of Damaſcus, or Aram of has its circulation as well as any

Maachah, wherein was the land of part of the body : But the op

Tob and Iſhboth, which is more polition of the heart by the ex

likely to be his country, becauſe traordinary concern , caus'd the

it lay east of Ba mooth -baal where ſwirits and blood to retire thi.

he then was, and beſides upon ther for its fuccour, and ſo by

the edges of the mountains Gile. an extraordinary coldneſs, and a

ad and Hermon (branches ofAnti- precipitation of the oily and fale

libanus) which he might call the humour , which "by cold was

mountains of the eaſt , between clos'' up in the hair, the hair it

which and the king of Moab's ſelf became ting'd , or had the

country there was only that of effect in a few hours, which it

Ammon then in league with him, would not have had by a regular

and vineyards there abouts , as the method in many years; for 'tis

hiſtory reports 'em , there being manifeft ' tis a deficiency of heat

a town which takes it name from that is a cauſe of this change, as

'em exactly in the way between , may be ſeen by the example of

and much about midway this old age , which loſes its vigour

ther ; which is confirm'd by and warmth as it begins to grow

the king of Moal's coming to hoary.
meer him . In a city in the bor. Queft. Whether the force and

der ofArnon , which is theuttermoft vertues of the old Egyptian Talis.

conft, as Numb. 23 , which might mans, and their other MagicalOpe.

Tationi
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rations were true and real, or only wou'd be too long to tell the

imaginary, or illuſion. world that many things have

Anſw . In treating upon this really been effected by, ( or at

ſubject, we ſhall conſider it in leaft under the ſhew of) a Talis.

this method . The word it felf, manical vertue , amongſt the

the manner how 'tis made, what Egyptians ; beſides in other hiſto .

effects (according to the ancients) ries there are many inſtances,

it hath produced ; and laſtly, Virgil's brazen Fly and golden

what our judgment is upon the Horſeleech, with which he hin.

whole . dred Aies from entering into Na.

The word Talisman is Arabick, ples, and kill'd all the horſeleech

and comes very near the Hebrew es in a ditch. The figure of a

word Tſelem , which fignifies ſtork placed by Apollonius at Cona

image, figure or character ; fo fac ftantinople, to drive all the ſtorks

as we can learn , Zoroaster was the out of that country , as alſo that

firſt inventer of it . Some au- of a Gnat, which clear'd Antioch

thors tell us, that the manner of of thoſe little troubleſome In

making ic is thus : When ſuch feets : Thus we read that the

and ſuch conſtellations, aſpects, people of Hampts in Arabia, and

&c of Stars happen, whichac- thoſeof Tripoli in Syria, preſerv'd

cording to obſervation had ſuch themſelves from venemous beaſts

and fuch influences , the Artiſt en- by the Taliſman of a Scorpion,

gray'd his Taliſmanor Figure in placed upon one of their towers.

che nature of an Hieroglyphick, Paracelſus mentions one againſt

fignifying ſuch or ſuch myſtery, the peftilence, Julius Riftonius a

upon ſome m: tal precious Itones, Prato, had one powerful againſt

rings, or medals, which they be the Gout, with innumerablemore

liev'd would receive and keep ſuch inſtances; which not only

the critical influences of their ſhow that there has been ſuch

deſign d aſpects. Some were to things as Taliſmans, but that

work cures, fome to incite ſuch really ſuch effects have been , and

and ſuch paffions, fome to keep as was ſuppos’d , by virtue of

away rain , hail, venemous beaſts; their Characteriſticks. We ſhall alſo

in ſhort, all ſort of evils : and give the reaſons why the anci.

others were to procure ſuch and ents believ'd ſuch vertues in 'em.

ſuch good things, according to viz . Becauſe they really believ'd

the nature of the aſpect under the Stars had ſuch and ſuch in

which they were engrav'd . fluences, which might be com

Duc engraving wouldbe too long municatedby ſympathy, as our

an action , and would not be ſympathetick - powder , wound .

finiſh'd before its proper aſpect ſalve, & c. now , and according

was over, and another begun ; to the obſervations formerly

therefore we are rather of the made upon the Ophites, which

opinion of thoſe authors who having veins in it likea ſerpent,

inform us, That the metal was cures the bite of a ſerpent by

ready melted, and at the criti- applicacion ; the ſquill and pop

cal moment caſt into a mold, py which reſemble a head , cure

where it received the imprelli- the headach ; eye bright cures

on deſign'd by its author, under ſore eyes, which it reſembles ;

its reſpective conſtellation. It and innumerable more ſuch un.

account.

a

a
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accountable things in nature . Queſt. What wind in our body is,

Our opinion is, That really ſuch whence it proceeds, and what are the

cures and other miracles have true remedies for it ?

been wrought, but 'twas only Anſw . The moderns have expe

by the help of the devil, not of rimentally explain'd the notion

Taliſmans; and in this the devil of the ancients, viz . that all parts

imitates God, who was pleas’d of our bodies are perfpirable; and

to make uſe of a brazen ſerpent that ſteams are always reaking in

to cure the Iſraelites. Thus a fil- our bodies, is demonſtrable up

ly Jugler, Blow here, preſto be gone, on cutting upan animal ; thele;

&c . which was only mock and ſteams are humidities rarif’d , and

Pretence , when ſomething elſe inoffenſively pervade all parts ;

was the cauſe of conveyance. but if fteams are multiply'd from

Under this may be reckoned ftagnant humidities beyond the

charms for toothach, agues, &c, natural degree, and diſtend the

as alſo unlawful and wicked trye parts beyond what is uſual, then
als about witches, and an hun. 'tis call'd that offenſive wind

dred obſervations, which weak which the queſtion ſuppoſes . As
and ignorant people are guilty this encreaſe of vapours is extra

of. But to prove Talismans, ordinary , ſo ought a tranſpiration

charms, bc. to be all abuſe, to be to keep the body in its due

cheat and illuſion , we ſhall offer, ftate ; to remedy which, baths ,

That every thing a &ts by its fomentations , and warm Vehicles

firft or ſecond qualities, or by its impregnate with ſpirituous li,

ſubſtance, whence proceed all quors, cliſters, Bc. are extraor ., ,

properties and ſympathies ; not dinary helps ; but what agrees
by their qualities, as heat, cold, moit with nature , and is a very

hardneſs, foftneſs, & c. ſince then eafie method to keep the pores.

it might do it in other ſhapes : open , is a moderate warmth in

Not in their ſubſtance, for ſeve . food, apparel, ſleeping,c.&
ral forts of matter will ſerve to Quielt. Whether there be any Spea

make a Talisman. To which we cifick cure for the biting of a viper,

might add , That 'tis not the fi or of a mad dog, and what ?

gure neither, which is no more Anſw A Specifick is that which

porper to receive the influences is determind to ſome one thing,

of ſuch an aſpect, than the skin and hath above it the generick, and

of the animal it ſelf ſtuff'd with below it the individual. We con

ſtraw ; thoſe things which cure ceive thar as there are diſeaſes of

by occult and unknown quali. all forms, peftilential, venemous,

ties, do not do it by virtue of be. So there are remedies too,

their figure, but by the property and experiences fhews that re,

of their ſubſtance, which remedies don't always depend upon

mains when they are deſpoil'd firſt qualities : Rhubarb purges ,

of their figure, and turn'd into mugwort is good for the mother,

powder. In ſhort, the whole is and bezoar is a cordial : But this

å wicked , ſuperſtitious, ridicu. comes not from heat and dryneſs

lous Juggle, and the devil has in ſuch a degree , for then every

had toomany fair opportunities thing that hath the ſame tempera.

of ſuch things for his intereſt, ment ſhould be likewiſe purgative

hyſterical and cordial, which is

G g 3 nor
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that

not true . There is a certain fpem keepers ought to be married.

cifick remedy not mention'd in Plutarch in Sylla's life mentions a

any of our directories, which ap- ſatyr, with the circumſtances of

on ſeveral applications , to our taking it, and letting it go again ,

own knowledge,neveryet miſs'd ; too long to relate here. Weread

it
may

be prepar'd for any per- of one that was ſhown in Alex

ſon , if notice be given to our andria, under the times of Con

bookſeller, which is our anſwer. stantine. Paufanias makes menti

The common method (and on of 'em in an iſland where he

which is often effe &tual ) is a was driven by a ſtorm . I could

piece of a maddog's liver, and tell you more out Pliny, if his

ducking in the ſea. authority wou'd paſs, as well as

Queſt. Whether there have been many other authors, which our

Satyres, centaurs, or other diſcour . narrow limits won't ſuffer .

fing creature produced between the Quft. Whether the ancients knew

race of men and brutes, or thoſe fto- the mariner's compaſs ? And who

ries ſo frequent in Greek and Roman first invented it ?

writers, and in records of ſome Anſw . Undoubtedly they did

northern kings, wholly fabulous and not know it as we do now

impoſſible ? is, they had not the knowledge

Anfoo. We believe there are a of the magnet, and its admirable

great many falſe things impos'd uſe and vertues. There's ſome

upon the world , but 'tis aweak thing, 'tis true, quoted out of

concluſion to infer from thence, Plautus which looksa little pretty,

that all muſt be falſe that we but has nothing ſolid in't , and

hear . If the authors of this age which is brought as a proof, that

thou'd record the late calf with ſome ſuch thing was known to

its top-knot, they would take it the ancients - Tis that paſſage

unkindly (if they could be fenfi. of his, Cape nunc verforiam ; but

ble of it whendead) to have their there are things enough in a ſhip

relations call'd in queſtion halfa to which theword verſoria may

dozen ages hence, eſpecially if belong, and yet the needle and

chey fou'd deſcend to circum- compaſs not be intended. That

ſtances, as to ſay itwas calv'd in they had not the Uſe thereof' till

ſuch a place , carry'd to the tow. two or three centuries laſt paſt,

er, and expos’d to many thou. we mean the Europeans ; fince for

ſands for gain. We believe there the Chineſes 'tis at leaſt very pro

have been centaurs, ſatyrs, c. bable, they had it long enough&

we will give you our reaſons, before us, as well as Guns and

and leave your own faith at li- printing ; ſeems certainly provºd

herty . We find that Plato in by their not daring to adven .

Convivia Sapicntium relates, That ture ſo much as out of ſight of

a ſhepherd preſented to Periander land, only coafting aboutfrom
a foal born of a mare, that had one ſhore to another : nay, ſo

the neck, head , and hands of a afraid were they then of long

man, the reit like a horſe, yet voyages, that laws were made

the yoice of a child . Diocles on purpoſe to prohibit failing

affirm'd it ominous , and preſag'd even upon the Mediterranean, du.

diviſions; but zbales affirmd, ring winter, paſſing the whole

'twas natural, and ſaid, Horſe breadth of which is no more to

one

7
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one of our eaſt and Weſt India ftakes about either of 'em , and

voyages, than croſſing the water. fhew in what ſenſe they are to

This great diſcovery was refer.. be put together. By God's juſti

ved for after-ages , as well as fying a ſinner shen , as the great

thofe to be made thereby, and Dr. Barrow moſt clearly expreſſes

which in all probability would it, is meant. His looking upon us,

never have been found without it, andtreating us as juſt and innocent

namely America, and the remote perſons, altho before we ſtood guilty

part of the world . And its re- of hainous fins, and thereupon liable

markable, that as an Italian firſt to grievous puniſhments Accord.

diſcover'd that new world, Co. ingly we ſay, as God's words has

lumbus, che Florentine, ſo another directed us, that we are juſtified

Italian, Flavio of Amalphi, had or accepted with God in ſeveral

ſome time before found out the ſenſes, and by ſeveral ways

way to get thither by the inventi. as a means by faith, or a true be

on of the Magnet , and the uſe lief of what God reveals , and

thereof, which he diſcover'd Anno truſting in his mercy through

Dom . 1465. tho''twas the beſt his Son, which is fo plain in

part of an hundred years after the Scripture, that there are every

before 'twas known , or at leaſt where found places to prove it .

made uſe of here in England . To inſtance in a few , Rom . 3. 30.

Queſt. Whether there's any ſuch Godwho juſtifieth the circumciſion by

thing as the imputed righteouſneſs of faith, and the uncircnmciſion thro'

Chrift, by which we are juſtified, faith ; and chap 3 ver. 20. Ey

fince the Querift can find nomention the deeds of the lawshall 70 fleſh be

thereof in the new teſtament? juſtified, and 28. A man is juſtified

Anſw. It's for want of looking by faith . without the deeds of the

in the right places then , or indeed law : What law ? The law of works,

one wou'd think looking not at as the Apoſtle tells us in the verſe

all, ſince ' tis the very chief de- before, or Jewiſh law , wherein

fign, and whole tenor of the gof- they ſo much truſted, as appears

pel, or new law of Jeſus, that both from its being oppoſed to

we are fav'd by his merits, and the law of faith ,or the Goſpel,

for his fake, not our own, which both here, and all thro' the Epi

we look on to be the ſame in ſtle to the Galatians, who were

other words with Chriſt's imputed inclin'd to Judaiſm , and by ver .

righteouſneſs. But ſince there are 29. of this fame chapter. Is he

on both ſides very dangerous er- the God of the Jews only ? Is he

rors on this point, the Papifts not alſo of the Gentiles ? But this

makingtheir own works, or me- law of faith is oppoſed both to

rits, the proper cauſe of our the ceremonial law , which was

juftification, and the Antinomians thereby quite aboliſh'd, and even

denying any neceſſity of good to the rigid moral law, a fincere

works, we muſt carefully pro. obedience being accepted by the

ceed between both extreams to Goſpel, whereas the legal diſ

find the truth ; which to do, we penſation requir'd that which

muſt enquire what's the meaning was perfect, or blood for its tranſ.

ofbeing juſtified, and of Chriſt's greſſion ; for as the ſame Apo

imputed righteouſneſs, and then ftle, If there had been & Lam

we ſhall eaſily reconcile all mi. which cou'd have given life, righ :

tourneſs

:
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teouſneſs ſhould have been by the if we believe in him that raiſed up

law ; the rigid moral , not the Jeſus from the dead , as Abraham

ceremonial, Do this and live , as did in him that could raiſe up

is further clear from his arguing, Iſaac a typeof Chriſt. From all

vir. 23. of the fore-nam'd chap. this, it appears that we are,and

All have finned, and come Mortof how 'tis that we are juſtified by

the glory of God And that 'cis by faith , as a means of our reconci.

the law of faith , or by faith as a liation with God : But then this

means, that we are juſtified or very faith muſt be juſtified by

accepted wich God, not by a ri- works, as Abraham's was, for it

gid obfervation of all the pre . had been in vain for him to have

Caprs of the law , now impoſſible pretended he had believ'd God's

for us to obſerve. He proves from former promiſe to him , had he

th : inſtance of Abraham in the not in obedience to his com

next chap . Abraham believed God, mand alſo offer'd upon his Son

and that was counted unto him for Iſaac. So faith the ſame Apoſtle

righteouſneſs ; from which Text, in the 11th to the Hebrews, By

unleſs we are miſtaken, may be faith Abraham , when he was try'd,

inferr'd a clearer defini ion of offer'd up Iſaac ;whence wemay

faith, than all the thorny nice- learn to reconcile him and Saint

ties of the ſchoolmen ever yet James, who ſpeaks of the ſelf

produced, namely , That ' cis a ſame thing, owns that Abraham

firm de pendance on God's Good . was juſtified by faith, or account

neſs and Truch , that whatever he ed righteous before God : Abra .

has promis’d, he is both able and ham , ſays he, believ'd in God . He

willing to perform : And this plainly ſpeaks of true faith , the

ſence thereof is confirm'd and nacureof which he ſhows,namely ,

explain'd quite through the 4th that good works was of the ef

chap. He againjt hope believed in ſence and perfe &tion thereof : Faith

hope being not weak in faith, be without works is dead Ву

confider'd not b's own body being works is Faith made perfe& . Abra

dead, &c. He ſtagger'd not at the ham was juſtified by works, that is,

promiſe of God through unbelief, but as just after 'tis explain'd , Faith

wa: Jirong in faith, giving Glory to wrouglot with his works. Thus far

God ; and be ng fully perſwaded, we are then come, faith juſtifies

that what he had promis'd he was as a means or inſtrument, works

able alſo to perform , and therefore it juſtifie that faich. Then 3dly ,

[ Faith ) was impulted unto him for we are alſo juſtified by baptiſm ,

righteouſneſs : Though he was 1100 as a ſign, a pledge, andearneſt of

without fault, yet God accept
our acceptance with God . It's the

this confidence of his in door of the church, ( extræ Eccle

his promiſe, inſtead of a perfect fiam 11on eſt ſalus, in an ordinary

righteouſneſs or obedience . Ob. way) as faich is the hand that

ferve what is added, ver 23. and opens and admits us in . And this

24. that this was written por many
learned Men believe is in

for his fake alone , for his ho . tended in that waſhing which the

nouſ, but for our takes allo, for Apoſtle refers to, i Cor. 6. II .

our direction and comfort, to and ſuch were ſome of you ,but you

whom it hall be imputed ; faith Arewaſhed, butyou are ſanctified ,but

for righteouſneſs, as 'cwas to him, you are juſtified in the Name of our,
Lörd

ed
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Lord, and by the ſpirit of our God ; the effect of both ; yet, as our Sa

where is a clear alluſion to, if not viour's words intimate , there

a diſtinct mention of the three muſt be ſomething beſides bap

adorable perſons of the facred tiſm , namely , faith which as is

Trinity, into whoſe name we are prov'd, includes obedience : And

baptiz'd , our Lord Jeſus, and the the Apoſtle adds , ' Tis not only the

holy Spiritof our God ; which per- ceremony which muſt fave us , remo

haps relates to Father and Son ving the filth of the flesh, or outward

both, ſince it proceeds from them ceremonial waſhing with water, but

both . In the ſameſenſe is bap- the anſwer of a good conſcience to.

tiſm call'd by the fame Apoftle, wards God, throl the reſurrection of'

aétpor manygevinius,the Laver of Jeſus. Thus much of the juftifi.

Regeneration ; accordingly our cation by baptiſm , which in che

church not only lawfully but ſenſe we have explain'd it , noc

commendably uſes the word re- only the Church of England , but
generation for baptiſm , and in the all the primitive Ch. did unani

offices for that Sacrament, more mouſly believe. For the laſt and

than once mentions the child's chief ſenſe in which we are juſti

being regenerate, which it explains fy’d, or accounted righteous be

by its being grafted into the body fore God, the fole, true , proper,
of Chriſt's church, and ſo admit. meritorious cauſe thereof, is the

ted into the Communion of Saints, merits or righteouſneſs of Chrift ;;

as all thoſe are call'd who are and we wonder how any can deny

members thereof, and appear ſo this ,who have ever ſeen the Bible

to the world, tho' they may be by which we mean all his active

hypocrites in their hearts, and and paſſive obedience, tho' more

before God. They have then a eſpecially the ineſtimable Sacri.

fæderal holineſs, as children of fice of his moſt precious Death,

believing parents , and as the by which , as the Apoſtle tells us,

firſt-born among the Jews were he became the author of eternal ſal.

dedicated, devoted , or holy in the vation to thoſe that believe : [ ho'

Lord, and in that ſenſe they are his very Death was in a ſenſe ju.

holy , in that ſenſe they are rege. ftify'd ,or acceptable with God by

narate , as ’tis in the other Sacra- the obedience and holineſs of his

ment, and as even ill men in a life, as well as the dignity of

ſenſe eat and drink the body and his perſon ; for had he not been

blood of the Lord ; that is , Chriſt the Lamb without Spot, his deich

and the Church have done their cou'd have been of no value to

parts, and holineſs, juſtification, attone for the fin of the world ,

andregeneration are actuallycon- all the world were loft in adam's

ferr'd by their Sacraments, if the tranſgreſſion. Now if this righ

perſons receiving be not wanting teouineſs, or obedeince, or me

to themſelves, for they work noč rits of nur Saviour, which we

as charms, but by a rational way, take to ſignifie the ſame thing ,

as well as in a ſpiritual manner. be not imputed to us, how come

And tho' the Apoſtle ſays, Baptiſm we to be fav'd by it, or by him

does not ſave us; and a greater who is the ſecond 'Adam ? or is it

than he, our Saviour himſelf, that only his example that ſaves us,

he that believeth and is baptiz'd, as the Socinians very rationally
shall be sav'd ; making Salvation dream ? We ſhould have perfe &tly

obey'd
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of death

а

а

obey'd God's will, wecou'd not, oufneſs of one, thefreegift cameupon
wehave allfinn'd ,and wereguilty all ment unto juſtification of Life.

Chrift did per. Adam's offence is impuced to us,

form it, Chriſt dy'd, how come or why do we die ? Chrift's righ

we not to die, if not by his ceouſs is imputed to us, or how

Death ? How was that acceptable dowe live? By whoſe righteouſ

as to man, but by his obedience ? neſs its plainly affirm'd in the

How come we to eſcape butby words mention'd, all men have a

dying in our ſtead, aswellas fini- title to juſtification of life, or

ting and fulfilling all righteouſ- ſuch a ſtate of favour and
accep

ous before he dy'd ? And what's tance with God, as, if ic ben't

all tliat to us, unleſs imputed to their own faults, if they hearken

us, that is , accounted as if we had to the offers of peace and pardon,

really done it , fince ' twas done before the day of grace is paſs’d ,

by our ſurety for us ? Tho' this will certainly by God's mercy

ftill we are to obtain a ſhare in, bring them to eternal life.

by thoſe means before preſcribed , And thus we have endeavour'd ca

viz, Faith and obedience; yet anſwer this gentleman's queſtion :

ſtill not for that obedience, for For the other, concerning the odd

that faith as a meritorious Cauſe, inclinations of an acquaintance of

only as an inſtrument are we his, whom he takes to be a good

fav'd, juſtify'd, or accepted , or man, we think it more fic for a
accounted righteous before God. private Letter than ſuch a pub.
We have advanc'd nothing on lick paper.

this head , but what we think we Queſt. Seeing 'tis undeniably al

have expreſs warrant for in the lowable by the laws of God for the

very words of ſcripture, There. clergy to marry, how comes it to paſs

fore, not to reap up many, from that their wives and children, abeve
the old teſtament,we ſhall only all others, ſhow'd prove moft #nhape

produce one, Ifa . 53. 11, My righ- Dy ?

teous ſervant ſhall juſtifie many , for Anſw . As the queſtion is pro

be shall bear their iniquities. If he poſed, that their relacions are

bears our iniquities, the puniſh . generally and remarkably unhap

ment of 'em, weby parity of rea- py more than others , we are cer

ſon muſt bearhis righteouſneſs, muſt tain 'tis not true, but believe it

bejuſtified thereby . In the new only on old piece of popiſh ſu .

teſtament we'll only take our ar . ſperſtition, which they have ſub

guments out of one chapter, the tilly ſpread, and prevail'd to make

5th of the Rom . where v. 9. ' tis it paſs like one of their own Tra .

faid, we are juſtified by hisblood, ditions ; tho' 'tis indeed like

there's his paſſive.obedience; v . them ,no better than an old wife's

19. By the obedience of one shallma- fable ; which to confute, we need

ny be made righteous there's ſend the querift no farther than

both active and paſſive, becauſe the parſons fons feaſt, where he

oppos’d to Adam's diſobedience : may by the very ſenſe of ſeeing,

But thou'd it be deny'd, the pre. be convinc'd of the contrary .

ceding verſe we think will place it This we ſay againſt their be

beyond doubt : As by the offence of ing generally unhappy , as if

ene, judgment came upon all men to heaven hou'd have plac'd fome
condemnation ; even ſo by the righte. mark : diſpleaſure upon them,

:

more
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more than others, but yet if as the querift knows, is the

they lould ſometimes, nay, not method of ſome great men in the

feldom prove more unhappy church of England, and even the

than others, there might bean ſame way of praying, as we
eafie natural reaſon aflign'd for think moſt grant, is allow'd be .

it Theyhavehad in- fore ſermon in their pulpits, as
i genious education, they are left the writer of the CASE of

poor, the ſtate takes no care of Prayer owns, tho' cautiouſly ;

' em , as it does in other nations ; and we alſo believe, that

hence they are expos'd to more there are very few who have

temptations than almoſt any command of words enough to

others, for which reaſon 'tis ra. expreſs themſelves as they ought

ther a wonder that more of 'em on ſuch an occaſion, and there .

cake not ill courſes, and an ho- fore a form is the ſafe way.

- nour that ſo many of'em come Queſt. Suppoſe a desf man wel

to good , than at all ftrange, if skill'd in aſtronomy and naviga

ſome of 'em prove no betterthan tion, ſhould have all his Books and

they ſhou'd be. inſtruments taken from him and be

Queft. Whether there be any exam . put down in theſhip's hold some days

ple ofan extempore prayer made be- before the ſets fail, and there kept

fore a publick congregation met toge. cloſe many Days after, ſo that be

ther for the publick worſhip ofGod in knoweth net when the ship ſetſail,

all the New Teſtament ? how long the hath ſaild, nor to

Anfso. The Queriſt knows as wards what coaft, and then to be

well, or better than we, that brought aloft Some clear Morning,

there is no ſuch thing, if we and his books and inſtruments deli .

take extempore prayers for the ver'd him again, and be commanded

immediate produ &tion of the to tell the year,and the day of the

preacher, not the miraculous month , and in what point or part of,

gifts of God's holy ſpirit, which the earth the ship is in : What me

was then pour'd out on thej apo- thod muſt he uſe ?

Itles and other chriſtians. They, Anw. I anſwer, ( 1. ) He muſt

its true , might, and we believe with all exactneſs take the SUAS

did, pray without premeditation , meridian altitude, and rectifie his

both word and matter being im- azimuth compaſs,(an inſtrument

mediately inſpired by God, which well known to moſt expert ſeamen

ſure none but the wildeſt Enthufi. that fail to the Eaſt- Indies) duly

aft will now pretend to ; or if noting the preſent variation of

they do, we muſt take the liber- the compaſs , and ſet his minute

cy not to believe 'em till we fee watch to the time of theday very

' em work other miracles. But exactly. ( 2.) And after noon

here we muſt own, we think when the ſun is well declin'd to

there is a Medium to be found wards the weſt, take his altitude

between all form and all extem- and azimuth, and well note the

pore, namely, premeditated pray. time ofthe obſervation . And now

er, we mean as to the things, having the altitude, azimuth and

not the words,
which hour,by the firſt caſe of Norwood's

ſeems at leaſt as allowable as well oblique ſpherical triangle, ( vir two

as feaſible, as a fermon thus ut. ſides and an ' angle oppoſite gi.

ger'd ; which way of preaching, ven] you may thereby find the

ſun's
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Sun's declination, with which the formed. This is an excel?

Meridian altitude before found, lent propoſition, and perhap

you may thereby find the lati- when ' tis publiſh'd, ( for 'cwas

tudeofthe place. ( 3. ) And at never yet in print) wedoubt nog

fun -ſer, take his amplitude, alſo but ſome of our beſt experienc'd

the exact timeof fun - ſetting, by feamen andmariners may try ex

which the artiſt may make ano. periments thereby, and put it in .

ther operation for the latitude , to practice.

by the 13th Caſe of Norwood's Re- Queſt. A Gentlewomen marries,

& angled spherical Triangles, ( viz. the husband by contra & t is to leave

two fides given to find an angle ber ſo much at his death, if the ſur .

included .] Theſe obſervations and vives him ; ſhe would depoſit a parcel

operations may ſhew the latitude of her husband's goods ina friend's

nearly: But yet becauſe the Sun hands, to be there kept for her om

has the ſame declination ewice in uſe without the husband's privity :

a year, the day of the month will This I fear is a thing too much prašti

be uncertain. (4.) The artiſt ſed by wives in this great city , and

muſt then take the meridian al- elſewhere, to the great damage (and

titude of the firſt known ſtar that ſometimes ruine) of their husbands ;

tranfitterh the meridian, and note therefore your ſolution is defired at

the exact time thereof ; and this large, viz . Whether it is not unlaw .

obſervation will either confirm or ful both in the wife and receiver :

corre& the former ; for the lati. This queſtion and your ſolution I amI

tude , and the time of the ſtars ſure may be of great uſe to the pub.

fouthing, conferr'd with its right lick ?

aſcenſion, will ſhew the Sun's Anſw . Theft on either ſide is

rigt afcenfion , and conſequently very baſe and unjuſt, ſince what

the day of themonth. ( 5. ) But is the husband's is the wife's; and

becauſe this dependeth upon the what is the wife's, is alſo the hus

time of the ſtars coming to the band's ; but the injuſtice is worſe

meridian, which may not be per on the woman's fide,ſince the law

haps ſo exactly taken , the pre. can only touch the husband, who

ciſe day will yet be dubious: is anſwerable both for his own and

But when the Moon aſcends the his wife's actions. This is ſo well

horizon near to ſome known ſtar, krown, that we want not ſome

which with a little conference unhappy inftances ofwomen that

with his ephemerides, aſſureth have only married , to have hus

him both of the year and day, bands to lie in priſon for 'em.

and by taking the Moon's diſtance Such an inſtance as this in the

from the ſtar, and the time of queſtion, ſeem as unnaaural as

the obſervation, he finds the lon- for one member of a bodyto ſeek

gitude. (6.) And laſtly, By his for private receptacles and circu.

inctinatory he may take the incli- lations of blood , in prejudice to

nation of the needle in theplace, the reſt , notwithſtanding the

and thereby find the longitude, whole frame of nature is fettled

as Mr. Bond has ſhew'd in his before, and that in the beſt me

book call'd , The Longitude found, thod poflible, for the good of the

which he may compare with the whole man . In juſtice neither

former ; and according to theſe man norwife has power to diſpoſe

dire &tions may an example be of a farthing, without each others

Con

а
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concurrence, cho' this ftri & neſsis the Queriſt here ſeems to do, or

conveniently enough diſpenc'd elſe to meer men, or prophets of
with , where either party is wil. God. However 'twas intended,

ling to truſt to the judgmentof we anſwer both in this and other

the other in what is proper for ſuch inſtances, that ' twas a real

their ſtations, as the way of pub. angel which appear'd to Balaam ,

lick concerns, and the private and that an angel ſent from beas

management of the family are ven, and that angel a real imma

different. And indeed in all mat- terial ſubſtance, in a diftinct

ters of liccle moment, there's no rank or order of Beings from

need of the trouble of acquaint. chat of Men. That there are ſuch

ing one another, ſince'tis fairly beings as theſe, there's none

enough ſuppos’d that if the other can deny who really believe.

knew , they wou'd not contradict the ſcripture, wherein their ex.

it ; which allowance does not yet iſtence is unanſwerably affert.

infringe the privilegesof juſtice, ed, as well as their agency, duty
which is that we now ſpeak of. and operations often deſcribd:

Tho' after all, we don't deny, And we dare affirm , that they '
but in ſome caſes ſuch ſecret ſe- are mention'd at leaſt in two

curing one party's ſeparate inte hundred places of the Bible, in

reſt, without giving the other ſuch a manner, as diſtinct im

any account , may be very juſt, material ſubſtances muſt thereby

vertuous, and prudent. As for be unavoidably intended . There

inſtance, when either the man or were angels which familiarly

the wife run on willfully and ob. convers’dwith the patriarchs ,with

ftinately in an unavoidable courſe Abraham , with Lot, with Hagar,

of ruining chemſelves and their with Jacob, with Mofes, and many

families; but even here allconve- others : And as plainly as any

nient tenderneſs, admonition and where in this hiſtory of Balaam ,

counſel, firſt by one's ſelf, and Num . 22. That he was an angel

then by friends, oughttobe made from heaven, appears from v .22.
uſe of; which if to no purpoſe, where he's caled, the angel of :

the laſt remedy is as reaſonable the Lord . I hat 'twas not apro

as to lay things of value out of vidence, a diſpenſation, or we

the way of children and fools. know not what, as the quakers

Queſt. Was that angel that ap. dream, we may infalliby learn
peard to Balaam in the way,an from the hiſtory it felf, if we

angel from heaven , or an angelſent indeed believe it : For ſuppoſing

on that purpoſe pi &tur’d with a flam . that Balaam cou'd ſee, hear, and

ing ſword ? diſcourſe with a providence, ſure

Anſw . I don't well underſtand his als cou'd not do it, which

the ſenſe of this queſtion : But I 'tis ſaid law him ſeveral times,

ſuppoſe the Queriſt may aim at and turned from him as long as

ſomething of the common doubt the cou'd poſſibly avoid him.

in relacion to the exiſtence of For the flaming ſword, 'twas un

angels, which ſome hereticks doubtedly as real as the angel

have deny'd in own age as well himſelf, and the power of the an

as thoſe foregoing , attributing gel might as eaſily extend to the

what we read related of 'em either framing a fiery meteor into that

to fantaſms or apparitions, as form , as to condenſe a body of Air
for

1

2
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for his ownappearance, tho' both as ſome of the quakers have

hid from Balsam , not by any taught, Gods preferuing, deliver .

ſmall cloud interpoſing, which ing , comforting providences.
might eaſily have been done, let 'em be as mad as they pleaſe

but by a more compendious way in embracing either of theſe mad

obſtructing his eye fight ; for when opinions, yet all the ſober and

he did at laſt ſee him , 'tisfaid religious part of mankind will

the Lord opened his eyes. That ſtill believe Gods word before

this was a real Angel and not an either of 'em , which tells us

appearance or Phantaſm only , we in expreſs terms, that they are all

may learn by comparing the hi• miniſtringSpirits, sent forth to mi.

ſtory with oher places where- niſter to thoſe who are Heirs of Sal.

in the exiſtence of Angels is plain- vation .

ly afferred . Thus where the Queft. What is the cauſe of the

Angels are ſaid to look into the continuance of the bodies of living

church ; where our Saviour is creatures without putrefa&tion ?
ſaid to be made a little lower Anſw . As falt preferves dead

shan the Angels, where the An. bodies from Putrefa & ion, for

gels of little children are ſaid which reaſon the poorer fort of

always to behold the face of their the Egyptians made uſe either of

father which is in Heaven : ſhould that, or ſome cheap bituminous

we take all this in their Senſe, fubftance to Soufe up all theirgreat

either forPhantaſm or providences, grandfathers, which chey'd ſtill

what ridiculous aſſertions and call by the finer name of embalm

fuppoſitions muſt we charge on ing ,that or any ſuch ſtrong Aſtrin .

the infallible fpirit of God ? gent, as it were ſealing up the

And thereby come coo nearthoſe pores, and hardening thebody to

who are are guilty of blaſphemy ſuch a conſiſtency as prevented

againſt him: It further appears liquefa & ion ; ſo we ſhou'dthink

from the ſcriptures aforemen . there might be ſomething of a na

tion'd, as well as many others, tural ſale in livingbodies, which

that theſe Angels were not pro. might have ſomething of the fame

phets or men of God, as others effect tho' not exactly in the ſame

have aſſerted . They are manner : were it not for an obvi.

in Heaven as their place of refs. ous objection. How then Ihou'd

donce, they look into the church they putrifie after death , when

as ſtrangers, they are miniſters in there is, for ought appears ,as

deed , but miniftring Spirits ; they much falt in 'em as ever ? For

appear and diſappear at pleaſure ; which reaſon we muft find fome

nay, as in the caſe of Manoah, other way to ſolve it ; accordingly

afcend to Heaven in a flame of fire. muſt enquirewhat putrefaction is ,

Let then the ſuperſtitious pa . and whence it proceeds, And 'ris

piſts on one ſide, follow the only aliquefaction or alteration,

trackof the old hereticks, and and diſſolution ofthe ſmaller parts

worſhip thoſe Angels whom they of any body, by a preternatural

only ought to reſpect and revés fermentation or motion therein ,

rence ; let others on the contra. which alſo owes its riſe to the

ry as much derogate from thoſe want of a due circulation of the

bleſſed ſpirits, and pretend they blood, and juices of thebody jin

are either apparitions,ormen ,or their propernatural dydts,which

duets,
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du &ts, orfine paſſages being by channel be otherwiſe obſtructed
ſome diſeaſe or violence either that it has no paſſageor vent, the

broken or ſtopp'd, or blended one water there immediately tends

among t'other, their particular to putrefaction : which 'tis im-.

juicesmuft neceffarily ftagnate poffible ſhou'd e'er happen in

where they are, and being de. ſuch common ſhores, as we corrupta

priv'd of their natural motion, ly call 'em , where the tides come

acquire a non -natural one, the up, or there's free paſſage for all

ſmaller parts endeavouring to that's thrown into them . Thus

file off, and fly away as faſt as the body of any living creature,

they can in ſtrong fulphurous while all thoſe little parts diſa

ſteams of an unpleaſing and fætid charge their peculiar offices, and

ſavour. To illuſtrate this by a there's a free circulation , and a

mean , but natural compariſon ; natural motion within , muſt con

when the ſewers are kept clean , tinue in its natural ſtate, buc

and the water has a free paſſage when this ceaſes, foon putrefies

through them, they are ſweet much after the manner of a gan

enough ; but if ſomeof that paf- grene,which ariſes from the fame

ſages are broken down through cauſe.

which it ſhou'd flow , or if the

a

M

1

LA

2

Exempt from drowſieProfe,I ſpeakin meaſure,
And love Proportions both in Pain and Pleaſure :

My Parents in Poetick raptures lay,

And nickt the Muſes.

As ſoon as born I wept an Elegy,

And deaft my Nurſe with peeviſh Harmony.

And thus I led my Life, too long to tellye ;

Only in Rhimes I Eat, Drink, fill my Belly :

Nor do I e'er converſe, ( perhaps you know it )

With Flesh and Blood, unleſs I meet a Poet :

Non having seen in your Athenian Sheet

That Oracles ftill uſe Poetick Wit,

Pray tell me what unlucky Star, d'ye mind it,

Cou'd Influence my Temper as you find it ?

>

Anſoo. Thou Man of Porch, as long as the Pyreum , ( a )

Were all like thee , wecou'd not half ſurvey 'um .

Leſt thy ſtrong Lines thou'd our weak Ears rebang, ( b )

Take this ſhort Anſwer to thy long Harangue :

' Twas Venus with Sir Phæbus in Conjunction ,

That ruļd thy Birth, and marke out thy poor Fuzet1991.

And hence, unleſs the Planets Gypſies prove,

Thou'lt a new song, and a new Woman love .

Notes on the Anſwer to the Poetick Queſtion.

( ) [as long as the Pyræum ] I deſire Mr. Reader's gentle Thoughts

concerning this Word, and that he'd not believe I lugg'd it in meerlyfor

Rhyme's fake, ſince 'tis nearer a -kin to us than every body knows, being
the

1
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:

the name of the long haven at Athens, for which reaſon I take my ſelf

to have more right toborrow a ſmall fimile from it than any other Authors.

( b ) ( rebang ) We muſt not suppoſe our reader so ill acquainted with

philoſophical writings, as 10t to know that ' tis very ufual and allo

able for thoſe who deal much in 'em to ſtart a new hard word or

two of their own now and then ; for which we ſhall the eaſier find par

dont, becauſe ' tis the first I ever ventur'd upon, and beſides, not half ſo

long or loud as its fellows uſe to be, ( tho' pretty well of its Inches ) the

fignification whereofis no more than a ſecond banging.

Queſt. Looking over Sir Wil. bred up two crows with his ut

liam Temple's Memoirs, I met moft diligence, and brought it

with a ſtory in it concerning an old to paſs that in their pratling lan

parrot , belonging to the late Prince guage , one wou'd falute Caſar,

Maurice, that readily anſwerd to and the other Antonius : This

Several queſtions promiſcouſly put to man when Auguſtus returned con

him , which you may more particu. queror, met him upon the way

larly inform your ſelves of, by refere with his crow upon his fift,

ring to the aforeſaid book, page 58 , which ever and anon came out

59. I am very doubtful asto the with hissalve Cafar Viktor, Impera.

matter of fact, tho Sir William tor, Hail Cæſar, the conqueror and

Says ' twastold him as a real truth emperor ; Auguſtus delighted here

by the Prince himſelf; but ſuppo. with, purchaſed the bird of him

ſing it to be ſo, I ſhould be glad at the price of 20000 " deniers

to know by what means this creature of Rome. 'Twou'd be too long

attained to the knowledge of doing to mention the tractability of

that which to human reaſon ſeems so the drugon Seneca ſpeaketh of,

very improbable ? Mores Itiner . Hift. Man . Art. c .

Anſw. Scaliger tells us, that he 11. p.169. or what ſtrange things

ſaw a crow in the French king's have been performd by Emanuel

court that was taught to fly at king of Portugal his elephant ;

patridges or any other fowl, the quickneſs of ſome dogs

from the faulconer's fift. In at Rome and Conſtantinople . Our

Hift. Mar. Art . c. 11. p . 173. Car. thoughts upon the whole are

dinal Aſſanio had a parrot that theſe, Thatthe novelty of things

was taught to repeat the Apo- makes 'em wonderful, when as

Atles Creed verbatim in Latin : there's not the leaſt reafon for

And in thecourt of Spain, there wonder , if we conſider the nå

was one that cou'd fing the ture ofſuch things. We'll grant

Gamut perfe &tly, if at any time it poſſible for a parrot to an .

he was out, he wou'd ſay, Nova ſwer diftin &tly to ſuch and ſuch

Buene, that is not well ; but when queſtions ; but this a &tion needs

he was right , he wou'd ſay, Bue- no reaſon to the performance of

#o va , now it is well, John Barns it, ſince it may be effected with

in Lib . de Equivocatione . In the out it , vix. by an habituated idea

time of war berwixt Auguftus Cæ . of things : Not only man, but

Sar and M. Antonius, there was a the inferiour ranks of animals

poor man at Rome, who purpoſing receive their idea's by the ſenſes.

to provide for himſelf againſt all" Suppoſe the ear, for that comes

events, had this contrivance, he nearer the queſtion,fuch and ſuch
ſounds

.
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ſounds of repeated, and ſuch and that try in caſes of life and death ,

ſuch actions immediately pre- are oblig'd to be (or at leaſt to tell

ceding or immediately follow- the court that they are ) all of one

ing fuch founds, muſt neceffari. mind, before they can give, or the
ly form a complex idea both of the court receive their verdict : And it

found and action : So that when being but reaſonable to ſuppoſe that it

either ſuch action or ſuch found may ſo happen, that one or more of

is repeated, an idea of the other the twelve may diffent from the ma

muſt neceſſarily attend ir . Thus jor pars, as being of deeper judga

dogs are taught to fetch and car. ment , &c . or by building uponfalſe

ry,and thus parrots talk when 90ti0zs, which yet he believes , and

they ſpeak more words than one cannot be perſwaded otherwiſe, but

together , as for inſtance, Poor that they are the truth &e. In

Poll, theſe words being often re- short, we'll ſuppoſe him to act ac

peated together, if one of ' em cording to his conſcience, whether
be mentioned and the other left, otherwiſe he be in the right or no,

there muſt neceſſarily be an idea and then query, How muſt ſuch a

of the other ſound , becauſe cu- man act, ſo as to keep a good conſci

ſtom and habit chain'eontogether; and ence towards God and ma: ſo as not

if two words, why not three ? to be guilty of the blood of the pri

and if three, why not many to. ſoner , as well as of perjury, if he

gether ? There needs but a little brings him in guilty, and he is not ;

more diligence, care, and fre- of perjury, if he brings him in not

quent inſtruction. Some wou'd guilty, and he be ; or of hazarding

wonder to ſee an elephant dance, his own life, and the lives of his

and wou'd fufpect a poffeffion by fellow jurors, by being ſhut up with

thedevil ,or at leaſt witchcraft,when out food , till one of them die, or elſe

all is nothing but the pure effect of comply, tho' againg his conſcience,

cuſtom upon repicition of complex that he and they may not undergo

idea's. " The manner of teaching that hardſhip and danger ?

an elephant to dance has been Anfw The law ſuppoſes not

thus practic'd : They bring a only good nien , bur men ofſenſe .

young elephantupon a floor heat- to be concern din verdiiis, and if

ed underneath. and play upon lo , truth never claining with

the muſick whilſt he litis up his truth , they muſt all be of one

legs and ſhifts his feet about by mind at the firſt, or elſe upon lay

reaſon of the corture of the ing down their arguments, the

heet ; this often practic'd , he prejudices are foon remov'd , fur

does ſo upon the bare found of truch will take place of every un

mufick : So that in thows, when prejudic'd Perfon . Tho' we wil

he ' dances after muſick , 'tis not lingly grant , that if we take the

from any principles of reaſon, world as it is , the majority of

but fromthe concatenation of the votes wou'd be an argumint of er

two idea's of heat and muſick, ror : butthe caſe is infinitely al

which cuſtom has habituated him ter’d , where perſons of fenſeand
to, and thus it is with dogs, birds , judgment are concern'd . But

dancing horſes, parrots, mag pies, fuppole, as you ſay , that one

&c . amongſt the reſt, as in the caſe of

Queſt. Oltr jurors, (particularly Mr. Cron?, does withitand all the

at Juſtice -Hall in the Old - Baily ) reſt, and cannoc comply without

Hh per
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perjury or murder as he pretends. clining condition, that God Almighty,

Towhich we anſwer, If themoſt who is the beſt judge, will rather

reaſonable arguments cannot be ſcourgeher for herfolly in doing more

enough convincing, 'tis ten to thanſhe was able , than reward beri

one but 'tis the prejudice of in- good intentions in any degree : This

tereſt, paſſion, & c. and not rea. gentlewoman is a friend of mine, and

ſon that holds up the ſide, and it is a great grief to me to ſee her in

then thequeſtion belongs not to so great affli&tion,and in ſuch doubt of

fuch perſons, for ſuchas are lo ſuch a preſent, and future puniſhment

prejudic'd in caſes of life and for her good deeds: Pray, firs ,groter

death, can eaſily away with thoughts and advice upon the whole ?

perjury or murder : But to Anſw. Every perſon ought to

go yet nearer, and ſuppoſe both keep as near'as they can to an

fides honeſt and conſcientious ; exact account of their incomes,

we anſwer, Then honeſtand con- that they may proportion their

fcientious arguments will ſoon de expences to ' em . If this rule

cide the controverſy, for ' cis ab . were obſerv'd, a great deal of

ſolutely impoſſible that many pa- debts and cheats wou'd vaniſh out

trons of truth cannot explain it of the common.wealth , and we

to the convincing one or two : might alſo have very good rules

So that after all, we conclude the andlimits for our aétual charities,

ſuppoſition and impoſſibility, or (our intentional ones are only

elſe the wiſdom of our judges, known and rewarded by God .)

and the very effential parts of our Having an account, or very near

laws were wicked and unreaſona-' of it, of our incomes, 'tis eaſie

ble in enacting ſuch obligations ; by experience to find what is ab

but never cou'd the greateſtene- folutely neceſſary for our felves.

mies of our laws , charge our laws What is above that, we may give,

themſelves, as wicked and erro- butno more is any where expecte

neous, only the abuſe and perver. ed from us ; but if after all, ſome

ting of 'em , has been , andmay well meaningand charitable per

be in too many caſes cenſurable. fons ſhould act imprudently, by

Queſt
. The Tueſday beforeChriſt- making cunning Guxmans and un.

mas day, I gave you an account of fit perſons the object of theircha.

a gentlewoman whohath mightily im . rity ; nay, if they ſhou'd in.

poveriſhed her ſelf and children by trench upon their own abſolute

daily relieving the neceſſities of her neceſſities, they may yet be af

near relations, the tenderneſs of her ſur'd, provided they are not wil

nature being ſuch, that she could not fully waſteful, and do it not

posſibly forbear Supplying their wants, with a deſign to tempt provi

whilji je kad a competency, tho' fhe dence, they ſhall be certainly pro

thought she ſhould ſuffer for it here- vided for. There is not, thatwe

after : Indeed her objects of charity know of, half ſo many promiſes

were always very deftitute of any made in the whole facred writ to

other help, ſeeming to be thrown upon anyone thing as charity, no doubt

ber by ike immediate hand of pro- but becauſe God very well knew

vidence, upon which providence the the diſtruſtfulneſs of our nature.

depends for a maintenanceof her own Our Saviour was well acquainted

children ; but ſhe is very fearful,fince with this, when he ſpentſo many

fbefinds ſo much difficulty in ker de- words, contrary to his uſual cu

Atom

>
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1

ftom upon other fubje& s, in out any far fetch't Interpreta

perſwading his diſciplesofa cer . tions, the merciful and lender is
tainty of convenient ſubſiſtance, David's righteous man here ; and

conſider the Lillies of the field, then the ſenſe is, i never knew

&c. It would be too long for the merciful and lender forſaken ,

our deſign to enumerate all the nor his ſeed begging their bread ;

promiſes made to the charitable, which agrees very well with

of which the proverbs are very the reſt of the promiſes to the

full ; we ſhall only take notice charitable . Our advice is, that

of David's obſervacion : I never the queriſt take heed of melan

knew the righteous for Saken , nor his cholly, which may do her an

feed begging bread ; from which injury ; that the compute her

Tome wou'd inferr, chat to ſee a Eſtate, chat her expences every

poor beggar is always a certain way may not exceed her re

lign that he or his parents were ceipts ; and then let her be as

wicked. . This. Verſe is truly charitable as her own neceſſities

explain'd ( tho' not commonly will let her; and wiſh to do more

taken Notice of) by the pre- if ſhe were able, and 'tis all that
ceding, the righteous is merciful God and nature demand of

and lendeth, & c. So that with her .

3

1

. T
.

I.

Queſt. H E greateſt Bleffing that Mankind can know ,

Is met with in a ſweet and pleaſing Reft :

The ftrongeſt Curſe ill Fortúne can beſtone,

Iš ſtill to be with mighty Pains oppreſsid ;

Man never finds the former cill he dyes,

The latter flows from beauteous Womens Eyes.

II.

İn all Things elſe the Choice do's plain appear,

And common Senſe but ſeldom goes aftray ;

Why then are Mortals so miſguided here,

So blind , or ſo miſtaken in their way ;

To long for quiet, yet from Death to run;

And fly to Love, while they wou'd Torment thun ?

+

j!

1

+

**

(

1.

Anſw . Hail Bard Divine ! unknown, we muſt adore,

Thy Eagle-pitch out-towrs our haggard fight,

Our glimmering Lamp within will flame no more,

Quench't by too unſupportable a Light.

Elſewou'dwé mingle with thy facred Tire.

As Siſter-ſtrings cun'd by ſome Neighb'ring Lyre.
II

Can one that writes like thee complain for Reft,

Or any Heart to thee obdurate prove ?

Canſt chou e'er want a song to charm thy Breaſt ?

Or éanft thou be unhappy in thy Love :
Hhz TÁR
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That Grief that ſhows ſo well, is ſure ſincere ;

Nor can Ill Fortune . better Mourning wear.

III .

Nor need'ſt thou any longerſearch in vain ,

For what ſo much thy buſie Thought confounds :

Love's a delicious Plague, a pleaſingPain ,

Smiles when it ſtabs, and tickles when it wounds ;

Mad to the Hive we run ; and if we bring

The Honey chence, with eaſe deſpiſe the Sting.

IV.

We fain wou'd Land, but hear the Billows roar,

The daſhing Waves, and hollow whiſtling Wind :

' Tis a wide Leap to that dark dreadful Shore,

And none come back , to tell us what they find.

' Tis well, great Jove ſome further Bounds did give ;

If Death were all, ah ! who wou'd longer live !

.

Queſt. I have long liu'd in an fity there is of his leaving this

unlawful, tho' Succeſsful Amour. I damnable fin. He asks whatmea

have enjoy'd all the favours that à fures he ſhall take beſides thoſe

lovely young woman can beſtow . I preſcrib'd by religion ? We reply ,
am very ſenſible of the ſin I commit, None at all; forthat reaches the

as well as the injury I do the hus- caſein all its circumſtances, ſince

band. My circumſtances and em- it directs not only to purity, but

ployment are fuch I cannot quit this to prudence and generoſity too, in'

town or land, nor wou'd willingly things of this Nature. Jofeph,

exp» ſe her riputation : I therefore when tempted by his miſtreſs,

give you the trouble of this to beg wou'd not ruine her reputation,,

your advice what meaſures ſhall take by revealing it to his mafter,

(beſides thoſe preſcrib’d by religion ) tho' this generoſity hadalmoſt coſt

to avoid this lovely tempter, who him his life ; much leſs we think

will not fail to preſs me to a conti- ought any to do ſo, who have

nuance of my paſſion, which I am re- either been the ſole tempters, or

folved to quit." Your directions in at leaſt equally guilty . The

this caſe will very much oblige ſame Holy Books reach us pri

Yours, & c. dence in the ſame caſe, boch in

Anſwo This being a thing of 5oſeph's example, and in Solomon's

more than ordinary moment , as precepts, one who had been buc

well in its felf, as from the in . too well acquainted with things

fluence it may have upon others , of that nature. Joſeph hearken

we thought fit to print the let- ed not to his miſtreſs ſo much

ter at large, to let our gallants as to be with her , for he knew

fee; that there are yet fome 'twas dangerous venturing near

imitable examples left of Peni- fo fair ' an enemy : And Solomon

tence at leaſt, if not of perfect ſays, Come not near the door of

Vertue . her houſe, keep out of eye-shot, and

In anſwer, We firſt hope the to be ſure there is no danger.

gentleman is in earneſt, and that But this common prudence may be
he needs no more arguments to branch'd out into particular acts,

convince him of the abſolute necefn as the Temp:ations may prets.

What
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norWhat has been already ſaid , we at leaſt converſe not with her,

think may be fufficient in gene- receive letters from her, but to

ral, in what manner to avoid the fire with 'em as ſoon as e'er

her ; but we'll go further, as we you perceive they are hers, if

ſuppoſe the Querift defires, and you are ſure of the hand, with

direct him how to break off incire- out ſo much as opening 'em, or

ly . This we'd adviſe him by no elſe you'll endanger the rekind.

means to do perſonally , for the ling a worſe flame in your breaſt,

reaſons before-mention'd , but than that from which you have

by letter, in which if he pleaſe fay'd 'em . As for your ſelf,

he may encloſe this paper, which have a care of relapſes, more dan

perhaps may make the breach in- gerous than the diſeaſe. Remem

curable' ; and if it does, ſo much ber you are now engag'd againſt

the better, for he'll have the leſs all your enemies at once, the

trouble afterward .' Prudence and world, the flesh, and the devil.

generoſity will ft 11 direct him
They'll ſtruggle hard,

what the ſubject of the letter but there are more with you than

ought to be , and that ' tis the againſt you . Read in the ingeni.

fin and danger to both their ſouls, ous Bentivoglio and Urmain, the con

which is the real occaſion of fict between Nicomacus and Orex

the breach, uſing the ſame argu . is, with her other filters Ver

ments to convince her, and make tu- , religion and honour engage

her a real convert to Vertue and ho .
on your ſide, and glory is your

Hour, which he found before reward. And as the di.

work'd on his own Mind . Buc vine Herbert ſay, If rottenneſs have

whate'er ſhe pretends, ſee her so more, let heayenge.
more , if poſſible to be avoided ;

HE different Accident of Colour Mows,

That different Maiter doth the Clouds compose .

Well namd Athenians ! Pray be pleas’d to show

What Vapours to the Compoſition go ,

of Black, and Brown , of Gilded, Grey and White,

Which oft are mingled in their common Flight !

Queft.T ,'

.

j

Anw. Of Nature's Works, and Nature's ſelf I ſing ;

Muſe! Tune thy Lyre, and touch thy founding String,
The wondrous hidden Seeds of Colour ſhow ,

Which none but Boyle himſelf and Phæbus know ;

Whar Beauties on the gentle Drew-drops born,

What purple Bluſes dreſs the riſing Morn ?

Whence chearful Green , or Grey , or lovely Bright,

And all the various Births of Shades and Light ?

Thee, reverend Black , for all things firſt were thine,

Let's trace, and own thy Origin Divine.

Old Chaos knew thee , and thy ſober Face,

Spread wide around through all th' unbounded Space ;

Before fair Phoſphor ever wak'd the Morn ,

Before the Stars or Syn it ſelf was born i

H h 3
But
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But when ch' All-wiſe did thy dark Realmsdiſplay, i .

And brought from his own Heav'nthe chearful Day,

Thy Horrors ſmild, ſtruck with ſo ſweet a Sight,

And greedily drunk in the Genial Rays of Night.

Queſt. A gentlewoman that has a turns for his kindneſs, if ſuch a

husband who uſes ber barbarouſly, thing be poſible in ſuch an Age ,or

makes her go in danger of her life, rather elſe let's ſay,pretends to ex

and ke-ps a whore, refuſing to live pect none, yet 'tis ill truſting him ,

with her, but makingher work for 'tis a dangerous experiment ; ' tis

her bread , having the offer of a ſingle much more honourable and honeſt

gentleman that will maintain her. too, to get her living by painful

very well : Whether it be any ſin to labour, nayalmoſtby begging it

accept of his kindneſs ? ſelf, fuppofing he has ever made

Anſw. Here are ſeveral ambi- any pretences to her, or ſhe has

guous Words in this Queſtion, reaſon to believe he intends any

which muſt be explained before ſuch thing .

we can go any further Queſt. Suppoſe the Querift have a

Ofer of a ſingle Gentleman ] daughter about twenty years of age ,

[to maintain her] to (accept of and a brother about theſameage, and

his Kindneſs ] If the Words, offee they happen to have ſo fincere and

ring to maintain , fignifie keep , earneft a paſſion for each other, that

ing in the uſual ſenſe on't , as by its fear'dno reaſon will prevail with

the circumſtances 'tis extreamly 'em from marrying ; or if prevent

probable they do , and if by the ed, in all probability will occaſion

accepting kindneſs, be meant be. their ruine in this World : Query,

ing kind to him agen , then the Whether upon this conſideration

caſe is clear ; and why all this may the marriage be folemniz'd

fine clean language to wrap up with hope of God's blefing and the

thar broad word WHORE, quiet enjoyment of their liberties and

with which ſhe fo fairly brands eſtates to them and their pofterity,

one that is kept by her hus- notwithſtanding any ſcruples that may

band, when about to bring her be rais'd againſt it ?

ſelf into the ſame circumſtances : Anſw . If itbe abſolutely unlaw .

Is't any caſe of conſcience whe..ful and forbidden by God'sWord ,

woman ought to turn undoubtedly it ought by no means

whore becauſe her husband is a to be conſented to ; nay thoſe

whoremaſter ? Has he been ne- concern'd can't acquit themſelves

ver fo brutiſh and barbarous, tho' . by being only paffive in the caſe.

perhaps he'd repreſent her as That 'tis fo, ſeems the poſitive

ill , might be ſpeak for himſelf, judgment of our church and na.

is that any excuſe to her to imi. tion ; for we find in the table of

tate him ? Or will the be ſo mad kindred and affinity, Num.i25. the

to ftab her ſelf, and infinitely brothers daughter among the pro.

worſe, becauſe her husband has hibited degrees to theman, and

put her in danger of her life ? But the third to the woman, her fa

we'll take th : caſe at fairet ther's brother being forbiddenher,

Suppoſe the gentleman wou'd on- and this as its ſaid there, in ſcrip

Jy generouſly ſupply her necefli. ture and our laws. Its true, here's

ties, and expect no criminal re . a doubt, whether thoſe words are

taken

ther a
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taken together or afunder, that is, ſing it indifferent of it felf, un

whether were intended there- doubtedly it ceaſes to be fo when

by that all theſe degrees were authority determines as it does
forbidden both by the laws of here, otherwiſeit is no authority.

God and the laws of the land, If we come to ſcripture, its true

or ſome by one and ſome by 'tis not there exprelly forbidden ,

the other, cho this clear'd in cho' it ſeems to be by parity of

the canon it ſelf, which ſays, reaſon ; for in the 18th of Levi

" That none ſhall marry with- ticus,the father's ſiſter and mother's

" in the degrees prohibited by fifter are abſolutely forbidden ,

“ the laws of God, and expreſ- and father's brother is no farther

“ fed in a table ſet forth by off than his fifter, cho' ic muſt

authority, An. D. 1563., (in be acknowledg’d there may be

the reign of bleſſed Queen Eliza , ſome difference between the af

beth ) from which table we have cent and deſcent, tho' not enough

taken the two former prohibiti- to make either lawful. The fum

ons. Nay further, “That all is, that we think the gentle

“ Marriages fo made and con- man oblig'd in conſcience to hin

" tracted , thall be judged ince- der this inceſtuous marriage,

“ ftuous and unlawful, and con- whatever the conſequences may

ſequently ſhall be diſſolv'd as be, and the parties immediately

“ void from the beginning, and concern'd to break off this unlaw

" the parties ſo marry'd ſhall by. ful amour, tho' with the hazard

« courſe of law be ſeparated oftheir lives , for thoſe prohibi.

Here then is the Venerable judg- tions mention'd are certainly na

ment and authority of the beſt tural , and not ceremonial, asap
regulated church in the world, pears from v. 24 of the forecited

that ſuch a marriageis abſolute. Chap. Defile not your ſelves in any

ly unlawful, and ipſo facto void, of theſe Things, for in all theſe the

and that in conjunction with Nations are defiled, which I caſt out

the authority of the kate, which before you ,

declares the ſame. But fuppo-.

Queſt. SheInce all our Doctors of Aſtronomie

Maintain the Sun the only Spring to be

Whence Heat and Light, thoſe welcome Goods, do flow ;

Ingenious Cafuifts ! I fain wou'd know ,

Why when in Summer - Time Heav'ns journeying Light,

Whose fad Departure brings the mournful Night ;

TheWeſtern Borders of this Hemiſphere

Being left, our Antipodes go to cheer :

The Midnight then, or Light expecting morn ,

Although the Ais ( that doth like all thingsscorn)

To bear its contrary, bath tong oppos'd

The Air by Sol'sprevailing force inclos'd

Exceeds in Heat Some WintersDays wherein

Tho' diftant, fair Hiperion " s to be ſeen ?

H4 Aufso
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men ?

Anſw Indifferent Sir ! your Planet doth foretell

In Verſe a moderate Stile, in Profe as well :

But ah ! what's that to th ’ Sun, whoſe bright Abode is
By Day with us, by Night with th Antipodes ?

1 hen to your Doubt, which much perplex you may ,

( Very Egregicus Queriſt, thus we ſay )

The Cauſe wherefore the Hearu’nly Carman does

In Summer's Night with Warmth more comfort us

Than in the Winter's Day, in brief is thus :

Have you not ſeen a Loaf expecting Oven,

Which Icng with Vulcan's fiery Stieams have ſtroven ;
At length red hot become , which Heat will ſtay

When you have ſwept the flagrant Coals away,

And alſo then abide more hotthan thoſe,

Whoſe Fire juſt at the Mourh, not in ward glows,

Fire , ſcarce enough to warm or burn my Nofe :

For one Word why ſhou'd I make uſe of twenty,

If this you have but ſeen Sat Sapienti ?

Queſt, why women are for the objector 'unluckily deſtroys one

moſt part fonder and faller than part of the calumny by the

other ; for if fonder, how fal

Anſw .We ſhall deny they are fer ? if falſer, how fonder ? In

ſo for the moſt part, until the deed , we men are generally the

queriſt has told all the noſes in painters, and order all things
the world . For their fondneſs, how we pleaſe we write

none e'er went further in the the hiſtories of women, and re

trial on't that we e'er read or preſent our felves and themaswe

heard of, than Sperder's Squire of ihink fit, but they ſeldom either

Dames, and he made the experi write ours, or defend themſelves :

ment, as we remember, but on But grane the obſervation true

three hundred , but that's all a in ſome caſes, yet the poor la

ſpiteful, roguiſh fable, invented dies are talily excus'd : If they

on purpoſe by the angry poet are fond, 'tis diſingenious to

for the loſs of his miſtreſs ; and blame 'em, and we ſeldom think

wou'd ſome fair lady make the 'em ſo tillwe are willing toleave

ſame trial , undoubtedly ſhe'd 'em : If they are falſe, 'tis we

find fewer denials than he did , teach it 'em, and they are often

ſuppoſing the ſtory true. Then driven into it, either out of the

for their being falſer too, the Spain or revenge.

AT Learn'd Athenians ! Low I may improve,

Or elſe ſecure the Extaſies of LOVE ?

One of the ſofter Sex is mine, and I

Am bers; juſt now's the Nuptial foy,

Gueſs at the reſt, your Condeſcention can

Congratulate my Bliſs, and paint the happy Man .

Quet. S4

EPI
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Anſw . A Authat'scalm,ferene, andbright,
LL that's ſweet and ſoft attend ,

1

That can pleaſe, or pleaſure mend,

Or ſecure, or cauſe delight .

Little Cupids come and move

Round the Bridegrooms greedy Eyes ;

Whil'ft the ſtately Queen of Love

Round the Bride her Cejtos tyes.

Golden Hymen being thy Robe,

Bring ty Torch, that ſtill inſpires

Round the itacely amorous Globe

Vigorous Flames, and gay
Deſires.

Sifter Graces all appear,

Sitter Graces comeaway ;

Let the Heavens be bright and clear,

Let the Earth keep Holy - Day.

Jocund Nature does prepare

To ſalute the Charming Bride,
And with Odours fills the Air

Snatch'd from all the World beſide.

Vertue, Wit,and Beauty may

For a Time refuſe to yield,

But at length they muſt obey,

And with Honour quit the Field,

Their Efforts in vain will prove

To defend their free -born State,

When attack'd by mighty Love,

They muſt all Capitulate.

Marble- hearted Virgins, who

Rail ar Love to Thew your Wies,

So did once Eliza too ,

Yer with Pleaſure now ſubmits.

Ye too envious Swains, who wou'd

Follow Cupid it you might,

Like that Fox that gaping itood

Diſcommend the Grapes for Spight,

Since Experience teaches beſt ,

Ask if mutual Love has Crarms,

When the Bride and Bridegroom reſt
Lock'd in one another's Arms ?

.

Cueft,
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Queſt. Whether after promiſes reigns together peſter'd the thea.

made between two perſons, they ters and Itationers, whichis all

mayn't lawfully leave each other ,and we will ſay of 'em ; conſidering

acceptor courtothersbymutualconſents whoſe they were,but comenow to

Anw. We think there's no the compariſon : Sappho writ too

doubt to be made but they may, little, and Mrs.Behn too much,

the obligation being mutual, and for us to give 'em any juſt or

juſt as much on one ſide as the equal character, not but that by

other, ſo that both giving up their the little, very little we have of

part, there's no wrong done- Sappbo, we believe hardly ever
ng

Nay, we think 'twould be very were two Souls more alike than

requifite they ſhould do fo in Mrs. Bebn's and hers. Mrs Behn,

fome caſes ; as where there's no its true, has writ many things,

probability of living other wife and ſome of ' em excellently well,

than poorly and miferably if they in her own ſoft frain, few com

ſhould come together : For tho' ing near her ; particularly in her

love may make a ſhift to keep Lover's Watch , which if we mi

'em warm before marriage , they ſtake not ,we formerly mention'd .

won't find that alone will do ic And then her Voyage to the Iſlande

afterwards of Love, proves her a great profi

Queſt. Whether Sappho or the late cient both in the theory,and practi.

Mrs. Behn were the better Poeteſs ? cal part of that paſſion : But yet

Anſw . We muſt beg the perſon one fragment conſiſting but of

of honour's pardon,who ſentthis a few Lines, which we have of

queſtion, if we can't help telling Sappho's, carries ſomething in it

a pleaſant paſſage before we an. fo Toft, luſhious and charming, even

fwer it ; 'tis met with in the voy. in the ſound of the words, that he

ages of one Struis a Dutchman, a. tullus himſelf,who has endeavour'd

bout ten years ſince tranſlated in- ſomewhat like 'em in lacin , comes

to Engliſh; and ' tis this , p . 288. infinitely fhoto of 'em , and ſo have

In the city of Ardebil in Perſia, are all the reſt who have writ their

a corporation of whores, all poeteſſes, own thoughts on that fubje&t ;

whoſe chief ſubje & is the praiſe of for which reaſon we could

the emperor. This unlucky ſtory wilh Mrs. Behn her ſelf had tranſ.

was brought to mind by ſome wo. Jated 'em before ſhe went to Ely

ful loyal plays, which for two fium to meet her .

Queſt.Thris't that Mufick, Rhymes and Dances,

Have ſuch Effects upon our Fancies ?Quel W ***

Anſw . If Rhymes are Numbers ty'd to Chimes,

Nothing but what has Reaſon, Rhymes.

And Reaſon muſt to this agree ,

Which ſays the Soul's all Harmony :

Mufick is Rhyme, cho' ftripe from words

But ſuch as Nature's ſelf affords ;

A Dance is Mufick without Noiſe ,

The ſilent Foot ſupplies the Voice :

And
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And when ſome Orpheus ſweeps the Strings

With mighty Numbers, mighty Things,

The ſoft Note Dances through the Ear,

And meets and claps his Fellow there :

Then round the Heart they gently play,

And through the Brains fofc mazes ftray,

Beck’ning the wardring Soul away.

Queft. Whether Hobbs, or Laſt of all, that we may effectu

L'Eſtrange is the better Chriftian. ally judge what a Chriſtian he

Anſw .We might with Juſtice was, his avow'd principles, if

enough gotoff from this queſti. not his poſitive aſſertions, plain

on , by rejecting it among theſe ly infer the Alchoran of equal Au

unanſwerable ones which we have thority with the Holy Bible ; nay,

already told the world we'll have Superiour to it under the Turkiſh

nothing to do with . But that we dominions, forbothhe and his Dif

mayn't altogether ſeem to put a ciples ground their belief of our

Neight on cwo ſuch Perſons of Bible only on the Authority of the

Quality, we'll ſee if wecan make State that enjoynsit ; whence'tis

any thing of ' em . For Mr. Hobbs, eaſily inferr'd , that ſhou'd Autho

its notorious to any who have but ricy enjoyn the Alcoran, or ſhou'd

caſt an eye on hisworks, that he any of 'em live under that Autho

owns none but a material God ; rity which did enjoyn it, they

that he holds an abſolute Fatal muſt embrace it as the Goſpel, the

Neceſſity for the worſt actions ; Religion of the State being to con

that he denies hell, or any future clude theirs, and all the Martyrs

puniſhments ; that heleſſens , if a parcel offools, and worſe, as

not quite deſtroys the miracles of they'll not ſtick to call ' em . Then

our Saviour himſelf, as well as for the goodneſs of his temper,

thoſe recorded in the Old Teſta- his frank diſpoſition and humour,

ment ; that he perfectly confounds his ingenuity and courage , and

Power and Right, and makesJu- quality, they were juſt as re
flice nothing but Custom , which markable as his Religion, and were

can end in nothing but deſtroying of a piece with it. However,

the eternal difference of Good and this we can't without injuſtice

Evil, (as indeed any man muſt, deny, that he was an univerſal

who owns the fatal Neceſſity ) Scholar, tho' unleſs we are miſta

That agreeable to his notion of ken , more a ſharp wit, then a deep ,

Power, & c. he teaches abſolute or found Philoſopher And to this

obedience, without any reſerve fo ill. natur'd wit of his , which he

much as of God's Law, from the did not want, was added an excel

people to the king , (and according lent Englijh Philofophical Stile, it

to the ſame principle ) from king being indeed hisMaſterpiece that

to people too, if theygetupper- he cou'd expreſs hard things in

moſt, and finds fault in his Bebe- plain and eaſie words,whereasmoſt

moth, which the author of the others affeét the quite contrary ;

Whole Duty of Man, for affirm- and this he knew ſo well, and was

ing, That we ought not to obey ſo proud of, that he'd be very an.

the prince, when he exalts any thing gry ſometimes with things,becanie

contrary to the commands of God, exprefs'd in fuch words as did

not
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not pleaſe him, and worry one for which we have already receiv'd .

the ſake of t'other, as we have Queſt. Whether Milton andWal

formerly had occafion to obſerve ler were not the beſt Engliſh Poets ?

Butwe have been ſo long and which the better of the two ?

buſie with Mr. Hobbs, that Sir Ro- Anſw . We ſhall anſwer this

ger's Chriſtianity will have hardly double queſtion together : They

any room However, we muſt were both excellent in their kind,

do him the juſtice to think he and exceeded each other and all

has a little more on't thanthe beſides. Milton was the fulleſt and

other, and that he has at leaſt as loftieft, Waller the neateſt and moſt

much Chriſtianity as Tully and correct Poet we ever had. But yet

Şeneca, whom he tranſlated , both we think Milton wrote too little

of which believ'd and defended in verſe, and too much in proſe ,

ſome truths, which Mr. Hobbs did to carry the nameof beſt from all

not ; boch talk very well , and others ; and Mr. Waller, thoa

the latter, if we may believe Cau. full and noble Writer , yet comes

fri, was a kind of a Chriſtian. It's not up in our judgments to that,

true, there are ſome articles of Mens divinior atque os -

Mr. Hobbs's Creed, which ſeem to Magna Sonaturum , as Horace calls

be explain'd in the old Obſerva- it, which Milton has, and wherein

tors, as of abſolute ſubmiſſion and we think he was never equalled.

power, &c . But we have no proof His Deſcription of the

that he believ'd the others , and Pandemonium , his Battles of the

therefore charity obliges us to angels, his creation of theworld,

hope the beſt. This is certain , his digreffion of light, in his Pa

whetheror no he's the better chri- radice loft , are all inimitable pie.

ftian , Sir Roger is clearly the ber- ces , and even that antique Style

ter gentleman, (that's ſomewhat) which he uſes, ſeem to become

and at leaſt as good, if not a bet- the ſubject, like the ſtrange dref

ter Engliſhman, wemean (for we ſes wherein we repreſent the old

wou'd not be miſtaken ) writes Heroes. The deſcription of Sam .

finer Engliſh than even Hobbs him- fon's Death , the artificial and de

ſelf, which weneed go no further "licate preparation of the incidents

to prove than his Fables ; and narrations, the turn of the

one of which , that the old Lyon whole, and more than all , the

when his Teeth were out, &c. makes terrible ſatyr on women, in his dif

us fay leſs of him chan we othere courſe with Dalilab, are undoub

wife ſhou'd , tho' he muſt not tedly of a piece, with his other

expe &t fo fair quarter from all the writings ; and to ſay nothing of

reſt of the forrefters , moſt of his paradice regain'd, whereof he

whoſe fur he has formerly made hadonly finiſh'd the moſt barren

fly about their ears
part, in his Juvenile Poems, thoſe

Queſt. Whether the Samaritan on mirch and melancholly, an

Character, or vulgar Hebremo be the Elegy on his friend that was
more ancient ? drown'd , and eſpecially a frag

Aním . We fhall reſolve this ment of the paſſion, are incompa

queſtion with ſeveral others a- rable : However, we think him

kin to it , in a Diſcourſe we in. noc fo general a Poet as ſomewe

tend in anſwer to ſomequeſtions have formerly had, and others ſtill

relating to the verſion ofthe LXX, ſurviving.

Queſt.

а
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Queſt. Whether the Marnt of Honey. The other manna the if

Calabria be not the ſame in nature raelites very probably might have

without any ſpecifick difference, ſeen before, Mofes at leaſt, who

with that which Iſrael had in the had been ſo long converſant in

wilderneſs ? the wilderneſs ; but this neither he

Anſw . Suppoſing it were, the norany of 'em knew , but gave it

miracle ceaſes nor ; for its falling a new name , as is uſual to things

in ſuch a quantity, and ar ſuch that are new . Natural manna ei.

times, had ſtill been miraculous, ther always falls, or elſe uncertain ,

as the quails alſo were , tho' a ly ; this fell not always yet cer .
natural Tood. But its plain from tainly as to its ſtated time, all the

ſeveral Marks , as if on purpoſe week except the Sabbath . Then it

given in the Text, that this was fell but in certain places from Re

neither Calabriannor Arabian man- phidim to Gilgal, when they had

na, nor any ſubſtance that to our need , and no longer , not before

Knowledge had its like in nature. their Proviſions theybrought out

There are two ſorts of manna of Egypt was gone, nor after they

mentioned in profane hiſtories; had proviſion in Canaan, and did

one to which Galen and Diaſco- eat of the old Corn of the Land This

rides give that name, which is cou'd not be a uſual naturalthing ;

no more than certain fragments if ſo , why might not Armies ſtill

of Frankincenſe, fit indeed for paſs thoſe wilderneſſes with the

men to preſent to God ,but not fame proviſion ? Nor cou'd it be cdo

for God to ſend as Food for Men. Pual, becauſe it laſted for forty

B. There's another fort, that in the years, and each perſon found juſt

queſtion , and which our Apo . enough for his family. This putri

thecaries ſo commonly uſe,which fied and frunk, if kept till morn

is a kind ofa Honey -dew , falling in- ing ; if that ſhou'd do f ?, the a

deed from Heaven, bnt in a natu- pothecaries wou'd have but an ill

ral way, yet ſo much reſembling trade on’t. Laſtly, Thiswas good,

the true manna, that thence the fubftantial, wholeſome, nay, plea

Arabians, on whoſe mountains 'tis fant and delicious food; for which

found in great plenty, gave it reaſon its call’d the food of an

that name ; for whence elſecou'd gels , agreeable no doubt to the

it have it, and what cou'd it ſig- taſte of all who were fed by ic .

nifie, the meaning on't being on- - That has a faint phyſical taſte,

ly a portion in the Hebrew , becauſe or at leaſt a phyſical operation, be

diſtributed to the people & ccord- ing purgative as all know ; and if

ing to their wants : But this the they ſhou'd all have made but one

Ifraelites manna cou'd not be, as meal on't . would ſoon have made

is plain from ſeveral different qua- ſuch workamong 6 hundred thou.

lities to be found in either : They fand menthat all thewholewilder

differ'd in colour ; The Iſraelites neſs wou'd hardly have been'room

manna waswhite, the Apotheca- encugh for'em : And all theſe or

ries yellowith . In conſiſtence, the moſt of 'em at leaſt, are ſpecifick

Iſraelites was hard and friable, it differences between 'em , if any

El
might be ground in a mill, bea- thing can be ſaid to be co .

ten in a morcar, or baked in an Queſt. Whether H. Grotius . Bu

oven ; .whereasthe other is rather chanan , or Barkclay, were the bet

glucinous or clamıny, like other ter La:in Poets ?

Anſwo.

1

a
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Anſw . 'Tis a maxim among And the ſame or worſe, it's

the French ,That 'tis impoſſible for probable, he'd have ſaid, had he

a Dutchman to be a wit ; nor are liv'd to ſee his own works tranſla

they much more favourable to us. ted into Dutch, as ' tis ſaid they

İnſúlaries, as they are commonly are . For that greatman Grotius,

pleas'd to call us. But as there he had learningenough of other

is nothing more barbarous than forts to eſtabliſh his reputation as

ſuch general Reflections on whole long as Time lafts, without the

nations, (tho' as we've formerly gilding and garniture of poetry ,
ſaid, ſome are more inclin’d to wherein, however, he was far

ſome ſort of vices than others :) from contemptible. For Barclay,

So there's for the moſt part.no. he has a good fancy, and flowing
thing more falſe; and that ofJu- file, both in verſeand profe, and

wenal will ever hold Sum. indeed they were too near a.kin ,

mos poffe animos, & magna exempla but we think there are no mira
daturos Vervecum in Patria cles in either. For Buchanan ,

craffoque fub ere naſci ; of which notwithſtanding his. Sentiments

there's no greater proof than E- of Monarchy differ from ours , or

raſmus, and the famous Grotius at leaſt that of our kingdom from
for Holland, and the other two his, we think him both an ho.

Gentlemen nam'd in the queſtion neſt man , and an excellent Poet,

for Scotland, che thick fogs of one far beyond eriher of the other

country , and cold blaſts of ano his Pſalms having juſtly gain'á

ther not being able to nip thoſe him reputation through all the

extraordinarywits ; who in ſpite world, though not fine enough

of both, grew fo juftly famous to pleaſe ſo nice a taſte as our

in the world. Its true, there are Cowley's, who ſays carrly of 'em ,

fome countries, as well as ſome That they come as far behind Dao

Soils, where onething ſeems not vid's, as his country does behind
to grow ſo kindly as in others. Judes.

Thus in poetry, it loves not a cold Queſt. There is a Weed which

country , nor thrives well in it ; grows among corn very plentifully,

nor for example, did we ever yec call'd Cat's-tail by the country peo

hear of any famous Poet among ple, of a pleaſant blue colour, which

the Laplanders ; nay , or ſo much comes up but once in three years, and

in either of the northern king. when it comes; does much injury :
doms, except Saxo Grammaticus, Now if your ſociety can reſolwe us

who was an excellent Scholar, why it comes but once in three years,
and ingenious Perfon . Nor can and what method might be taken to

wechink Holland is a much kinder deſtroy it, you'd de a great piece of

foil for thisArt thanthe Iſle of Service to the country, which is ex
Jerſey, of which Mr. Cowley ſo treamly peſter'd with it ?

pleaſantly in his Miſcellanies, on To this we'll add another that's

occaſion of a copy of William Somewhat a-kin to't , and then ended .

Pryn's Verſes fenthim thence, vour to anſwer 'em both : What's the

reaſon that the eyes of beans in the

Well, ſince the soil then does not kidgrom downwards fomeyears, and
nat'rally bear upwards other, as this ?

Verſe, who ( a Devil ) should

import it here ? Anfo

>

а
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Anfoo. We reply to both , that intermediate ſtate of the ſoul be

it becomes the gravity of Philofo. tween this and the day of Judg

phers firſt to be ſure of matter of ment, whether they fall be in

Foet, and then, and time enough heaven, or any other place ; tho'

too , to ſearch after the reaſon of its fure from thence, that they

the thing. The Queriſts muſt there. are not yet compleatly happy :

fore give us leave to make Expe- We eſteem is therefore a probable

riments three years about one , opinion,and as ſuch we leave it .
and 'till we are ſatisfi'd about t'o. Queſt. What is the meaning of

ther, and then we'll endeavour the Urim and Thummim mentioned

alſo to give them ſatisfaction . in the Scripture ?

Queſt. Whether or no the Doctrine Anſw . There are ſo many vari

ofIrenæus concerning the State of the ous opinions in this matter, that

foul after Death, be according to thereneeds now a new Oracle to

Scripture ? tell us the method and meaning

Anſw . That Opinion of his of the word ; and what was ſaid

which we ſuppoſe the Queſtion of thoſe who pretended to the

intends, is, That the souls of good Prieſthood, but came not to prove

men go not immediately to Heaven their pedigree, ſeems applicable
after their departure from the body, to this , That it can't be decided 'till

but are reſerv’d in Paradice ' till the there ariſe a Prieſt with Urim and

day of judgment; which is not only Thummim . However, we'll re
his opinion, but that of all the cite the principal opinions of

church of God in thoſe firſt ages ; learned men , and let the Queriff

nay, 'twas inſerted into their very know to which of 'em we are
Liturgies, and no other thing in- moſt inclin'd . For the words

tended by that perfection, confir. themſelves, we are like to get but
mation, and refrigerium or refreſb- little light' from 'em , whatever

ment which they deſired for 'em ; they may carry in their names,
and to this they referr'd thoſe Urim being the plural number of

phraſes we meet with in theScrip. the word 173 as we write it Ur,
ture of Abraham's bolom , not think tho ' more properly sur , ( whence
ing it congruous that the ſouls the latin word Aurum, and the

of the faithful thou'd at the day French Or , for Gold ) ſignifying.

of judgment be turn'd out ofhea- either light or fire ; accordingly

ven again, and expoſed a ſecond what we read Ur of the Chaldees,Ui ,

time at the bar ofGod's Juſtice: taking it for the proper name of
Which opinion is at preſent alſo a place, it ſeems the Rabbins

embracedby very great and learn- took for an Apellative, fignifying

ed men in the church of England, fire, and thence have a ftory chac

Dr. Sherlock himſelf as good as Abraham underwent a ſort of an

poſitively aſſerting it in a fermon Ordeal, being thrown into thea

of his upon Judgment, and an- fire by the idolatrous Chaldcons,

fwering all the ſcriptures brought becauſe he would not worſhip ić

againſt it. All thatwe ſhall ſay as they did , and fomeof the fame

to it is, that this middle ſtate is parts do, to this day . Thummim

far enough from either the popiſh ſignifies integritiesor perfections,

purgatory, or ſoul-ſleepers dream . from the Root or , perfect, or

And thatthe Scriptures fay but righteous : So that U in and Toum

little explicitly and clearly of the nim are light and perfections ; but
whac
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what theſe are, is ſtill the queſti- cauſe thereby God's judgment and

Aben -ezra plainly acknow . decrees were known , and thinks

ledges, Qualia fuerint non ſci- the Urim andThummim were ſome

mus -Wecan't tell what to make whar made by iheArtificer, tho'

of 'em. The difficulty of under. Nachman thinks they were Opus

ftanding their meaning is ren- Divinum , and given by God to Mo

der'd greater, becauſe they were fes in the mount, together with

not under the ſecond Temple, as the two tables of ſtone tho' it's

appears by the Text already quo. not likely, had ſuch a thing been ,

ted, any more than the Ark of the that Moſes wou'd have omitted it.

covenant ; all that looks like 'em Some think it wasonly the ſtones

in any of their hiſtorians , being in the breaſt place which did

what Joſephus records -- that when ſhine when God granted cr anſwer

God accepted the ſacrifice, the ed, but not ſhine when he refus'd

onyx on the priett's left ſhoulder to grant, the queſtion being pro

gave a glorious and miraculous pos'd disjunctively, as in David's
light, tho ceas'd as he acknow- care Shall I go up, or not go up , ?

ledges ſome hundreds of year be. But this others diſallow , becauſe

fore his time; which the learned they ſeem mention'd'diftin &tly

Mr. Mede thinks related to the from thoſe stones, Exod. 28 , 29 , 30 .

Thummim only, which he takes to Aaron shall bear the names of the

be diftin & t from the Urim , tho' Children of Iſrael in the brcaft- plate

others judge 'em the ſame. What- of judgment upon his heart, when

ever they were, this we are ſure he goet's in unto the holy place, for

of 'em, 1. That they wereput in amemorial before tke Lord continu .

the breaft -plate which was falten- ally And thou ſhalt put in

ed to the Ephod over againſt the the breast -plate of judgment the

heart of the high -prieſt, Exod . 23. Urim and Thummim , and they shall

30. Thou ſhalt put in the breaft-plase be upon Aaron's heart when he goeth

of Judgment the Urim and Thum- in before the Lord, and Aaron Mall

mim , and they ſhall be on Aaron's bear the judgment of the Children

heart when he goeth in before the of Iſrael upon his heart before the

Lord . We further ſure, that Lord continually - Unleſs we

they were an Oracle, or that the fay theſe twă Scriptures are ex

prieſt gave anſwers by them from planatory of each other, the ex

God, Numb. 27. 21. Joſhun shall preſſion being almost the ſame.
ftand before Eleazar the Prieſt, who And indeed our judgment is ,

Shall ask council for him by the judg. That this opinion ſtand faireſt for
ment of Urim before the Lord , and the truth . It's certain , the Urim

David when at Keilah, Abia andThummim whatever they were,

thar having brought the Ephod were to be juſt in the 'breaſt
with him Thus far we think plate ; ſo were theſe names. They

all are agreed But here ſome were to be upon Aaron's heart

think they were only the name whenever he went into the holy

Jehova putwithin the foldings of place ; ſo were the names. Ocher

the breaſt-plare whence pro circunfances might be added
ceeded thoſe ftrange operations ; wherein they agree ; to explain

but this feems too fanciful a con- this in the caſe of David , 2 Sam . .

ceit to be much inſiſted on A. E 2 1. Abiathar having brought the

ſays, the breaſt -plate was callid Ephed with him . David enquir'd

the breaſt-plate of judgment, be- of che Lord, Shall I aſcend into any

are
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of the Cities of Judah ? Now the ſtitious as to the ſound of num "

names of all the cwelve Tribes bers, he added one more, which

being engraven on the ſtones, made 355. But thisCalendar fuf

there wanted but a few letters to fer'd its predeceſſors fate, anda

compleat an Alphabet , which to was again alter'd by Julius Cæfar,

do, the Jews tell us the names of who ſent for one siſogenes the

Abraham , Ifaac, and Jacob, and fam'd Aſtronomer of Alexandria,

theſe two words, 1776 inaw the who fram'd a new Calendar upon

Tribes of Iſrael or Jeſhurun were the Sun's motion , which finiſhes

added . Now when a Queſtion was its circuit in 365 days, and fix

propoſed, fome, as before, believe hours , which were divided into

all the ſtones either ſhin'd or twelve unequal Months, as at

were dim, and this only paſs'd this day , and theſe months were

for a grant or denial ; others, again fubdivided into Calends,

that choſe particular letters thin'd Nones and Ides , ſo frequently

out in the stunes,which made up made mention of in the dates of

the anſwer , as when David's que- Roman writings , this is that

ſtion was, abyn7 The letter y in which is call’d theJulian Account.

Shimeon 1 in Levi, and 17 in Jehu. After this, the Council of Nice,

da put themſelves out, or thin'd upon ſome unhappy Diſputes a

brighter than all the reſt, form . mongſt the primitive Chriſtians

ing the word by, aſcend If this about the obſervation of Eaſter,

ſtill be thought too fanciful, Chriſtmas, &c . regulated the ac

there's another yet behind, which count of Julius Cæſar, which was

perhaps to ſomemay appear more about si minutes longer than

probable than either of the other the Solar year, and above the

That when the Prieſt put on Golden Number, whoſe full revo
thoſe facred Ornaments, he was lution bringing not the moon,

immediately inſpir’d by God, and back to the ſame point, diſagrees

himſelf viva voce, utter'd an an. with the Calendar. in Julius Cæ .

ſwer to what was proposºd. And far’s time, the vernal Æquinox

thus much of this great Queſtion. commenc'd che 23d of March . But

Queſt. At what time of the Tear Pope Gregory, ( from whence

was it that our Saviour was born, or comes the Gregorian Account) by

whether is it poſible , ſince the learned his Bull published 1981. ordaind,

ſeem to diſagree about the month, to That in the following year the

find the exact Anniverſary day of his fourth day of Oftober , ſhou'd be

Nativity ? chang'd into the 13th , which is

Anſw . We ſhall here , to obvi- the reaſon of the difference be

ate another Queſtion ſent by the twixt our account here in Eng

fame hand , conſider the various land, and theirs beyond Sea ,which

changes that the year has under- is held 10 days before ours by

gone : And firſt we find that Ro- all foreign Catholicks (not the

mulus began it in the month of Greeks and Reformed Churches)

March, making only ten months becauſe eſtablith'd by the Pope.

to the Year, which contain'd in Buc to prevent any more Ques

all 304 days. Numa reförm'd this ftions that may be ask'd upon
Calendar, and made the year con- this Subject we ſhall ſhow how

tain 12 months 354 days ; but as Leap -year ( not underſtood by e .

ſome believe, being a little fuper- very tody) comes about ; accord

I i ing
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ing to the Nabonaffar and Julian ver. 19. When ' tis certain he had a

account, the year conſiſting of thouſand Wives and Concubines, and

365 days, 6 hours and more, the 'twas hard, & c .

odd 6 hours were never reckoned Anſw. Perhaps he meant the ef.

for 3 years together,butthe fourth feets of that unruly paffion were

year only, becauſe 4 times 6 unaccountable, for to his failingslo

hours make 24 hours, or one na- evinc'd, tho' ſo wiſe a man.

tural day , which they all placed Queſt. Whether bowing at the

February the 29 , at the four years name of Jeſus be ſinful.

end, February having buc 28 days Anſw . When the Commands of

the other three years, that the fix the Magiſtrate bind usnot toany
hours are not reckon'd . preciſe form or mode of worship

And now for the preciſe time as to kneeling, ſtanding, & c (nei.
of our Saviour's Birth, cho' ſome ther good nor bad in themſelves )

have aflign'd the 20th of April, forbidding the omillion of any

others the 16th of May, ſome the ſuch modes, or the addition of

17th of April, yet wehave reaſon any other, as in the A &t of Uni

enough to believe it the 25th of formity, Car. 2 par. then it

December, tho' perhaps knowing is finful, becauſe not enjoyn'd by

the exact time is not abſolutely the A&, but indefinitely forbid

neceſſary for our happineſs. Cleo den ; but where (as is the pre

ment Alexandrinus reckons from the ſent caſe) the magiſtrate has diſ

birth ofChriſt to the death of Commo. penc'd with theſefeverer obliga.

dus exactly 194 years, 1 month, and tions,the caſe is quite alter'd ,

13 days. Ferovtažev q’ ở Koece , and all indifferent things are a
&c. Strom lib. p. 249, according gain reduc'd to their firſt indiffe .

to the Nabonafjor Account, which rency, and therefore whoever

left out the fixodd hours, for the looks upon bowing aç the nameof

Egyptians began theiraccount with Jeſus as abſolutely neceſſary ,is ig.

the month Thoth . Now the firſt norantly ſuperſtitious, andcomes

day of our March, according to under the cenfure of the Apoſtle,

their account, will be ſeven hun . ' viz: Will.worſhip : So on the other

dred years hence the firſt of Sep- hand he' is equally guilty ofSuper .

rember, and 700 after that, it will ſtition and willworſhip,that looks

be upon the firſt of March again; upon the bowing at the Name

So that we muſt deduce 1 month of Jeſus as ſinful, ſince it is no

and 18 days for thoſe odd hours, where forbidden , and ſince the

and fo reckoning the Birth of external Forms of Worſhip are

Chriſt from the death of Commo- wholly lefc to the prudence of

dus, which happened on the firſt perſons, and cuſtoms of places,
of January ,to be 194 years, want- which our Saviour himſelf com

ingfive or fix days, it willappear ply'd with, in the manner of eate
that Chriſt was born the five or ing the Paſsover, which in its firſt

fix and twentieth day of December. inſtitucion was very different

There are ſome other Queſtions from his and the Jews latter pra

ſent by the ſamehand which we ctices : So that in ſhort this muſt

have not room for at this time. be the teſt of ſuperſtition .

Queſt. What did Solomon mean whatever indifferent thing in divine

by his not knowing the way ofa worſhip is either omitted as effential

young man with a maid, Prov. 30. ly wicked in it Self, or done as ab;'

lutely

:

>
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Let pray :

1

lutely neceſſary ' tis wickedneſs and ſciences believes otherwiſe, they

fuperftition. This is granted by all ought to inform themſelves beta

that diſtinguiſh between names ter, before they are either ſcanda

and things, and whoever denies liz'd, or we cenſur'd ; ſo that to

it, arraigns and cenſures the pra- fomeit may be fin, to others not ;

& ice of his own and all other the difference ariſes from want of

churches; for reading or praying, judgment and information.

whilft fitting, kneeling, lying or To the ſecond part ofthe Query,

ſtanding, in aſurplice,coat, cloak, weanſwer, The original of this

or doublet, are all juſtifiablefrom cuſtom we find in early times of

the liberty that God Almighty the primitive Church , in the days

has left to his church , and from of Juſtin Martyr, Alexandrinus, & c.

the nature of indifferent a &tions which they alſo mention as a cu

and the ſame argument that is for ſtom very antiquate, andpractis'd
or againſt any of 'em, is equally amongſt the ancient Heathens,

coucluding for or againſt 'em all . alexandrinus's words are cheſe,

Queſt. Whether bowing towards
Stromat. lib . 7. p . 520 .

the altar is wickedneſs ? find whence ers be made towards the East, becauſe

came the original of that practice ? the Eaſt is the repreſentation of our

Anſw . No, unleſs he that bows Spiritual Nativity, as from thence

thinks he fins if he ſhould not light firſt arose ſhining out of dark

bow ; and eyen here, fin is too neſs : So according to that rifing of

hard aword, and may be ſoftned the Sun, the day of true knowledge

into that of ignorance. ' Tis ne . aroſe on thoſe who lay buried in igno

ceſſary when we come into the rance, & c . the reaſon of this turn

church , that we worſhip God , or ing towardsthe Eaſt, we find to

why come we there ? And if we wor- be from this , that in the Old Te.

ſhip ' tis neceſſary our face ſhou'd ftament, the title of eaſt is given

be ſome way, and why not to. to our Saviour, the word is oy,

wards the eart ? We may bow, or which fignifies an ariſing, or Sprout

not bow, ' tis all one to them that ing out , in the Greek 'tis rendred

think it ſo, but to reverence God on eto n ;, which ſignifies the ſame,

with our bodies, ſince he has re- and this by a Metonymy is ap

deem'd them as well as our ſouls, propriated to che Eaſt. There

is very reaſonable : No intelli- are ſeveral other reaſons which

gent perſon bows cowards the the Ancients give, but we ſhall

Altar " or Communion -table, out paſs 'em over, ſince this is the

of reverence to the Table but greateſt.

becauſe the eye meersſuch an Queſt. A certain perſon has mur

object_there as repreſents the der'd another, a third is taken up

higheſt myſteries of love and re- upon ſuſpicion, is try'd and con

demption, which cauſe (or thou'd demn'd, and now lies in priſon in

cauſe) a reverential gratitude to . Ireland, and tho' he has got a long

the Author, produ & ive of ac . Reprieve, yet he is likely to ſuffer :

knowledgements, which may be Query, whether the Murderer ought

as properly paid there whilft the to give himſelf up to the Law , and

thoughts are warm , as in the ſeat, free the Innocent, or to concealbim

or any other place. We mean nó felf, and leave the Innocent to ſuffet

more than this by bowing to- wrongfully, or be reprieved from

ward the Alcar ; and if weak con- Death by no leſs than a Miracle ?

Antve ,1 i 2
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a

:

1 ,

Anſw . 'Twill be a ſecond mur. “ alſo againſt the combin'd pow .

der to let the innocenc ſuffer , and “ er of the wickedSpirits. Up

aggravated by this, that he is in- on which explication he propoſes

nocent ; though we believe no theſe five following Queſtions.

man is bound to deliver up him. Queft. 1. Whether thoſe words

ſelf to the law for any paft breach may be referr'd to the Chriſtians in

of it ; but to avoid ſuch a future general, to wit, in all ages of the

breach of it, he ought to do it, Church, or to thoſe only who living ini

Since Death is rather to be choſen the Church's infancy,ſuffer'd perfecus

than Sin, and no body can doubt tion, and all ſorts of calamities, for

but that it is fin to be guilty of their profeſſing the Faith ? Or to any

another's death : But after all, we other Chriſtians plac'd in the ſame

believe it very poſſible to prevent circumſtances of perſecution ; becaufe

the deach of the innocent, and of the Apoſtle giving a reason of this

the refuge criminal too, viz . By exhortation in theContext Jays in the .

giving timely notice of it to the 13th Verſe, That ye maybe able

proper magiſtrate of that place, to ſtand in the evil day, namely,

with offer of true diſcovery up in the day of perfecution ; which

on condition of pardon , or ſome ſeems to relate only to the chriſtians

ſuch like method ; but if after of the latter fort ?

all , no conditions can be got, Queſt. 2. If thoſe words are refer

the innocent's life ought to be red to all Chriſtians in general, in

redeem'd with that of the cri- what ſenſe are we ſaid to wrefle

minal's. againt wicked ſpirits, ſeeing we do

'Twas ſome time ſince that we not ſeem to experience any ſuch .

receiv'd theſe following queſti- thing ?

ons ; to which was deſired a ſpee- Queſt. 3.In what ſenſe evil ſpi

dy Anſwer, and that in the ſame rits are call'd the Rulers or the

languagewherein they were pro- darkneſs of thisworld ?

poſed, which was not Engliſh. The Queft. 4. In what ſenſe they are

queſtions are , concerning thoſe said to be in High -places ?

words, Eph . 6. 12. For we wreſtle Queft. 5. If they areſaid to be in

not againſt fleſls and blood, butagainſt High -places, becauſe they are in

principalities, againſt powers, again heaven, that is, in the regions ofthe

the rulers of the darkneſs of this air ; homo fall we reconcile that

world, againſtſpiritual wickedneſs in Phraſewith whatwent before,-Ru

bigs places. The ſenſe of which lersof the darkneſs of thisworld ?

Words the gentleman takes to be, Seeing the Apostle ſeems here only to

“ That we ſtruggle not againſt vary his Phraſe, butftill toſpeak of

weak or contemptibleenemies, the ſame, not different subjects ?

that phraſe, fleſh . and blood, as All which Queſtions we

" he thinks, fometimes fignify- have placed entirely together, be

" ing impotence , or weakneſs ; but cauſe they depend on each other ;

againſt thoſo that are moſt and ſhall now endeavour to give

ſtrong and powerful, to wit , 'em their diftin &t and reſpective

principalities, powers, &c . Or Anſwers ?

elſe we wreſtlenot only againſt Anſw I , To the firſt Queſtion :

men, who conſiſt of flesh and We believe the words relate

" blood, and who with all thair to Chriſtians in general; becauſe

' force oppoſe chriſtianity, but all ages of the Church have the

*

C
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:

Devil, as well as the world and Verſe, thou'd ftir up his ſervants ,

fleſh co wreſtle with , -tho' more and raiſe perſecution againſt 'em

particularly to the Church ofGod from without, as wellas ſecret

in thoſe firſt ages,when the Devil's ly tempt 'em and attack 'em by

idolatrous kingdom wasdeſtroy'd, his own fiery darts, or wicked ſug

and his Oracles ſilenc'd ; gestions.

and yet perhaps molt exactly and II. To the ſecond, If theſe

accuratelyto thoſeEpheſian Chriſti. words are to be referr'd to all

ans, who it may ſeem in a ſpeci- chriſtians in general, in what

almanner were to combat with ſenſe are we ſaid to wreſtle againſt

wicked ſpirits, -as appears from wicked ſpirits, ſeeing we don's

the hiſtory of their converſion by ſeem to experienceany ſuch thing?

St Paul A &ts.19.11. 12. God wrought We anſwer, Firſt, As to Chriſti

Special Miraclesby the hands of Paul; ans and Chriſtianityin general,

From his body were brought to the when the wickedSpiritſaw that his

fick Handkerchiefs, and the evil ſpi- 'open Dominion and tyranny over the
ries went out of 'em, That theſe deluded nations was now come to

Spirits were very common among an end , and Chriſtian Emperors

the Epheſians, appears alſo by the were to aſcend the throne of the

Story of Scava's Sons, who it univerſe, neither cou'd he any

ſeems made a trade of it to caſt longer appear fo publickly as he

'em out. This further appears by didbefore, nor if he might, was

the burning of their Conjuring it his Intereſt fo to do : Hewasto

books when converted, ver. 19. work with all deceivableneſs of un

Many of them which uſed curious rigsteouſneſs in thoſe who were gi

Arts, brought their Books together, ven over to ſtrong deluſions thać

and burnt 'em before all men And they might periſh, and he accord .

chat theſe arts were commonly ly has done ſo , and preſerv'd the

practiced among the Epheſians, very life of Paganiſm , namely,

prophane Authors tell us.--Now Image-worship, Polytheiſm , and moſt

this ſeems to make a much great- other heatheniih Rites, aswellas

er propriety in the words, when their Perſecutions, under the

directed to the Epheſians, with name and low of Chriſtianity and

whom St. Paul himſelf had for- thus will he continue to do til

merly convers’d , and to whom he the time comes when he ſhall be

might fo properly ſay, We wreſtle' bound by the Angel, and cast into

againſt principalities,and powers, and the bottomleſs Pit. As to particu

po cked ſpirits, becauſe he himſelf lar Chriſtians, they ſtill wreſtle

had been ſo often engaged in that againſt him , or elſe, as has been

fort of Conflict at Epheſus, where before hinted , why ſhou'd they

he fough not only with Beafts, vow againſt him in baptiſm ,when

but with Devils, and left them to they are enroll'd under the ban

go on with it. As for the evil. ner of Jeſus ? And cho' they may

Day, in the 13th Verſe, it may not ſo plainly perceive when and

relate to a time of temptation, as how he rempts 'em , yet they are

well as perſecution, though indeed not ignorant of his devices ; cho ' the

thoſe are ręciprocal. It ſeems more cloſe he works, the deeper

to us to ſignifie a Day of trouble, he mines, the more dangerous ſtill

or danger, when the evil one, the he is – He ſees upon us indeed-

slloveeg's, mention'd in the 16th in the dark, (he's the Ruler of the
li3 dark
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neſs of this World ) and thoſe who acknowledge the Devil for their

fight in that manner have need of prince, or ruler, either by wor .

the more caution , becaufe chey Thippinghim as ſome, or obeying

know not whence the blows come, himas all of 'em : To whom the

but yet may be ſure that they feel other ſpirits being in ſubje & ion ,

'em , and know the hand thache being their prince as well as

gives them . But this will be ftill the world's, they as his Deputies

clearer in anſwering to the fol. rule the world alſo and thenceob

lowing Queſtions.
tain the name of Κοσμοκράτορες.

III. In whatſenſe are evil ſpi- They are callid rulers of darkneſs

rits call'd theRulers of thedark . Stő oxbtrs, for the ſame rea.

neſs of this world ? The original ſon that theirmaſteris callid the

is, Koguorestopes të oxétes zó Prince of darkneſs, either from a

oscova TýTOS , which is word for moral reaſon, becauſe he blinds the

word, The wordly Rulers of thedark .. eyes of thoſe that believe not , or

neſs of this world ; being only a becauſe he is the king of the re

Pleonaſm , for which reaſon in gions of darkneſs, that bottomleſs

ſome copies thoſe laſt words té Pit, whoſe Smoke goes up for

Wivos 7878, are left out, as Beza ever and ever ; or becauſe he is

tells us, ſince they are included in the prince of the power of the

Komorpgrages; nordoes our tranſ. air, this thick inferior darkſome air

Jation fully expreſs it, tho' there conſiſting of our Atmoſphere,

may be indeed a diſtinction be where the Devils have power

tween Koouou and Impos, or mun. ſince the fall, to raiſe ſtorms, tem

dus and ſeculum, one relating to peſts and hurricanes, (which laſt

the world, as'tis now, this earth , word ſome ſay in the language

this material ſublunary world , the whereof ' cis compos'd, alludes to

other to the whole time or State of the freaks of the Devil , who , as

the preſent world, as oppoſed to the Indians ſay, is mad or Angry

thatto come, as the fịrft tothat when thoſe furious ſtorms hap

which is inviſible. Now evil ſpi. pen ) and either to tempt or puniſh

rits, which ' tis plain are meant by the Iohabitants of the world ac

theſe KoquoregTogas, both from cordingas their chain is lengthned ,

the followingwords, and from Forany, or all theſe reaſons, beſides

thoſe perfoddas zē dabwas be- one more, which will begiven in

fore, and Te Bean srovepe which anſwer to the laſt queſtion, we

come after, are call'd koruonga- ſuppoſe the wicked Spirits are cal,

Topes, or Mundipotentes, thatis, Ruo led the rulers of darkneſs ; and that

lers of thisworld, in theſame ſenſe of this world , T67% Tð Qiaro be.

that the devil their maſter is call'd cauſe in the red WWI TU CPxouéra ,

the Prince of this world, theGod of the futuroſaculo, the world to come,

this world, becauſe of his uſurpd whereof St. Paul and all the holy

Authority, or rather Tyranny here, prophets have ſpoken, not theſe

eſpecially among the children of wicked ſpirits, but the saints ſhall

diſobedience who are call'd alſo the reign on earth , and be kings and

children of this world , who are of prieſts to the most high God , if the

their father the Dervil ; who are words of the Scripture ic ſelf be

call'd the world, becauſe they are

the greater partofit , and becauſe IV . For the fourth Queſtion : In

their portion is in it, and theſe what ſenſe they are ſaid to be in

true .

High
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1

on .

High -places, sv tois éasparions : that perhaps the natural comfort.

In Sublimi, as ſome ; or in cælefti- able light of the ſun, as well as of

bus, as others, and the original: truth , which he maligns and en

We have ſaid almoſt all vies to us men ; nor can he him

that needsin the foregoing queſti- ſelf bear or endure it. If it be

ox : To which we have this to add true, that wicked ſpirits fly the

That 'twas the notion both of light , and diſappear at the dawn,

the Jews and Heathens, That all the as we have abundant evidence

ſpace from earth to heaven was from their apparitions that they

full of ſuch fpirits. Thus the frequently do, as they caſily may,

*HoLodron Jao asOenomaus in Euſeb. changing their place as the ſun

calls 'em, the Demons mentioned does his,and ſtill keeping behind

in Hefaid's Theogenia are deſcribed in thedark shadow ofthe earth, and

by him , as 'Hepe @rodusvor. For yet ſtill be in the air, or our ate

that expreſſion, év Exodviois, 'tis moſphere. But there is ſtill ano.

known even to School-boys, that ther very probable Interpretati
there are ſeveral Heavens ; in the Ignatius in his Epiſtles to

loweſt of which, the ſublunary theſe ſame Epheſians, ſpeaks of the
or aerial heaven,'hewho is call'd deelwr xai aiyen DyEUMS TUV,

the prince thereof, with moſt of airy and earthly Spirits. The ter.

his black retinue, may yet make reſtrial ones the learned Grotius

their abode, 'till they ſhall be ſent thinks may be meant by thoſe

coa worſe place prepar'd for 'em ; KotKoXpStopes Ti oxétrs , rulers

where, when their timecomes ac. of darkness - The airy by the

cording to their own confeition, ανευματικά πονεσίας εν επηρανίου,

they are yet to receive higher de the Spiritual wickedneſs, or wicked

grees of torment. Spirits, (like opaca locorum , or pla .

V. To the fifth and laſt Queſti- na camporum ) in highor heavenly,

- If they are ſaid to be in or airy places. The firſt ofwhich

High places, becauſe they are in the è mixutorios de cores,(of whom

heaven, orthe regions ofthe air , the golden Verſes ) the terreftri.

how doesthis agree with what is al ſpirits, the before.mencion'd

ſaid before,-Thatthey are rulers great Author tells us out of the

of darkneſs, reeing theApoſtle here Hebrew Writers , are thought

ſeems to ſpeak of the ſame? chiefly to tempt mankind with :

We anſwer, firſt,Aswell , and as groſſer and more carnal fugge

congruouſly as the Devil,who is ftions,to luſt, covecouſneſs, doc.

call'd the Prince of darkneſs, and and all ſenſible pleaſures. The

the Angel of the bottomleſs Pit, and other, which are airy, to pride,

his kingdom , the kingdom of dark . revenge, vain -glory, and fuch

neſs, is alſo call'd thePrince of the like, not leſs dangerous, though

power of the Air ; there is no need more fubtil vices, (which may

that either this darkneſs thou'd alſo deſerve to be reflected on as

refer to phyſical darkneſs, though a further anſwer to II . Query.)

we believe here it partly may; nor Almoſt in the ſame words the ex

that the ſpirits, though they are cellent Dr. Hammond on the place:

in Toxpaviors, in airy or heavenly He takes notice here

places, ſhould be in the light The ( ſays he) of different kinds of

evil one himſelf, as well as he that ' ſpirits,diſagreeing either in their

doch evil, haretle the Light ; and . ſuggeſtions, or place of abode ,

pamely ,
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get thither 3

namely , the Terreſtrial, thoſe planted in that country, and as

xarponestopes tã oxótes, rulers ic were naturaliz'd among 'em :

of darkneſs, who ſuggeſt luft Theſe are alſoſeveral times men

" and carnal deſires, & c . Or, ae- tion'd in holy fcripture, as parti

“ rial, who tempt to pride, and cularly 2 Chron. 21. 16. The Ara

“ other ſpiritualfins. And this bianswhich were near the Ethiopi

we hope may in ſome meaſure ans ; which muſt be underſtood

ſuffice in anſwer to theſe noble of thoſe which lay near the Holy

Queſtions. Land. But where the Ethiopians

Queſt. Whether Zerah the ethio- are mentioned together with the

pian, and his ten hundred thouſand Lubims, or Lybians their neigh .

men , mention'd 2. Chron 14. 9. bours, there's no room to doubt

were Inhabitants of that country we but the Africar Ethiopians are

commonly take to be Prefter John's, thereby intended . Thus Ezek .

or the Abyſſines, or no ? If theywere, 30. 5. Ethiopia and Lybia, and

what might be the diſtance between 38. s. Perfia Ethiopia, and Ly

that Country and Judea, and throbia : So Jer. 46. and 9. Ethiopi

what Countries muft. they march to ans and Lybians; and to name no

more, Dan. 11. 43. Egypt, and

Anſw . For the number of Ze- the Lybians and Ethiopians. Ofthe

rah's hoft, 'cwill never be queſti- former fort of theſe, moſt com

oned either by thoſe who have mentators, underſtand this Zerah

read the Story of Xerxes, who with to be king, namely, the Arabian

an equal, if nota ſuperior num- Ckufites or Ethiopians which in

ber, invaded Greece ; nor by any deed appears very probable both

who conſider the numerous fub- from the quality of the fpoil

je&s, and vaſt territories of thoſe the conquerors got, in the laſt

Eaſtern Monarchs. In anſwer to verſe of the chapter, wherein

the queſtion , Whether that Ethio- the hiſtory , is related , They

pia whence Žerah came were the ſmote alſo the tents of cattle, and

Abyſſines Country , or no ? We ſay carry'd way sheep and Camels

there's neither neceſſity that it in abundance, and becauſe of the

ſhould be, nor neceſſity that it difficulty in marching a million

ſhon'd not be ſo . For the firſt it of men through ſo vaſt a tract

has been unanſwerably prov'd by of ground ; but notwithfanding

ſeveral learned men, eſpecially Sir all this, we muſt confeſs we are

Walter Rawleigh, that there are inclin’d to think they were the

two E :hiopia's, or Chus's ; one African, and as we now call 'em,

what we now call Abyffinia, bor . Abyllinian Ethiopians. Our reaſon

dering on Egypt on one ſide, near it , becauſe they are joyn'd with

the Arabians, both of which nati- the Lubims or Lybians in the next

ons che Egyptians were generally chapter but one, and the 8th ver.

in league with , as being near kin wire not the Ethiopians and the Lug

to'em , no farther off chan Couſin bims a huge huft, with very many chaa

Germans, theEgyptians fromMizo riots and horſemen ? (and that this

raim , the Ethiopians from Cuſh his was their way of fighting, we

brother, both che fons of Canaan. learn from Heliodorus) which naci.

Of the larter fort was Zipporal , ons are alſo mention'd coming to

Moſes's Wife, who is call’d an E- aid the Egyptians in their Expedi

thispan, becauſe her Family was tion under Shibak againſt cru

Jalem,

1

1
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falem ,with 12000 chariots, and 60 ſenſe : The Latin word Fama

thouſand horſemen , and the Lu. (from whence to be ſure the Eng

bims and the Ethiopians. Nor do glijb Fame) being deriv'd as ſome

we read, unleſs we are miſtaken, think from fando, which ſignifies

of any chariots the Arabians had, Speaking, or diſcourſing, ſo that

tho' their horſe was always ſtrong. its no more than whatever is di

The difficulcy is, How ſuch an vulg'd, be it good or bad, tho'

army thou'd go fo vaſt a diſtance more fairly, 'tis deriv'd from the

chro' ſuch barren countries . For Greek ' ephus, the 2 Eta's being

the diſtance, its not half ſo far chang'd by a dialect into Alpha's,

as Tamerlanewent, and that with according to the manner of the

a huge atmy, when he made his Roman language, as ſome Gram .

progreſsfrom Samerſand to Greece, marians obſerve, who have treat

and fought all his army. Beſides, ed of its original, tho' the mat

theytravell’d thro' a friend's coun-. ter is ſtill the fame, and comes,
try, the Egyptians, who its likely from the verb epúpu , of the ſame

join'd with them in the enter. fignification with Fari. Accor

prize, as they before with the dingly ,we feldom meet it in good

Egyptians, when they learnt the authors, but with an epithet to

richneſsof the country, and were diſtinguiſh it, much after the

hereby , it's probable, induc'd to fame rate with the word Naime,

make a ſecond attempt upon it, whoſe ſenſe is not far different

theirfirſt having ſo well ſucceed. from it : Thus we ſay, a good

ed . For their paſſing the deſarts name, or an ill name, and Fama

between Egyp :and Judea, they bona, & honefta, or mala. So Ho

might miſsof 'em, and croſsover race, Bonam deperdere famain ; and

byPelufium , which is ſcarce a of t'other ſide , Virgil calls her not

fortnight's march ; And be- only.bad, bue badneſs it ſelf, Fa

ſides, How have other armies ma malum , quo non aliud velocius

ifren gone the ſame way in the ullum . Indeed , we can't find in

irars between the Ptolomy's and any good Latin auchər that 'tis

i i varoah's, and ſeveral of theAſia- taken , when by it ſelf, in any

tick princes. For the camels , ſheep, but that middle ſenſe before

tenis, & c. The firſt is the com- mention'd, eicher for the heathen

mon carriage of all the Eastern Goddeſs. fo call'd , whom they

nations, Turk and all, to this pleaſantly fable to be born to the

day ; the ſecond was for food , the earth , on purpoſe to publilh the
third for lodging to the army. rogueries of their Gods, after

Queſt What is tbe meaning of the they had deſtroyed the giants; or

word Fame , and whether do you elſe for a great diſcourſe or ru

think a man famous or infamous for mour of any perſon or thing to
an ill action ? which fame is attributed ,whether

Anſw. 'Twou'd not much edi- good or bad . As for the word

fy the querift, if we ſhou'd lec Fame it felf, we uſe it in our lan

him know , chae Servius upon l'ir- . guages indeed, ſometimes as the

gļl tells us , Fame is in this mégwy, Latins did, in a midle ſenſe, buç

an theref >re we'll in plain Engliſh more often, and more properly in

tell him , 'cis a middie word, or a good than a bad one. Wehave

of a doubtful ſignification, and is a word that's ſome kin to't ,which

taken either in a good or bad will illuſtrate what we mean,

tho
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tho' by a contrary ſpeaking 'tis actions, and infamous for ill ones, 4.

notorious, which asall who are ac . and that when wecalla notorious o

quainted with old writers know, villain and a man of fame, or a si
was formerly uſed in a good Senſe, famous fellow , its only in our si

and tho' now only in a bad , and language, a catechretical, or it

tho' the notation or derivation of improper expreſſion, and uſed in a

the word leaves it perfectly indif- an ironical manner, as when we
ferent.

ſay of a great rogue, he's a fine, in
But here we muſt remark once or a brave fellow ,tho' he has per la

for all , that etymology or deriva- haps ſtood in the pillory, and

tion is no certain rule for the pre- been whipe in Bridewell.

ſent ſenſe of Engliſh words, or Queſt. A certain lady whom !

indeed of any other language ; am concerned withal, I have ſworn to y

nay, not ſo much as the uſage of continue in my amours, and wiſhed

.thoſe who have been in their time all things which I undertake may ne- uh

excellent authors ; the propriety ver proſper, if ever I at other of

of words, being purely ex inſtitu- wiſe; beſides, I have promiſed to

to, or arbitrary, as far as we can live ſingle, till it fall pleaſe God i

gueſs, is to be known fromthe to take her husband away , and then

preſent uſe of 'em both in refin'd to marry none but her. I am ſenſible

and common ſpeech, and among that all the time I live in a damnable

good authors ; and indeed, after fin, and now Ihave the opportunity
all, rather to be taſted than de. to marry a vertuous good woman , il

ſcrib'd . Thus there the word fa . but am timerous, having made fuch

mous as well as fame, is uſed by ſolemn promiſes to the other lady:

the Latins in a middle ſenſe, tho' Pray please to give me the beft ad

we believefor the moſt part in a vice , and you will oblige your ſer

bad one, contrary to our Engliſh, vant unknown ?

as in Horace, where he brings in Anfw . This is one of the moſt

old Lucilius (the Chaucer of the ridiculous, and fooliſh impieties
Romans) attacking Lupus, who. we ever met with ; 'cis a breach

ever he was, with Famoſis verſe. of the tenth commandment co

bus, which weſhou'd render Lam- cover our neighbour's wife, but

poons, or defamatory verſes, in to covet vertuouſly what is not, a

which ſenſe the middle finger is or what is difpos'd of already, i

allo ſtiled Famous Digitus : Then which is much the ſame, is a

for infamous, the Latins and we contradi&ion : Nor are the terms

takeinthe fame ſenſe, always or conditions of the amour lefs

for the worſe Let's now ap- fooliſh, to wit, to marry at the
ply this to the Queſtion, What's decrafe of her husband ; for how

The meaning of the word Fame, and knows he that the date of the

pohether we think s man famous or husband's life is ſhort, or chat

infamous for an ill action : We re . the wife may not die before the

ply, Poſitive judgment is from husband, or whether his own

the obſervation we have made on life may not be_ſhorter than
the uſageof our language, That either of theirs ? For in any of

in the moſt proper and uſual theſe three caſes, there is an im.

ſenſe of the word Fame, 'tis taken poffibility of performing the

for the better , and that a man is laid raſh promiſe. The whole

only properly famous for good cranfa &tion isvery wicked and

foolib,

:
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fooliſh, and ſuch as God has for- munication of his attributes ; if

bidden ; so that if to vow an ill it were not fo, he wou'd be fi

a &tion is a ſin, to continue in the nite, comprehenſible, in ſhort,

adion isa greater ; by ſomuch he wou'd come in a great manner

as an habituated fin isworſethan under the ſame predicament with

a ſingle act . Such vows oblige his creatures. This conſider'd ,

no perſons. , All that can be done, the text which ſays, The Soul re

is to leave the folly, and ask God turns to God that gave it, can be

pardon ; nor is the woman leſs, only thus interrupted, viz. that

but rather more to be blam'd than it has finilh'd its commillion in

the man, not only for entertaining actuating its body, and is again

his amours, but becauſe God had at the immediate diſpoſal of its

already ſettled her condition, and Creator ; who being every where,

provided ſuch a companion for there needs no localmotion to find
her as he thought convenient. him our. ( 2 , ) Our ſecond argu.

Queſt. It is very common, a perſon ment is from the nature of a

being dead, that if onethat is ignorant ſpirit, which according to the

thereof fou'd in a minute afterwards beft definitions is a cogitative ſteb

ask how the party did , it wou'd ba france, and if ſo, not to be deter

anſwerd, I hope he is happy , not. mindby place or matter ; tharis,

withſtanding the wonderful diſtance it can't be ſaid to be in a place

between heaven and earth ; Nome [ locally, becauſe it can't be cir

wou'd know how far 'tis to heaven, cumſcrib'd or included in a place,

and bow long afoul is before it gets thi- by any material diviſion , or li.

ther after its ſeperation from the body? mits : The reaſon of it is this,

Anſw. This is an intricate.fort Spirits and matter Cannot mu*ually
of

a queſtion , and not to be re. be paſive ; tho' ſpirits can work
folv'd.co a demonſtration , ſince upon matter, as greater powers

we have no intelligence from ſuch command leſſer, yetmatter can

fouls as bave made experiment : not work upon ſpirits ;

However we ſhall give our opi- fpirit can as eaſily paſs thro'

nion, and ſuch a one as we hope glaſs, gold , ſtones, wood, too

may not be repugnant to either asthrough Air . Indeed we muſt

fcripture or philoſophy allow , that tho' fpirits can't be

We have already ſpoken fome. ſaid to be in a place, yet they

thing about thelocalicy or fitua- may be in a Space, for thus they

tion of heaven in our former pa- arediſtinguiſhed from the nature

pers, and we here again offer, of God Almighty : by a ſpace
Chat 'cis veryprobable there can we mean thụs ; à fpirit may be

be no ſuch place as a local hea- ſaid to be in Germany, when at
ven, or a ſeparate place deſign'd the ſame time it cannot be ſaid

for the reception of happy fpi- to be in Ireland, tho'we don't at

rits . For proof of this affertion, all doubt but it cou'd get into

weſhall give theſe two Reaſons. Ireland , in the hundredth part

Firſt, God Almighty is not ac all of a minute after it leaves Gera

confin'd, not cy'd to this or many : All this conſider'd, we

that place, but is every where , can't but believe , 'till we find bec

and this by a vercual contact of ter reaſons to the contrary , that
hisvery Being, not of che ema. heaven is every where, and that

nation of his power, or a com- hell is alſo every where; we mean,
that

for a
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that departed ſpirits upon , their cond of St. Peter 2. 10, 11. They

feparation from their body carry are not afraid to ſpeak evil of dig

their heaven or hell with 'em , to nities whereas angels which are

wit, a fimilitude to the divine greater in power and might, bring

being, in having been holy, which not railing accuſations againſt them

is theparent of happineſs, or hea . before the Lord Andhere we

ven; or diſfimilitude co the divine muſt firſt enquire who Michael the

being, in having been unholy, arch angel is ; and ſecondly, what
which is the parent of unhappi- is intended by the body of Moſes,

neſs, or hell ; 'tis not at all to be and the diſpute between the devil

doubted but that a ſoul ſo ſoon as and the archangel concerning it.

it is ſeparated from the body, has By Michael the arch -angel fome

more exa & and adequate concep- underſtand our ſaviour, who is

tions than it had whilſt in the body, call'd an angel in ſeveral places

and by confequence ſeesit ſelf na- in the OldTeſtament, and as

ked and without prejudices , and ſome ſay particularly in the third

knows its future condition by a of Zechariah, which many think

reflection of that habit whichver. is here alluded to : Others under

tue or vice has faſtned upon it in ſtand it of a created angel, achief,

the body ; and accordingly com- or arch -angel, one of the higheſt

mences its heaven or hell ; if this order, nay, head of that order.

be truth, the Querift is now able (Michael fought and his angels )

to anſwer his own queſtion; if ic for that there arediftin &t ranks a

is not truth, we are willing to re- mong thoſe bleſſed ſpirits was the

tract what we have here advanc'd, judgment of all antiquity, and

as ſoon as any will ſhow uswhere- will be made good in the anſwer

in this aſſertion contradicts either to the next queſtion. Now that

ſcripture or philoſophy . But be it was a created angel here menti.

it asit will , ſince 'tis no article oned, we are inclin’d to think

of faith, 'tis not derogatory to the for ſeveral reaſons. Firſt, Be

chriſtian religion , nor have we cauſe Chriſt and the Arch -Angel

advanc'd thisupon any other prin. are diſtinguiſh'd both in the Old
ciple than fpeculative philoſophy. Teftament and New. In the Old

Queſt The diſpute between Mi- ' tis hardly to be doubtedbut thąc

chael the arch -angel, and the devil, Daniel ſpeaks oftwo diftinct per

concerning the body of Moſes : What fons in that Michael the prince,

are theconjectures of the learned on and chat Meſſiah that was tobe cut
that affair ? off, which he mentions ; but it's

Anſw . The place where this yet made plain in the NewTeſta.

paſſage is found, is in the ninth ment See 1 Thef. 4. 16. The Lord

of St. Judem " ' Theſe ſpeak evil fall deſcend from heaven with a ſhout,

“ of dignities, yet Michael the with the voice of the arch-angel, and

" arch-angel when contending with the trump of. Gąd, & c . and

“ with thedevil he diſputed about 2 Theſ. 1 and 7 : The Lord Jeſus

" the body of Moſes, durft not shall be reveald from heaven with

bring againſt him a railing ac- bis mighty angels, which may

" cuſacion, bue ſaid, The Lord well refer to the Arch -angels.

rebuke ihoze - Which words are He that ſhall be reveal'd with

plainly an enlargement cr kind of the Angels, with the Arch - angel,

commentary on thoſe in the fin can't be himſelf that Aich- angel,

or
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or any of thoſe angels. Our ſe- at firſt ſight ſeems moft eaſy and

cond argument is from the ſame probable, is, that this diſpute was

paſſage mentioned in St. Peter, as between 'em concerning the di

quoted above ; this whole Epiftle vulging the place of Moſes his Bu

of St Jude, as appears plainly co rial, which was kept ſecret by

any who but caſts his eye upon’t, God , as Deut . 34.6.the devil be

being an abridgment of the fe- ing willing to diſcover his body on

cond of St. Peter, though in this purpoſe to make the Jews ido

placerather a nenlargement there- lize ; the ſame way he firſt brought
of. The angels, faith St. Pe idolatry boch into the heathen

“ ter, being greater in power and and chriftian world, and Michael

might, bring not railing accu . refifting him in his attempt, which
“ facions” . Had it been Chrifythe both the apoſtles migh¢ have by

argument wou'd have run higher, tradition, confirm'd and guided by

he being greater than the angels, inſpirarion, (as Moſes himſelf alſo

above all principalities and powers; wrote ) Or perhaps out of some

nor are we to think the inſpired book of the Jews then extant,

Author wou'd have omitted what which might relate it, they hav

wou'd have added ſo much ing undoubtedly, many, which

more force to his argument. The were not canonical, tho'theHoly

ange's, that is , Michael and his an- Spirit mighe direct theſeapoßles có
gels (for they were all ſeven pre- what was true therein , if as here

fent at this diſpute in the temple. neceſſary to their preſent argu

See Zech. 3. ult.) " though greater ment. And ſuch a book is men

" in power and might, bring not tioned by Grotius and others of

railing accuſations againſt them the moderns, nay, even by Ori

" before theLord . Greater than gen and Epiphanius, if not more of

whom , againſt whom, greater than the ancients, under the name of

choſe dignities, and againſt them ; ' Ardantes, or the affumption of

and who thoſe dignities are, St. Moſes. And of this opinion are

Jude tells us (compar'd with the Eſtius, Grotius, Vorſtius, and moſt

Apocalypſe) Satan, or the Dragon other commentators : Nay, ſo

and hisangels, thoſe xos koregtapas confident in it, that they gave it

Tš o xóias Tš aier 7678 (where- with an haud -dubie, undoubtedly,ſay

offormerly) rulers of the darkneſs ſome of 'em , it muſt refer to that

of thisworld, princes of this world, 34th ofDeuteronomy. But yet the

who by the fall of man obtain'd other ſide are as confident as they,

a ſad dominion over the world, and both the learned Junius, and

whoſe thrones are in the hearts our own excellentD.Hammond tell

of the children of diſobedience. us that it does indubie, ( full as

Theſe are dignities and powers good as haud dubie) refer to Zech.3.

certainly de fašto only, yet againſt 2 , 3 , &c. where their very words :

thefe, for that reaſon, becauſe per- are found, and that ſpoken to Sa

mitted by God to lord it where . tan by the angel of Jehova, very

the arch -angel himſelf did not, nay prolably thisfame Michael, ſince

dared not bring a railing accufa. one ofthe ſeven, as before. ” The
tion, " Lord rebuke thee ! O Saran ,&c.

Thus much for Michael : Now ' But ſtill here's nothing concern

for the ſecond difficulty, the body ing the body of Moſes, nor o't'other

of Moſes. The interprecationwhich fide, is there anything of this

diſpute,
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diſpute, where we read of hisbur certainty , not ſo much as anyfair

rial; fomething therefore muſt be or tolerable probability for ' em in

Supply'd in one place, and why not the H.Scriptures; and whence elſe
rather here than there, fince ſo ſhou'd we know any thing of 'em,

many other Circumſtances meer ? fince meer reaſon only tells us that

The Body of Moſes therefore theſe theymay be, butcan neverwith

two great men take in a figurative out help demonſtrate ſo much as

Senſe, for the temple at Jeruſalem , their qualities and orders ? That

then rebuilding, and the worfhip which chis man of myſtery whoever

of God,then about to be reſtor’d, he was, pretends to found his do

whichfacan no doubt wou'd have & trine upon, is no more than the

hinderd, ſtanding to refift Foſbua, mentioning thoſe nine words in

and which is called, “ The body the ſcripture relating to angels,

of theJews in the Maccabees, and andnomore than bare mention

may as fitly be the body of Mo- ing moſt of 'em , namely, cheru .

ſes, becauſe depending on Moſes, bims, ſeraphim , thrones, powers,

as the head or legiſlator, ( weare hoſts, dominions, principalities,

Moſes his diſciples fay the Phari- angels and archangels -- ofwhom

ſees.). Nor is this ſenſe of the hegives us as exact a defcription ,

words withouta preſident, as harſh as Mahomet himſelf does of choſe

as it may at firſt found, for ex- angels who had one horn ſnow ,

a & tly after the fame ſcheme or and the other fire and perhaps E

manner of ſpeech we find in the for the moſt part one as authen
New Teſtamen-, the Chriſtian Church, tick as the other - His intention

or Chriſtians gathered together ſeeming only to be, that he'd be
to the worſhip of Chriſt who is thought to know more than all the

their lawgiver, and inſtituted reſt of the world, to attain which

their worſhip, are call’d, The body he tow'r'd ſo high that he loft both

of Chriſt, as on the other ſide, the himſelf, and ſenſe and truth, and

body of Chrift is called a temple, all. But not thinking it worth the

andour bodies the temples of the while to follow him in his dreams,

Holy Ghoft; and this latter opini- we fball only obſerve, with the

on is in our iudgment, the more great Grotius, that theſe names

probable ofthe two,leaving others ſeem to be brought with the Jews
to their own thoughts in this mat- from the Perſian emperor. Thus

ter . much however, we ſhall obſerve

Queft. What are we to think of St. from 'em, thatthere certainly is

Denis the Areopagite's opinion con- an order, a goverment, a hierar

cerning the hierarchy of angels, which chy among theſe bleſſed ſpirits ;

be divides into nine orders whether which wethink very clear from Sa

there's any thing in it, or we are to cred Scripture ; and even thatpar.

Suppoſea perfe&t equality between ' em ? ticular angels preſide at leaſt over

Anſw . For that Denis whoſe particular countries,and the arch

works wenow have, we are not angels over the affairs of the

very ſure he was a ſaint ; but we church . That ſome of 'em preſide

are certain he was not the Areopa- over particularkingdoms, or em .

gite; and for his nine orders, or tri. pires, ſeems plain from the pro

nal triplicity, as Spencer calls ' em , phecy of Daniel, where the angel

they are more fit for poetry than that ſpake unto him mentionsthe

divinity, ſince there's nothing of princeofPerſia, the prince of Gre.

HU
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cia, and both theſe angels as well dationofthe temple - Upon one

as Michael, one of the chief princes, ſtone ſhall be ſeven eyes, The

immediately after nam'd , or Mi. angels . ſays Philo, being the

chael your prince — The guardi- eyes of the great King. The eyes
an of the Jews, at that time the of the Lord,ſays Hanani che ſeer

only church of God, as afterwards to king Aja, 2 Chron . 16.9. run

of the chriſtian church, for which to andfro thro' the whole earth ,,

Michael fought and his angels, as to ſhew chemſelves ſtrong in the

we read inthe Apocalyps . Now • behalf of thoſe whoſe hearts are

where -ever there are principali- perfect towards him . So the very

ties, nay princes, there mult as exprellion uſed here by Zachary

certainly be ſome order, ſome in But as much is ſaid more

ſubjection, as the relate does infer than once in the New Teſtament,

the correlate, the Father the Son. where are mentioned , Rev. 1. The

Further, and what elſe is the ſeven ſpirits before the throne of God ,

meaning of fo many expreſſions - But if that be doubtful, ( tho'

ſoundingthis way fofairly inthe it cannot be meant of the Holy

Holy Scripture, what is a mighty Ghoſt, who is God himſelf , and

ſtrong angel, revelation, but therefore in the throne, not before

an archangel ? Whoſe numberour it. See cap. 4. and s . There were

church alſo holds to be more than ſeven lamps of fire burning be

one, as well as their order diſtinct fore the throne, and theſe are

from the ordinary angels. For the ſeven fpirits of God al

thus the expreſſes her felf in that luding plainly to the place al

ſeraphical bymn at the communi. ready quoted of Zechary, to which

on Therefore with angels ifwe add the 6th of Rev. and

and arch-angels, & c. That this 7th, The lamb had ſeven eyes,

was the opinion of the Jewiſh which are the ſeven ſpirits of

church , we may learn from the • Godfenc forth into all the earth

hiſtory of Tobit, I ' am Raphael, - agreeing to the deſcription of

ſays . Azariab there, one of the the angels in St. Paul, ' that they

ſeven angels which ſtand and are miniftring ſpirics, fent forth

i miniſter before the Holy One. So ' to miniſter to thoſe who ſhould

their very number expreſs In be heirs of ſalvation --All mi.• .

this Apocrypha, fo ſay many, was niſters, tho 'ſome principal,others

the bookwhence both St. Peter ſubordinate.Now ,ſhould we make

and Jude quote their hiſtory, as all this nothing but figure and mye

before, yet that was certainly true, ftery ? Should we interpret theſe

andfo may this Nay, there's feven Spirits ſeven powers, or gifts
more than a probability on's, for fent forth to thew themſelves

the canonical ſcripture confirms it ſtrong ? & c. Beſides that 't would

- See Zech. 4. 10,12. Thoſe ſe- hardly be ſenſe,at leaſt very harſh ,
Ven are the eyes of the Lord, there's a much greater inconveni

' which run to and fro thro' the ence ; for the Hobbifts and others,

whole earth ; relating to the ſe- who deny any ſuch thing as the ex .

ven lamps of the candleſtick in iſtence of angels, calling 'em only

the temple, by which the ſeven powers, or vertues, would inter

angels were figur'd, and which pret allother placesof fcripture,

were alſo mentioned, cap 3 v 9. where they arementioned , in the

as all of 'em aſſiſtingat che foun- ſame manner, and as ic ſeemswith
the

.
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the ſame probability of reaſon- Let then ſome friend or acquain .

Nay, make the Holy Ghoſtit ſelf cance be found out for ' em in the

no more than the power of God, as college, either by their relacions

is aſſerted by ſome blaſphemous or tutor, who is of a pious life,

hereticks , We'll add butone text and induſtrious inclinations, and

more, and then conclude this an . proof againſt all theſe allurements

ſwer ' Tis in Rev.8. 2 , Buc of vice, which are now ſo com

And I ſaw the ſeven angels mon all the world over, that by

which ſtood before God ( no his direction he mayknow whom

doubt the ſame before deſcrib- to keep company with , and whom

ed) and to them were given fe . to avoid Let him keep cloſe to

ven trumpets , and theſevenan- his ſtudy, unleſs at permitted

gels which had the ſeven trum- hours ; conſtan :ły mind the pub

pets, prepared themſelves to lick and private Lectures, which

found,and the firſt angel ſound- if he does, and takes care to dif

ed, buc. and ſo on, of all the charge his own college.exerciſe

reft - Now it's hence plain , that commendably and handſomely ,

theſe ſeven ſpirits were ſeven an . he'll ſcarce have much timefor

gels, thatthe ſeven eyes were the ill company . Let him not affect

lame, and that all theſe were di- to make or receive thoſe frequent

ftinct from each other. and chargeable treats (ſuch we

Queft. A youth being ſpeedily de- mean as are unneceffary) which

fign'd for the univerſity, deſires your one ſcholar ſouſually givesano

inſtruction how from the firſt entryhe ther, tho' he'll find hemuſt pay

may behave himſelf ſo as to preſerve for't himſelf , when his own turn

his integrity, and encreaſe his learn- comes. As for the particular me
ing ? thod of his learning, his tutor,

Anſwe Les both the young man , if ſuch an one as propos'd, will

and his friends and parents, firſt inſtruct him better in't than we

ask the alfiſtanceof heaven to pie- cando only let him take

ſerve him from thoſe temptaaions exact care of his tutor's lectures,

he will be ſure to meet with,as conſulting other ſyſtems as foon

any where in the world ; ſo eſpe, as well acquainted with his own,

cially, when from under the eye and keeping the hall- le &tures and

of his parents, and among those diſputations with induſtry and
whoſeage enclines 'em ſo ſtrong attention . Beſides, his relations

ly to viceand extravagance, tho would do well to viſit him now

the diſcipline thould be the moſt and then , not only enquiring ex

exact in the world. Next, let a a &tly of his tutor, as co his pro

tutot be choſen for him , if por , ficiency and behaviour, but alſo

ſible, on the properknowledge of from others that are of other col

thoſe who fand him thither, at leges, and getting him exainin'd

leaſt, not on the diſtant recom- as to the encreaſe he makes in

mendition , but perſonal acquain- thoſe arts which he pretends to

tance of ſome other prudent per ſtudy But forthe ſecond

Let him be ſuch a one as is Queſtion . What is the

famous both for pie y, prudence, fit:eſt college in both univerG.

diligence, and learning: neither ties, bo That's too high , and
of which qualifications will be and would not be very modeft for

fufficient without all the reſt us to anſwer.

Queft.
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Queſt. I am a young Gentleman all 'twon't do, and he is as con

almoſt of age : I havefor ſome time trary to himſelf as to truth and

made honourable love to a young and reaſon and indeed ſo is

beautiful lady ; I have made all the the young gentleman, for he firſt

advances in bir favour that confit fays, Theſe thoughts diſturb his

with vertue and honour, and pole prayers, (which it ſeems are on

Seſs her converſation as privately and his pillow, and which 'tis ſtrange

frequently as I pleaſe ---- I've read if they ſhould not do, when in

chambering and wantonneſs, the dulg’d) and cries God forgivehim,

Luft of ebe eye , &c . are fins ; but for't, and yer ſays afterwards,

muſt acknowledge when I'm alone with that he's politively of opinion none

my miſtreſs, on our reciprocral tendere of 'em all are fino ; and his guide

neſſes and endearments, 'tis impoſſible is of the ſame mind ; for be

but that my burning lips muſt give fays, “ Po anſwer poſitively finro

me all ſuch effi Ets as warın love and or no fin I give it in the nega.

young
blood can inſpire Nay, " tive ; No fin, upon condition that

those idea's often carry me ſo far, as “ marriage enſues: 1 hough in a

in myrevolving thoughts to anticipate few linesafter, he owns it may

what's yet to come upon my pillow , come under the laſh of a venial

not only before my very pray.rs, and fin ? Pray , Sir, What religion or
after 'em , but ' ( G'd forgive me ). univerſity are you of ? for this is
between 'em too . Nor I defire your excellene logick and divinity .There

opinion, whether theſe dalliances, is ſuch a thing then as a venial
or the last tranſport of thought, can fin, and yet that fin is no fin at all

be a fin : For my part, I am of opi- The arguments for your

nion , not to anticipate your judg- round aſſertion you have for

ments, that none of 'em all are gotten, or miſplac'd, and make
fins, it being highly unreaſonable the gentleman reaſon like one of

that what's honourable in ihe ul- his years, that what's honourable in

timate poffeffion , sh u'd be faulty the ultimate poffeffion, can't be

in the previouspurlu c ? faulty in the previous purſuit,

Anlio. The querit may be here agreeable to yourown reſolucion.

miſtaken in char complaint of us, as “ No fin, if marriage enſue. To

well as in his own divinity ; for this we anſwer, That 'tis a very

if we are not very much ſo, che fa'ſe way of arguing, and either

fame queſtion, or exactly t the this will unavoidably follow , that

ſamo purpoſe, tho nas in the there's no fio in conſummation it

ſamns words , has been formerly ſelf before marriage, (which we
anſwer'd in one of our 0 : acles : wiſh ben't driven at , and the con

Bur to go on at preſent, Sequences whereof are very obvious)

We muſt here again expels our or elle the argument concludes

hearty wiſhes, chat the deſign nothingatall. Beſides, if we ſin

of the fore -mention'd author on condition of marriage, mar

ben't the further corruption of riage can make a paſt act no fin ,

morals , which there's 'but roo which otherwiſe wou'd be one,

little need of. He goes here to but every act is fin or no ſin as

the utmoſt bounds, he takes in foon as exerced The young lover

all poiſible circum tan ces to make urges the impoffi'ility of avoiding

a fin look plauſible, and a duty ſuch thoughts, be. I he difficulty

unrea'onable, Buc afier we grant, the impl'ility wedeny,
Хk for
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for that very reaſon , becauſe its gentleman might be innocent in

a fin to entertain 'em ; which it his firſt marriage, and not conſci

cou'd notbe, if impoſſible to avoid ous ofhis own infirmity, thop

' em . But that 'tis really a fin, inexcuſable in the latter, not on.
he confeſſes his kind adviſer ly for the reaſon thisauthorgives ,

owns, and we ſhall further prove. becauſe of his hypocriſy with

From the expreſs words heaven, proteſting he knewof

of him whobeſt knew; whoſo no Impediment, but beſides, be

looketh upon a woman, &c . 6. And cauſe of thoſe unavoidable tempta

“ if thine eye or hand offend thee. tions to which he muſt expoſe a

And from reaſon : 'Tis young woman , in his lady's circum .
intemperance, if temperance be a ſtances

vertue . that muſt be a ſin ; ſince Queſt. Whetherwe are to believe

temperance ſure reaches thought as the ſtory of St. Etheldreda, that

well as action, and where the ob- after being twice married , she liv'd

ject of one is unlawful, fo muft the and dy'd a maid ? And if true, when

other be too. ther ſhe deſeru'd to be canoniz'd for’t ?

Queft. A very perſonable gentle. Anſw . Our aforemention'd au .

man marry'd ſome time ſince a fine thor ſays, he believes the fact,
young lady, with whom he lived hower he abfcribes it rather to

three orfouryears happily, tho' with vanity than devotion ,and yet thinks

any children; fhe dying, he mar- 1f the was as excellent atother

ry'd á ſecond with a largerfortune: ſorts of mortificationsas at faſting,

Not long after his wife's mother makes the deſerved to be fainted.ían

him aviſit, and afterſome words, ſwer more poſitively, the fact is

falls foul upon him for marrying her very likely to be true, conſider

daughter, when he knew himſelf not ingthe age ſhe liv'd in , for when

qualify'd for a husband, which he ſo many Kings turn'd Monks, what

took ſo to heart, he immediately greaterwonder that Queensſhou'd

went up ſtairs, and ript up his Bel. be Nuns? Many inſtances ofwhich

ly : Your ſentiments of the whole caſe, I have in Bede, who gives us this

together with your opinion of the two ſtory ac large in his ecceſiaſtical

wives ? hiſtory. That ſhe deſerv'd cano.

Anſw . Our late author ſays, nization, Ideny, any more than :
That the firſt wife, who had the whimſical Stylita did for

conceald her husband's infirmi- pearching like an owl a -top of a .

ty, was rather a ſubject for admi- pillar, för forty years together :

ration chan imitation ; nor can we Nor can any manmake usof ano .

much blame the ſecond lady any ther mind , unleſs I can firſt fee

more than him . Theſetwo things him prove celibacy a vertue

however may be added , that there Queſt. Pray give your anſwer to

may be fometimes other lawful the following queſtions, occafisn'd by

ends of matrimony beſides pro- ftory in Mather'sWitch -book , about

pagation, as aſſiſtance, ſociety, &c. a man tkat appeared to his brother

though theſe I think ought not
at Boſton .

to be the only end , unleſs in 1. Since all cogitation hath ſome

perſons fuperannuated, at whoſe motion of the body concomitant ; whe.

marriage the prayer for fruitful- ther when the body in death is wholly

nefs is left out : the other thing motionleſs, the joul after its ſepara

is, . that it's very poſſible the tion muſt not be wholly thoughtleſs ?
2. When

TE
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body ?

>

>

2. Whether the ſpirits of men leav- anſwer ; in che mean time, thac

ing this earthly body, be not immedi- the ſoul can think wholly inde

ately united to ſome other more ſubtle pendent of the Body, we refer

you to a ſmall treatiſe publiſh'd

3. Whether ghoſts be the very per- by Mr. Dunton , intituled, A Dia

ons of thoſe men departed this life, logue between amodern Atheiſt and

whom they reſemble when they appear ? his friend

or the fimilitude only of the departed 2. 'Tis the opinion of a great

be affumed by ſome other ſpirit ? many, both divines and philofo .

4. Whether ghofts have local mo- phers, that they do , but chac;

tion ? there's no neceſſity of it, is alſo

s . Whether they have any motion evinced in the ſaid treatiſe.

per Saltum , i. e , moving fucceffive- 3. 'Tis improper to ſay ghoſts

ly thro' A , B, C, they can skip D, E, may be the very perſons of men

É, &c. and riſe upat Z. A , B, C , departed this life : Since perſona.

D , E , F, & c. 2 . lity conſiſts not only in the fpi

6. If not, then hom was it posſia rit 'Tis true, indeed, we ſay

ble for the man that was murdered in the foul is the form of the body,

England, to appear to his brother at ſince I am ſtill the ſame perſon,

Boſton, in the inſtant of his death, whether ycung , old, fair , defor

or near upon the jame inſtant, whin med, maim'd , & c. being ſtill ac

tbole two places are diftant 3000 tuated by the ſame foul : But in

miles ? anſwer to the queſtion, We ſay,

Anſw . 1. 'Tis a very dark ex- That ſuch apparitions are (as ap

preflion, That all Cogitation hath pears moſt probable to us, eſpe.

ſome motion of the body concomitant. cially where apparitions have

' Tis plain people may think upon been for good ends and deſigns)

theirpillow , and have no motion the very ſpirit of the departed

at all , unleſs you call that of the thac aſſumes and forms a vehicle

lungs and pulle a motion; that of according to the proportion and

the lungs may alſo be reſtraind by figure of the body which it has

holding the breath , but the cir- laid aſide.

culation of the blood can never 4 , 5 , and 6. Depend upon one

be hindered (tho' it may be made another, and therefore may have

to move very flow )till the ſepa- this anſwer for all , That ſpirits

ration of foul and body : But have no local motion, but move all

ſuppoſing you mean the laſt, We at once, like a man's thought . I

anſwer, That thought does not can think of London , and then of

depend upon thac Motion, ſince Ireland, without ſtopping at the

that motion is made by degrees, fea, or any interjacent town ; the

but thought is perform'd all at reaſon is evident, the world of

' Tis impoſſible to leave fpirits, and their ſeveral operati

one ſubject, and apply the mind ons come not under our definitie

to another, ſo that there can be oris, nor are they ty'd to the rules

any, even the leaſt moment of and laws of what we call matter

time elaps'd in the exchange ; and mocion ; a ſpirit being india

therefore the mind is indepen- viſible, and having no parts, takes

dent of ſuch a motion . Ifyou not up a point of ſpace at once,

pleaſe to expreſs your ſelf more and that merry expreſſion, that

intelligibly , you may have a fuller a thouſand ſpirits might dance upon

Kk 2
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the point of a needle, is philofophi- miſh ( one of their gang, as I ſince

cally true ; and therefore in mo- am apt to think) he comes over

tion a ſpirit not taken upon any the hedge on foot, and quarreld

ſpace, cannot by motionmeaſure withmyweapon as unlawful, and

firſt one ſpace then another, or that I could not anſwer the killing

move in a line made up of points ; a man, tho' in my owndefence,

and therefore moves ( forgive the with ſuch a weapon : I fearing if

'expreſſion, which as I ſaid be- I hadſtaid there too long I might

fore, comes not up to the nature have been apprehended on the ac

of a ſpirit ) all ac once. count of my tuck.rid full ſpeed

Sirs, I was going out oftown away, leaving the dead body and

to my maſter's country-houſe, not the man together ; he got it

many miles from London, and on away , and hid it, or buried it , for,

the road I was met by three men none fee it afterwards. Now I

masked , one of them ſcouted out, Query, If a man on the king's

and the other two came up to high -way, or in the ftreet, aſſaults me,

me, and bid me ſtand, or I was whether I might not draw a tuck in

a dead man ; I was ſomething my owndefence ? If I kill him , that

ſtartled and ſurprized at this un. thus aſſaults me with my tuck, am I

uſual manner of complementing, liable to any puniſhment for my tuck ?

but being fomewhat recovered , If I am , pray what is the puniſhment ?

and conſidering I had a great Anſw . This is a ſtrange relation ,

charge of money and jewels. to and we muſt ſuppoſe that 'tisei

the value of 3000 l. is's . beſides ther matter of fač , and that the

other papers of great concern- Party concern'd had a mind to be

ment of my mafter's, I reſolved enroll’d for an example to future

to ſtand them two, and to deliver ages, or elſe that the deſign, un

nothing ; but having no weapon derthe notion of a romance, is
eitheroffenlive or defenſive, ſave to demand whether a piſtol or a

a tuck in a cane, i preſently drew tuck is the moſt dangerous and
it, which one of them ſeeing, unlawful weapon to kill an af

fir'd a piſtol, butmiſs'd me, and failing high-way man with : Tru

I made a país at him ,but the noiſe ly , we are not for ſtanding ſtill by

of the piſtol frighting his horſe, any means, and have our thrcats
I mifs'd him : The other of the cut; tu king, piſtolling or bafi

two gave me a ſlight wound with lisking to death, if poſſible,is

his ſword; I ſpurring my horſe, very fair play in ſuch caſes.

came juft even with him that The law of nature , and other

fir'd his piſtol, and I gave a home laws built on that, will warranc

thruſt at his breaſt, and ſtruck the action .

him near, or at, or in the heare ; Queſt. What think you of the book

he fell down off his horſe, and of the confeffion of Join i heodore

never ſpoke one word, ftark dead ; the converted Jew , at his baptiſm ,

the other ſeeing this, and pera and whether thoſe arguments that he

ceiving the thirdperfon thatwas has brought, to prove that Jeſus is

on the fcour ro give an alarum , the Meſſias, as alſothe Trinity, out

he ſets fpurs to his horſe , and rid of the Old 7:Rament, be concluſive ?

&way with all ſpeed : Now there Anſwo. 'Tis fufficient for its re

was in a hedge just over againſt commendation , that one of the

us, a man that had ſeen the skir- greateſt divines of che church of

Eng
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England has ſpoken ſo well of it. filled ; for ſince the goſpel isnow

As for ouropinion , we know of planted in America,thefullneſs of the

no uninſpir'd author that has done Gentiles is almoſt perfected, pere
better, as to a proof ofJeſus Chrift haps wholly , ſince it can hardly

being the Meſſias ; this convert be thew'd where the goſpel has

being better read and acquainted not now been preach'd in the
than moſt of our Divines, in the whole Gentile world ; we mean

Jewiſh Talmud, and Objections, by Gentile, one that is not a Jeso,

himſelf having been once a teacher the whole world being diftin

amongſt them ; and we are en- guiſh'd into Jew and Gentile, by

clin'd to hope , that the promiſe the apoſtles, and downwards.

of God for the calling home his Queſt. Stones live , plants live,

Ancient people the Jews, is now in beaſts live, angels live, what fal

the embrio ; for 'tis impoſſible tains them , or is their food ?

for any one amongſt 'em , chac Anſw . Here's a ſtrange ſort of a

pretends either toſcripture or notion, and if we eur ſelves might

reafor , after the reading of this turn querifts, wethould ask how

book, to expect the coming of any one could think of ſuch a
another Meffias, all the prophecies thing But to put the matter in

being ſe evidencly fulfilled in Je. as clear a light as we can ; life

ſus Chriſt, that relate to the Mef is either that which is neceſary or

fias : But as for the proof of a communicated : By neceſſary , we

Trinity, and with ſuch a happy mean the firſt principle or origine

ſucceſs, we have never yet met of life, and Self-exiſtence, viz.

with any author that pretended to God ; by communicated, we mean

do it, further than in promiſe,'till that soul or life which God has

this convert, ( who being a few , endued ſtones, plants, beats, men ,

and a teacher amongſt them ,and &c. with · It would be too long

thereby extreamly wellacquaint. for the deſign of chis paper,

ed with the Old Teſtament, and run thro' che ſeveral claſſes of the

the opinions ofthe Rabbi's) has creation , and ſhow how minerals,

done it with that evidence and vegetatives , animals, &c. live or

perſpecuity as ( we think ) the how they exert their ſeveral fun

moſt ſceptical perſon that is not & tions; only in Ahort we ſay, as

prejudiced to facred writ, can find they are beings, they reſult from

no objections againſt. This book forft Being as they have fouls

we fériouſly recommend to all ( peculiar to their organs) or life,

chriſtians, to confirm 'em in this they are influenced by the eter

truth , That ' tis no fi & tion nornal mind , who is life it ſelf, and

device of cunning or politick communicaces life as he pleaſes.

men , to believe that all the pro . As for the latter part of the quem

phecies are fulfilled concerning ftion, What luftains lije ? We an

ce coming and office of the Mela fwer, Thefirſt life has life in se

fias, and that thał Jeſus Chriſt veral or lives neceſſarily, and

whom we worſhip, is the true therefore depends not on food ,
Mefas. As for the Jews, as we tc . for continuation of exift .

ſaid Leföre. we hope this will be All ocher derivative be

ſuch a powerful and fall con- ings live either mediately, or im

viction, that that promiſe of an mediately; by immediately we un

univerſal call will be fpeedily ful derſtand , that immediate depen

а
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door ;

:

>

>

dance they have on their author, and did willingly flatter my felf,that

without whoſeexifterce and life, the wrong being done before mytimet
nothing elſe could exift or live the fin would not lie at my but

one moment, but would return nowamforc'd to take notice of thejuſt

to its primitive chaos : By medi- judgments of God upon several of the

are, we mean , that chain of cau. truſtees families, not one in ten of

ſes which God ufually works by, which have been truly prosperous this

when having given every living thirty years ; and my ſelf having

thing ſuch andſuch powers, or- many children, would not willingly

gans,br. he provides adapt and entail acurſe upon them , and there

convenient ſupplies for each , ac- fore deſire your advice, Howo I may

cording to the nature he has giv- with a good conſcience diſcharge that

en it. It cannot be expected, part of the aboveſaid truſt which is

that we ſhould here tell the que repoſed in me ?

rift how the fibres of the roots Your advice will not only oblige

of trees, fuck in the rain and me, but ſeveral other gentlemen who

radical moiſture of the earth; how may fall under the ſame circumftar

that Succus Nutricus is circulatad, ces.

Oo, and fo of the ſeveral opera- Auſw . Upon a ſuppoſition that

tions, growth and continuance of this relation is true , ' tis a buſineſs

what the querift calls life in of ſo great conſequence, that it

ftones, plants , animals, &c . wouldbe a great imprudence and

Queft. 8. Several charitable per- temerity in us to propoſe an ex

fons did bequeath lands, tene- pedient, eſpecially, ſince there

ments, and conſiderable ſums of may be ſeveral circumſtances that

money ; the product whereof to ought to be fully examin'd , which

beyearly diſtributed to the poor by this ſhort letter we have little

of a certain corporation in the inſight into . That there ought

North of England, and did con. to be reſtitution , we need not

ftitute the Mayor and Aldermen dictate to fuch, who undoubt

the faid corporation , truſtees for edly know as well as our felves,

the management, improvement, but the manner how, we can't

and diftribution thereof; which adviſe : All that we can ſay, is,

truſtees have ſo ill diſcharged that it appears moſt reaſonable

their faid truſt, they are at this to to us, that you who

day in arrears to the poor above ble of the injuſtice, ought in

two thouſand pounds. your own perſon to wait upon

the biſhop for that reſpective dio
Gentlemen ,

cefi, and give him a full account
I am at this time ore of the above- of the whole affair, defiring his

faid truſtees, and have been mayor advice, and that he will intereſt

of theſaid corporation ; before which himſelf in the reformation of the

time, 1 did ofren declare, and as abuſed truſt, which undoubtedly

zealouſly intend, that if ever I pere he will do, being probably the

elected into that body, I would greateſt opportunity that ever will

earneftly endeavour a reformation of offer it feif to him for the ſervice

the aboveſaid wrong done to the poor ; of the chriſtian religion .

but after my advancement, I foundI
Queſt. A young man of my ac

twelve to one was too great odds for quaintance returning home , early in

my eaſy nature to grapple withal, the morning, having been all Night

2
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bis ſweet-heart, as he foodknocking & ted with a ſort of horror at the

athis own door, perceiv'd something. appearance of ſpirits, has been the

like a shadow paſſing by bim , and at receiv'd faith of all mankind, and

the ſame inſtant remain'd immove- is a circumſtance never omitted

able, notwithſtanding all his endea- in thoſe ſort of deſcriptions by

vours to the contrary :You are deſir'd poets , who are to imitate nature,

to reſolve,whether this were the ef- as Mr. Çomley obſerves in his
feet of the ſpirit's power , ( if it were notes on the iſt book of his Davie

one) or of his own fear ? deis - And he himſelf has trod in

Anſw . That not only rational, the fame path ; for when he brings

but even inſenſible things are affe. the fury to Saul's palace,

“ The Silver Moon with Terror paler grew ,

And neighb'ring Hermon ſweated flow'ry Dew ;

“ Swift Jordan ſtarted , and ſtrait backward fled ,

“ Hiding among thick Reeds his aged Head ,

Fear will do the buſineſs as well thin of people as their families
as any ſpirit in all Limbus, fre- full of Diſfentions and Mur .

quent experience aſſures us, tho ' ders.

which of the two was the bug . Queſt. Whether it be likely the

bear in the preſent caſe, dear que- world should end by a general con

rift, we profeſs we are not con . flagration, and when ?
jurers enough to reſolve you . Anſwo 'Tis not only likely but

Queſt. How far is a Sabbath -day's certain, för eternal truth has ſaid

journey , which we so often find men- it .it " That the earth (at leaſt)

tionedin the ſcriptures ? and all that is in it, thall be

Anſw . Not often, we think The Stoicks them

ſcarce morethan once : However, felves were of the ſame opinion,

'tis thought to have been about and the great probability there

ſeven ofthe Hebrew furlongs, and of has been demonſtrated from

ſomething more , much the ſame natural cauſes, and is clear to

with the old Roman mile, con- thoſe who underſtand the frame

taining a thouſand of the Hebrew of the earth , and thoſe predi

greaterfeet, two thouſand of gious mines of fulphur and mate

their lefler. rials of fire ; nay, manyof 'em

Queft . If polygamy were again actually ignited, reſerv'd with.

introduc'd, whether mou'd it bring in its ' Bowels. For the time,

more trouble or pleaſure to man, there have been ſo many lame
kind ? gueſes at it already, that we

Anſw . It might make wives ſhan't pretend to make any new,

more obedient, becauſe if one only will give you the oldest we

wou’dn't another mou’d ; but it know, perhaps the moſt probable ;
wou'd never make families more however ſuch a one as time has

comfortable, or ſo much as more not yet confured ; and that is that
numerous : The experience where of the Rabbies, That the world

of we fee in thoſe countries ſhall laſt as 'tis now , for 6000

where 'cis allow'd and practis'd, years, the 7th co be the lab .

among the Turks, the Great Mo- bath , and then the conflagra

gul's, & c. whoſe' Empires are as tion.

Kk4 . Queſt,

( 6

burnt up
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the Pelagians.
6

2 .

cour

6

Queſt. I know a young gentleman Brutes have never made an ill

in lovewith a Fam'd Beauty ; but uſe of their liberty , and thoſe

fighted by her , the ſame perfor is natural powers which they re

lov d by another young lady, of leſs ceiv'd in their firſt creation ;

beauty, but ſupe iour fortune : therefore if God punishes them

How fall he behav: himſelf between with pain , and niakes them noc

'em ? only unhappy,bur unequally un

Anſw . If the cafe ben't long e'er happy,whoare all equally inno.
this be decided, we'd adviſe him to cent, ( fir Lapland dogs, bc.

drop his addreſſes to the beauty, for meer with better treatment than

two good reaſons : Firſt, Becauſe others) then I can't ſee how God

ſhe's a beauty : And Secondly,(which can be juſt, how this principle

is yet a beicer) becauſe ihe won't can be true , That under a juſt

entertain him . On the contrary, ' God nothing can be miſerable with .

to improve his intereſt in the for- ollt demerit ; a principle which

tune, if ſhe has no remarkable ill St. Auguſtin made uſe of to de

qualities : Firſt, Becauſe he's a monſtrate original fin againſt

fortune ; (which he'll find the

moſt comfortable inportance in all If we let go this argument

matrimony, and much more for ofthe mechanilin of beaits, and

in't than the old knight cheir final diffolusion in this

erranty way, thar thin -gutred, “ life, what allignable difference

rambling , grinning , ſtarving can there be betwixt them and

love :) And , Secondly. Becauſe, « racional men ?

he drops into his mouth, and 3 We all agree in this dif

there's all the charges of lies, ferenc :berwixe men and beaſts ,

preſents, whining , dying, love that men after their death are

lerrers, maids , porters, & c. clear- capable ofhappineſs in another

Jy ſav'd into his own pocket life, which will infinitely out
Queſt. I finding that there's a · Ballance che affronts , unjuſt

frivste difputz beld bet vist the dealings and injuries that ma

thenian Oracle, and Gentleman hy nieer with in this ; but

at St James's, about the rationality beaſts loſe all at death , theyi

and operations of brutes : The ſubject have been unhappy and inno'

is ſo very nice and diverting, that cent, without any expectati

92 believe you would bighly oblige : he
on of a future recompence :

age to publiſh what has paſt betwixt Now how this is conſiſtent with

you on this bead ? ' the juſtice of God , I know

Anſw. Having the gentleman's

liberiy , we have thought fit to 4 . The foul of a dog can't be

print the fijſt letters that have more noble than the body, be

paſt upon this ſubject, as follows : ' cauſe it is made for the body,

' incapable of any other end or

That brutes have no fouls but are felicity than enjoying the body ;

päre machines , or a ſort of clock " if there be any other end , you

work , devoid of any ſenſe of are to show it What chick you

pain, pl afure, difire, hope , fiar, of the fuis of flies that are made

&c purely for the nourishment of

• The contrary pinion char- a fiallows ; if (he ſoul of a fly

ges he Almighty with injuftica; ! be more noble chan a body,why

6

6

6

6

6
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6
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6

6
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' is it made for the uſe of ſwal. ſervice and uſe of man , as their

lows bodies ? And why don't proper end, and that therefore the

' ſwallows rather feed upon grain pains and evils that they labour

as other birds do ? Ic appears under, is the effect of Adam's

• incredible to me, that ſuch a tranſgreſſion: And they are not

' number of fouls ſhould be an- properly ſaid to be curs'd in

nihilated to preſerve the body themſelves, but in him , or rather

of one ſilly bird . he in them ; for they being all

made for his ſervice, and he ſink

Sir, If you recurn me a fatis- ing, they thereby loſt the happi
factory Anſwer to theſe heads, neſs and dignity of their Nature,

and further demonſtrace and and became liable to pain , fick

confirmyour own hypotheſis, neſs, and death , as being his fer
you will not only oblige alí vants ; and as ſuch, their evils

Carteſians, and amongſt them were properly his, and are only

me, but all the reſt of the to be look'd upon as they have

World, for ' tis a very nice and relation to him , be being made

curious Subject. unhappy in the loſs of their vi

gour and health , and ſo deprived

I am Sir, in great meaſure of the powers

they receiv'd for ſuch a ſervice .

Yours, &c . If the Carteſians like not this.An.

fwer, I wou'd defire 'em to vindi

T. B. cate the juſtice of God any ocher

way, from the ſeeming ſeverity

That Brutes have immaterial of viſiting the sins of Parents upor

Souls, and are rational think the Children, unto the third and

ing Creatures, fenfible of plea- have no sharein their parents
fourth generation , which cou'd;

fure,pain ,defire, bode, fear, &c .
tranfgreflion, unleſs they cou'd

SIR,
act beforethey had a Being,which

is a caſe of the fame Nature, but

WHEN I firſt engaged in conſiderably greater . I am confi

this Subject , I was very dene no Cart fian can tell how to
ſenſible what numerous and get clear of this inſtance, or that

learned Adverſaries I had to d :al of our dying in Adam , on any other

with , there being ſcarce any of Principles than what I have made

our modern Philoſophers who are uſe of to ſolve their caſe of brutes,

not Carteſians: And I Lall more unleſs they will alſo ſay that

willingly defend what I have ado ſuch children, and all the reſt of
vancd, ſince 'tis no Article of Mankind, are Machines too.

Faith , nor in the leaſt oppoſite to

the Doctrine of the Immortality of 2. In Anſwer to the ſecond,

buman souls. which requires An alignable diffe

rence betwixt a human and a brutal

To the first Argument brought , Soul upon admitting the ratonality

That. Brutesmuullbe innocently miſe- of brutės. I Anſwer, Moſes who has
rable, and by conſequence God injui, given us the hiſtoryofthecreation

if they felt'any pain ? 1 Anſwer, of both informsus that the Eartla

1 bac Bruies were mode for the brougiat.fortis every living creature,

à

WHEN

fin
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1

(in the Hebrew , Soul of life ) but at Landeroo and Monomotopa, differ

when he ſpeaksof the formation only from a rude Plebeian in re

of a man, beſides an inſpiration ligion. If you demand of me,

of the breath of life, or being What becomes of brutal fouls,

made a living Soul, he adds, That which I hold to be immaterial,

he was made after the Image ofGod , ſince I alſo grant that the imma

which beaſts are not. By the cerial ſouls ofmen are . immor

Image ofGod I underſtand a par- tal ? I reply, That either they

cicipation, in ſome meaſure, of will be annihilated by the ſame

all his communicable Attributes, power that created them out of

as a ſtamp or impreſſion of Holineſs, nothing, or elſe that there is a

Juſtice Mercy, & c. upon the ani tranſmigration of brutal fouls,

mal ſoul ; for to ſay that man was or elſe (which I'm yet more wil.

made after the Image of God in ling to believe, ſince there's no

reſpect of his body , is idolatrous herefie nor ill conſequence attend

nonſenſe ; thus facred writ tells ing it) that they wander up and

us of being renewed in the Image of down theſe lower regions,' 'till

Holineſs, of partakingof the divine the time ſpoken of by St. Paul,

nature, and that Jeſus was the Rom. 8. 21. Becauſe the Creature

expreſs' image of his Father's perſon ; ſhall be deliver'dfrom the bondage of

I take this Imageof God to be corruption, the State that Adam

ſo conſiderable a difference be. brought 'em into by his tranfgref

twixt a human and a brutal Soul, fion ) intothe glorious liberty of the

that I need add no more ; how- children of God ; (a Text by many

ever , to anticipate all further ſuppos'd to have relation to the
objection on this head , I further Mileninum ) and that then all

offer, That he that is thus capa. creatures which by Adam's fins

ble of the greateſt actions, is ca- have been ſubject to vanity, (to uſe

pable of leſs, if they are alſo pro- the Apoſtle's Phraſe ) that is, lia

per objects of the ſame capabili. able to pain, ſickneſs and death,

ty ; but a man by the prerogative fhall riſe again, and for the thos

of his nature being capable of ſand Tears reignshall be partakers

religion , which is the moſt rea of the ſame happineſs and vigour

fonable and noble qualification that they had before Adam fell :

of a created being, is alſo capble of If this be ſo, 'cwill be a recom

other things of leſsconſequence, pence for their ſufferings now,
and which fall under the fame and the firſt argument will be

power of thought as religion thereby fully anſwer'd ; there's

does , I mean allthata brute is ca- now a very pious, learned divine,

pable of, and other intermediate that has imparted to ſome of his

labours of the mind , as numbers friends an opinion not much un.

and their deep treaſuries, laws like this , viz. That he believes God

contracts, councils, and innume. Almighty may for his own glory make

rable other acquirements that ſomeuſe or other of all creatures in

brutes cannot reach unto , through another life, perhaps for the ſervice of

an inaptitude and indiſpoſition of glorified bodies, ſince he ſees no rea

organs. Apes that reſemble the Jon for the annihilation of their ſouls :

human figure, out-do other crea- But this by the by, ſince the for

tures, and thoſe chairy monſters mer part of my anſwer is full to

tha:lo ok yet more like human , your argument; and as to the lac

ter,

2
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ter, you are at liberty to believe Flies that is deſtroyed, and gives
and conclude as you pleaſe. nourilhment to theSwallow's bo

3. As to the third , 'tiscompos'd dy, but the body of the Fly , and

ofthe two former, and therefore 'tis that which ſhe purſues, (not

hasits anſwer above. mechanically ) as we ſhall ſhow

4. You take it for granted in hereafcer: A ſwallow can no more

the fourth, That the ſoul of a Dog devour a fly's foul, than the cani

is made purely for the enjoyment and bals in Guinea ear up the ſoul's of

uſe of the body, and therefore can't one another, immateriality being
be more noble than it ; which is a no ways ſubject to the aſſault or

Petitio Principii, for the end of a violence or any matter however

Dog is not the enjoyment of his modified.

body. I have before thow'd that I come to prove from your own

all creatures are made for the uſe definition of matter, and from the

ofman, and that being their pro- Laws of the motion of matter, that

per end, the uſe andenjoyment 'tis impoſiblefor a ſwallow to purſue

of their own ſenſes cannot be ſo a fly, (and fo of other creatures)

100 , for that wou'd be abſurd . A by reaſon of any motion or impreſion

Spaniel expreſſes a greater guſt made on the optick Nerve.

of pleaſurein ferching a fowloff Matter according to the Carte

the water which his maſter has fians, is Bulk extended into length,

fhot, than in eating, which is the breadth, and thickneſs, paffive, im

moſt alluring ſenſe in a brute , penetrable, and diviſible.Inthepro

which inſtance ſhows that abrute ſecution of this Argument alone,

may have more pleaſure in ſer. I ſhall endeavour to obviate alí

ving a man than in the enjoyment that ever hereafter can be ſaid in

and uſe of any ſenſe. A good favour of the mechaniſm of

mn's beaſt is more happy in a mo- brutes ; therefore I ſhall be a lit

derate labour and prepar'd food, tle larger upon it, tho' i contract

than any wild creature chat con- what I wou'd ſay upon the other

tinually drudges under the diffi. heads : 1 fall therefore premiſe

culties of fear and hunger . Now theſe poſtulates, which I believe

if a Dog bemade for the ſervice all philofophers affent to.

man,
I know nor how his ſoul

can be excepted, ſince without it 1. Matter can't move of it felf.

he cou'd neither ſerve his maſter
2. A bodymov'd , and meeting

norhimſelf : And if ſo , The ſoul with another quieſcent body in

of a Dog is made for the uſe of his its way, if it propells, it commu

maſter, by actuating and influen. nicates its own motion to it in

cing the body for the maſter's ſer. proportion to its Bulk, provided

vice, and that which actuates, is that the body propelld be Ho

more noble than that which is mogeneous to it.

actuated ; fo that on the contrary, 3. That body which propels

the ſoul of a brute is more noble or attra&s another body in pro

than the body. Laſtly, You ask, portion to its bulk and diſtanc ?,

Why a ſwallow devours ſuch amultią propelsor attracts all , or that are

tude of Flies fouls to preſerve her bo- of a leſſed bulk, and nearer, or

dy, if the ſoul of a Fly is more noble much eaſier.

than the moſt perfect body ? I An- 4. If a ſubtle fine body meets a

ſwer, Then 'tis not the foul of compact and aptioncus or porous

a

of

:

>

body
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66

curve Line

body, it eitherpervades it as the “ have the laſt hour, and parts

air and rays of Light, or reflects of hours ; if ſuch a Spring be

without propulſion, as wind a- moved , all the Wheels are ſet

gainſt a wall directly or obliquely. “ on going, and you know the

S. A body that moves in a next hour that wou'd be : And

moves unnaturally ; " fo of other ſimple orcom :
its natural motion being in a " pound motions. But this is

ſtrait Line , a Scone whirl'd round urg'd without a juſt reflection

in a Sling, flies direct when freed upon
the nature of the firſt mo

from it, after the manner of a tion , vix the nerves at the eye,

Tangent line to a Circle . as alſo how it's poſſible the ſame

6. Matter hitcing Matter di. motion ofthe oprick nerves ſhou'd

rectly, propels directly, or reflects cauſe ſuch vaſtly different and

dire &tly, or if obliquely , it re- irreconcileable motions in the

flects at equal Angles. body.

7. Matter that attracts Matter, To the firſt, Let us but confi .

does it in a right line . der the nature of theſe fine parti.

cles of matter, or ſubtle effluvi.

I. Matter cannot move of it ums, and what power they haye

ſelf, being paſſive. A ſwallow, A ſwallow to work upon the optick nerves,

moves, (when ſhe purſues her and yet afcer the fame manneras

prey ; ) but ſincethe does not matter works upon matter ; for

moveher felf, which way receives that's the ſuppoſition : Firft, I.

ſhe the motions communicated ſay that ' tis impoſſible there ſhou'd

to her ? as ſometimes in a right be any ſuch effluviums and parti

Jine, a Curve, a Circle, a Parabula, cles of matter that can have this

beſides many irregular, Figures effect ; for ſuppoſing ten thouſand

and Turnings, either ſhe receives men upon a plain, sooo rank'd

this motion from matter within , toward the ſouth A , with their

or from without ; the firſt, which faces fullnorth , looking upon an

has too much abſurdity in it, you object juſt as high as their eyes

precend not to, therefore I ſhall B ; alſo sooo rank'd to the weſt

examine the laſt.

A

II. The unknownſomethings in

Lrutes, which I callſenſes, are the

firſt original Springs that receive
с D

motion from ſomething without,

and communicate it to the whole

Machine. For inſtance. You ſay,

" That an object by its effluvi
B

ous parcicles Lakes the nerves

“ which are at the bottom of C, with their faces looking upon

the eyes, and theſe again by a little fituated object to the eaſt

communicating the impulſe to D, ic follows that the particles
“ other dependent nerves , fets which fly from the object B , to

“ the whole body in motion , ac- the eyes of all thoſe men which

" cording to the nature of the ſtand in rank at A, ſhall interfere

“ impreffion ; as in fome clocks, with thoſe that fly from D, to

if ſuch a ſtring be pull’d, you wards the rank of men at C : Şo

that

9
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that either here muſt be penetra- imagine then that millions of

tion of bodies, or ſuch oppoſition Steeples , Pillars , Graveſtones,

and clalhing together, that the Milltones, and ſuch like, few

objects beyond would be inviſible: ſwiftly and cloſe together , and

Or , further, another company asnumerousand
fuppoſe the cloſe crowded ſhou'd croſs their

whole Square way, and meet all together , muſt

be ſerwichmen noc here be either penetration to

on every ſide, get clear of one another, or ſuch

every effluvi- a joftling and oppoſition as would

or parti- wholly deſtroy and confound one

cle of matter anothers care er, So in ſmaller

which flows from the object in Atoms, the ſides and edges wou'd

the midſt of the eyes of all about be the sharper to faften upon one

it, muſt be one and many milli- another, and where they hit full,

ons at the ſame time; or elſe two they wou'd act upon one another

particles which touch one anc- according to their power and mo

ther at the object in the middle, tion, 'as the greater Bodies we

muſt alſo touch oneanother when juſt now imagin'd wou'd do.

they come to the two corners of This ſufficiently deſtroys both

the ſquare ; 'tis the ſame in a the peripatetick and Carteſian hy

circle where they lye iſſuing from pothefis, of objects ſending any

the center extending in diſtance particles or effluviumsto the eye

proportionable to their length . to create viſion. Bur ſuppoſe af

Again , Suppoſe a man views a ter all, that ſome fine effluviums

great part of the Heavens at once, (as fine asthat fancy'd ſubtle

can che effluviums which ariſe matter which Deſcartes himſelf in.

from every part of the furface of vented, when he made his world )

many millions of miles ex- do ſtrive to make an impreſſion

panſe,come all joſtling and crowd- upon the eye , from the ſecond po,

ing into the little circumference ftulate, it's plain that they wou'd

of theeye, unleſsmyriads of my- either pervade theeye, or reflect

riads hide themſelves one in ano- back again, they being neither

ther , and be no bigger , by joyn . homo-geneous as to their compo .

ing together ? No,' tis as impoffi- fition,nor affording any propor? impoſſi

ble as the Doctrine of Brutal Me . tionality in bulk, fit for propul

chaniſm it ſelf. ſion. Now ſince 'cis impoſſible

If it be objected, That there for theſe effluviums to proceed

particles of matter are extream from a hare to adog's eye ; 'tis

fine,and therefore may more ea- alſo impoſſible che hare shou'd

filyſlide betwixt one another ; I move the dog's eye at all, be.

anſwer, That if they are matter, cauſe there muſt be a reſiſtance

we muſt fuppofe 'em to be Cubes, of parts before any motion can

Squares , Parellipipedons , Priſms, enſue, ſo that every way the are

Pyramids, Cones, Cilinder , or ſome gument is incluſive.,

other irregular Figures And 'tis Again, impreſſion or propulſion

as evident as 2 and 3 does notbring bodies nearer toge

that great bodies bear ſuch pro- ther, but drives 'em farther of ;
portion to one anothers power ſo that if a hare made any impreſ

and motion , as liccle bodies do ; fion upon the dog's eye, it wou'd

ſo

makes s ,

a

>

drive
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1 drive the dog away from her, ra- founds, & c. How can any Carte- #

ther than cauſe him to run after fian, according to the abovefaid

her. And what is yet as foreign Poftulates, or their own definition :

to the properties of matter. Why of matter, ſhow how dull paflive

does a dog turn and run in curve matter, as ſuch, be capable of the

lines fometimes to meet the hare, following inſtances : The Provi- i

when as the impreſſion, if any fion of the ant, the fear and con .

wou'd, comes to hiseye in a right fcientiouſneſs ofa dog when he

line ? and therefore his motion has done an ill thing, the docibi

muſt be direct according to the lity of an elephant. What im

laſt Poftulate ; theſe ſeem to me mediate motion is there upon

ſuch monſtrous abſurdities, that any one of the ſenſes, that makes

there's no way forthe Carteſians a dog uſeſuchprobable means in

to get clear of'em , but by ſaying ſeeking his loft maſter, or when

thehare is a Load -ſtone, andthat he is loft himſelf,how comes he to

ſhe draws the dogs by the eyes, find the way home, or beget pup

which is yet as merry as the reſt ; pies ? A good breed of watches,

for if there were any ſuch a mag- and ſuch as when left behind us&

netick power, it wou'd act more at any place would follow us

powerfully hard by, than at a di. home, would be an extraordina

ſtance, by the third poftulate ; al- ry contrivance indeed of matter .

tho' a dog fometimes goes within What makes the Fox uſe ſuch

fix or eight yards of a hare fit. ftratagems and cunning to eſcape

ting,without any attraction when the hounds, or to ſeek his prey,
if he were 60 or 80 yards distant nothing but memory, judgment,

from her in chaſe, the attraction imagination, reflection, com

(according to them ) wou'd be pounding, dividing, and making

powerful, and his eyes wou'd intelligent concluſions from true
Terve him inſtead of a Noſe. or very propable premiſes, as

theſe inſtances all abound with :

III. Now I preſume it will be Nothing, I ſay, can thusactuate
a fair concluſion, that if matter or influence brutes but a thinking

does not firſt give motion to theſe racional ſpirit within 'em , which

curious Machines (as I hope I have exerts it ſelf after ſuch differenc

prov'd) then it muſt be the ani- modificacions,

mal ſoul, or in Solomon's phrafe,

the spirit of a Beaſt, which is a Nor is the facred Volumes fi

very remarkable diſtinſtion from lent in this caſe, but give us alſo

the body. Such as are not wil- their ceſtimony againſt the me.

ling thatdogs ſhould be capable of chaniſm of brutes. The ſerpent

ſimple and compound Idea's rais'd is ſaid to be more fubtile than any

by external Objects, after the ve- beaſt of the field, and we are advis'd

ry fame mannerasthey are rais d to be wiſe as ſerpents,but harmleſs as

in a man, thou'd ſhow where and doves; the ſtork and ſwallow,know

how they differ ; ſince the organs their appointed ſeafons; the Ox know

of ſenſation properto excite Idea's erb his owner ,and the Aſs his ma

are common co both men and ſter's crib : The eagle fitteth upon the

brutes, and ſinceexternal objects high rock, and eſpieth for meat ; (an
themſelves have the ſame effect ałt of judgment) with many more

upon boch , either for fights, places to the like purpoſe ; ſo chat
I

a
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I think there needs no more to not eſſential to it ; but why an

prove that brute creatures are capa- arrow ſhould be wiſer when fly

ble of thinking , and conſequent- ing in the air, than ſtill in the

ly that they are not pure machines quiver, is a merry ſort of a rid .
or clock -work . dle. But if this accident ofmo

Nay, I think it fo far from in- cion helps matter to think, the

juring religion, to prove that Sun, Moon and Stars are much
beaſts are rational, chat ir highly more intelligible than we ; nay,

ſerves it ; for if we allow them our commonculinary fires, which

to be machines, 'tis but riſing one are only matter briskly mov'd,'

ſtep higher, and aſſerting the me- wou'd be our maſters.

chaniſm of men as a yet more

cuirous piece of clock -work, for Laftly, I know but one other

that's the thing that atheiſts are objection of theſe material Gentle.

now driving at. men, viz. That 'tis matter apely

I have only nowto prove , (and inform’d, rightly diſpoſited and

I lhall do it briefly) that matter duly organiz'd , which is capable

can't think, and draw this laſt of thinking . To this I aniwer,

conſequence, that if mattercannot That they ought to explain what

think, andyet there is ſomething in they mean by this apt informati

brutes that does think , then there is 0%, right diſpoſition, and due orga

Something in brutes that is not mat- nization, and then this objection

ter, by which I underſtand the shall have itsanſwer ; but I'm fa;

brutal spirit or animal Soul, as be . tisfied I shall always want that

fore. ſatisfaction ; for all that I could

Thinking isnot inherent in fim- ever yet meet with, either know

ple matter, for then every ſtone not what they mean when they

and cree would be a rational ſpeak of dueandproper organizati

creature . on, &c . or elſe they bring it une

Nor is it inherent in compound der ſome of the former heads

macter, for then a buſhel of corn which I have anſwer'd already :

would make a thinking animal. So that I hope this argument is

Nor is thinking any modifica- every way concluſive, That brutes

tion of matter,as hot, cold, ſquare, are not mov'd mechanically ;

round, white, red, br. Theſe That matter can't think, but

being ſimpleIdea's in us , and not that brutes do think, and there

in bodies, as is granted by all fore that there is ſomething in

modern philoſophers, and as I them whichis immaterial and

ſhall demonſtrate, if I have oc- rational, and which acts upon
caſion to ſpeakon this head. their bodies.

Nor can chefine inſenſible parts

of matter think, for there's no And now, Sir , I have gone

reaſon chat a ſmall Rivulet ſhould thro ' what I firſt propos’d , and

be wiſer than the ocean ; or is am willing to think that I have

there any more analogy becwixt perform'd what you expected in

thought and ſmall particles of the cloſe of your Letter : I am

matter, than betwixt thought and not over- fond ofmaking a con

great bodies : Nor can matter mo- vert of you , but if you find any

ving chink , ſince mocion is only a thing that's reaſonable and con

mode or accident of matter , and clufive, I hope you'll lay by the

preju

a
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prejudices of an Opponent, and on- perjury to her ſelf, in breaking
ly ſuppoſe it ſpoken by a friend ; her Marriage Vous ; ſhe might

or elſe that it is a child of your reflect what preſidents have been

own brain , ſo that truth may not in like caſes, as the ruin cf fami

loſe a yorary of you , nor lies , bloodthed, jealouſie, infa

my , and after all, the afflicting re
fenements of real conſciencee ;

SIR, theſe things cos fidered, might be

a means to reclaim her.

We believe it more than proba.

Tour , &c . ble , this Queſtion might be ſent

by ſome that with the Lady ve

ry well , and would admoniſh her

R. S ſecretly, and we ſhould beg lad if

it has a good effe &t .

a

i

Queſt. A married Lady meets a- Queſt. What Method does Der

nother woman's husband . Stays fre- cartes make uſe of to show the rra

quently with him . Some hours at a son why the Loadſtone draws Iron ,

time, in ſecret, and permits all the or Iron the Loadſtone ?

freedom and liberty that Man and Anſw . By a very ingenious hy

Wife are capable of, only the laſt potheſis, but it's built upon other

favour excepted, pretending to con- fuppoſicions, which ought firſt

ſcience and principles, becauſe she to have been prov'd , but the

does not go through ſtitch : Pray method is this,viz .The Loadſtone

what do you think ſhe means by con- draws Iron ,or Iron the Loadſtone,

ſcience and principles under ſuch a from this cauſe, that the Pores

practice ? of them are ſo diſpos'd (but how ,

Anſw . ' Tis poſſible her conſci- he gives us no Account that the

ence and principles are fome natu. Scriate, or channel'd Matter,

ralimpediment, or that she her which comes from the Poles of

ſelf is injur'd , and would not be the elementary Maſs (which is alſo
ſo ungenerous to prejudice her another Riddle) and continues its

friend ; or perhaps sheexpects to way through the pores which
be ravish'd , or - we don't know are parallel to the axle of the

what ; yet we are not ignorant Earth, paſſingmoreeaſily through

what nocions she ought to have the pores of Loadſtone and Iron,

of conſcienceand principles . Sup. than through thoſe of all other

poſing the matter of fact true, bodies,drives away by this means

tis unnatural hypocrifio, and all the air met with between

adultery before God, who being both, and becauſe this Air finds

a ſpirit, does look at the ſpirit no place to paſs into becauſe all

and inward inclinations : So that is full (for he denies a Vacuum ) but

whatever ligele pretences I have into that which the one or the

to vertue and honour in outward other of theſe two bodies quit

appearances , if I'm a five to my teth , there is a Neceſſory that the

luits and brutish inciacions, the Iron ſhould be thruſt towards che

reit avails me nothing. Beſides Loadſtone, vice verſa .

the immediate ſin againſt God,

the injury to the husband, the Queſt. One
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thing

Queft. One afferts, that the rati mains , and is as infeparable from

onal faculty is but handmaid , or the intellect, or soul, as chát is

fubfervient 10 the intellect , no part from it felf, being the ſame with

at all of the eſſence of the Joul, it .

nor obliged to it ly the inſeparabi- Queft. One afferts, That the body

lity of union or identity ; Your of Man, taken under that diſtine

opinion of it ? notion , cannot give to it ſelf the fie

Anſw. ' Tis now agreed on by gure of a Man , and therefore bath

moſt philoſophers,that even the neeed of an eternal ſculptor, or de

faculties of the ſoul are not really lineator, which shou dóe Secretly am

aiſtinet either from that it ſelf, or buſcaded in the material maſs of the

one another : And if this holds, ſeed, and defcend upon it from a

much leſs do we think any thing bove ; yet this, in ſo much as 'tis of

can be ſeparated from it ſelf the a material condition , and far below

rational faculty and the intcllect the fineneſs of a ſpiritual nature ,

founding to us one and the ſame cannot derive the plaſtick virtue , any

Unleſs the auchor of more from it ſelf than froun the grols

this opinion has a mind to change maſs of the body ; . neceſſary it is

names and notions, and reſolves to therefore that there be ſome preçe

ſpeak ſo as not co be underſtood. dent, or elder principle which muſt

Buc if we have any kind of gueſs be purely immaterial, yet real and

ac his meaning , we fancy it operative, to which may be juſtly at

muſt be, -- That the power of tributed the power of figuration by a

ratiocinating, preciſe ſyllogizing, or figiilary impreſſion upon theArcheue,

drawing conclufions and conſequen- or regal Spirit of the ſeed .. The soul

ces from premiſes,is dependant ox, of the father therefore, when it de
or ſubſervient to the power of ap. fcends to viſit and relieve the inferi

prehending or underſtunding any fim- our facultiís, and make a progreſs
ple object : Though even here nei- to ſurvey the feed in the very pac,

cher he nor his reader can have roxiſm of bodily ailiin doth upon the

any clear notion of things after maſs offeed engrave and adumbrate

this way of expreſſing them . for the impreſs and figure of it ſelf
in truth there's no real diftinc- (which in ſober truth is the only

tion between the power of one of cauſe of the fæcundity of ſeeds) and

theſe acts, and the other ; the thence is that comely and magnifi

ſame facu'ty, namely , the intellect, cent ſtructure of the Infant , other'

Anderíanding, or reaſon , produ- wife , if the soul were not figur'd,

cing both of them ; and another but this figure of the body did arija

beſides, we mean that of compoun- Sponancouſly, a fasher maind in

ding and dividing, or affirming and any member, cou'd not beger a fon

denying, as well as ſimple imaging but waim'd in the ſame : Your opia,

on one ſide, and train wf thoughts nion of this is defired ?

arguing or concluding on the other.

We grant indeed , that the act Anw. In ſober truth, as the au .

of reaſoning may be suspended , or thor ſays, either the querift or he

the irtellect, rational faculty, or has mounted the argument to high

ſoul, not able outwardly or fen- we can hardly tell very well what

fibly to exert it, thro'indiſpoſition to make on't : However,wewill
of organs, but ſtill che faculty re- tave one flight at it, and firſt try

LI whether

1
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whether we can underſtand it ; has extended , terminated , quanti

and then , if we can , anſwer it. tative parts, can ſo act upon what

For the firſt expedition, ( The has quantity, as to leave its fi

body of a man's givingto it ſelf gure behind it. But this opini

the figure of a man] We won ' on ſuppoſes the pure immaterial

give it ſo hard a name as nonſenſe, foul tohave a figure like a man,

but only confefs 'tis to usunin . which nothing is capable of but

telligible ; for if we can gueſs body. Again, This ſuppoſesthe

any thing at it, ic implies a man's foul can act really and efficaci

ading before he is, or atleaſt giv- ouſly, ſo we mean, as to make

ing himſelf a figure before he has any alterationin the ſubject, on

a figure ; for whatever is body what is no eſſential or integral
;

.

muſt have figure, and that figure part of the body, only an excre

in the Fætus, very ſoon diftin & ly mentitious part, tho ' indeed the

delineated ; nay, ifwe will believe fineſt ſort of excrement, which it

microſcopes, that is , if wewill be- may as well do on the nails or

lieve our eyes, it is figur'd, and hair, making that ſtand an end

has diſtinct parts and organs even when it pleaſes, orany other ſort

in the feed it ſelf But further, of excrement, thoſe laſt mention'd

we readily grant , that we can't being indeed more conſtant and

imagine how a maſs of ſeemingly abiding than that which is the

unform'd matter, ſhouldthrow it ſubject of the preſent diſpute.

ſelf into that beautiful form : But It's true, that the foul may act
neither can we underſtand what upon the animal ſpirits, or Ar

the author means by [an eternal chæus, for by that affected term

Sculp:or or delineator ambuſcado'd of theirs, they muſt either mean

in ,@c] for how any thing can ſome ſuch thing, or nothing , and

be externally in another ching, we the whole body of the animal ſpi

confefs we are yet to learn , nor ries (there's but a ſeeming im

who this ſculptor is, unleſs the propriety in the expreſſion, no

Archaus, he afterward mentions .. more being underſtood by them,

However this, whatever it is, than the pureſt ſort of matter)

canno “, he thinks, derive any may perhaps be ſuppos d , could

plaſtick' virtue either from it ſelf, they be ſeen altogether, and di

or the body , and therefore there ftin &t from other parts of the

muſt be fome elder principle, in body, as other cuts in anatomical

material and operative, which books repreſent the entire lystem

figures the matter, by a ſigillary of arteries, veins, & c. to haveGo

impreſſion on the Archaus, or ré. Something of the figure of are

gal ſpirit of the ſeed . And man, which figure, for ought

here, unleſs we miſtake, lying we know, they may fill retain ,

the pinch of the queſtion, whe- though too fine for Senle, when

ther ſo , or not, we declare our they are ſeparated from the

felves inclin'd to the negativ , for body, as they are eminently in

theſe two or three following rea- the act we are diſcourſing of.

fons : Becauſe this figillary impref. However, this they can't receive

fson ſuppoſes the ſoul to be male- from the ſoul, nor canic engrave

rial, for nothing but matter can a figure or impreſs of it ſeif up

act by way of figillary impreſion on them, unlets it can give

upon ipatter. Nothing but what what it never had And if the

hypotheſis

$

t

.

.
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hypotheſis we have juſt touch'd Spirits which ſhould have gone to

at, of our own (for we don'c lay the maim'd part of the father

itdown as if wewere very fond finding no ſuch impediment in the

on't) may be granted, if the ani. maſs they are to form , make the

mal ſpirits, form'd into the real exaf figure ofa man , unleſs the

ſhape of an Homunculus, tho' to spoman's fancy afterward deform the

us inviſible, being commanded infant , which very frequently hap

by the higher immaterial ſoul, cho' pens . Nor that we think that

not figur'd by ir , but by the this impreſion is at firſt ſingle, as

mould of the body thro' which if only one ſeal or figure were

they paſs, if there are ſuppos'd made on the maſs, for microſcopes

to give this form to the infant, tell us there are many animalcu

ſtamping thoſe exquiſitely fine les in that fubftance or diffe&tion ,

parts in the ſeed, which by new nature providing more than one,

lupplies of matter, when made nay , many, to be more ſure in

a parc of the mother, grows ſtill her operation ; ( like thoſe innu

larger and larger ; fuppofing this , merable little images of the ſun

we ſay the difficulty vaniſhes, wich are form'd in the drops

how a father maim'd in any mem- of a rain.bow ) though ſeldom

ber, ſhould not produce a fon more than one lives (in larger ani.

maim'd like him : For theſe fpi- mals we mean , there being not
rits are ſent ' about from their nouriſhment, for more ) . Now as the

ſcat by thoſe duchus's whatever father's animal foul did firſt give
they are, through which mature this ſtamp or impreſſion, thac be

equably conveys 'em towards all ing commanded by the ſuperiour

the parts of the body ; thu' if Spirit, without, which, being

their way be blockt up by a palſie, only matter, we fee not how ic

or ſome ſuch diſeaſe, or if any could nét, fo chete ſeems to be

part be wanting , they muſt e'en need of an immaterial ſpirit to

return re infe&ta, as they would continue matter in action , to ſet

do ; for example , If a man went the plaftic powers on work, to ad

to kick that had no legs, on a on the purer matter, according

ville of his ſoul, the ſpirits to thoſe imperfect organs which

would run as far as they could it finds , and which grow daily

through uſual paſſages, and be larger and better defin'd by the

forc'd to stop at the kiee , addicion of net matter from the

whatever part 'twas where the mother. After all, we

defect began though if a are not only ſenſible that this

piir of new legs could be ſet hypotheſis labours with many
on, or the old ones, with all chings difficulties but know the ſame

inftatu quo, the man would be muſt be ſaid of any other : For

able to play at foot -ball again as the truch is , we find more to

well as ever , the ſpirits finding puzzle us in our new diſcover

their old paſſages ; as we ſee in ries, than to give a rational and

thoſe who have had their noſes entire facisfačtion ; and are apt

aid fingers cut as good as quite to think that the greateſt phim

off, hanging only by a little skin , loopiers in the world, as well

have been cured as we, who liardly deſerve the

again , and able to move them name of the leaft, muſt be for

as well as eyer : So here, thoſe ced at laſt co fly to

>

or

a divine

power,

which yet
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power, as the pſalmiſt on this general expreſſion , Near of kif ,

verſubject Marvellous are thy that we marry nonethat are near

works, Lord ! that is , beyond of kin to us; and indeed, the

the reach of nature, and own as world is wide enough for perſons

he did , that man is awfully and to marry without any danger.

wonderfully made , tho' the preciſe Thoſe that would be critically

modus thereof they can never de . ſatisfied in ſuch like cafes, may

termine poſitively read the arguments in the di

Queſt. What'sthe reaſon that an vorce of king Henry VIII , when

empty bottle corked , and let down a hewas for marrying his brother's .

hundred fathom into the ſea ; when . wife.

drawn up again, the cork will be Queſt. I have been in love this

found within the bottle ? three years, and in this time I have

Anſw . The air in the bottle ex- had one child by him I loved , and

pands it ſelf when in this region now 1 find he begins to flight to me ;

of air, but when the bottle is ſure he is very civil when I ſeehim , but I

rounded with the region of wa- find it by his abſence, be ſeldom

ter, the coolneſs thereof forces comes to me, unleſs I go to him, and

the air to retire from the ſides of then he is angry, ſo that what to

the bottle, whereby the aircon- do I cannot tell :'I have been adviſ

denſing or withdrawing it felf in- ed by all friends to fight him , and

to leſs room in the bottle, the never ſee him more ; I harye ended .

neck ofthebottle becomes emp-voured as much as I can, but allwill

ty of air, and the more the air not do, I muſt ſee him , or I cannot

ſtrives to retire, it ſucksthefron . live ; what can I do ? I am the moſt

ger at the cork ; then the air in miſerable of all my ſec. GoodGen

the fea preſſes to penetrate the elemen, I beg you will give me your :
cork and by both theſemotions advice in your next Oracle, I

the cork isdrawn and alſo driven a dead woman : Ifhe never marry

into the bottle. me, I could be ſatisfied, if he would

Queſt. Whether a man may mar- be as kind as formerly ; but shou'd

ry too fifters ? he perſist in bis unkindneſs, it will

Anlw . The civil law puniſhes certainly make me commit violence

him who does it, and the canon on my ſelf, and bethe ruine of both

is grounded upon the reverſe of foul and body, for I am deſperate,

Levit. xviii . 16. Thou ſhalt not dif- and do not carewhat becomes of me ;

cover the nakedneſs of thy brother's I ain under a continual rack and cor

wife, it is thy brother's nakedneſs: ture, and shall neverbe o herwiſe if

The reverſe of it (which is al- be be unkind : Therefore, as you are

ways included in theſe prohibiti- chriſtians, ſend your speedy anſwer,

ons ) is, Thou ſhalt not diſcover the which may be a means to Save the

nakedneſs of thy fifter's husband, it ſoul of a deſperate, diſcontented wo

is thy fifter's nakedneſs Here it is man ?

plain, the filter may not marry Anſw. It is a want of the

her fiſter's husband , andhow he true ſenſe of religion , and the

Can -marry her , without the mar . fear of God, that has brought
ries him, we know not. God theſe exceſſive croubles upon

Almighty himſelf has given one you, you allow'd your ſelf in

ſafe expoſition of all fuch doubt- an unlawful paſſion, and fer

ful degrees of relation , in one cled your hopes and happineſs

upon

9
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upon a foundation that muſt ne- qualifications that render him

Ceffarily deceive you ; when as if unfit for the correſpondence of

You had been vertuous and reli- any reaſonable perſon .

gious, you would have been fe

cure both in your reputation and Queft. I am credibly informed

peace : So that our advice is im- of three own brothers that were all

mediately to beg pardon of God choak'd with the blade -bones of a

for your folliesand impieties, rabit : The queſtion is, whether that

and live more ftri&tly and religi- death was not deſigned for them

ouſly than you have done, and from the timethey were born ?

you will find a greater eaſe and Anſw . ' Tis our opinion , that

fatisfaction, than if you had your the time, or manner of no ones

own choice. Next, as to the pru- death is determined , but that

dent part of your acting, the people live or die (ordinarily)

more fenfible the gentleman is of Tooner or later, according to the

your diſtractions, and the violence degrees of temperance or intem

of your paſſions, the more he perance which they uſe ; that ill

will deſpiſe and hate you : there- courſes are naturally attended by

fore your buſineſs is to fight him , ill ends , and good ones by the

as the author of your ſhame and contrary . It appears to us to be

diſquier, this poſſibly, may re: a perfect jeſt, and mocking of

vive his affections; for denial the proceedings of the divine

makes one more deſirous of en- wiſdom , to affert a man is de

joyment ; but never admic him ftined to do ſo or fo, and that the

either to a common friendſhip, event is always the deſtiny, bė

or much more to his ancient fa- it what it will . Amongſt five

miliarities, unleſs he forthwith thouſand deaths, it's five thou

marries ; 'if he really eſteems fand that none hits of the right,

you, he will not refuſe it ; ifhe in gueſſing what ſuch a man's

does, ' tis an argument of his dif- deach will be ; and yet (ordina

eſteem , and how you ſhould e- rily ) a man, if he will run the

ſcape being further miſerable riſque of the law , may put ano

with furh a perſon , we know ther to any one of thefe deaths,

not. What an egregious piece of which he himſelf pleaſes. A

folly would it betodie, becauſe man indeed might be ſaid to be

another is a villain and hates you ? deſtin'd to ſuch a death , if no

But that's not all ; What an in- other death could be inflicted upon

expreſſible madneſs would it be him ; but to ſay an action isde

to fecure damnation to yourfelf, ftin'd,without trying whether the

in avoiding a finalltemporary evil, contrary, or ſomething different

which thouſands beſides your ſelf might not be done inthe room

are at this time labouring under ? of it, this is juſt like laying &

If you will give your felves the wager, and one party affirming ,

liberty of thinking , we doubt that whether ſide foever hap

not but you may diſcover other pens, he wins. He that would

arguments beſides theſe. But as ſee more about the neceſſity

for this world , pehaps there can of fixed appointed death , let

nothing be more ſerviceable to him read the judicious Dr. Sher

you, that often to reflect upon lock's Book upon death.

his ingratitude and baſeneſs,

Queſt.
L13
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Queſt. Pray , gentlemen , oblige meaſure guilty of blood in conceal

me wi!h your advice, whether I had ing whatI know, the difcovery of

beft preſent a neble lord with my which poſſibly might conduce to the

addreſs thus ? taking of him How far am I obli

ged in conſcience either to conceal or

My LORD mike a diſcovery of what I knone
Vive me me leave to tell therein ?

your lordſhip, that I am Anw . We believe that you and

troubled with three extraordi- every body elſe (the criminal him

naries ; I am an extraordina- self only excepted) are bound to

pentioner, that's bad ; extra- diſcover to a tircle all that you

ordinary poor, that's worſe ; know of any wilful murder ; if

and extraordinarymodeft,that's you do not, you are an acceflary,

worſt of all , for it has always by concealing what you know ;

been my hinderance , Now if and what is yet worſt, (cho' now

your lordſhip ſhall pleaſe to be adays little regarded) you help on

extraordinary kind , it will with the publick fins, involving

much leſſen the uneaſineſs of the whole nation in blood , which

the other three ; but if they cannot be expiated by any other

muſt ſtill continue upon me, means than publick judgments.

and this fourth extraordinary It will not be amiſs that you read

" be wanting, why then for a the conftitution of the Jewijh na-.

" fifth, I will e'en bear up with tion , when God Almighty was

my old friend philoſophy, and their immediate law - giver and

an extraordinary ftock of pa- governour ; amongſt other plae
!! cience and contentment. ces ſee Deut . xxi . 6, 7 , 8 .

Anſw . Preſentitman ! Yes, by Queft. In my lord Gainsbo

all means ; 'tis indeed the moſt rough's park, at Titchfield in

extraordinary addreſs we ever Hampſhire, fome few years paft,

met wich ; and whetherſoever it deer was kill'd. After 'twas broke
takes or miſſes, it will be as ex- up, the keeper went to quarter the

traordinary ; for ſo long as our heart, and the edge of his knife grate

Oracles live, it ſhall be perpetua ed againſt ſomething that was hard .

ted for an extraordinary copy, which he found to be a bullet near the

and it will be no wonder if eye- middle of the heart ; about which

ry body comes extraordinary ſhort bullet there was a callous skin , like

in their tranſcriptions of it . We horn , by which 'twas ſuppos'd that

are the deer bad been formerly foot, and

Extraordinary Sir, liv' & ferveral years afterwards : The

Yours, O. reaſon of this ?

Anfw There are ſome fingular

Queſt. I have a relation some caſes of this nature, which will

time fince kill'd a gentleman #p- puzzle all the anatomifts in the

on which ( with the aſſiſtance of world to reſolve 'em : There are

Some friends ) he has made his inſtances almoſt every day both of

eſcape the circumſtances of it ren . men and beaſts, who have liv'd

der it impoſſible for him to obtain with bullets or flakes lodg'd in

a pardon : I -am ſolicited to give their bodies. The famous knife.

in what information I can about blade, which lay ſo long in the

pit, and told that I am in ſome pralant, has beon ſufficiently talk'd

of

20
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of ; and we our ſelves have aſſu . fors in the noble art of Chyrur.

rance of a certain Butcher that gery, whoſe judgments we ſhan's

kill'd a Bullock which had been a fail to communicate to the world

little lame for a year or two be. concerning it.

fore ; and in cutting it up, found; Queſt. One tha : by his daily la

between the houlder and the breaſt, bour can procure but juf from hand

quite cover'd over with hard to mouth, for the ſubſtance of him

Heſh , about a foot and a half of an Self and family : Query, Whether

old hedge ſtake, which it ſeems or no he be indiſpenfibly bound to

had been broken off there ſome giv : to the elief of others that are

years before. But this is nothing in want ; and if he be, in what pro.

to any ſuch ſubſtance in the no- portion ?

bler parts, tho' even there ſtrange . Anſw . That even thoſe who on.

things have been found ly maintain themſelves by daily

Howel in his Letters, makes men- labour, are bound to relieve ſuch

tion of a perſon who lay for ſome as are really objects of charity, viz .

years languiſhing of a Diſeaſe, ſuch as wou'd, and can't work for

which puzzled the Phyſicians, and their Livings, is very clear from

deathwas the only cure, ac whoſe that of the Apoſtle, Let him that

diſſection there was found ( as Stole, ſteal no more ; ( he ſeemsby

we remember) in the left ventri- what followsto intend one that

cle of the heart, a living Serpent, ſteals mecrly for want) but rather

and the German virtuoſi gives us let him Tabour, working with his

inſtances much of the ſame na. hands, that he may have to give to

ture : But neither does this reach , him that is need But ſtill this

for violence from without ſeems reaches not our cafe Whe

more mortal than any ſuch ſub- ther one that has a fainily of his
ſtance bred within Tocome yet own , which he can bu ? juſt main

nearer, there are ſome Surgeons tain, ought to be thus charita

who tells us of woundsin the Peri- ble ? We encline to the affirma .

cardium which have been cur'd, tive, ſuppoſing he knows any

though never any before, that who aremore in want than him

we met with , in the very ſub- ſelf ; our reaſon is, becauſe we

ſtance of the heart ; nor can it be ſcarce never yet knew a family

eaſily ſuppos’d, that the Buller wherein [here were not fume

in the preſent caſe cou'd be lodg’d times fome Superfluous expences ;

in any vacuity there, without however, what perfon almoſt is

making a wound to get in . The there in the world , who does

fa &t ſeems to be well enougl cir- not fometimes himſelf ſpend

cumftantiated , and therefoe 'tis what there's no abſolutely neceffity

neither civil, nor ſcarce reaſonable of his doing though he's never

ço deny it ; but for the reaſon fo mean, either at the Coffee

and manner how nature cou'd bouſe, or Ale-houſe, or lonie luch

fave it ſelf harmleſs, notwith- way Now this ought to
ftanding that callous fubftance be ſpared for ſuch uſes as are be

wherewith it guarded it felf, as före-mention'd, if there's no o

is very uſual in ſuch caſes, wether way to provide for 'em . But

muſt ingeniouſly acknowledge we there's yet another reaſon why

can't reſolve ; and here propoſe the poor ihou'd give to thoſe who

is as a prablem to the beſt Profef- are yet poorer, if any ſuch can be
found,

1
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found, and that is , Becauſe they of a good housewife given by Solo
theinſelves are poor ; we mean, mon ?

how great a paradox ſoever it may Anw . We ſuppoſe he means

ſeem , they wou'd do well to give that 31. Prov: 10. dc. Where,the

to others, becauſe they want them . truth is, he gives fuch a character

Selves, in hopes that their own of a good wife as is not eaſily

wants may be reliev'd ; it being found , in the following inſtan
the beſt way to obtain the affi. ces ; " The heart of her husband

stance of providence in our aeceffi- " does ſafely truſt in her - ſhe'll

ties, according to our condition do him good and not evil ALL

and circumſtances our felves to HER Days - The WORKS

aſiſt others : Nor is the modeft WILLINGLY with her

proſpect and hope of ſuch return " HANDS - he RISETH while

and gain unlawful, ſo it be not 'tis ģet NIGHT - with the

the principal end of our charity , “ FRUIT of her HANDS the

which ought to be the pleaſing PLANTS a Vineyard - fhe lays

God , for that can't be an unlawful “ her HANDS to the SPIN

end which is propos'd in the ' “ DLE, (is a Spinſter more than
Scriptures as an encouragement “ in Title) the ſtretcheth ouç

for our action , but fo is a retri . " her HAND to thePOOR

bution for our charity, common “ ſhe openeth her Mouth with

diſcretion ought to guide that , as " WISDOM, and in her Tongue

well asall ocher Chriftian vertues, " is the law of KINDNESS (no

the circumſtances of men being “ Fvol, Goſip, or Scold) The

fo various, that 'tis perhaps im . looks well to the way of her

pofble to fix a rule that hall “ HOUSHOLD, and eats noc
have no exceptions ; tho' what has the Bread of IDLENESS.

been the judgment of ſeveral ex. Such ſhe is but where is ſhe ?

cellent perſons in our Church of For Solomon himſelf, who had
this matter, we may chance here- try'd as many as moſt, ſays after

after to enquire, on another Que- all, who can find a vertuous Wa

fions. nan ? He that has her ; let him

e'en make much of her, for

Queſt. Where a woman may be he'll hardly e'er get ſuch ano

found, that anſwers the deføription ther.

66
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A

ON THE

VOLUNTARYUN

NATIVITY
OF OUR

BLESSED LORD

Chriſtmas-Day, 1692.

To us a Child is born, to us a Son is given , and the Govern

ment ſhall be upon his ſhoulder, and his Name ſhall be cal.

led Wonderful, ' Councellor , tbe MIGHTY GOD, the

Everlaſting Farber, the Prince of Peace Of tbe

Increaſe ofbis Government and Peace, there ſhall be no end,

upon the Throne of David , and upon bis Kingdom , to order

it, and to eſtabliſh it with Judgment and Juſtice, from

bencefortb, even for ever, Iſa. 9. 6, 7.

Sicilides.Muſa ! Paulo majora Canamus ?

IS E groveling Muſe ! To nobler ſtrains aſpire !

Like you (weer Lark, our Brother Poet, riſe !
Leave the lov Turf , and with the mounting Sun

Beat down the Clouds, and clamber Heav'ns high Road,

L'is a far greater Saviour calls thee now,

And juftly asks our Tributary Praiſe,

Than him whom late on Thames fair Banks we ſung ,

And taught the liſtening Streams Great William's Name :
That Earthly God from This receives his Crown,

And lays his Sword and Laurels at his Feer,

More charming far than Empire's Self, or Love.

Him Angels fing, him all the Inſpir’d of of old,

R
a

Him
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Himlofty Ejay chief, of noble Stem ,

Propbet and Poet bocb, in both Divine :

Eternal Truths Wrapt in eternal Verſe,

Thro ' all his Golden Work diftinct, outſoar

Ev'n the great Pindar's Dithyrambick Strains.

(a) Fromhim the Sybills, Virgil tole from them.

So much the God (well’dhis enlightn'd Breaſt,

That Time, like him, all at one Sight he ſaw ,

Paft, preſent, and to come, were all the ſame ;

And thus he baild thy Birtb, O Son of God !

The Grecian Swanlet Seven proud Cities Boaſt,

( b) Old Kirtim's Realm , their future Conqueror ;

c ) Tyre, her Acides, Crete, her ancient Fove ! ;
Wetheir mean Triumphs pity, and deſpiſe

Their Spurious Heroes, andtheir fabled Gods,

A Hoo and a GOD to us is born ,

Son of the Eternal Sun, himſelf the fame.

Whoſe Infant Hands bis Father's Thunder wields,

Sacceeding, not unequal tothe Weight

Of Heav'n and Eartb, Atlas of either World !

Wonder of Angels! well may Reaſon's Line

Be then too ſhort to meaſure Infinite,

Known but by Himſelf, and all a Miracle,

Tho' vaft bis Empire, not beyond the Reach

Of his unbounded Wiſdom to direct,

Adminiftring with juſt and Reddy Hand .

AsWrong and Right require Rewards and Pains.
AU Ill forſeeeing, and cou'd all prevent,

Did he dot over-rule to greater Good,

Thoſe who by founding Laws won worthy Fame,

( d) Zaleucus, Solon, and the Spartan Sage,
Might learnof him, and fir beneath his Feet :

Nay even our own great Legiflator, firſt

( e) Who taught bywritten Laws to fetter Vice,

Not all Things knew, much is there yet to add,

And ſtronger Sanétions to reclaim Mankind.

Thoſe thall our Prince deliver as he thoſe

On Sinai Mount, in Smoak and Thunder bid,

Attendant Angels ſounding round his Throne :

He the dread Angel of the Covenant,

And Head of all the Quire, thro 'Parans Wild,

Safe piloting the choſen Nacions Home.

Nor Angelshe, norMan diſdain'd to head,

Tho' fairerfar than all the Sons of Men,

( F) Tho' all the Seplenary Rank, ſurpaſs’d

Of Fire-wing'd Minds, as balf-found Infeas they

For
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For he GOD's only Son , bimſelf a GOD ,

The unurrerable, the firft, the boundleſs Might ;

One of the Undivided Elchim ;

One with the Everlaſting Father he,

And that Life-giving Spirit frożn both proceeds ;

Him in the Buſh, thoi burning, unconfum'd ,

Him Moſes, all the Fathers him ador'd.

E'er Abraham was, Is he, and e'er the World,

In the beginning both of Times and Men :

He never was not, for he ne'er began ,

Ail Principles of Being he diſclaims,

And only from Himſelf, Himſelf derives,

Sooner the Bird that ſees the Morning Sun,

May tow'r to that fair Fund of cheerful Light,

Than humane Thought ſhoot thro' the boundleſs Orbs

Of his Duration ; ſoon 'tis out of Breath ,

And Auct'ring falls to Ground thro' yielding Air.

And as be ever w45, he till shall be,

His Elence indefectible , andfirm ,

As hisexhauſtleſs Wiſdom , Power and Love.

The Gods on Earth, like meaner men, mult die,

He only ever Lives, and ever Reigns.

He reigns a Peaceful Prince, whole facile roke

Wicb pleaſures all the willing Nations bear,

No Tribute askt, but tbat of Praiſe and Love :

( 8) Nor only he to Sem's bleſs'd Tents confin'd ,

As now he is, tho' there be firſt appear,

In humble Tabernaclc of Mortal Clay ,

Him the laſt Gentiles ſhall their Saviour own,

Whilftthoſewho proud, againſt him murmuring riſe,

He ſmall with Iron Rod debel and cruſh ,

Like Potters crackling Clay, beneath his Feet ;

Till be, great Lord of Lords, and King of Kings,

Acknowledg’d o'er the World triumpbant reigns.

O'er Mitzraim's Field , o'er Tarſiſ and the lies,

(5) From utmoſt Weft to Ophir's golden Shore.

Whilft a new Face of things around appears,

Loft Fuſtice, and fair Truth from Heav'n deſcend ,

To obeſe forſaken Fields, and Peace and Love,

And Foy Divine, all linke in cloſe Embrace.

Theſe ſhall compoſe our Prince's Glorious Train ,

Who on his Father's Throne ſhall ever Reign.

.

Peņi cità Damine FESŲ !
1
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N O T E S.

(x ) " From him the Sibyls, Virgil ſtole from them .] That Virgil

in his Sicilides Mufa, &c. made uſe of ſome of theSybils Books,

as Mr. Bryden obſervesin the Argument beforehis Tranſlation,

will hardly be deny’d, he himſelfmentioning the Cumeun Car

men in that Eclogue. And it ſeems moſt probable that thoſe

Sibyls (if therewere more than one of 'em ) had their Prophecies

from ſome of the Divine Writers, there being many Arokes in

Virgil's Poem which are plainly taken thence , tho' as it ſeems,

at ſecond hand which we obſerve as we paſs by 'em.

( b) “ Old Kittim's Realm their future Conqueror.) ' Tis generally

agreed by learned Men that by the Kittim , or fons of Kittim ,

ſeveral times mention’d in facred Writings, are meant the

Macedonians, callid Maxntou in ancient Writers, there being

alſo the River Citius near ' em , though the Grecians wonderfully

alter the Terminations in whatever words they receiv'd from the

Hebrews, as Joſephus obferves on this very Subject ; and as in

deed all other Languages ftill do, as well as they. Nor, we

think, is't any Incongruity to introduce the Macedonians boaft
ing of their Alexander, who had not a being ' till long after ,

becauſe 'tis done by one who is affirm'd to have che Gift of

Prophecy.

(.) “ Tyre, her Alcides,Crete, her ancient Jere] The Tyrian Hercules

was found even among the Grecians, thatthe reaſon of Alexan
der's quarrel with the Tyrians, was only becauſe they'd not let

that Prince facrifice to him in their City ; and if they were

acquainted with the Tyrian gods, who lived ſo far from them ,

much more may the Jews be Tuppos'd co do ſo , whowere their
near neighbours. Nor was Crete very far from 'em , lying

very deep, almoſt in the bottom of the Mediterranean .

“ The Spartan Sage.] Lycurgus.

( d ) “ Firft taughtby written Laws to fetter Vice.) So ſays Joſephus

of Moſes, as quoted by Biſhop Andrews.

( 1) “ Tho' all' the Septenary ranks furpaſs *d.] See the Queftion of5
Archangels.

( 8) “ Nor only heto Sem's bleſs'd Tents confin'd.] That Prophecy

of Noah - He shall dwell in the Tents of shem , may as well be ap

ply'dto God, asto Japhet, being thought by ſome learned Men

torefer to Chriſt's coming in the Fleſh .

(1 ) From
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( b) " From utmoſt Weft to Ophis's golden ſhore,] Kircher ſays in his

Oblisks, that Ophir in the Coptick language fignifies India, which

with the time of the Voyage thither, and other circumſtances, make

it probable that 'twas no other place than the golden Cherſoneſe.

(i) * Whilſt a new face of things around appears.] Here once for

all we'll take notice of ſeveral paſſages in Virgil's Eclogue, which

which ſeem plainly taken from this and other places of the Holy

Scriptures Jam redit & virgo Jam nova progenies celo

dimittitur alto- Ille Deum vitam accipiet- Paratümq;

reget patriis virtutibus orbem , &c .

.

i
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That JUDICIAL ASTROLOGY may’nt prove catching

we'll bere refutea late pretender J. G. and weshall take the

liberty to reduce bis arguments into the beſtform they can bear.

9. G. 1 Arz.
JO Sceptick denies proper cauſe of all the orders

ſuperiors influ- and diſorders in it. Beſides, in

ence inferiors. Stars and Planets Page 3. about the middle, you
are ſuperior to all terrene beings, and ſay the air is the mediate cauſe of

must therefore influence them ? all things ; and if ſo , not the

Athen We grant, that a being ſtars, as you wou'd here ſuggeſt

Superior in power and nature can act If you think to have a refuge

upon, and influence an inferior, in the term mediate , you are yet

as a man can do what he will in a greater error ; für there was

with his watch But asfor the never any of you fo filly as to ſay,

paralogiſm which would make the ſtars were the immediate

fuperiority in altitude, or heighth , cauſe of any thing , if ſo, they

and superior in nature and power, wou'd neceffitate, not incline: And

to be the ſame thing, 'tis lo ab- if they are not the immediate,

ſurd, that we need not fay we then they muſt be the mediate

deny it ; ar this rate every chim (if any ) but that you debarr

ney is more noble than a man, 'em of too, and give to the air :

becauſe 'tis higher, and every bird so that by your own doctrine,

that flies over ones head, ( does the ſtars have nothing to do with

thereby eſtabliſh its Dominion the orders and diſorders of the

over ſuch a Perſon ; world . But after all, who is

See his preface, which isa Doctrine your authority for afferting,

only fit for Urania's That all philoſophers allow the air to
humble ſervant be the mediate cauſe of all things ?

J. G 2 Arg. If the order and dif- When there's not one in the

order of terrene bodies be not owing to whole world that can be guil.

the ſtars, they ſeem to ftand in need ty. of ſuch a ridiculous thought ;

of ſome other natural cauſefor their it wou'd be very hard to put

production ? upon you to prove it the only

Athen . So long as there's vertue and proper cauſe of any thing

and vice , wiſdom and folly in the at all .

world , we ſhall never want a

5. G.

&
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1.G. 3 Arg. If the Solum and influence ;) if you had taken in

Cælum do both agree in the making the earth as a planet, as Mr.Par.

up Homer's golden chain, it's obvi. ker hasdone, you had mention'd

ous that the ſympathies and antipa- ſomething of ute and peculiari

thies of the planets and ſtars above, ty. But pray, Sir, where did

with perſons and things below , do you learn your anatomy, to call

sertainly produce the true forites of thoſe above mention'd the ſeven
wature that hold t.gether, (by links principal parts of man's body ;

As it were) all mundane beings. how came chat number into your

Athen. If Homer's golden chain mind ? If by principal you mean

made any thing for your cauſe, eſſentially io , 'tis falſe, experi

wewou'd give it you, and our ence ſhows 'cis poſſible to live

anſwer to it, butyou havewreſted without the Spleen ; how have

Homer to your own purpoſe, and ſome perſons kidneys been ulce.

have put the ſtars in Jupiter's rated whilſt living others with

place, for it was Jupiter himſelf lungs almoſt confum'd ; brain a

that held the golderi chain which great part often taken out. Now

reach'd from heaven to earth ; ſuppole fome of the planets

only denoting thereby his ſuper- par d away piecemeal, and one

intendance , and regulation of of 'em loft in the indefinite

human affairs, and that there Space, what wou'd beconie of

nothing fell out on earth , which aftrology then ? But let's ſee how

was not providentially order'd theſe ſeven principal parts an

and regulated, according to the ſwer tothe nature of the ſeven

decrees and regiſtry of fate, but planers by what follows; at the

not a word ofſtars, their influ . bottom of p. 6. there you ſay,

ence, or any ſuch thing. the heat is aſſimilated to the ſun,

The next paragraph is built the Spleen to Saturn, the parts of doo

upon the firſt argument, where, light to Venus, the brain to the
becauſe the ſtars are high and Moon, and the underſtanding to

powerful , (the laſt is to be Mercury ; ſo that by this, we

proyd ) therefore they influ . have now nine principal parts,

The next' mighty in the microcoſm , privities,

argument is interrogative, as and underſtanding added, fo
follows, that your queſtion is thus : Why

3 G. 4. árg. Why may not there may not the ſeven planets in the
be aswell qualifications of excellen- greater world , anſwer the nir.e

by and peculiarity, in the serven pla. principal parts in the leffer ? We

nets of the greater world, as in the anſwer, Why ſhou'd they, there

feven principal parts of man, the being neither number ,

leffir world, viz . the heart, brain , ſon, nor ſenſe in the Queſti.

liver. Spleen, gall, lungs and kid . on ?

J. G. 6. Arg There can be no

Atben. A why not, proves no- better reafon given for the motions,

thing : We'll grant you qualifi- order, &c . of the planets, than that

cations of excellency in thepla. they might thereby influence things
nets, as to their glory, heighth , below

motion , c. but asfor the pecu. Afken. We'll lend you a better

liarity and uſe of 'em, we diny reaſon . Their light is for man's

it, ( fun and moon excepted for uſe, their number, order, con.

figurations

ence , doc.

re &

neys ?
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gurations, regular motions, br. we ſhall anſwer as we go along& c

were made for man's contem- diftinguilning which is which by
plation , and to put him in mind the character of the letter.

of an intelligent author of 'em ; If she ſun has effect upon bodies,

theſe are the uſes chat David why may not the ſpirits of the other

and St. Paul make of 'em. planets i explain chat firſt ; in the

J. G. 6. Arg. It muſt be the mean time take another query to

ftors that influence us love compare with yours, viz. Why

and hate, cu evenneſs of temper, ſhould not all the planets incline

for the earth, or atoms can'tdo it. to heatand paſſion as well as Mars ?.

Athen . We fee no reaſon that Why do vegetables die, when the ſun

it thou'd be either of 'em , and basmostpower to preſerve life ? Anſw .

it muſt be one of 'em, or you From the ſame reaſon that ſome

argue upon nothing. If your Flies never live a whole day , and

ſtars won't furniſh you with a others live half a year : Bur Que

becter reaſon, we'll try to oblige ry, Why do any men die under

you with one . The paſſions, as good and promiſing aſpects ? Ei

fear, hope, joy, love , anger, & c. ther the ſtars lie , or fignifie no

are innate, and whilſt they are thing in the matter. Wny does one

in being, are always ready to be year differ from another in the ſame

work'd upon, the manner is by time of the year, if the ſun be the

by means of the ſenſes, which only cauſe of the changes and variati

preſents us with objects, or re- ons which happen in the seaſons of the

lations agreeable , diſagreeable, year? We ſay the fun byits diſtance

ſurprizing, frightful, joyous, &c. or nearneſs cauſes winter and

that 'tis chis , not the ſtars that ſummer, the two great changes ;

makes us glad or forry, is plain ; as for leſſer changes, which are

for take a perſon whoſe aſpects only accidental , by reaſon ofwinds

are as good or as ill as you pleaſe, bringing more or leſs nitre ( or ni

ſuppoſe the moſt inalevolent trous air ) from the frigid zone, or
for forrow , accidents, &c. and the contrary ; or by exhalations ,

ſuch a man may at that fame inundacions, earthquakes, and a

time be made to rejoyce, if you multitude more of ſuch things as

confer upon him an eſtate, a pre- may condenſe or rarifie, and have

ferment, a pardon , or what he other effets upon the air, and

wou'd be moſt pleas'd with . But cauſe a grearer or lefſer quantity
you'll urge they incline , not of clouds, & c. which may inter

neceſſitate, ſo that their aſpects poſe and hinder the ſun from hav,
may be fruſtrate in many caſes. ing like effe & ts at a : l times. But

Suppoſe it ; ſuppoſe alſo there is Query, Why don't the fame af

ſomething of truth in aſtrology, ſpects, conjunctions oppoſitions,

fince it is fo fallacious as it may bis always produce the lamefea

be diverted , who can be ſure of fons, accidencs , c. if they are

what you ſay ; or why wou'd ye the proper cauſe of 'em ? All

thatpeopleſhou'd relie uponyou theſe queſtions you fie areconver

in any caſe whatever ? If theart cible, and conclude more againſt

vas real , and the ſtars did neceſ. you chan us , for we can anſwer,

fitate , the caſe wou'd be quite and give a known certain reaſon ,
alter'd. The next paragraph which you can't do,

is full of interrogations, which

J. G.
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J. G. .6 .Defin. What is the brain to be flesh, and profit nothing !
brain ? 3 clofe compaded body, that is, ſo far from influencing

24

it is femblable to jelly og flegm , the leſſer world , or man , that

whence by means of the nerves they muſt be influenc'd them- »

comes ſenſation and motion. felves by the Spirit, and con

Athen. Indeed Friend John, if ſequently from his own parallel,
jelly and brains be ſuch a cloſe the fun and moon (and if them ,

compact body, a thick skull will be the reſt of the Planets) are dull

found coo cloſe and compacted and lauguid , can't at all influence

for any mercurial Influence : or incline å man to any thing of
Now we find indeed that philo- themſelves, ſtanding in need of

Sophy, anatórny and definitions, if fomething elſe to quicken and
back'd by propitious ftárs, as influence them : Aſtrologico divine

De
yours are, will arrive to an un. ly argued ! But the author may

common growth at laft. be pardon'd, having made his

J. G. Def. What is the heart ? .confequence perhaps under fome

Only a meer triangular piece ill aſpect,

of fleſh , of no ercellent attradi: To page 1o, he cakes all for

on to common bilon . granted , and upon a blind pre

Athen. Acutely defin'd again; fumption takes all that he has

only we want to know whether faid hitherco to be canon, and

'tisa ſolid or aplane, but you've fo he proceeds to talk like an

made amends in the following aſtrologer, of Jupiter and melanchol .
learned phraſe, po excellent at . ly Mars and Choler, Vinus and

tradion 'to common vidon . Be good humour ; by and by he falls

fore this our talent cou'd reach nó upon baptiſm and vows, believing

higher than to expreſs it thus , no virtue ipoils trade by falſifying, ,
pleaſant fight : But now for the his ſchemes, and ſhows that the

conſequence and deſign of theſe ſtars are like whores, p. 8. credi

definitions, why ? table buſineſſes to truſt to ! and

J. G. The heart and the brain ends with anſwering fome objec.

( p . 6.) are affimilated to the Sun and cions which are all of theſame caft.

moon, two of the moſt powerful and But ſince he thinks thoſe obje &ti

influencing planets, but yet the fleſh isthe fleſh is ons ſo eaſily reſolvid, we'll prc

dull and inactive, as the firipture poſe a few more to him and all

teftifies, 'tis thespirit that does all other aſtrologers whateverwhich
and is all. if anſwer ?d and fent us or our

Athen . This is fairly colle &ted, bookfeller, with name or naiges

and the ſenſe of the whole page, ſubſcrib'd, and places of habita

now if we confider the paral- tion , welld be ſo juſt and fair

lel , and Mr G's deſign by it , he as to commit it to the preſs with

wou'd (as appears above) fhow out any Alterations ; but if we

that the the feven planecş ruld receiveno anſwer,the world is

the greater world, and the feven hereby deſired to take notice

principal parts the leffer world or of it , and be no longer abus'd

man, which feven te afterwards and impos'd upon, by ſuch as

unluckily made out nine; and not able by all the help

now. purely to give us a touch of the ſtars to maintain their

of bis divinity he deſtroys all bre own art, or anſwer the follow

has ſaid, making the heart and ing queſtions.

Queft.

are
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St. James's,

Query 1. Suppoſe three footman Jan, 4) 1692.

are to run a race, and being willing Gentlemen ,

to know their fortune, they come to

three different aſtrologers all at the

I have being yourenemmynes en
6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

We

ſchemes erected for each : Query, project, and not a little pleas'd

Since one muſt win and two loſe, atthe infinite variety of ſub

why wil the aſtrologers tell 'em an jects, the different cafes, pal

impoſſibility, that they muſt all win fions, humours and inclinations

or all loſe ? of your Querifts. The conſide

rable time your papers have

Query 2. Why you pretend to tell been continued ſeems to give

matters of great conſequences, as me a lively proſpect of huma

Life and Death, Marry or not, nity , ( letters or ſpeeches be

Happy or not, &c. and can't keep ing fainter images of fouls ; )

your ſelves from contradi& ing one for there's ſcarceany ſtation or

another in the little concern of wea- condition (perhaps multitudes

ther, and that the moſt knowing of of all) but what have drawn

you miſſes oftner than hits, and par- their own portrai&ture , and

ticularly Mr. J. G. that said it committed itto your volumes :

wou'd be ſnow the sth of this inftant, so that whereas formerly thereSo

which was the fineſt day that has ' ſeem'd to be a vaſt difference

been this Year ? . ( I had almoſt faid an Antitheſis )

berwixt reading men and books,

Query 3. Let a Man from any there ſeems now to be a friend

fix'd ſtanding go towards either eaſt, ly accommodation , and

welt, nortb or fouth , will you take may read both at once, at leaſt

three Guinea's to two, (which will be more effectively than ever.

offer'd as often as you pleaſe by ſome . I wish I could proceed, and

of our ſociety,) thatyou tell towards ſay , your performance was as

which point he went? • exact, as the ſubject is pleaſant ;

not but that I , and every body

Query 4 There's now , as we are elſe, will grant, that you have

very credibly informd, an aſtrologer ' advanced many things worthy

in Town who is frequently cuckolded , the deſign , and your own pre

by one of his friends; can any of 6. tenſions:But there are alſo ma

you tell by the rules of aſtrology who ny chings which I'm not ſo well

it is , or who the perſon is that, thus facisfied in ,and how to extricate

abuſes the poor aſtrologer ? my ſelf, or pay you that juſtice

I ought, if I find my ſelf in an

Query s . Why have you not, and error, I know not, unleſs you

when will you anſwer thoſe Queſti. pleaſe to ſettle a CORRESPON

ons ( inſtead of defending judicial ! DENCEwith me : The conveni

aftrology) that we put to pose before, ' ence of my retirement, the opyou

when we treated upon this ſubje &t ? portunity of a little library, and

a thoughtful conſtitucion , all

Thus much , at preſent, for turn advocates in my behalf;

Aſtrologers. • and I'm willing to believe, they

' will not plead in vain , or at

Mm leaft

6

1

6

6

6
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leaſt fail of an anſwer in con- gentleman -who ſent it, tho' to
venient hafte , which will us unknown, to witneſs it, ſome

oblige, might take it only for a made que
Tour unknown humble Servant, ſtion it being a much more com .

T. B. mon practice to gripe what's pol.

SIR, fible from the Church, without

We have no directions here any reſpect to law , or conſcience,E

how to ſend to you nor than to be concern'd for the un.

do you ſuggeſt any diſlikeof be- juſt poffeffion of any thingonce de

ing anſwer'd thus publickly, fo dicated to God , for which rea

that being put to che choice of fon wehave thought fit to look

filence, or the courſe that we out, and put together ſeveral que
have here taken, we rather em- ftions which we found on the file,

brac'd the laſt, being unwilling relating much to the ſame argu

to deprive our ſelves of thehap- ment . As for the preſent cafe,
pineſs we expect in a CORRES- we think the pinch will on a fair

PONDENCE with you , which you examination lie here , Whether or
ſeem to deſire. We make no no the Quota pars, or a preciſe

fcruple toconfeſs, that our per- tenth, allotted for theſubſiſtence of

formance has not been ſo exact the Clergy , be of natural right ?

as we cou'd deſire, that there. And ſuppoſing itto be ſo , whe

may be many things which we ther any body of men conſiſting
cou'd wiſh alter'd ; yet as we of them , or their repreſentatives,

have not the vanity to think we have power to part with this

cou'd diſcover every ſingle error right, ſo as to deprive their po

we have committed upon a fe- ſterity of it, without a valuable

cond review , ſo we are confident compenſation to the Church in its
there are ſeveral truths ( and room? For the firſt queſtion , by

ſuch as we dare defend) which Mr. Selden's leave, who lov'd the

ſome perſons may cenſure and clergy juſt as much as he did
condemn as erroneous As for Monarchy, and wou'd be often

ſuch things as you profeſs your making oftentation of his learn
ſelf diſſatisfied in , weſhall be ve-, ing, and poſingthe poor parſons,

ry willing to receive your obje . as Whitlock tells us in his Me.

& tions, in order to remove that moirs, we ſay by the leave of

diſlacisfaction we have been the him, and all his learning ,weMall
authors of, either by ſolving embrace the affirmative for theſe

your doubts, or retracting the reaſons. Firſt, ſome Quota pars
errors of

ſeems neceſſary ; for otherwiſe,
Athens if the Clergy's maintenance be

left ad libitum , 'owould leave it

Queſt. I have an eſtate that is entirely , either in the prince's or

Some part of it legally Tithe.free, people's power to farve 'em inco

concerning which I deſire your judg- Aavery, or rebellion, when they

ment whether I may with a Safe: have dedicated themſelves to the

conſcience retain it, or ought to re.. Altar, and no other way of li

Store it to the Church ? ving : And why ſhou'd their

Anſw . This is ſuch a rare ſere- bread be left to the caprice of any

ple, that had we nor the Letter it man , anymore than that of law .

Telf to produce by us, and the. J'ers, tradiſmen, or any other body

of

.

>
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of men :- -If they are for redu- 4. 48. But here in England, as

cing all to apoftolical praftice, let the contempt of the Clergy ſome

the laity begin, and they'd ſoon years ſince affirm'd ( and why
find more than a tenth of their thou'd he not be believ'd in this

eftates at the diſpoſe of the Cler. caſe, when all is Goſpel that he

Now if any Quota, what leſs writes againſt 'em ? ) that in the

than the leaſt part, the tenth be- year 70, their number was thirty

ing the leaſt natural number ? thouſand, which, as he gueſs’d ,
Some conſtant tribute is due from might be dvanc'd at leaſt a third

man to God, for his bleſſing on part from that time, to the wri

his induſtry and labour , and as a ting of his Book . Suppofing then.

Quitrens to the great Lord ofthe every Clergymen has but two

World. Now why nor the Clergy Children, one with another (which

as proper perſons to receive and is very reaſonable, conſidering

order this, as they were before they are generally none of the

Chriſtianity But that they'll worſt breeders) and the number

fay was legal, ceremonial they amounts , according to the Leo

mean, or elſe a topical Law for vites reckoning, to fixſcore thou

Judes only : In antwer, Firit, Sand. It may be faid, the Levites

That ſome allowance, fome part encreas'd more afterwards, which

is of natural Right, can't be de- is certain enough , but neieher

ny'd, and who ſhou'd fix or de- then were they near the number

termine that more equally than of our chriſtian Clergy, Joſephus

God Almighty ? This he has done giving 'em in at 20,000 , in his ,

in the caſe of the Jews, a nation book againſt Appion, not above
whom he choſe out for examples half as many as ours in England .

to all the World. Nor can we But further to prove this

foreſee any valuable obje &tion to be Quota not meerly ceremonial, 'tis

made againſt this , unleſs Chriſti- plain from Scripture that 'twas

ans are for dealing with their pay'd before thelaw , byAbraham

Clergy worſe than Jews, that there to Melchizedeck, the Prieſt of the

were more prieſts and Levites to moſt high God, and that not of

maintain among the Jews, than the ſpoils, as ſome pretend, for he

proporcionably there are of our ſwears he'd not touch any thing

Chriſtian Clergy - In Anſwer, of it , but of al - all his poffeffions,
ſo far from it, that as the Jews as Jacob afterwards did , as ſoon

Land was much leſs, for exam- as God had bleſs'd him, and given

ple , than ours in England, con • him any thing to give Nor

taining in all but 30,000 Acres ' does it follow , this was not his

of land inhabited, ſo were their daty , becauſe he vow'd to do is,

Clergy much fewer, and yet their any more than that he was left
rithes very near double to ours, at his liberty whether he wou'd

Thus when this law and diſtribile ſerve God orno, becauſe he vow'd

tion was firſt made, all the males if he return'd in ſafety, the Lord

among the Levites reckoning ſhould be his God .

even from a month old, were but

tweniny and two thousand, Numb. Further, That the Jews either

3. 39. And all were of age, and receiv'd this cuſtom from their

in Office confequently much leſs, anceſtors, or that 'twas practis'd

only eight showjand eng odd . Num among the heathen as well asthem ,

M m 2

1
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we learn from the old hiftories or other, unleſs collaterally or acci

of old monuments of Tyre,where dentally, by the diſturbance of

notonlytheſouldiers but the mer- its peace, orthelike-But thiswe-

chants very anciently pay'd tythes are certain, as far as our obferua.

of their profits ſee the ſame tion has reach'd, that 'cwou'd be

thing prov'd at large , and we vaſtly more for the benefit of the

think unanſwerably, by Dr. Com. Church, Clergy -men took all their

ber, of other nations, where he tythe in kind ; not only as to their

takes care of all the obje&tions own particulargainand advantage,

brought to the contrary and but as to the Church in general,

if we are not miſtaken , ſays e- ſince they wou'd thereby not on

nough to ſatisfie any man whom ly prevent the abominable cheats

intereſt has not blinded . which are ſo commonly put up

The ſecond Queſtionis on 'em when they let it to others,

Whether any body of men have but wou'd likewiſe preſerve the
power to partwith this right,with- cuſtom of tithing, which is now all

out a juſt and valuable compensa- the right that'sallow'd 'em
tion ?Wewou'd not come within Whereas on the other ſide, there

the purlieas of a Pramunire, and are very few compoſitions of this
therefore don't propoſe the Que- nature where they have any other
stion t'other way Whether

any
Choice but take this or

have power to take it ; and beſides nothing

'twill be a clear caſe ir ſelf, if Queſt. Whether & clerk been't

God has reſerv'd it to himſelf, guilty of Simony, who accepts a li.

and given it to them , and 'tis noć ving on the terms ofa bond of refige

even in their own power to part nation ?
with't : Which that it is not, Anſw . Itmuſt be ſometimes our

will be plain, if it be not in any turn to ask idle Queſtions, as well

perſon's power to diveſt his fuccef- as anſwer 'em - We'd there

for of a naturalright - Which fore at preſent propoſe this to the

it cannot be, if what's natural be world Whether a patron

unalienable, and if that be not, been't guilty of knavery, who will

certainly nothing is. Now if any let a clerk ſtarve by him , rather

compenſation were given, where or than part with a living without

what is't ? A Queſtion we believe ſuch a bond of reſignation, which

the wifeft lawyer in the kingdom he bampers poor genus and ſpecies

can't ſo eaſily anſwer, as we can with, on purpoſe to lug in ſome

point at many eſtates made up of pretty parcel of glebe that lyes

nothing elſe but the Spoils ofthe convenient -- or perhaps to do

altar, nor Abbots, but Parſons lands, him the favour,to do him the

or at leaſt their undoubted duos, honour, to beſtow a ſmall piece of

that being too ſweet a piece of po. his cracké kindred upon him to

pery to be parted with at the refor. gether with his benefice, or may

mation. be to reſerve it for a dunce of

Quelt Whether is moſt for the be- (perhaps) his worſhip's own beget

nefit of the Church and State, the ting? Sir S. D. tells us No, 'cis

paymentof tyches in kind, or by com- neither fimony nor knavery, and

he's of the ſtrongeſt lide, for he

Anſw . We can't ſee how the has the law with him in ſeveral

Aate can be affected with itone way adjudg'd cafes. Be it one or t'other,

a

1

pofition ?
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1

1

'cis like to continue and excreaſe, cafe ) and then our anſwer to it.

and we doubt in cime creep thro’ A young man courts a young

moſt of the benefices in England, woman , gains her affections,

which are in private hands, tho' promiſes her marriage, but by

there are ſome brave Souls ftill reaſon of preſent circumſtances,

left, who ſhow they love liberty parents knowledge, or other mo

themſelves, by ſcorning in fo baſe tives, delays a formal ſolemniza

a way to enſave thoſewhom per. tion ; being both haſtyand paſſi.

haps nothing but for:une hinders Onace, they however ſecure the

from being at leaſt their equals eſſential parts ofmarriage,Vows

This cuſtom the author of plura . and feeping together, (or fome.

lities , &c . takes notice of, and thing equivalent) and continue

complains that 'twill in time the practice for three years toge

unavoidably ruine the Cler- ther, in which time they have

gy as if any doubted one child ; the buſineſs comes to

it Alas, they are too rich be known, the parents of the

and Sawcy ten pound a young man threaten him with

year and a pudding is too high theirdeepeſt curſes, if he mar.

feeding when they are a ries her, and ſays, it will be their

little lower, they come to part death. And on the other hand, the

with t'other parcel of glebe, and young woman is almoſt diſtracted

take leſs than half its worth and under Temptation of laying

for the tithe corn, which is not violent hands upon herſelf and

get made tithe-free in his worthip's the young man alſo loves and

wou'd Marry but for fear of fore

feiting his fathers bleſſing, or for

Queft. I am the unfortunate man other reaſons, is in fufpence, not

concerned in the queſtion lately ſent knowing what to do, and deſires

you by a diſcontented woman. I our advice, as alſo does the young

acknowledge my ſelf guilty, and woman. This is the full ſtate of

heartily repent' of my fornication, the caſe, as far as wecan learn

reſolving never to do the like again, from the Letters of both parties ,

but how to diſengage my ſelf from and our judgment upon it is this :

her I know not. I love her, have That the whole Affair ought not

promiſed to marry her, againſt to have been fo carried on , but

which my agedparents arejo averſe, 'tis as in ſome other caſes in the

that they threaten me with their Law, Non fieri debet, fed faftum ,

deepeſt curſes, if ever I marry
valet ; it ought not to have been

ber; nay (which is worſe) my fa- done, but being done, ' tis of foreta

ther says, it will bring ' bis gray ' Tis a marriage already , as to

hairs to the grave : Sirs, humbly the eſſence, ends, and deſign of

beg your advice in this case, and will marriage , and is only finful by ac .

follow your dire&tions, and for ever cident , and being againſt the juft

remain your Obliged bumble sere laws of the nation ,which requires

publick folemnization, not only

Anſw. We ſhall give the world to remove ſcandal, and facisfie the

a ſhort account of the whole world ; but to comewithin the po

affair, as we have receiv'd it litical ends of government and

from both parties, (becauſe it the benefit of the law in caſe of

ma be 'of uſe in any parallel eſtates, da Beſides, ' tis a brouck

of

manour.
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of that duty we oweto our pa- woman was left in ſuch a difre

Tenrs, in diſpoſing of our bodies purable, unhappy caſe. So that

(their goods ) without their con- our advice is, That either the

fent, in which acts the bleſſing man do what he calls marry forth

of parents cannot be reaſonbly with , and cohabit with her fe .

expected. As to the ſecond part cretly, if the parents are irre.

of this unhappy affair, where concilable, and if it's like to have

the father forbids the ſon to mar. the effects in the queſtion , as bring

ry upon penaltyof forfeiting his ing their gray hairs with forrow to

blefling, & c. We anſwer , That the grave ; but if by friends per

the paternal power is very fa- ſuaſions, or theſe or better argu .

cred,andweſhou'd be very care- ments , they may be brought to

ful in leſſening that prerog cive conſent to it, let it be forchwith

that God and nature had ſtampt done publickly, which is all that

upon 'em : However , we can offer in the caſe. We

ſafely lay down this poſition, that deſire to hear what is done fur

parents muſt be obey'd in all rea ther in the matter.

fonable and indifferent things,

under the penalty of forfeiting St. James's,

the divine Bleſſing; but where Jan. 16. 1692.

parents command things either Gentlemen,

finful child is

We may

nofartherconcern’a than
toute : Yon layfarther obligati

YO
C

i

pay ,
6

6

6

6

<

6

what means he can to make 'em have yet no opportunity to re

ſenſible of their error. This pre . otherwiſe than by .ac

ſent inſtance comes under both knowledgement : But if you

theſe exceptions, impoſſibility and pleaſe to chooſe your method,,

fin ; ' tis impoſſible for the young and fix the laws of diſpute iI

man to obey his father in not ſhall willing confine my, 1elf to

marrying, ſince 'tis done alrea- ' them . And now I think there's
dy, for the publick ceremony no more to do , but that I men

( though that malt have its due tion a fubje &t, which you have

reſpect. being enjoyn'd for the lately touch'd upon in the af

weightieſt seaſons and ends of firmative, viz . That brutes are
fi ciety ) is only a folemn atteſta- rational beings, &c. which I de

tion ofmarriage, but not marri- ſign to deny in my next , when

age it ſelf ; if it were, it wou'd I ihall allo ſend to your Bcok

juſtifie polygamies, and a hun. ſeller " ſuch directions as are

dred milchicfs. Next , the pa- proper for a private correſpon

rents injun &tion in this caſe is dence, I thought convenienct

alſo finful in offering ſuch inju- to give you notice, That you

ſtice to the woman , for what might have time before -hand to

other ſatisfaction can be made read upon the Subject. If you

her ? Under the law , if a man • pleaſe, your anſwer to this , as

deflour'd a maid , he was either before ; and for the future wę

to marry her, or if the maid's fa • ſhall have better and more pri

ther was unwilling, then che man vate opportunities.

was to give her a dowry or por Gentleman , Yours, & c .

tion ; a proviſion being the low T. B.

eſt demand of Juſtice ; where a

6

<
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SIR ,

IN

s

<

6

6
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bring forth now with pain, we

think the miracle does not ſo

N the formal laws of di. much conſiſt in every actual

ſpure, we fuppoſe you are child birth , as in God, changing

not ignoranc, only as ſoft what was natural and eaſie , in

words, and hard arguments as to fuch extremities, withour any

you pleaſe. We deſire you to alterations of the organs of the

to write ſo the firſt time , that body. The method that God

there may be no need of repli- Almighty has uled to beget this

' cations and rejoinders , and we change , we conceive to be a

• ſhall obſerve the ſame rule, communication of a more ſenſi

ocherwiſe there will be but lit- ble , tender, and quick ſenſation,

tle done. We approve of the of the nerves, and other parts

• fubject, and as in this , fo in all of the body : And our opinion

others, we ſhall appoint fome is grounded upon this, That the

one of our ſociecy, whoſe ge- more fervile and laborious part

genius agrees beſt with the na- of chat ſex, which expoſe them

ture of the ſubject, to manage felves to cold and hardineſs, have

the diſpuce. generally the eaſieſt labours, as

Athens. thoſe amongſt the wild Irifh.

A miracle cannot be properly

Queſt The pains in childbearing ſaid to be ſo, if repeated every

being to be attributed to our ſhare of day ; for 'tis the rarity of the

the curſe on original diſobedience, thing, or elſe an act that is fu

(my readings not showing me but pernatural that muſt be call'd

that the proportion , shape and mag- by that, which child bearing is

nitude of bodies, parts, and births, not ; and yet we ſee no reaſon

are now as 'at forft, or at leaſt in why your husband ſhould be leſs

compariſon to each other, the ſame) ſenſible and concerned at the ex

that I may be able to convince an tremity of natural pains, than if
honeft, tho' ſomewhat ſcepsical huse they were a real miracle.

band, who will not beed my argu-,

ment of the preſumption of an in- Queſt. A lady in ker tenderyears,

tended miracle at each particular la- by the many inſinuations of a cer

bour , (as now cald.) Pray, Gen. tain gentleman , was inveigled to

tlemen, the favour of your opinions, give a note under her hand, that

how exemption from pains, &c.jould he would never marry any Man

have happened to our poor ſuffering but him : Now her better informa

ſex , had not the unfortunate tranſ- tion of his fortune and humur,

greffion, and as miſérable conſequence tells her, That ſhould the marry

befell us ? him , he muſt for ever render her

life unhappy. And the gentleman

Anſw . Well allow you, that refuſes to relea'e ber promiſe, or de

either the magnitude and ſhape, liver up her note, yet Sometimes de

or at leaſt the proportion of the clares, That he'llbodies of women, are the ſame or any thing to do even have her ,

hor ; at other

now that Eve'swas before ſhe fell ; timesſays, he will have her : So that

as alſo, that if Eve hadnot finn'd , upon the whole,I defire to know , When

the had broughc forth children ther his frequentdeclarationsthathe'll

without any pain : And if women never haveher, or any thing to do with

bero

>
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her, does not releaſe her promiſe, fo... Anſw . You or your informer

that he may condeſcend to the con- are oblig'd , as you will anſwer it

jugal requeſt of another, which ſhe's to God Almighty or the publick

willing do, can you but remove her good , to give notice of itto the

doubt ?
magiſtrate, for the prevention of

Anſw . If you think you could ſuch ill conſequences as may be
live berter with him than in a too reaſonably fear'd from the in

ſingle ftate, offer him marriage fluenceofſuchperſons.

before witneſs, which if he de- Queſt Your opinion in this case is

clines, you are free from him , deſired Aperſon marrying a

and may dowhat you pleaſe, for wife in the month of February 84 ,,

all ſuch obligations aremutual, and lived with him 'till May 8089.

and 'tis alwaysunderſtood( cho' in very good order, and of a ſud

it were notexpreft) that both dain left him , without anyprovoca

fides are bound or free ;for tion, and baths been abſent ever

there's no one can marry ano. fince ; be deſires, being much trox

ther againſt cheir wills. We know bled in mind about it, how he may

of no other method to beusd, anſwer for her, toknow what is be

but chis, venture; or a ſingle life, come of her, be being willing to die

which you're at libertytochooſe, ſcharge his duty to her before God
as you think either more eli- and man : I pray your advice in

gible.
this matter as ſoon as poſſible ?

Queſt. This laft execution -day, Anſw . Put her in the Gazette,

after prayerssaid,and pſalm ſung , treated ifſhe will return to you ;and promiſe the ſhall be well

one of the condenan'd perſons 'hang'd

himſelf, by lifting up his legs,so
and if it has the effect, be ſure

that ſeemingly bewas deadbefore you beas good as yourword

the cart wasdrove away : Pray your Queſt. A. and B. both in one

opinion, (tho' he was inevitably to concern, mutually agree, That what

die, yet this a &t being voluntary,
ever was gained by either, hould be

and not the set of thelaw )ifheis equallydivided; ithappened that B.

not guilty of ſelf-murder ?
meets with a conſiderable advantage,

but refuſes to give A. the ſhare that
Anw . 'Twas judg'd by ſeve

was due to him , pretending it was

ral perſons there, that 'twasthe wholly owing to his care; they still

fear and apprehenſion of death

that overcame his ſpirits, and and A. has an opporiunity to repay
continue to act in the ſame ſtations,

made him faint away , and not a . bimſelf, and B. not krom it: The
ny voluntary act of his own.

queſtion is, whether hemay lawfully

Queft. I being juftly informed, in any part pay himſelf, without the

Ibat there is nine gentlemen that other'sknowledge ?

have an employment of 8col. per Anſw . Sinceye have both agreed

Annum each, motin London, know to divide what was got by either ,

thas seven of the faid nine do daily you are oblig'd to your agree

promote French King's intereft, by ment, altho ' he has been unjuſt

putting into employment and pro- to you ; but either there are ſuch

36&ting ſuch as drink King James's articles drawn up betwixt you ,

bealth, and act against the govern- or not, if there be, you have re

ment, what ought to be donein fuck lief by 'em ; if there be not, you

A coſe ?
have acted imprudently , to enter

4
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a

a partnerſhip without them : A there might be yet a better expe

good man won't refuſe to be dient found out, vix To leave

bound to do a thing which he pru- him a competent maintenancefor

poſes, and an ill man oughtto be his life, but to ſettle the eſtate

bound for his partner's ſecurity . out of his diſpoſal, for his chil.

Queſt. A wan marries a wife, dren , if he has any ; if not, to

whoſe father under hand and ſeal be- what other intents and purpoſes

fore witneſſes, promiſes to give a con. you think fitting.

ſiderable fortune to his daughter, but Queſt. What's ſomething ? What's

after marriage refuſes to be as good nothing ? What's' matter ? What's

ashis word ;the father and ſon are form ? What's motion ? What's pri

obliged for ſometime to continue in vation ? What's pleaſure ? What's

jointbuſineſs, and the father liaves pain ?

the management to the ſon : Nov Anſw . Something's any thing. No

the queſtion is, whether the ſon may thing is nothing Matter and form is

not, upon paſſing the accounts, help is every thing Privation is nothing.

himſelf to ſomepart of what is his Motion is a kind of a ſomewhat, kin

jut due ( tho' not near a fourih part) (to borrow one of Fairfax's words)

when he has no other way to get any between ſomething and nothing.

part that is owing, and this way he Pleaſure and pain are a couple of

may have ſome relief, if he gives Je ne ſcay quois, or whatchicallu'ms,

the father no notice ? that every body feels, and no bo

Antw . You ſhould not act un. dy knows what to make of, and

derhand in this caſe : Your fa- there's a ſhort anſwer to a halty que

ther's promife under hand and ftion. But becauſe we doubt 'twill

feal, before witneſſes, is asgood hardly facisfy either the querift,

ſecurity for the portion as you or other readers, we muſt diffect
need , ſo that there's no need of this monſtrous query, which has

indire &t means in the caſe; tho' ſo many young ones in the belly

if chere were no otherremedy, on't, and ſeewhat we can make of
they ought not to be embraced . ' em all , diſtinct from one another.

Queft. I have but one fon, and Queſt. What's ſomething ?

be is an extraordinary lewd liver, Anſw'Tis not eaſie to find any

now is it lawful for me to diſmberit larger or clearer word to explain

this faid son from my eftate , which it. It ſeems the ſame with Ali

lies in my power to do, and give it to quid, and to include Omne' Ers,

one of my relations, if be do not all kind of entities or beings,

mend bis life ? whether real, or only the works

Antw . It would be a very hard of fi&tion or fancy, and reaſon,which

thing to give away the eſtare out - lalt have at leaſt a being in the

of the family, ſince his children, mind, tho' none without it.
if he marries, may be better ; Queft what's nothing ?

and it would be ſevere to difin- Answ. The metaphyſicians have

herit them for his fake ; ' tho' on been ſo critical to make I know not

the other hand , 'tis not only law. how many tribes and claffes, forts
ful to difinherit fuch a perſon, but and fizes of nothing; among all

finful to leave him an eſtate to which they make the higheſt, cr

maintain his luſts and follies : if you pleaſe the loweſt degree of

Now ('tis our private opinion , it, namely, purum nihil , pure or

and you may act as you pleale) meer nothing to confift" in

repugnancy

a
2
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repugnancy,abſolute impoſſibility , tention , or bulk , is no more than

or contradi &tion, as a round- having properquantitative parts,

ſquare, tranſubſtantiation , &c. orpartsdiffering in ſite,andplace,

Buc we ſhould think there's yet à and number, ſo as they can'tflow

more tiny nothing than even this ; all together into a point, or fo

this kind of nothing cerminates the muchas two ſingle atoms exiſt in

thoughts, is conceiv'd as a real the place of one ; quite contrary

object, and may have propofiti- to our notion of Spirit, which

ons form'd concerning it, tho' takesup no more room than

choſe, we confefs, all grounded thought, its genuine iffue ; and

upon miſtake or fancy, but fu is atom being fo call'd , as Gafſendus

alſoany fi& itious being a chimera, thinks, rather from its impenetra

hircoceve , &c. things asreally bility. than indiviſibility . Second

contradictious, and deſtructive of ly, ' Tis weighty : weight or gra.

theirown beings, as around -Square. vicy is generally aſſiga'd as a pre

But we may yet ſplit the hair perty of matter, as being always

muchfiner, and try to conceivea either in motion, or an endeavour

nothing not conceiv'd, no propoſition for motion , and this twofold, by

or enunciation found concerning the Epicureans, either in a ſtrait

it, but lurking in the dark womb line, or by reflection , one of a

of a potentialimpoffibility ( forgive ſingle atom , the other, when this

theſeeming contradi&tion :) Now meets that, and joftle in the dark.

ſuch a nothing as this, before 'ois. We confeſs our notion is quite

conceiv'd inthe mind at leaſt, if contrary to theirs in the preſent

not after, ſeemsto have, teſs of caſe, this very weight or gravity

being, or to be a purer nothing of master being in our judgment

than
any other ſpecies which have an abſolutebar againſt any mo

been affign'd by philoſophers. But cion, 'cill moy'dby ſome exte

enough of nothing, which is fuch riour being ; nor can we conceive

a no -ſubject, chaç we hope the how any atom , or larger part of

queriſt will take the advice of matter, ſhould poſſiblýa' move,

the old ſong upon nothing, and or have ſo much as any gravita

will not be
angry, tho' we møke tion or tendency, any further than

nothing of it . its own proper Çenter ; nor how

Queſt. What's matter ? what's they fhould fly out, or ramble

form ? about towards one another, or

Anſw . They areeverything, we produce any ſuch jumble, or mo

mcan all viſible things aremade tion of deflektion, any more than

up of them : But we muſt try if how a ſtone in our world should

we can comea little nearer,or take a fegary, and fly up to the
elſe this will notmuch edify. Mat- moon However, this very no

ter, we chink, may be thusdefcri- tion of theirs ſecures and proves

bed : ' Tis a being extended ,weigh- our next aſſigned property of mat.

ty and paſſive , fufceptible of all ter , that 'tis in it felf purely paf

qualities, outof which all bodies five, as ic muſtbe, if chus weigh

aremade, and into which they may ty , and capable of having new

be again reſolv'd . ' Tis an extend- motion impreſs’d by any external

eð being, which extention differen- object,asthey themſelves deſcribe

ces ic from ſpirit, and may ſeem it ; and if ſo, it can no more

co be its very eſſence. This ex .. think , which is proper action ;

7
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no not , tho' motion and a deter- Now for form , the old folks

minate motion be added to it , chan drily defind it, That by which a,

a fint and ſteel by being knockt thing is, what it ismThe old

one againſt the other, can pro- whimſey of ſubſtantial forms,

duce definitions and ſyllogiſms.as a which as repreſented, we can

very ingenious perſon expreſſes it. hardly think ' fo wife a man as

Again, Mat:er, firſt pure matter, Ariſtotle ever held , being now

as we may conceive it, tho' no ' quite laughed out of door, un .

where actually find it, is fufcep- unleſs in the caſe of a human ſoul ;

cible of all qualities, and confe- theſe we ſay, being laid aſide,

quently it ſelf endued with none, and a many of their unintelli

unleſs ſuch as are at leaſt confe- gible qualities, : ' tis now gene

quentive of its eſſence (as fi- rally held that the particular

gure, weight, and perhaps afpe- modification of matter, or at

rity, or levity, dc ) but for leaſt in fome instances, with the

the others, as colours, taſte, &c. addition of metion , gives the ef&

Gaſendus uſes oneinvincible argu- nce or form to material beings,

ment, that his atoms can have nonę making 'em either this or that,

of 'em , becauſe if they had , for according to the ſtamp or mold

inſtance, colours, they could never chat's given ' ein .

change chem, but muſt always

appear the ſame ; whereas we ſee Queſt. What's motion ?

even the ſame matter, admits dif- Anſw . We ſay ' tis a kind of a

ferent colours , oniy by a different diminutive ſomewhat, between

poſition of parts : To which may Something and nothing, by which

be added , another notion embra- we mean, 'tis akin to time, and

ced generally by the corpuſcularians thoſe other beings, if there be any

( Mr.Hobbsin hisTrips, and others) other ſuch , which are always in

that theſe qualities are properly a flux, and therefore conſidering

in us, in the percipient, rather than whole time, or perfect motion, they

the object; for example, white - feem no other than beings of rea

neſs in the eye, rather than the son, becauſe what they are, they

paper ; the particular modifica, may be thought to owe to our

tion or configuration of matter conception, never exiſting all actu

producing ſuch or ſuch idea's ally together. If any ask further,

in the mind ſay ſome, in the how we would deſcribe motiin,

body others, which however forft ſo as to be underfood, we can

matter never had, nor are they only tell 'em what our own no .

contain'd in our notion of it... tion of it is, withoui impoſing it

After this, there will be no upon others. We would chere

great difficulty in the latter part fore call it -- the ſucceſſive re

of our deſcription ; for if matter Spect of body to body, which ſeems
be the la ? fubje&t of all accidents, to us a pretty clear deſcription

ſuſceptible of all qualities, and of

properly prepofleffed with none

(beſides one or two that ſeem to Queſt.What's privation ?

be of its eſſence ;) if this holds, Anſw. We call ic nothing

there will be little doubt buc We would be underſtood nothing

that all bodies muſt be compos'd poſitive, fince any fuch is exprefly

out of it, and conſequently re - excluded by its very name, whe
folvable into it .

}
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ther we take privation for a meer both thoſe affe &tions, than . we

abſence ofform before ever intro- have here given .

duc'd, or for a ceaſing or unravel- Queft. What's the reaſon that

ling of that form where it once Xpo ftands for Chriſto in lawyers

has been as darkneſs in the writing ?

air, or blindneſs in a man, tho' Anſw . ' Tis not only in lawyers

the truth is , ſuch a blindneſs ſeems writing, but in all ancient manu

more than nothing; there is ſome. ſcripts, thoſe we mean in the

ching a & ual and real that's the time of monkery - whencethat

cauſe on't, as perhaps the Gutta manner of abbreviation has been

Serena , or ſome other accident, deliver'd down even to the preſent

cut yeć ſtill the very formality of ages and uſedin many inſcriptions,

the blindneſs is ſomething wanting, one ofwhich may be ſeenround

a meerprivation or negation the founding -board of the pulpit in

Queſt. What's pleafure ? What's thechurch of alhallomos- Barking,near
Pain ? the Tower. The reaſon and riſe of

Anſw. We anſwer to both, That it is not hard to find, being no

' tis not eaſy to deſcribe 'em , tho' other than the blundering, igno

ſo eaſy to know 'em- and per- rance of old Monkiſh tranſcribers,

haps generally ſpeaking, the more who finding me and yes often

Senſible and obvious any thing is, written for persós and Xeisi, mi

the more a man may be to ſeek ſtook the ã and the g for our XS

for a clear philofphical notion of it ; and p , as they have done in ſeve

ſcience being many removes from ral other words that we could

ſingular and ſenſible objects, tho' inſtance, and which may have

grounded upon them . Beſides, been obſerved by any who have

what's one man's pleaſure is ano- had but the leaſt converſe in ma.

ther's pain, or according to the nuſcripts : To give one for all,

proverb, meat, poiſon , and ſoof St. Jerome in his Prologue to the
The other ſenſes And again , book of Job, makes uſe of the

pleaſure is certainly in ſomecaſes, word gnuanouływsέχηματισμένως

nothing but privation of pain (as this was Greek with a vengeance to

eaſe after a violent fit of the ſtone the poor old monks that had oc

or tooth -ach, and the very forma- caſion to tranſcribe it, which they

Jity of pain is generally made have murder'd moſt unmerciful.

ſomething privative or negative, ly , in moſt of the old copies,

namely the abſence of what'sgood ſome writing itone way, fome

or pleaſant For a general deſcrip- another, tho' almoſt allmiſta.

tion of 'em both, which may kingthe ge for an X, and ſo wri.

reach all the fpecies, and include ting it .

both body and mind, we think Queft. Gentlemen , I humbly beg

this following may do- Pleaſure your advice in this : About three years

is a perception of what's agreeable ago I was privatelymarried to a young

to our natures and pain, juft man without my friends conſent or

the contrary, of what's diſagree- knowledge, he promiſed he would

able or inconvenient - If any ſay, not bed with me'tit hehad performed

this is no more than pleaſure is a journey which he was to take, nei.

pleaſure, and pain is pain , we ther did he; and he foon went his

would be oblig'd to them foș a journey, and did not returin'till a year

more clear and general notion of ago ; During his abſence ! pas im
portunid

_
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portun'd and married to another man , that a certain perſon affronted him

and had a child by him before the in a very high degree at a drinking

other came back ; we are all three entertainment, for which he defigna

in trouble of mind about it, now 1 inſtantly to demand fatisfa&tion ; !

defire to beſatisfied about it by you, urg'd to him all the arguments I

what I muſt do in this, whether I could think of to diſſwade him from

maybe free with the man that I last it ;I convinc'd him from natural

married ? or whether I muſt abftain reaſon, from ſcripture , the laws of

from his bed ? or which of theſe men the land , both civil and military,

is my real husband, ſeeing the firſt that it was unpardonable, I shomo'd

never bedded with me ? I beg your him an expreſs article again Duel

advice in your next oracle, becauſe I ling, in the orders publiſhed by

muſt leave the city in a few days, their Majeſties : In short, i brought,

and you will oblige a diſcontented my Argument so home, that ( being
Woman . a perſon of ſenſe and learning) be

Anſwer. By the law of God the ingenuouſly confest be could not de

firft is your Husband, by the fend it, yet said it was 'the cuſtom

law of the land the laſt ; by the in the camp, and he should be laught

ſame law that you belong to the at if he did not endeavour to get his

firſt, he may diſengage himſelf blood whohad abuſed him ; nay be

from you, or may retain you, repreſented to his superior officers as

but by the law of the land he acoward, andſo loſe his coramiffi

can't do the laſt. The beſt me- on that there was never an

thod that we know of, is, that officer in the army who would put

you beg pardon both of God and up such an affront but ' twas

him. As for his caſe, we be- true, all men of the gown ( like

lieve he has no reaſon to trouble my ſelf ) condemned it , but that

himſelf about it, ſince he is not there would beno living in the camp

only at liberty to marry whom for any man whoſhould thus ſneakingly

and when he pleaſes, butto thank receive an affront, and not fight the

God that he has eſcapedſuch a perſon whogave it . However,Gentle

Partner ; for if the durft break men, he is reſolved to delay hisre

thoſe facred bands, which to venge till behears from you ; and if

keep inviolable the had ſo fo
you can tell him any way to avoid ig

lemnly callid God to witneſs, nominy, and ſecure his preſent poſt

'tis to be doubted no happy life ane reputation in the armywithout

cou'd have been led with her, fighting, be bas promis'd me faithful.

for ſo much folly or impiety ly, ( and I hope be will be as good as

was no promiſing omen ; tho' his word) he will not reſent it :

after all, if the matter was not Tour anſwer is deſired with ſpeed ,

of too weighty a concern, we my friend pretending his honour will

ſhould hardly forbear telling the suffer in the mean time?

voyager he was ſerv'd well
Anſw You made choice of the

enough, to marry, and let ano- beſt topicks to ground your argu

ther ſtep to bed to his miſtreſs

before him.
ment upon ; and if theywere con

cluſive againſt the captain's mifta
Queſt. A friend of mine, who ken notions of honour, they

is a Captain in Regiment, would be no leſs againſt his ſupe .

and at preſent quarter'd in K rior officers under the ſame cire
acquainted me about a fortnight ago, cumſtances. The queſtion is not

properly

-y ,
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properly how he ſhou'd avoid of the morals of the family he lives

diſgrace by not fighting , but rather in : Your anſwer may be of uſe to a

how he ſhou'd avoid the diſgrace great many beſide my ſelf ; and ' ris

of fighting, which is only ho- another grief, that my caſe is far

nourable (in private cafes ) when from being fingular : Icannot believe

the law of ſelf-prefervation be that to say grace, and read prayers

comes a warrant : Wehouldbe (nowand then when my patron is at
always ready to do great a &tions, leiſure) is all the duty of a chaplain ,

and chat wou'd ſhow . we were yet I find we all think we have

capable of leſs. If the captain done enough, when we have done
upon all occafions ſhows himſelf that ?

willing and ready to ſerve their Anſw . The Pulpit is a privi

Majefties, in any expedition his ledg'd place, where as cuſtom has

ſuperiour officers ſhall command given you Authority to ſpeak ;

him , he can't want the real cha- to you may with that prudence

racter of a wiſe and brave man, moderate your diſcourſe ,

and will deſerve better at their either to accompliſh a reforma

Majeſties hands, than by killing tion , or at leaſt acquit your felf

one of their ſubjects for a trifle, and diſcharge your own Duty.

or dying himſelf a facrifice to Righteouſneſs, Temperance, and the

paſſion, and the prejudice of cu. Judgment to come, if reaſon'd
ſtom . upon as they were almoſt ſeven

Queſt. I am a chaplain ina teen ages fince, may find a ſecond,

certain family, which is not ſo fælix. The pulpit (as we ſaid

regular and religious as I could before) is the moſt (ſometimes

with it. I am forc'd to ſee miſ. the only) proper place to con

ſes, drinking, gaming, &c. and vince ftrangers of their faults,

dare noc open my mouth againſt but private retirements are coco

them , ſuppoſing from thelittle venient for friends and familiars.

notice that istaken of me in mat . Theſe are rules of latitude, but

ters of religion, and ſobercon- all the world is reducible to one

verſacion , and the great diſtance of them ,and the practice is in

my patron keeps , that if I ſhould difpenfible.

pretend to blame any thing of Queſt. Whence aroſethe cuſtom of

thar nature, it would occaſion allowing the benefit of the clergy co

nothing but the turning me out ſome offenders, if it was to tran

of the family. In the meantime, ſcribe manuſcripts ( assome ſay) be.

unleſs I do ſpeak, and modeſtlyre- fore the art of printing was known ,

monſtrate, i think I do notwhat why is it ſtill continued, ſince that

becomes a miniſter of religion, reaſon is long ago ceaſed ?

andam afraid may another day An / w In ' the extream times of

be juſtly condemn'd as partaker popiſh ignorance, when monks

in othermens fins Therefore, Gen- themſelves could ſcarce under.

ilemen, my humble request is to ſtand, or read latin , and the

know of gas , what I ought to do, common people were wholly ig
neither to betroy the cauſe of reli- norant of it,the monks hadthat
gion , nor give offence. I would privilege of reading their neck

gladly be ſatified what is the duty of verſe, whatever villanies they

A Chaplain in this, or other caſes, committed, whilſt the illiterate

and how far he is obliged to take care vulgar dy'd for it ; and thence

came

02
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:

came the benefit of the clergy : great, and Charles the bald.

But why ' tis yet continued,we Where we meet with Morgan

know not, unleſs thoſe ſtatutes geba, Morgen-gift, a preſent that

were never repeal'd ſince the was given upon meeting in the

monks flouriſhed in this king- Morning ; Kuppella canum , a cou

dom . Poſſibly the firſt cuſtom ple of dogs ; Wantos Mufflos, Wan

in this nation came from the old ten motfels, Gloves, Sleeves.

Romans, who ſometimes pardon'd Clocca Blokk a Bell. Heribergum ,

criminals upon the repeating of Heribergare, Derberg , Herbergen .

to harbour or lodge. But as the

Tu potis es nigrum , vitio prefigere Latin tongue, was moft prevalenc

Theta . amongſt the Gauls, the Franks in

ſenſibly forgot their own. From

Queſt. What is your opinion of this mixture there aroſe a plea

the Altar that appeared at our Savi- fant jargon , of which he gives

our's birth, and went before the wiſe us a ſpecimen : Charles che Baid,

men ; its nature, magnitude, height, and Lewis King of the Germans,

and duration ? had concluded an alliance at

Anſw'ris very probable, that Strasbourg : Charles ſwore in the

'twas a ſort of a comer apparent- German, and Lewis in the Roman

Jy like a common ftar, becauſe congue . The oath of Lewis run .

it was ſo low as to ſeem to ſtand thus

over the place where our Saviour

was born ; for if it had been but o Deo Amul, & pzo Thuis
as high as the moon , it would

Qian poblo & noftro com:
have appeared yet further off,

when the wiſe men came to Beth
miun Salvament ditt di in

lehem : for the reſt, we find no auant, in quant Deus

credible author amongſt the an- Savic & prodir me dunat,

cients that makes any mention St Salparaí io cílt meon

of it.

Queſt. No one that ever I met
fradze Darlo & in adjuha,

with, suppos'd the French to be & in cadhuna coſa, si

Aborigines :I deſire to know what con om per droit Son fra.

people they firſt came of ? de Salvar ditt, in o quid il

Anſw . The beſt account we can
mi altre a fazet. Er ab

meet with, is in Ant, Matheus de

Nobilitate, cap. 27, where he ſays
Lud her nul plaid num:

expreſly, that the French are Ger- quam prindrai qui meon

mans, which he endeavours to Mol Cilt meon fradre

prove by many Teutonick words
Carlo in damno ar.

which for a long time were pre

ferved amongſt them. Chilpric.

for example, comes from Hilp
Which Oath runs thus in

rick or Helf-retch, Rich in help.
Engliſh :

They often gave a Latin termi

nation for theſe barbarous words, For the love of God, and for
and there are divers examples to

be ſeen in in the capitularies of the Chriſtian People and

Dagobert, Carloman, Charles the our common Defence, whicb

ought
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:

ought to be from benceforth of the adverſe party, but had just

as much as God ſhall give, timeenough to fly from them on foot ;
me to know , andto be able , whom he knew , and told her hisdan

in his flight he met a young woman

I ſhall defend this my Bro- ger ; a little after the two purſuers

ther Charles botb by Suc- met her , asking which way the foul

cours, and in all tbings, as
dier went, withal threatning bis

by Right ones brother ought life; shewithagood preſence of mind)
directed them the

to be defended , in what whichthey took, and thereby in all
contrary way,

another ſhall do to bim , probability Saved his life - Query,

and I Lewis Shall never Whether the ſeeming lie of the wo

undertake any Affair which man was criminal, and a fin before
God ?

by my Will shall be
Arfw. Had the young woman

Damage to this my Brother told the truth ,ſhe had been ac
Charles. ceſſary to murder ; but ſhe could

not properly have been ſaid to

Almoſt all the words of this tell a lye, for a lye is thatwhich

old language are ferched from is ſpoke withan iniention to deceive :

the Latin, but the form of the Now to be deceived, does ſup

phraſe, and the Declenſion of poſe that the perſon deceived is

them is meerly German thereby neceſſitated to be diſap

This cauſed once avery plea- ' pointed of ſometruth : But thac

fant equivocation . A poor Gaul, everywickedneſs and finisa lye,

who counterfeited lameneſs, having is plain ; becauſe ' tis contradic

addreſſed himſelf to the conventof tory co truth,we mean , God himſelf,

St. Gall, the Abbot commanded be andtherefore the ſcriptures speak
should be bathed firſt, and then of all men being lyars, thatisfinful.

cloathed . This beggar entring the But in this ſenſe , which is the

bath, began to cry, Calt eſt,Calt
moſt proper, ſhe did not deceive

eſt, it is hot, it is hot : but then the troopers, but endeavour'd the

Caltfignifies in the German tongue contrary, by inducing them toCalt ſignifiesin the German tongue abſtainfrom murder, chat is from

cold . The German Sacriſtan re

plied , I will make it hotter, and pou a lye, as we ſaid above ; and 'tis

red a whole copper full of water upon effect ſuch agood end. But afterno matter what words ſhe uſed to

the poor Gaul, who began to cry out

louder, Eye mi Calt elt,Calt all, ſhould we have ſuppos'd her

eft! Horo what ſtill cold, saith to havetold a lye in the ſenſe

the Sacriſtan ? I will heat it aſually taken , it won't yet fol.

enough ; and taking a pot of boiling low that the was guilty of fin ,
ſince the was neceſſitated to be

water, poured it into the bath ; at

which the poor beggar being beſide acceſſary to murder or to do it,

himſelf, and quite forgetting that he and of cwo evils, if we chooſe

the leaſt, it is no longer an evil
was to counterfeit the lame man,

piſej up, and leaps briskly out of the comparacively to the other, tho

bath.
it might, compar'd with ſome

thing elſe ſo that every way

Queſt. In our late civil war, a
we think her innocent and com

frouper was ſurprized by two froopers
mendable.

Queft.

1
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Queſt. Whether trading for ge- New : See Exod. xxi. 16. He that

groes , i . e carrying them out of ſtealeth a man, and ſelleth him, or

their own country into perpetual for if he be found in his hands, he fall

very, be in it ſelf unlawful, and ſurely be put to deaḥ, the pro

eſpecially contrary to the great law of hibition is general : He that ftcal

chriſtianity ? eth any man whatſoever, with

Anſwo. Sir , Afrer a mature and out diſtinction , whether one of

ſerious conſideration of the que- cheir brothers, or a ſtranger, a

tion propos’d. I am for the af- meer heathen or a pagan, he ſhall

firmacive. and cannot fee how be furely put to death, the pu

ſuch a trade ( tho' much us'd by niſhment is capital, and good

chriſtians) can be any way jufti- reaſon for it. For if he chat

fied , and fairly reconciled to the thedderh man's blood , by man

chriſtian -law : And here firſt lecfhall his blood be fhed ; Surely,

me propoſe my reaſons, and then Liberty is as dear as life it ſelf ;

anſwerſuch weak pleas as uſe to yea , he that intends to ſell a
be made for it . man into ſome kind of bondage,

2. I take it to be contrary to would do him a greater kindneſs

the great law of nature of doing to free him from amiſerable life :

unco all men as we would they And I am well aſſured, this is

ſhould do unto us, and which , the caſe of ſome of thoſe poor

as our Saviour tells us, (Mat. vii . Wierches with a witneſs

22.) is the ſum of the law and Again, in the New Teſtament,

the prophets : For let us put the St. Paul, I Tim . 1. 1o . joins the

cafe to our felves, and confider man ſtealer with the moſt horrid

what it is for a man co be ſtoll'n and unnatural finners, murderers

away from his nacive country , of father, and murderers ofmo

and hurry'd into perpetual bon- ther and defilers of themſelves

dage : Or to have a child ſnatch'd with makind .

from his embraces, and to uſed, 3. Its practice is a diſgrace to

and then ſee if this tiade and chi:ftianity, and makesthe name

practiſe can be any way recon- ofChriſt to be blaſphemdamongſt

ciled to this rule : And ſurely the Gentiles , and ( in all likeli

they that have the goſpel, and yet hond) hinders the propagation

fi i againſt the very laws of na- of the chriſtian faith in the

ture, thall have a ſeverer pusiih- world . For I am verily per

ment at the day of judgment, fwaded , that if a fair and ho

than thoſe poor filly wretches neſt trade and commerce had

that have only that dim fight to been carry d on amongſt them,

guide em, and perhaps thole poor and no violence had been done

wreiches in chains, when death to their perſons, chriſtianity

ſhall make them free, may riſe might have gotten as great foot.

up in judgment, and condemn ing by this time amongſt them ,

thore more cruel and unnarural asit has amongſt the poor infidels.

men that ſo unjuſtly deprived of New England : Or atleaſt they
them of that liberty which Ged might have been in a great for.

and nature had given chem. wardneſs to receive that holy

Tis plainly contrary to the doctrice, which now they hate

word of God , and forbidden booh and abominace for the lake of

in the Old Teſtament, and in the this practice of chriſtians amongſt

chen

2
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them And woe be to with him, Pſal 5o . 18 The learn

thac perfon, that ihall by any ed and pious Biſhop Hall, in his

means hinder that bleſſed delign Decade of Caſes of Conſcience, De

for which Chriſt came from cade s . Caſe 10. Page 66. Re

heaven, and both himſelf, his folves this caſe , That to buy

apoſtles, and many primitive thoſe goods which we know or

chriſtians, ſpent their deareſt have juſt cauſe to ſuſpect are

blood to promote, viz. to have ſollen or plundered , is no better

the mind and will of God known than to make our ſelves acceſſary

unto the world. to the cheft: If you do it with

Bur, perhaps,ſome may make an intention to poffefs them as

lighe of this,and perſwade them- your own, (i e , not return chem

felves they have ſufficient pleas to the right owner)for what do

to vindicate the practice ; I you elſe but ex poſt facto,parcake
kuow , indeed, many times, when with that thief which ſtole them,

a , man's intereſt lies in the bal- and encourage him in his lewd

lance, a very weak plea , and practices ; fince, according to the

light excuſe will paſs for a old. proverb ,. old. proverb, If there were

weighty reaſon ; but for my ceivers, there would be no thievis,

part ( who am a perſon indif. &c .

ferent, and altogether unconcer- 2 Plea. But mostof them are taken

ned that way ) i could never yet priſoners of war by one perty prince

receive any anſwer or excuſe from another, and sold by the con

that could raiſe in me the leaſt queror

doubt of the unlawfulneſs of ic Anſw But who are common

That which I have heard ly the cauſe of this war, or what

pleaded for it, is to this effe & , do they commonly fight about,

viz . but to gain the booty of the

1. Plea. We deny the charge, we field, flaves to be fold ?

do not ſteal them , but make a lawful And I am credibly informed ,

purchaſe of them? ' tis uſual for the traders in this

Ans. Purchafe them ( for toys unlawful commodity, to ſend

and baubles) perhaps you may , preſents to ſome pecey prince

but lawfully I am ſure you can- among them, to make war with

not: For they which fell them his neighbouring prince, to take

do ſteal them , or take them ſuch priſoners, and furnith their

a way by violence , and you know cargo and who then muſt anſwer

the proverb, The healer is as bad for all this blood and injuſtice ?

As the ftealer. We are they thatas 3. Plea. Thoſe men

call our ſelves chriſtians ,
that heathens than pagans.

eneourage
them in ſuch evil Anſw . Pray what then ? What

practices, our law (in many caſes) have we to do with them ?

looks upon the acceffary as bad have they not a common right
as the chief ; I am ſure the law to thoſe temporal bleſſings which

of God does, prov xxix . 24 who- an indulgent creator has given

so is partner with a thief, hateth them as well as we ? is domini

his own ſoul. And the holy plal on founded in grace ? may a man

miſt charges ic as a great crime, that is pleaſed to call himſelf a

when we ſee a chief to conſent chriſtian , under that notion ,

wrong

are more
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and

wiong or moleit ſuch as had not Anſw . The law of our land is

the happineſs to be born in a ſo far froin allowing it, that if

chriſtian country ? Did ;our Lord an infidel be brought into this

and maſter ( tho' the lord of the kingdom , as ſoon as he can give

whole world) give us any ſuch an account of the chriſtian faith ,

example when in the world ? and deſires to be baptized , any

And doch noc the apoſtle bid us charitable, lawful miniſter may

do good unto all men , and eſpe. do it, and then he is under the

cially unto the houſhold of faith , ſame law with other chriſtians

tho’ we ought to be kinder to our -As for our iſlanders abroad ,

brother chriſtian , yet ſurely lie from whence they came , what

ouglit to do good, or at leaſt ro carried them thither, and what

do no wrong to meer pagans and kind of chriftians the moſt of

infidels. them are, I need not inform you :

4. Plea . Did not the Jews by 'Tis their great Diana, by this

Naves? How often do we read of the craft they have their gain , and

bond ſervant bought with their mo- therefore we can never expect

ney in the Jewilh Ly'v , may we that they ſhould make any private

not dowhat God's own people did ? or by-laws againſt it : But if the .

Anſw . I anſwer firſt in the ge- law be ever ſo much filent in

neral , That the judicial law of this caſe, he that will do any

Mofes (whereof this about bond- thing that the law, ( which can

llaves is one) is made void, and never provide in all caſes) does

no rule (further than it carries a not plainly forbid , would be buc

moral reaſon with it) for chri- a bad ſubject, and I'm ſure a

ſtians to walk by, who ( as ſays worfe chriſtian.

the apoſtle) are not under the

law , buc under grace. But Laſtly, They say, Then hereby

2diy, Let us deal with thoſe make them , thoſe u !eleſs creaturis,
poor negroes, as the Jews were to become greatly advantageous to

commanded to do with the bes- mankind, bring them into hap

thens. 1. When they had bought pier condition, and many of them

then they were obliged to bring become good chriſtians, & c.

them up in the true religion. Anſoo How dare we pretend to
Se : Gen. xvii. 12 , 13 God cím- order things better than an All

stands Abraham , He that is born wiſe law -giver has plainly com

in thine houſe, or bought with mo- manded us, or think to put thoſe

ney of any ſtranger which is not of poor wrerches to berter uſes than
thy ſeed , ſuch an one muſt needs, an All-wiſe Providence ſeems as

be circumciſed, and brought in- yet to have deſign'd them for ? If

cocovenant with God. 2. Whilſt they cane freely, what need a

they were in the houſe, they were cergo be carried to purchaſe 'em ?
to be kind and loving towards Wliat need of chains and bolts

them, and 'tis often repeated , and ferters ? And why do many

Be kind unto firangers, for you of thoſe poor wretches endea
your ſelves were ſtrangers in the vour to ſtarve on deſtroy them
land of Egypt. felves , or leap over board , if fo

s . Plea. The law of our land ad- mighty glad of being carried in .
lows it . to perpetual ſlavery ? Or if they

find themſelves happier under

Nn 2 their
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:

their bondage than in their own And ſurely methinks what has

country, what is the reaſon , that been faid ſhould be enough to

when one of their fellow - ſlaves convince all ſuch as are not reſol

dies, all the reſt ſing and rejoice, ved before hand that they will not

and dance about him , as fooliſhly be convinced : Or atleaſt to ren
concluding he is happily return'd der the caſe extraordinary dubi

to his own country? And cho'ous, and then the ſafer part is to

ſome of them may be admitced be choſen , eſpecially in this caſe,

to becomechriſtians, 'tis more where if (we are afterward con
than the ſeller knows or anyway vinced we have done thoſe poor

obliges the purchaſer to, neither wretches any wrong) we can ne)
tan that attone for the reſt. ver make them reftitution .

زو
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NGEL has every man one adultery, can a man commit it

to attend him ?
with his own wife ?

4 229

Alexander and JuliusCæfar, whe- Adultery, a nice enquiry aboutit

ther the greater man ? 370

Aſtrology Judicial, is it lawful? 15 Athenians, wou'd they rather know

Angels , what was the cauſe of what has been known, or that

their fall ? 24
which is not yet found out ? 243

Angels, converſe with them, whe- Adam , did he loſe the image of

ther convenient ?
26 God ?

257

Apple, was it a real one which idam , was he a giant ? 259

our firſt parents eat ?
36 Ahaſuerus, was he the ſame with

Ark, how were the beaſts ma- Xerxes ? 260

nag'd and diſpos'd in it ? 44 Amour, how to be manag‘d moſt

Angels, when receiv'd they their ſucceſsfully ? 267

firſt exiſtence ? S8 Actual Sin , at what age do we bea
Animal Spirits, how do their moti. gin to commit it i 278

ons depend upon the will ? 62 sdam , was he a perfect man in .

Antients, as Socrates, &c. were they tegraliter, when he had loſt his

chriften'd by thefe names ? 74 rib ? 281

Apprentices how a knot of them Arnphisbana, is there ſuch a fer

may be reform'd ? pent ? ibid .

Angels, is there any alteration in Apparition, an inſtance of it, with

their worſhip with reſpect to
Come curious enquiries upon

Chrift ?
it ? 288

Ape, may it not be as reaſonable as Apparitions, three Inſtances of

a deformed changeling ? 139 298

Adam , on what day did he fall ? Apparitions, don't they counte .

195 nance a ſtate of probation after

Apparitions, what do you chink of chis life ?
299

207 Adam , had he ſtood , wou'd the

Apprentice, whether he can be a world have been propagated as

gentleman ? 213
'tis now ? 301

Atheiſt, was there ever a ſpecula- Aſtronomers, can they take the true

tiye one ? 221 bigneſs of the fun, and moon,

Nn 3 and ſtars ? 390

120

1 : 8

em .

em ?
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Amour, if unchaſt, whether is the Amour, if unlawful, what's the

man or the woman the greater beſt method so diſengage ones

criminal ?
391

ſelf ? 468

Atheiſm , who was the firſt foun- Adultery, a nice difficulty about
der of it ? it ?

470

Ark , what became of it after the Altar, whence came the cuſtom

flood ? ibid . of bowing towards it , whether

Adam , wou'd he have begotten lawful ? 483

children , had he ſtood ? ibid . Angels, are there nine orders of
Antipathies in nature, whence 494

came they ? 399 Angels, what food have they ? 501

Angel, does every one make a Appariti n, an inſtance of it ? 503

fpecies ? 450 Adultery ſuſpected, your thoughts

Athenian Oracle, is it not lefſen'd , 512

by giving anſwers to female B.

impertinencies ? 408 ÅLA AM , could he under

' em ?

1

upon it ?

cauſeanyphys

431

>

477

478

fical alteration in his body ? 4 6 Bodies, why don't ſome of them

Adultery and Divorce, a nice cafe puerifie 'when dead ? 462

about ' em . 420 Body, is that which dies reſponſi

Angels, have they any proper mo- ble for the faults of their bo.

tion ? 422 dies that are tranſpired ? 165

Animal, which the moſt happy ? Beogov , the meaning of it in

Sapbo's Verſes ? 173

Adam , did he ſin more than once ? Bath, the waters there , why hot ?
182

Adam , had he not finned, had we Baltick Sca, why are its waters

been immortal ? freih ? 186

Angels, what number of 'eo tell Bedy, what's the cauſe of its

in their first rebellion ? ibid . death ? 3 ? 5

Angel, was it a real one that ap- Barbers, whyare poles their ſigns ?

pear'd to Balaam ? 461 334

dan, cou'd he ſleep ſo found, as Beans , why do their eyes grow
not to feel the rib that was tä- upwards fome years, and down

ken froin him ? 61 wards other years ?

Athenians, what fort of religion Boston , how could the man's foul

are you of ? 165 appear the ſame inſtant he was

Aparition , an inſtance of it 175 murthered in England ? $99

Apparition , a wonderful inſtance Brutes, are they rational ?

of it ? * Buttle empty and well cork'd, and

Angels, in what ſenſe cpu'd they Jet down aco fathom under

ear ? 327 water , when tis drawn up,
Atlas, where ſtood he when he why is the cork within the boi

bore the world on his Droul. tle ?

ders ? 334 Bullet lodg‘d in the heart of a

And why does it not ſpell Tom , deer , how cou'd it live ? $ 18

& : c . 335 Benefit of the clergy why was ihat

Arithmetical queſtion . 337 allowance made ? 2 .

2

8 478

$ 94

516

1

Belels
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458
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Babel's Tower. how high was it ? 34
C.

Beauty, is it real or imaginary ? THILDREN what's the beſt

39 method co inſtruct 'em 441

Bodies glorify'd, what ſort of mat- Compaſs, was it known by the an- .

ter will they conliſt of ? 52 tients ? 454

Bodies that roſe with our ſaviour, Clergy, why have they the moſt

whicher were they convey'd ?
unhappy children ?

54 Cochenea ' , what is it ? 179

Brothers, (two) born together, Cards, how may one break a ha

how ſhall they riſe ac Judg- bit of playing at them ? 192

ment ?
00 Ckriſt, was he lineally deſcended

Bleeding of dead corps, what do from David ? 321

ye think of it ? 105 Chriftian whether does the crafty

Baptiſm of John , and that of profeſſor, or the facetious

Chriſt, are they diſtinct ? 107
gentleman , better deferye the

Baptiſm , why in uſe for the dead ? name ? 330

In Canary Wines, why do they fer

Bowing at the name of Jeſus,your ment at the time of yintage ?

thoughts of it ? 125
336

Birth Day, and Good -Friday, if they Circle , are 7 and 22 the true pro

fall on the ſame day, whether portion betwixt che diameter

ſhould one faſt ? 137 and the circumference ? 345

Bleeding, can it be ſtopt by charm ? Climaterick, 63 , a gentleman is

become young again in it,

Baalam's aſs, what language Spoke what's the reaſon ? 349

he ?
194 - a nice difficulty about it ?

Bafilisk, is there any ſuch animal ?
465

230 Cat's-Tail, why ſprings it but once

Baſhfulneſs, what's the cauſe ofit ? in three years ? 478

232 Chriſt , can the day of his nativity

Being, which is eternal , what no- be found out ? 481

cion can we form of it ? 251 Confagrarion, will the world end

Bible, is it the word of God ? with one, and when will it

260 be ? 503

173 does it ſignifie to give eſo Carteſius, what were his thoughts

ſence or exiſtence ? 275
of the loadſtone ? 512

Baptiſm , is it che antitype of cir . Chari!) ; a ſcruple about it . § 9

cumciſion ?
306 Clerk , is he guilty of Symony

Baptiſm of infants, what grounds that accepts a living upon a

have we for't ? 307 bond of reſignation ? 53

Baptiſm of infants, is there an in- Child - Birth, a nice queſtion about

ftance of it in fcripture ? 309 the pains of it 535

Breath , why hot , or cold , according Xpô, why do che lawyers write

as the lips are diſpos'd ? 319
it inſtead of Chrifto ? 540

Bible, what's the reaſon , 'twill Chaplain may he reprove his pa

turn round at the repetition of tron for his ſin, cho' he be a

Come words ? 42 ; 542

Birds, have they any government Cain, which way took he to the

255
land of Nod ?

355 .

N11+ Cain's

158

great man ?
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Cain's wife, who was ſhe ? ibid. Chrift, was his human or divino

Chriſtmas-box money, whence roſe nature more diſplay d on earth ?

the cuſtom ? 359 251

To Cheat one's ſelf oranother, Cbrift, did not his prayer , that

whether more lawful ? 6 the cup m'ght paſs from him ,

Confeffor,may he diſcover ſecrets ? 9 contradict the deſign of his

Cambridge or Oxford, whether the coming ? ibid .

more ancient ? 21 Conformifts, and Nonconformiſts,

Clouds , what , and where are they · would not a comprehenfion be

when the air is clear ? ibid .
twixt them promote the refor

Child, whether griev'd at the mation ? 301

damnation of its parent ? 26 Chriſt, why not baptized 'till 30

Couſin German is ic lawful to mar- years of age ? ibid ,

ry her ? 39 Confeffion of fin , a nice queſtion

Courtſhip, whether publick or pri- about it .
3 : 7

vate be better ?
32 Contract for marriage, upon what

Children, why more frequently emergence may it be lawfully
like their fathers. 41 broken ?

393

Change of ſexes, was there ever Compal , what's the reaſon of its

ſuch a thing ? 50 variation ? 400

Colours in flowers, whence riſe Charms , are there any can procure

their differences ?' 52 love ?
409

Cain, what mark did God fix up- Camel s paſſing the eye of a nee
on him ? 56 dle, why was the ſimilitude made

Central motion,,can it be ſuppos d uſe of ?

without a Space diſtinct from Colours, what's the reaſon of 'em ?

matter ?
349

Child crying in the womb, your D.

thoughts of it ? 127 AMNED , are their torments

* Croſs that appeared to Conftantine, viſible to the ſaints ? 3

your thoughts of it ? 134 Drop of Gla's, when breken , uby

Contraries, as light and darkneſs, flies it into duſt ?

if the one were remov'd , would Two Dogrel queſtions
the other ceaſe ? 149 Dreams how are they diſtinguiſh

Cheating, whether lawful in any ed from wiking ? 23

caſe ? 155 Dead, thoſe that ieem ſo , what's

Corps, toucht by the mu therer, to be thought of them ?

why do they bleed ? 193 Defeet, naruia ! in parents how

Corporeal ſubſtance, how can ic communicaied to children ? 46

act upon incorporeal ? 197 Diſtraction , what is it, and whe.

Child , once alive in the womb, iher can it be pleaſant ? ibid

and dying abortive , whether Dreams, how may one vary 'em ?
capable of future rewards and

puniſhmens? Devil, ſelling one's ſelf to him , á

Criſis, is there any of Time ? curious queſtion about it ? 132

Cain, who ſhould ſlay him, when - Daugh'er, may ſhe live ſeparare

there were no other perſons be- trom her parents without their

tide himſelf and his parents ? conſent ? 155

250 Death, what is it ? 196

Dreams,

410

76

D4

12

14

38

129

201

214

>
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Dieanos, a curious queſtion about Death , is it properly ſo calla if

'em ? 291 the body remain tenantable,

Death, does it feperate the foul, or and the ſoul only abſent her

only indiſpoſe the organs ? 215 ſelf for a while ? 333

Devil, the grand one, is he corpo- Drunken, when a man is ſo , why

real ? 225 not apprehenſive of bodily da

Devils in the ſwine, were they mage ?
ibid.

diowned with them ? 226 Death, are the circumſtances and

Death -watch, what do ye think of occaſions of it pre-ordain'd ? 517

ic ? 231 Duelling, a difficulty concerning it.

Dreams, why concerning things 541

unthought of ? 234

Dieaming of God , and God's re.

vealing himſef in a dream how ARTH , whether ſhall it be

may one diſtinguiſh them ? 235 deſtroy'd or refind ? 3

Devil does be klow our thoughts ? Earthquakes, what is the cauſe of
249 them ? 25

Devil, cannot he repeat thefe Example, without precept, whe
words, Verbum caro factum ? ib . ther ſufficient to inititute an

Democritus, or Heraclitus, whether Ordinance ? 57

in the right ? 252 Elegy, a pindarick , on the death

Dragun , what ſort of a creature is of thehonourable Robert Boyle,

it ? 290 Eſq ; 65. 66, 67, 68

Dream , a wonderful inſtance of Ægypt, and Æsbiopia, why no rain
one, with a curious queſtion there 72

3.18 Earth, in going round it on foot,
Deai h , is it not better than life ? would the feet or the head

travel moſt ? 149

Dreaming , is it thinking ? ibid. Elijah, was there ever ſuch an one

Devil, can he generate ? 429 as Malachy mentions ? 215

Deluge , what became of thoſe that Eve.fight, how may one who reads
perish'd in it ? much preſerve it ? 225

Dramatick writers, do the modern Eve, did the not l fe her beauty

Englijb excel thoſe of the laſt with her innocence ? 250

age. 439 Eſther, why is not the name of

Deaf man , a curious fuppofition , God once mention'd in that

wiih a question abournim 459 book ? 294

Dying Perſons, is a promiſe made Echo, what's the nature of it, and

to thein facred and inviolable ? how may an artificial one be

18+ made ?

Dials, clocks and watches , where Earth, muſt the foundation of it

and when were they firſt made ? remain for ever ?

89 Eunuch, can he love like other

Death is the cauſe of it in the foul, men ? 173

or in the body . 328 Election, does the Icripture main

Day cf judgment, will there be a tain it ? 178

cellation of happineſs and Epitaphs, and Elegies , of whatan
miſery while it lait ?

329 ciquity are they ? 179

Divine Service, a queſtion con .

cerning it . 331 Extortion ,

upon it.

421

4 ; 8

318

47
8
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Extortion, what's the definition of Fornication, may'at a
man put

it.

369 away his wife for itt ? 62

Elegy on Søul and Jonathan. 375 Fetch .Lights, what's the nature of

Epithalamium .
473 'em.

78

Evil-Day, are thoſe words, re- Fetch -Lights, why do they appear.
fer'dto chriſtians in general.

ibid,

484 Fetch -Lights, why confio'd to the
Etbeldreda, Saint, is the ſtory true dioceſs of St. David s. ibid .

about her virginity. 498 Fate, is it diſcoverable in the hea .

Extraordinary addreſs to a noble vens.
1 : 9

lord .

$ 18 Fire, how made betwixt flint and
Efate, tythe- free, ſhou'd it be ſteel.

132
reftor'd to the church . 530 Form of prayer, whether usd by

the reform'd churches over

F. feas.
138

RIENDS, when dead, have freemen , the oach for it, how far

they any concern for thoſe obligatory
142

)alive,
183 Females, how circumcis'd . 194

French King's nativity, what d'ye Fright, how can it make a drunk
think of its calculation , Turkiſh en man ſober ?

205

Spy , Vol. 2• P. 189. 184 Fire, is it viſible ? 202

Fame, what's the meaning of the Fra . Georgia, washe born, as they
word .

were carrying his mother to the
Fætus, your thoughts of its for.

214
mation .

513 Frenchman, why ſo incens'd at the
Fornication , a nice difficulty about lie ?

229
it.

533 Fire, without fimoak, is it pol.
Forn , what is it. ſible ?

241

French , whence ſprang they. $43 Fruition , does it diminiſh love ?
French King, prejudice aſide, is he

244

not the greateſt man in the French King , whether has he more
world ?

358 ſouldiers than the Romans, in
Fiſh's, do they breathe.

7 the heighch of their power ?
Fire, extinguish'd , whither goes

255
it ?

17 Flesb, whence came the fuperftiti .

Friendſhip, whether there is any on of abſtaining from it ? 261

true ?
ibid. Fairies, may we crediс the report

Friendſhip, whether innocent be- of 'em ? :
397twixt man and woman .

26 Dr. Brown, is he in the right
Females, if they courted, wou'd about it ? Relig. Med . 150. 423

there not be more marriages. Fornication, won't it diſſolve

33 marriage ? 428

Friendjbip, is it as zealous and in . Fear, what's the beſt antidote

nocent if theperſons marry . 34 againſt it ? 429
Friends, may they engage to ap G.

pear after death . REENLAND, how came

Pleas, have they ſtings ? 38 the body of a tree there

Friends, ſhall we know them in
286

heaven . 56 Genealogy ,

489

grave ?

538

a
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Genealogy of our faviour, why

reckon'd down the line of 10. H.

Seph, and not ofMary ? 189 LOWEL, a ſtory in his let

Gunpowder- Treaſon, was it Cecil's
plot , and why is the word it . 450

Fa £tion left out in our common. Heraldry, of what antiquity is it ?

prayer- book ? 322 333

Grotius, Buchanan , and Barkley, Hobls or L'Strange, whether the

which of 'em excell'd in Latin better chriſtian ? 475

poetry ? 477 Heaven, how far is it off. 491

Ghoſts that appear, are they fouls Hiftory, whether there's any true
of men ?

499 and impartial ? 23

Ghoſts, have they local motion Hope, or Fruition, whether ismore

ibid . pleaſant ? 33

Ghoſts, can they moveper Satum ? Hell, are the puniſhments equal
ibid . there ? 58

Gravity andlevity of bodies, what Habit of idleneſs, what's the beſt

are they ? 358 method to break ic off ? 106

Godfathers, Godmothers and Bi . Haven or Hell , are they local ?
ſhops, are they noc popiſh 131

cuſtoms ? 360 Hedge Hogs, how propagated, and

Gun, why will it flye when fird, whether viviparous or ovipa

if a man's thumb be upon
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